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ACTIONS TAKEN TO DATE - Oct. 1997

Group #l
1. Proposals for Natural Resource Survey Pilots were solicited. Funding was recommended in the 1998

allowance recommendations for IL, NV, SC, SD, WY.

Group #2
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10. Six of the seven digitizing units were visited and reports developed. Cooperators were included in

QIT on quality joins and on digital map finishing has provided it’s recommendations.
SSURGO Forum has been developed to interact on technical SSURGO issues with the soil
development infrastructure.
Key players involved in SSURGO development have been identified in the soil business
infrastructure.
NCG has provided training in advanced SSURGO review using ARC/INFO. Staff representing all
the digitizing units and most of the MLRA offices and states have attended. The classes will
continue into 1998.
Several MLRA offices have coordinated compilation workshops for staff in their region.
Digitizing units participate in regularly scheduled teleconferences on both technical and management
related issues. Entering their second year of production, the units are beginning to emphasize less
formal technical communication between each other on an as need basis.
All of the units are looking at creative partnerships with local, state, and other federal agencies to
cost share and cooperate to develop digital surveys. All the units have very strong state partnerships
and most work closely with local universities for both expertise and a source of labor.
The SSURGO forum was developed to ensure consistent, timely, universally accessible data
development procedures and specifications. There are over 100 NRCS and cooperator staff who
monitor the forum. Some SSURGO documentation has been posted on the web for FTP download.
Six of the seven digitizing units have full web browsing capability and email.  All MLRA offices ,

have web browsing capability. The status of data development locations outside of a state office,
digitizing unit, and MLRA offices is unknown.
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the visits where feasible. Final reports distributed to cooperators and NRCS staff.
11. Funding and accountability issues have been discussed with State Conservationists in states with

digitizing units, and recommendations have been provided. Additional discussions are planned for
the agency business meeting.

12. There have been conversations and technical information exchange with private companies and
universities regarding this digitizing initiative. Alternative procedures are being evaluated to
expedite the digitizing process.

13. Contract mechanisms are being investigated to develop partnerships with non-NRCS sources to
expedite the digitizing process.

14. Preliminary discussions with FGDC have been held on approving the digitizing standards. There is
support on this from the federal geographic community.

15. NCG has been assigned the responsibility for and is currently developing the workload analysis tool.
16. To assist in status reporting and documentation for top management, the seven digitizing units are

monitoring and reporting status to support development of a national map. The five traditionally
reported products are now broken into seven and the map is posted on the WWW. This is an interim
process only until the Soil Survey Schedule is redone. The ultimate responsibility for this reporting
will then return to the states.

17. Funding has been provided to clear up the backlog requests of 1997 compilation materials and to
order as many of the 1998 funded survey materials as funds will allow.

18. In the 1998 funding strategy, MO leaders were encouraged to submit surveys which had available
DOQ as a high priority.

19. NSSH has been amended to address changing infrastructure roles and responsibilities.
20. NSSH amendments addressing specific SSURGO issues continue to evolve.

Group #3
1. QIT on Technical Services has provided its recommendations
2. Currently under consideration at the NSSC is a lead for Technical Services,

for Product Development and Marketing, and for Technology Transfer.



Group #4
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Developed presentation for the agency business meeting
Scheduled soil data quality workshop for January 1998
Deputy Chief for Soil Survey and Resource Assessment continues to discuss
the MLRA structure with the Regional Conservationists and State
Conservationists.
NASIS hardware is currently included in the USDA Common Computing
Environment initiative for all Project and Field Service Center offices.
LAN/WAN/Voice communications installation for Soil Survey Project offices
to support NASIS is currently to be given agency priority as the moratorium is
lifted. (Sept. 24, 1997)
Some geospatial aspects of NASIS are included in the items being considered
for NASIS 4.0 however they are quite a ways down the list. Other work in the
SSRA Deputy Area on STATSGO  and SSURGO browsers and geospatial
interfaces is more generic but will enhance all geospatial capabilities.

Group #5
1. An NCSS Advisory group recommended revising the guidelines in the NSSH on quality assurance

and MOU development to better address their applicability to the MIX4 structure. This is currently
being initiated.

2. Marketing and explaining the MIX4 concept continues at the Division and at
the Deputy level. The Chief has reinforced the agency’s commitment to the
concept.

3. STATSGO Browser is now available
4. Interpretations Generator in NASIS 3.1 is now available and accommodates

local criteria.
Group #6

1. QIT on quality joins has provided recommendations
2. NASIS data ownership issue has been clarified.
3. Funding recommendations to Regional Conservationists for Soil Survey were





State Soil Scientist
Workshop
April 7-10 1997
Atlantis Hotel, Reno, NV

All participants in the meetmg  will help in identi-
tying opportunities for the Soil Survey Division
Director in 6 topic areas during breakout sessions.
These are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

:3

5.

6.

1

.4:

What are the major opportunities that exist in ,
creating an integrated natural resources survey,
and what are three options for implementing
these options?

What are the issues impeding the accomplish-
ment of the soil survey di
including SSURGO certiB

itizing initiative,
ication?  What are

the suggested resolutions to those issues?

How do we establish in each state a robust
technical soil services program that encour-
ages free flow of information, ideas, new
interpretations, customer assessment, etc.
across state and regional boundaries?

What critical processes are missing or poorly
understood with the MLRA approach to soil
survey mapping using NASIS? For instance
who has ownership and can make changes to

;

data? What does data ownership entail? How
are changes in data and interpretations
reviewed, and who reviews them? What is
the role of AES and others?

What barriers exist that prevent the establish-
ment of MLRA project offices and prevent the
conversion of current soil survey projects to
the MLRA basis? What are your recommen-
dations for overcoming these barriers?

What 0 portunities exist for MLRA office -
State o&ice coordination on product develop-
ment, program guidance, traming, database
management and support, etc. What barriers
exist to implementing this coordination, and
what recommendations do you have for
overcoming these barriers?

. ’

Moderator

1:00 - 1:15 p.m.

1:15 - 2:45 p.m.

2:45 - 3: 10 p.m.

3:lO - 3:30 p.m.

3:30 - 4:45 p.m.

3:45 - 4:40 p.m.

4:40 - 5:00 p.m.

Bill Dollarhide

Welcome
Bill Goddard

Soil Survey J&ion  and
Program Direction
Carole Jett/
Gene Andreuceti
Horace Smith

An Assistant State
Conservationist b
Perspective
Melvin Womack

Break

A.RRACS  Cert@cation
Margie Faber

Soil Survey Reports
Stan Anderson/
Patty Westf
Jimmy Todd
l how we package

soil survey
information

l agency standards
0 electronic printing
0 congressional

notification

Hydric Soil Indicators
Wade Hurt
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Moderator Tyrone Goddard

8:OO - 9:30 a.m. SSURGO presentations
Tommie Parham/
Hof Owen/ Craig Ditzler/
Jim Ware
l ordering ortho
l archiving by quad
0 quality joins

(acs’s, hel, c factors,
r factors, K, T, Soils etc.

l map compilation
l Digitizing QIT
l certification (base,

scale, etc.)

9:30 - 10:00 a.m.

10:00 - 11:30 a.m.

11:30  - 12:00 a.m.

Break

NASIS  presentations
Russ Kelsea/
Ken Harward
l report on special

NASIS team
l database population
0 interp modules
e field concepts/@/

implementation
0 software training
l schedule for

development

Some thoughts on the role of
the Soils Division in Meeting
the Challenges of the 21st.
Century
Hari Eswaran

12:00 - 1:OO p.m. Lunch

1:00 - 4:30 p.m. Break out groups
Instructions Dennis Lytle

Break out Session
Number One

Groups l-5 in Ballroom B
Group 6 on Coral Reef

DEMOS - in Coral Reef until 8:OOpm,  come in
and socialize, see demos, then go for dinner

Moderator

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.

10:00 - lo:30 a.m.

lo:30  -1l:OO a.m.

11:00 - 11:30 a.m.

11:30 - 12:00 p.m.

8:00 - 12:00 a.m. Break out session
Number Two

Groups l-6 in T’kadewinds
I, II, III

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. Lunch

1:00 - 4:30 p.m. Develop Topic
Presentations

12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Moderator

1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

3:00 - 3:30 p.m.
DEMOS - in Tradewinds I until 8:OOpm,
come in and socialize, see demos, then go for
dinner

3:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Neil Peterson

Topic Reports  porn
Break out Groups

Break

Cont. Topic Reports
from Break out Groups

Soil Survey Handbook
and the Centennial
Gary Muckel

Soil Survey Program
Evaluation
Maxine Levine/
Gregg Schellentrager

Lunch

Tom Reedy

Recommendation of
Conference on Group
Reports/open discussion

Break

Wrap up
Horace Smith

Possible Demos showing after the session on
Tuesday and Wednesday include:

. ALPS symbols
placement software

. NASIS 3.1
l ARGIS
.  ARCVIEW
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Topic Reports  from
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Break

Cont. Topic Reports
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Soil Survq Handbook
and the Centennial
Gary Muckel

Soil Survey Program
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Lunch

Tom Reedy

Recommendation of
Conference on Group
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Wrap up
Horace Smith

Possible Demos showing after the session on
Tuesday and Wednesday include:

. ALPS symbols
placement software

l NASIS 3.1
. ARGIS
l ARCVIEW
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ACTIONS TAKEN TO DATE

Group #l
1. Proposals for Natural Resource Survey Pilots were solicited. Funding was included in the allowance recommendations for

IL, NV, SC, SD, WY.

Group #2
1. QIT on quality joins and on digital map finishing have provided their recommendations

Group #3
1. QIT on Technical Services has provided its recommendations
2. Currently under consideration at the NSSC is a lead for Technical Services,

for Product Development and Marketing, and for Technology Transfer.

Group #4
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Developed presentation for the agency business meeting
Scheduled soil data quality workshop for January 1998
Deputy Chief for Soil Survey and Resource Assessment continues to discuss
the MLRA structure with the Regional Conservationists and State
Conservationists.
NASIS hardware is currently included in the USDA Common Computing
Environment initiative for all Project and Field Service Center offices.
LAN/WAN/Voice communications installation for Soil Survey Project offices
to support NASIS is currently to be given agency priority as the moratorium is
lifted. (Sept. 24, 1997)
Some geospatial aspects of NASIS are included in the items being considered
for NASIS 4.0 however they are quite a ways down the list. Other work in the
SSRA Deputy Area on STATSGO and SSURGO browsers and geospatial
interfaces is more generic but will enhance all geospatial capabilities.



Group #5
1. An NCSS Advisory group recommended revising the guidelines in the NSSH on quality assurance and MOU development

to better address their applicability to the MLI2A structure. This is currently being initiated.
2. Marketing and explaining the MLRA concept continues at the Division and at

the Deputy level. The Chief has reinforced the agency’s commitment to the
concept.

3. STATSGO Browser is now available
4. Interpretations Generator in NASIS 3.1 is now available and accommodates

local criteria.
Group #6

1. QIT on quality joins has provided recommendations
2. NASIS data ownership issue has been clarified.
3. Funding recommendations to Regional Conservationists for S&l Survey were

13% higher overall than last year.
4. QIT on digital map finishing has provided its recommendations.





Definition

l A core of geospatial layers and attributes
that may include from the following:



Processes for an Integrated
Natural Resources Survey

Develop a Framework via MOU,
Coogerative  Agreements, etc.

Develop Customer

Inventory Available Themes

Solicit Partner Involvement

Needs and Requirements
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Processes for an Integrated
Natural Resources Survey

l Utilize Interdisciplinary and Interagency
Input for New or Update Inventorys

l Develop a Natural Resources Gateway for
One Point Access

l Utilize Current and Uniform Technology



Results of Integrated Natural
Resources Surveys

l Wide Area Access to Data and Information
- Can get the same information from multiple

agencies, institutions, cooperators, industry
partners, etc.

l Improve Customer Service



Results of Integrated Natural
Resources Surveys

l NRCS will be Data and Information Rich$!
l Reduces Duplication and Saves Resources

0 Provides an Opportunity to Communicate
Landscape Interrelationships

0 Results in a Holistic View of
Natural Resources
- Supports holistic management



Recommendations

l Pilot / Demonstrate Natural Resources
Surveys in Various Geographic Locations

l Utilize Results from Past / Current Efforts
l Secure Agency / Partnership Consensus,

Support, and Resources to Implement
Natural Resources Surveys



Group 2 State Soil Scientist
Meeting April 8, 1997

l Tommie Parham NCG -Team Leader, Hof
Owen NCG, Nathan McCaleb NE, Jimmy
Ford OK, Jerry Daigle LA, Travis Neely IN,
Hayes Dye AZ, Chad McGrath OR, Chris
Clarke WV, Greg Schellentrager NE, Bill
Cradick KY, Bill Fredrick MI, Charlie Fulez
AR



Primary Objective

l Identify barriers to accomplishing soil
survey digitizing initiative



Training, communication and
feedback
l Designate SSURGO specialist at each MO

and state office and DU

l Evaluate DU products and provide feedback
to refine and improve agency expertise.

l Develop training for MO and state office
SSURGO specialist to include compilation,

MUIR and metadata, advanced
and arc/info

4. . . .

digitizing..

SSURGO



Training, communication and
feedback: cont.
0

l

0

Coordinate internship with DU and all
infrastructure personnel including partners
involved
Promote

.

in the process
site visits to other DU to expand

experiences
Provide standards and specifications on the
web site so they are available to potential
contractors.(NOTE: not all NRCS offices
have access to web site)



Training, communication and
feedback: cont.
l Network accessibility crucial to success to

success of initiative in providing updates of
specifications and standards via websites.

l Oversight and evaluation of soil survey
digitizing initiative at all
levels(REGIONAL, STATE, MO, SSPO,
NCG, DU)

l Information briefing paper all office
distribution including partners and private
sector



Accountability and funding

l Brief top staff and regional boards at agency
business meetings, Board of Directors,
etc . . . . . to inform them on the

\ . f-. . . .- a) status 01 initiative,

- b) barriers/risks,
- c) resolutions/options

- d) needs

l Market initiative with outside agencies and
key professional societies and solicit
funding support and partnerships.ie..



(Indlno)slaaal uorlmpold  pm
.

slndm &pun3 30 uo~~m~ma pm q8rslallg l
. . . .



II

Workload analysis tools

l Develop SSURGO inventory workload
analyzing tool to assist SO/MO/R0 and DU
operations in analyzing workload and staff
needs (QIT recommendation #9)



Base materials

l Work with USGS to speed up DOQ
acquisition

l Timely NCG turn-around for DOQ film
positives and source materials

l Base priorities:
a) DOQ - encourage for future field office
b) analog ortho
c) mylar topos

l Funding off the top for base and source
material



Roles and Responsibilities

l Support SSD QIT and Quality Join QIT
recommendations

l Amend NSSH to reflect roles and
responsibilities and clearly communicate
such to all levels



Incomplete Infrastructure

l Develop inventory of expertise both inside
and outside NRCS to complete the

,

initiative(ex.. tribal units)

a Target funding to where expertise and
capability is located



Research and Development

l Utilize pen-based technology in field to
eliminate future compilation(QIT
recommendation #12).

l Investigate present methods of compilation
for areas of streamlining



Issue Paper
NRCS - National Cooperative Soil Survey

Technical Soil Services

ISSUE STATEMENT

NRCS needs a nationally coordinated, proactive Technical Soils Services OrSS)  Program. The current NRCS TSS Program lacks national
coordination, is ad-hoc and reactive, and is based largely on the initiative and enthusiasm of a few individual soil scientists. TSS needs to be an
integral part of NRCS technical conservation programs, the National Soil Survey Program, NRCS outreach and marketing, and overall agency
mission. A renewed national focus which includes adequate multilevel support and appropriate training are necessary to ensure quality
products and services are delivered to all customers in a timely manner. NRCS must be visionary while developing a TSS program that
addresses current and anticipated soil data needs.

The skills of soil scientists and the services and products they offer must be consistently utilized and incorporated into internal program
and policy development and delivery. Because our current TSS approach is commonly reactive, a strong need exists for a multilevel strategy to
ensure a planned approach to TSS exists that ensures both internal and external customers are provided with quality service, products, and
training.

TSS must strengthen it’s outreach and marketing to provide quality training for all users of existing soils data and must be proactive in
developing new data and interpretations for technical resource -programs and special uses by cooperators? partners, and other customers. We
must continue TSS support for all internal NRCS programs. To summarize, as the result of a planned, nationally coordinate!, balanced TSS
program, our agency will be more effective in applying and interpreting soil data to address all land management concerns including soil, air,
and water quality? watershed and rangeland health, and urban land issues.

BACKGROUND

The NRCS Soil Survey program emphasis has traditionally produced soil maps, soil data and soil interpretations for use by other NRCS
employees or by other governmental agencies involved in resource management. Traditional accomplishments are measured as acres mapped
and manuscripts completed. Another vital portion of soil survey program outputs include collecting technical soil information during the
mapping process and transferring it through TSS activities to both internal and external customers.

Many states have area or resource soil scientists who provide internal program coordination for areas with published soil surveys and
also provide some level of TSS to mostly internal users. These positions have been successful due to the soil scientist’s creativity and initiative,
ability to locate and acquire needed training, personal skills in sales and marketing, and desire and ability to find time, equipment, and higher-
level support for providing soil training and specialized interpretations designed to meet local customer needs. In many states, a large
percentage of soil scientists are focused on completing initial soil surveys. In these states, the needed resources for a fully functioning TSS
program are not available. With the current CO-02 funding formulas, the number of project soil surveys and acres produced are major
factors in deriving CO-02 state fund allocations. Some states, like Florida, that have “once over” soil surveys completed, have built successful,
creative TSS programs based on financial partnerships with state agencies and/or other partners..



NRCS reorganization was designed to enhance and expand TSS within each state while centralizing and managing soil survey activities
by Major Land Resource Areas (MOs). This change remains in an embryonic stage and it’s success depends upon strong national leadership,
careful program design and the implementation of an effective multilevel TSS plan.

PRESENT SITIJATION

Recent NRCS budget constraints have caused the NRCS TSS program to focus inward, away from serving, training, and providing data
to external customers. As a result of reorganization, soil scientist positions at the State Office (SO)  level and above were reduced with
anticipated gains in the number of soil scientists at the field level. However, due to reducing the number of SO soil scientists, acceptance of the
early retirement option by soil scientists, and demands of soil survey digitizing and farmbill  support activities, no net gains have been realized
in TSS staff years. Major Land Resource Area Offices (MOs)  have assumed a larger portion of soil survey, correlation, and manuscript
activities but again, no net gain in TSS staff years was achieved. TSS activities within NRCS SOS and field offices (FOs)  are now focused as
support for National Resource Inventory, Wetland Reserve and Conservation Reserve Programs, National Soils Information System (NASIS),
National Digitizing Initiative, Field Office Computer System (FOCS)  modules, wetland determination and delineation activities , and other
internal NRCS program support. These activities preclude deveIoping  outreach and marketing programs to effectively interact and build
support with external customers and to collect new soils data needed to support scientific models or new soil interpretations. External
customer and/or partner support may become vitally important as budgets, and the personnel they support, continue to shrink.

Leadership
Re-establishing the National Leader for TSS and a support staff will provide leadership to the critically emerging TSS program. The

National Leader for TSS will provide leadership and coordination to effectively market soil survey information, provide guidance for an
effective special interpretation delivery system, develop consistent agency policy that ensures soils data is fully utilized in NRCS program
delivery, and assures the adequate testing of proposed technologies and programs that use soil data prior to their release. The National Leader
for TSS would focus on the development and delivery of a TSS training program that provides training to its own soil scientists, to other NRCS
personnel, and to other users of soil survey and soil interpretation data so they can successfully use it. The State Soil Scientist or State Soils
Liaison is the manager of the TSS program in their state. In order to focus state level TSS and to obtain and develop needed training for TSS soil
scientists, it is recommended that the State Soil Scientist or equivalent supervise field level TSS staff.

Training
NRCS training, in the past few years, has not met the need for technical and on-the-job soils training. Many field  office employees

would benefit tremendously from spending a day in the field with a soil scientist as he or she described and classified a soil, discussed the site
specific interpretations of a soil, communicated the uses and limitations of the county soil survey, discussed aspects of soil quality, or answered
the employee’s questions regarding relationships among soil properties and nitrate or pesticide leaching, drainage class, or land capability
class. Additionally, untrained employees are more likely to know under which circumstances they should request soil scientist assistance for
technical projects or recommendations. It is recommended that NRCS establish a stronger technical training program for District
Conservationists and other non-soil scientist, field office staff. This training will equip them with the basic tools to provide technical assistance
that protects natural resources, meets customer needs and expectations, and fits within NRCS policies. This includes on-the-job and formal
training on soils-related subjects.



that protects natural resources, meets customer needs and expectations, and fits within NRCS policies. This includes on-the-job and formal
training on soils-related subjects.

Proficient TSS soil scientists must have already mastered basic soil survey skills. Soil mapping, identifying landscapes, soil data entry,
air photo interpretation, observing, describing, and classifying soils, describing and quantifying soil patterns within a soil map unit, and other
fundamental soil survey skills must be learned and developed. Therefore, basic soil survey experience, developed over a 2 to 5 year period,
initiates and becomes TSS core training. Training for TSS begins with a regulated amount of time spent in TSS activities, directed by the soil
survey project leader, while completing soil surveys and it continues as on-the-job training while assisting and working with a resource/area
soil scientist. It is supplemented by timely formal TSS training courses in identified areas that support national, state, and local TSS needs and
activities. TSS soil scientists must intimately know the inputs and requirements of the product they use and market.

Presently, most formal soil scientist training provided by National Education and Development Center (NEDC)  is centered around
project soil surveys. TSS soil scientists must possess adequate skills and knowledge to deliver quality products and service. The Soil Survey
Division Training Coordinator (SSDTC)  must work with NEDC, national, regional, institute, and state staffs to develop TSS training courses
focused on existing TSS needs. It is recommended that the SSDTC coordinate the development of a clear TSS training vision and be proactive in
course development. A training framework and delivery mechanisms are required along with the development of a cadre of skilled, talented
instructors to deliver TSS training. Effective partnerships with universities, institutes, local extension groups may be required lo produce the
quality TSS training needed by soil scientists and NRCS field office employees.

Monitoring/Reporting Deliverables
Presently an adequate method of capturing and quantifying data on the kind, amount, and value of TSS products delivered by NRCS to

customers does not exist. TSS deliverables and products are valuable to our customers and vary by geographic area, status of “once over” soil
surveys, strategic partnerships, marketing and salesmanship, and state and local law requirements. It seems prudent for the NRCS to
accurately report to Congress the kind and amount of services delivered to our customers to assist in supporting annual budget requests. These
reports will undoubtedly influence our budget which in turn directly affects our ability to deliver TSS. However, a TSS reporting system must
be flexible, (in order to reflect state and local differences), simple, and easily maintained so that it, in and of itself, does not reduce time
available to produce TSS products and services. It is recommended that a Quality Improvement Team {QIT) be established to determine the
feasibility, desirability, need, and methodology required to produce an accurate logical reporting system and to make recommendations to the
Director of the Soil Survey Division regarding a TSS reporting system that joins it to the Government Performance Review Act (GPRA).

Skills File
It is recommended that a national soil scientist skills file be developed. It will provide a list of skilled trainers that can assist in

developing training courses and position descriptions that represent and support activities of NRCS TSS soil scientists. A national skills file will
also provide a reservoir of expertise and experience useful for all levels and complexities of TSS projects within the nation. It will permit NRCS
to effectively use and maximize the skills of all soil scientists.



SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

I.
2.

9.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Reestablish National Leader and support staff for Technical Soil Services
Establish QIT to review importance and value of establishing a national TSS reporting system and to provide recommendations
to Director of Soil Survey Division
Develop a similar career ladder for TSS and soil survey soil scientists, within the 47’0  series
Develop a catalog of current and potential TSS products and services (Appendix A)
Develop a %kills file” for NRCS soil scientists (eventually includes soil scientists from Universities, other agencies, etc.) that
provides a “gene pool” of experience and expertise for TSS, soil interpretations, GIS, and soil survey programs
As TSS program leader, the State Soil Scientist or State Soil Liaison should supervise TSS field staff
Establish a strong TSS training program for NRCS soil scientists and for all NRCS field level employees and external customers

Appendix A

Technical Soil Services Provided to Customers

Food Securify  Act/Resource Inventory:
Hydric  soils determinations/delineations (FSA)
PSU data collection (NRI)
Special NRI sampling and data collection (NRI)
Soil data validation and representative values generation(FAIRA)
Wetland reserve program eligibility determinations
Maintenance of FOCS soils data for field office planning activities
Soil resource expert for FSA
Support soil-related modules for Field Office Computer System (FOCS)
Oversight and support as team members for state program appraisals

Water Quality:
Seasonal high water table determinations
Hazardous waste siting
Waste water spray field siting
Irrigation guide development/update assistance



Water Quantity:
Anomaly investigations (sinkholes)
Storm water retention pond siting
Support in irrigation water management for water savings
Waste management support in structure siting (dairy/livestock operations)

Soil Quality:
Highly Erodible/Potentially  Highly erodible land determinations
Soil pesticide loss and leaching determination tables from soil data
Land fill siting
Collect soil quality data for 1996 Special Mu sampling
Oversight and support to air quality program dealing with PM< 10
Provide data for conservation planning activities
Assistance to state and local governments on secondary land use issues
Assistance to general public on use and management of soils
Oversite and assistance to Field Office Technical Guide
Identify soil quality resource concerns
Determine effectiveness of applied practices to improve soil health

Soils Training and Workshops:
Land judging training and coaching
Envirothon  assistance and training
Presentations to high school/college job fairs
Basic photo interpretation training to field office staff
Site assessment training for local government groups
Assistance and soils training for elementary, junior high and high schools
Civil rights activities
Soils training to university soil genesis, classification, mapping classes
Soils training for state conservation planning



Group 4 Report

l What critical processes are missing or
poorly understood with the MLRA
approach using NASIS?



2.

NASIS Concepts are not clearly
understood
l Functions fit in with MLRA mapping

concepts

l Communications with SSPO

l Equipment and Operation

l Policy and Procedures

l Coordination with Field Offices (DCs)

l Data Ownership/Availability
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Better Clarity - Low Apples

l Use Division Director’s Quarterly
Newsletter for getting word out

l Use existing networks to promote better
understanding--consortium, MO meetings

l Have the Deputy Chief, the Division
Director, and the NASIS Coordinator speak
to Regional and State Conservationists



Better Clarity - Low Apples

l Use existing resources to create a consistent
visual presentation that covers key points,
e.g., data ownership, legends for use by
MOs, states, etc., that can be tailored to a
specific audience

l Convey to STC the importance and value of
NASIS implementation by linking it to
critical resource issues, programs, and
higher quality data



Clarity - Higher Apples

l -Get Soil Data Quality Specialists together
for a national workshop

l Establish certification guidelines for data
ownership

l Implement NASIS at all locations with the
appropriate hardware and software

l Implement recommendations of
telecommunications consultant



High Apple

l Do not lose sight of the need for geospatial
aspect of NASIS



Barriers to Establishment
of MLRA Project Offices

l Group # 5





Issue #l - Funding

l Traditional sources of funding have been
county based.

l Sharing of resources across administrative
boundaries has not traditionally been done.



Issue #l - Solutions

l Seek broader, non traditional sources.

l Local funds can be dedicated to local areas
while federal funds can be used MLRA-
wide.

l Creativity in funding agreements.
- Avoid unrealistic expectations through use of

longer term agreements and incremental
updates.

- Short term targeted projects.



Funding Creativity Continued

- Pass up funding that doesn’t fit MLRA
objectives.

- Take personnel/equipment, not $.

l MLRA and States work together to educate
management regarding benefits of sharing
resources.



Issue #2 --Management and
Organizational Structure.

l Supervision from states for offices with
multi-state responsibilities.

l State & County employees restricted to
funded work area.

l Who takes initiative to implement?

l Size of MLRA’s & travel distances.



Issue #2 - Solutions

l MO/States prepare plan for resource sharing
and present to B.O.D.

l Consider team or other alternative
supervision styles.

l Ensure complete and effective
communication with all players.

l States & partners initiate and lead process
with support and coordination from the MO.



Issue #3 - Priorities

l Difficulty of setting up county-based
projects while simultaneously transitioning
to MLRA-based survey areas.



Issue #3 - Solutions

l Team correlation approach as bridge to full
implementation.

l Blend once over with MLRA-wide projects
(satellite office or stand alone office using
MLRA concept.)

l Plan ahead for transition before once over is
completed.
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Issue #4 - Solutions

l Implement existing MOU “as is” or revise
as needed to fit MLRA concept.

l Expand MLRA-wide MOU’s to encompass
groups of MLRA’s or entire MO area.
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Issue #5 - Commitment

l Management commitment to the MLRA
approach may be lacking.



Issue #5 - Solutions

l Don’t assume commitment is not there.

l Develop plans for implementation and sell
to managers.

l Educate decision makers about benefits.

l Highlight success stories .
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Issue #2 - Marketing efforts are
needed

l There is still not a clear understanding of
the reasons for, and benefits of, the MLRA
approach to soil survey .



Issue #2 - Solutions.

l Define current state of the existing soil
surveys.

l Define the vision of the desired state.

l Capitalize on the concept of building upon
the current product.

8 Emphasize continuing nature of soil survey
(concept of maintenance).
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Issue #l - Solutions.

l Perfectly defined boundaries are not needed
to get started. Can be refined as mapping
progresses.

l Pilot software based on STATSGO.

l MLRA is not the only only acceptable
physiographic boundary to use to organize
work.

l Coordinate between projects for the
transition areas.



Issue #2 - Data.

l Past data and interpretations were gathered
by political boundaries. Anomalies in
elements such as K, T, capability class, etc.
exist.



Issue #2 - Solutions.

l Seek out sources of existing data and
summarize and use it in NASIS
development.

l Continue to work to coordinate
interpretations regionally.

l Utilize national guides and develop training
on their use.

l Project offices need standardized methods
of data collection and analysis in order to be
able to share data.
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Issue # 3 - Solutions.

l Pay close attention to customer needs.
- critical role for State Soil Scientists and

Resource Soil Scientists.

l Allow flexibility in choosing scale.
- Scale change could occur at change in land use

or physiographic boundary rather than county
boundary.



Group_ 6 Report.

l MLRA Office and State Office
Coordination



Disclaimer

l Group felt that most things are working
good and we are getting there.

l Identified some issues and concerns that
need addtional or continued attention



Concerns

l 1. Lack of consistent guidance & direction

l 2. MO’s developing own guides -
duplication

l 3. Some state boundaries still to hard

l 4. Funding accountability integrity

l 5. Some MO staffs at least preceived to be
doing host state work



._ Concerns

l 6. Quaility joins for SSURGO

l 7. Understanding and agreement of
ownership of NASIS data

l 8. Some states feel they don’t have adequate
input on MO guidance documents
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Barriers

l Limited funding

l Reduced travel funds

l Lack of understanding of multi-state
responsibilities by other state managment
staff



Qpportunities

l 1. Share development and use of TSS
l 2. New interpretations

l 3. GIS
l 4. Digital map finishing

l 5. Compilation

l 6. Soil business for SSURGO



Wpportunities

l 7. Marketing

l 8. Training

l 9. Manuscript review/processing

l 10. Sharing of specialist

l Il. Sharing development of new technology



Mechanisms to carry out
-opportunities

l Single MLRA Technical team
l (Field SS and MO, SDQS for a single

MLRA)
l Regional Soil Consortiums, SSS etc

l (SSS within a region)
l Regional Technical Advisory Group -

Multi-discipline
l (Multi-disciplinary regional)



Mechanisms to carry out
I

_ ---- opportunities- -. ._. .--

0

a

MLRA Office Board of directors or
Management Team
(STC, & some case Partnership Leads)
National & Regional Data Quality
Specialist & MLRA Office Leaders
meetings

Training by MLRA Office staff



Mechanisms to carry out
opportunities

l National Technical Soils Consortiums

l (6 Technical Soil Specialist - 1 from each
region, SSS, MO Leaders).



.

Mechanisms to carry out
opportunities

l National Technical Soils Consortiums
l (6 Technical Soil Specialist - 1 from each

region, SSS, MO Leaders).
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Stare Soil Scientists National Workshop
Ramada Hotel - Valley Ho

Scottsdale, Arizona
February 14-I&1994

AGENDA

Monday. February 14.1994

IO:00 am - 4:oop.m

Chairperson

1:OO p.m. - I:15 p.m.

1:ISp.m - 1:30p.m.

I:30 p.m. - 2:Zp.m.

2:15 p.m. - 3:ISp.m.

3:IS p.m. - 3:45 p.m.

3:45 p.m. - 4:15p.m.

4:15 p.m. - 4:45 p.m

Registration - Arizona State OfJie Personnel

James H. Ware, Soil Scientist, Washington, D.C.

Meeting Logistics -James H. Ware, Soil Scientist
Washington,  D. C.

Welcome, Barton E. Ambrose, Assr&znt  State Conservationist
for Programs

Phoenix, Arizona

Role of Qua&  in the Search for Sustainability
Richard W. Arnold,  Director for Soil Survey Division
W~hington,  D.C. .

Restructuring the Soil Survey Division
C. Steven Holzhey, Assistant Director for Soil Survey Division
Lincoln, Nebraska

Break

Global Climate Change and LTER Activities
Ellis G. Knox,  National Leader for Soil Survey Research
Lincoln, Nebraska

RCA and STATSGO  Database
Lawrence E. Brown, Soil Scientist (RCA Liaison)
Lincoln, Nebraska

Tuesday. February 15.1994

Chairperson

8:OO am. - 8:30 am.

Roy L. I&k, Staff Soil Scientist, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico

Montana GIS and Manuscripts Special Projects
Gordon Decker, State Soil Scientist
Bozeman,  Montana

8:30 am. - 9:00 am. T Factors and other FSA Criteria
H. Raymond Sinclair, Lead Scientist, Applications
Lincoln, Nebraska

9:00 am. - IO:00  am. Keeping Survey Above the Law
Stuart L. Shelton, Senior Counsel, Office  of General Council
Wmhington,  D. C.

IO:00  am. - IO:30  am. Break
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IO:30  am. - 11:IS am.

11:lS a.m. - l.l:45 am

IL-45 am. - l:OOp.m.

Chairperson

1:OOp.m.  - 1:3Op.m.

1:30p.m. - 2:30p.m.

2:30 p.m. - 3:OOp.m.

3:00 p.m. - 3:30p.m.

3:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m. - 4:30p.m.

4:30 pm. - until Demonstrations and Displays
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Wednesday. February 16, I994

8:00 am. - 8:15 am. Morning Session Logistics
Thomas E. Calhoun, Assistant Director for Soil Survey Division
Washington, D. C.

8:15 am. - 9:45 am. Strategic Planning Topics: Brainstonning  and Problem Solving
Small Group Sessions - Facilitators a
Karl H. Langlois, Head Soils  Stafi NNTC, Chester, Pennsylvania
Arlene J. Tugel, Soil Scientist, WNTC,  Portland, Oregon
Robert L. McLeese,  State Soil Scientist, Champaign, Illinois

National Cartographic and GIS Center Topics ’
Hugh Allcon, NCSS Branch Chie$ National Cartographic Center
Fort Worth, Texas

SSURGO and Map Finishing Standa&
Hof Owen, Soil Scientist, National Cartographic Center
Fort Worth, Texas

Lunch

Tommie L. Parham,  State Soil Scientist
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Ecosystem Management in SCS
J. Marc Safley,  Assistant Director for Ecological Sciences Division
Wahington,  D. C.

Fort Collins Overview/NASIS  Update
Ken Hat-ward, NASIS Project Manager
Fort Collins, Colorado

.

FGDC and National Spatial Data Standards
Dennis J. Lytle,  Assistant Director for Soil Survey Division
Lincoln, Nebraska

Break

Strategic Planning and GPRA
Thomas E. Calhoun, Assistant Director for Soil Survey Division
Wmhington,  D. C.

Open Forum
Wade Hurt, State Soil Scientist
Gainesville, Florida

Montana GIS and Manuscripts Special Projects
Michael J. Hansen,  Dataset Manager, Bozeman, Montana
LeeAnn Mena,  Soil Survey Technician, Bozeman, Montana
Robert Lund, Cartographic Technician, Bozeman, Montana
Thomas Potter, Cartographic Technician, Bozeman, Montana

NASIS Operation
Ken Hazard,  NASIS Project Manager, Fort Collins, Colorado
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9:4.5 a.m. - 1O:OO a.m.

IO:00  am. - II.30 am.

11:30  am. - 11:45 am.

11:4.5 am. - 500 p.m.

530 p.m. - until
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Break

Small Group Sessions Continued: Strategic Planning Topics

Board Buses for Field Trip

Box Lunch and Field Trip
Phillip D. Camp and William W Johnson, Assistant State

Soil Scientists, Phoenix, Arizona

Demonstrations and Displays

Montana GIS and Manuscripts Special Projects
MichaelJ. Hansen, Data&Manager,  Bozeman, Montana
LeeAnn Mena,  Soil Survey Technician, Bozeman, Montana
Robert Lund Cartographic Technician, Bozeman, Montana
Thomas Potter, Cartographic Technician, Bozeman, Montana

NASIS Operation’
Ken Harward, NASIS Project Manager, Fort Collins, Colorado

Thursday. February  17.1994

Chairperson

8:00 am. - 9:00 am.

@

9:00 am. - IO:00 am.

IO:00 a-m. - IO:30 a.m.

IO:30 am. - 1195 am.

11:15 am. - 12:OO  noon

Carol A. Wettstein, State Soil Scientist, Lakewood, Colorado

GIS, NRI and other Topics
Gale W. TeSelle, Director for Resource Inventory

and GIS Division
Wmhington,  D. C.

NAPP, DOQ, and other Topics
George M. Rohaley, National Leader for GIS and Remote

Sensing, RIGIS  Division
W&nn@o?z,  D. C.

. .
Break

Soil Survey Schedule Overview
James H. Ware, Soil Scientist, Wmhington,  D.C.

Using Soil Survey  Schedule for State Management Operations
Lawrence A. Tomes, State Soil Scientist, Eat Lansing, Michigan

National Digital Soil Survey Area Coverage and Soil Survey
Schedule

Sharon W Waltman, Soil Scientist, Lincoln, Nebraska

Soil Classification Changes/OSD  Updates
James R Culver, Assistant Director for Soil Survey Division
Lincoln, Nebraska



12:OO  noon - I:00 p-m.

Chaiiperson

1:OO p.m. - 1:30p.m.

I:30 p.m. - 2:OOp.m.

2:00 p.m. - 2:4.5p.m.

2:45p.m. - 3:15p.m.

3:lSp.m. - 3:45p.m.

3:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m. - 6:30p.m.

6:30 p.m. - 8:30p.m.

* Y . . c
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Lunch

Jerry J Daigle, State Soil Scientist, Alexandria, Louisiana

NHQ Reorganization
Richard W. Arnold, Director for Soil Survey Division
Washington, D. C.

Associaton of American State Geologists and Things Geologic
Lany Fellows, State Geologist, Arizona Geological Survey
Tuscan,  Arizona

Interagency MOA Concerning the Delineation of Wetlands
on Agricultural LanaIs

Billy M. Tee,?&  Wetlands Staff Leader and National Biologist
Washington, D-C.

Technical Soil Services Highlights
Lawson D. Spivey, Soil Scientist, Technical Soil Services
Washington, D. C.

Break

Open Forum
Dick Babcock, State Soil Scientist
Temple, Texas

Hospitality Hour (Cash Bar)

Evening Meal and Guest Speaker
Richard L. Duesterhaus, Assistant Chie$ Northeast
Washington, D. C.

Friday. February 18.1994

Chairperson Lawson D. Spivey, Soil Scientist, W~hington,  D.C.

8:00 am- - 8:30 am. Summary of Strategic Planning Work Groups and Budget
Formula Committee Report

Thomas E. Calhoun, Assistant Director for Soil Survey Division
Wasltington, D. C.

8:30 am. - 9:00 am. Quality Assurance Overview
James R. Culver, Assistant Director for Soil Survey Division
Lincoln, Nebraska

9:00 am. - 9:30 am Open Forum
Gregg W. Schellentrager,  State Soil Scientist, Des Moines, Iowa

9:30 am. - IO:00 am. Closing Comments
Richard W Arnold, Director for Soil Survey Division
Washington, D. C.

10:00 am. Adjourn
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I 11:30 AM

NOON

1:OO PM

1:15 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

FIELD TRIP
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1994

Depart from Ramada Valley Ho to Papago Park

Lunch and discussion of area geology znd brief
walk-through with Mario Lluria, Salt River Project
(SRP) Geohydrologist

Depart for Salt River

Meeting in the Mohave

Project Administration Building

Conference Room

Presentation by Dallas Reigle, Hydrologist on SRP's
watershed management including the telemetry system

Split the group into two groups. One half will tour
Association Dispatching Center (A.D.C.) with Joe Rauch,
Superintendent. During this time the second group will
remain in the conference room and meet with Dr. Judy
Brunson-Hadley, SRP Archeologist

Groups will switch

Depart from SRP to Pueblo Grande

Tour Pueblo Grande ruins

Pueblo Grande is a prehistoric Hohokam Indian site
occupied from about A.D. 1 to 1450

Leave for Ramada Valley Ho

Arrive Ramada Valley Ho
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Why Restructure the
Soil Survey Division? /

Create an Organizational Structure That:

b Provides Focused Leadership Based on a
Mission, Vision, and Strategic Plan

b Identifies and Sets Unified Priorities for the
Division

b Is Customer-Focused to Listen and be
Receptive to New Ideas and Concerns

b Is Flexible and Proactive and Can Quickly
and Effectively Identify and Seize
Opportunities

b Establishes and Empowers Teams According
to Priorities to Obtain Improved Results

‘4
1 .i



Soil Survey Division Restructuring

b Began Process About 2.5 Years Ago

b Employee Input (NSSC Climate Survey)

b Customer Input
- State Soil Scientist Meetings
m Agricultural Experiment Stations
Advisory Committee

- State Conservationists Advisory
Committee

- Regional SCS Meetings
- Regional and National NCSS Meetings
- SCS Top Staff

b Soil Survey Division National Leaders
Developed the Framework



Soil Survey Division: .
Three Broad Areas of Work

b Program Development
(R&D)

b Program Implementation
(Production)

p User Support
(Customer Services)



Soil Survey Division Organization

1 f Production \ Director 1

* Each Steering Team Member
Supervises About 15 People
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Soil Survey Division Restructuring

b Richard Arnold, Director Program Direction . .

b August Dornbusch, NTC Director - Administrative

b Steering Team
- C. Steven Holzhey, Assistant Director
- Maurice Mausbach, Assistant Director
- Dennis Lytle, Assistant Director
- William Roth, Assistant Director
- Jim Culver, Assistant Director
- Tom Calhoun, Soil Survey Program Manager

b Technical Leaders
- Hari Eswaran, Natl. Leader, World Soil Resources
- Ellis Knox, Natl. Leader, Soil Survey Research
- Carolyn Olson, Lead Scientist, Soil Landscapes
- Bob Ahrens, Lead Scientist, Soil Taxonomy
- Larry Ratliff, Lead Scientist, Quality
- Roger Haberman, Lead Scientist, Quality
- H. Raymond Sinclair, Lead Scientist, Applications
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Steering Team ResponsibiZities

Strategic Planning / Program
Management - 35%
- Sponsor
- Coach
- Priority setting
- Policy

Supervisory - 15%

Outreach (Liaison) - 25%

Communicating with Customers - 25%
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Soil Survey Division

R e s t r u c t u r i n g :  ’

The Future

b Periodic
Steering
Results

Evaluation and Rotation of
Team Members - Based on

b Evaluation of New Structure Annually

p Can Expect Changes to Continue

b Bottom Line: Must Be Customer,
Product, and Quality Oriented Results



A PARTIAL LIST OF STRATEGIC PLANNING TOPICS

0-

dy

1. A nationwide electronic network of information, with stated reliabilities, customer-
orientated, accessible through INTERNET and/or equivalents, supported and utilized by a _
nationwide network of soil survey outlets with the capacity to create hard copies of any part on
demand.

2. Sufficiently uniform and complete documentation and standards, and accessible data to
allow private firms and others to provide value-added services.

3. Information and documentation readily transferable over electronic networks through the
use of the Soil Spatial Data Transfer Standard.

4. Descriptions of soil landscape-wide processes, including soil landscape hydrology, that
explain the interrelationships of soil series and map units over these large areas and provide the
abrlity to assess the consequences of human activitres over these areas.

5. Information with sufficient uniformity that the public can depend on quality remaining
uniform across political boundaries.

6. Detailed information that can be correctly generalized to smaller scales across regions and
the nation without fear of errors caused by variable quality or misinterpretation.

7. Soil maps customized to particular users and delivered with customized interpretations to
the user w&in minutes.

8. Flexible versions of the present publications that are delivered to the user within 6 months
to 1 year of completion of mapping.

9. A soil data base that provides soil properties that can be used to quantify the quality of the
soils in a map unit.

10. A soil data base that provides use dependent and temporal soil properties.

11. A reevaluation of the cooperative partnerships within the NCSS with an assessment of
services offered by the NCSS, the present partners and their roles and the future of the NCSS.

12. A long-term “Staffing Strategy” that insures staffing in the soil survey to meet changing
technologtcal  needs and environmental and global issues. A Strategy that includes needs at the
National Soil Survey Center, the National Technical Centers, state offices and project offices.
This strategy must address the MLRA concept and the need for inventory leadership across
political boundaries.

13. A biannual “state of the soil survey” publication that identifies nationwide soil scientist
staffing, expertise and office locations in the SCS with consideration to the NCSS.

14. A recess  to link soil scientists at various locations into a natural work group
(inter&pendent, but free to function as the soil’s part of teams).

15. Ensure that soil scientists are skilled in the science of recognizing, mapping and
explaining soil and its relationship in the landscape.

16. A research program that develops the science of recognizing, mapping and explaining soil
and its relationship in the landscape.



c. Provide soil scientists who are well trained and equipped
to assist in the use of soil surveys

d. Promote the development of teams for solving resource
problems and developing program alternatives and
provide soil scientist expertise in support of those
teams

e, Fulfill  the role of international leaders in soil
survey and the use of soil survey information

f. Evaluate the soil scientist training program and
propose new coordinated training for soil scientists
and other dissciplines (SCS and others) in effective
use and interpretation of soils information

0

COMPARISON OF SCS
NATIONAL STRATEGIES
WlTH THE SOL SURVEY
PROGRAM PLAN STRATEGIES

The Soil Survey Program Plan Strategies are intended to fully
support those strategies identified in the SCS Strategic Plan. For
example, SCS Strategy 1: Anticipate Key Natural Resource Issues
and Propose Effective Policies to Address Them relates to the
following strategies in the Soil Survey Program Plan:

1. Improve the quality and kinds of soil dam - so that more and
better resource analyses can be made or predictive models requiring
soil information can be used;

2. Make available a National Soil Information System - to provide
atial and attribute soil information that is available to and meets th

ea;d
s of Federal and non-Federal resource planners and managers as

y investigate and evaluate alternatives that impact the key natural
resources.

3. Provide a basic inventory - so that a reliable comprehensive base
of information is available for the entire country in order to make
judgements on the condition and trends of the resource and to predict
its reaction to alternative managements;

4. Provide skilled professionals - who have in-depth knowledge of
how the soil resource influences and interacts with the other re-
sources (SWAPPA)  under differing management alternatives;

SCS Strategy 2: Encourage Voluntary Solutions to Natural Resource
Problems. Fairly and Efficiently Administer Regulatory Roles is
equally addressed by the Soil Survey Program Plan Strategies. For
example:

1. Improve the quality and kinds of soil data - enables resource
planners to make better analyses and evaluate alternatives to use in
encouraging voluntary solutions to problems. Also better data,
meeting federal standards, in more usable formats provides a more
equitable, sound basis for regulatory programs;

2. Make available a National Soil Information System -
better access and use of more soils information that meets
standards to those making resource decisions.

3. Provide a basic inventory - enables resource planners to make
comparisons and judgements on a nationai basis and provides a
nationally consistent data base;

4. Provide skilled professionals - makes available to those making
decisions the knowledge about the inter-relationships and interactions
between the SWAPPA resources;

These comparisons deal with only two of the SCS National Strate-
gies, but similar comparisons can be made for all five. The Soil
Survey Program Plan was developed to fully support and facilitate
the SCS Strategic Plan.

Equal Employment Opportunity Q

All programs and services of the Soil Conservation Service areoffered  on a nondiscriminatory

basis, without regard to race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, mar&l statuq  or handicap.

United States
Department of
Agriculture

Soil
Conservation
Service

November
1993

Soil Survey
Division
Program Plan



The Federal Government recognizes soil as a strategic natural
resource that must be understood, managed, and conserved for the
health of the nation, and it has charged the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) with leading  that effort.

The SCS Stratigic  Plan recognizes that charge by defining the agency
mission as providing leadership and administering programs to help
people conserve, improve, and sustain our natural resources and
environment. The 53.23  Vision is: A Productive Nation in Harmony
With a Quality Environment.

The Soil Survey Division’s Program PIan focuses on continuous
improvement of a quality product and has identified a mission
vision that support those of the agency.

The Mission
To Provide Leadership and Service to Produce and Deliver
Scientifically-based Soil Information to Help Society Understand,
Value, and Wisely Manage Soil Resources.

This mission is, of course, narrower in scope than that of the agency.
It concentrates on the job of providing resource data and technical
assistance to help people conserve, improve, and sustain our natural
resources and environment.

The Vision
A Dynamic Program Responsible to Customers, Consisting of
Internationally Recognized Soil Scientists and Support Staff Whc
Understand and Promote Wise Use of Soil Resources, Provide
Global Standards, and Are of Service to Science and Our Nation.

Again, although narrower in scope than the SCS vision, the vision of
the Soil Survey program is one that includes the roles of an interna-
tional leader in the soil survey process and in assisting global
customers in understanding the application of soil information to
solve resource problems. This vision also recognizes the leadership
role of SCS soil scientists in developing the science of pedology.

Although developed independently, both the SCS Strategic Plan
aand the Soil Survey Program Plan stress the value we place on our

employees, colleagues, customers, partners, volunteers, resources

and science. In the Soil Survey plan the values of the agency
research authority, employee innovation, creativity, professionalism
and reputation, SCS information products, and the commitment to
the program are also emphasized.

Strategic planning is a dynamic process for the Soil Survey Program,
and through it future organization and sn&?mg  will be developed.
Principle strategies are already becoming apparent.

STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

TEGY 1
!arove the Quality and Kinds of Soil Data for Existing and Future

Soil Surveys to Meet the Customers Needs.

Supporting  Goals
a. Emphasize environmental concerns ofagricultural

sustainability, soil management implications, soil
health and soil quality

b. Implement methodology to provide for modernization and
maintenance of all soil surveys based on natural landscapes
rather than on political boundaries in order to improve their

usability in GIS by SCS and others who may be using sub sets of
natural landscapes such as hydrologic units, watersheds, or
ecoregions.

c. Increase basic understanding and knowledge of soil
processes, soil-landscape relationships, and soil-use
interactions

STRATEGY 2
Develop, Support, and Make Available a National Soil Information
System (NASIS)  Capable of Storing, Manipulating, and Providing
Tailored Soil Information Meeting National Cooperative Soil Survey,
Federal Geographic Data Committee., and Other Agency Needs and
Standards.

tructure the system to more effectively utilize all soil
data (point and non-point) to better address customer
needs

b. Integrate soil survey management and production
through the use of NASIS

c. Provide the ability to capture information on soil
landscape relationships and data reliability

d. Establish a structure that encourages and captures
information on soil performance and behavior

e. Foster the development of national standards for data
dictionaries and soil survey procedures

f. Develop examples for a variety of new products and
techniques to present soil spatial and attribute data

TRATEGY 3
Provide a Basic Inventory of Soil Information For the Entire Country
Produced According to National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS)
Standards and Procedures.

tpporting  Goals
a Actively pursue all options for providing basic soil 4

survey information in digital format

b. Continue to encourage other agencies to adopt and
apply NCSS standards to their soil survey activities

c. Aggressively encourage, through NCSS, other land
management agencies to provide a basic inventory of
their lands nation wide

d. Continue to evaluate and provide the best tools for
collecting and providing soil survey information

e. Periodically evaluate and report on the status of the
soil survey

;TRATEGY  4
Provide a Highly Skilled, Professional, Diversified, Cadre of Soil
Scientists and Support Staff Capable of Producing and Delivering
Soil Information to Meet Agency and National Needs.

Jppcwting  Goals
a Proactively bridge the gap between soil survey

information (data) and the customer (soil data users)

b. Actively integrate soil survey expertise into and
develop linkages with other SCS programs
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Performance Mission Statement
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We will create a government that
works better and costs less

Reinventing the Federal Government

4
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Mandate for Reinvention
Review

60% of Americans believe that making government more
efficient should be a top priority for the Administration
alld COflgreSS  (Wall Street Journal/NBC News poll, 10/29/93).

Yet, nearly half of all Americans still believe the
government will never be able to provide services
without a lot of waste.

Reinventing the Federal Government
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Review
P r e s i d e n t ’ s  M e s s a g e

People want change because the government
suffers from four deficits:

.
0

0

*

0

Budget
Investment
Performance
Trust

Reinventing the Federal Government
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Different by Design
- _- -._--_.-._-~.__-~~ ---.--.

NPR is different than past reform efforts because:

l Used the knowledge and expertise of federal
employees

l Searched for successes and built upon them
a Ensured the integrity of the numbers
l Has strong support and commitment from

the President and Vice President

Reinventing the Federal Government
II
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Industrial-Era Bureaucracies in an Information Age

Top-down
Centralized
Preoccupied with standard operating procedures
Mistrustful
Can’t even buy a steam trap, hire an intern, or save
money
Suffers from a “performance deficit”

The government is broke and broken, and the people
know it. ,

Reinventing the Federal Government

tl
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The Solution
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Creatina Entreareneurial Oruanizations

We searched for and fourid successes:
l Air Combat Command doubled productivity
l IRS centers compete against each other using customer service

performance standards
* Forest Service streamlined itself
l Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and Great Britain are reinventing

themselves, as are Phoenix, Sunnyvale, and others

Winners had these common characteristics:
l Cutting red tape
* Putting the customer first
l Empowering employees to get results
l Cutting back to basics ’

Reinventing the Federal Government
II
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Cutting Red rape (I)

-

l Rewrite the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) --
shifting from rigid rules to guidelines

* Cut by half the annual cost of headquarters staff,
supervisors, and specialists in personnel, procurement,
and budget (should reduce federal government staff by
252,000)

l Institute biennial budgets and appropriations, and
minimize restrictions such as line items, earmarks, and
FTE floors

l OMB will stop using FTE ceilings -- instead use caps on
operations costs I

Reinventing the Federal Government
__.-_______--__-  - --__________-___  .- -

II
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Cutting Red Tape (2)

l Decentralize personnel authority to departments and
agencies to conduct their own recruiting and
examinations -- abolish all central registers and standard
application forms

l Simplify personnel classification system -- switch to pay
bands

l Reduce by half the time it takes to terminate employees
l Let agencies roll over 50% of what they save on

operations costs to the next year
l Establish a process by which agencies can more widely

obtain waivers from regulations
l Establish a Cabinet-level community empowerment

working group

Reinventing the Federal Government
II
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Executive Order requiring departments and agencies to
create customer service programs equal to the best in
business
Eliminate GPO and GSA monopolies
Create competitive, one-stop, career development
centers
Restructure the air traffic control system into a
corporation
Issue new accounting standards to identify the true unit
cost of all government activities
Cross-government collaborative efforts to empower
communities and strengthen families

Reinventing the Federal Government
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Empowering Employees to
Get Results

6
I)

II

,

l Establish President’s Management Council
l Establish performance agreements between the

President and cabinet secretaries
l Reduce the ratio of managers to employees from 1 : 7
tol:15

l Initiate training at all levels -- starting at the top
Strategic, quality, and IT training for all employees,
including political appointees

l Form a labor-management partnership
l Create a coherent financial management system
l Make the workplace family friendly

I

Reinventing the Federal Government
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Cutting Back to Basics (2)
1

l Make it a felony to knowingly falsify an application for
federal employee workers’ compensation benefits --
those convicted of fraud will be ineligible for continued
benefits

l Improve the process for removing people who are no
longer disabled from disability insurance rolls

l Sell Alaska Power
l Simplify the compliance certification process
l Create National Spatial Data Infrastructure in

cooperation with states and localities
I

Reinventing the Federal Government

II
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Accomplishments
So Far (7)

Executive Orders
l Customer Service
l Eliminate Internal Regulations
l Labor Management Partnerships
l Regulatory Planning Review
l Enhancing the Intergovernmental Partnership
l National Information Infrastructure
l National Science and Technology Council/ Advisory Committee

Presidential Memoranda
l Streamlining the Bureaucracy
l Community Empowerment
l Management Reform
l Agency Rulemaking Procedures
l Negotiated Rulemaking ,

l Streamlining Procurement through Electronic Commerce

0

Reiriventing  the Federal Government
II

@
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Legislation
l Procurement Reform/October Package
l Government Reform and Savings Act (H.R. 3400)
l Separation Incentives
l Government Employee Training Act Amendments

Other
l President’s Management Council
l Appropriations Actions
l Customer Service Conferences
@Sunset  of Federal Personnel Manual

Reinventing the Federal Government

II
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Coming Soon

Presidential Memoranda

l Family Friendly Workplace

Legislation

l Financial Management Reform

Other

l Performance Agreements
l Quality Management Training

Reinventing the Federal Government
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To serve as a communication vehicle and catalyst to
facilitate continuous government improvement

l Network of networks -- person-to-person
communications enhanced by computers

l A series of targeted teams, linking people from all
levels of government and private and non-profit sectors

l Team functions include systematic problem solving,
experimentation with new approaches, learning from
experiences, identifying best practices, transferring
knowledge quickly and efficiently, building new
alliances and coalitions

l State/Local Net, People Net, Social Services Web, etc.

Reinventing the Federal Government
II
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It’s time we took out of our bureaucracy the words,
*I We ‘ve always done it this way. ”

Vice President Al Gore,
March 3, 1993

There are a lot of places in [the NPRJ report where it
says “fhe President should”. . . Well’ let me tell you
something, I’ve read it, and where it says, “the
President should, ” the President will.

President Bill Clinton
September 7, 1993

Reinventing the Federal Government
II

*
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SUBJECC Taking a Fresh Look at Conservation

TO: All Employees

Conservation is our middle name. But what is conservation? Or, more
importantly, what has it become?

More and more, conservation is being defined by the public and in the law in the
broadest terms related to soil, water, air, plants, and animals (SWAPA)  and their
interactions. SCS has begun to consider these five resources in our planning assistance.
How, then, can we move to consider k resources and their interactions in the
context of human needs effectively and efficiently? If we limit our technical assistance
to (SWAPA) + human considerations (I-I), we are very likely to remain oriented toward
single-resource planning which can result in multiple plans per planning unit that often
conflict with each other.

A Quality Improvement Team has recently prepared an action plan at the
request of Chiefs Staff to implement the total resource management strategy in the SCS
Strategic Plan. In order to have a science-based foundation and to be in alignment with
Presidential and Departmental initiatives, the term “total resource management? has
been further developed and renamed “Ecosystem-Based Assistance for Management of
Natural Resources ( or EBA ).” This term is used because SCS is not the manager of
ecosystem resources. The private citizen is the manager. SC3 provides assistance to the
private sector to improve and regenerate natural resources.

Ecosystem-Based Assistance for Management of Natural Resources

People manage ecosystems because they are part of ecosystems. A good
working definition of “ecosystem” is “a biological community and its interactions with
its environment” It is through management of those interactions that we and our
clients derive benefits from nature whether those benefits are food, clothing, shelter, or
aesthetic enjoyment

In response to Executive Branch initiatives, the USDA Working Group on
Ecosystem Management has developed a definition of ecosystem management under
which SCS has developed its corresponding definition. Within the SCS mission,
ecosystem-based assistance for management of natural resources is defined as “the
appropriate application of integrated ecological, economic and social factors through

The Soil Conservation Sewce
is an agency of the
Department of Agriculture

AN EOUAL  OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER



the SCS Planning Process in order to maintain and enhance the quality of the
environment to best meet our current and future needs.”

What Are We Going To DO?

Scs will shift its technical assistance focus from individual resources to
management of ecosystem processes (such as nutrient budgeting, energy flow,
hydrologic regime, resource competition) that establish good quality in the resource
base. Our planning assistance will emphasize human actions and the whole resource
base, not just its parts.

scls has increasingly been given responsibilities regarding planning assistance
for simple and complex ecosystems. By incorporating ecosystem theory and
knowledge into our planning delivery, we can do a better job. Through planning
assistance geared to help landowners manage ecosystem processes, SCS can help clients
reduce harmful off-site and on-site effects of management systems, sustain ecosystem
resources, improve or regenerate adversely impacted systems, maintain income,
enhance the quality of life, and improve conditions for future generations.

What Are Our EBA Principles?

o We are committed to a productive Nation in harmony with a high
quality environment

o We shall use the SCS Planning Process and the Field Office Technical
Guide.

o We shall use an ecosystem-based approach to provide land users and
decisionmakers with natural resource management alternatives.

o We shall continue to use the best scientific and field-tested knowledge
available in our technical assistance.

o We shall promote grass-roots participation.

o We shall form partnerships to achieve shared goals.

What Are the Benefits of EBA?

2



Here are some reasons why SCS is moving toward this more inclusive approach
in technical planning assistance:

0

It is complementary to the SCS mission and our Strategic Plan.

It reflects the way the world is arranged.

It helps SCS accomplish effective, integrated resource planning.

It can lead to reduction of paperwork for land owners and SCS.

It improves documentation.

It can let us take advantage of recent advances in geographic
information systems and the Field Office Computing System
(F=)*

It allows us to move toward the goal of sustaining our natural
resources for generations to come.

It can help us meet clean water and soil quality goals.

It is the right thing to do.

It can help to disclose more fully the effects of management decisions,
thereby enhancing land user decisionmaking.

How WiIl We Implement EBA?

We cannot make this changeover immediately. The Quality Improvement Team
has developed an action plan for leading our activities for the coming years as we
implement EBA. Each State will need to develop an action plan to implement EBA that
is consistent with ecosystem principles, existing SCS planning procedures, and client
needs. Further guidance material will be distributed in the next few months regarding
our shared and individual responsibilities in this action. We intend to have this new
approach to planning implemented by January 1,1996.

Many States are already working on the beginnings of ecosystem-based
management of natural resources. These beginnings come under different names:
total resource conservation planning total resource management, ecosystem
management, and “one plan.” What they all have in common is that through them we
are taking a broader look at the interrelationships of SWAPA + H, ecological processes
associated with them, and effects of resource management both on- and off-site. States
are expected to continue to develop pilot projects and to incorporate this planning
philosophy in all of their technical assistance activities.



In March of this year, I spoke at the Soil and Water Conservation Society’s
conference on “The Next Generation of U.S. Agricultural Conservation Policy.” In my
remarks on balancing the short-term and long-term needs of our environment and our
economy, I stated that we have to start addressing our concerns for what they are-an
interlocking system of natural resources and land management practices. At that time
we were not sure what to call this approach; however, we knew then that it would be
holistic and realistic. I am encouraged by the fact that EBA will provide the philosophy
and the science to meet the needs I outlined in March

I encourage all of you to be open to this new concept, make yourselves aware of
its potential for your job, and give it full license in your work. We shall be releasing
more information in the following weeks and months. The Nation and the agency
count upon your personal commitment and creativity to take us into the 21st century.

Scs has increasingly been given responsibilities regarding planning assistance
on simple and complex ecosystems. By incorporating ecosystem theory and knowledge
into our planning delivery, we can do a better job. Through planning assistance geared
to help landowners manage ecosystem processes, SCS can help clients reduce harmful
off-site and on-site effects of management systems, sustain ecosystem resources,
improve or regenerate adversely impacted systems, maintain income, enhance the
quality of life, and improve conditions for generations to come.



OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL.
Field Offices serving t;he Soil Conservation Service

Southern Region (Atlanta)

.~.tlsrit3.. ;A. L ^__T?i-!-ij3.,  i;eorgia.. i’:entucky. llorrh Carolina,
j.,,r;h !::,2 roiina and Tennessee.

zlati g.~:y: F2. Fy~lert,n Sic0 and Virgin isiands.
2 3ntgomery  , AL. Aiabama
:.rickson, XI .
Raie igh I YC .

Mountain Region (Denver)

rl?nver :TQ_ . .dL . !~ol@razo. North Dakota. South Dakota and
Wyoming

Missoula, :j’i‘_ Mont-,T_a
_&ibuquerque. NM New Mexico and Arizona.
Cigden, UT. Utah

Northern Region (Harrisburg)

Harrisburg, PA. Connecticut. Delaware, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New jersey, New Hampshire,

lu' ew Yo r k , Pennsyivania, 2hode island, Vermont
and !+Jest Virginia

Chicago, ii.
CIJlumbus. OH. Ohio
Zilwaukee. W I . Wisconsin. illinois, Minnesota, Michigan and

Indiana
2 it2 hmonci  ( VA _ T,i j_ r g i p. i f.

Central Region (Kansas City)

Kansas City. MO. Kansas. Missouri and I o w a

Lincoln, NE. Nebraska
Little Rock, AR. :\rkansas. Louisiana and Mississippi
3tiliwater, GK. Oklahoma OK
Tampie. TX. Texas

Pacific Region (San Pranciscoj

San Crancisco, ::A . Salifcrnia. Nevada and Hawaii
Zuneau. AK.
Portland, 5R. Alaska. Idaho. Oregon and Washington
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Steve Fri Feb 4 11:30 CST 1994 remote from nssc386
FYI FYI FYI FYI

Sharon

Below is the mail message I sent out with the corrected
'digstatq' and 'digstats' tables and a list of states whose
tables were corrected.

Steve Speidel
**************************************************~****************************

AL AR AZ CO CT DE FL GA HI IA IL IN KS KY LA MA MD ME MO MS
MT NC ND NH NJ NM NY OK OR PA RI SD TN TX UT VA VT WY

53s
****t*********************~*****************************~**********************~

Subject: Updated 'digstatq' and 'digstats' tables
Date: 2/4/94

To: State Soil Scientist
Dataset Manager

our 1st quart.er progress for the Soil Survey Schedule was
ived here in Lincoln, your tables were checked for database

errors in the 'basedata' column in the 'digstatq'
table and ,for multiple records per survey in the 'digstats'
table. a.SoilNet message from Cameron Loerch dated l/5/94
mentioned that this would be done and any problems found would
be corrected.

The 'digstatq' and 'digstats' tables for your state have been
checked and the database integrity problems have been'corrected.
The master database tables at NSSC will be updated with the
corrected tables. I am sending your corrected tables back to
you in an arced,file named 'NSSCxxxxxx.arc'.

The 'digstatq' and 'digstats' tables within the arced file will
have your state ID attached to the table names. Please review
the tables before removing the state ID and overwriting your
existing 'digstatq' and 'digstats' tables in $SSS.

To retreive your corrected tables, follow these steps:

1:

2.

0 3.

4.

5.

Use SoilNet, option D, to receive the arced file.

Move the file to $T. While in SSSD, exit to a UNIX prompt.

Copy the corrected tables to $SSS.

Review the corrected tables before overwriting your
existing tables with the next step.

Overwrite your existing tables with the following
commands: (I??’ is your state ID)

Yd
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mv ??digstatq digstatq
mv ??digstats digstats

If you have any questions or problems with the data or the
procedures above,
SoilNet message.

don't hesitate to give me a call or send a

Steve Speidel
SSSD Hotline
nssc2!steve



Examples for handling changes in the status and/or
boundaries of soil survey areas. l/25/94 J.C. Loerch

Situation 1: A published soil survey is considered out of date and is
currently being updated. Survey status is going from F (published) or D
(out of date) to U (update).

Alternative A: Keeping the same ssa number.
1) Save data from the following tables for the
subject soil survey area and record date (tape
or separate archive directory).

ssarea
ssaprog
ssadates
ssamou
digstatq
digstats
ssaudit

2) Change status of survey to U (update) and begin
entering new dates and progress. From this point
on all reports will reflect the current update
staus.

0

3) In this case there is no affect to the soil
survey area boundaries.

Example:
stssaid:c ssaname:c ssacres:i cordate:c status:c

before IN039 ELKBART COUNTY, INDIANA 299635 0468 F (or D)
after IN039 ELKBART COUNTY, INDIANA 299635 U

Alternative B: Adding a new ssa number.
1) Change the status of the survey using the
original ssa number from F (published) to D (out
of date).
2) Reduce the total acres in the ssarea and
ssaprog tables to 1 (for the reports to work a
value other than zero must be entered) (also, this
avoids doubling the total acres of the survey in
the state).
3) Add a new ssa number with the status code of U
(update) and enter total soil survey area acres in
the ssarea and ssaprog tables. Populate other data
for the update survey using SSS.
4) In this case there is no affect to the soil
survey area boundaries.

Example:
stssaid:c ssaname:c ssacres:i cordate:c status:c

B WV025 GREENBRIAR COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA 134000 0168 F (or D)

A WV025 GREENBRIAR COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA 1 0168 D
n WV725 GREENBRIAR COUNTY, WV UPDATE 134000 U



Situation 2: Existing soil survey is split into two update soil surve
in separate MLRA's resulting in changes to ssa numbers and boundaries.

Promsed solution:
1) change the status of the survey using the original ssa
number from F (published) to D (out of date).
2) Reduce the total acres in the ssarea and ssaprog tables to
1.
3) Add two new ssa numbers to accomodate the two new surveys
and enter a status code of U (update). The sum of the ssacres
for the two surveys should equal the total acres for the ssa.
4) Draw a sketch of the new boundaries showing relationship to
old boundaries and lable. Send this information to the NSSC
contact.

Example:
stssaid:c ssaname:c ssacres:i cordate:c statuszc

B OK059 HARPER COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 664858 1057 F

A OK059 HARPER COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 1 1057 D
11 OK601 BARPER COUNTY MAINTENANCE, MLRA 77E 80000 u
" OK602 HARPER COUNTY MAINTENANCE, MLRA 78C 584858 U

Situation 3: Two soil surveys that are separate parts of a county (or
larger area) are combined into one survey area.

0

Proposed solution:
1) Save, date and store the data from the tables listed in
situation 1;
2) Add a ssa number (preferably county fips code, if a county
survey), and enter appropriate status code. .
3) Join the data from the two original soil survey tables and
use to populate the new soil survey area data.
4) Draw a sketch of the new boundaries showing relationship to
old boundaries and lable. Send this information to the NSSC
contact.

Example:
stssaid:c ssaname:c ssacres:i cordate:c status:c

B NY603 FRANKLIN COUNTY SOUTHERN PART, NY 774800 N
" NY604 FRANKLIN COUNTY NORTHERN PART, NY 312600 0355 D

A NY033 FRANKLINCOUNTY, REWYORK 1087400 P
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SOIL AND WATER ASSESSMENT TOOL (SWAT) /Lc---QaQ&~

IMPACT OF SOILS F=J -Q<

The Resources Conservation Act of 1977 (RCA) requires the
Department of Agriculture to appraise the status, condition,
and trend in the uses and conservation of soil and water
related natural resources. As part of the RCA effort, the
SWAT model was developed to predict the effect of
alternative management decisions on water, sediment, and
chemical yield with reasonable accuracy for ungaged rural
basins.

A study was made to test the impact that soils have on the
SWAT model. The model employed 4 different soils with 2
land uses and with 2 slopes. The following runoff and
sediment results demonstrate the sensitivity of the model to
soil, slope, and land use.

RAINFALL: 1335.9 mm
SURF RUNOFF RUNOFF

SURF HYD K FOR 2% FOR 8%
SOIL TEXT GP FAC SLOPE SLOPE

mm mm
Kenney fs A 0.17 218.4 235.7
Klump fsl B 0.24 315.2 318.5
Brenham cl C 0.32 273.9 285.9
Crockett sil D 0.43 380.9 396.1
Kenney fs A 0.17 245.4 256.4
Klump fsl B 0.24 345.0 351.5
Brenham cl C 0.32 314.8 325.8
Crockett sil D 0.43 445.1 451.0

SED SED
FOR 2% FOR 8%
SLOPE SLOPE
t/ha t/ha
0.1 0.6
0.2 1.4
0.3 1.9
0.4 3.3
0.8 5.8
1.7 11.6
2.2 15.5
4.1 29.1

LAND
USE

Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn

There appears to be a discrepancy between the runoff of the
soils representing B and C hydrologic groups. Klump is a
moderately deep soil. With the high precipitation used to
run the model, runoff probably began as soon as the soil
above bedrock was saturated,

47
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0 STRATEGY FOR SELECTING STATSGO  SOIL COMPONENTS
FOR THE RCA SOILS DATABASE

January 14, 1994
Laurence E. Brown and Lawson D. Spivey, Jr.

This strategy is based on two key assumptions. The first is that the principal RCA
applications of a special soils database are focused on:

-water relations with soils,
-characteristics of land cover, and
-production and erosion aspects of agricultural land.

Therefore, the soil properties that have been selected by Larry Brown and others to use in
selecting STATSGO soil components are used in this strategy.

The second assumption is that the most reliable and most easily assembled data on land
use of STATSGO map units can be obtained by professional assessments by the State
Soils staffs. It is further assumed that these assessments can be made with a few days
work and without detailed sampling strategies.

This strategy proposal contains protocols to limit the number of soil components for a
specific STATSGO map unit to 7 soils (3 for cropland, 2 for pasture and range, and 2 for
forest and woodland). Modellers could also choose to use 1 soil per land use for a total of
3. Model runs on fewer than 3 soil components for million acres plus hydrologic units is
considered intolerable.

This strategy also illustrates methods of arithmetic to build the database for RCA
electronically.
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Strategy For Selecting STATSGO  Soil Components 2

e The first step would be to furnish the State Soil Staffs with the following STATSGO  data
per map unit.

STATSGO  map unit DC-1 23 (hypothetical)

Components

Alpha sil
O-2%

EST LAND USE
o/o of___________________________
m. u. CRP PAS FOR

10

Beta cob 1
13-22%

15

Gamma fsl
6-l 0%

15

Delta sl
8-15%

20

Zeta ch 1
35-70%

40



Strategy For Selecting STATSGO Soil Components 3

The State Soil Staffs and/or Resource Soil Scientists would be requested to estimate the
probable land use for each component (percent cultivated crops, percent pasture, range, or
sod crops, percent forest or woodland, totaled to 100 percent with no minor or
miscellaneous land uses. This would not be a detailed sampling project. It would consist
of the best personal estimates by knowledgeable, experienced staff.

The percentages would be estimated for each component rather than for the map unit as a
whole. When finished (a few minutes to an hour), the worksheet would look like the
following:

STATSGO map unit DC-l 23 (hypothetical)

EST LAND USE
o/o  of____________________________

Components

Alpha sil
O-2%

m. u. CRP PAS FOR

10 20 30 50

Beta cob 1
13-22%

15 10 50

Gamma fsl
6-10%

15 40 40

Delta sl
8-l 5%

20 30 40

Zeta ch 1
35-70%

40 2 8

40

20

30

90



Strategy For Selecting STATSGO  Soil Components 4

The data would be entered into a database and the following computations derived from
the data to give a composite estimate of landuse  for the map unit on a component base.
The computation is obtained by multiplying the land use percentage times the percent of
the map unit (e.g. alpha 20 [crops] x 10 [component % of m.u.1  = 2 [percent of the m.u.
that is Alpha crops]). The following illustrates the result.

STATSGO  map unit DC-l 23 (hypothetical)

Components

Alpha sil
O-2%

EST LAND USE
y. of____ _________ __________ _____
m. u. CRP PAS FOR

10 20 30 50

Land Use % of m.u.
____________________------__
CRP PAS FOR

2 3 5

Beta cob 1 15 10 50 40 1.5 7.5 6
13-22%

Gamma fsl 15 40 40 20 6 6 3
6-l 0%

Delta sl 20 30 40 30 6 8 6
8-l 5%

Zeta ch 1 40 2 8 90 0.8 3.2 36
35-70%

Total - DC-l 23 16.3 27.7  56.0



B&C <.I7 <6
>=6

D <.I7 <6
>=6

Strategy For Selecting STATSGO Soil Components 5

The next step is to extract data from the soil database to produce a matrix for soils used
for crop production based on several key properties. These properties are:

3 classes of hydrologic group (basically A, B&C, D)
3 classes of k factor (< .l7, .I 7-.32,  > .32)
2 classes of slope (< 6%, > = 6%)

The crop matrix might look as follows:

Crop Matrix

Hydrologic
grout

A

k factor

<.I7

S l o p e
class

<6
>=6

.17-.32 <6
>=6

.32 <6
>=6

.17-.32 c6
>=6

> .32 <6
>=6

.I 7-.32 <6
>=6

.32 <6
>=6

The data on hydrologic group, k factor, and slope might look like the following:

STATSGO map unit DC-l 23 (hypothetical)

Components

Alpha sil, O-2%
Beta cob I, 13-22%
Gamma fsl, 6-10%
Delta sl, 8-15%
Zeta ch I, 35-70%

Hydrologic
group

A
C
B
C
D

Slope class
k factor median

.I2 1

.I2 18

.28 8
-24 12

.36 53



Strategy For Selecting STATSGO  Soil Components 6

After the other data is merged into the crop matrix it might look as follows:

Crop Matrix

Hydrologic
qroup k factor

slope
class

m.u. Matrix
% m.u. comoonent class %

A <.I7

.I 7-.32

> .32

<6
>=6
<6
>=6
<6
>=6

2 Alpha sil 2 (2)

:

B&C <.I7 <6
>=6 1.5 Beta cob 1 1.5 (3)’

.I 7-.32 <6
>=6 6 Gamma fsl 12

6 Delta sl 01
> .32 <6

>=6
D <.I7 <6

>=6
.I 7-.32 <6

>=6
> .32 c6

>=6 0.8 Zeta ch 1 0.8

Protocol B Select a maximum of 3 matrix classes (if there are 3). The dominant
component in each of the 3 matrix classes is designated 0. Where several components
have the same percentage, select in alphabetical order. These are the only soils for which
soil property data will be entered in the database.

For the example, the following soils are selected:
{I} Delta sl 8-l 5 % slopes representing 12 % of the map unit
(2) Alpha sil O-2 % slopes representing 2 % of the map unit
(3) Beta cob 1 13-22 % slopes representing 1.5 % of the unit

These percentages total to 15.5%. However, the map unit is 16.3% cropland. Therefore,
we adjust the 3 representative soils to equal the total cropland  in the map unit.

[Calculation - 16.3 divided by 15.5 = I .50161
(factor to increase class percentages by)

The result is as follows:
{ I )  1 2 x 1.0516 = 12.6
(2) 2 x 1.0516 = 2.1
{3)1.5x 1.0516 = 1.6

15.5 16.3



Strategy For Selecting STATSGO  Soil Components 7

0 Finally, for STATSGO  unit DC-l 23, the 3 cropland  modelling soil components for which
soil property data will be placed in the database are:

Cropland { 1) Delta sl, 8-l 5% slopes 12.6% of the map unit
(2) Alpha sil, O-2% slopes 2.1% of the map unit
(3) Beta cob 1, 13-22% slopes 1.6% of the map unit

The matrix is intended to create contrasting classes of components based on the 3 soil
properties of cropland soils. The modeller has the option to choose the most extensive
matrixeidentified component to represent all of the map unit cropland or to use the 3 most
extensive matrix--identified components to represent the adjusted percentages listed
above.

The same procedure outlined here can be used to aggregate STATSGO map unit data up to
hydrologic units.



Strategy For Selecting STATSGO  Soil Components 8

0 The following example illustrates a pasture matrix, which is similar to the crop matrix. It
only has one soil property to sort. That property is hydrologic unit. The final pasture
matrix might look as follows:

Pasture Matrix

Hydrologic
Group

Map Unit
% Mao Unit Comoonent

Matrix
%Class

A 3 Alpha sil, O-2% 3

B&C 7.5 Beta cob 1, 13-22%
8 Delta sl, 8-15%
6 Gamma fsl, 6-l 0%

21.5
111

D 3.2 Zeta ch 1, 35-70% 3.2 (2)

Protocol - Select a maximum of 2 matrix classes (if there are 2). Procedures are similar to
those outlined in the crop matrix. The dominant soil component for each matrix class is
used. Soil property data is entered in the database for that soil only. Model runs for that
soil are expected to be representative of other soils that were included in that matrix class.
The following illustrates the selection:

{I} Delta sl 8-l 5% slopes representing 21.5% of the map unit
(2) Zeta ch 1 35-70% slopes representing 3.2% of the map unit

These 2 soils represent matrix classes with a total of 24.7% of the map unit. However,
the map unit is 27.7% pasture. The adjustment factor is computed.

(27.7 divided by 24.7 = 1.1215).

Finally, for STATSGO  unit DC-1 23, the 2 pasture modelling soil components for which soil
property data will be placed in the database are:

Pasture { I} Delta sl, 8-l 5% slopes 24.1% of the map unit
(2) Zeta ch 1, 3-70% slopes 3.6% of the map unit

In this example, the same soil component (Delta) is selected for modelling both crops and
pasture. Separate runs would be made using the respective percentages.

An example for forest use would be like the one for pasture. Sorting would be based on 3
classes of hydrologic group and the protocol would be a maximum of two forest matrix
classes being selected.
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Crops and Occurance of Crop Yield by Soil Series

cropname No. of Soil Series
AFRICAN STARGRASS 99
ALFALFAHAY
ALFALFA SEED
ALMONDS
APPLES
APRICOTS
ARTICHOKES
ASPARAGUS
AVOCADOS
BAHIAGRASS
BANANAS
BARLEY
BEANS, DRY LIMA
BEANS, DRY PINTO
BEANS, OTHER DRY
BEANS, SNAP
BEANS, UNSHELLED
BENTGRASS SEED
BIG BLUESTEM
BLACKBERRIES
BLUEBERRIES
BLUEGRASS SEED
BLUEGRASS-LADINO

LIMA

BLUEGRASS-TREFOIL HAY
BLUEGRASS-WHITE CLOVER
BROCCOLI
BROMEGRASS HAY
BROMEGRASS-ALFALFA
BROMEGRASS-ALFALFA HAY
BROMEGRASS-ALSIKE
BROMEGRASS-ALSIKE HAY
BROMEGRASS-LADINO
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
BUFFEL GRASS
CABBAGE
CABBAGE, MUSTARD
CANARYGRASS HAY
CANARYGRASS-ALSIKE
CANARYGRASS-ALSIKE HAY
CANARYGRASS-LADINO
CANARYGRASS-LADINO HAY
CANOLA, SPRING
CANTALOUPE
CARROTS
CASSAVA
CAULIFLOWER

3936
69
60

158
37
4

28
25

705
15

2928
10
90

216
91
1

12
3

36
4

14
15
2
1
4

29
916

1079
5

15
13
6

44
131

1
55
32
78
68
30
25
50
42
6
9

1
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cro-sname No. of Soil Series
35CELERY

CHERRIES
CLOVER SEED
COCONUTS
COFFEE
COMMON BERMUDAGRASS
COMMON RYEGRASS SEED
COOL SEASON GRASS
CORN
CORN SILAGE
CORN, SWEET
COTTON LINT
COTTON LINT, PIMA
CRANBERRIES
CRESTED WHEATGRASS
CRESTED WHEATGRASS-ALFALFA HAY
CUCUMBERS
FESCUE
FILBERTS
FLAX
GARLIC
GRAIN SORGHUM
GRAPEFRUIT
GRAPES, TABLE
GRAPES, WINE
GRASS HAY
GRASS, SEED
GRASS-CLOVER
GRASS-LEGUME HAY
GREEN CHOP
GUINEA GRASS
HAY CROPS, ANNUALS
HOPS
IMPROVED BERMUDAGRASS
INTRODUCED BLUESTEM
JOHNSONGRASS
KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
KLEINGRASS
LEGUME HAY
LEMONS
LENTILS, DRY
LETTUCE
LOGANBERRIES
MACADAMIANUTS
MANGOS
MERKERGRASS
MILLET

72
15
13
26

501
10

105
4584
2328
260

1145
23
10
6

123
46
8

27
269
22

1606
126
16

100
1142

30
374

2569
98

118
166
10

1186
8
1

1014
3

69
25
32
79
4
3
8

53
14
31

3816
MINT, DISTILLATE
OATS
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cropname
OLIVES
ONIONS
ORANGES
ORCHARDGRASS
ORCHARDGRASS  HAY
ORCHARDGRASS-ALFALFA
ORCHARDGRASS-ALFALFA HAY
ORCHARDGRASS-LADINO
ORCHARDGRASS-RED CLOVER
ORCHARDGRASS-RED CLOVER HAY
ORCHARDGRASS-TREFOIL
ORCHARDGRASS-TREFOIL HAY
PANGOLAGRASS
PAPAYA
PARAGRASS
PASTURE
PEACHES
PEANUTS
PEARS
PEARS, WINTER
PEAS, CANNING
PEAS, DRY
PEAS, GREEN
PECANS
PEPPER, BLACK
PEPPERS
PEPPERS, DRY CHILI
PEPPERS, FRESH CHILI
PEPPERS, GREEN
PERENNIAL RYEGRASS SEED
PIGEONPEAS
PINEAPPLE
PINEAPPLE, RATOON
PISTACHIOS
PLANTAINS
PLUMS
POTATOES, IRISH
PRUNES
PRUNES, DRY
PUMPKINS
RASPBERRIES
RED CLOVER HAY
RED CLOVER SEED
REED CANARYGRASS
RICE
RYE
SAFFLOWER

0 SMALL GRAINS GRAZEOUT
SMOOTH BROMEGRASS

No. of Soil Series
10
87

178
79
9

35
480

1
21
70
35
25

123
6

34
4253

72
269
117

6
30
80
33
3
1

20
1

12
5

19
19
29
21
3

46
11

707
14
18
12
42

111
8

113
177
28
48
36

434
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cropname
SORGHUM HAY
SORGHUM SILAGE
SOYBEANS
SPINACH
STRAWBERRIES
SUGAR BEETS
SUGARCANE
SUGARCANE, 18 MONTH
SUGARCANE, RATOON
SUGARCANE, SPRING
SUNFLOWER
SWEET POTATOES
SWITCHGRASS
TALL FESCUE
TALL FESCUE HAY
TALL FESCUE SEED
TALL FESCUE-ALFALFA
TALL FESCUE-ALFALFA HAY
TALL FESCUE-ALSIKE
TALL FESCUE-ALSIKE HAY
TALL FESCUE-LADINO
TALL FESCUE-LADINO HAY
TALL FESCUE-LESPEDEZA
TALL FESCUE-RED CLOVER
TALL FESCUE-RED CLOVER HAY
TALL WHEATGRASS
TANIERS
TIMOTHY-ALSIKE
TIMOTHY-ALSIKE HAY
TIMOTHY-RED CLOVER HAY
TOBACCO
TOMATOES
TREFOIL HAY
TREFOIL-GRASS
TREFOIL-GRASS HAY
WALNUTS
WARM SEASON GRASS
WATERMELONS
WEEPING LOVEGRASS
WHEAT
WHEAT GRAZEOUT
WHEAT, SPRING
WHEAT, WINTER
YAMS

TOTAL

4

No. of Soil Series
11
88

2933
2

100
649
80
55
56
57

209
36
7

874
12
6
1
4
6
4

42
3
1
7

20
51
24
5
7

314
364
322
30
4

38
57
18

121
81

2534
2

1298
2893

16

54959



*_ I NRI - Instructions for Collecting Sample Data l .

0 Ii. LAND COVER/USE

Enter the code for land cover/use.

For cropland, the crop is the one currently growing or most recently harvested
crop. For example, if a crop of wheat has just been removed from land surround-
ing a point, the code for wheat would be entered for that point. For land that
is double-cropped, enter the code for the first crop grown and make su,re that
item J "Double-cropped?" is answered."YES."

. .

Use appropriate land cover/use codes for all rural parks, parks greater than
10 acres in size within Urban and Built-up, shooting ranges, greenbelts, wild-
life habitats? game refuges, ski courses,:etc. Sample codes for such areas are
forest (not grazed), cool or warm season grasses, rangeland, barren land. Use
of the land (item G) would be coded as recreation (designated),,wildlife  (des- :
ignated), etc.

In determining the land cover/use the point may fall on a land cover/use bound-
ary. If so, face north and identify the land cover/use to the north of the
point. If this does not work, identify the land cover/use to the east of the
point. This same rule should be used if the point falls on a fence row or
narrow waterway.

If code "650" must be used, explain below item G on the worksheet.

Enter one of the following codes to show land cover/use for the current year.

Cropland

Horticulture
001 Fruit
002 Nut
003 Vineyard
004 Bush fruit
005 Berries
006 Other horticulture

Row and Close Grown
011 Corn
012 Sorghum
013 Soybeans
014 Cotton
015 Peanuts
016' Tobacco
017 Sugar beets

018 PotatoesOther vegetables ’019
020 All other row crops
021 Sunflowers
111 Wheat
112 Oats
113 Rice-
114 Barley115 Flax __

116 All other close grown

6



~” + NRI - Instructions for Collecting.-Sample Data 2 : .

Barren Land t

611 Dry salt flats
612 Bare exposed rock
613 Strip mines, quarries, gravel pits, borrow pits
614 Beaches
615 Sand dunes
616 Mixed barren lands
617 Mud flats

Other Lands
630 Permanent snow and ice fields
650 All other land (if this code must be .used, explain on.the

worksheet).

Built-up (See part C of Section I for the definition)

lmpc&oLLb & ha& coven such ah ma&, &JO&, .b.idUdkA,
ea. Dtietuninefie pacent &pehv.&ub 6ona.W . .

CVLU fsdth c tradiud 05 120 &%t  bWWwzding  tie poiti.

Urban and Built-up land in a unit larger than 40 acres .
711 Less than l/3 impervious'
712 l/3 to 2/3 impervious
713 Greater than 2/3 impervious

Urban and Built-up land 10 to 40 acres
721 Less than l/3 impervious
722 l/3 to 2/3 impervious
723 Greater than 2/3 impervious

Small Built-up area (0.25 to 10 acres)
731 Less than l/3 impervious
732 l/3 to 2/3 impervious
733 Greater than 2/3 impervious

Rural Transportation

800 Rural transportation (includes all roads and railroads outside
Urban and Built-up areas - also include farm lanes, logging
roads, wood roads, and other private roads)

Water
Water body less than 40 acres .,
901 Water body 2'to 40 acres .
902 Water body less than 2 acres

Streams
911' Perennial stream less than 66 feet wide
912 Perennial stream 66 to 660 feet wide

’ 913 Perennial stream greater than l/8 mile
Water body greater than 40 acres
921 Lake
922 Reservoir
923 Bay or gulf '
924 Estuary



” a. + NRI - Instructions for Collecting Sample Data

.

.

Other Cropland
120 Summer fallow
140 Other cropland not planted (include cropland that 'is idle;

cropland in set-de or similar programs should be coded
as "151" through "154" and the use shown in item G as idle,
code "14").

Hayland
151 Cool season grass/hay
152 Warm season grass/hay
153 Legume/hay
154 Legume-grass/hay

Pastureland'and Native Pasture

221 Cool season grass .
222 Warm season grass
223 Legume
224 Legume-grass mixed
225 Grass-forbs mixed
226 Grass-forbs-legumes mixed

Ranqeland and Tundra

.250 Rangeland (includes land on which the natural potential plant

0

cover is composed principally of native grasses, forbs, and
shrubs valuable for forage). . .

Forest Land
347 Forest, grazed (includes land stocked by forest trees, or

bearing evidence of such tree cover, and not currently
developed for nonforest use and.grazed by livestock).

342 Forest, not grazed (includes land stocked by forest trees, or
bearing evidence of such tree cover, and not currently
developed for nonforest use and not grazed by livestock).

Other Land in Farms

400

461

Farmsteads and ranch headquarters (see part D of Section I for
the definition; farmsteads should be coded "99" for part G,.
Use of land).

Other land in farms (includes 'field windbreaks, cpmmercial feed-
lots, greenhouses, nurseries, broiler facilities, etc., not '..
associated with farmsteads; windbreaks should be coded as "99"
for part G, Use of land, and commercial feedlots, greenhouses,
etc., should be coded "22," commercial; farm lanes and logging
roads,should  be coded "800," rural transportation, with an "87" ’
code for Use of land in part G.) . ._‘. _

.
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STATE SOIL SCIENTIST MEETING

FEBRUARY 14-18,1994

SSURGO UPDATE

- Revised Specifications Status

- Soil Geographic Data Development Handbook

- SSURGO Review Procedures

- GRASS and LTPLUS Issues

- NAD83

COMPILATION AND MAP FINISHING

- Revised Specifications Status

- NCSS/NCG Contracting

*Materials to be Submitted

*Review Procedure

- Contrticting  Specifications

SOIL MAP DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS

- Purpose

- Schedule

QUESTIONNAIRE
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NCSS Soil Geographic .

Data Development

Chapter 1 NCSS Maps

Chapter 2 Map Planning

Chapter 3 Map Aqnisition

Chapter 4 Map Compilation

Chapter 5 Digital Data Capture

Chapter 6 Map Fiihing

Chapter 7 Map Printing

Chapter  8 General Soil and Index Maps and Block Diagrams

Chapter 9 Soil Geographic Data Bases

Chapter 10 Archiving

Chapter 11 Map Reproduction

Chapter 12 Map Distribution

Chapter 13 Contracting



Current NCSS Digital Review Procedures

1. SCSCGI-O-19
2. DLG’s
3. Conelation documents
4. Comgilalion  documents
5. Plots
6. Soil attribute database (SSSD)
7. Slate soil survey schedule completed

I

-_

2. Verify edge matching
I

1. Verify accuracy with source document

2. Verily precision of line work

3. Verify  joins  with adjacent survay areas

4

i

I
!--l

l Map data are in full 7.5 minute quadrangle formal
l Map data are in Universal Transverse Mercator meters
l Datum on which  coordinates are based is North American

Datum 1963 or NAD 1927 convsrtedlo  NAD 1983; spheroid
is GRS 1990

l NC coordinate transformations
l No x or y coordinate shills
l Data am in vector formal
l Four ccmars of map nealline  are explicitty  entered
l Nodes are present in required locations
l Area and iin and point features are in separate layers
l Spatial data  are in DLG-3  optional format
l Universe polygon is the first area record in the data

records section of the DLG
l Map features begin al the second area data record of

the DLG file
l No extra boundary  polygon is wriien lo the DLG
l Major/minor code pairs are correctly wrinen  lo the DLG

l Everv map feature is labeled
. L&Is are c~neclly placed
l Each attribute file has one data record for each

feature in the DLG file
l Each space delimited record in the attribute file

contains a left justified sequential  record number, a
major  code.  a minor cods, and a descriptive label

l The major/minor  cods pairs in the attribute file match
the major/minor code pairs in the DLG tile

*The descn’ptive  labels in the altubule  file are
either  the map unit  symbols or the line  or point
feature names

l Major/minor cods pairs are correctly assigned
l Areas beyond the limit of the soil sunrsy  and wilhin

the quadrangle boundaries are labeled “BLANK’

I
I

I

1.Verify  lhaldalaue  ccmplels,cunenlandsccurala

1 2. Verify that data are on se&ale  &I;]

3. Verii the data download d&e

SSQA
for

review

Copy of Review to SSQA

Receivs SSURGO
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Appendix 5E-Checklist  for SSURGO
data

Accuracyt
CI Digital data matches the source documents.
Q Soil survey area boundaries ,and map unit compo-

sition match across soil survey area boundaries
Cl Digital data meets map accuracy standards.

0 Meets SCS standards.
Cl Data are in vector format
Cl Data are edge matched to adjoining  quads.
Cl Four corners of map neatline  are explicitly

entered
D Nodes are present in required locations.
Cl Area features and lime and point features are in

separate layers.

Labelings
Cl Every map feature is labeled.

0

Cl Descriptive labels match the publication or
approved updated legend.

Cl Labels are correctly placed.

Formsxtkingz
CI Mapdataareinfull7.5minutequadra@eformat.
Cl Map data are in Universal Transverse Mercator

meters
Q Datum on which coordinates are based is North

American Datum 1983  with a spheroid of GRS
1980

Cl X_ or y_ coordinate shifts.

AttribdTiXUE:
cl

P

cl

cl

0.
cl

Each feat& data layer has a corresponding
attribute fiIe.
Each attriiute  file has one data record for each
feature in the DLG file.
Each space delimited record in the attribute file
contains a left justified  sequential record num-
ber, a major code, a minor code, and a descrip-
tive IabeL
The major/minor code pairs in the attribute file
match the major/minor code pairs in the DLG file.
The descriptive labels in the attribute file are
either the map unit symbols or the line and point
feature names.

CI
0

Major/minor code pairs are correctly assigned
Areas beyond the limit of the soil survey and
within the quadrangle boundaries are labeled
“BLANK”.

Spatial Datat
Cl Spatial data are in DLG-?  Cntional  Format.
0 Universe polygon is the first area record in the

0

D
c3

cl

data recordssection  of the DLG.
Map features begin at the second area data
record of the DLG file.
No extra boundary polygon is written to the DLG.
Major/minor code pairs are correctly written to
the DLG.
Readme  file is correctly written.

Tabular Datat
Cl ‘Ihe “eddate”  element of the “ssarea” table has the

date of the data download.
Cl Data base tables are current and accurate.
CI Data base tables are on a separate tape from the

spatial data
Cl only one soil survey area is written to a tape.
CI Readme  file is correctly written.

Quality  Contxol Reviews:
CJ Review has been completed by the state soil

scientist.
Cl Review has been completed by the Soil Survey

Quality Assurance.
0 Preliminary review has been completed by the

National Cartography and GIS Center.
Cl All material has been sent to NCG for final review.

Archiving:
Cl Readme  files have been created and have been

written to tape.
Q Method and format used to write the tapes are

documented.
Cl Each tape is properly labeled
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Datum Conversions

The use of satellites and other technologic improvements in first order surveying
have allowed geodesists to refine the knowledge of the shape of the Earth. Along
with these refinements came the inevitable process of standardiiing  the definition
of the approximating ellipsoid and establishing an international reference datum.
Prior to this, the ellipsoids and datums were established by long line precision
surveying and astronomical observation. The processing of the measurements of
these surveys let to establishment of eIlipsoids  which were best fits to Iocal condi-
tions and not the entire Earth and datums which were arbitrary to the surveyor’s
network. But because this surveying relied upon the use of the spirit level for align-
ment of instruments with the horizontal plane (the geoid) they were susceptible to
perturbations of the gravity field and thus only useful for local purposes.

Until recently, the reference system for North America has been the North
American Datum of 1927 (NAD27) which used Clarke’s 1866 ellipsoid and had its
origin at Meade’s Ranch  in Kansas. But because of technical geodetic surveying
problems with NAD2i’  and an interest in standardizing the reference system on an
international basis, the North American Datum of 1983 reference system NAD83 has
been chosen to replace NAD27.  This system is based upon the Geodetic Reference
System of 1930 (GRS~O)  which is geocentric (origin is the center of the Earth’s
mass) and uses an ellipsoid approximating the entire Earth.

.-

There are several methods for conversion of geographic data between datums
but the most convenient and perhaps common are the Molodensky formula and
the NADCON (Dewhurst, 1990) used for North American Datum conversions. The
Molodensky method is often used for international conversions but is considered to
only have a conversion accuracy of 5-10m in United States regions. The NADCON

method uses of a grid of longitude-latitude corrections from which a correction value
can be interpolated for any non-nodal point. The correction grid is determined by
minimum curvature gridding  of corrections for control points whose location had
been accurately determined by both NAD%’  and NAD83  surveying methods. Error
in conversion with NADCON is generally considered to be less than a meter (0.15m
for most of the corms region) but may suffer in regions of poor control. Table 1 is
a summary of the NADCON grid regions.

Table 1: NADCON correction regions.

Region
nadanad
-r region East

Extent
West South North

Conterminous U.S.
Alaska
Hawaii
Puerto Rico and
virgin Islands
St. George Is., AK
St. Lawrence Is., AK
St. Paul Is., AK

Florida
Maryland
Tennessee
Washington-Oregon
Wisconsin

conus 131° w 63“ W 20’ N 50’ N
al aska 166’ E 128” W 46’ N 77’ N
hauaii 161“  W 154”  W 18“ N 23’ N

prv i 68O w 64“ W 17“  N 19” N

stgeorge 17l’W 169’W 56”N 57’N --I.
srlrnc 1720  w 68’ W 62’ N 64’ N
stpaul 171’ W 169”  W 57” N 58’ N

High.,PTecision  GPS Network ttp,st\c  =. FL..
t
‘-,. FL a@ w 80’ W 24O N 32“ N

MD 80’ W 74’ W 37” N 41’ N
TN 91° w 81’ W 34’ N 38’ N
WO 125’ W 116”  W 41” N 50’ N
WI 94O w 88’ W 42” N 48“ N

Ibxcnt  releases (circa July, 1993) of NADCON tables also include tables for c.on-
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version between the High Precision GPS Networks (HPGN) and NAD88.  Little infor-
mation about the HPGN was distributed with the tables so usage is available but
not defined at the moment. These tables are for state regions.

, ’

Program nad2nad.

For conversion of data between NADER  and NADSQ datums the software distribution
now includes the program nad2nad.  It performs in a manner similar to program
proj and has several of the same runline options so users familiar with proj should
have little trouble with learning nad2nad. Besides performing datum conversions
it will perform SPCS and UTM conversions for both input and output thus allowing
both geographic as well as grid data to be processed.

The internal functioning of nad2nad  is a three step process:

1. process input data and, if selected, convert data from grid system coordinates
to geographic coordinates,

2. ~~NADCON  region selected, convert geographic data between datums, and

3. process output data and, if selected, convert to grid system coordinates.

Control of the input and output steps are by means of the respective -i and -0
runline options which have an identical lit of arguments:

27 - data is in NAD27 datum. Thii is the default state.

83 - data is in NADER  datum.

utm=zone  - data in UTM coordinates for identified zone (numeric value between
1 and 60).

spcs=zone - data in SPCS coordinates for identified State zone (see Table 2).

bin - data in binary form.

rev - reverse normal longitude-latitude or x-y order of data.

feet - data is in U.S. Surveyor’s feet, otherwise in meters. Must be used in
conjunction with spcs option.

\ hpgn=zone  - data is in HPGN datum for zone listed in Table 1.
-. .f

These options represent the state of the data at respective input and output of
steps 1 and 3 and thus determine the necessary actions to be taken to convert the
information to intermediate geographic coordinates required for datum shift. More
than one option can be used and in this case they may be in a comma separated
list or separate -i or -b options as shown by the following:

# nad2nad  -i 83 -i spcs=lOOl -i feet . . .
7% # nad2nad  -i 83~spcq=iOOi,deet  . . ..-.

Option order is not important.
Step 2 of nad2nad  is controlled by the -r <region> option which determines

which NAD27-NAD88  zone listed in Table 1 is to be used. When  this option is
specified the the -i and -0 must indicate different datums, thus

g’kad’tnad -i 27 -0 83 -r conus . . .

is correct usage, while

# nad2nad - i  2 7  -0 2 7  -r conus .._
# nad2nad  - r  conus ._.
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are incorrect usage. The following is an example where geographic NAD27  coordi-
nates are to be converted to geographic NAD83  coordinates:

# nad2nad  -i 27 -0 83 -r conus <<EOF
-7idl5 44d20'15
12ow 3015
87d30 52dl4
EOF

which produces the output:

71d14'68  27"U. 44d20'15.227"1
120d0'3  181"U. 30dO'O 348'V.
* *

Note that the last coordinate is outside the conus region.
Because changing  datums  of grid system  data is common,  the nad2nad ntm and

spcs options may be used to process these systems. In this case, Massackssetts
Mainland zone ~~Df27 coordinates in feet are converted to NAD83 v&es in meters
by:

# n&Znad  -i 27,spcs=2OOl,feet  -0 83,spcs=2001  -r conus <aOF
840000 230000
EOF

withtheresults  being:

273193.78 820117.57

Similarly,thesamedata  can be converted to UTM, zone 19 coordinates by:

# nad2nacl2 23i$pcs?200i,feet
SpPOOO  230?00-  ' '
EOF '

-r conus <<EOF

resulting in output of:

364916.74%. 4609733.79

The -r option may be omitted so that there is no datum transformation. This
allows nad2nad  to be used for purposes such as converting SPCS  grid coordinates
to and from UTM  grid coordinates, conversion of grid coordinates from one zone
to an adjacent zone, or simply converting geographic coordinates to and from DMS

and decimal degrees formats. The previous example could be a simple conversion
from SPCS to UTM in the NADZ  datum as performed by:

# nad2nad  -i 27,spcs=200i,feet  -0 27,utm=19  <<EOF
840000 230000
EOF

with the results:

364869.08 4609509.76

To do this operation with proj would create considerabIy  more system overhead
due to two copies of the program executing and data piping operations.
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Table 2: List of State Plane Coordinate System Zones (SPCS)  and identification
numbers for 1927 and 1983 North American Datums.

State Zone '27 '83 State Zone '27 '83 State Zone '27 '83

Alabama East
west

Alaska Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3. .._.
Zone4
Zone 5
Zone6
Zone 7
Zone 8
Zone 9
Zone10

ArizonaEast
Central
west

Arkansas North
South

California I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

Colorado North
Central
South

Connecticut
Delaware
Florida East

west
North

Georgia East
west

Hawaii 1
2
3
4
5

Idaho East
Central
west

Illinois East
West

Indiana East
West

101
102

5001
5002
5003
5004
5005
5006
5007
5008
5009
5010
201
202
203
301
302
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
501
502
503
600
700
901
902
903

1001
1002
5101
5102
5103
5104
5105
1101
1102
1103
1201
1202
1301
1302

101
102

5001
5002
5003
5004
5005
5006
5007
5008
5009
5010
201
202
203
301
302
401
402
403
404
405
406

501
502
503
600
700
901
902
903

1001
1002
5101
5102
5103
5104
5105
1101
1102
1103
1201
1202
1301
1302

Iowa North 1401 1401
South 1402 1402

Kansas North 1501 1501
South 1502 1502

Kentucky North 1601 1601
South 1602 1602

Louisiana North 1701 1701
South 1702 1702
Offshore 1703 1703

Maine  East 1801 1801
west 1802 1802

Maryland 1900 1900
Miissachusetts  Mainland 2001 2001

Islands 2002 2002
Michigan East 2101

Central/m 2102
west 2103
North 2111 2111
Central/l 2112 2112
South 2113 2113

Minnesota North 2201 2201
Central 2202 2202
South 2203 2203

Mississippi East 2301 2301
west 2302 2302

Missouri East 2401 2401
Central 2402 2402
west 2403 2403

Montana 2500
North 2501
Central 2502
South 2503

Nebraska 2600
North 2601
South 2602

Nevada East 2701 2701
Central 2702 2702
west 2703 2703

New Hampshire 2800 2800
New Jersey 2900 2900
New Mexico East 3001 3001

Central 3002 3002
west 3003 3003

New York East 3101 3101
Central 3102 3102
West 3103 3103
long island 3104 3104

NorthCarolina
North Dakota North

South
Ohio North

South
Oklahoma North

South
Oregon North

South
Pennsylvania North

South
Rhode Island
South Carolina

North
South

South Dakota North
South

Tennessee
Texas North

North Central
Central
South Central
South

Utah North
Central
South

Vermont
Virginia North

South
Washington North

South
West Virginia North

South
Wisconsin North

Central
South

Wyoming East
East Central
West Central
west

American Samoa
Guam Island
Puerto Rico, Virgin  Is.

(St. Croix) ‘2

3200
3301
3302
3401
3402
3501

3601
3602
3701
3702
3800

3901
3902
4001
4002
4100
4201
4202
4203
4204
4205
4301
4302
4303
4400
4501
4502
4601
4602
4701
4702
4801
4802
4803
4901
4902
4903
4904
5300
5400

3200
3301
3302
3401
3402
3501
3502
3601
3602
3701
3702
3800
3900

4001
4002
4100
4201
4202
4203
4204
4205
4301
4302
4303
4400
4501
4502
4601
4602
4701
4702
4801
4802
4803
4901
4902
4903
4904

5200
5201
5202



COMPILATION REVIEW

Materials:

field sheets or copies of them ’

SCS compilation photobase

index to map sheets (field, camp. and quads)

USGS topoquads

County highway map

Final signed correlation document (including SCS-SOI-37A)

Acreage table

Approved soil legend in digital form (for digitizing contracts)

Type overlays

Purpose:

To assist the SSQA by providing an evaluation of the cartographic
quality of compilation materials.

To verify that the states have performed a quality
edit and assist them in improving the quality
of compilation through a quality review.



Review Procedure:

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Verify that all necessary materials have been received.

Perform the review to evaluate cartographic accuracy and
quality using “REVIEW LIST” and review overlays to
document findings.

Prepare review report.

Forward the reviewed materials to SSQA.

SSQA performs review and either returns the materials to NCG for
contracting or returns materials to state for additional work.

If materials are returned to state, the state makes the corrections and
forwards the corrected materials to NCG.

NCG reviews the corrections and:
- forwards materials to SSQA if corrections have not been completed
- or prepares the contract.

If the contract is for digitizing, upon completion of the digitizing, the state
will receive a copy of the digital data and checkplots indicating
author errors. The state will have 45 days to make the corrections
and resubmit the corrected digital data to NCG for map finishing
contracting. If NCG does not receive the corrected data by the 45 day
due date, the map finishing contract will be let with the author errors.



FY94 STATE SOIL SCIENTIST NEETING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Are you currently or planning to digitize ALL soil survey map
information?
I I YES 1. 1x0
comments:

2. Iflyes to No.1, will ALL digital data be used in map finishing
for the soil survey publication?
I I YES L: I NO
comments:

3. If yes to No.3, what software are you using to produce the
fonts,, line patterns and symbols for the map finishing materials?
[ ]MAPGEN [ ]ARC/INFO [ ]LTPLUS [ IATLASGIS [ IOTHER
comments:

4. Iflyes to No.2,
streams (perennial,

would you consider publishing all single line
intermittent, ditches, etc) as a solid blue

line without distinguishing their classifications?
t I YES I I NO [ ] MAYBE
comments:

5. Would you want a copy of the NCG contracting specifications for
digitizing?
c I YES C I NO
comments:

6. How would you prefer to receive new information regarding
digitizing, compilation, map finishing and NCG products/ services?
[ ] Internet [ ]soilnet [ lgisbulletin board [ Imemo [ lother
comments

7. How:satisfied  are you with NCSS branch products/services at NCG?
[ ]Very satisfied [ ISatisfied [ ISomewhat satisfied
[ IDissatisfied [ ] Don't use
comments

8. Check reason(s) for response in No. 7.
[ ]Turn  around  time [ IQuality [ IConsistency [ ICourtesy of staff
comments

9. How'satisfied are you with products/services provided by NCG?
[ ]Very satisfied [ ISatisfied [ ISomewhat satisfied
[ IDissatisfied [ ] Don't use
comments

lO.Check reason(s) for response in No. 9.
[ ]Turrd around time [ IQuality [ IConsistency [ ICourtesy of staff
comments

Please give your name if you are willing to discuss this in more
detailiwith NCG personnel.

Thanks!!!

74



WORKSHOP SCHEDULES

APRIL 5-8, 1994 SSQA Staff, MNTC, Lincoln, NE

APRIL 18-22, 1994 Midwest Region, MNTC, Lincoln, NE

APRIL 2529, 1994 Midwest and West Regions, MNTC, Lincoln, NE

MAY 9-13, 1994 Northeast Region, NENTC, Chester, PA

MAY 16-21, 1994 South Region, SNTC, Fort Worth, TX



NATIONAL STATE SOli_ SCiENTIST WORKSt-iOP~’
Scottsdale, Arizona

February 14-l 8, 1994

I appreciate the opportunity to share with you some of the current quality assurance
activities within the National Cooperative Soil Survey. The five areas of interest I
would like to emphasize are: 7 1 NASIS, 2) soil series classification, 3) Major Land
Resource Area (MLRA)  activity, 4) training, and 5) publication of soil surveys.

NASIS
Our national workshop directed toward the conversion to NASIS at the NSSC last
fall set the stage for much of our current work to improve the quality of our data.
The completion of the work identified in your NASIS conversion plan will have a
significant impact on improving the quality of our data. This is a matrix item in our
progress reporting, with a projected completion by the end of FY94.

Soil scientists in the NSSC have been designated by MLRA to assist your state
staffs in answering questions, interpreting current guides, etc., pertaining to this
national priority activity. Please take the time to use these resource people when
appropriate.

Soil Series Classification
We have used soil series for almost 100 years as a vehicle to assist us in how we
name and classify soils. Tyrone Goddard, Assistant State Soil Scientist in New
York, was in the National Soil Survey Center about three weeks ago on a soil
interpretation training project. Several states are currently documenting the history
of soil surveys in their state. I had the opportunity to review a draft of some of the

- material Tyrone is preparing on the early history of soil survey in New York. It was
interesting to note that the concept of soil series was first used in New York in
producing the soil survey of Orange County in 1912. Also, soil type, as used and
defined, was similar to our present definitions of soil phase.

We use our system of Soil Taxonomy to classify soils nationally and internationally.
We classify soil series. We delineate and show geographic distribution of map units
which are commonly named as a phase of soil series. We interpret phases of soil
series. Through the years our users have requested more complete soil information
with a subsequent increase in the intensity of soil mapping and the number of soil
series. For example, Lancaster County, Nebraska, where the National Soil Survey
Center is located, has had three soil surveys published over the past 90 years. The
first survey in 1904 used 4 map units. The 1938 soil survey contained 33 map
units, and the 1980 survey was expanded to include 67 map units.

Collectively, I feel the states and the National Soil Survey Center staffs, working
together, have a responsibility to maintain a current classification of our soil series
aS part of the National Cooperative Soil Survey. All of us are aware of recent
amendments in Soil Taxonomy that have changed the classification of many soil
series. Presently, we are using about 17,800 soil series. Our review of current
approved amendments in Soil Taxonomy indicate about 1,500 soil series need ‘-
reclassification.

L’James R. Culver, Assistant Director, Soil Survey Division, National Soil Survey
Center
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Current classification of our soil series is important to: 1) support our field
operations, 2) provide data to select kinds or aggregation of similar soils in
databases, and 3) use in teaching soil genesis and morphology at the University
level.

An Official Soil Series Team at the National Soil Survey Center is available to work
with your state staffs as needed to assist you in reclassifying selected soil series.
Members of this team are Dick Base - team leader, Lester Brockmann, Bob Ahrens,
Bob Engel,  Rex Mapes, and myself as sponsor.

I would compliment the significant number of states that are in the process or are
planning to review the classification of their soil series. Some examples of
activities are plans to review all OSEDs in Idaho, Maine, Massachusetts, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, New York, and Vermont. Texas has reviewed their Vertisols and
wet soils. Land Resource Regions F, G, and K plan to review wet soils and vertic
subgroups. Several multi-state work sessions are planned. A recent joint work
session of several states in New York was very productive.

Maior  Land Resource Area Activitv
On a national perspective, the concept and progress of using the physiographic
approach of producing soil survey products has been outstanding. I have been
extremely pleased with the cooperation and work each of you and your cooperators
have put forth in moving this work forward.

There are 60 MLRAs in a planning stage, 55 MLRAs that have had organizational
meetings, 23 MLRAs that have developed a MOU and project plan, and 11 MLRAs
that have been approved.

Considerable interest has centered on funding by MLRA. Currently, a group of
State Soil Scientists and State Conservationists in the Northeast, chaired by Dawn
Genes, State Conservationist, New Hampshire is reviewing options and
opportunities for funding and staffing by physiographic area. A FY 1996 budget
initiative for MLRA 105 funding has been submitted.

Traininq
Training continues to be a major activity. We are pleased with the quality and
experiences of the soil scientists you selected to attend the recently completed Soil
Correlation Course. We also conduct a Basic Soil Survey - Field and Lab Course for
newer soil scientists. We are in the process of reevaluation of the Soil Laboratory
Data Course. This past fall we worked with the NTC Soils Staff in conducting a
Soil Interpretation Pilot Course.

Several workshop activities are of interest. A series of three or four Soil
Compilation and Digitizing workshops are planned this spring. Last week a soil
manuscript workshop was conducted for California and Nevada. Last summer a
field workshop on describing soils in North Dakota was a great success.

A pedon description guide that can be used as an insert in the color book has been
drafted will be tested this year. Soil Scientists in the NSSC plan to develop a field
guide for describing soils that provides more descriptive information than the
reference material designed for use with the color book.
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0 Publication Guides
The Guide to Authors has been completed and is included in the National Soil
Survey Handbook. Several pages have considerable white space; however, this will
allow us to easily amend or add appropriate new information to each section.

The prewritten material has been updated, and copies will be sent to each state.

Some current activity toward timely production of quality products are a project on
manuscript preparation in Montana, plans for producing map and interpretive
products with a West Virginia project, and development of CD ROM technology for
publication at the NSSC.

0

Montana Proiect
In,October  1993, members of the Quality Assurance Staff traveled to Montana
where they provided assistance in the development of computer-generated map unit
descriptions and in the development of a format for a three-part soil survey report.
They edited database elements and the semitabular format of the map unit

“’ descriptions.

The report that they worked on is designed for interim use and for eventual
publication. It uses tables that are generated using the newest FOCS programs.
The map unit descriptions are created by a UNIX/Prelude program that selects data
from the SSSD, modifies the raw data elements into statements that are
appropriate for text, and inserts the statements into a form document in Microsoft
Word.

Because the tables and the map unit descriptions are created directly from the
SSSD, the State Office personnel have unprecedented control over updating the
data in the reports and the amount of cross-checking involved in preparing the
report is minimized. The time required for the English edit of manuscripts for
publication using this system should be considerably shorter than that required for
traditional manuscripts because much of the editing is done once during the
development of the system and then replicated on successive manuscripts.

CD-ROM
Jennifer Allen, Kathy Teske, and Ralph Luke, NSSC staff members, have been
studying the feasibility of using CD-ROM technology to provide soil surveys on CD.
The NSSC already has the hardware available to master CD’s, The committee is
currently evaluating various C,D-ROM  authoring software packages in order to select
a package that will meet the needs of the average reader. Hypertext, an authoring
software that is being evaluated by the committee, can provide search capabilities
and links between various sections of text or between textand photos. Preliminary
indications are that the inclusion of digitized maps on the CD’s could be a problem.

Soil Survev Publications
The rate at which soil surveys are being published by the Government Printing
Office is a concern to us all. Two teams are being initiated to 1) develop a system
to release quality soil surveys one year after the completion of the classification and
correlation report and 2) develop a system to clear out the backlog.

A number of factors have contributed to the timeliness of soil survey publications.
These include: 1. The large number of surveys completed as a result of FSA; 2.
Several states nearing the completion of the first physical coverage of soil surveys;
3. Few editors of the NTCs moved to the NSSC; 4. Reduction of the number of
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editors; 5. Several new editors employed 2 to 3 years ago; 6. We now typeset and-
prepare the final product for final publication by GPO. Several years ago the
staffing plan identified the need for a sufficient editorial staff to edit 80 soil surveys
per year.

Current shifts in operations directed toward increased capacity are newer editors
who are now in a production mode, less proofreading, team activity, and editing of
manuscripts by groups of editors such as is being done with a number of
manuscripts from North Carolina.

Soil survey manuscripts are put on the publication schedule when both the
manuscript is received for English edit and the soil maps are in Cartographic.
Currently, 135 manuscripts are ready for English edit thus far this fiscal year. There
are 74 manuscripts assigned to editors and 61 manuscripts that as yet have not
been assigned to an editor.

There are a variety of reasons for delays throughout the system. These include the
length of time from correlation to technical review, the time from technical review
to English edit, the availability of soil maps, the editorial production capability, and
available resources.

Policv on Reorintina Soil Survevs
Funds for soil survey publication will be allocated first to publishing those surveys of
areas that have not been previously published. Exceptions are possible in such
cases as accidental destruction of all copies of a relatively recent publication.
States are also free to substitute soil surveys for reprinting in place of scheduled
new publications. In such cases, the substitution would affect the timing of new
publications from that state but not from other states.

Other items
The soil survey schedule is being used by a wider variety of customers. It is a
ready source of data to prepare many kinds of maps showing progress of soil
survey work. I would encourage each of you to give timely attention to the data
elements that are the responsibility of the state. _-

We have sent our revised schedule of travel assistance to states. Because of
limited travel funds, a number of scheduled trips have been canceled. Each of our
soil scientists has been given an individual travel allowance. You may wish to
substitute some current travel. We still plan to review the required documents
before final field reviews, etc. There will be opportunities to have some
involvement by way of telconferences.

The national soil-moisture map is near completion. I feel this map will be popular
and be widely used. I compliment the manner in which the states, NCSS
cooperators, and the National Soils and Cartographic units have collectively worked
on this project. Some field studies and work is being planned with selected states
this year to better define the approximations used in preparing this map.

Each of you from time to time develop some excellent new and innovative ways to
help us do our jobs in an easier, and more productive manner. For example, I am
not on the routing or review of the field review reports you prepare. Recently, 1
personally received a review report from the state soil scientist in Virginia. During
this review an excellent evaluation was made on the quality of mapping. I really
appreciated the frank and honest comments made on each observation. I recall the



last statement on the notes of one observation was -- Junk
a lot about the complexity of the soils and landscapes. We
you in making distribution of new technology to all states.

Unit. That in itself tells
will be glad to assist

As we look into the future, an increased emphasis of the NSSC will be directed
toward the quality of our data. We will appreciate your assistance and continued
communication on issues. We feel our new organization will provide an improved
vehicle and atmosphere to deliver improved service to all our customers, of which
you are number one.
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needs to be recognized at a higher level in ST.

Pergelic soils should be identified on the basis of the presence of permafrost rather than on soil -
temperature measurements. This suggestion is consistent with the emphasis in ST on readily
measurable soil properties. Soil temperature measurements are difficult to obtain in remote regions,
should, be taken for two or more years to adequately identify a pergelic soil temperature regime, and
cannot be inferred from air temperature measurements with any reliability, especially in areas with
discontinuous or sporadic permafrost. The relationship between soil and air temperatures in cold soils is -’
dependent on vegetation cover, the thickness of the organic mat, snow cover, soil texture and organic
matter’content,  and soil moisture, all of which vary considerably within an area containing permafrost. Not
all soils that have a pergelic soil temperature regime contain permafrost in the upper 200 cm.

Pergelic and cryic refer to different soil temperature regimes and often are used in the same
taxonomic unit, which leads to confusion and redundancy (e.g., Pergelic Cryoborolls). In other cases
(e.g., Cryic Rendolls and lithic subgroups), soil taxa  do not distinguish between soils with cryic and
pergelic soil temperature regimes.

Soil Taxonomy does not adequately separate cryoturbated soils from the more stable soils containing
permafrost. In view of the abundance of cryoturbated soils throughout the permafrost region (about 60%
of the Cryosols mapped in Canada are placed in Turbic  great groups), greater attention mlist  be given to
differentiating cryoturbated from the more stable soils, preferably at a high level in the classification. Soils
with dry permafrost and an “aridic” soil moisture regime should be differentiated from those with
ice-cemented permafrost and more abundant soil moisture, as they would respond diff.erently  to
management practices and environmental changes.

Cryopedogenetic processes are soil-forming processes characteristic of soils with permafrost. These
processes include soliflucfion,  frost stirring, freezing and thawing, and mounding and fissuring (Rieger,
1983). Cryogenic soils commonly feature thermokarst, ground-ice formation, and patterned ground. The
most common cryogenic macroscopic soil features are due to cryoturbation  and include irregular or broken
horizons and incorporation of organic matter in lower horizons, especially along the top of the permafrost
table. Oriented stones and displacement of soil materials are common in cryogenic soils. Freezing and
thawing produce granular, platy, and vesicular structures in surface mineral horizons and blocky or
prismatic and massive structures in subsurface horizons. The massive structure is due to cryostatic
pressure and desiccation that develop when the two freezing fronts, one from the surface and the other
from the permafrost, merge during freeze-back. The perennially frozen layer commonly is associated with
ground-ice in the form of segregated ice crystals, vein ice, ice lenses, ice wedges, and thick ground-ice.

When viewed in thin-sections, cryogenic soils contain a variety of fabrics resulting from desiccation
and displacement due to alignment, rotation, sorting, and inclusions (Smith et al., 1991). These features
are accompanied by planar voids, cracks and vesicles during pore formation.

Recommendations for Revisina Soil Taxonomvfor Permafrost-Affected Soils
A flow chart for classifying Gelisols to the great-group level is given in Figure 1. Table 1 shows

recommended soil taxa,  including provisional subgroups. ,

In this proposal we recommend that a new order be created for soils with permafrost, theOrder.
Gelisols. The term Gelisols is derived from the Greek Q&J, meaning very cold. A precedent has been set
for using this term, e.g., perm soil temperature regime, mcryands, and the use of (;elic  sub-units in
the FAOIUNESCO map ledger. The formative element “el” can be taken from Gas01  in constructing soil

- , cl; - _ . . -.-  ) i?a I



International Committee on Permafrost Affected Soils (ICOMPAS)

Circular Letter No. 1 January 18,1994

Backaround
For many years cryopedologists have been dissatisfied with  the classification of permafrost-affected _

soils in Soil Taxonomy (ST). The suggestion that permafrost be used as a criterion at the order level was
considered by Guy Smith in his “Rationale for Concepts in Soil Taxonomy:”

“There is nothing sacred about the number of soil orders in Soil Taxonomy. It merely reflects what
knowledge we had at the time we developed the system and we may have made a serious mistake. This is
not a matter for the judgement of one person, rather a group judgement as to the importance of
permafrost, cryoturbation as compared to the distinction between organic Histosols and the various
mineral soils and so on.” (p. 133)

Serious discussion of a new order for permafrost-affected soils took place during the First International
Conference on Cryopedology, held Nov. 1 O-14, 1992, in Pushchino, Russia among 100 cryopedologists
from 12 countries and personnel from the National Soil Survey Center (NSSC). Following the meeting a
proposal was prepared by J.G. Bockheim, C.L. Ping (Univ. of Alaska), J.P. Moore (USDA-SCS,
Anchorage, AK), and J.M. Kimble (NSSC, Lincoln, NE) entitled “Gelisols: a New Proposed Order for
Permafrost-Affected Soils.” This proposal and keys were used to classify 20 pedons for which detailed
soil descriptions and analytical data were available in the Northwest and Yukon Territories and Alaska
during the International Correlation Meeting on Permafrost Affected Soils (Tarnocai et al., 1993; Moore et
al., 1993). The pedons also were classified in the current ST, the Canadian system, and the Russian
system. Following the meeting, J.G. Bockheim was appointed chair of ICOMPAS.

Grounds for a New Order. the Gelisols
The rationale for proposing a new soil order, the Gelisols, includes: (I) permafrost is a pervasive

feature on the earth’s surface and is present in 13% of the world’s soils (18 million km2); (2)
cryopedogenesis, which includes cryoturbation (a collective term used to describe all soil movements due
to frost action), is the dominant soil-forming process in soils with permafrost; (3) permafrost is a
manifestation of the soil climate, i.e., soil temperature; (4) environmental changes will have profound
effects on permafrost and planned and unplanned land uses; and (5) the existing approach in ST is
unsuitable for adequately differentiating permafrost-affected soils.

Recoanition of Permafrost in Soil Taxonomv
Pergelic soils are defined in ST as those soils with a pergelic soil temperature regime, i.e., a mean

annual temperature <OoC.  These soils have ice-cemented permafrost if they are moist or dry frost if there
is insufficient water to cause cementation. In ST pergelic soils are recognized as extragrades of soils with a
cryic soil temperature regime (mean annual soil temperature at 50 cm of 0 to <8oC).  An exception to this
rule is the Gelicryands great group. Seven of the 11 orders in ST have cryic great groups with pergelic
extragrades.

gtPr I wi h ils with rmafr
A main problem with ST is that pergelic soils are differentiated primarily at the subgroup (extragrade)

level. In ST extragrades were intended to address local conditions. Although permafrost may be sporadic
near its southern boundary (Northern Hemisphere), it is a regionally pervasive feature at the high latitudes
and altitudes. In that cryopedogenesis is an important process in these soils, the presence of permafrost
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taxonomic units. Permafrost-affected soils are recognized in the Canadian system as Cryosols. While this
term is appealing, its use in ST would necessitate redefining the cryic soil temperature regime. A further
complication is that lower categories would end with “cry,” thereby creating names that would be difficult to
pronounce and would deviate from the use of order constructs beginning with a vowel.

Gelisols are recognized on the basis of the presence of permafrost. The bottom of the control section
for the identification of permafrost is set at 200 cm from the soil surface. In the United States, soil mappers
are required to examine soils to this depth for classification at the series level and for giving detailed
interpretations. Examination of permafrost-bearing soils to 200 cm may be difficult in many parent
materials. Moreover, the use of 200 cm for the bottom of the control section may lead to problems in the
zone of discontinous  permafrost where wildfires and land-clearing may cause temporary recession of the
permafrost table below 200 cm. This concern will be dealt with in this proposal at the family level.

Suborders, Five suborders are recognized within the Gelisol order. Histels  include organic soils with
permafrost. The remaining four suborders contain mineral soils. Turbels have more than one-third of the
active layer (i.e., the top layer of ground subject to annual thawing and freezing in areas underlain by
permafrost) portion of the pedon disrupted by cryoturbation. The remaining three suborders have less
than one-third of the pedon subject to cryoturbation and include Aquels (aquic soil moisture regime
accompanied by strong gleying and/or abundant redoximorphic features), Aridels (an “aridic” soil moisture
regime and dry permafrost), and Statels (other soils). The terms “Stati”  (Greek statikos,  meaning
stationary) and “Turbi” (Latin Jurbidus,  meaning disturbed) are borrowed from the Canadian system.

In ST soils with an aquic soil moisture regime generally are differentiated first at the suborder level.
Because of the importance of cryoturbation (a manifestation of soil climate), we chose to differentiate
suborders within the Gelisols primarily on the basis of the proportion of the pedon reflecting cryoturbation.
Therefore, soils with aquic conditions are identified both within the Aquels (less than one-third of the
pedon disrupted by cryoturbation) and as a great group with the Turbels (Hydriturbels). An alternative
approach to that used here would be to establish a great group within the Statels, i.e., Hydristatels, for
soils with minimal cryoturbation but with aquic conditions. This would reduce the number of suborders to
four and would provide parallelism between the treatment of Turbels and Statels.

A major consideration was whether cold desert soils of Antarctica and other regions should be
separated at the suborder or great-group level. Although these soils have a limited distribution (-200,000
km2), they are sufficiently different from other Gelisols that they warrant separation at the suborder level,
e.g., Aridels. In this proposal we recommend that an aridic  soil moisture regime be recognized in
conjunction with a pergelic soil temperature regime, which is not done in the present ST. Cold deserts
receive 25 to 30 mm of annual precipitation (water equivalent). An alternative approach to that used here
would be to recognize cold desert soils at the great-group level within the Turbels and Statels.

Geat Groups. Great groups are differentiated in Gelisols on the basis of diagnostic horizons, materials,
and features, e.g., Spodi-, Argi-, Humi-,  Andi-,  etc. This approach assumes that permafrost and the
accompanying cryopedogenic processes are of greater importance than those processes leading to the
development of these diagnostic horizons and materials. Organic soils with permafrost are differentiated
as is currently done in ST: Foli-, Fibri-, Hemi-, and Sapri-. For the Aridels, great groups are distinguished
on the basis of the composition of salts in the profile as is done in.ST for Aridisols. In addition to salic, I
gypsic and calcic horizons, we recommend that a nitric horizon be recognized. A nitric horizon is defined
as a salt-enriched layer that is 15 cm or more in thickness and contains secondary enrichment of nitrates.
The nitrate concentration in a 15 soil:water extract must be greater than 118 mmol/L  throughout, and the
product of its thickness (in centimeters) and concentration is 3,500 or more. Soils containina  nitric

e horizons are common in the southern Transantarctic Mountains.
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We provisionally identify 25 great groups within the five proposed suborders (Fig. 1, Table 1). Our
approach necessitates that the Gelisols key out first in ST so that a soil meeting .the
criteria of a particular order but containing permafrost within 200 cm of the surface is
not placed in that order.

Subat--  Subgroups are differentiated on the basis of conventional intragrade and extragrade
features. Glacib  subgroups are used for Histosols underlain by materials 230 cm with more than 95% ice, -
following the convention used in the Canadian system. Turbic subgroups are identified in Aquels where
some cryoturbation is evident, i.e., less than one-third of the active-layer portion of the pedon. Salic,
Gypsic, Calcic, and Nitric subgroups are recognized within Haplaridels that contain a distinct salt-enriched
horizon meeting the salt concentration requirement but failing to meet the thickness requirement of salic,
gypsic, calcic, or nitric horizons.

Families We recommend adding a new family differentia and revising the soil temperature classes for
classifying Gelisols. Patterned ground (a general term for any ground surface exhibiting a discernibly
ordered, more-or-less symmetrical, morphological pattern of ground and, where present, vegetation) is
ubiquitous in areas underlain by permafrost. Patterned ground classes recognized in this proposal follow
the terminology of Washburn (1980) and include earth hummocks, sorted circles, non-sorted circles,
sorted polygons, non-sorted polygons, sorted nets, non-sorted nets, sorted steps, sorted stripes, and
non-sorted stripes (Table 2).

Soils in the zone of sporadic or discontinuous may cycle between what currently is recognized in ST
as cryic and pergelic soil temperature regimes (Moore and Ping, 1989). In contrast the permafrost table in
soils of the highest latitudes with very cold temperatures will cycle in shorter intervals. To show these
differences in responses to disturbance, we tentatively recognize six soil temperature classes in
permafrost-affected soils (Table 3). Hypergelic soils have a mean annual soil temperature at 50 cm colder
than -70C and occur in the zone of continuous permafrost. Pergelic soils have a mean annual soil
temperature that ranges between colder than -2 and -70C and occur within the discontinous  and southern
portions of the continuous permafrost zone (Note: the southern limit of the zone of continuous
permafrost in North America corresponds roughly with the -8.5oC mean annual air temperature isotherm
and the -50C mean annual soil temperature isotherm). Gelic  soils have a mean annual soil temperature
ranging between 0 and -20C. Soils with a gelic  soil temperature regime are those with “warm” permafrost
(Moore and Ping, 1989) and are most likely to become cryic given a disturbance to the vegetation and/or
organic mat. The “iso” prefix is used for these soil temperature classes where the difference between the
mean summer soil temperature and mean winter soil temperature is less than 5oC.

The Pedon Conceot as Applied to Gelisols.
The pedon for cryoturbated soils is defined so as to encompass the full-cycle of patterned ground

with a 7-m linear interval (Figs. 2 and 3). This interval is suitable for most patterned ground features such
as earth hummocks and non-sorted polygons. In the case of large-scale (30-m) low-centered, sorted
polygons such as occur along the Alaskan Coastal Plain, two pedons are established: one within the
center of the polygon and the other within the stone-filled crack.

We recommend that scaled sketches of a pedon showing soil horizons including patches of
cryoturbated material be drawn on graph paper in the field (Fig. 2). Samples should be collected from
each diagnostic horizon across the full-cycle of the pedon and cornposited for subsequent laboratory
characterization. In the case of highly cryoturbated soils, ranges of horizon thicknesses rather than depth
intervals should be shown in soil descriptions.
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Soil Horizon Nomenclature
A,lower-case  letter is needed to identify horizons that are cryoturbated. The only small-case letters

available for use are ‘j”, “I”, and “u”.  We favor use of “j” for cryoturbated horizons. This symbol could be
expanded in its definition and used for horizons that are mixed due to processes other than cryoturbation,
e.g., tree-throw. There also is a need for symbols that distinguish between ice-cemented and dry
permafrost. In ST the symbol ‘f” is restricted to wet, permanently frozen soils. We favor use of “fm” for
soils with ice-cemented permafrost and “f” for soils with dry permafrost. We recommend that permafrost _
with more than 95% ice be designated “Wfm”.  The symbol “w” becomes a master horizon and could be
used for water beneath floating bogs. Silt caps and silt-enriched horizons have been identified in soils of
the High Arctic. This feature could be identified by the symbol “si”, which could be confused with the
abbreviation for silt or silicon and could create problems in date-base management, i.e., “s” (illuvial
accumulation of sesquioxides and organic matter), plus “i” (slightly decomposed organic matter). The
committee has reserved judgment as to the need for a subordinate symbol to designate silt accumulation
and invite your comments.

Alternative Aonroaches to Modifvina Soil Taxonomv
We examined other options for recognizing permafrost at higher levels than currently is done in ST.

Differentiation of permafrost at the great-group level would leave an insufficient number of levels to allow
separation of cryoturbated and stable soils, except possibly at the subgroup level where additional criteria
are needed to differentiate the soils. The same argument applies to differentiation of soils with permafrost
at the suborder level. Finally, the formative element ‘geli” could appear at different levels in ST as
currently is done with the cryic  soil temperature regime (e.g., Cryods and Cryorthents). However, this
approach would minimize the importance of permafrost and cryopedogenesis and would require soil
temperature data to differentiate cryic and pergelic soil temperature regimes in areas of discontinuous or
sporadic permafrost.

Conclusions
The introduction of a Gelisol order into ST is necessary to facilitate soil-based technology transfer in

circumpolar and alpine regions of the world. Gelisols would constitute a twelfth order in ST and would
include soils covering an area of 18 million km2, exceeded only by the Aridisols (24.7 million km2). The
require’ment that permafrost be present within the 200-cm control section eliminates the need for soil
temperature measurements in classifying soils of cold regions except possibly at the family level. Our
approach follows established principles used in developing ST and recognizes the unique soil-forming
processes and morphologies of soils with permafrost. Cryogenic processes are considered to be
pedogenic and characteristic of high-latitude soils.

The establishment of five suborders, Histels, Turbels, Aquels, Aridels, and Statels, within the Gelisol
order expands upon the Canadian system which has evolved over the past 20 years and has proven to be
useful in that country. Differentiation of soils at the great-group level on the basis of diagnostic horizons,
materials, and features is consistent with the current approach in ST and preserves the genetic
relationships between Gelisols and soils of warmer climates. Conventional subgroups are employed,
along with a glacic subgroup for Histels with ground-ice layers. Family differentiae are the same as
currently used in ST except that patterned ground classes are employed and revised soil temperature
classes are used to emphasize the character of the permafrost.

Accompanying this proposal are preliminary keys for classifying Gelisols to the great-group level.
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Kejm to Classifying Gelisols to the Great-Group Level
(modified January 18, 1994)

Gelisols must have ice-cemented or “dry” permafrost within 200 cm of the soil surface.
The surface of the permafrost control section begins at the surface of the organic mat, .
or where it is absent, at the surface of the mineral soil. “Dry” permafrost refers to
materials that remain cOoC for two or more years in succession but that have
insufficient interstitial moisture to cause consolidation. Although “dry” permafrost is
pervasive in Antarctica, soil temperature measurements may be required to detect it in
other areas such as the High Arctic and alpine regions of Asia.

Gelisols key out before other soil orders. Therefore, a soil derived from organic
materials and containing permafrost within 200 cm of the surface is placed in the
Gelisol order (Histels) and not the Histosol order. The flow chart in Figure 1 should be
used in conjunction with this key for classifying Gelisols to the great-group level. A
provisional list of subgroups is given in Table 1. Family differentiae for Gelisols are the
same as for other soil orders except that patterned ground is included (Table 2) and
revised soil temperature classes are proposed (Table 3).

KEYS TO SUBORDERS

A. Gelisols that are derived principally from organic materials, i.e., the surface layer
contains more than 17 percent organiccarbon (30 percent organic matter) and has
organic plus fragmental materials totaling 80% or more of the upper 50 cm of the
pedon, or is more than 10 cm thick over a lithic contact or over an ice layer that is at
least 30 cm thick.

Histels,  p. 8

B. Other Gelisols that show marked evidence of cryoturbation as evidenced by
broken horizons and displaced material in more than one-third of the active-layer
portion of the pedon (see Figs. 2 and 3).

Turbels,  p. 9

C. Other Gelisols that have the following:

1. Redox  depletions with a chroma of 2 or less in one or more horizons within an
average depth of 50 cm of the mineral soil surface; and

2. Aquic conditions within an average depth of 50 cm of the mineral soil surface
for some time in most years (or artificial drainage).

.



Aquels, p. 9

Ariciels, p. IO

Statels, p. IO

D. Other Gelisols that have the following:

1. An aridict  soil moisture regime; and

2. “Dry” permafrost within 200 cm of the surface.

E. Other Gelisols.

HISTELS

Key to great groups

AA. Histels which are never saturated with water except for a few days following
heavy rains, andwhich  have both:

1. A lithic or paralithic contact within 100 cm of the soil surface, and/or fragmental
materials resting on a lithic or paralithic contact; and

2. Less than three fourths (by volume) Sphagnum fibers in the organic soil
materials.

Folistels

AB. Other Histels which either:
1. Are dominantly fibric in the sursurface  tier if that tier is wholly organic except
for a thin mineral layer or layers, or the organic parts of the surface and
subsurface tiers are dominantly fibric if a continuous mineral layer 40 cm or more
thick begins within the depth limit of the subsurface tier; or

2. Have a surface mantle that has three-fourths or more of its volume consisting
of fibers derived from Sphagnum and that rests on a lithic or paralithic contact,
fragmental materials, or mineral soil, or on frozen materials within the limits in
depth of the surface or subsurface tier.

AC. Other Histels that are dominantly hemic either:

Fibristels

1. In the surbsurface tier if that tier is wholly organic except for a thin mineral
layer or layers; of

2. In the organic parts of the surface and subsurface tiers if there is a continuous

0



mineral layer 40 cm or more thick that has its upper boundary within the
subsurface tier.

Hemistels

AD. Other Histels.
Sapristek

TURBELS

Key to great groups

BA. ‘Turbels that have organic soil material comprising 40 to 60% of the upper 50 cm
of the pedon.

Histiturbels

BB. Other Turbels that have redox  depletions with a chroma of 2 or less in one or
more horizons within an average depth of 50 cm from the mineral soil surface and
aquic conditions within an average depth of 50 cm from the mineral soil surface for
some time in most years (or artificial drainage).

Hydriturbels

BC. Other Turbels that have an aridict  soil moisture regime and ice-cemented
permafrost.

Ariditurbels

BD. Other Turbels that have a surface mineral horizon more than IO cm thick that
otherwise meets with requirements of a mollic or an umbric epipedon.

Humiturbels

BE. Other Turbels.
Ochriturbels

AQUELS

Key to great groups

CA. Aquels that have organic soil material comprising 40 to 80% of the upper 50 cm
of the pedon.

Histaquels

CB. Other Aquels that have andic properties in 60 percent or more within the upper 60
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cm of the mineral soil surface, or of the top of an organic layer with andic  properties,
whichever is shallower.

Andaquels

CC. Other Aquels that have a surface mineral horizon more than 10 cm thick that
otherwise meets with requirements of a mollic or an umbric epipedon.

Humaquels

CD. Other Aquels that have below the Ap horizon or below a depth of 25 ,cm,
whichever is deeper, less than 35 percent (by volume) of rock fragments and have a
texture of loamy fine sand or coarser in all subhorizons either to a depth of 100 cm or
to a lithic contact or an ice layer, whichever is shallower.

Psammaquels

CE. Other Aquels.
Ochraquels

ARIDELS

Key to great groups

DA. Aridels that have a gypsic horizon within 50 cm of the soil surface.
Gypsiaridels

DB. Other Aridels that have a salic horizon within 50 cm of the soil surface.
Salaridels

DC. Other Aridels that have a nitric horizon* within 50 cm of the soil surface.
Nitriaridels

DD. Other Aridels that have a calcic horizon within 50 cm of the soil surface.
Calciaridels

DE. Other Aridels.
v Haplaridels

STATELS

Key to great groups

EA. Statels that have a spodic horizon within 100 cm of the mineral soil surface.
Spodistatels
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EB. Other Statels that have andic properties in 60 percent or more within the upper 60
cm of the mineral soil surface, or of the top of an organic layer with andic properties,
whichever is shallower.

Andistatels

EC. Other Statels that have a surface mineral horizon more than IO cm thick that
otherwise meets with requirements of a mollic or an umbric epipedon.

Humistatels

ED. Other Statels that have an argillic horizon within 100 cm of the mineral soil
surface.

Argistatels

EE. Other Statels that have below the Ap horizon or below a depth of 25 cm,
whichever is deeper, less than 35 percent (by volume) of rock fragments and have a
texture of loamy fine sand or coarser in all subhorizons either to a depth of 100 cm or
to a lithic contact or an ice layer, whichever is shallower.

Psammistatels

EF. .Other Statels.
Ochristatels

? An aridic  soil moisture regime is not recognized in Soil Taxonomy to occur in conjunction with a pergelic
soil temperature regime.

$ A nitric horizon is hereby defined as a salt-cemented horizon 10 cm or more thick containing secondary
enrichment of nitrates. The nitrate concentration in 15 soikwater  extracts is greater than 118 mmol/L
throughout; and the product of its thickness (in centimeters) multiplied by its nitrate concentration is 3,500
or more.
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Table 1. Recommended taxa  within the Gelisol order.

Suborder Great Group Provisional Subgroups ,

Histels

Turbels

Folistels

Fibristels

Hemistels

Sapristels

Histiturbels

Hydriturbels

Ariditurbels

Humiturbels

Aquels

Aridels

Ochriturbels

Histaquels

Andaquels

Humaquels

Psammaquels

Ochraquels

Gypsiaridels

Salaridels

Nitriaridels

Calciaridels

Haplaridels

Lithic, Glacic, Typic

Lithic, Glacic, Terric, Fluvaquentic, Sphagnic, Typic

Lithic, Glacic, Terric, Fluvaquentic, Typic

Lithic, Glacic, Terric, Fluvaquentic, Typic

Lithic, Fibric, Sphagnic, Hemic, Sapric, (Ruptic),
Typic

Lithic, Histic,  Ruptic-Histic,  Andic, Humic, Spodic,
Fluventic, Typic

Gypsic, Salic, Nitric, Typic

Lithic, Vet-tic, Andic, Vitrandic, Cumulic,  Fluventic,
Aquic, Typic

Lithic, Fluventic, Aquic, Typic

Fibric, Hemic, Sapric, Sphagnic, Lithic, Turbic,
(Ruptic), Typic

Lithic, Humic, Spodic, Turbic,  Typic

Lithic, Turbic, Typic

Lithic, Spodic, Humaqueptic, Typic

Lithic, Fluventic, Spodic, Turbic,  Typic

Petrogypsic, Entic,  Typic

Petrosalic, Entic,  Typic

Entic,  Typic

Petrocalcic; Entic,  Typic

Salic, Gypsic, Calcic, Nitric, Entic,  Typic

continued



Table 1, continued

Suborder Great Group Provisional Subgroups1

Statels Spodistatels Lithic, Humic, Andic, Aquic, Entic,  Typic

Andistatels Lithic, Humic, Spodic, Typic

Humistatels Lithic, Andic, Vitrandic, Cumulic,  Fluventic,
Aquic, Typic

Argistatels Lithic, Humic, Typic

Psammistatels Lithic, Aquic, Spodic, Typic

Ochristatels Lithic, Fluventic, Aquic, Typic



0 Table.2. Patterned ground family differentiae for Gelisols.

Patterned ground is ubiquitous in soils with permafrost. Patterned ground features are’used to differentiate
Gelisols at the family level. The introduction of patterned ground classes in the Gelisol order enables better
comniunication between cryopedologists and cryogeologists. The terms used here follow Washburn (1980).

Definition of classes

Earth,hummocks. -- These features are nonsorted patterned ground which have a knob-like shape and are
vegetated. Earth hummocks may have a high ice content or pure ice layers below the organic mat. They are
usually 30 to 60 cm high and 0.8 to 1.6 m in diameter.

Sorted circles. -- These features are patterned ground whose mesh is dominantly circular and has a sorted
appearance commonly due to a border of coarse fragments surrounding finer material. The coarse fragments
may range from gravel to boulders in size. The central areas of most sorted circles contain abundant fines.
The interior of the circles ranges from 0.8 to over 3 m in diameter.

Nonsorted circles. -- These features are patterned ground whose mesh is dominantly circular and has a
nonsofled  appearance due to the absence of a border of coarse fragments such as that characterizing sorted
circles’. The border of these features is delineated by vegetation. Well-developed nonsorted circles tend to
have central areas that are distinctly domed, the local relief varying from 7.5 to 15 cm. As with sorted circles,
nonsorted circles develop singly or in groups.

Sorted polygons. -- These features are patterned ground whose mesh is dominantly polygonal and has a
sorted’appearance commonly due to a border of coarse fragments surrounding the finer material. In contrast
to circles, sorted polygons apparently never develop singly. Sorted polygons range in size from a few
centimeters in diameter to large forms. Size range and sorting of coarse fragments are similar to sorted circles.

Nonsorted polygons. -- These features are patterned ground whose mesh is dominantly polygonal and
has a nonsorted  appearance due to the absence of a border of coarse fragments such as that characterizing
sorted polygons. They never develop singly and range in diameter from a few centimeters to many many
meters across.

Sorted nets. -- These features are patterned ground whose mesh is intermediate between that of a sorted
circle and a sorted polygon and has a sorted appearance commonly due to a border of coarse fragments
surrounding finer material.

Nonsorted nets. -- These features are patterned ground whose mesh is intermediate between that of a
nonsorted circle and a nonsorted polygon and has a nonsorted appearance due to the absence of a border of
coarse fragments such as that characterizing a sorted net.

Sorted steps. -- These features are patterned ground with a steplike  form and a sorted appearance due to a
downslope border of coarse fragments embanking an area of finer material upslope.  Sorted steps form in
groups, and rarely, if ever, occur singly. The treads of sorted steps consist of gravelly sand, silt and clay within
stone borders.

Nonsorted steps. -- These features are patterned ground with a steplike form and a nonsorted appearance
due to a downslope border of vegetation embanking an area of relatively bare ground upslope. Like sorted
steps, nonsorted steps form in groups and have lower borders (risers) that tend to be convex downslope.

0

Nonsorted steps lack a stone border.



Sorted stripes. -- These features are patterned ground with a striped pattern and a sorted appearance due
to parallel lines of stones and intervening strips of dominantly finer material oriented down the steepest
available slope. Sorted stripes never form singly; they are essentially parallel and may be sinuous. The width
of individual stony stripes ranges from a few centimeters to 1.5 meters, and the intervening stripes of finer
material may be two to four times wider.

Nonsorted stripes. -- These features are patterned ground with a striped pattern and a nonsorted
appearance due to parallel lines of vegetation-covered ground and intervening strips of relatively bare ground
oriented down the steepest available slope. Nonsorted stripes lack lines of stones and the stripes are
outlined by vegetation.



Table 3. Provisional soil temperature classes for Gelisols.

Class: MAST (oC)* MSST-MWST (oC)** Permafrost Zone

Hypergelic c-7

lsohypergelic c-7

Pergelic >-2 to -7

lsopergelic >-2 to -7

Gelic 0 to -2

lsogelic 0 to -2

>5

<5

>5

<5

>5

<5

continuous

continuous

discontinuous

discontinuous

sporadic

sporadic

* The mean annual air temperature is approximately 3.5oC  colder than the mean
annual soil temperature, depending on relief, vegetation, hydrology, snowcover, fire
history, texture and organic matter content of the soil, etc. The symbol “4 means
“colder than,” and the symbol “>” means “warmer than.”

** MAST = mean annual soil temperature at 50 cm. MSST = mean summer soil
temperature, including June, July, August in the Northern Hemisphere. In some areas,
September may be warmer than June and should be used in the calculation. MWST =
mean winter soil temperature, including December, January, and February in the
Northern Hemisphere.
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Appendix 1: Recipients of ICOMPAS  1st circular

Ahrens, Robert, U.S.A.
Arnold, Richard, U.S.A.
Asselin, Richard, Canada
Base, Dick, U.S.A.
Bauer, Ronald, U.S.A.
Bigelow, Nancy, U.S.A.
Bognar, Andrija, Croatia
Brolle, Gabrielle, Germany
Brown, Jerry, U.S.A.
Clark, Mark, U.S.A.
Ditzler, Craig, U.S.A.
Doolittle, James, U.S.A.
Edland, Larry, U.S.A.
Engel,  Robert, U.S.A.
Eswaran, Hari, U.S.A.
Everett, Kaye, U.S.A.
Fanning, Del, U.S.A.
Fenton, Tom, U.S.A.
Fox, Catherine, Canada
Gardner, Charles, U.S.A.
Giiichinsky, David, Russia
Gubin, Stanislav, Russia
Heil, Dennis, U.S.A.
Huber, Larry, U.S.A.
Jakobsen, Bjarne, Denmark
Kennedy, Kathleen, Canada
Kimble, John, U.S.A.
Konyushkov, Dmitri, Russia
Kroetsch, Dave, Canada
Langlois, Kark, U.S.A.
Lewis, David, U.S.A.
Lichvar, Robert, U.S.A.
Lynn, Warren, U.S.A.
Makeev, Oleg, Russia
Mazhitova, Galena, Russia
McKenna,  Karen, Canada
Miles, Randy, U.S.A.
Moore, Joseph, U.S.A.
Mougeot, Charlotte, Canada
Njastad, Birgit, Norway
Naumov, Yevgeny, Russia
Oldeman, L.R., The Netherlands
Olson, Carolyn, U.S.A.
Pfeiff er, Eva-Marie, Germany
Ping, Chien-Lu, U.S.A.
Pringle, Russ, U.S.A.
Raisanen, Marja-Liisa, Finland
Rieger, Sam, U.S.A.



Roarke, Robert, U.S.A.
Schweitzer, Ferenc, Hungary
Sletten, Ronald, U.S.A.
Smith, Scott, Canada
Sokolov, llya, Russia
Sombroek, Wim, Italy
Swanson, Dave, U.S.A.
Tarnocai,, Charles, Canada
Tugel, Arlene
Tursina, Tatyana, Russia
Ugolini, Fio, Italy
VanPatten,  Doug, U.S.A.
Veldhuis, Hugo, Canada
Wang, Hao-Qing, China
Wang, Jesse, U.S.A.
Weston, Michelle, U.S.A. (Canada)
Wilding, Larry, U.S.A.
Williams, Dewayne, U.S.A.
Wilson, Michael, U.S.A.
White, Joe, U.S.A.
Whitman, Carol, U.S.A.
Zhou, Qi-Guo, China
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0 Please check one of the following:

I wish to remain on the mailing list

Please: mail this page along with your comments on the proposal on the backside of this page to:

Dr. James G. Bockheim
Department of Soil Science
1525 Observatory Drive
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706-1299
U.S.A.

(Please jold in thirds and staple so that Bockheim’s address shows on the front.)
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STATE GEOLOGISTS

Who Are We?

We represent the state geological surveys in
all 50 states and Puerto Rico. The
responsibilities of various state geological
surveys differ from state to state, depending
upon the enabling legislation and the
traditions under which each survey evolved.
Almost all state surveys function as a basic
information source for their state govern-
ments’ executive, legislative, and judicial
branches. Some surveys have regulatory
responsibilities for water, oil and gas, or land
reclamation.

What Do We Do?

State geologists and their staffs serve both
the public and private sectors. They prepare
geologic maps showing the distribution of
rock formations; mineral resource maps
identifying the locations of potentially eco-
nomic mineral deposits; and a variety of
other maps useful to environmental man-
agement (coastal zone, slope, potential
hazards, etc.). Furthermore, state geologists
and their staffs serve in an advisory capacity
to governmental groups; conduct projects
aiding earth-science education in the public
schools; maintain repositories of subsurface
rock cores and samples; assist in siting of
public and private institutional and indus-
trial facilities; and provide a host of other
services to the public and private sectors.

Our Heritage

The first state geological survey was
established in 1823 in North Carolina. By
1840, a total of 15 state surveys, most of
which were charged with the discovery of
mineral, land, and water resources in their
state or territory, were in existence. The
earliest organization of state geologists

began in 1906 WI
Geologist of

Foster Bain, State
state geologists

in the Mississippi Valley area to a luncheon at
the Quadrangle Club in Chicago. E. R.
Buckley of Missouri was elected president of
the new Mississippi Valley Association of
State Geologists. In 1908, that group dis-
banded in favor of its successor, the
Association of American State Geologists.
AASG was organized on May 12, 1908, in
Washington, D.C., at a special meeting with
officials of the U.S. Geological Survey. State
geologists from 23 states attended. On the
second day  o f  tha t  meet ing  a  b r ie f
constitution and bylaws were adopted, and
Henry B. Kummel, State Geologist of New
Jersey, was elected president.

Annual Meetings

State geologists and senior staff members,
along with invited guest speakers, attend an
annual business meeting that is held in a
different state each year for the purposes of
exchanging information, developing new
initiatives, and considering other topics
related to state survey operations and
budgets. Members of AASG discuss issues of
common interest and initiate united actions
when warranted.

Liaison Committee

The AASG Liaison Committee, composed of
the executive committee and four regional
representative members appointed for 3-
year staggered terms, meets in Washington,
D.C., twice annually to confer with officials
of Federal agencies, members of Congress,
and staff members of Congressional
committees who have responsibility for
matters relating to mineral, water, and
energy resources and the surrounding
environment. Liaison Committee members
serve as regional communicators to inform
other state geologists about matters of
special interest to their states.

Publications

The State Geological History,
edited by Arthur Socolow (State Geologist of
Pennsylvania, 1961-1986),  was published by
the Association in 1988. This book is a com-
pendium of historical records, anecdotes,
and photographs for each of the individual
state geological surveys. Hardbound copies
are available for $20.00 each, postpaid, from
the current Secretary-Treasurer of AASG.

The State Geologists Journal is devoted to
the dissemination of information concerning
the organization, facilities, activities,
accomplishments, and publications of the
various geological surveys and mining
bureaus of the states, and other information
of interest to those agencies pursuing
research in the natural resources field. The
Journal is issued once a year in a limited
edition. Copies may be purchased for $10.00
each from the current Secretary-Treasurer of
AASG.

The AASG Fact Book provides pertinent
information about the programs for each of
the state geological surveys. Also included in
this publication is a listing of program
managers with their telephone numbers.
The Fact Book is updated annually. Copies
may be purchased for $15.00 each from the
current Secretary/Treasurer of AASG.

AASG Secretary/Treasurer

Walter Schmidt, Director
Florida Geological Survey

903 West Tennessee Street
Tallahassee, FL 32304-7700



Publication of Soil Survey Reports from NASIS

Soil-Landscape Relationships in NASIS

Soil Properties to Quantify Soil Quality in
NASIS

Use Dependant & Temporal Data in NASIS

National Soil Data Access System

State of the Soil Survey

Reports from NASIS

0

l

l

0

Complete Report by September 1994

Montana Project

IQ Reportwriter - NASIS Team

State Conservationist Meetings



Year Num. Surveys Min. Months* Max. Months* Avg. Months*

93 18 13 94 58
92 31 35 136 71
91 35 23 91 51
90 66 24 89 54
89 83 24 113 50
88 59 31 177 52
87 37 26 104 44
86 76 20 113 42
85 86 20 100 44
84 65 9 118 41
83’ 60 16 81 38
82 91 14 115 35
81 127 15 151 46
80 139 15 161 46

.:‘.:>

“SO
::, p

.81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93
Year

* From Final Correlation to Publication



l How to model the landscape?

l How to capture on a database?



0

0

0

Mapunit

Soil Horizon
or Layer?

3 dimensional

Use and time dependant properties

GIS Systems will now do analysis of voxels

Soil Quality in NASIS

l What new properties are
required?

l -What existing properties do we
have in NASIS that we can use?

@



l NASIS Release 1.0 allows Use
Dependant Properties.

l Use Dependant & Temporal
Requirements are Driven by Model
Needs

1. An Electronic Network

2. Data Collection Software

3. Federal Standards

4. National Soil Data Access Facility

5. Grant Criteria

6. Publication Criteria

7. Multiagency Commitment

8. Educating the Scientific Community



- FGDC Metadata Standard

- WAIS

- Internet

- High Speed Fiber Optic Lines

- DOS PC Version of Pedon 4.0
SCS users = 100
Non-SCS users .= 500 U.S.

= 500 Int.



Catecories

- Reference Model

- Definitions, Terminology and Content

- Feature Delineation and Representation
Rules

- Data Collection Rules and Procedures

CateEories

- Georeferencing

- Data Quality Description

- Metadata

- Data Exchange and Transfer



Current Plans
- Planitor (Prototype) - ISU

- Strategic Database Team

- SCS Facility Location March 1994

Require/encourage
contribution of soil data that
is collected during research
and published in journals to
,be added to NSDAS.



- Requirements from, granting
agencies to create soil data to
FGDC Standards and populate
the NSDAS.

- Establish policy internal to each
agency relating to the NSDAS



- Create symposia at conferences

- Special publications

There are:

164 Area Offices with Soil Scientists

59 Field Offices with Soil Scientists

242 Project Offices with Soil Scientists

79 State Offices with Soil Scientists



Grade # s9 Grade #s9

5 11 12

7 = 30 13

9 - 228 14

11 = 500 15

SES

Total 769

Total 1065

Total

= 170

= 88

- 25

= 12

= 1

296

Our numbers are
not going to
increase. We must
take care of those
things that count the
most.



We must

.

e
protect quality
and customer
service.

l

We need to take
some risks!
New Products,
Ideas! .



You have more
I

/

I

I

opportunities -

now than ever
before.

Don’t let NSSC or
NSH guidelines
become excuses or
killers of
Innovation.



From
Analog
Centralized
Non-networked
Component Process
Single Models
Separate Resources
Uncle Wiggley

To
Digital
Decentralized
N e t w o r k e d
Landscape Process
Integrated Models
Multiple Resource
Ninetendo
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Briefing Paper

Current Status of Soil Data Bases, the Facilities That House Them and Interactions With These
Facilities

Dennis J. Lytle
11-4-93

This paper describes the current state of the SCS and National Cooperative Soil Survey soil data
bases and the facilities that house them. It is written to provide background information for the
current SCS discussion on coordinated data base access, distribution, management, and archives. It
describes the complexity of the current system and the infrastructure that supports it. It will aid
in discussions of whether one central physical location for soil data is practical, and it provides
information on the costs that may be associated with creating and maintaining such a facility.

Iowa State Universitv (ISU)  Ames Iowa. The soil data bases at ISU were developed to generate
tables for soil survey publications and to provide for the coordination of estimated chemical and
physical properties, interpretations and soil performance data. They are used for many purposes
today. They have been stored at ISU since 1974. ISU still provides the mechanisms to create the
soil data bases for the soil survey areas in the U.S. Since 1974 one person, Harvey Terpstra, has
provided leadership at ISU. Five other permanent staff and several data entry staff are necessary
to support this facility. The system here houses the Soil Interpretation Record (SIR) or Soil 5 data
base, Map Unit Use File (MUUF) created from Soil 6’s, the Official Series Description Data Base
(OSED) and the Soil Classification (SC) file. Most of the software that accesses and manipulates
the data at ISU is written PLl  language. State offices staff interact with the SIR and MUUF via
modems to maintain the SIR and MUUF and to create the Map Unit Interpretation Record
(MUIR) data in the State Soil Survey Data Base. The National Soil Survey Center interacts with
the SIR, MUUF, OSED and SC tie. The NSSC updates the OSED and SC fdes electronically from
the NSSC. The SCS part of the costs in the cooperative agreement that exists with the ISU
Agricultural Experiment Station were about $550,000 in FY93. The ISU share of the costs were
about $200,000 in FY93. About $230,000 of the SCS costs, which are ISU mainframe computer
costs, will disappear when NASIS has been implemented in FY95, because it will no longer be
necessary for states to interact with the SIR and MUUF or for ISU to manually enter SIR data.
The other cost ($22QOOO)  will continue where ever these data are located. ISU supplies soil data
to numerous external customers and some internal customers. ISU charges for the computer and
personnel time to fill the request unless instructed otherwise by the NSSC. The NSSC clears all
data distributed. Recently ISU has been experimenting with putting the MUIR data on their
UNIX/workstation system called project Vincent. As part of INFOSHARE we have agreed to
develop and INTERNET access to the MUIR data on Vincent in order to allow the Cooperative
Extension Service access to the MUIR data for their PLANITOR project. We will also provide
NSSC, ARS, BLM, Forest Service and others access the MUIR data through this system. This
effort will eventually provide access to the Map Unit Record (MUR) data from NASIS.

Armv  Coru of Engineers, Construction Ewineering Research Laboratorv  KERLL ChamDaign
C E R L  h a sIllinois. Data have been stored and distributed from CERL since the early 1980’s.
developed several programs within its Environmental Technical Information System (ETIS) to
query soil data, and through the Computer-Aided Land Evaluation System (CALES) to develop the
land evaluation (LE) portion of the Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) urban program.
Through a cooperative agreement with SCS CERL receives the SIR and MUUF from ISU every
other month. Software has been written by CERL that combmes  the SIR and MUUF. Anyone
can contact CERL to obtain a login and with a login can dial a l-800 number to get into CERL
via a modem and query the soil data or generate the LE part of LESA. SCS users though
cooperative agreement are charged a lower rate, $70 versus $90 per hour, than outside users. SCS
receives the lower rate because they are supplying CERL with the data for other uses. In FY93
SCS users logged around 300 hours of use and thus SCS paid CERL about $21,000. CERL trains
about 25 to 35 persons per year on the use of ETIS and includes a 2 hour session on the use of



soil data. Lloyd Wright very strongly supports the continuation of this arrangement, especially
because of an anticipated increase in urban emphasis in SCS. It cannot continue with its present
processes though, because of changes that will take place when the NASIS software is released in
October 1994. After that date in order for CERL to continue to provide access to soil data, the
software that CERL has written to access the soil data will have to be rewritten either at SCS or
CERL expense. SCS must maintain the capabilities that CERL provides somewhere. Kim Majerus
manages the soil data base at CERL has been doing it for about 6 years. Jim Danley at CERL
wrote most of the software that accesses the SIR and MUUF. This software is written in C
language. CERL is very interested in continuing the arrangement.

State of Nebraska Commuter  Svstem. Lincoln Nebraska. The State of Nebraska houses the Soil
Survey Laboratory Research Data base(SSLRDB), which consists of the analytical characterization
data base, and a corresponding pedon description data base and SCS-Soil-8 data base, and several
special data bases such as a soil moisture data base. Data has been housed on this computer since
the late 1970’s. The SCS reimburses the State of Nebraska about $40,000 per year for housing
these data. The National Soil Survey Laboratory (NSSL) at Lincoln interacts via direct line with
this main frame computer to input, manipulate and retrieve soil description and characterization
data that are generated from the NSSL. One computer specialist, two soil scientists working part
time, and several other WAE’s  maintain these data bases and related NSSL developed software.
The software that accesses and manipulates the data in this system is written in FORTRAN. Most
of the data evaluation is done in SAS. The 150  or so programs, primarily data processing
programs, that are written in Fortran would need to be rewritten if this system were moved to a
SCS mainframe computer. These programs could be rewritten and moved under the tutelage of
the National Soil Survey Lab over a period of time if the system were at the NSSC in Lincoln. It
could take 3 to 5 years of non-soil scientist programmer time to rewrite these routines in “C’.

National Cartozraubic and GIS Center (NCQ.  Fort Worth Texas. NCG has archived and
distributed the soil geographic data bases (SSURGO, STATSGO,  NATSGO) since about 1989.
NCG has the authority to recover the cost of preparing the data for distribution. The SCS charges
$500 per SSURGO, STATSGO  or NATSGO data set. States work with NCG through various
arrangements to digitize soil surveys. Some are done in house at state offices, some are done at
NCG, some are contracted in state, and some are contracted through NCG. NCG normally
reviews all digital data before states submit certified data sets to NCG. NCG notifies states when,
and indicate to whom they distribute data. NCG has expertise in digital spatial data, especially in
relation to soils, that is not duplicated anywhere. NCG has plans to obtain sufficient disk storage
to provide on line access to soil geographic data bases. NCG is also restructuring its staff to
handle the increased workload associated with the review of soil digital spatial data.

National Soil Survev Center RJSSCh Lincoln Nebraska. The NSSC maintains a duplicate copy of
the SIR data base on a 3B2 600 computer in INFORMIX. The NSSC staff use this data base for
research and development and quality assurance. The NSSC needs INTERNET access to all of the
soil data bases.

The attachments provide more information about these data bases. The MUIR data base will be
replaced when NASIS is released in October of 1994 with the Map Unit Record (MUR) data base.
The OSED and SIR data base will be replaced with the National Standard Data Base (NSDB). The
MUR, SSLRDB, NSDB and the three soil geographic data bases are what SCS will distribute to the
public after NASIS is released. This paper does not provide specifics about the costs of moving
each of these “systems” to a central location, nor does it provide specifics about the cost of
maintaining these systems on a new central system. However based on current staffing it will
easily take a staff 6 to 8 computer scientists (programmers, engineers, specialists and systems
maintenance personnel) to make such a system work for the soil data bases. In addition it would
take 3 to 5 soil scientists. It will not necessarily be more economical to house these system on a
central SCS owned system. SCS currently does not have any of the overhead associated with
maintaining or “keeping up” a mainframe computer. We are normally small players on all these
systems and thus receive good value for these system costs. Any scheme for consolidation must be
well conceived, planned and funded.
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0
National Soil Geographic Database (NATSGO)

-
Data Product Keywords

Soils, land resource regions, major land resource area

The area boundaries of the National Geographic Database
(NATSGO) are formed from the major land resource area
(MLRA) and land resource region (LRR) boundaries. The
NATSGO map was digitized at a scale of 1:7,500,000.  The
digital data is designed to be used for national, regional, and
multi-state resource appraisal, planning, and monitoring.

Extent of Program

National

Available Product Coverage

A single data unit is distributed for the United States and the
Caribbean area. A hard copy (color) of the NATSGO data is
available.

nformation Content

Digitizing is done by line segment (vector) format. The base
map used is a X970  Census Bureau state and county digital
data base, Albers Equal Area projection.

Map unit composition for NATSGO was determined by
sampling done as part of the 1982 National Resources
Inventory (NRI). Sample data were expanded for these
MLRAs, with sample design being statistically significant to
state parts of the MLRAs.

NATSGO is linked to a Soil Interpretations Record (SIR)
attribute data base through the NRI data base. The soil
mapping units contain many components. Soil property or
interpretative maps can be developed to reflect the percentage
of the map unit  having the queried properties or
interpretations. For example, two soil informational or
interpretational maps that can be made from the data bases are
percentage of soils with less than 20 inches to bedrock and
occurrence of hydric soils.

Product Delivery Format

NATSGO data is available in either the USGS Digital Line
Graph (DLG-3) Optional Distribution Format or-the SCSeeographic Exchange Format.

Distribution media for NATSGO data is g-track magnetic tape
at 1,600 bpi. The cost of spatial and attribute data for
complete U.S. coverage is $500.

The Soil Interpretations Record (SIR) data are stored in a
,relational  data base. This format is nonfixed  length, tab
delimited, ASCII file, and distributed on magnetic or cartridge
tape.

Technical, Ordering, and Availability Information

To obtain NATSGO soil spatial and attribute data contact:

National Cartographic and Geographic
Information Systems Center

USDA - Soil Conservation Service
P.O. Box 6567
Fort Worth, TX 76115
Telephone: (817) 334-5559
FAX: (817) 334-5290

To obtain technical information about the use of soils data,
please contact the SCS State Soil Scientist in your state, or
contact the National Soil Survey Database Coordinator at:

National Soil Survey Center
USDA - Soil Conservation Service
Federal Building, Room 152
100 Centennial Mall, North
Lincoln, NE 68508-3866
Telephone: (402) 437-5423
FAX: (402) 437-5336
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0 State Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO)

Data Product Keywords

Soils, land  resource regions, major land resource area,
properties, interpretations

Summary

Soil maps for the State Geographic Database (STATSGO) are
made by generalizing the detailed soil survey data. The
mapping scale for STATSGO map is 1:250,000. The level of
mapping is designed to be used for broad planning and
management uses covering state, regional, and multi-state
areas.

Extent of Program

National

Available Product Coverage

STATSGO data is available for most states. Development of
a STATSGO is planned for each state. A STATSGO  digitizing

Digitizing is done by line segment (vector) format in
accordance with Soil Conservation Service (SCS) digitizing
standards. The base map used is the U.S. Geological Survey
1:250,000 topographic quadrangles. The number of soil
polygons per quadrangle map is between 100 and 400. The
minimum area mapped is 1,544 acres.

STATSGO data are collected in 1:250,000 quadrangle units.
Map unit delineation units match at state boundaries. States
have been joined as one complete seamless data base to form
statewide coverage. Composition of soil map units was
coordinated across state boundaries, so that component
identities and relative extents would match.

Each STATSGO is linked to Map Unit Interpretation Record
(MUIR) attribute data base. The attribute data base gives the
proportionate extent of the component soils and their
properties for each map unit. The STATSGO map units
consist of 1 to 21 components each. The Map Unit
Interpretation Record data base includes over 25 soil,m
physical, and chemical properties, interpretations, and
productivity. Examples of information that can be queried
from the data base are available water capacity, soil reaction,

0

*ah&y,  flooding, water table, bedrock, and interpretations for
engineering uses, cropland, woodland, rangeland, pastureland,
widlife, and recreation development.

STATSGO  data is available in either the USGS Digital Line
Graph (DLG-3) Optional Distribution Format or the SCS
Geographic Exchange Format. SCS soil map symbols are not
normally carried within the DLG3 Optional Format; however,
these map symbols are made available as a unique ASCII file
when SCS soils data are distributed in the DLG format.

Distribution media for STATSGO data is 9-track magnetic
tape at 1,600 bpi. The cost of spatial and attribute data for one
county or soil survey area is $500.

Technical, Ordering, and Availability Information

To obtain STATSGO soil spatial and attribute data, contact:

National Cartographic and Geographic
Information Systems Center

USDA - Soil Conservation Service
P.O. Box 6567
Fort Worth, TX 76115
Telephone: (817) 334-5559
FAX: (817) 334-5290

To obtain technical information about the use of soils data,
please contact the SCS State Soil Scientist in your state, or
contact the National Soil Survey Database Coordinator at:

National Soil Survey Center
USDA - Soil Conservation Service
Federal Building, Room 152
100 Centennial Mall, North
Lincoln, NE 68508-3866
Telephone: (402) 437-5423
FAX: (402) 437-5336

Product Delivery Format
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Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO)

Data Product Keywords

Soils, soil survey area, map units, components, properties,
interpretations, productivity

Summary

Field mapping methods using national standards are used to
construct the soil maps in the Soil Survey Geographic
Database (SSURGO). Mapping scales generally range from
1: 12,000 to 1:31,680; SSURGO is the most detailed level of
soil mapping done by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS).
SSURGO digitizing duplicates the original soil survey maps.
This level of mapping is designed for use by landowners,
townships, and county natural resource planning and
management. The use should be knowledgeable of soils data
and their characteristics.

Extent of Program

National

Available Product Coverage

SSTJRGO data is available for selected counties and areas
throughout the United States and its territories. A soil survey
digitizing status map and list of soil survey digitized is
available.

Information Content

Digitizing is done by line segment (vector) format in
accordance with Soil Conservation Service (SCS) digitizing
standards. The mapping bases used. meet national map
accuracy standards and are either orthophotoquads or 7.5-
minute quadrangles. SSURGO data is collected and archived
in 7.5~minute quadrangle unites, and distributed as complete
coverage for a county or area usually consisting of 10 or more
quad units. Soil boundaries ending at quad neatlines are joined
by computer to adjoining orthophotoquad maps to achieve an
exact match.

SSURGO is linked to Map Unit Interpretation Record (MUIR)
attribute data base. The attribute data base gives the
proportionate extent of the component soils and their
properties for each map unit. The SSURGO map units consist
of 1 to 21 components each. The Map Unit Interpretation
Record data base includes over 25 soil,m physical, and

properties. Examples of information that can be
from the data base are available water capacity, soil

salinity, flooding, water table, bedrock, and
interpretations for septic tank absorption
uses; cropland, woodland, rangeland,
wildlife; and recreational development.

fields, engineering
pastureland, and

Product Delivery Format

SSURGO data is available in either the USGS Digital Line
Graph (DLG-3) Optional Distribution Format or the SCS
Geographic Exchange Format. SCS soil map symbols (e.g.
AbC)  are not normally carried within the DLG-3 Optional
Format; however, these map symbols are made available as a
unique ASCII file when SCS soils data are distributed in the
DLG format.

Distribution media for SSURGO data is g-track magnetic tape
at 1,600 bpi. The cost of spatial and attribute data for one
county or soil survey area is $500.

The MUIR attribute soils data are stored in a relational data
base. This format is nonfixed  length, tab delimited, ASCII
file, and distributed on magnetic or cartridge tape.

Distribution media for the MUIR attribute soils data is
normally a g-track tape at 1,600 bpi. The cost of spatial and
attribute data for one county or soil survey area is $500.

Technical, Ordering, and Availability Information

To obtain SSURGO soil spatial and attribute data, contact:

National Cartographic and Geographic
Information Systems Center

USDA - Soil Conservation Service
P.O. Box 6567
Fort Worth, TX 76115
Telephone: (817) 334-5559
FAX: (817) 334-5290

To obtain technical information about the use of soils data,
please contact the SCS State Soil Scientist in your state, or
contact the National Soil Survey Database Coordinator at:

National Soil Survey Center
USDA - Soil Conservation Service
Federal Building, Room 152
100 Centennial Mall, North
Lincoln, NE 68508-3866
Telephone: (402) 437-5423
FAX: (402) 437-5336
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Soil Survey Laboratory Research Database (SSLRDB)

Data Product Keywords

Soils, soil survey investigations, soil characterization data, soil
laboratory data, soil research data, physical soil data, chemical
soil data, mineralogical soil data, pedon descriptions.

Summary

The database of the Soil Survey Laboratory (SSL), National
Soil Survey Center, currently contains analytical data for more
than 20,000 pedons of U.S. soils and about 1,100 pedons from
other countries. Standard morphological pedon descriptions are
available for about 15,000 of these pedons. Partial data for
pedons currently being analyzed may be unavailable. Soil
fertility measurements, such as those made by Agricultural
Experiment Stations, were not made. Most of the data were
obtained over the last 40 years. About 3/4 of the data is less
than 20 years old. Analytical data for most of the pedons is
fairly complete, according to the prevailing view of the

and characterization needs when the pedon was
Generally, the kinds of analyses have increased over

time.

Extent of Program

International

Available Product Coverage

Single data unit. State and Major Land Resource Area
(MLRA) data are available to SCS users by special
arrangement.

Information Content

Sample site selection, morphological pedon descriptions, and
sample collection were by experienced soil scientists. Sample
preparation and analytical procedures are described in Soil
Survey Investigations Report, No. 42, Soil Conservation
Service, 1992. Analytical determinations were either made by
soil scientists or by analysts supervised by soil scientists.
Computer data handling techniques and calculations of primary
and derived data were developed by experienced SSL soil
scientists, competent in laboratory operations and computer

0rogramming.

The SSL database is composed of the SSL working computer
files. It includes pedons that may or may not represent the
central concept of a soil series or map unit and pedons
sampled to bracket a range of soil properties within a series or
a landscape. For research purposes, all such data are retained
in the database. Users unfamiliar with a given soil may want
to consult a knowledgeable soil scientist to determine how well
a given pedon represents a soil series. Furthermore, the
database has not been edited for erroneous or sometimes
misleading data, and users are responsible for the assessment
of the accuracy and applicability of the data.

Product Delivery Format

The data can be made available on

1 Nine-track computer tape reel in EBCDIC or
ASCII

n IBM 3480 tape cartridge in EBCDIC or ASCII

n Micro-computer DOS/Windows system compatible
High Density (1.44mg) 3 l/2 inch floppy diskette
in ASCII.

The data can be formatted in sequential column positional files
with or without column delimiters.

Technical, Ordering, and Availability Information

To obtain SSLRDB data or technical information about the use
of soils data, contact the National Soil Survey Database
Coordinator at:

National Soil Survey Center
USDA - Soil Conservation Service
Federal Building, Room 152
100 Centennial Mall, North
Lincoln, NE 68508-3866
Telephone: (402) 437-5363
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0 Soil Interpretation Record Database (SIR)

Data Product Keywords

Soils, attribute data, soil properties, soil survey, soil series,
phases

SIR is a database of the national values and ranges of soil and
non-soil properties, interpretations, and performance data for
soil series and their phases. Its primary use currently is two-
fold. The SIR, in concert with the Official Soil Series
Database (OSD), sets the standards or limits and definitions
for soil series and their phases. The SIR is used to generate
the initial unedited version of the Map Unit Interpretation
Record (MUIR) database. The SIR database is not intended to
be used for site-specific land use suitability determinations,
such as approval, siting, and sizing of septic tank absorption
fields nor is it intended for county-level soils information and
interpretations. It is not intended to be used in lieu of the
MUIR for county-level specific soils information. The MUIR
data is more suitable, when used in conjuction  with soil survey
maps, for basic land use planning.

SIR

0

data exists in the database as a range of soil properties,
depicting the total range for the soil series for the geographic
area of the United States. Data is obtained from a combination
of field observations, site descriptions, and transects, and
laboratory analyses.

Extent of Program

National

Available Product Coverage

SIR data is available for all recognized soils and miscellaneous
areas in the United States. Though the information is soil
series- or phase-specific, it is not location-specific. Its ranges
are an aggregation of ranges of soil properties of all
observations of a given soil series.

Information Content

SIR data is a collection of soil and soil-related properties,
interpretations, and performance data for a soil series and its
phases. Information is stored for the whole soil and its layers.
Information contained within the SIR database have been
reviewed and certified in accordance with national SCS data

Soil Interpretation Record contains about 88 estimated soil
physical and chemical properties, interpretations, and
performance data. These include available water capacity; soil
reaction; soil erodibility factors (K, Kf, and T); hydric soil
ratings; ponding, flooding, water table depth and duration;

bedrock; interpretations for sanitary facilities, building site
development, engineering, cropland, woodland, and
recreational development; and yields for common crops, site
indices of common trees, and potential production of
rangeland plants.

Product Delivery Format

SIR data is stored in a relational database. This format is
nonfixed  length, tab delimited, ASCII file and distributed on
magnetic or cartridge tape.

Technical, Ordering, and Availability Information

To obtain SIR data or technical information about the use of
soils data, contact the National Soil Survey Database
Coordinator:

National Soil Survey Center
USDA - Soil Conservation Service
Federal Building, Room 152
100 Centennial Mall, North
Lincoln, NE 68508-3866
Telephone: (402) 437-5423
FAX: (402) 437-5336
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Map Unit Interpretation Record Database (MUIR)

Data Product Keywords

Soils, attribute data, soil properties, soil survey,
interpretations, performance data

sumulary

MUIR data should be used in conjunction with soil survey
maps. The soil survey maps indicate the geographic location
and extent of the soil map units within the soil survey area.
Mapping scales generally range from 1: 12000 to 1:31680.  The
maps meet or exceed the national SCS mapping specifications.
MUIR data is intended to be used by landowners, county and
local governments, and other natural resource managers for
basic land use planning. It is not intended to be used for site-
specific land use suitability determinations, such as approval,
siting, and sizing of septic tank absorption fields.

Most MUIR data exists in the database as a range of soil
properties, depicting the range for the soil survey area. Data

obtained from a combination of field observations, site
escriptions  and transects, and laboratory analyses.

In making the soil survey; soil scientists observed landforms
and landscape features, such as the steepness, length, and
shape of slopes; the general pattern of drainage; the kinds of
crops and native plants growing on the soils; and the kinds of
bedrock. They observed and studied many soil profiles.
Samples of some of the soils in the area were collected for
laboratory analyses and for engineering tests. Soil boundaries
were drawn on the soil maps and a locally tailored MUIR data
base was constructed, based on those observations and the
resulting landscape model the soil scientist developed.

Extent of Program

National (by soil survey area)

Available Product Coverage

MUIR data are available for most counties in the United
States. A status map and list of counties having MUIR data is
available.

Information Content

Cooperative Soil Survey data quality standards.

MUIR data contains about 88 estimated soil physical and
chemical properties, interpretations, and performance data.
These include available water capacity; soil reaction; soil
erodibility factors (K, Kf, and T); hydric soil ratings; ponding,
flooding, water table depth and duration; bedrock;
interpretations for sanitary facilities, building site
development, engineering, cropland, woodland, and
recreational development; and yields for common crops, site
indices of common trees, and potential production of
rangeland plants.

Product Delivery Format

MUIR data is stored in a relational database. This format is a
nonfixed  length, tab delimited, ASCII file. It is distributed on
magnetic or cartridge tape or on 5’” or 31R inch diskettes.

Technical, Ordekng,  and Availability Information

To obtain MUIR data contact the SCS State Soil Scientist at
the USDA - SCS. State Office in your state. This office can
be located by calling any county SCS offlice.

To obtain technical information about the use of soils data,
please contact the SCS State Soil Scientist in your state or
contact the National Soil Survey Database Coordinator at:

National Soil Survey Center
USDA - Soil Conservation Service
Federal Building, Room 152
100 Centennial Mall, North
Lincoln, NE 68508-3866
Telephone: (402) 437-5423
FAX: (402) 437-5336

MUIR data is a collection of soil and soil-related properties,

0 terpretations, and performance data for a soil survey area
and its map units, map unit components, and component
layers. Information contained within the MUIR database have
been reviewed and certified in accordance with National
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Developing Federal Standards for Digital Soil Data

D.J. Lytle, Soil Scientist, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, National
Soil Survey Center, Lincoln Nebraska. Presented at the Soil Science Society of America annual
conference November 8 to 12,193, Cincinnati, OH.

ABSTRACT

Recent Federal policy directs cooperative efforts in soil data collection, processing, storage and
distribution. This policy also directs agencies to conduct these activities in accordance with
federal standards. The Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Soil Subcommittee is
charged with developing standards for soil digital spatial data. Standards categories include;
Geographic Reference; Information Content; Data Quality; Procedures and Rules; Geospatial
Data Management, including Access, Archive and Metadata; and Data Transfer. Additional
activities involve developing a National Soil Data Access Facility (NSDAI?). This facility is
currently envisioned as a centralized storage and retrieval system for anyone producing or
requiring digital soil data. These standards and the NSDAF will accelerate the use of soil data
by researchers, modelers and land managers and planners.

INTRODUCTION

The National Performance Review (NPR) (Gore, 1993) states “Federal agencies must treat the
data they compile and process as potentially valuable resources.” NPR directs federal agencies
to develop and market data bases to the public. At the same time because of the costs
associated with the creation and management of these data and the increasing demands for it
agencies are recognizing the need for standards, reduced duplication and cooperative efforts.
The same documents states “Dozens of agencies collect spatial data--for example, geophysical,
environmental, land use and transportation data. They spend $1 to 3 biion a year on these
efforts.” NPR says the administration will create a

“...National  Spatial Data Infrastructure, (NSDI) to integrate all of these
data sources in to a single digital resource accessible to anyone with a
personal computer. This resource will help laud developers and
conservationists, transportation planners and those concerned with mineral
resources, and farmers and city water departments.

Because of the value of the data, it will be possible to attract private sector
funding for its collection, processing, and distribution. The Federal Geographic
Data Committee, which operates under the auspices of OMB, plans to raise enough
non-federal funding to pay for at least 50 percent of the projects cost. It will set
the standards for data collection and processing by all agencies to ensure that
NSDI can be developed as economically as possible.

The Federal Geographic Data Committee was established by Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) Circular No. A-16. (OMB, 1991) It assigned responsibility for coordination of
surveying, mapping and related spatial data activities for soil data to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and subsequently to the Soil Conservation Service. This circular established a
Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) which subsequently formed and charged a soil
subcommittee with responsibilities (FGDC, Soil Subcommittee, 1991) to; 1) work with and .
through  members of the National Cooperative Soil Survey to develop, adopt and maintain
common standards of content, format, and accuracy for soil digital spatial data for use by, all
Federal agencies and to encourage use by non-Federal organizations, and to increase its
interchangeability and enhance its potential for multiple use. 2) Assist the SCS in publishing



standards and specifications for the data, and assist in establishing priorities for soil digital
spatial data production. 3) Promote governmentwide use of defmed and published spatial data
transfer standards for soil digital spatial data. 4) Collect and compile information on Federal
agencies’ soil digital spatial data activities. 5) Determine which categories of soil digital spatial
data are to be included in the National Digital Soil Data Base and recommend the addition of
other categories of soil digital spatial data not currently being collected.
6) Establish and maintain mechanisms and reports to interface with data bases of other agencies
participating in the National Geographic Data System. 7) Ensure that the disposition of soil
digital spatial data is carried out in coordination with the National Archives and Records
Administration in order to provide for the permanent preservation of historically valuable data
and timely disposal of data lacking historical value. 8) Facilitate the economic and eflkient
application of soil digital spatial data through the sharing of experiences involving applications.
9) Facilitate the coordination of agencies’ activities and the exchange of data, by formal and
informal means. 10) Evaluate data definitions and standards used by United Nations’ and other
international organizations. With these charges the FGDC Soil Subcommittee has begun the
development of standards for soil data.

DISCUSSION

The FGDC developed the following categories for standards, Geographical Reference,
Information Content, Data Quality, Procedures and Rules, Geospatial Data Management
including Access, Archive, and Metadata, and Transfer.

The Geograuhical  Reference category describes the reference coordinate system used to describe
the location of soil data on the earth. The North American Datum (NAD) 27 and 83 are both
used as standard references for soil digital spatial data.

The Information Content category includes definitions, data dictionaries, terminology and
coding schemes. A National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) Data Management committee is
developing the first draft for this category. They are concentrating on de&ring  a minimum
data set, forming a common data dictionary, and a common data structure. Current plans also
call for labeling each soil data element (ex. pH, CEC, clay, water table depth) with indicators of
both the method used to gather the data and the precision of the data. Plans call for this
category to be complete by April of 1994.

Data Qualifi  includes means of estimating various aspects of accuracy of soil data. Standards do
not exist for this category. The Soil Conservation Service has proposals for documenting data
quality, but they have not been circulated for review by the NCSS or the FGDC Soil
Subcommittee. Plans call for this category to be complete by December, 1994.

The standards for the Procedures and Rules Category will be provided by NCSS standards that
have .been in place and applied for about 40 years. Standards are in numerous references, but
two to the major ones are the Soil Survey Manual, and Soil Taxonomy. These standards have
been developed and applied through the NCSS. Compliance with these standards is reviewed,
usually in the field, by NCSS cooperators at least yearly in the process of completing a soil
survey. Compliance with standards of soil description and classitication  outside of the NCSS is
through peer review of papers on soil or soil related research. The NCSS Standards Committee
is currently reconfirming  the entire set of standards. Plans call for this process to be complete
by December, 1994.

The Geospatial Data Management category is subdivided into several subcategories. Access is
the means of providing metadata and geospatial data to users. Plans call for the creation of a
National Soil Data Access Facility to physically house all soil geographic data. This facility
would be linked to other repositories of soil data at universities and other locations and would
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0 also be Iinked to the geodata Clearinghouse being prototyped by agencies on the FGDC.
Archive is the means of retaining data that are not required for current operations for future
use. Standards for this subcategory are being developed by an FGDC archive work group. The
FGDC Soil  Subcommittee wiIi evaluate this standard and develop a proposal for the archive of
soil  data. Metadata describes the content of a set of data, or data about data. The FGDC Soil
Subcommittee anticipates using the FGDC Metadata standard when it is available. This
standard was developed by the FGDC Standards Work group. It has had wide review both
inside and outside of the federal government. A final  standard is to be complete by December,
1993.

The last category is Transfer. Transfer is the means of encoding for the purpose of transmitting
the data between computers. The FGDC Soil Subcommittee wih use the SDTS FIPS 173 (NIST,
1992) template for data transfer. More specificahy  a Topological Vector Profile of the SDTS
has been developed and this format of the standard wiII  be used for soil data. Federal agencies
are required to use this standard beginning  in February, 1994.

CONCLUSION

Dwindhng  budgets, and increasing demands for information and services at all levels of
government, increasing populations and complexity of problems, increased environmental
awareness and recognition of problems, increase of computer technology, and increasing demand
on natural resources are encouraging agencies and institutions to cooperate on a wide range of
matters. Federal policies are in place that require agencies to cooperate and soon standards wili
exist. Federal policy and standards for digital soil data wiU  ahow  people to easily acquire and
exchange soil information. With easy access to the large amount of digital soil data that exists
we wiII  be better equiped  to make wise decisions about the use of land.
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Summary

An inter-departmental and inter-agency ,team that includes
representatives from the U.S. Forest Service, Agriculture
Research Service, Bureau of Land Management and Soil
Conservation Service, is currently developing a common data
dictionary and data structure for soil data. A schedule for
finalizing the FGDC categories of standards has been
developed, and standards for several categories are
complete. SCS will meet the deadlines set in the schedule
provided additional resources are available. We have been
limited in our ability to redirect staff to this effort. We
now have one person working full time and four people
working part time on standards, and one person detailed to
the FGDC secretariats office to assist both USGS and SCS in
standards development and coordination.

Issue: Data coordination activities and standards
development are extremely important, and are recognized by
some as paying long term benefits to the taxpayers. It is
however, very difficult to redirect agency resources from
legislatively mandated efforts. As the lead agency for soil
data in the federal government we accepted the
responsibility for the coordination of this layer of
thematic data, but feel that additional resources must be
provided if we are to fulfil those responsibilities in a
reasonable time.

In a 1993 FGDC coordinated request the Soil Conservation
Service asked for $250,000 per year over a 3 year period to
complete these activities.

Other Activities: The Soil Subcommittee is currently
reviewing a draft strategic plan that when implemented,
would lead to the development of a National Soil Data Access
System. A draft summary of this strategic plan is attached.

The Soil Subcommittee has also undertaken an effort to
educate the soil scientific community on standards and other
FGDC activities in symposia at the GRASS GIS Conference and
at the Soil Science Society of America Conference.
activities will continue.

These-
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Background: OMB Bulletin No. 93-14 requires that "No later
than ninety days after the date of issue of this Bulletin
(May 2% 1993) the FGDC should submit to OMB a schedule for
developing standards for geographic data, including those
needed of each data category as described in 3(a)." In 3(a)
under the subject of Digital Data Standards the bulletin
says "OMB expects the agencies assigned lead responsibility
by Circular A-16 for particular categories of digital data
will work through the FGDC to complete data standards for
those categories. Development of digital data standards is
essential to avoid unnecessary and wasteful duplication of
effort across all levels of Government. The final standards
should allow the easy integration of multiple data layers
from different sources.11

Standards for soil geographic data are subdivided into the
following categories. Reference Model; Definitions,
Terminology, Content (features, attributes, attribute
values): Feature Delineation and Representation Rules; Data
Collection Rules and Procedures: Geo-Referencing (geodetic
and altimetric datums, projection transformations): Data
Quality Descriptions; Metadata; and Data Exchange and
Transfer.

Standards are clearly defined for some categories and
uniformly applied by those agencies producing soil data.
For other categories standards are not clearly defined and
agreed upon, but there is usually a defacto standard that
producers are applying. In general, standards exist for
creating analog soil geographic data, but are not agreed
upon for digital soil geographic data. Standards are being
developed by the FGDC Soil Subcommittee working through the
National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS). The process and
schedule the FGDC Soil Subcommittee is following in
standards development is as follows.

For each category a draft is being or has been developed by
the Soil Conservation Service. This first draft is then
reviewed and revised by the NCSS Data Management
Subcommittee. Their final draft is then reviewed by the
NCSS Standards Committee before it is reviewed and approved
by the FGDC Soils Subcommittee. The NCSS Data Management
Subcommittee's initial efforts have concentrated on
documenting and agreeing upon Definitions, Terminology and
Content. The schedule for each standards category is as
follows.



Categories

Reference Model: Standards for this category are not
clearly defined and agreed upon, but the USGS Digital Line
Graph Optional format is a defacto standard. Data are
stored in a topological structure. Nearly all soil digital
spatial data are stored in this format.

Schedule: Review and agree upon the standard - l/94 to
6/94.

Who: Fred Minzenmayer, SCS and Soil Subcommittee.

Definitions, Terminolocv and Content: Standards for this
category are being developed through the National
Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) Data Management Subcommittee.

Schedule: Complete draft of standards - 10/94, NCSS
Standards Subcommittee review - lo/94 to 2/95,
FGDC Soil Subcommittee Review 2/95 to 4/95.

Georeferencinu: Standards for this category have not been
formally reviewed for agreement, but UTM is the defacto
projection and point data are referenced by latitude and
longitude. The NAD83 datum has been written in to SCS
standards as the base for future data collection.

Schedule: Review and agree upon standard - l/94 to 12/94.

Who: Fred Minzenmayer, SCS and Soil Subcommittee.

Who: Jim Fortner, SCS and NCSS Data Management
Subcommittee.

Feature Delineation and Representation Rules, and the Data
Collection Rules and Procedures: Standards have been in
place and applied for about 40 years. Standards are in
numerous references, but two of the major ones are the Soil
Survey Manual, and Soil Taxonomy. These standards have been
developed and applied through the NCSS. Compliance with
these standards is reviewed, usually in the field, by NCSS
cooperators at least yearly in the process of completing a
soil survey. compliance with standards for soil description
and classification outside of the NCSS is through peer
review of papers on soil or soil related research. The NCSS
Standards Committee is currently reconfirming the entire set
of standards.



Data Oualitv Descriptions: Standards for this category do
not exist. The Soil Conservation Service has proposals for
documenting data quality, but they have not been circulated
for review by the NCSS or the FGDC Soil Subcommittee.

Schedule: Review proposals and agree upon standard - l/94
to 12/94.

Who: Not determined.

Metadata: The FGDC Soil Subcommittee anticipates using the
FGDC Metadata standard when it is available. The Soils
subcommittee has provided copies to each member agency for
review and comment. The.Soil Conservation Service has a
team responsible for the review and adoption of a metadata
standard.

Schedule: Review proposals and agree upon standard - l/94
to 12/94.

Who: Fred Minzenmayer, Kip Kolesinskas and George Rohaley
SCS and Soil Subcommittee.

Data Exchancre and Transfer: The FGDC Soil Subcommittee will
use the SDTS FIPS 173 template for data exchange and
transfer. The other categories of standards have to be
defined and agree upon before the Soil version of SDTS can
be completed.

Schedule: Circulate for review - l/95 to 12/95, Adopt and
implement - l/96

Who: Not determined.
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Background:
collected in
soil site or
for over 100
investment.

Summary

There are two categories of soil data that are
the United States.- Soil map or 'lareall data and
gIpointll data. These data have been collected
years, and represent a very large national

Soil data collected though the National Cooperative Soil
Survey (NCSS) are both area and point data. NCSS data for
about 90 percent of the U.S. are available in a standard
published report format. These data represent about a 50
billion dollar investment. Nearly all of the attribute or
YabulaY* data for the NCSS soil data are in an electronic
format. Only about 15 percent of the spatial data are in an
electronic format. The majority of these data are in county
level soil survey maps that must be digitized. There is
limited electronic access to these data. There is only
limited information available to the public about what
digital data exists.

Soil point data are also collected in research projects by
numerous scientists in organizations at nearly all levels of
government, and in private industry.. If these are made
available, they are normally only available in published
journals or reports. Few data are available in an
electronic format, little is known about where these data
are or how to obtain access to these data. Searches for
these data require time consuming efforts to locate and then
judge the appropriateness of the data for a particular use.
They represent a very large public investment.

Strategy #l. An Electronic Network. Establish an
electronic network with a clearinghouse and a common means
of accessing the data. The FGDC clearinghouse prototype
over INTERNET with the Wide Area Information Service (WAIS)
software could be used, pending the outcome of the pilot
study.

Strategy 12. Data Collection Software. Develop a DOS-PC
soil data collection software that collects soil point data
to FGDC Soil Subcommittee national standards and provides
the ability to export these data using the Spatial Data
Transfer Standard.

Strategy #3. Federal Standards. Complete the development
of the FGCD Soil Subcommittee Standards categories:
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Reference Model; Definitions, Terminology and Content:
Feature Delineation and Representation Rules: Data
Collection Rules and Procedures; Georeferencing; Data
Quality Descriptions: Metadata; and Data Exchange and
Transfer.

Strategy #4. A National Soil Data Access Facility. Create
a National Soil Data Access Facility (NSDAF) within the Soil
Conservation Service-that anyone (federal, state or local)
who creates electronic soil data can contribute to, and from
which any one can retrieve data.

Strategy f5. Grant Criteria. Establish criteria that
requires those obtaining grants from federal agencies for
soil related research to collect data
and contribute the data to the NSDAS.

to national standards

Strategy #6. Develop Agency Policy. Establish a joint
strategy in the Agricultural Research Service, the
Cooperative Extension Service, the Cooperative States
Research Service, the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Soil Conservation Service, the Forest Service, the Bureau of
Land Management, the National Aeronautical and Space
Administration and possibly others for the electronic
collection of soil data to national standards, and the
serving up of that data to the NSDAS. Establish a federally
consistent internal policy in each agency relating to the
NSDAS.

strategy #7. Publication Criteria. Through the American
Society of Agronomy (ASA) editorial board, and possibly
other journals, establish criteria that encourages
scientists to publish data collected as part of research to
a data base and to make it available through the National
Soil Data Access System (NSDAS).

Strategy #8. Educating the Scientific Community. Create
symposia and develop publications in journals and other
special publications. Develop internal agency publications..

Strategy #9. Funding for Digitizing Soil Surveys. Work
through the FGDC to develop a budget crosscut for fiscal
year 1996 that enables NCSS cooperators to digitize all soil
surveys within 10 years.



Soil Survey Publication Streamlining
Quality Improvement Team

Charge: Develop a system that will streamline the current NCSS publication process and
ensure a quality NCSS soil survey publication, and other products necessary to deliver NCSS
information, can be delivered to the public within one year from the date of the signature in
the final classification and correlation report for the soil survey.

Assumptions:

1. Additional funds or staffing  will not be available at any level of the organization.

2. Current guidelines, regulations, staff and staff functions should not be limitations or
constraints in the system design.

3. Funds and staffing are inadequate to handle the current number of publications produced
and we expect funds to continue to decrease.

Products: Develop a detailed set of options, and a recommended option, that documents the
steps that the process will follow. Develop a list of constraints that prevent each option from
working and the steps leadership must take to overcome them.

Process: Your team should prepare a plan of work for completing the charge, including the
specific steps for completing the assignment, your time table, key check points, and how
progress will be reviewed with the team sponsor and the soil survey division leadership.
Following your initial meeting, you should meet with your sponsor to review the assignment,
your plan for completing the assignment, and further guidance you may find necessary to
complete the task. Once you and your sponsor agree on the purpose, scope and guidance of
the assignment, you should move expeditiously to complete it on time.

You should obtain and utilize a facilitator to help you with this. assignment. Your facilitator
can help plan and conduct the activities required for success. We recommend you contact
Carol Lit&field for this important job.

Your team can make a extremely important contribution to the SCS and its partners by
providing solutions to the long standing issue of the long time required from completion of soil
survey mapping to publication. The attached print out from the soil survey schedule
documents our current and past time lines.

Much of your work will need to be done through the mail. Limited funds will be available for
team meetings that involve travel. You will need to work with the NASIS Soil Reports team,
David Achen at the NSSC is the team leader, to coordinate and obtain information on their
progress and products.
institutions.

We also recommend that you get input from other agencies and

Timeline: You should begin as soon a possible and complete your work no later than
September 30, 1994.

Team Members:

Robert McLeese, Team Leader
Dean Rector Hugh Alcon
Jim Carley William Broderson
Lawson Spivey Robin D’Agostino

Team Sponsor: Dermis Lytle



0 THE NATIONAL SOIL INFORMATION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

0

The SCS and its National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) partners have maintained a soil survey
database at Iowa State University (ISU) since about 1975. Starting in about 1985 the SCS began
an effort to reevaluate the soil data base. That effort has led to the development of a National
Soil Information System (NASIS).

WHAT IS NASIS?

NASIS is a system that provides for the collection, storage, manipulation and dissemination of
soil survey information within the National Cooperative Soil Survey.

NASIS is also the umbrella project name under which the SCS Soil Survey Division is
developing automated systems, and much of the talk lately has been about NASIS in this
context, but the overall NASIS will continue to have both manual and automated processes.

An information system such as NASIS is not simply a collection of computer programs that
operate on data fdes. It is a means to achieve organizational objectives by coordinating
computer hardware, software, data, process logic, policy and operating procedures to implement
organizational objectives.

Much of the work that has been done to date has involved mapping out the current system and
then settling on the organizational objectives mentioned earlier. A Soil Business Area Analysis
Group (SBAAG) and other teams from the field, state and national staffs are continuing this
effort. We will form many new teams as we continually strive to enhance and improve our
NASIS into the year 2000 and beyond.

The first software to be released under the NASIS umbrella, was the Pedon Description
Program. It provides the foundation on which we will build. The next release will deal with
the storage, manipulation, and dissemination of soil survey information. We plan to make this
release in October 1994. It will address many of the inadequacies we have with the current
system and it is designed based on a new logic for soil survey data that was developed in the
analysis mentioned earlier

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE SOIL FORM S?

The Soil Form 5, Form 6 and the data base structure that it created will be replaced by the
NASIS data base. NASIS software will provide the new means to input data into the data base.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE OFFICIAL SERIES DESCRIPTION (OSED)?

The OSED will remain at ISU for now. There is a National Soil Survey Center team involved in
the design of what has been called the “National Standard”. This team is looking at the possible
combination of the OSED or parts of it and the Soil Form 5 or parts of it into a relational data -
base that might be used for correlation or comparing soil described in the field to existing
series.
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE DATA BASE AT ISU?

We will continue to house the NCSS soil data bases at ISU for now. The SCS is evaluating the
options for storage of all of its data bases. The results of that evaluation will indicate whether
the data base will stay at ISU or be moved to another location.

WHAT ABOUT ALLOWING NON-SCSERS TO ACCESS AND CONTRIBUTE DATA TO THE
SOIL DATA BASE AT ISU?

We have recently begun a project to put all of the map unit data or the data that is created
from the Soil Form 5 and 6 data, up in an ORACLE relational data base on Project Vincent, a
UNIX workstation network at ISU. We are creating a capability  to access this data over
INTERNET. We also have a National Cooperative Soil Survey Data Management Team that is
designing a common soil data dictionary and data structure that will eventually allow non-
SCSers  to contribute soil data to the ISU data base. These efforts will feed a federal
government interdepartmental effort being lead by the Federal Geographic Data Committee to
provide easy access to all natural resource and other data. The soil data may eventually become
available over electronic networks with software  that tells what’s available, where it’s at, what it
costs, and maybe eventually a means for on-line ordering and retrieval.

WHAT ABOUT ACCESS TO THE DIGITIZED COUNTY LEVEL (SSURGO) SOIL MAPS
AND STATSGO DATA?

These data will continue to be available from the SCS National Cartographic and GIS Center at
Fort Worth Texas. They may eventually be made available over the same network previously
mentioned.

WHAT ABOUT THE AVAILABILITY OF NASIS SOFJYWARE TO NON-SCSERS?

The NASIS software will be available to any non-SCSer. It will be distributed from the
National Soil Survey Center at Lincoln Nebraska.

WHAT KIND OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE  WILL NASIS REQUIRE?

Except for a DOS personal computer version of the Pedon Description Program which is being
developed, all of the NASIS software will require a 486 or workstation computer and UNIX and
INFORMIX software. Specifics can be obtained from the National Soil Survey Center.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Ricky J. Bigler
National Soil Survey Center
Mail Stop 36
Federal Bldg. Room 152
100 Centennial Mall N.
Lincoln, NE 68508-3866
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TISD Organization

TISD Responsibilities

Business Area Analysis
Application System Planning, Anal., Design, Dev.
Information System Integration & Coordination
Software Maintenance & Hotline Support
Documentation & Training Materials Development

4 Database Design & Data Modeling
4 GRASS Development & Enhancement
4 Software Quality Assurance
4 Info Share Participation
4 Water Quality Technology Development



l Export to FOCS, external users

l Aggregate PEDON & Lab Data
b Help create mapunits
b Statistically determine RIC

l Edit PEDON Data

l Exchange Data’between NASIS
Sites

IAdd GIS capabilities to NASIS

H Manage SSURGO, STATSGO,
NATSGO

n True Survey Area Editor
b Coincident areas
b Acreage tabulation

Enter/Edit PEDON Data

Incorporate “Fuzzy” Logic
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n On-line Help System

b Print individual topics

n Q & A Functions
b Automated internal testing
w Code reviews
b Standards enforcement

n Reports (primarily for DSM)
b Duplicate Data Mapunits
b Unlinked Data Mapunits
b Datadump

Q Cut/Copy and Paste Function
b Select object to cut or copy
b Paste into new or existing object

@ Query Generator (Select)
b Select by legend or data mapunits
b Select by attribute criteria
b Name & save queries

8 Global edit function
b Changes work on entire selected set I

yHrm
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Communication Support
e SoilNet  capabilities
b Facilitate Data Exchange with

Security Features

Calculation & Validation
b Provides for derivation of data

elements
t Facilitates interpretation generation

Interpretation Criteria Maintenance

l Interpretation Generation

l Data Accumulation
b Site Characterization Data (SCR)
b Map Unit Data (MUR)
b Taxonomic Unit Data (TUR)

8 Generalized Data Comparison
b Pedon or Component RV vs. RIC for

Series (National Standard)
b Pedon vs. Component,

Sen’es vs. Series, . . .

-- --___

1, “I

0



SSSD NASIS

1 I legend I

mapunit

I

correlation

I

data mapunit

42horizon

I

The NASIS House -. .



n Security System & Controls
b Database ID

b User ID

n Operational Data Dictionary
b Tables & Attributes

k Retrieve & translate data
b Manage edit buffer
b Post changes back to database

n NASIS Editors (Area, Legend, & Mapunit)
b Table oriented
b Context oriented

n Configurable Edit Screen Setup
b Choose columns (attributes) to edit
) Specify order for columns
c Name & save edit setups



Three components of an information
management framework -

/ \
Data

Collection / \
Data

Management &
Access

Database and

i

Application
Development

(Disciplines)

Natural Resource Databases
Provide Frameworks for

’ Ecosystem Based Planning

Water Air

Other Animal
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l Alpha Test of Conversion I, Feb U-25,1994:  Colorado
& NASIS Editors State Oftke

l Training for Beta Test * May 23-27,1994: Ft. Collins

l NASIS 1.0 Beta Test I, Jun-Aug 1994
Jun: AR, KS, MT, VA

l Release NASIS 1.0

l Release NASIS 1.x

l Release NASIS 2.0

l Release NASIS 3.0

Aug: same + 4 new sites

* Ott 1994

* Mar 1995

* act 1995

I, Ott 1996



l Prototype a National Soil Data Access

Facility (NSDAF) with access to the
National MUIR database via INTERNET.

CLIENTS

l Acceleration of computer generated
interpretations from NASIS MUR data.



Resource

the  core o

information

Corporate Database Value
Strategic Database Value in $Billions

(Total = $8.5)

Soils 5

2.7

Barter Value Worth at Least Another $88

Other 0.1

NRI 0.2



Soils Data is Currently Providing
Information for the Following Applications

Water Quality models -
Water Balance/Budget -
RUSLE -

Ag Waste Mgt.
Pesticide Mgt.
Engineering Practices -
Interpretive Maps -

Conservation Practices
Conservation Practice Effects
Wind Erosion Equations
Grazing Lands Application
Grazing Lands Data System
Environmental Planning
National Resource Inventory



SCS Info Share
Fast Track Initiatives

n Geographic Information System (GIS)
Spatial definition of common land unit, establishes GIS
environment for the Info Share Field Office of the Future

. Soils Information (attribute & spatial)
Shared soils information for Info Share agencies & public

= Soils Information for PLANETOR
Provide soils data for Extension Service PLANETOR  software

n Conservation Reporting & Evaluation
System (AD-862)

l Provide Access to the FOCWSOILS
database at SCS field offices for
the Info Share Agencies

Info Share
Agencies
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IRMD Organization

I Off ice

I I I

IRMD Responsibilities

4 IRM Policy Development
4 IRM Standards
4 Telecommunications
4 Information System Security
4 FIP Acquisitions - Technical Approval
4 IRM Oversight
4 Software Testing
4 Hardware and Software Integration Testing
4 Info Share Coordination and Leadership



FIP Contracting and
Administrative Services

Responsibi l i t ies

*/ FIP Contract Development
*/ FIP Contract Administration
4 CQTR and GPM Training
t> F’33curement  h-degrity
*/ DPA Administration
d FIP Procurement Coordination
4 Small Procurements
4 Space Management
4 Human Resource Management

Information Management
SCS Priorities

Current major thrusts for
Technology Information Systems Division

Infrastructure
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"T" VALUE CRITERIA

February 10, 1994



DEFINITION OF RENEWABLE, NONRENEWABLE, ETC. 2/3/1994
October 15, 1993

Soil
Nonrenewable Renewable Renewable Plus

Category (4) (5) (1) (2) (3)

Cl0 1 1 2 3

10-20 1 2 2 3 3

20-40 2 3 3 4 4

40-60 3 4 4 4 4

>60

Times

i

Used

5 5 5 5 5

-----.____
'.

8 3 8 7 1

*

-----------_ -~_______~
:.,



RELATIONSHIP OF RENEWABLE, NONRENEWABLE, ETC.
February 10, 1994

e Nonrenewable Renewable Renewable Plus
t - g o r y - - _ - _ _ _ _ (4) (5) (1) (2) (3)

Soil Pronerty
Bedrock

A X
B X
C x

Cemented Pans
A
B X
C X

Fragmental/Cindery
A
B X

Fragipan

Natric
A

dy/Sandy
eletal Substratum

,:

Abrupt Textural
Change

A
B

Dense Layer
A
B
C
D

Rock Fragements
A
B

High Gypsum

High Carbonates
A

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

3 8

X

X

X

X

7 1



SUMMARY OF "T" VALUE CRITERIA PROPOSAL
February 10, 1994

Category - 1 (Renewable)

Carbon- DenseGem.
Soil Pans Natric
Death a A B D Gypsum
(IN)
c20 2 2 2 2 2

20-40 3 3 3 3 3

40-60 4 4 4 4 4

>60 5 5 5 5 5

Category - 2 (Renewable Plus)

nates Layer
A C

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

Abrupt Carbon- Rock Dense
Soil Fragi- Natric Tex.Chan. nates Fragments Layer
Depth pans c A B B A A
(IN)
<20 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

20-60 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

~60 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Category - 4 (Nonrewable)

Cem. Frag- Sandy/Sandy Rock Dense
Soil Bedrock Pans mental Skeletal Fragments Layer
Depth B C B B C B B

(INI cl0 is
c20 1 1 11 1

20-40 2 2 2 2 2

40-60 3 3 3 3 3

>60 5 5 5 5 5

Category - 5 (Renewable)

Sandy/Sandy
Soil
Depth
(IN)
Cl0

Bedrock
A

1

2

3

4

5

Frag--
mental
A

1

Skeletai
B

10-20

20-40

40-60

>60

0

‘:!

0

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

5 5 5

Category - 3 (Renewable Plus)

Sandy/Sandy
Skeletal

A

0’



Soil properties grouped in the five categories
February 10, 1994

Category- - 1 (Renewable)

Cemented Pans: A. Soils in all Land Resource Regions except W, X, and
Y having duripan, petrocalcic, petrogypsic, petroferric with THIN in
Cemented Pan block, and CEM in lieu of texture OR THIN or THICK if IND
or CEM are not shown in lieu of texture with the beginning depth of:

Natric: A. Soils designated in great groups of Natraquolls or
Natraqualfs or subgroups of Natric Duraquolls but exclude subgroups of
Glossic in the great group of Natraqualfs; and have a natric horizon
(to find the natric horizon: search for a subsoil, subsurface, layer
with the slowest permeability [co.2 inches/hour] above a layer, if
present, with UWB, WB, CEM, or IND and use the upper depth of that
layer to assign depth to natric horizon) beginning at a depth of:

B. Use criterion B in MLRA's 48A, 48B, 49, 52, 53A, 53B,
53C, 54, 55A, 55B, 55C, 56, 58A, 58B, 58C, 58D, 60A, 60B, 61, 62, 63A,
63B, 64 through 79, 80A, 80B, 81, 82, 83A, 83B, 83C, 83D, 84A, 84B,
84C, 85, 86, 87, 102A, and 102B. Soils designated in great groups of
Natralbolls, Natriborolls, Natrustolls, Natriboralfs, Natrustalfs
Natrargids, Nadurargids, or subgroups of Natric Durustolls but exclude
subgroups of Glossic in great groups of Natriborolls, Natrustolls,
atriboralfs, Natrustalfs, and Natrarsids; and have a natric horizon

present,
layer to

the natric horizon: search f& a.subsoil, subsurface, layer
slowest permeability Leo.2 inches/hour] above a layer, if
with UWB, WB, CEM, or IND and use the upper depth of that
assign depth to natric horizon) beginning at a depth of:

D. Soils in Land Resource Regions A, B, C, D, and E except
MRLA's 48A, 48B, and 49 having a subsurface natric horizon with equal
to or greater than 35 percent clay; slow or very slow permeability (to
find the natric horizon: search for a subsoil, subsurface, layer with
the slowest permeability Leo.2 inches/hour and equal to or more than 35
percent clay1 and use the upper depth of that layer to assign depth
to natric horizon); and with aridic or xeric soil moisture regime
and in great groups designated as Nadurargids, Natrargids,
Natrixerolls, or Natrixeralfs or subgroups of Natric Durixeralfs or
Aridic Natrixerolls with the slow or very slow permeability beginning
at a depth of:

High Gynsum: Soils having a gypsiferous material layer designated as
GYP at a beginning depth of:

High Carbonates: A. Soils in Land Resource Regions B, C, D, E, W, X,
and Y having a surface layer with less than 10 percent calcium
carbonate (CaC03) equivalent and have a subsurface layer with greater
than 30 percent CaC03 equivalent, beginning at a depth of:

++ Continued on back of this sheet ++



Soil properties grouped in the five categories
February 10, 1994 Page 2

0

Category - 1 (Renewable)

Dense Layer: C. Soils in Region R and MRLA's 100 and 101 having a
layer whose upper boundary begins at the depths indicated and has the
following average bulk density for layer soil textural class(es):

D. Soils in Region R and MRLA' 100 and 101 having a
layer whose upper boundary begins at the depths indicated and has the
following average bulk density for layer soil textural class(es):

Depth Limit
(inches) T Value

<20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5

\b\---_- . l-_-_-___. . . .^ ..___ .-.
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Soil properties grouped in the five categories
February 10, 1994

Category - 2 (Renewable Plus)

Fraqipan: Soils having a FRAGI great group. Layer selected has the
greatest bulk density inflection, (layer selected has the maximum
change which was determined by evaluating all adjacent layers that
change from a lower bulk density to a higher bulk density) beginning
at a depth of:

Natric: C. Soils designated in great group with 0NA11 and suborder
llUDtt and a subsurface natric horizon with a slow or very slow
permeability (to find the natric horizon: search for a subsoil,
subsurface, layer with the slowest permeability Leo.2 inches/hour] and
use the upper depth of that layer to assign depth to natric horizon)
beginning at a depth of:

Abruot Textural Change: A. Soils in orders of Alfisols, Aridisols,
Mollisols, or Ultisols and (1) all Pale great groups of those orders,
Albaqualfs or Argialbolls; or (2) soils in xer, bor, alb, arg, aqu, or
argi suborders with great groups of alb, argi, eutro, dur, or cry with
subgroups of Abruptic, Abruptic Aridic,
Xerollic;

Abruptic Cryic or Abruptic

e or (3) Alfic Haploxerands or Alfic Vitrixerands with an
rgillic horizon with equal to or greater than 35 percent clay; AND
aving an adjacent upper layer with a permeability of more than 0.6
inches/hour overlying and adjacent to a lower layer having more than
35 percent clay with a permeability of less than 0.2 inches/hour
beginning at a depth of:
Criteria A. will be used in the following MLRA's 1, 2, 6, 8 through 10,
lOA, 11, llA, llB, 12 through 15, 17 through 27, 28A, 28B, 29 through
32, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 47, 48A, 48B, 52, 53A, 54, 58A,
58B, 60A, 60B, and 67.

Soils in orders of Alfisols
(1) Albaquayfs with subgroups of Udollic,

Mollisols, or
Ultisols and; Aeric Mollic,
or Typic; or (2) Hapludalfs with subgroups of Albaquultic or Albaquic;
or (3) Typic Argialbolls; or (4) Albaquults with subgroups of Typic or
Aeric with an argillic horizon with equal to or more than 35 percent
clay; AND having an adjacent upper layer with a permeability of more
than 0.6 inches/hour overlying and adjacent to a lower layer having
more than 35 percent clay with a permeability of less than 0.2
inches/hour beginning at a depth of:
Criteria B. will be used in the following MRLA's: 71, 73, 74, 75, 76,
102B, 106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 144A, 148, and 149A.

C . Same as criteria A but will be
rewritten to include moderately slow over very slow.

e D. Same as
ewritten to include moderately slow

++ Continued on back

criteria B but will be
over very slow.

of this sheet ++



Soil properties grouped in the five categories
February 10, 1994

.

Page 2 0

Category - 2 (Renewable Plus)

High Carbonates: B. Soils (excludes Land Resource Regions B, C, D, E,
W, X, and Y) having a subsurface layer with more than 30 percent CaC03
equivalent, beginning at a depth of:

Rock Fragments: A. Soils in all Land Resource Regions except W, X,
and Y having layer(s) with a combined thickness of more than 10 inches
with (1) Texture with no rock fragment modifier, or (2) texture
modified by BY, CB, GR, ST, CN, OR FL (in the Northeast
states, this layer has 0 to 50 percent rock fragments by weight;
texture modifiers are not used.), or (3) CE, DE, FB, HM, MPT, MUCK,
PEAT, SP, VAR over a layer that extends to a depth of 60 inches or more
that has a texture (exclude SG, COS, S, LS, FS, or LCOS) modified by
BYX, CBX, GRX, STX, CNX, or FLX or over bedrock, CEM, or IND if
texture modified by BYX, CBX, GRX, STX, CNX, or FLX extends to less
than 60 inches, beginning at a depth of:

C . Same as criteria A but will be
rewritten to include non rock fragment modified textures over rlveryl'
rock fragment modified textures.

Dense Laver: A. Soils having a layer whose upper boundary begins at
the depths indicated and has the following average bulk density for
layer soil textural class(s); and with permeability difference of 2
classes between dense layer and upper adjacent layer. (excluding
Vertisols, and Vertic subgroups) (not used in Land Resource Regions R,
W, X, and Y and MLRA's 100 and 101):

Depth Limit
(inches)

<20
20-60
>60

T Values

3
4
5



.

Soil properties grouped in the five categories
February 10, 1994

Category 3 (Renewable Plus)

Sandv/Sandv Skeletal: A. Soils in-. all Land Resource Regions except A,
B, C, D, E, W, X, and Y having sandy substratum layer(s) of SG, COS,
S, LS, FS, or LCOS (with or without rock fragment modifiers); or SR
with these textures; that extend to a depth of 60 inches or more; with
a permeability equal to or greater than 6 inches per hour (A)
lmmedlately below a layer or layers that have (1) a permeability of
less than 6 inches per hour, (2) less than 50 percent fine or coarser
sand separates in the fine earth fraction, and (3) a combined thickness
of equal to or more than 10 inches; OR (B) immediately below a layer
or layers that have (1) CE, DE, FB, HM, MPT, MUCK, PEAT, or SP in lieu
of texture,
inches.

and (2) a combined thickness of equal to or more than 10
With a substratum beginning at a depth of:

Depth Limit
(inches) T Value

cl0
10-20 3
20-60
>60

4
5

-- .--- -.-__._ _ _.._
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0 Soil properties grouped in the five categories
February 10, 1994

Category - 4 and 4A (Nonrenewable)

Bedrock: B. Soils having HARD identified in the Bedrock soil property
block or layers identified as ICE with the beginning depth of:

C .
SOFT identified

Soils in only Land Resource Regions W, X, and Y having
in the Bedrock soil property block or MARL (marl

layers) with the beginning depth of:

Cemented Pans: B. Soils in all Land Resource Regions except W, X, and
Y having duripan, petrocalcic, petrogypsic, petroferric with THICK in
Cemented Pan block and CEM and/or IND in lieu of texture or THIN in
Cemented Pan block and IND in lieu of texture with the beginning depth
of:

C. Soils in only Land Resource Regions W, X, and Y
having duripan, petrocalcic, petrogypsic, petroferric with THIN in
Cemented Pan block and CEM in lieu of texture OR THIN or THICK if IND
or CEM are not shown in lieu of texture with the beginning depth of:

Fraqmental/Cindery: B. Soils in Land Resource Regions W, X, and Y
having an upper layer that has a texture term other than SG, G, FRAG,

@

r CIND immediately above a layer of G,
epth of:

FRAG or CIND beginning at

Sandv/Sandv Skeletal Substratum: C. Soils in Land Resource Regions W,
X, and Y having sandy substratum layer(s) of SG, COS, S, LS, FS, or
LCOS (with or without rock fragment modifiers); or SR with these
textures; that extend to a depth of 60 inches or more; with a
permeability equal to or greater than 6 inches per hour (A) immediately
below a layer or layers that have (1) a permeability of less than 6
inches per hour (2) less than 50 percent fine or coarser sand separates
in the fine earth fraction,
more than 10 inches;

and (3) a combined thickness of equal to or

have (1) CE, DE,
OR (B) immediately below a layer or layers that

FB, HM, MPT, MUCK, PEAT, or SP in lieu of texture, and
(2) a combined thickness of equal to or more than 10 inches. With a
substratum beginning at a depth of: Category 4A

Rock Frasments: B. Soils in Land Resource Regions W, X, and Y
having layer(s) with a combined thickness of more than 10 inches with
(1) Texture with no rock fragment modifier, or (2) texture modified by
BY, CB, GR, ST, CN, OR FL (in the Northeast states, this layer has 0 to
50 percent rock fragments by weight;
or (3) CE, DE,

texture modifiers are not used.),
FB, HM, MPT, MUCK, PEAT, SP, VAR over a layer that

extends to a depth of 60 inches or more that has a texture (exclude
COS, S, SG, LS, FS, or LCOS) modified by BYX,
FLX or over bedrock,

CBX, GRX, STX, CNX, or
CEM, or IND if texture modified by BYX, CBX, GRX,

STX, CNX, or FLX extends to less than 60 inches, beginning at a depth

0

f:

++ Continued on back of this sheet ++



Soil properties grouped in the five categories
February 10, 1994 Page 2

Catesorv - 4 and 4A (Nonrenewable)

D. Same as criteria B but will be
rewritten to include non rock fragment modified textures over lIveryI
rock fragment modified textures.

Dense Lavers: B. Soils in Land Resource Regions W, X, and Y for soils
having a layer whose upper boundary begins at the depths indicated and
has the following average bulk density for layer soil textural class(s)
- and with permeability difference of 2 classes between
and upper adjacent layer.

dense layer
(excluding Vertisols, and Vertic subgroups):

Depth Limit
(inches) T Value

Cateqorv 4 Cateqorv 4A
Cl0 1

10-20 1 1
20-40 2 2
40-60 3 3
>60 5 5



Soil properties grouped in the five categories
February 10, 1994

Category - 5 and 5A (Renewable)

Bedrock: A. Soils in all Land Resource Regions except W, X, and Y
having SOFT identified in the Bedrock soil property block or MARL (marl
layers) with the beginning depth of:

Fraqmental/Cinderv: A. Soils in all Land Resource Regions except W,
X, and Y having an upper layer that has a texture term other than SG,
G, FRAG, or CIND immediately above a layer of G, FRAG or CIND beginning
at depth of:

Sandy/Sandy skeletal: B. Soils in Land Resource Regions A, B, C, D,
and E having sandy substratum layer(s) of SG, COS, S, LS, FS, or LCOS
(with or without rock fragment modifiers); or SR with these textures;
that extend to a depth of 60 inches or more; with a permeability
equal to or greater than 6 inches per hour (A) immediately below a
layer or layers that have (1) a permeability of less than 6 inches per
hour, (2) less than 50 percent fine or coarser sand separates in the
fine earth fraction, and (3) a combined thickness of equal to or more
than 10 inches; OR (B) immediately below a layer or layers that have

e

(1) CE, DE, FB, HM, MPT, MUCK, PEAT, or SP in lieu of texture, and (2)
a combined thickness of equal to or
substratum beginning at a depth of:

more than 10 inches. With a
Category 5A.

Depth Limit
(inches)

cl0
10-20
20-40
40-60
>60

T Value
Catesorv 5 Cateqorv 5A

1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5



Soil
Characteristic

1. Bedrock

2.Cemented pans

A.

B.

C.

1/

1

"T" Criteria Proposal
February 10, 1994

DRAFT

Definition
Depth Limit

(inches)

Soils in all Land
Resource Regions except W, X,
and Y having SOFT identified
in the Bedrock soil property
block or MARL (marl layers)
with the beginning depth of:

cl0
10-20
20-40
40-60
>60

OR

Soils having HARD identified c20 1
in the Bedrock soil property 20-40 2
block or layers identified as 40-60 3
ICE with the beginning depth of: >60 5

OR

Soils in only Land
Resource Regions W, X, and Y
having SOFT identified
in the Bedrock soil property
block or MARL (marl layers) with
the beginning depth of:

<20
20-40
40-60
r60

1
2
3
5

A. Soils in all Land Resource
Regions except W, X, and
Y having duripan,
petrocalcic, petrogypsic,
petroferric with THIN in
Cemented Pan block and CEM in
lieu of texture OR THIN or
THICK if IND or CEM are not
shown in lieu of texture
with the beginning depth of:

OR

B. Soils in all Land Resource
Regions except W, X, and
Y having duripan,
petrocalcic, petrogypsic,
petroferric with
THICK in Cemented Pan
block and CEM and/or IND in
lieu of texture or
THIN in Cemented
Pan block and IND in lieu of
texture with the beginning
depth of:

<20
20-40
40-60
>60

<20
20-40
40-60
>60

T Value

2
3
4
5

1
2
3
5



2 *

1/ Where cemented pan is effectively ripped causing an increase in
rooting depth, assign T according to new depth to restrictive material,
if present (e.g., any restrictive underlying material).

c. Soils in only Land
Resource Regions W, X, and Y
having duripan,
petrocalcic, petrogypsic, <20 1
petroferric with THIN in 20-40 2
Cemented Pan block and CEM in 40-60 3
lieu of texture OR THIN or >60 5
THICK if IN0 or CEM are not
shown in lieu of texture
with the beginning depth of:

3. Fragmental/Cindery

4. Fragipan

5. Natric

A. Soils in all Land Resource
Regions except W, X, and
Y having an upper layer
that has a texture term other
than SG, G, FRAG, or CIND
immediately above a layer of G,
FRAG or CIND beginning at
depth of:

B. Soils in Land Resource
Regions W, X, and Y
having an upper layer
that has a texture term other
than SG, G, FRAG, or CIND
immediately above a layer of G,
FRAG or CIND beginning at
depth of:

Soils having a FRAGI great
group. Layer selected has the
greatest bulk density inflection,
(layer selected has the maximum
change which was determined by

Cl0
10-20
20-40
40-60
>60

<20
20-40
40-60
>60

<20
20-60
>60

3
4
5

evaluating all adjacent layers that
change from a lower bulk density to
a higher bulk density) beginning
at a depth of:

A. Soils designated in great
groups of Natraquolls or
Natraqualfs or subgroups
of Natric Duraquolls but
exclude subgroups of Glossic
in the great group of
Natraqualfs; and have
a natric horizon (to find the
natric horizon: search for a

<20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5



3

subsoil, subsurface, layer with
the slowest permeability [co.2
inches/hour] above a layer,
if present, with UWB, WB,
CEM, or IND and use the upper
depth of that layer to assign depth
to natric horizon) beginning at a
depth of:

B. Use criterion B in MLRA's
48A, 48B, 49, 52, 53A, 53B,
53C, 54, 55A, 55B, 55C,
56, 58A, 58B, 58C, 58D, 60A,
60B, 61, 62, 63A, 63B, 64
through 79, 80A, 80B, 81,
82, 83A, 83B, 83C, 83D, 84A,
84B, 84C, 85, 86, 87, 102A, and 102B.
Soils designated in great
groups of Natralbolls, c20 2
Natriborolls, Natrustolls, 20-40 3
*Natriboralfs, Natrustalfs 40-60 4
Natrargids, Nadurargids, or
subgroups of Natric Durustolls
but exclude subgroups of Glossic
in great groups of Natriborolls,
Natrustolls, Natriboralfs,
Natrustalfs, and Natrargids; and
have a natric horizon (to find the
natric horizon: search for a
subsoil, subsurface, layer with
the slowest permeability [<O-2
inches/hour] above a layer,
if present, with UWB, WB,
CEM, or IND and use the upper
depth of that layer to assign depth
to natric horizon) beginning at a
depth of:

>60 5

*At present, Natriboralfs are rare in the
United States, and subgroups
have not been developed.

C. Soils designated in great c20 3
group with IrNA" and suborder 20-60 4
IIUD11 and a subsurface natric >60 5
horizon with a slow or very
slow permeability (to find the
natric horizon: search for a
subsoil, subsurface, layer with
the slowest permeability [co.2
inches/hour] and use the upper
depth of that layer to assign
depth to natric horizon)
beginning at a depth of:

-__



4 .

D. Soils in Land <20
Resource Regions A, 20-40
B, C, D, and E except 40-60
MRLA's 48A, 48B, and 49 >60
having a subsurface
natric horizon with
equal to or greater
than 35 percent clay;
slow or very
slow permeability
(to find the
natric horizon: search for a
subsoil, subsurface, layer with
the slowest permeability [co.2
inches/hour and equal to or
more than 35 percent
clay] and use the upper
depth of that layer to assign depth
to natric horizon); and
with aridic or xeric
soil moisture regime
and in great groups
designated as Nadurargids, Natrixerolls,
Natrargids, or Natrixeralfs
or subgroups of Natric
Durixeralfs or Aridic
Natrixerolls with the
slow or very slow permeability
beginning at a depth of:

2
3
4 0
5

6. Sandy or A. Soils in all Land Resoure
Sandy Skeletal Regions except A, B, C, D,
Substratum E, W, X, and Y

having sandy substratum
layer(s) of SG, COS, S, LS, FS, 10-20 3
or LCOS (with or without rock 20-60 4
fragment modifiers); or SR >60 5
with these textures; that
extend to a depth of 60 inches
or more; with a permeability
equal to or greater than
6 inches per hour (A) immediately
below a layer or layers that
have (1) a permeability of
less than 6 inches per hour,
(2) less than 50 percent fine
or coarser sand separates in
the fine earth fraction, and
(3) a combined thickness of
equal to or more than 10 inches;
OR (B) immediately below a layer
or layers that have (1) CE,
DE, FB, HM, MPT, MUCK, PEAT,
or SP in lieu of texture, and



Q

‘*

(2) a combined thickness of
equal to or more than 10 inches.
With a substratum beginning at
a depth of:

OR

B. Soils in Land
Regions A, B,_ .

Resource
C, D, and E

5

having sandy substratum
layer(s) of SG, COS, S, LS, FS, 10-20 2
or LCOS (with or without rock 20-40 3
fragment modifiers); or SR 40-60 4
with these textures; that >60 5
extend to a depth of 60 inches
or more; with a permeability
equal to or greater than
6 inches per hour (A) immediately
below a layer or layers that
have (1) a permeability of
less than 6 inches per hour,
(2) less than 50 percent fine
or coarser sand separates in
the fine earth fraction, and
(3) a combined thickness of
equal to or more than 10 inches;
OR (B) immediately below a layer
or layers that have (1) CE,
DE, FB, HM, MPT, MUCK, PEAT,
or SP in lieu of texture, and
(2) a combined thickness of
equal to or more than 10 inches.
With a substratum beginning at
a depth of:

OR

C. Soils in Land 10-20 1
Resource Regions W, X, and Y 20-40 2
having sandy substratum 40-60 3
layer(s) of SG, COS, S, LS, FS, >60 5
or LCOS (with or without rock
fragment modifiers); or SR
with these textures; that
extend to a depth of 60 inches
or more; with a permeability
equal to or greater than
6 inches per hour (A) immediately
below a layer or layers that
have (1) a permeability of
less than 6 inches per hour,
(2) less than 50 percent fine
or coarser sand separates in
the fine earth fraction, and
(3) a combined thickness of
equal to or more than 10 inches;
OR (B) immediately below a layer
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7. Abrupt
Textural
Change

or layers that have (1) CE,
DE, FB, HM, MPT, MUCK, PEAT,
or SP in lieu of texture, and
(2) a combined thickness of
equal to or more than 10 inches.
With a substratum beginning at
a depth of:

A. Soils in orders of Alfisols,
Aridisols, Mollisols, or
Ultisols and

<20 3
20-60 4
>60 5

(1) all Pale great groups of
those orders, Albaqualfs
or Argialbolls; or

(2) soils in xer, bor, alb,
arg, aqu, or argi
suborders with great groups
of alb, argi, eutro, dur,
or cry with subgroups
of Abruptic, Abruptic Aridic,
Abruptic Cryic or Abruptic
Xerollic; or

(3) Alfic Haploxerands or Alfic
Vitrixerands

with an argillic horizon
with equal to or greater than
35 percent clay; AND having
an adjacent upper layer
with a permeability of more
than 0.6 inches/hour
overlying and adjacent to a
lower layer having more than
35 percent clay with a
permeability of less than 0.2
inches/hour beginning at a depth of:
(NOTE: This definition will be
rewritten to include moderately
slow over very slow.)

Criteria A. will be used in the
following MLRA's 1, 2, 6, 8
through 10, lOA, 11, llA, llB, 12
through 15, 17 through 27, 28A,
28B, 29 through 32, 34, 35, 37,
39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 47, 48A, 48B,
52, 53A, 54, 58A, 58B,
60A, 60B, and 67.

B. Soils in orders of Alfisols, c20 3
Mollisols, or Ultisols and; 20-60 4
(1) Albaqualfs with subgroups of >60 5
Udollic, Aeric, Mollic, or Typic;
or (2) Hapludalfs with subgroups
of Albaquultic or Albaquic; or
(3) Typic Argialbolls; or
(4) Albaquults with subgroups
of Typic or Aeric with
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e
an argillic horizon with equal
to or more than 35 percent clay;
AND having an adjacent upper
layer with a permeability of
more than 0.6 inches/hour
overlying and adjacent to a lower
layer having more than 35 percent
clay with a permeability of less than
0.2 inches/hour beginning at a depth of:
(NOTE: This definition will be
rewritten to include moderately
slow over very slow.)

Criteria B. will be used in the
following MRLA's: 71, 73, 74, 75,
76, 102B, 106, 107, 108, 109,
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 144A,
148, and 149B.

8. Dense Layer

NOTE - Criteria A, C, and E will not be used after October 1,
1994. Criteria B, D, and F will be used after October 1,
1994.
update

States will need to review and possibly need to
soil properties to generate appropriate llT1f value

using Criteria B, D and F.

A. Soils having a layer
whose upper boundary begins at the depths
indicated and has the following average bulk
density for layer soil textural class(s); and
with permeability difference of 2 classes
between dense layer and upper adjacent layer.
(excluding Vertisols, and Vertic subgroups)
(not used in Land Resource Regions R, W, X,
and Y and MLRA's 100 and 101):

Moist
Laver Soil Textural ClassA/

Layer
Avq.BD Depth T Value

COS, S, LCOS, LS, FS, >1.80 <20 3
LFS 20-60‘ 4

~60 5

VFS, LVFS, FSL, COSL r1.75 <20 3
VFSL, SL, SCL with 20-60 4
average cl8 percent clay. >60 5

SCL, CL and
average 18 to 35
percent clay or L.

>1.7 <20 3
20-60 4
~60 5

_ ^..__  .~ _
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SI, SIL, or SICL
and average
c35 percent clay.

>1.6 <20
20-60
~60

3
4
5
0

CL, SC, c, SICL, SIC >1.55 c20 3
and clay average within 20-60 4
35 to 60 percent clay. >60 5

C with average clay >1.35 <20 3
value 60 percent or more 20-60 4
clay (exclude Soil Orders >60 5
of Andisols and Oxisols),

OR

B. Soils in Land Resource Regions W, X,
and Y for soils having a layer
whose upper boundary begins at the depths
indicated and has the following average bulk
density for layer soil textural class(s) ; and
with permeability difference of 2 classes
between dense layer and upper adjacent layer.
(excluding Vertisols, and Vertic subgroups):

Moist Layer
Laver Soil Textural ClassA/ Avq.BD T  V a l u eDepth

COS, S, LCOS, LS, FS,
LFS

VFS, LVFS, FSL, COSL
VFSL, SL, SCL with
average cl8 percent clay.

SCL, CL and
average 18 to 35
percent clay or L.

SI, SIL, or SICL
and average
~35 percent clay.

CL, SC, c, SICL, SIC
and average within
35 to 60 percent clay.

>1.80

>1.75

>1.7

>1.6

B1.55

<20 1
20-40 2
40-60 3
>60 5

<20 1
20-40 2
40-60 3
>60 5

<20 1
20-40 2
40-60 3
>60 5

<20 1
20-40 2
40-60 3
~60 5

<20 1
20-40 2
40-60 3
>60 5

a.
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C with average clay
value 60 percent or more
clay (exclude Soil Orders
of Andisols and Oxisols).

>1.35 <20 1
20-40 2
40-60 3
>60 5

C . Soils in Region R and MRLA's
100 and 101 having a layer whose
upper boundary begins at the
depths indicated and has the
following average bulk density
for layer soil textural class(es):

Moist
Layer Soil Textural ClassA/

Layer
Avq.BD Depth T Value

COS, S, LCOS, LS, FS, >1.75 <20 2
LFS 20-40 3

40-60 4
>60 5

VFS, LVFS, FSL, COSL >1.75
VFSL, SL, SCL with 20-40 3
average cl8 percent clay.

SCL, CL and
average 18 to 35
percent clay or L.

SI, SIL, or SICL
and average
~35 percent clay.

CL, SC, c, SICL, SIC
and average
35 to 60 percent clay.

C with average
60 percent or more
clay

>1.7

>1.6

>1.55

>1.35

D. Soils in Land Resource
Region R and MLRA's
100 and 101 having a layer whose
upper boundary begins at the
depths indicated and has the
following average bulk density
for layer soil textural class(es):

<20 2

40-60 4
>60 5

<20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5

c20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5

<20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5

c20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5

L76
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Moist Layer
Laver Soil Textural ClassA/ Avq.BD

>1.75COS, S, LCOS, LS, FS,
LFS 20-40 3

40-60 4
>60 5

VFS, LVFS, FSL, COSL
VFSL, SL, SCL with
average cl8 percent clay.

B1.75 c20
20-40
40-60
>60

2
3
4
5

SCL, CL and
average within 18 to 35
percent clay or L.

>1.7 <20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5

SI, SIL, or SICL
and average
c35 percent clay.

>1.6 c20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5

CL, SC, c, SICL, SIC
and average
35 to 60 percent clay.

>1.55 <20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
>60 5 4B

C with average
60 percent or more

>1.35 <20 2
20-40 3
40-60 4
~60 5

clay

&/ Layer

9. Rock Fragments

soil textural class excludes the surface layer.

If state equals CT, DE, MA,
MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT
VA, and WV, use only the 2mm -
inch rock fragment fraction
for the surface layer.

10

A. Soils in all Land Resource
Regions except W, X, and
Y having layer(s) with
a combined thickness of
more than 10 inches with
(1) Texture with no rock
fragment modifier, or (2)
texture modified by BY,
CB, GR, ST, CN, OR FL
(in the Northeast states, this
layer has 0 to 50 percent rock

<20 3
20-60 4
>60 5
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0

B.

C .

D.

10. High gypsum

0

11

fragments by weight;
texture modifiers are not used.),
or (3) CE, DE, FB, HM, MPT,
MUCK, PEAT, SP, VAR
over a layer that extends to a
depth of 60 inches or more that
has a texture (exclude SG, COS, S,
LS, FS, or LCOS) modified by BYX,
CBX, GRX, STX, CNX, or FLX or
over bedrock, CEM, or IND if
texture modified by BYX,
CBX, GRX, STX, CNX, or FLX
extends to less than 60 inches,
beginning at a depth of:

OR
Soils in Land Resource
Regions W, X, and Y
having layer(s) with <20 1
a combined thickness of 20-40 2
more than 10 inches with 40-60 3
(1) Texture with no rock >60 ‘5
fragment modifier, or (2)
texture modified by BY,
CB, GR, ST, CN, OR FL
(in the Northeast states, this
layer has 0 to 50 percent rock
fragments by weight;
texture modifiers are not used.),
or (3) CE, DE, FB, HM, MPT,
MUCK, PEAT, SP, VAR
over a layer that extends to a
depth of 60 inches or more that
has a texture (exclude COS, S, SG,
LS, F'S, or LCOS) modified by BYX,
CBX, GRX, STX, CNX, or FLX or
over bedrock, CEM, or IND if
texture modified by BYX,
CBX, GRX, STX, CNX, or FLX
extends to less than 60 inches,
beginning at a depth of: ._. .

Same as A. and add non rock fragment
modified textures over 'Ivery" rock
fragment modified textures.

Same as A. and add non rock fragment
modified textures over rlveryll rock
fragment modified textures.

Soils having a <20 2
gypsiferous material 20-40 3
layer designated as GYP 40-60 4
at a beginning depth of: >60 5
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11. Organic A.

B.

C .

D.

Soils that are Histosols having
organic soil material; and not
lithic or limnic or terric or hydric
subgroup (e.g., Terric, Hemic Terric,
etc.), then "TV1 is

OR
Soils that are Histosols having a
lithic, hydric, or limnic subgroup,
then lJTI1 is

OR

Soils that are Histosols having a
terric subgroup (e.g., Terric,
Hemic Terric, etc.), then llTV1 is

OR

Soils in Land Resource
Regions W, X, and Y
that are Histosols having
organic soil material; and not
lithic or limnic or terric or hydric
subgroup (e.g., Terric, Hemic Terric,
etc.), then rlT1l is

12. High Criteria will be used after October 1, 1994.
Carbonates States will need to review and possibly need to

update soil properties to generate appropriate
rrT1' value using Criteria A and B.

13. Severely

Eroded

A. Soils in Land Resource Regions c20
B, C, D, E, W, X, and Y 20-40
having a surface layer 40-60
with less than 10 percent 460
calcium carbonate (CaC03)
equivalent and have a subsurface
layer with greater than 30
percent CaC03 equivalent,
beginning at a depth of:

B. Soils (excludes Land Resource
Regions B, C, D, E, W, X, and
Y) having a surface layer with <20
with more than 30 percent 20-60
CAC03 equivalent, beginning at >60
a depth of:

Soils designated on the
Soil Interpretations Record (SIR)
as having a severely eroded
unit modifier or have severely

3

1

2

5

0

2
3
4
5

3
4
5



eroded shown in Class Determining
Phase in Capability and Yields Per
Acre of Crops and Pasture and
have reduced productivity.
These SIR's manually are
adjusted 1 class of "T" value
lower than the non-eroded SIR
or Class Determining Phase.
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Draft I

Information Pertaining to Interpretive Soil Property Reliability
From Standard Soil Survey Operations

The NCSS has generated 5 x IO5 estjqnates
interpretive properties, or 1 x 10' in total. The impending
placement of these estimates in the computer, accessible to our
customers generally,
reliability.

increases the need to provide an evaluation of

INTRODUCTION
.

for each of about 20

It should be feasible to attach to each interpretive soil property
independently a statement about relative reliability based on
general information about the specific soil survey, not actual
evaluation through measurement. Such an evaluation should include
an assessment of inherent area1 uniformity. The evaluation should
encompass the field observations in terms of relevance to the
property under consideration, personnel quality, area1 density of
the field observations, and the applicability and quantity of
laboratory data. The evaluation should be summarizable numerically
as a whole, in addition to each of the considerations. Table 1 and
the associated explanation is an initial attempt.

The approach in no way diminishes the need for numerical
statistical evaluation based on field and laboratory measurements
and observations. Instead the approach start from the premise that
we know a lot, which our customers should have made available to
them.

METHOD

Table 1 is an example. An explanation of the columns follows.

Column 1.

Column 2.

Column 3.

Column4.

Self-explanatory. Incomplete list of interpretive
properties.

Self-explanatory. Use depth?

Hypothetical values of interpretive properties. The
soil is a Typic Argiudoll developed in loess which
overlies glacial till. Not necessary in practice.

Information about the interpretive property derivable
from the combined taxonomic and non-taxonomic criteria.
Not complete and not directly relevant. Could delete.

Columns 5-7 to be discussed are descriptive of the inherent
uniformity of the interpretive property.

.
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0 Column 5.

Table 2.

2

This is class placement of the uniformity excludinq the
effect of use dependence. Here and elsewhere classes 1
to 5 are employed, with 5 the most favorable and 1 the
lowest. The classes are in table 2.

Definition Of uniformity class exclusive of the effect of
soil use.

Uniformity Area1 Proportion Outside Interpretive Property Mean
Class +lSD +2SD

Pet Pet

5 <IO c.5
4 10-20 5-10
3 20-30 10-15
2 30-50 15-25
1 250 125

Table 3 is an example of some possible guidelines for entry into
table 2. The attempt is Q& a serious exploration!

Table 3. Example of guidelines to inherent uniformity class.

Class Description

<5 (1) Ap horizons, slight or no accelerated
erosion, lacks a natric horizon beneath,
118% clay and slope <2%, or (2) aeolian
parent material, horizons are defined
taxonomically and are not C horizons, and
if the near surface1 slight of no
accelerated erosion and the slope <2%.

4

3

2

Aeolian parent material or parent materials
conceived to have the uniformity of aeolian
materials that otherwise fail class 5, but
which are not surface horizons that are
moderately eroded

Not class 5 or 4 and not below
taxonomically defined horizons. Surface
horizons other than aeolian and moderate or
less erosion.

Below taxonomically defined horizons but
stratification not indicated, or surface

* horizons that are strongly eroded.

Below taxonomically defined horizons and
stratification indicated.
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0 Columns 6, 7. This is a class placement inclusive of the effect of
use dependency. Column 6 is a placement of the
area1 heterogeneity, which is influenced by the
area1 proportion of the vegetative classes and the
differences in the interpretive property among the
vegetative classes. TO complete column 6, first the
kinds of soil uses are established. A reference use
is selected for the map unit component to which the
other uses are referred. If the reference use
occupies O-10 or 90-100 percent of the area, then
the uniformity is class 5. Otherwise, the
uniformity is as given in tables 4 and 5 to follow
for the listed uses.

Table 4. An illustrative set of uses.

1. Woodland: >30 years old, not grazed.
2. Woodland; other than 1 and continuous bushland.
3. Rangeland and Permanent Pasture; excellent, moderate.
4. Rangeland and Permanent Pasture: poor.
5. Cropland; conventional and continuous.
6. Cropland; no-till 23 years.
7. Cropland; 25 years grass, hayland, pasture
8. Cropland; grass-cropland rotation and not 7.
9. Cropland; no-till 1 year.
10. Cropland; other.

Table 5. Definition of uniformity classes as determined by
distribution of soil uses.

Use Class
Reference Other

Proportion of Reference Use(s)
10-25, 75-90 25-75

Pet Pet

1 5-10 3 1

1 3, 4 3 1
1 2 5 4
3 4 4 3

3, 4 5 3 2

3, 4 6-10 4 3
5 6-10 3 2
6 7, 8 5 4
6 9 4 3

10 7-9 4 3

Column 7 is defined in table 2 except that the uniformity inclusive
of soil use is inclusive in the evaluated.

Columns 8-11 pertain to the amount and quality of the information
available to make the decision about each interpretive soil
property taken separately.
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0 Column 8.

Column 9.

Column 10.

0

This is the inherent pertinence of field observations to
evaluation of the individual interpretive soil
properties. Clay percentage can be evaluated more
closely by field obsewation, assuming the clay is
dispersible, than can organic matter, at least by most
of us. .

This pertains to an integration of experience, grade
level structure, quality of supervision, and prior
performance. It would be developed and applied by the
Quality Assurance natural group. The criteria would
need to be developed. There are non-technical (read
political) considerations.
shot before deletion.

We should give this a real

The relative area1 density of field observations for the
interpretive properties are dependent on (1) the density
of point sites, (2) the frequency with which the horizon
is examined at a given point site, and (3) the frequency
that an observation is made on (or directly related to)
the interpretive soil property.
used to stratify for (1).

The survey order is
For (2) I the subsurface

taxonomic control section is taken as the norm with
departures towards more common for the surface horizon
and towards less common beneath the subsurface taxonomic
zones. Three classes are suggested for the frequency of
observation (<20, 20-80, and 280 percent) based on the
assumed percentage of the opportunities that the
interpretive soil property would be evaluated in the
course of the description of the zone. Table 6 presents
the scheme.

Table 6. Relative density of observation based on survey order,
horizon, and likelihood of observation.

Survey Surface horizon
Order <20% 20-80% 180%

I I
1 4
2 3
3 2
4 1

Subsurface Beneath
Taxonomic Zone Taxonomic Zone

<20% 20-80% 280% <20%

3 4 5 2
2 3 4 1
1 2 3 1
1 1 2 1

Column 11. This is an evaluation of the laboratory point data
available -(table 7).
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Table 7.

Class

5

4

3

2

1

Classes of relevant laboratory data.

Criteria

~5 pedons of series with S-8's
.

3 to 5 pedons of series with S-8's or 15 pedons
of similar soils plus pedons sampled as the
series but S-8's not completed.

2 pedons of series or 3 to 5 pedons of similar
series plus pedons sampled as series but S-8's
not completed.

1 pedon of series or 1 or 2 pedons of similar
series plus pedons sampled as series but S-8's
not completed.

No pedons of series and none of similar series
plus pedons sampled as series but S-8's not
completed.

The assumption is that the analyses that pertain to the
interpretive property have been determined.

0 Columns 12 and 13. These are index number for each interpretive
soil property and horizon combination.
Separates indices are calculated on the
assumption that different major soil uses are
distinguished and for the situation where soil
use is not distinguished.

Column 12.

Co1 6 + co1 7 + Cols 8, 9, 10, 11
2 4

or, the same as column 13.

Column 13. -;

co1 5 + Cols 8, 9. 10, 11
4

The calculation gives equal weight to inherent uniformity and to
observations of quantity and quality. The uniformity related to

0

soil use is envoked only if the interpretive property is sensitive
to use. The maximum possible range would be from 1 to 10.
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DISCTJSSION

It is conceived that the separate placements as well as the
integral numbers for the reliability of each obsenration would be
available for each interpretive soil property in a survey- Much of
the information required would be assigned globally. The
completion would be less complicated than might be assumed. The
presentation is an initial attempt to entice consideration. The
approach is part of a general need to assign what is known about a
soil survey to the evaluation of reliability of the interpretive
soil property estimates. Presently we have no vehicle for
introduction of inherent differences in soil properties or the
quality of the soil survey in terms of the information base, and we
lack a means of giving numerical expression to the effect of use
dependency. Introduction of RV's may compound the problem. The
availability of a single value in place of a sample may tend to
increase the assumed uniformity by our customers. Natural
complexity would be removed.

Some further discussion of columns 5, 6, and 7 may be helpful.
Column 5 is a rating on the assumption that use dependency is not a
factor. The truth is that much of soil survey has turned a blind
eye to the effect of use on uniformity. Column 5 is for what we do
presently. Columns 6 and 7 address the conceived uniformity
assuming that use is considered. The resulting uniformity is
reduced. If in the future use dependency is introduced as a basis
for stratification of interpretive properties to our customers,
then the reduction in uniformity because of the consideration of
use is removed. Columns 5-7 would be replaced by columns that
differ in the use considered. The uniformity of the concepts would
be increased.

Brasher and Benham (1993, ASA Agronomy Abst., p. 31) have presented
an overall scheme for the quality of soil survey information. The
presentation here addresses a portion of soil survey information.
The approach should be subsumable within the scheme by Brasher and
Benham.

We should be able to introduce transect data into the evaluation of
inherent uniformity. Someone who has a good grasp of the field
control program should be able to make large improvements.

Finally, the approach should be useful in the allocation of
resources in the soil survey generally. We would have on paper
what is done well and what less well which could be evaluated
relative to utility of the interpretive property.

RBG
l/27/94



Table 1. Uniformity analysis of interpretive properties of an Argiudoll developed in loess over glacial till.

(1)

llilcrpretive
]‘rt)t,ertv

> 3”

Pass  10

Pass  40

I’ass 200

Clay

Organic
Matter

Permeability

CEC

(2) (3)

Horizon
(Denth?)

Assigned
Values

i
10

<50%

100
100
80

>50%

L 100
100
70

100
100
50

12-20 ~27%
20-30 18-35%
15-25 ~27%

2-4
1-2
<l

> 1%

0.6-2
0.6-2
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10-15
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9-15
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(16

(4) (5)
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Not Use
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5

5

5
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3
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5
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1
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5
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3
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3

(8)
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(9) (10)
Observations
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Utility

5

:

5

:

1
4

Densi&Personnel

3 (Global) 5
4
3

9.5
9.5
6.5

;*:
6:5

9.5
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7.5
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7:5
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8.3

:::

8.3
9.0
6.0

54.;
5:o

Index
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,
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‘i‘able  i. Uniformity anaiysis of interpretive properties of an Argiudoll developed in loess  over glacial till (continued).

(1) (2)

Interpretive Horizon
I’ropertv IDepth?)

13ulk  Density A

!

AWC A

:

[III A
.

(3)

$yf$yd
a s

1.20-1.40
1.35-1.55
1.50-1.70

0.15-0.20
0.15-0.20
0.05-0.10

(4) (5)
Inherent($niformity (7)

Not Use
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Internal Areal Internal

::
3

t 1 2

3’ 1 z

t 1
:

5 5

(8)
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Utility

(9) (10) (11)
Observations .
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Personnel Density kEratory

,

(12) (13)

index
IJse-Dependenq
with Without

418  2 418  2.;

3.5 6.0

;:; ::;

5.37.8 E
8.0 8:0
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TITLE: Groveton  east, Trinity Co.,Texas
LOCATION: Trinitv Co., Texas

SCALE: 1 : 7920
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TITLE: Groveton east, Trinity Co.,Texas
LOCATION: Trinitv Co.. Texas

SCALE: 1 : 63360

3445732.5
REGJON: 296936.5 309408.5

3431008.5
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EXECLJTWE  SUMMARY
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lishcdSCSplanningproccs,which

*

Mlpomrs~P=P~~
Ignizcpoblemsandoppatlkties,findwaklbksolutioas

for$dvingissaK3,andattaingoelsnlatcdoowatershedsThc
watcrshcd~afurumfor stlcccsfutplaMing.coQflictrcs-
duMand&cisitmmaking.  lBertsultisthenamralresoun;es
plal1fathewatadKd

Awatashdisagemally~ easily ddiIlable  gee-
gfaphicsrcath8tpmrides8logicrrlbusisforplfmnillg.  The
united states has been divided into sIBt!cdvely  smancx  water-
sheds. Thescarearrangcdwithineachothcrl%nnthesmalkst
tothcksgcsL Thewatcdcdpfocessdcscribedinthispaper
pufscmphasisallucalleJ&dip.  FarthistObccfftctivc,the
btsic  watashd  planning tmit must be small, gcndly ranging
6rocra  10,ooo  to 2soJKlo  aa#r.

ll.lcccologicalplanmingpocsss,asitisnppliedin~-
sheds by USDA’s SC!J and Fkcst  Service (FS). is proenssive
andleitMativc.  Pbmningcanbepafanmdudiff~lcnlsof
intal&y,&padnganthescagc8ndcan~tyofthcpob-
k?nMnclthcscientifu:tcchnologya~l~  ~pmccs!Jbcgins
wilbgenaddHcliptionsofpoblcms,oppclrtunrtrcs,and  .
rtfsanm  ctmans,  including i&as far soMioas.  and ultimately
nxJvcs  to the &v&pmaIt  of plans that rt explicit and highly
spedtic.

Site-specific  Plans
Site-specific managemat  plans a~ developed by each landown-
ff,opaatur.stalKMckG~othcxintMtcdpanyto~nat-
uml~problansalr~rcsitctordvcormitjgatethe
p&Ian%  Eachsitt-apccificplan#whcninaplcmentcd,isan
intcgdpattofthcsoh3tionfathcwl&watd&.

Conclusion
lEc.watcdaiappmachisarcco&edpncessfainvolving
lucdpeoplc,in&res&andagedcsinida&jGngpmblunsand
solutiausinawataskd anatoaddrcs ===goels*=h~
sIl&c~groundwataquality  Thesite-spccifscp~aaYcs
as the implaum~  mduu&m  foraj@ying  thcac 8olutiol&

NcmpuintsourcewaterquaIity=dscanbcmosteffcuivdy
mctthroughanecosy~~watashedapproach.

Actions SCS Will Take
1. Suppata scicnct_ba9td,

noIIpointscnKccpulIutial.
rppforrch~addnssinfT

2suppurt!Hsting~le~l~taticmlllcbcdulesfursite-
~~tiM==&~PuffiDgrcspondbilityfo==ing~-

watdEdgoalsruthelucalkvcl.
3.Fosteracoordinatcdpartnershipand~llcsderJhippocesg
4. Iddfy nxuurcenccdedtosuppattcchnid~fora

watdcdappmachtopcvtntandanltiaoapointsource
pollutioa.

5.Rcdircu~ptugcamstoachievtMmpoint~pullu-
tiOajiIW~tiOllandCCMlwlillwatashcds,

6. Provide training to cnablt anpbyees  and parmas  to provi&
c4%@cm-~assisainceinwat#shcdstiupreventandcoa-
Id nunpoint source pollutial.

7. Suppat  development of technical tools wlch as expert
systcmsd~Cti-systema

Th@ Watershed Plan
lltcplaaconminsackardc&ptdofraamx poblems;
godistubcaaaineksystanstobcapplied;andsourctsfortcch-
tlical,aducational,andfundhlg~~Fedaal,s~
and bd entities far imp- aolutioos.

1
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WATERSHED APPROACH TO
NONP~INT  SOURCE POLLUTION
PREVENTION AND CONTROL

Introduction
USDA 8ssis&s  Feopk with lnmging sulfaccandgrolmdwatet
qualityandquantitytomeetsociety3clWngingneedsandslls-

stain beslthy ecosystems. To accomplish its mission to conserve
@pMectnatmalrtsources, SCS has developad  a watrrskd
appmachtoecosystemplanningandmanagemcnL

Awaterkiapproa&,crpmcess,enablesUSDAtoassist
localleadeastodevelopandimplemuktwatershedplansthat
ZKkilWsall ~~inawatc&edinanintegratedand.- w a y .  llli!sprowisparticu?arfywcUsui&dbpre
valtingandRducingnonpointsourcepollutionofboulsurface
andgroundwater. Thispaperdescribeshowawakrskl
appaachcanbeapplicdtoaddnX&gnmpointsancepo~ution.

Nonpointsolucepollutianoccurswhenrainfanorsnowmelt
movesoverthesoilsurfaceandthmughthes4ilprofile,carrying
natlxalandsyntbeticpollutantstorivas,latres,~coastal
watas,orgroundwater.  Nonpointsaucepollutionisagnnving
concuntothepublic.

A National
Watershed Framework
Thewatersbedapproachprovidesanatbnalfkmewakfor
*ekIpii  tail- integraW& natuKal rcsouIoMcientbd  goals
and solutions. It bases planning and implementation on logical
gcographcal  units defined by the aatuml hydmbgic  system..
The U.S. Gedogical  survey (USGS) and scs have mapped the

The Watershed Approach
Awata&edapproachtopbning!@sfocusthewayFedcrai
parmasa&tStatesandstakebldasattbebcalkvel.  USDA
tlastheintegmtedresouru expert&  fieldw _
ture,  and delivay  system to help local kadefs  form

*,committccsandroeducate,train,andempowatheanto
the process  of orgakinglucal.state,andF&Xallto
add#sseeQsystempro&msidWifkdinwzWshe&

A water&cd approach follows  an established  pIaiming
process that involves local people in identifying problems and
opportunities  and developing  wo&able  solutia~. These  solu-
tions thea become the watershed  impkm~tation  plan. The
pmcessispfogressiveandreiterative.  Planningcanbeper-
formed at different levels of in&n&y, depending on tJbe scope
and complexity of the problems and the scientific  technology
available. ll~~pmcessbeginswithfactualinfofmationabout
pro&us,  opporwlitiea,  and resource amcems  including sume
discussion  of solutions and moves to plans that are explicit and
WYspccific.

Federal staff3 at the local level act as CxWdinatoIs,  facilita-
tors, and change agents to empower local  people to take charge
oftbeenvimnmental c4ncemsintheirwatashtds,iden~fyprub
lans and opportlmities.  and develop wabble solutiaas.  This
involvesasciarcGbasedapproa&toecosystem~ton
a water&M  basis of idtntifying pfcbblems,  formulating strate-
gic& @ld implanenting solutioM.  Local k&e&lip  trained in
wmznsus  building, problem-solving techniques. and public par-
ticiition  pocesses  are effkctive.  The psvlnas  must be able to
facilitate a coordinated resomce  managanakt

ity to improve akonmental  quality, they maintain parmmhp
cumtry’s  numerous hydrok@cunits,awataskk  These and anxdbte  among:

W=ri-y=@xed
wateMedbou&ilies. l ?%osewhoownormanagethe~ .

,wa&&edsoccurontbebdscapeinanest@
arrangement.. wateBhe&ucaIriaalldifferentsizes,andbii

l Thosewhohaveorwilldevelcpinfi.3m&onon howto

water&&  amraia  smaller ones. USGS and SCS have mapped
contribute to the implaention  of solutions to water&cd

watashcdsatdiffeawltscal~ofsize.  ?llissysteWticffame
poblcm~;

woskiseasilyadaptedfausewith~infbmationsys l Thosewhowritethenllts;and

tans and other technology. . Those who have different visions of the outcane.



Awatashtdappmechtocuxysemplanningisacomprcbcn-
siVlGpKJcusthatcoasidasallthenamml fwouraxiuIbewatcr-
dwd--roilwUer,df,plsnU,rridMimalo--rrswCllaSaoCial,

e

ulturaLandceolKnk wnditions.  l%mughthcpemicipation
andlkMaxbipofstakclloldas,dlcwat#shed &-to
wa&abkaolutionsthatmctxccosysumnatds

Lacal Leadership Coordination
I-u~kad&iipandcoo&atialarcthekcytocfftciive~
soltig nonp&  source pollution IHobkms  in watcr&&.
US:DA works with committees of State  and Fe&al  agencies,
kndownaxin&rcstgroups,smdthegcncralpublictoidcntify
-thexcdsoftbcwatcnh4 ecosystem. Functions include deter-
mining #oritks,  proposing policy, establishing waenhed
bou~f~gpannc&iips,andmccfingfutmcactds.

‘wbalculstitutcd,kcal wate&cdcOmmitteesoaveascata-
lystStOpOVidClBlddCdsddcd@-CNA~
andgroupstbatafcstrivingfusocial,ccon&nic.andc.nviron-
maltalimpovcmcnt  Awatcrshedappoacb- thatlocal
papk  F_the primaq  forum fa identifying probkms  and

atmubtsaswcllasrtsulvingissuesandconflicts~to
LpLnning=d managemtnt.Awapproach
provid~anon&fcae&genvinwmentfarsuccessfulplanning
smdalafliulwOMotL

Cx#rmunication, the use of public participation tcxhniqoe.s  to
ensme  publk involvement memorandums of undastandin&  and
partnc&ipsarcalltoolsusedincoordinatioa  Italsoinvolvc4
shaf%lgda@seuingpriaitics,andfocusingonrcsults.

*S Assistance
scs1 b&3 tk cxpcrtist, knOwle#ge,  slnmm,  snd k&sM.ive
8utbity to effectively integrate a natknal rcsomce  amscxva-
tioacffaL  witbinthc?EopeofthcwataexI appoachd=
tresevaaltechniq~andtechndogiegtb8tSCscanbringto
thct!ffolt.  sCSadministl%programsandpfovi~~
tOpliV8!ClllXMb~dl8IAdUSCfSiIAtlAC~Of:
l wA3tdKdAuldSite-Spec~planning~

l EIlvimMAental  evaluatioo,

l AmcsmcntS  of water quality and quantity,
l Erosialpradicrio&
l wetlandrestqatioa

+=Jtry~a=saye8try/rgroforc9try,
l W i i
l cMlictlwolurial,
l Ecanomk8naly&

l Qnnpsyst#nmanagement,
l ~~l+Qmanagcment,
4uEdoor~pknning,
l Hatitat~
l Techmlogy ’atbgmhmusioa,

scs anploys  disciplinccxpatisc  in biology, fcKc.&y,  algi-
IKering,  agronomy. soil sciam.  gaegy, laIidsaqE titcc-

unications,  ecmanics, socklogy,  hydrology,  plant
XLgCmaaaganrat.=b=logY*Planaiag*rd
~managancntatMocal,smtc.regiaLf&aRdlutia&

WorkingwitbtbcFS,researchagcncics,andothcrpartncrs,
SCShasacazzstothelatcstrcscarchandasystanfortransfcr-
ring lrptodatc science-based  technology  (0 the sol&n d
water-, soil-, and air-n9atul In&km&

Criteria
Waknhedccasystcmsoperatconalargcrscakthanthesumof
&&parts.  Robkmsatthcfkkikv4maynotbcproblans.
whenl8rgcrscaksofrcf&nceafcused,suc~aswhcnawct
arcaaavcsaspertofakrgawetland~ Caitaiamust
thcnbcsckc&dtofitthescakofpkxming.  Siihumansam

EzzzEr
tbcylivcin8ndmpnage,aitcziamustbc

reswrctquality8swcIlcusoc%l,alltuml,
&daxxlomiccalsi~ons.  SCSuscslhcfollowingaitcriain
tbcwata&edapproachto~pIanningandmanaganait:
l Sclilcxelnaad~tiooaadsoil~~
l slufaccandgnnmdwatcrqualityandqlmnti&
l Floodsancldmugbts
9 Airquality8ndceditio@
. Plant suitabiity,  condition, and managancpt;
l Animalbabitatandmanagement;
l weuandxestamtialandcnhancMlcnx;
. Eumomic  viabii,
l Social issues (heal& safety. community, and so farth); and
cultural Rso4mxsisslleL

Baxusenatural nsolncecQNlitilXlsVarygreatlyaROSsthC
axnt~Y, SCS bas &vclopcdFkkl  OfiiccTcchnical  Guides, usu-
allyattbcanmtykvel,toprovidelaxlinfunnatknanrcsomce
conditionsandsy!5taMfcKn!salEe protccti4nJ.‘Ihcguidcscon-
fomrrtonatiorJalglli&~forcontal~proc&e&,
al$f&matandaIebrrscdupoatbclatcstkcl~ogy.  Crituia
anincludcdinFi~dGffkeTcdmicalGuides.

USDA follows a comprcbclrsivc amseMlialplaMing
pnxxss~that~~~tiintbcSCSG~~~ualand

Pm&mesB&book.nla4cdocmnal~
alongwitbtbcSCSFiiklOfIiccTaMcalG&lcandmd
tcchnicalmataialsandreleascs,fqmbrelnx&forabollstk
appnmchtosieepccificaxsysemplannlngand~t,
U’hkhhdStOtheimplem~tiithd~A~ manage-

-tsy9tcms.
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Delhmry system
USDAagaxks,inwcpcra&witbconscrMondistrictspnd
othcrStaW+adbcalcntiti~havcthcexpatise,localdclivay
systansandgrogramauthoritiestosuppcrtanatkmalprogram
tOmeetttlCN8tiOa’SwataaIldothaCCUSystunplanningand

managcxnentnecdsonawatexshedbasis.
Nearly 63 pacent  of all non-federal Iand in the United States

is used faagFicultural  purposes,  inchlding crop and lil@stock
production. USDA deJivers  technical as&ance  to the Nation’s
farmers, ranchax.  and other land usus through 3,ooO local con-
tx!rvatjon  districts. lluough  WopezaGvc  working Mation~,
USDA works  with local people to implement ecosystem plan-
ningandmanagementonawata&cdbasii

scs is impk!Jncrlting  the water&d protectionapproach
tbroughcxxWonbuildingatthestatelcvtlandingtographical-
1ydcfiiwatc&dstocstablish1ocal,statc,andFcdcnrlplart-
naships  to ensure  public involvanalt,  &v&p stak&ldWs
awareness, and achieve effkztive  use of all available financial
assistana%  AsanxallZScShasanC%tab~systemto&~l-
op comprehensive site-spccifk  rcsoucc management plans for
agIkUltUfallandsthatarttnvironmentallysoundandtconomi-
tally  feasible. Ben&s  Of this apxoach  include more efficient
delivery of govanm&  acrvkcs  uiat meet autome&  needs.

Toapplyawaterskdaporoachtoanonpointsourccwattx
quality initiative, SC!5  will:

UtiiiZCS&ffCXpC%tk&cal&liVaysystiX&andpogram
authorities to support tbc lutiooal  nonpoint  Wtrce  pollution
program~~d=~appKWh:
Supportc==ag=y  coocdiaatioll  through local$  state, and
Fcdcxal~pstofocuson.awatc&cd approachto
tcosystunplanning~~e=WuKl
promote  cross-agency  Wxdinuion  far tcChnology  transfer,
data base access  and dcvclopmcnt,  and technology  develop-

USDA will facilitate ecosystem management on a watershed
basis to alidms  nonpoint  source  pollutior& lllis  effort  will be
onacoopcr&vcbasiswithStateandr@onalwaterquality
agencies who have by law been given the authority and respon-
sibility to pnpare  and implement State strategic plans fm water
qualityi!Bocs.~Tbcwauxskl protcctionapproachwillbecome
ancl~tofthcStatcPlans.

Fclc&gccosystcmphumingandmanagemeatarwatersheds
tIuough~ag~ycardinatioaisaneofthclnostefftaive
ways to fosta effective local, state, and Fcdcxal  par&W&&
andaldthccurrWl%agmffltedappIo&btoaddnssiagenviroll-
maltalandwatcr-rclatcdissues,includingsurfaccaadground
wq-0
cf=-WW~_~ compliancewithpnznt

andfuturefkmandcoasavahoaprograms,facilitates~~o.
gytmnsfkr&istkntfiicmtimofcxistingdambases,and
uraMegagatcksMlcttcrdeatwithcvolvingwrrt#quality
issues.

Watershed Plan
Ak~~Uykdwatashd planning process includes the following

l Idaltifyingpfobkms6IxIlan~stanpointofvicwto
solicit,doalmcnt,andvaifystalcholders’conccms.

. .consrduirigindiY
capabilii,  and limitations.

Taking (PI inventory of resolrrces

opporumitics  and develop alternative  solutiau.

Analyzing==== alIdpl0blCilIstOdctermilRCXUWand
effectandlmdeBWlre~amamongnswrcesand
ccosystcmsinsi&andoutsideoftbcwatukdl?za.
Fclrmulating  alteznatives  to solving identified problems and
addre&ng  stakeholW objectives.
Evaluating alternatives to &exmine  the merits  of each  as they
Ielate  to stakeboW  0bjcctiV~  tbc ccosystan;  and social,
cultural,andcconomicconsidcrations.
Selecting a plan for impkmentation  from among a se! of alter-
natives. Eachalteznative  is cnvimnmentally  soW$  ensures
shared nzspon&iliW  and idf2atifks the education. techni4
andfkakaIasManccavaiIablefknnFekn&Statc,and
local agencies fcr implementing tbc sckcted  wate&cdplan.
Impkm&ng the locally developed  watasbed plan tigh
skpecifk  plans that address identifkd  problems.
Pckxkally evaluating implunaWion  of the water&d  plan,
whichisanopen-endedgui~toensurethatitmeetsstake-
lloldc&  claimging  objcctiw%  and solves the idcntificd  tcosys-
~problcma
Awate&edplanisaprognxsiveplanrequiring  ’

reviews to evaluate success and impluncntation  cffkcti
pz!!!!Plan development provides an integnued  appnzach  to

rcgukuofy process and cooperative Mtaation  and pmtexzion  of
tkxesounxW.

Site-specific Plan
Site-specific ecosystem  management plans are developed with
eachlandowW.aptratar,~der,ffotherinterestedindi-
viduaIorgrouptoad~natural resouzcprobkmsonaspe-
cific  site, and,  once fully implemented, solve or mitigate the
probltms.
l Site-specific plans arc developed to solve or mitigate the prob-

1emsidentifiedinthcwatWshedplan.  Thisauuresthatas
each siuxqxcific  plan  is implemented, it is an integral part of
tbcwhok.

. llle  process of &vebpii  the site-specific plan eIlsurcs  that
thestak&ohie.rcommitstothcful1impltmentationofplaMcd
actions.

l SitkxpccX~  plans are flexible and can be revised to fcfkct
impfoWxl  ttxhnology  and changing goal&

l Tbcsitcsptcif~planwilladhactoFcdaal,Statc,andW
regulations.
SCS&WistanccatthClocal wata&ed  level &fax an efficklt

and effective method of accomplishing scicnc&~&  ’ -
ut comppehensive  watershed planning and manag-

Ibtain  healthy ecosystems. Ecosystem-based managarlaIt
natluallisistialtoachiGvingsustaiMbkagn’cultur-
al production,  ensuring awiromna~tal  quality, and meeting soci-
ety’s changing needs.



ACTIONS SCS WILL TAKE

Support  using  a scknce-bad ,woterslIed approach to
8dltmhg  8onpoint  sauce  poilutbn pnvenhioll8nd
amtroi.
7lmugh the sc.fmuy of Agriculture,  amtributc  to tkvdop-
mmt of rules  find ngulalions  for the nonpoint source pollution
plogrambaaedonthcwatMwlapproach.
GWldiIWWithEPAandothaagenck3toTCCWUnUMla
WatcfAcd-based  time frame  for implenwatial.  The lxogram
should allow far flexibility to accwnt  far cllarxtcristics  of the
pobkms  and uxnpkxity  of solutions included in the impk-
In- plan.
Hclprcvisesitc-spccificplansasneededtoincorporatcaew
t8dmology  on water pollution prtvtntion  and ContrQl jn a&
tOfUllyat&illWatC&Cdgo&L

2, thpport pix!ing rcspoasibility  for cnsurlng  p8rticip8tbn

.

.

b.achkving+&dgorrls~ttbt~~~L  -
Wba~ kvels of rcsouwpmtwioncstablishcdas~during
thewa&&cdplanningeffoxtarenotattabe&apoccsswill
be: implcmtntcd  at the local kvel to identify additicmal  actimw
lKwled to nxise  siw.pecifuz  plan!L
Evcniawatc&&thmthaveattaincdinitial~~-
ticmgoals,SC!Swilldcveloppmceduwtoi&#ifylandafcas
tlut ac signifkant  cultliitlxs to nsourccprobkmsand
dcrtamiacaCtioWlWWilllMUCCOreliminatetllCprobltmS

3. boater  a coordinat@  par&dip and local  kaddp
4

.

.

.

.

.

.

P’-
Esubli&palma&@dutwillfocust&cunbiitc!&nk&
flnanc~inf~,andmanaguial nsourcesofallpar-
ticv oa wopuativcly  lxkilc&g nonpoint  sowce  pollutiorl al
awata&xlba&
Incoope&oawithcr#lservatul~andprivatcintatst
group& culhibute to the dcvclopmau  ofFcda&  state, and
local~wcasarytoforgeanewintcgrat&coopa-
ativcwat#shedapproachtoaddrrssingnonpoint~pollu-
tiamprcmtionandmtroL
Iniiti8tc,cKamald,intcx-gyvanmdandtiMagreanalts
andmcmoaofm&st&mgatnati~Statc,andlocalkv-
clsMdaltifyagaKy watH&das&mnccrok&
Ac%ive&aolicitandintcgratciIlputsfiromloca&statc,and
Fuaalagcwksandotllcrcooperatinggroupathropgboutthc
wauashcdssdstrnce~
EnaphasizttheaeedtO~ishWataquatitygoalsintfre

wamshadplanandtocgtablishprioriti#foractioainwatc.r-
siMdarautbaccxxtrrii~tlytoimpairmnta
AssurcthatplansprovidercAistktimetxh&ksforpartici-
P-Y-  ’

lncludcinpknst&prowsstobcusulbyStatcandkcalgov-
Gnmxats to assure that participMary of ‘toluntary”  impk-

4. Identify resowces necdedtowppolttec!hPkalassktaRcy
for 8 watershed approwb  to prevent ami cowd WslpolBt
sourcepollutioe

l withinitscapabii,SGSwillacdired rcsouw3topwide
8axlaatKlwulicala!&wlcc toaxltrdnonpointsoluce
pollution through the WaBshcd approach c!.4mistalt  with
-q~tygoals.
sGswilldcvcbpcoIopaativcagreemenuwitbstatcalIdlocal
agaIciesandconsavationdistrictstoprovidecoardinatbd
tc.chid-fofcontrollingnonpoint~pdlution
onawataslwlb8sis.
SGSwilluse  i*: Eartl~Teamvoluntccrprogramandthe
nationalvoll~  .rysaviccGorpsasswroesof#chniud

.
assmamc  for llTlplanalting the watasw approschto
prcventingandalalrollingnonpointsolrccpollution.

5. Redirect udstlng  programs to acbkve  monpolnt  m
pdlutbn  prevent&mand  control in waterabe&
Advocate the use of coopaativ& pmgfams  that comply with
applicabk  laws to address non@nt SWFCC:  polluti~  pnven-
tiOllandWtltTUliIiwatashtds
InvaIve  non-Federal  partners ig more  fkxibk planning and
fming aRangancws.
C2XlUllitSGSlCSOWX%to auwragcthcd~tand
impkanaltation  of wa@slud pkllstoaClliCvClKHlpotisamX
pollution prcvcmion  and ConlNDl.

6. Rovide  training to l nabk empbyces  and partws to D*
vide  ecosystsm-Led  as&tan& in wutr&ds to pnv&t
and l!ontrol  FDTQo~t source pouutloR
Provi&trainingtosGSanployce&conatavatrmdisaid
eJnployecs,  and vollmtcersorl  t&lnical  ass&axe  for the -
watcAcdapprwachtonoapointsounxpoMoapwauion
and caltrol.
Develop lxBtm&@  with universities,  private corporations,
andagez~5cssuchasUSDA’sFowtServkeandAgricu.lanral
Research Swicc.  the U.S. Geo@kal  Survey, EPA, rmd the
Goopcmdve  Extension System for rcscarcb  and employee
trainingtomcctcurrcntandfWfencedsinthcaciencct#tstd,
ecosystem appmach  to nonpoint source pollution prcva~tion
and caltrol.

7.. Support development  of technical  bx& such as expert  ays-
terns and geographk  lnfclrmatIon systems,

l Accelaatc  use of process  simulation mod& far hydrology
andchemicalmovemenL

QJsecxputsystcmsandgtographicinformationsystansin
;S@lemcntingmnpaint  =m=pd~pcv=

l Im~awatcrre.sowc data managunw  system  facol-
k&g, cKgani&g,  and evaluatkg water quantity and quality
conditionsinwatasmcds

~Establish,inalopauionwitbcxnuravatiorndistrictsandotfitr
tcchnkalaga~5cs,annpatiikwat1~msourcc database3aDd
management  systans for watcr&&bascdoOlocalinvauo-
ricsandnccds.
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Nonpoint  Source Pollution: CaistodrinLingwata.  i;also-yafi-  *

The Water Quality Problem ati~-,8ndcammaciatvalues,causingsi
Tccoruxnic  ludship and affecting  the quality of life far xe.si.

Nalpoint  source pollution comes from many 9outcc8.  llle.3e dents. Sedinmtnisesthecosudintasrruecommactby6ll-

include: ingnavigatialchpnnclsandharbors,requiringexpensiveand
l&e&fe&ixusandpe!3iciifhInagficultuTalard’urban  *gE&m
-1. vemmemhasacritkalroletoplayinurovid-
=narr,

0% grease, andtoxicche~icalsinnlnoffframurbanand ingasciarccbasedcoardinatedprocessf0rstarc&tigovs
agricultural areas;

anmcntstouseinaddressingallaspeusofthexKmpointsourcc
pollution pmblan.

Wliment  from impxWerly  managed constructioa  SiteS crop,
pastlue,mngemdfoIWtlalM&anderod.ingstreambanlrs;
saltandchanicals~im~ymanagedirrigationsys-
tems  and acid drainage from mining activities: and
FWh&@ns?nsKi~was~~allsolrrces,including

Ofallsoucccsofncmpointpolluti~,sedimcntmake4upthe_ __ _
grcateavollunebyweiglltofnla~transportcd  Itiscanied
offerodinglandbynmoffmowmelt,arbmvywind.  The
SecondResolrnxscoascrvationAct(RCA)Appraisalcstimatcs
thmachyeaf2.7billioatonsofsedimentisdepositedinsmall
strtams;~5OOmillimtoasxe&estbeocems.  Sediment
~~~dts’~~==ninogen.

maWestheturb1dity0fwater~reduceslight
pUSbWion&paiBpbOUQTlthesis,aIld~llallyreduccStbe
available supply of oxygen for aquatic aganians. It can destroy
6shpopuWcminataswhat?sedimart~~cover
~spawningbeds.

Izxcessnitrateand~inslrrfacewateraiuse
eutmphicatioa,wll.ichleadstomassivegrowthsofalgaeand
deple&im  of aquatic  mganisms. High coacenlrations  of nitrate
indrhkingwatmancauseme&emogbbinemia,arbluebaby
!Qmdmme,whichisfataltoil&knts.  Highconcentfationsare
dSObiSdilltOliV~andWildlifC.

Anim$wastes&gradewataqualitywhenhandledcxstored
improperly by allowing nutria@, organic m8uer. and pathogem
tora3chbo&smfa=carxigroundwaf#.  Inadditiontocausing
suious health-problan&  it gives water an unplc!asant  cxkx, taste,
andappearance.  Fecalcolif~bactaiaisusedasanindicator
ofcristesccrusingorgsnisms.

Mo~altofpwticidesintosllrfaceaIxlgfoundwater
depe=lsalcrcpalm@n=teUupe,cudso~~  me
chemicalpmpertiesofpesticides,suchassolubii,abauprian,
andpasisWe,alsos&uIlglyinfl~theiffatc Pesticides
CklcOnauninatewatnwwceSwbcninadequateyrinsedCUl-
taincrsn4isprwcdofim~yandwhmpoor~
amasedinhandlhgaI8dJnlxingpeJticidesbefmspraying.
Amialz@raylngcanrrlsodeImsitpesticidesdifectlyontosurface
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Action Plan
Ecosystem-based Assistance
for the Management
of Natural Resources

Foreword
Soil Conservation Service (SCS)
leadership formed a Quality Improvement
Team (QIT) in May 1993 to develop an
action plan for refming  and implementing
Strategy 3, “Advocate Total Resource
Management,” of the SCS strategic plan,
“A Productive Nation in Harmony with a
@u&y Environment: Strategic Initiazives
for the 1990’s.” The QIT has determined
that instead of implementing Total
Resource Management, which focuses on
managing resources, the agency should
implement Ecosystem-based Assistance
for the Management of Natural Resources
(EBANR), which focuses on managing
the natural systems and processes that
sustain resources. This creates a science-
based approach to the integrated
management of natural resources and
aligns SCS activities more closely with
those of other Federal agencies already
taking this approach.

Ecosystem-based assistance for
the management of natural
resources is defined as the
appropriate integration of
ecological, economic, and social
factors through the SCS planning
and assistance process in order to
maintain and enhance the quality
of the environment to best meet
our current and future needs.

SCS ecosystem-based assistance to
clients will continue to use and build
upon the SCS planning process and the
Field Office Technical Guide, which
address the interactions among natural
resources-soil, water, air, plants, and
animals-and human considerations.

SCS is adopting Ecosystem-based
Assistance for the Management of Natural
Resources (EBANR) for four reasons.
First, it focuses on fundamental natural
processes rather than resources. Second,

it is consistent with the need to achieve
sustainable use of the Nation’s natural
resources. Third, it is systems-oriented
rather than single resource-oriented,
enabling planners to address a broad
range of interactions among the
resources. Finally, it recognizes people
as part of the ecosystem.

An ecosystem-based approach
conforms to the way the world is
arranged-as interrelated ecological,
social, and economic systems. Thus, it
provides a framework for integrating the
knowledge and perspectives of the natural
and social sciences into policy, planning,
and decision making. Such an
interdisciplinary approach is needed to
simultaneously address the
environmental, social, and economic
impacts of agricultural policy. An
ecosystem-based management approach
also fits the multiplicity of resource goals
and mandates in such statutes as the
NationaI Environmental Policy Act, the
Endangered Species Act, the Clean Water
Act, the Food Agriculture Conservation
and Trade Act, the Coastal Zone
Management Act, and the Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Act.

Why Ecosystem-based
Assistance for the Management
of Natural Resources?
The Soil Conservation Service is preparing
to deliver to its customers a new and better
way of managing natural resources. It
blends the sound fundamentals proven in
previous years and strengthens them by
incorporating principles derived from
ecosystem science. Traditionally, we have
focused on technical assistance that
addressed managing the individual
resources; EBANR focuses on managing
the natural system, processes, and
interrelationships that sustain the
resources. This new ecosystem-based

1 .
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assistance for the management of natural
resources will enable SCS to:

Create awareness of the need for
ecosystem-based management of
natural resources;

Stress the interaction among biological
communities, the environment, and
society;

Focus on ecosystem principles,
including cycling, diversity, and
interdependence and address natural
and human resources as a whole
instead of incrementally;

Consider the effects of planned actions
over time and at interrelated scales
(e.g., large and small watersheds,
farms, fields, etc.);

Consider interactions among the soil,
water, air, plant, animal, and human
resources to achieve environmentally
and economically sustainable use of
natural resources;

Provide an interdisciplinary approach
for planning to maintain the health of
ecosystems; and

Recognize risk or uncertainty and act
upon the best available science and
technology.

What Will be Different?
EBANR is a way of thinking about natural
resource problems and opportunities.
Hugh Hammond Bennett set forth
conservation planning in SCS to consider a
broad range of resources. This planning
focus has become increasingly narrow over
the past 10 years. EBANR calls for
enhancing Bennett’s basic approach to
conservation planning. EBANR will
fundamentally change how SCS recruits
and trams personnel, develops technology,
and works with clients. In all of its
activities, SCS will focus on helping
clients to sustain and/or enhance
ecosystems in harmony with social,
cultural, and economic considerations.

b3BANR will enhance the way S C S
and its clients perceive, approach,
and carry out natural resourse
management.

To achieve this change in our approach:
(1) We must develop practical ways of
measuring EBANR and identifying its
value to SCS and our customers. (2) We
must recognize that the transition will take
time. (3) We must fill voids in our
expertise. (4) We must work closely with
other agencies and groups. The result will
be a unified soil and water conservation
program that relies on partnerships for
implementing ecosystem-based assistance
for the management of natural resources.

How Does EBANR Help?
As many as 14 different plans can be
developed for each planning unit under
current laws, regulations, and programs.
Some of these can be contradictory due to
lack of coordination. SCS is structured to
manage individually legislated programs
and activities as separate entities. Each
program has its own objectives, rules,
procedures, resource emphasis, time
frame, and budget. EBANR provides a
way to coordinate these programs into one
planning vehicle.

How Does EBANR Relate to the
Watershed Approach?
Ecosystems are defined in space and time.
In either dimension, sub-systems can be ’
defined that address processes, inputs, and
outputs. This ability to conceptually nest
ecosystems within  ecosystems offers
tremendous flexibility. One convenient
method of nesting is along defined
hydrologic boundaries. Within this
framework, ecosystems can be nested from
sub-field to field to large watershed.

EBANR requires a delivery mechanism
and organizational framework that allow
setting functional boundaries that recognize
socioeconomic, political, and legal
constraints. The watershed approach

2



provides a framework for analyzing
ecosystem conditions and delivering
technical and financial assistance to our
clients. It uses ecosystem-based principles
and encourages public involvement to
identify problems and evaluate the effects
of alternative solutions. This helps to
formulate alternatives at various levels and
implement actions at the appropriate level.
Integrating the watershed approach and
EBANR principles into the SCS planning
process, forms a complementary
mechanism for assisting our customers.

Implementing EBANR
This action plan will fully integrate
EBANR into SCS operations by
December 1995.

It presents a focus and technical
assistance process with the flexibility to
provide ecosystem-based assistance for the
management of natural resources. It
builds upon existing SCS technical
delivery mechanisms. The SCS National
Planning Manual, the National Planning
Procedures Handbook, the Field Office
Technical Guide, and other technical
manuals and releases will provide the
foundation for providing ecosystem-based
assistance for the management of natural
resources.

Several leadership actions are needed to
achieve implementation of an ecosystem-
based assistance approach. Some are
short-term actions that can be accomplished
or initiated immediately to set the stage
for transition to EBANR. Others are
actions that need to be placed in motion to
identify, develop, or fm-up the specific
position, process, and steps to be
implemented.

Successful implementation of ecosystem-
based assistance for the management of
natural resources will require a
fundamental change in attitudes and
patterns of thinking in SCS. It will
require taking specific actions at all
levels of the agency and across many
disciplines. This action plan, developed

by the Quality Improvement Team (QIT),
outlines the areas of concern that SCS must
address. Thev are:

Commitmerit
Policy, Regulations, and Laws
Technology
Measurement and Reporting
Marketing

Each area of concern includes a goal
statement, desired condition, and
recommended actions that include how, by
whom, and when they should be carried
out. This plan does not try to go into detail
on all actions, but does identify areas
where further actions need to be
developed. Responsible persons will need
to more closely define needed actions and
ensure that they are completed. Action
items are identified as critical (necessary
for internal execution of EBANR),
departmental support (enhances EBANR
while strengthening TEAM USDA), or
complementary (not critical, but enhances
effectiveness of EBANR)

This plan is the beginning. As
experience is gained with EBANR, action
plans will need to evolve at NHQ, at
National Technical Centers, and in states.

3



Goals for the Action Plan to Implement EBANR

Commitment

SCS will implement ecosystem-based assistance for the management of’ natural

resources through changes in organizational attitudes, structures, and processes.

To provide ecosystem-based assistance  for the management of natural resources, SCS must commit to
a flexible internal structure that provides for technology development and transfer process and staff
diversity. SCS must foster an attitude that focuses on integrated effects and processes among the so&
water, air, plant, and animal resources as well as the social, economic, and cultural considerations.
The organizational structure and leadership orientation must guarantee that use and treatment of
individual management units are compatible with ecosystem functions within the watershed or larger
area. SCS must adopt an attitude that fosters the management and allocation of human and physical
resources to implement ecosystem-based assistance for the management of natural resources.

Policy, Regulation, and Law

SCS will develop an overall framework for policy, regulation and law that
promotes an ecosystem-based approach to assistance for the management of
natural resource management.

The success of EBANR depends on policy, regulations and laws that support ecosystem management
through an interconnected set of programs and funding initiatives. This will require that we work
with Congress as they examine their committee structure and legislation issues that affect ecosystem
management. Legislation needs to focus on systems and integration of programs rather than single
issues and initiatives USDA cost-share and commodity programs should encourage multi-year efforts
that support EB#NR.  FieM staff should provide the local view to help draft legislation, regulations,
and policies. The EBANR approach requires a flexible management philosophy that allows managers
to be innovative and to take risks in carrying out programs that fit local needs and situations.

Technology

SCS will support the development, use and adaptation of science-based tools to
assist in the implementation of EBANR.

Technology development, transfer and application of new technology, and training of staff to use the
technology are critical to the adoption of new procedures and processes. Technology for ecosystem-
based assistance is just emerging with respect to the identification of biological, ecological, social,
and economic indicators of ecosystem health. We must support continued research into these
processes while adapting new technology for agency use. Technology transfer involves the
development of application procedures and guidelines using current research; development of
information systems to store necessary information, analyze it, and display it for the user; and the
transfer of these procedures and lmowledge to field staff. Demonsuation  projects should be used as
both a marketing and training tool. The application of new technology must consider the appropriate
level of precision for the scale of analysis, provide information on the value added for management
decisions, and use adaptive application techniques. Adaptive application requires the establishment of
measurable goals, monitoring of effects, and alteration of conservation treatment to achieve goals.
This recognizes that situations exist for which standard designs  and applications are not readily
adaptable. 4



Measurement and Reporting

SCS will utilize key indicators rhat  show results in terms of ecosystem health.

Traditionally, SCS has reported progress in terms of practices applied or inputs. This does not provide
the information needed to adequately monitor effects and ec.osystem  health. The reporting system must
be flexible to capture activities that prevent problems and encourage creative, site-specific designs.
Indicators should define what is different in the landscape or ecosystem in terms of the added value.
They should define the capacity of the ecosystem and its relationship to the planning process.
Indicators and results should be based on science to support decisions. Evaluation procedures should fit
ecosystem-based management concepts.

Marketing

SCS will develop and implement a comprehensive strategy for marketing
ecosystem-based assistance for the management of natural resources.

This marketing initiative will reach out to determine the needs of internal and external customers and
provide an effective way to address those needs. The goal is to ensure that SCS continues to provide
quality service. A restructured Issue Marketing Team will develop a marketing plan that identifies
customers/audiences and theii needs, develops products, and carries out a series of interrelated activities
to meet those needs.
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Action Plan for Implementing
Ecosystem-based Assistance fof the
Manaaement of Natural Resource%

CrItIcal  Actions
Adopt an aggressive, proactive, advocacy role for implementing
ecosystem-based assistance for the management of natural
resources (EBANB) by:
. Issuing a letter from the Chief to all SCS employees to

announce the agency’s adoption of EBANB,
. Supporting development of USDA policy on ecosystem

management,
. Initiating public outreach on the need to properly manage the

natural processes and systems that sustain resources,
recognizing people as part of the ecosystem.

. Discussing the agency’s adoption of EBANB in
presentations to internal and external audiences.

Chief to send memorandum directing NHQ and NTC Directors
and State Conservationists to incorporate EBANR, the watershed
approach, and integration of programs into all policies,
procedures, guidelines, manuals, and handbooks as they are
revised and into strategic plans, quality plans, plans of
operations, and the budgeting and allocation process.
Chief, Deputy Chiefs, Assistant Chiefs, Division Directors,
NTC Directors, and State Conservationists to delegate
responsibilities for guiding and monitoring SCS implementation
of EBANR.
Charge NEDC to advise NEDS and course coordinators to
implement a revised training program that emphasizes EBANR.
Chair of National Technical Guide Committee to assign
responsibilities and establish schedule to review, revise, and
develop policy and monitor progress to ensure that the General
Manual, National Planning Manual, National Planning
Procedures Handbook, and Field Office Technical Guide support

Chief and OPA Director to re-charter issue marketing team with
broadened membership to include representation from Programs,
Technology, Legislative Affairs, and field office level. Change
marketing focus from total resource management to ecosystem-
based assistance for the management of natural resources.
Deputy Chief for Technology staff to develop and present
ecosystem awareness training to agency leadership.
Identify and appoint additional technical liaisons to public
interest groups, coalitions, and professional societies that  can
have an impact on the drafting of legislative language relating to
EBANR.
Issue marketing team to identify customers, determine their
needs, and develop and implement a comprehensive EBANR
marketing plan to:
. Gain understanding of and support for EBANR among

customers and SCS employees at all levels;
. Foster public and private partnerships in EBANR initiatives,

especially at the local level;
. Provide guidance on including EBANR in State marketing

and outreach efforts;
l Show linkages with agency’s Water Management Action

Plan: and
. Overcome barriers to implementing EBANR.

late
ktober 1,1993

ktober 1.1993

ktober 1.1993

Xtober 1.1993.

Wober 1,1993

Wober 1,1993

%cember 31.1993

3y January 1,1994

Begin implementing
by February 1, 1994
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Action Plan for implementing
Ecosystem-based Assistance for the
Management of Natural Resources

Integrate EBANJX  indicators into the reporting system. Indicators
are needed thar
. Recognize changes in the landscape;
. Recognize gocd management achieved by the avoidance of

ecologically inappropriate actions;
. Are locally adaptable;
. Are real time (as changes occur, they are captured in the

reporting system, data base, GIS, etc.);
. Recognize and capture results that occur over time;
. Allow innovation in monitoring ecosystem health;
. Capture innovation and creativity rather than standard

designs;
. Measure outcomes or results as well as the inputs, be they

preventive or remedial;
. Utilize geographical information systems;
. Link with other data bases; and
. Are simple, friendly, and transparent to the field.
In coordination with the SCS Performance Measurement Team
and a Technology Interagency Team (to be formed), use key
ecosystem health indicators to measure performance.
Expand charge of SCS Performance Measurement Team or a
complementary team to use ecosystem health indicators in
development and implementation of a management connol
system that:
. Shows accountability and defensible expenditure of funds,
. Can show efficiency gains and losses,
l Is simple to complete and transparent to the field, and
. Can be used to measure productivity.
Deputy Chief for Management to prepare criteria for EBANR
awards, and circulate criteria to managers, and implement.
Criteria are needed that
. Are based on ecosystem health indicators,
. Recognize team work,
. Reward good management achieved by the avoidance of

ecologically inappropriate actions,
. Reward holistic views, and
. Reward innovation and creativity rather than standard designs

and a one-size-fits-all approach.
Establish a Quality Improvement Team to determine the
appropriate mix of technical skills and provide staffing model
guidefines for all IeveIs  of SCS to acquire proper technical
diversity to implement EBANR.

Develop and begin integrating
into the reporting system
by May 1.1994

June 1,1994  ’

June 1,1994

Criteria prepared by
February 1.1994,
uld implemented by
September 1.1994

Begin implementing staffing
node1 guidelines October 1,1994

e
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Action Plan for Implementing
Ecosystem-based Assistance for the
Manaaement of Natural Resources

Integrate EBANR into strategic plan for training and revise and
implement curricula to reflect EBANR. Develop training, cross
training, maintenance plans, and materials thar
. Provide technically compete&, tiically diverse skills

basedonneed;
l Cover ecosystem concepts;
. Develop proficiesq in the q@ication  ofecosystem

guidelines, procedures, and adic;;
. Include the complex irrsemctiorr  of ecosym processes;
. Encourage an interdisciplinary approa& and
. Define  capabilities of computer models and vzhere

professional judgment should be exercise&
Establish an interagency team to develop EBANR field
applicatim  guidelines and procedures that:

1
Aresd5encebased;
IdenUy and utilize a tecl&za&ly  current set of healthy
ecrxfyr&em  indicators that:

- Are basedon  _souea  technology;
- Stress biological, economic, and social factors;
- Recognize short- and long-term changes;
- Are accepted in the environmenral  and academic
worlds;
and

- Are practical to atin.
l &t&c?  interactions amMkg  associated biological, social,

economic, and physical processes;
0 Are packaged in easy-to-use guidelines and procedures;
. Allow for she tiprecision  of biological process data;
. Reflect currer&rearcfr  pd technology;
l Assure adequate soils surveys and soil interpretations;
. Recognize risk and uncertainty; and
. Recognize international accomplishments in technology.
Assistant Chiefs to identify pilot states for each region to test
and refine EBANR field application guidelines and procedures.
Activate a technology development team to develop technical
tools and information systems that:
. Explain in simple terms the effects and advantages of

EBANR,
. Result in user friendly, knowledge-based, computer systems

to facilitate ecosystem-based management planning,
. Provide information on the value added from ecosystem-

based assistance;
. Maintain layers of geographically-based information for

analysis by the planner and display for the user;
. Are decision oriented systems that lead staff through

ecosystem-based assistance planning, and
. Maintain the necessary data bases to store monitored

information.
Coordinate and work with all appropriate agencies, institutions,
and groups to implement EBANR.

3y titobrz I994

Byhu3e  1,1995

Develop tools by
December 1.1995

Ingoing

8
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Action Plan for implementing
Ecosystem-based Assistance for the
Julanaaement  of Natural Resources

c

0
Departmental Support Actlons
Develop a results-oriented partnership with the Forest Service
(FS)  in the spirit of TEAM USDA to establish the Department
as the leader in EBANR, with FS focusing on oublic lands and
SCS focusing on private lands.
RCA staff to incorporate EBANR principles into analytical
process. Promote BBANR through‘ outreach and anal&al
groups being formed in coordination with RCA activities.
Support USDA activities by establishing coalitions including
Federal, State and local agencies and non-governmental
organizations to develop and coordinate EBANR. Initiate
interagency and interdepartmental MOU’s  and MOA’s  to improve
cooperation and coordination in EBANR.
To ensure that EBANR is part of the science base of legislation
relating to natural resource management, use short-term details to
Capitol Hill to expand legislative contacts to identify needs of
and provide USDA staff support for congressional committees
and subcommittees in addition to Agriculture, for example,
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Energy and Natural Resources,
Environment and Public Works.
Support Department in review of existing authorities,
regulations, and natural resource conditions; and propose policy
legislation to support EBANR. This will include:
. Identifying needed legislation and policy in RCA to promote

EBANR,
. Analyzing existing regulations on cost-share and commodity

programs with other USDA agencies and other appropriate
partners to eliminate barriers to EBANR,

. Proposing legislation for the administration that would
reconcile cost-share and commodity programs with an
ecosystem-based approach,

. Establishing a team to evaluate need and propose legislation
to combine all Federal conservation cost-share programs
under one statutory authority, and

. Drafting background materials and proposing legislative
wording that reflects EBANR for the 1995 Farm Bill.

Complementary Actions
Consider EBANR when evaluating lines of authoritv within SCS
to determine the most effective str&ure for providing assistance
that emphasizes:
. Communications
. Coordination
l Conservation systems
. Issueareas
l Flexibility
. Innovation
. Needs of conservation districts, States, and other Federal

agencies
Demonstrate application of EBANR to:
. Help clients understand ecosystem-based technology,
. Train staff,
. Market ecosystem-based technology,
l Show the value added through ecosystem-based approach, and
. Show adaptive application.

Date
October 1,1993

Begin October 1.1993 and
ongoing

By January 1,1994

By March 1,1994

Ongoing

Date
Ongoing

Begin establishing demonstration
projects immediately

, 9
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MOhlTANA SOIL SURVEY
“IVlOVlNGi  AHEAD”

The Soil Survey Program in Montana currently has 16 soil surveys
in different stages of completion. Accelerated FSA mapping,
higher mapping priority, ilower manuscriDt  comDletion  grioritv, and
digitizing rather that
excuses for being in

scribing for map fiiishing ire sonie of &r
this situation __

Three soil survey areas are correlared, the maps completed (scribed), and
the manuscriprs  are waiting for English edit and publication.

Two soil survey areas are correiated,  the digital map finishing materials
nearly completed, and the manuscripts are scheduled for technical edit.

Six soil survey areas are correlated, the maps are being compiied or
digitized, and xhe manuscripts are scheduled for English edi’t,

Three soil survey areas are ready for the correlation documents to be
completed, the maps are waiting to be compiled and digitized, and the
manuscripts are scheduled for English edit.

Tw.0  soil survey areas have the mapping completed, the finai field review
and finai correlation are scheduled, the maps in one area are being digitized
by the soil survey team, the maps in the other area is on hold, and the
manuscripts are being completed.

Three soil survey areas are scheduled to complete the mapping this year,
the maps in one area are being digitized by the soil survey team, the maps
in the other areas are on hold, and the manuscripts are being maintained.

The map finishing acres to be completed in the above soil survey
areas is about 18 million or about 600 full quads.

This situation ,has caused us to look at how we can do things
faster and still maintain quality. These projects are going to help
us obtain that goal.
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There are three projects we vwoulld  Bike to present and demonstrate;

I will give you an overview and the staff will be avaiiable  this week to
provide more detailed information, provide examples, and give some
demonstrations.

THE THREE  $ROJECJS AWE:

IXZ J&e interim part [I and part ii! ssill survey manuscript.

1 will review the basic dara inputs. software, and dara outputs of this project,
The more detailed Montana developed software, use of prelude, use of MS-Word,
and final interim manuscript will be described and demonstrated by Mike Hansen
(Soil Scientist-Data Set Manager] and Lee Ann Mena {Soil Survey Assistant).

w The use of GRASS GIIS in a progressive soil survey.

1 will review the basic data inputs, databases, and data outputs of this project,
The more detailed use of GIS in pre-mapping, progressive correlation, developing
thematic maps will be described and demonstrated by Tom Potter (Cartographic
Technician).

IIS The use of GRASS GIS in the map finishing

I will review the basic data inputs, databases, and data
The more derailed procedures, data !ayers prepared for
proposed interim map publication will be described and
(Cartographic Technician).

process.

outputs of this projec:.
the Gerber Plotter, and our
demonstrated by Bob Lund

The purpose of all these projects is to improve the delivery of soil
survey information to our users.

I would like to thank the National Headquarters Soil Survey, and
Cartographic and Geographicai  information Systems Divisions; the
National Soil Survey Center; and the National Cartographic Center for
their support. a
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This diagram illustrates some of the aellationships  between the State,
National, and ISU databases. They are all dependent on each other ts
make the system ‘work.

The diagram also illustrates some of the data and computer software
that we are using to maintain the attribute databases.

The OSED’s data is inpua: to the Srare Soil Survey Darabase (3SD1, the National
Soii Survey Center Database and rhe Iowa State University Database;

The EDIT-5 program was deveiopea in Montana to help facilitate the editing of
existing SOIL-5 data and the entering of new SOIL-5 data. We can extract
existing data, edit it or create new data from similar data, print the data, and
electronically transmit the data to wherever. The need for crop yield data for the
last few CRP sign ups facilitated the need for this program.

We are a11 familiar with the SC1L-6 data input to 3SD and ISU.

State data tables are being popuiared in order to facilitate other Montana
developed software that will be describe larer. An example is landscape and
landform that is needed in order to electronically generate map unit descriptions,

Mtce.  Programs were developed in Montana to help facilitate soil data quality
checking, to prepare the data for NASiS conversion, and to prepare the data for
the field office technical guide and CAMPS. The X-Check program was developed
to display critical data that was checked against the published manuscrip? data
and checked against current guides if there were differences. We used the
Nationally distributed Hydric moduie to create our Hydric Soil lists and to populate
our inclusions table. This exercise caused us to evaluate and tighten up some of
our data. The Crop Yield modei was then used to update all small grain yields in
Montana. The CRP sign ups also facilitated the need to update our yields in order
to make them more consistent and to provide yield data for soils being cropped
that may not be well suited for cropping.

Basic Service activity has identified, in a few cases, the need to updare  a few soil
properties in the 3SD.
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ATTRIBUTE DATABASE
OUTPUTS

This diagram illustrates howw Montana is using the State Soil Survey
Database to generate our interim Part I arad Part 11 Manuscript,

The heart of the database is 3SD-MUIR,  State Tables, and Pre-written Materials.
The database also contains OSD’s,  survey area taxonomic unit descriptions
(TUD’s), and in some cases survey area map unit descriptions (MUD’s).

The benefits of doing the data quality activity previousfy described is that the data
in 3SD is the same as in the FOTG and CAMPS, and the soon to be IVASIS and
FOCS.

The TUD”s Program is being dreamed about and will be developed in order to
generate the soill  survey TUD’s  from the Pedon Program stored data,

Tine MUD’s Program, aYso called MUG, was developed in Montana and uses a
combination of Prelude, Unix Sheiis, and MS-Word to generate a semi-tabular map
unit description from 3SD and State populated tables. This procedure eliminates
cross checks between MUD’s and data in the tables. The procedure also helps
vaiidate the data because what appears to be incorrect map unit information
causes re-evaluation of the data, We then either update the data or the criteria
that is used to generate the map unit, These descriptions will reside in Part I. 0

The soi! survey TUD’s are stored as individual files in the State database. These
still have to be manually cross checked with other data. These descriptions will
reside in Parr I.

We are using the FOCS soils software to generate the manuscript tables, The data
is from 3SD. These tables will reside in Part Il.

The Limitations Program was developed in Montana to electronically generate a
soil limitation table from 3SD data. We reviewed, firmed up, and programmed
criteria that we use to identify soii limitations. This table will reside in Part II.

The Mgt Section Program is being dreamed about and will be deveioped as time
permits with other SCS disciplines. The idea here is to create a file of
management alternatives that may be used to overcome limitations identified in the
above tabie. This informations will reside in Part II.

The data we have discussed, and some 3 have forgotten, is catenated to form the
interim Part I and Part II Soil Survey Manuscript. We are able to scan photographs
or whatever and link them as graphic files into MS-WORD to improve the
appearance of the Manuscript.

We have also developed a program that is a state and locai option to CAMPS that
will allow us to generate a clierr : specific manuscript., This will be operational in
offices with unpublished soil survevs as soon as we are abie to set up all the TUD
and MUD files, pre-written files, and management section files.
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ePROGRESSIVE SOIL SURVEY
SPATIAL DATABASE

INPUTS

This diagram iliustrates some of the data inputs and some of the
processes used by the GE staff in a progressive soil survey.

We are using the USGS 7.5 Minute Topographic Ouad as OUT base to
digitize the hydrography, cukura! feaxuresp and Public hand Survey
information. We have also looked into scanning rhese feaaures  if they are
available from USGS or other sources, such as BLIL1. However, in many
cases it is cost effective to do ir ourselves rancher  that purctiase  the overlays
to scan,

We have digitized other maps -S!JC?I as geology, water table maps, iand
COYW,  and other map information, These layers are added to the
progressive soii survey spatial darabase.

We are compiling and digitizing the soil survey map unit delineations and soi!
spot symbols as-field sheets are being completed. .

We have purchased some USGS 30 Meter DEM data,
and obtained Contour Maps. The contour maps have
and entered into the soil survey database-

Census Tiger Data,
been scanned, edited,

The data layers are matched G edited and ‘finalized ‘in the progressive soils
survey database.

As you can tell by now, 1 think B know more about some things
than others !I That3 why ! kave staff here to explain w&at I don’t
know and to correct what 9 thought I knew !l
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PRQGRESSWE SOL SURVEY
SPAYlAh DATA8ASE

QUT=PUTS

This dia ram illustrates data outputs, GE analysis, and procedures used
by the 2IS staff in a progressive soil survey.

The main purpose of this pro&t is to see how 61s can be used to
assist, enhance, and/or acce @rate a progressiwe  soil survey.r

We are using the attribute and sparial information to prepare thematic maps that
assist the soil survey mappers before going to the field.

We have used a combination of elevation and aspect eo generare  thematic maps
that help determine where frigid and cryic breaks could be delineated. The
thresholds were established based on the soil scientists knowledge of plant
communities, agricultural crops grown, observed snow lines, and other general
knowledge of the area.

We added geology and climate to these factors to generate thematic maps
showing where specific kinds of soils may be found. This has been a great benefit
to soil scientists that are detailed in and not familiar with the survey area or the
soils. This also helps the survey leader  select more uniform areas so that detail
mappers can be more productive.

We are able to view map componenr  or kind of soil distribution in the survey area
to help in soil correlation. Map units that appear to be out of place become very
obvious and can be re-evaluated which improves the quality of the survey.

We are able to count acres and prepare the maps for publication as mapping
proceeds. The maps will be ready to Starr  through the publication steps within a
few weeks after final correlation.

We have gotten a lot of good publicity from the local users because of the
thematic maps we have been able to provide.

We are testing ways to attribute line segmenrs and spot symbols with soil property
data. One possible approach is to attach map unit data to the line segment along
with a line width attribute so thar smal! and narrow areas can be interpreted.

We will be looking at map unit and line segment reliability. We know that soil lines
between some soils can be placed more accurately than between other soiis. How
do we or do we want to capture that information? We will also be looking at map
delineation size and shape to see if there is a reliability correlation.
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This diagram illustrates the data inputs, some of the processes
and the databases created during our map finishing procedure.

The data input procedures are the same as we discussed with the
progressive soil survey data inputs. We use the USGS Topographic Quad
for the hydrography, cultural, and PISS. The soil maps may be processed
in different ways. Some of the maps are compiled to mylar overlays for
scanning and other maps may be digitized directly,, This depends on the
people and equipment resources available.

We have also utilized dara digitized by cooperators, but have had ro spend a
Iloa: of time editing the data.

We learn short cuts as we go. One example is to have the hydrography
layer visible as the soil lines are being compiled,, This will save a iot of
machine editing time in the edit and match step.

The edit and match step is time consuming and very critical TO the success
of using digiral data. However, it does nor take more time than the o!d
scribing procedure.

This procedure proposes that we publish using different color themes. The
soil information will be printed in red, the hydrography in blue, and the
cultural and other information in black.  This wili allow us to create coios
specific digital files that will go to Gerber or equivalent plotters to generate
negatives that can be used to prim soi! survey quads sultabie for publicatior!
and interim copies.

Printing the hydrography in biue with different line thickness wil! allow us to
use the digitized hydrography directly and not have to create the IWO or
three dot intermittent streams.

The GIS placed soil map unit symbols proposed in this project will reduce
the amount of soil stick-up work. The additional stick-ups needed will be
for additional symbois, place names, boundaries, and leader of symbois into
small de!ineations.

The next priority should be a set of procedures to determine the most
efficient way to maintain the SSURGO and STATSGO databases.
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This diagram illustrates the database outputs and some of the
procedures
manuscript o

proposed to generate Part II% of the soil survey

The draft general soil map is extracted from the STATSGO database and
sent to the field soiS survey team. The soil survey team revises the general
soil map as detailed mapping progresses in the survey area.

The field revised general soil map is used to update the previously extracted
file and an updared map is generare d for the manuscript. We have not, at
this time? determined the best way to update rhe STATSGO database.

The various spatial SSURGO  fries are finalized, including the quad collar,
cultural, soils, hydrography, PLSS, and other information. Paper plots are
generated and files are sent to tiCC for “totting. We have fiies at NCC now
to see if the plotter will accepr the fites. We do not anticipate any problems
except maybe some formatting problems to resolve.

The NCC generated materials wili be returned to the state for the final
additions of place names, soil symbols, spot symbols, etc.

We anticipate that the maps wil! then be ready to go to GPO.

We also propose obtaining interim copies of rhe soil survey maps for
distribution as Part II of the manuscripr,

A “Procedures for Map Compilation and Digital Map Finishing of
Detailed Soil Surveys’ is bein

%
reviewed and should be available

as soon as ali the testing has een completed.

We are also proposing the possibility of getting interim copies of
the soil survey map,
survey is complete. ?

uad by
his 7

uad, rather than waiting until the
wou d allow us to process the most

important quads, based on user priorities, and get maps to the
user in a more timely manner.
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MUIR DRIVEN ELECTRONIC MhP UNIT
GENERATION i

12/03/93

This package serves as an overview of the process of adopting a hUlR database driven
electronically generated map unit. Background, implementation steps, and examples are
included. If you are interested in pursuing this route, contact: Jim !Culver,  NSSC staff,
Lincoln, NE, to arrange programming and editing assistance that is)available to aid in
setting up a system for your state.

I

BACKGROUND: I

Due to a very large manuscript backlog, caused in part by the FSAimapping  activity, we in
Montana were looking hard at electronic map unit generation as a tool to relieve some of
the field, state office, and NSSC workload. I

I

In the past we have utilized a template driven semitabular format, (ecently adopting the
three-part manuscript approach. In moving to the MUIR data driven electronically
generated map unit (MUG), we re-examined our format from a cust,omer  perspective in
light of the three-part publication format. Significant additional chainges  resulted. The
Montana System is illustrated in the examples enclosed. I

It is very important that any state looking at this approach examine
publication presentation format from a customer perspective.

The development of this program and the associated manuscript sy
concert with the NSSC Quality Assurance Staff, especially the edit
cooperation has enabled us to create a product that is not only reac
but is editorially respectable and highly suitable for interim/desktop

Please note the technical and editorial assistance through the NSSC
implementation. This assistance will help ensure efficient adaptatic
of utility for the product.

MUIR Map Unit Overview
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IMPLEMENTATION STEPS:

@ Review this packet of information to determine if you might be interested in pursuing
this approach.

@ If yes to step one, contact Jim Culver, QA staff, NSSC, to indicate interest and line up
assistance as needed.

0 Perform detailed analysis of your map unit format in light of your vision for the survey
publication of the future (desktop, client specific, interim publication, etc...).

0 Following analysis, map out the data source and design the map unit format. This
involves a mock-up of the format and the mapping of where information to populate that
map unit might be obtained, or how it might be translated from the soils database.
Depending on design, some data elements may need to be carried in state specific tables.
Any elements Montana decided to carry can be used to populate new data elements that
exist in NASIS.

0 Following analysis, design and mapping, programing can begin. This is a two step
process. First is to gather and translate the data as mapped in step four, yielding a
MSWORD-5 data document. Second, the output format is set using MSWORD-5 forms as
to the appearance of the final product. (NSSC technical assistance will be available for this
step)

0 Following the programing, testing needs to be done to ensure the criteria is functioning
as desired and the format results are accurate and true to design.

0 As the final step, the product is reviewed by the NSSC editorial staff to ensure
accuracy of hidden GPO print codes and the editorial integrity of the results.

It is very important to note that no matter which approach is used in designing a map unit
descriptron,  it needs to fit within the conteyt  of the rest of the publication. Virtually any
format can be at least partially constructed using a MUIR database driven approach.

MUIR Map Unit Overview



0 EXAMPLES:

Please find in this section the following materials:

+

f

+

Table of Contents--Part 1 and Part II of the Publication I
included are indexes to series and map units, and sumrkary  of tables. These
documents illustrate the arrangement and format of the different reports and
sections within the three-part manuscript Montana has1 adopted.

A Sample of Map Units with Associated Series
The map units were electronically generated from MUI$ with the series
generated with MSWORD templates. I

I

Samples of Maverick Manuscript Tables I
These tables were developed to contain data formerly r’epresented  in the map
unit description, but now included in the appropriate mgnagement  section as a
report in Part II of the publication. I

MUIR Map Unit Overview 3 337
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Index to Map Units
1--Absher clay, 0 to 4 percent slopes..... ?
2--Absher-Nobe  complex, 0 to 2

percent slopes . ..S............................ ?
3--Ace1  silty clay loam, 0 to 2 percent

slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S...................... 7.
4--Assinniboine fine sandy loam, 0 to 4

percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?
5--Assinniboine  fine sandy loam, 4 to 8

percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?
6--Attewan  loam, 0 to 4 percent

slopes 7m...........................,...............  .
7--Attewan  sandy loam, 0 to 4 percent

slopes . . . . . . . ..**............*.................... 7.
8--Badland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?
9--Bascovy  clay loam, 2 to 8 percent

slopes . . . . ..*..................................... 7.
IO--Bascovy-Neldore clays, 8 to 15

percenr  slopes . . . . ..a...*..................... 7.
1 I--Bearpaw  clay loam, 0 to 4 percent

slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7.
7 2--Bearpaw-Daglum  clay loams, 0 to 4

percent slopes ?. . ...*.................*...*.,..  .
13--Benz  clay loam, 0 to 4 percent

slopes ?. ..*.*................*................*I...  .
l4--Bigsag  silty clay, 0 to 2 percent

slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...**..............*....?.
15--Bigsandy  silty clay loam, 0 to 1

percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?.
16--Brockway  silt loam, 2 to 4 percent

slopes . . . . . ..*.*....*.......**..*.........*....... 7.
17--Brockway  silt loam, 4 to 8 percent

slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*............a.... ?
18--Busby  fine sandy loam, 2 to 8

percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a................. 7.

1 g--Busby  fine sandy loam, 8 to 15
percent slopes 7. ..*.............,..............  .

20--Busby-Chinook fine sandy loams,
2 to 8 percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

21--Cabba  loam, 4 to 8 percent slopes.... ?
22--Cabba  loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes.. ?
23--Cabba-Dast  fine sandy loams,

25 to 45 percent slopes ,................. ?
24--Cabba-Doney  clay loams, 8 to 25

percent slopes . . . . . . . ..*...................... 7.

25--Cabba-Rock  Outcrop complex,
25 to 70 percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

26--Cabbart-Delpoint  loams, 8 to 25
percent slopes 7.,............................,. .

27--Cabbart-Hillon  complex, 25 to 45
percent slopes . . . . . . . ..*....*................. 7.

28--Cabbart-Rock Outcrop complex,
25 to 70 percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

29--Chinook fine sandy loam, 0 to 8
percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.

30--Chinook loam, 0 to 8 percent
slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

31--Cozberg  fine sandy loam, 2 to 8
percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*. 7.

32--Cozberg  fine sandy loam, 8 to 15
percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

33--Cozberg-Lihen  fine sandy loams,
0 to 2 percent slopes 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . ?

34--Cozberg-Lihen  fine sandy loams,
2 to 8 percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

35--Creed-Gerdrum-Absher complex,
0 to 4 percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

36--Degrand  loam, 0 to 4 percent
slopes 7m.........................................,.  .

37--Degrand  sandy loam, 0 to 4
percent slopes 7..*.....,........,......,,....,.  .

38--Delpoint-Cabbart  clay loams,
25 to 60 percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

39--Doney-Cabba  complex, 4 to 15
percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

40--Elloam-Absher  clay loams, 0 to 4
percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . ..*...........*....... ?

41 --Enbar-Bigsandy-Korchea  loams,
0 to 4 percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

42--Ethridge  clay loam, 0 to 4 percent
slopes . . . ...*..................................*.. ?

43--Ethridge  silty clay loam, 0 to 4
percent slopes . . . ..*...*....*........*........ 7.

44--Ethridge-Evanston clay loams,
0 to 4 percent slopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?

45--Evanston clay loam, 0 to 4 percent
slopes 7,........................................... .

46--Evanston clay loam, 4 to 8 percent
slopes 7. . ..*...S..**...............................  .
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Busby Series

Depth class: Very deep (greater than 60
inches)
Drainage class: Well drained
Permeability: Moderately rapid (2.0 to 6.0
inches/hour)
L andform:  Alluvial fans
Parent material: Alluvium or eolian deposits
Slope range: 2 to 15 percent
Annual precipitation: 10 to 14 inches
Annual air temperature: 42 to 45 degrees F
Frost-free period: 105 to 125 days

Taxonomic Class: Coarse-loamy, mixed
Borollic Camborthids

Typical Pedon
Busby fine sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent
slopes, in cropland, 1,200 feet north and
600 feet west of the southeast corner of
sec. 27, T. 33 N., R. 3 W.

Ap--0 to 5 inches; grayish brown (1 OYR
5/3) fine sandy loam, brown 10YR  3/3)
moist; weak fine granular structure:
slightly hard, friable, nonsticky and
nonplastic; common very fine roots;
many very fine pores; neutral; abrupt
smooth boundary.

Bw--5 to 13 inches; grayish brown (1 OYR
5/2) fine sandy loam, dark grayish
brown (2.5Y 4/2) moist; moderate
medium prismatic structure; slightly
hard, friable, nonsticky and nonplastic:
common very fine roots; common very
fine pores; strongly effervescent;
moderately alkaline; gradual smooth
boundary.

Bkl--13 to 24 inches; light brownish gray
(2.5Y 6/2) fine sandy loam, grayish
brown (2.5Y 5/2) moist; moderate
medium prismatic structure; slightly
hard, friable, nonsticky and nonplastic;
few very fine roots: few very fine pores;
common fine and medium soft masses
of lime; violently effervescent:
moderately alkaline; gradual smooth
boundary.

Bk2--24 to 32 inches: grayish brown (2.5Y
5/2) sandy loam, dark grayish brown
(2.5Y 4/2) moist; single grain: slightly
hard, very friable, nonsticky and
nonplastic: few very fine roots; few fine
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soft masses of lime: violently
effervescent: moderately alkaline;
gradual wavy boundary.

C--32 to 60 inches; grayish brown (2.5Y
5/2) loamy sand, very dark grayish
brown (2.5Y 3/2) moist: single grain:
loose, nonsticky and nonplastic; few
fine roots; few fine tubular pores;
moderately alkaline.

Range in Characteristics
Control section: 10 to 40 inches
Con tent of clay in the control set tion: 10
to 18 percent

Ap horizon
Hue: IOYR, 2.5Y
Value: 5, 6 dry; 3, 4 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4
Clay content: IO to 18 percent
Reaction: pH 7.4 to 8.4
In some places the upper 3 inches of

the soil has mollic colors but when
mixed to 7 inches it does not meet
the requirements for a mollic
epipedon.

Bw horizon
Hue: lOYR, 2.5Y
Value: 5, 6 dry: 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4
Texture: fine sandy loam, sandy loam,

loam
Clay content: 10 to 18 percent
Reaction: pH 7.4 to 8.4
Effervescence: none to strongly

Bk horizons
Hue: IOYR, 2.5Y, 5Y
Value: 6, 7 dry: 4, 5, 6 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4
Textures: fine sandy loam, sandy loam
Clay content: 10 to 18 percent
Effervescence: strongly to violently
Calcium carbonate equivalent: 5 to 15

percent
Reaction: pH 7.4 to 8.4

C horizon
Hue: IOYR, 2.5Y
Value: 6, 7 dry: 5, 6 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4
Textures: fine sandy loam, sandy, loam,

loamy fine sand, loamy sand, fine
sand (The loamy fine sand, loamy
sand, or fine sand textures are below
depths of 40 inches)
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Clay content: 3 to 18 percent
Reaction: pi-f 7.9 to 8.4
Effervescence: slightly to violently
Some pedons have a BCk  horizon.

18--Bush fine sandy loam,, 2 to 8
percent Ys opes

Composition
Busby and similar soils: 85 percent
Inclusions: 15 percent

Setting
Landform: Alluvial fans
Slope: 2 to 8 percent
Elevation: 3,120 to 4,300 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 10 to 14 inches
Frost-free period: 105 to 120  days

Soil Properties
Surface layer texture: Fine sandy loam
Depth class: Very deep (more than 60

inches)
Drainage c/ass: Well drained
Dominant parent material: Alluvium
Flooding: None
AvaiJable  water capacity to 60 inches or

root-limiting layer: Mainly 6.9 inches

A typical soil series description with range
in characteristics is included, in
alphabetical order, in this section.
Additional information specific to this map
unit, such as horizon depth and textures, is
available in the “Soil Properties” section,
Part II, of this publication.

Inclusions
Yetull and similar soils
Yamac and similar soils

Major Uses of the Unit
Cropland
Rangeland

For general and detailed information
concerning these uses, see Part II of this
publication:

* Agronomy section
* Range section

Evanston Series

Depth class: Very deep (greater than 60
inches)
Drainage class: Well drained
Permeability: Moderate (0.6 to 2.0
inches/hour)
Landform: Alluvial fans, stream terraces,
small drainageways
Parent material; Alluvium
Slope range: 0 to 8 percent
Annual  precipitation: 10 to 14 inches
Annual air temperature: 42 to 45 degrees F
Frost-free period: 105 to 125 days

Taxonomic Class: Fine-loamy, mixed Aridic
Argiborolls

Typical Pedon
Evanston clay loam, 0 to 4 percent slopes,
in cropland, 1,500 feet south and 2,200
feet east of the northwest corner of sec. I_
T. 33 N., R. 3 W.

Ap--0 to 6 inches; grayish brown (10YR
5/2) clay loam, very dark grayish brown
(1 OYR 3/2) moist; weak fine granular
structure; slightly hard, friable, slightly
sticky and slightly plastic; many fine and
medium roots: many fine pores; neutral;
abrupt smooth boundary.

Bt--6 to 15 inches; brown (IOYR 5/3) clay
loam, dark brown (IOYR 3/3) moist;
strong fine and medium prismatic
structure parting to moderate medium
subangular blocky: slightly hard, firm,
slightly sticky and slightly plastic; many
fine and medium roots; many fine pores;
common distinct clay films on faces of
peds; mildly alkaline; gradual wavy
boundary.

Bkl--15 to 26 inches; pale brown (1 OYR
6/3) clay loam, light brownish gray
(10YR 5/2) moist; weak fine and
medium subangular blocky structure:
slightly hard, friable, slightly sticky and
slightly plastic; many fine and medium
roots; common fine pores; common fine
soft masses of lime; strongly
effervescent; moderately alkaline;
gradual wavy boundary.

Bk2--26 to 32 inches; pale brown (1 OYR
6/3) clay loam, brown (10YR 5/3) moist;
weak fine subangular blocky structure;
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slightly hard, friable, slightly sticky and
slightly plastic; common fine and
medium roots: common fine pores:
common soft masses of lime; violently
effervescent; moderately alkaline;
gradual wavy boundary.

C--32 to 60 inches; pale brown (10YR 6/3)
clay loam, brown (IOYR 5/3) moist:
massive; slightly hard, firm, slightly
sticky and slightly plastic; common fine
roots: few fine pores: strongly
effervescent: moderately alkaline.

Range in Characteristics
Control section: 6 to 15 inches
Mollic epipedon thickness: 7 to 15 inches
Content of c/a y in the control section: 25
to 35 percent
Depth to the Bk horizon: 8 to 20 inch’es
Ap horizon

Bt

Hue: 2.5Y through 7.5YR
Value: 3, 4, 5 dry; 2, 3 moist
Chroma: 2, 3 dry or moist
Texture: loam, clay loam, fine sandy

loam
Reaction: pH 6.6 to 7.8
horizon
Hue: 2.5Y through 7.5YR
Value: 3, 4, 5, 6 dry; 3, 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4 dry or moist
Textures: clay loam, sandy clay loam,

loam averaging 18 to 35 percent clay
and more than 15 percent but less
than 35 percent fine or coarser sand

Reaction: pH 7.4 to 8.4
Bk and C horizons

Hue: 2.5Y through 7.5YR
Value: 5, 6, 7 dry; 4, 5, 6 moist
Chroma: 3, 4 dry or moist
Texture: loam, clay loam, sandy clay

l o a m
Reaction: pH 7.9 to 8.4
Calcium carbonate equivalent: 6 to 14

percent

50--Evanston loam, 4 to 8
percent slopes

Composition
Evanston and similar soils: 85 percent
Inclusions: 15 percent

Setting
Landform: Alluvial fans, stream terraces

and drainageways
Slope: 4 to 8 percent

Soil Properties
Surface layer texture: Loam
Depth class: Very deep (more than 60

inches)
Drainage class:  Well drained
Dominant parent material: Alluvium
Flooding: None
Available water capacity to 60 inches or

root-limiting  layer: Mainly 10.0 inches

A typical soil series description with range
in characteristics is included, in
alphabetical order, in this section.
Additional information specific to this map
unit, such as horizon depth and textures, is
available in the “Soil Properties” section,
Part II, of this publication.

Inclusions
Slopes more than 8 percent
Evanston, calcareous

Major Uses of the Unit
Cropland
Rangeland

For general and detailed information
concerning these uses, see Part II of this
publication:

* Agronomy section
* Range section

Marvan Series

Depth c/ass: Very deep (greater than 60
inches)
Drainage class: Well drained
Permeability: Very slow (less than 0.06
inch/hour)
Landform: Alluvial fans, lake plains
Parent material: Alluvium or
glaciolacustrine deposits
Slope range: 0 to 8 percent
Annual precipitation: 10 to 14 inches
Annual air temperature: 42 to 45 degrees F
Frost-free period: 105 to 125 days

c
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Taxonomic Class: Fine, montmorillonitic,
frigid Udorthentic Chromusterts

Typical Pedon
Marvan  silty clay, 0 to 4 percent slopes, in
cropland, 1,400 feet west and 2,400 feet
south of the northeast corner of sec. 6, T.
33 N., R. 3 W.

Ap--0 to 7 inches; grayish brown (2.5Y
5/2) silty clay, dark grayish brown (2.5Y
4/2) moist: moderate fine granular
structure; very hard, firm, very sticky
and very plastic; many very fine and fine
roots; many fine pores; strongly
effervescent: moderately alkaline:
abrupt wavy boundary.

Bss--7  to 23 inches; light brownish gray
(2.5Y 6/2) silty clay, grayish brown
(2.5Y  5/2) moist; moderate medium
subangular blocky structure; very hard,
firm, very sticky and very plastic: many
very fine and fine roots; many very fine
and fine pores: few slickensides
intersecting at 40 degrees from
horizontal; strongly effervescent;
strongly alkaline: clear wavy boundary.

Bssyz--23 to 30 inches; light brownish gray
(2.5Y 6/2) silty clay, grayish brown
(2.5Y  5/21 moist; weak medium
subangular blocky structure: very hard,
firm, very sticky and very plastic;
common fine roots; common fine pores;
few slickensides intersecting at 40
degrees from horizontal; few fine soft
masses and nests of gypsum and other
salts; strongly effervescent; strongly
alkaline; clear wavy boundary.

Bnyz--30 to 60 inches; light brownish gray
(2.5Y  6/2) silty clay, grayish brown
(2.5Y  5/2) moist; massive; very hard,
firm, very sticky and very plastic; few
fine roots; few very fine and fine pores;
few common soft masses and nests of
gypsum and other salts; strongly
effervescent: strongly alkaline.

Range in Characteristics
Controlsection: 10 to 40 inches
Content of clay in the control section: 45
to 60 percent
Depth to the Bssyz horizon: 10 to 24
inches

Ap horizon
Hue: 2.5Y, 5Y
Value: 5, 6 dry; 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4
Texture: clay, silty clay
Clay content: 40 to 60 percent
EC: 0 to 8 mmhos/cm;  saline phase is 2

to 8 mmhos/cm
SAR: 8 to 18 above a depth of 24

inches and 13 to 38 below that depth
(Where the SAR is 8 or less, the
sodium plus magnesium is greater
than calcium plus acidity)

Reaction: pH 7.4 to 9.0
Bss horizon

Hue: 2.5Y, 5Y
Value: 5, 6 dry; 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4
Texture: clay, silty clay
Clay content: 45 to 60 percent
EC: 2 to 8 mmhos/cm
SAR: 8 to 18 (Where the SAR is below

8, the sodium plus magnesium is
greater than calcium plus acidity)

Reaction: pH 7.9 to 9.0
Bss yz horizon

Hue: 2.5Y, 5Y
Value: 5, 6 dry; 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4
Texture: clay, silty clay
Clay content: 45 to 60 percent
Gypsum: 1 to 5 percent
EC: 2 to 8 mmhos/cm
SAR: 8 to 18 above a depth of 24

inches and 13 to 38 below that depth
(Where the SAR is below 8, the
sodium plus magnesium is greater
than calcium plus acidity)

Reaction: pH 7.9 to 9.0
Bn yz horizon

Hue: 2.5, 5Y
Value: 5, 6 dry: 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 2, 3, 4
Texture: clay or silty clay that includes

thin layers of silty clay loam and silt
loam material

Clay content: 45 to 60 percent
Gypsum: 1 to 5 percent
EC: 8 to 16 mmhos/cm
SAR: 13 to 38
Reaction: pH 7.9 to 9.0
Some pedons have a Bssyz horizon in

place of the Bnyz horizon.
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When dry the soil has l/4- to l-inch
cracks that extend to a depth of
about 20 inches.

Stemple Series

Depth class: Very deep (greater than 60
inches)
Drainage class: Well drained
Permeability: Moderate (0.6 to 2.0
inches/hour)
Landfofm: Mountains
Parent material: Colluvium
Slope range: 25 to 70 percent
Annualpfecipitation: 18 to 22 inches
Annual air temperature: 38 to 42 degrees F
Frost-free period: 50 to 70 days

Taxonomic Class: Loamy-skeletal, mixed
Typic Paleoboralfs

Typical Pedon
Stemple very cobbly loam in an area of
Stemple, low elevation-Rubble land
complex, 25 to 70 percent slopes, in
woodland, 1,700 feet 1,200 feet of the
southwest corner of sec. 23, T. 37 N., R.
1 E.

O--Z to 0 inches: forest iitter of partially
decomposed needles, twigs, roots, and
forbs; abrupt smooth boundary.

A--O to 2 inches; dark gray (1 OYR 4/l )
very cobbly loam, black (1 OYR 2/l 1
moist; weak fine subangular blocky
structure; soft, very friable, slightly
sticky and slightly plastic; common very
fine and fine and few medium roots; 15
percent pebbles, IO percent cobbles;
medium acid; clear smooth boundary.

El--2 to 8 inches; pale brown (1 OYR 6/3)
very cobbly loam, brown (IOYR 5/3)
moist; weak fine subangular blocky
structure parting to moderate very fine
granular; soft, very friable, slightly
sticky and slightly plastic; common very
fine and fine and few medium roots;
many very fine pores; 25 percent
pebbles, 20 percent cobbles; strongly
acid; clear smooth boundary.

E2--8  to 25 inches; very pale brown (10YR
7/3) extremely cobbly loam, brown
(10YR 5/3) moist: weak fine subangular

blocky structure parting to moderate
very fine granuiar; soft, very friable,
slightly sticky and slightly plastic;
common very fine and fine roots; many
very fine pores; 35 percent pebbles, 20
percent cobbles; medium acid; gradual
wavy boundary.

E/&--25 to 32 inches; E part (60 percent),
pale brown (10YR 7/3) extremely cobbly
loam, brown (10YR 5/3) moist; Bt part
(40 percent), brown (10YR 5/3) clay
loam, dark brown (1OYR  4/3) moist;
moderate fine subangular blocky
structure; slightly hard, friable, sticky
and plastic: common very fine and fine
and few medium roots; many very fine
pores; common faint clay films on ped
faces in Bt part; 35 percent pebbles, 25
percent cobbles; medium acid: gradual
wavy boundary.

&l--32 to 37 inches; light yellowish brown
(1 OYR 6/4) extremely cobbly clay loam,
yellowish brown (1 OYR 4/4) moist; very
moderate fine subangular blocky
structure; slightly hard, friable, sticky
and plastic: common very fine and fine
roots: many very fine pores; few faint
clay films on ped faces; 45 percent
pebbles, 25 percent cobbles; slightly
acid; gradual wavy boundary.

Bt2--37 to 60 inches; light yellowish brown
(1 OYR 6/4) extremely cobbiy clay loam,
dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) moist;
moderate medium subangular blocky
structure; hard, firm, sticky and plastic;
few fine and medium roots; many very
fine pores; common distinct clay films
on ped faces; 40 percent pebbles, 30
percent cobbles; slightly acid.

Range in Characteristics
Controlsection: 25 to 40 inches
Content of clay in the control section: 27
to 35 percent
Depth to the Bt horizon: 25 to 50 inches

A and E horizons
Hue: 7.5YR through 2.5Y
Value: 6, 7 dry; 5, 6 moist
Chroma: 2, 3
Clay content: IO to 20 percent
Rock fragments: 35 to 60 percent--l 0

to 20 percent flagstones; 25 to 40
percent charmers
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Reaction: pH 5.1 to 6.5
E/B t horizon

Hue: 7,5YR through 2.5Y
Value: E part 6, 7, 8, B part 5, 6 dry; E

part 4, 5, 6, B part 4, 5 moist
Chroma: E part 2, 3, 4; B part 4, 5, 6
Clay content: 15 to 27 percent
Rock fragments: 35 to 80 percent--O to

10 percent flagstones; 35 to 70
percent charmers

Reaction: pH 5.1 to 6.5
B t horizons

Hue: 7.5YR through 2.5Y
Value: 6, 7 dry; 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 4, 5, 6
Clay content: 27 to 35 percent
Rock fragments: 60 to 80 percent--l 0

to 20 percent flagstones; 50 to 60
percent charmers

Reaction: pH 5.6 to 6.5

148--Stempie,  high elevation-
rubbleland complex, 25 to 70
percent slopes

Composition
Stemple and similar soils: 50 percent
Rubble land areas: 40 percent
Inclusions: 10 percent

Setting
Landform: Mountains
Position on landform: Back slopes
Slope: 25 to 70 percent, northeast aspect
Elevation: 4,500 to 5,200 feet
Mean annual  precipitation:  20 to 22 inches
Frost-free period: 50 to 70 days

Soil Properties
Surface layer texture: Very cobbly loam
Depth class: Very deep (more than 60

inches)
Drainage c/ass: Well drained
Dominant parent material: Colluvium
Flooding: None
Available water capacity to 60 inches or

root-limiting layer: Mainly 3.6 inches

A typical soil series description with range
in characteristics is included, in
alphabetical order, in this section.
Additional information specific to this map
unit, such as horizon depth and textures, is

available in the “Soil Properties” section,
Part II, of this publication. 0

Inclusions
Slopes less than 25 percent
Soils lacking coarse fragments

Major Uses of the Unit
Grazed forest land
Forest land

For general and detailed information
concerning these uses, see Part II of this
publication:

* Range section
* Forest Land section

Vanda Series

Depth class: Very deep (greater than 60
inches)
Drainage class: Well drained
Permeability: Very slow (less than 0.06
inch/hour)
L andform;  Alluvial fans
Parent material  Alluvium
Slope range: 0 to 8 percent
Annual precipitation: 10 to 14 inches
Annualair temperature: 42 to 45 degrees F
Frost-free period: 105 to 125 days

Taxonomic Class: Fine, montmorillonitic
(calcareous),  frigid Ustic Torriorthents

Typical Pedon
Vanda silty clay, 0 to 4 percent slopes, in
rangeland, 700 feet north and 1,300 feet
west of the southeast corner of sec. 22, T.
34 N., R. 2 W.

E--O to 1 inches; light brownish gray (2.5Y
6/2) silty clay, grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2)
moist; moderate very thin platy
structure; soft, very friable, sticky and
plastic; common very fine and fine
roots: many very fine and fine pores;
moderately alkaline; abrupt smooth
boundary.

Bk--1 to 9 inches; light brownish gray
(2.5Y 6/2) silty clay, dark grayish brown
(2.5Y 4/2) moist: moderate fine
prismatic structure parting to moderate

0
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medium blocky; hard, firm, very sticky
and plastic; many very fine and fine
roots: many very fine and fine pores;
disseminated lime; strongly
effervescent; moderately alkaline; clear
smooth boundary.

Bknyz--9 to 18 inches; grayish brown
(2.5Y 5/21  silty clay, dark grayish brown
(2.5Y 4/2) moist; weak fine angular
blocky structure; very hard, very firm,
very sticky and plastic; few very fine
roots; common very fine pores; common
fine irregularly shaped soft masses of
lime; common fine soft masses and
seams of gypsum and other salts;
slightly effervescent; moderately
alkaline; gradual smooth boundary.

Bnyzl--18  to 52 inches; grayish brown
(2.5Y 5/2) silty clay, dark grayish brown
(2.5Y 4/2) moist; massive; extremely
hard, very firm, very sticky and plastic;
few very fine roots; common very fine
pores; common medium irregularly
shaped soft masses of gypsum and
other salts; slightly effervescent:
moderately alkaline; gradual wavy
boundary.

Bnyz2--52 to 60 inches; dark grayish
brown (2.5Y 5/2) silty clay, very dark
grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2) moist;
massive: extremely hard, very firm, very
sticky and plastic: few very fine roots;
few very fine pores; many medium and
coarse irregularly shaped soft masses of
gypsum and other salts; strongly
effervescent; moderately alkaline.

Range in Characteristics
Controlsection: 10 to 40 inches
Content of clay in the control section: 35
to 60 percent
Depth to the Bknyz horizon: 7 to 24 inches

E horizon
Hue: 2.5Y,  5Y
Value: 5, 6, 7 dry; 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 1, 2, 3
Texture: clay, silty clay
Clay content: 40 to 60 percent
Hardness: very hard, extremely hard,

massive crusts
EC: 8 to 16 mmhos/cm
Reaction: pH 7.8 to 9.6
SAR: 1 to 30

In some pedons the upper 6 inches of
soil is noncalcareous unless mixed.

Bk horizon
Hue: 2.5Y,  5Y
Value: 5, 6 dry; 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 2, 3
Texture: clay, silty clay, silty clay loam
Clay content: 35 to 60 percent
Hardness: very hard, extremely hard
EC: 8 to 16 mmhos/cm
Reaction: pH 7.8 to 9.6
SAR: 13 to 30

Bknyz and Bnyz horizons
Hue: 2.5Y,  5Y
Value: 5, 6 dry; 4, 5 moist
Chroma: 2, 3
Texture: clay, silty clay, silty clay loam
Clay content: 35 to 60 percent
Hardness: very hard, extremely hard
Gypsum: 1 to 5 percent with total

gypsum less than 150
EC: 8 to’ 16 mmhos/cm
SAR: 13 to 30
Gypsum: 1 to 5 percent
Reaction: pH 7.8 to 9.6

170~-Vanda-Marvan,  saline, clays,
0 to 2 percent slopes

Composition
Vanda and similar soils: 50 percent
Marvan and similar soils: 35 percent
Inclusions: 15 percent

Landform:
Setting

* Vanda--Alluvial fans
* Marvan--Alluvial fans
Position on landform:
* Vanda--Microlows
* Marvan--Microhighs
Slope:
* Vanda--0 to 2 percent
* Marvan--O to 2 percent
Elevation: 2,900 to 3,500 feet
Mean annual  precipitation: 10 to 12 inches
Frost-free period: 1 15 to 125 days

Vanda
Soil Properties

Surface layer texture: Clay
Depth class: Very deep (more

inches)
than 60
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Drainage class: Well drained
Dominant parent material: Alluvium
Flooding: None
Salt affected: Saline within 30 inches
Sodium affected: Sodic within 30 inches
Available water capacity to 60 inches or

root-limiting layer: Mainly 6.0 inches

M arvan
Surface layer texture: Clay
Depth c/ass: Very deep (more than 60

inches)
Drainage class: Well drained
Dominant parent material: Alluvium
Flooding: None
Salt affected: Saline within 30 inches
Sodium affected: Sodic within 30 inches
Available water capacity to 60 inches or

root-limiting layer: Mainly 6.7 inches

A typical soil series description with range
in characteristics is included, in
alphabetical order, in this section.
Additional information specific to this map
unit, such as horizon depth and textures, is
available in the “Soil Properties” section,

. Part II, of this publication.

Inclusions
* Marias and similar soils
* Slopes more than 2 percent
* Marvan, nonsaline

Major Uses of the Unit
* Cropland
* ,Rangeland

For general and detailed information
concerning these uses, see Part II of this
publication:

* Agronomy section
* Range section

MUIR Map Unit Overview
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‘0 INSERT MAVERICK TABLES HERE!

MUIR Map Unit Overview



November 30, 1993

MAIN CROPLAND LIMITATIONS AND HAZARDS
TOOLE COUNTY, MONTANA

(Cropland limitations and hazards listed below are defined in the
"Agronomy" section, Part II, of the soil survey manuscript.
A C factor of 100 is reflected in the soil blowing limitations
listed below)

Soil name
and

map symbol
____________________-----~

18:
Busby____________________

50:
Evanston____-~-----------

148:
Stemp~e____---__----___-_

Rubble land----------_--.

170:
Vanda________.__ _-

Mayan_________

________

________

I
Cropland

limitations or hazards
____________________~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~

Excessive permeability
Soil blowing

Erosion by water
Lime content
Soil blowing

Erosion by water
Limited available water capacity
Short frost-free period
Slope
Soil blowing
Surface coarse fragments

Nonsoil material

Lime content
Poor tilth
Restricted permeability
Salt content
Sodium content
Soil blowing
Surface crusting

Lime content
Poor tilth
Restricted permeability
Salt content
Sodium content
Soil blowing
Surface crusting



.I. __ _-_____ _. . ___ __

November 30, 1993

MAIN FOREST ACCESS ROAD LIMITATIONS AND HAZARDS
TOOLE COUNTY, MONTANA

(Forest access road limitations and hazards listed below are defined
in the "Forest Land" section, Part II, of the soil survey manuscript)

Soil name
and

map symbol
__________________________

148:
Stemple__________________I

Rubble land_-----________ I

Forest access road
limitations or hazards

~___________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~____

Areas of rubble land
Low soil strength
Slope

Nonsoil material



SOIL SURVEY TOOLE CWNTY, MONTANA
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11/30/93

UNDERSTORY VEGETATION AND HABITAT TYPES

(Absence of an entry indicates that information was not available)

1 Total production 1
Map Symbol and 1 1 Characteristic vegetation \ Compo- j Representative habitat type

soil name IKind of year! Dry I l sition  I or phase
1 weight l I
I I I_
I Lb/acre 1 I

148: I I
Stemple----------IFavorable  1

INormal I
[Unfavorable I

I I

I
I

350 /Cornnon  beargrass-------------)
300 IBLue  huckleberry-------------I
250 IGrouse whortleberry----------I

IPinegrass------__------------I

ICorrmon  snowberry-------------I
IHeartleaf arnica-------------I
IRaceme  pussytoes-------------I
IRusty  menriesia--------------I
Iwhite spirea---__------------I
lE[k s~ge------__------------~
(~regongrape_________________-~

Pet

20
10
IO
IO
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2

I
I Douglas-fir-blue huckleberry

I



*. . *
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SOIL SURVEY TOOLE COUNTY, MONTANA

Page - 7

1 l/30/93

FOREST LAND PRCWCTIVITY

(Only soils suitable for production of comercial trees are listed. Abscence  of an entry
indicates that information was not available)

I
Map symbol  and 1 1

I I I I
S i t e  IProduc-IBoard ICubic [ Trees commnly

soil name

I
Common trees Iindexltivity  Ifeet lfeet I managed for

I
I-I-I-I-I

148: I I 1 1 f
Stale_--_-___-_ IQ gl0~ as_fir_-___-__---__ I

/Lodgepole p i n e - - - - - - - - - -
35 [ 4 I 131 I 45_ [Lodgepole pine,

I 55 1 3 I 130 I 45 I Douglas-fir

I I I I I .I



NOTE:
information removed from the map unit was picked up with maverick publication
reports if not already available in standard reports. items we chose to defer to data
tables in Part II of the publication include: (examples of several of these tables are
included above)

+ Woodland productivity Board Ft. and Cubic Feet
(Forest Land Section)

+ Cropland Limitations (Agronomy Section)
+ Forest Access Road Limitations (Forest Land Section)
+ Windbreak Suitablility Groups (Agronomy Section)
+SeRcat;esite,  production and plant community (Range

+Sel$doenrstory  production and Plant community (Range

+ Forest Habitat Type

Through the process of segregating the more stable portion of the soils manuscript
into Part I, with the more dynamic aspects of the material included in Part II, much
of the duplication between the map unit and data tables was eliminated. The map
unit is seen as playing a different role than it may have played in the past. We use
it largely as a pointer to information rather than data for a specific use. The map
unit description continues to help form a mental picture of the unit.

IN SUMMARY

Generating map unit descriptions from SSSD MUIR or from NASIS MUR data in the very
near future, accomplishes several critical tasks.

Q The data represented is absolutely consistent with the database.

+ The descriptions can be regenerated in minutes to reflect updates in the data or
format changes.

+ Due to very quick generation speeds (less than 2 minutes for a 75 map unit survey)
these descriptions would not need to be stored, but could be generated on the fly from
current data in the field office commuter system for client specific access (Camps or
FOCS).

4) Field soil scientists and support staff can concentrate efforts on data quality issues
rather than format and unnecessary cross-checking.

Your interest in this approach is appreciated as we all have much to gain from automation
of the publication process.

MUIR Map Unit Overview
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‘NA”TIONAL  & IN T E R N A T I O N A L  A C T I V I T I E S
6

P s a global leader  in long-temz  research and monitoring activities, the U.S. LTER Network has established
ages with ixhing  and deve4Qbing domestic long-te?m  ecoh@al  research programs, as well ~23  simihr  programs

around the world. These relationchips  range from txchanges  at the ind;vidual  scientht  and site research program
Levels to partic$ation  in internation&  meetings to globaL-scaLe  research phnning  and colhboration. In the next
decade,  the L TER Network plans to undertuke  a major txpazsion  of its r_uztion& and international activities.

National

Developing strong multidisciplinary science and

public education programs

Developing a multi-agency effort to add sites for
wider representation of key biomes and port&s of
major gradients

Creating synthesis centers at selected LTER sites

Facilitating the advancement of current ecological
science and innovative research technologies

Intermtional

+ Assisting  in the establishment of networks for long-term
ecological research in other countries

0 Creating programs berween  U.S. and foreign LTER sites
and networks

+ Developing and operating a communication and data
sharing system among an international network of sites

+ Facilitating the establishment of a global system of
environmental research sites

ve, taiga, Jerry F. Franklin Top right, limnocorrals in Center right, northern Bottom right, recently burned
Toolik lake, Alaska, arctic temperate lakes, John J. upland spruce, taiga, LA.
tundra, lakes, and streams, Magruon Viereck
Jerry F. Franklin

__..--_----.  __



,

1 H. J. Andrews 2 Arctic Tundra, Alash 3 Bonanzlcreek 4 Cedar  Creek j Centrall?laim
lZqx&nental  Forest, Arctic tmdra,  lakes, streams. Experimental Forest, Natural History Area, Fxperimental Rang m

Oregon.
Temperate con feroow forest.

Research topics: Movement Alaska. Minnesota cOlol2do.

of nutrients from land to Taijy. Eastern deciduorrs  forest and Shortgrass steppe.

Research topics: Successional stream to lake; changes due Research topics: Successional ta&rm prairie. Research topics: Soil water;

changes in ecosystems; to anthropogenic influences; processes associated with Research topics: Succes- above- and belowground

forest-stream interactions: controls of ecological wildfire and floodplains; sional dynamics; primary net primary production;

population dynamics of
forest stands; patterns and
rates of decomposition;
disturbance regimes in
forest landscapes

processes by nutrients and
by predation

fhcilirarive  and competitive
interactions among plant
species throughout succes-
sion; plant-mediated changes
in resource and energy
availability for decomposers;
herbivorous control of plant
species composition

productivity and disturbance
patterns; nutrient budgets
and cycles; climatic variation
and the wetland/upland
boundary; plant-
herbivore dynamics

plant population and
community dynamics;
effects of livestock grazing;
soil organic matter accumula-
tion and losses, soil nutrient
dynamics; and ecosystem
recovery from cultivation

North Ame ,ricar
from RobertG.
Ecoregions of tl
fnvifonmer ttal (
Vol. 16, Nc 2. 4,



, M A J 0 R E c 0 s Y s T E h/f s

e coweeta

iaboratorv,
Hydrologic
North

CX0litU.-

E&m  deciduous  forest.

Research topics: Long-term
dynamics of forest ecosystems
including forest disturbance
and stress along an environ-
mental gradient; stream
ecosystems along an environ-
mental gradient; and the
riparian zone as a regulator
of terrestrial-aquatic linkages

7 HarvardForest,

and mineralization; element

Massachusetts.
Eastern deciduollsjrest.

cycling, fine root dynamics

Research topics: Long-term

and forest microbiology

climate change, disturbance
history and vegetation
dynamics; comparison of
community, population, and
plant architectural responses
to human and natural disturb-
ance; forest-atmosphere trace
gas fluxes; organic matter
accumulation, decomposition

on ecosystems

S Hubbard Brook
Experimental Forest,
New Hampshire.
6rstem deciduousrsforest.

Research topics: Vegetation
structure and production;
dvnamics  of detritus in
terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems; atmosphere-
terrestrial-aquatic ecosystem
linkages; heterotroph
population dynamics;
e&cts of human activities

9 Jomada Experimental
Range, New Mexico.
Hot desert.

Research topics: Desertika-
tion; factors affecting primaty
production; nitrogen cycling;
animal-induced soil distutb-
antes; direct and indirect
consumer effects; organic
matter transport and
processing; vertebrate and
invertebrate population
dynamics

Top, carbon 14 experiment,
shortgrass steppe, Daniel G.
Milchunas

Center, prescribed spring
fire,7tallgrass  prairie,
Donald Kaufman

Above, nitrogen-treoted site,
hot desert, Walter G.
Whitford

let, eastern deciduous
forest and tallgrass prairie,
David Tilmon



L T E R M A J 0 R E C 0 S Y S T E M s.

10 Kellog  Biological
Station, Mi&gan.
Row-crop agrimhure.

Research topics: Ecological
interactions underlying the
productivity and environ-
mental impact of production-
level cropping systems;
patterns, causes, and conse-
quences of microbial, plant,
and insect diversity in
agricultural landscapes; gene
transfer, community dynam-
ics, biogeochemical fluxes

11 KonzxPrakie
RmearchNatudArea,
Kansas.
Tallgrass prairie.

Research topics: Effects of
fire, grazing and climatic
variability on ecological
patterns and processes in
tallgrass  prairie ecosystems;
use of remotely sensed data
and geographic information
systems to evaluate grassland
structure and dynamics

12 Lnqnillo

TropicaL rainzrest.

Research topics: Patterns of
and ecosystem response to
different patterns of distur-
bance; land-stream interac-
tion; management effects on
ecosystem properties;
integration of ecosystem
models and geographical
information systems.

13 McMurdoDry
W.leyS, Antarciia
Pohr  desert oases.

Research topics: Microbial
ecosystem dynamics in arid
soils, ephemeral streams, and
closed basin lakes; resource
and environmental controls
on terrestrial, stream and
lake ecosystems; material
transport between aquatic
and terretrial ecosystems;
ecosystem response to greater
hydrologic flux driven by
warming climate

14 Niwot Ridg-Green
Lakes valley,  Colorado.
Alpine tundra.

Research topics: Patterns and
controls of nutrient cycling;
trace gas dynamics, plant
primary productivity and
species composition;
geomorphology, and
paleoecology

Above, alpine tundra,
Jerry F. Franklin

Right, Niwot Ridge Tundra
labratoly,  Skip Walker

Right, row-crop agriculture,
Kurt Stepnitz

Far right, melting on ice hole,
polar desert oases, Russ
Kinne/NSF



*M A J 0 R E C OS Y S T E M S

(Dj North Temperate
rakes, wisconsin.
Northern  temperate lakes;
eastern hduow  jrests.

Research topics: Physical,
chemical and biological
limnology; hydrology and
geochemistry; climate
forcing; producer and
consumer ecology; ecology
of invasions, ecosystem
variability, lakescape and

16 Palmer Station,
Antica.
Polar marine.

Research topics: Oceanic-ice
circulation and model; sea-ice
dynamics; biological/physical
interactions; effect of sea ice
on primary production, con-
sumer populations and apex
predators; bio-optical models
of primary production, spatial
distribution and recruitment

17 SedetaNational
Wdd& Rehge, New
Madco.
Intersection of subalpine mixed-
con~~e~*jrestlmeahw,  rijarian
forest, dy mountainland grdcs-
hlld cold a&77, hot deswt.

Research topics: Landscape/
or,gmism population dynam-
ics; watershed ecology;
climate change; biospherid
atmospheric interactions;
paleobotany/archaeolo~
microbial role in gas flux;
landscape heterogeneity;
spatial/temporal variability

landscape ecology in consumer populations;
seabird population dynamics
and reproductive ecology

left, polar marine,
Notiona! Science Foundation

Below left, intersection of
several ecosystems (see
Sevilleta above),
Jerry F. Franklin

Below, tropical rainforest,
Robert B. Waide

Research topics: Holocene
barrier island geology; salt
marsh ecology, geology, and
hydrology; ecology/evolution
of insular vertebrates;
primary/secondary
succession; life-form
modeling of succession

Top, eastern deciduous
forest, Jerry F. Franklin

Center, kongarco rot
(Dif+omys deserfiJ,
Jerry F. Franklin

Above, Puerto Rican Parrot,
(Amazono viffofa],
Artel E. lugo
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T H E L T E R N E T W O R K 0 F F I C E:

1 be LTER Network O@ce,  located at the University of Khbington  in Seattle,
is supported by the National Science Foundhion  (NSF) to faciilitate  the achievement
of overaL  Network objectives and initiatives ident$ed  by NSF and aecutive  and
coordinating committees representing the LTER sites. In atiition  to coordinating
reguh meetings of site representatives, the Network O@ce  organizes and facihztes
workshops, national and internado&  meetings, and All Scientists meetings.

Satellite composite view of
Earth @ 1990, Tom Van Sant/
The GeoSpherem Project,
Santa Monica, CA

Credits:

Stephanie Martin, writing/
editing/coordination

Robyn Ricks, design

Llzadership & coordination
The Network O#ce

Facilitates communication and data sharing among the

LTER sites, and between the LTER Program and other
scientific communities

Supports the planning and conduct of collaborative
research efforts, including provision of some technical
support services

Leads some intersite scientific activities

Provides a focal point and collective representation of
the LTER Network in its external relationships

Catalyzes long-term planning, in&ding goal definition
for the Network

Develops linkages with other relevant long-term
research programs, site networks, and science and
technology centers

+ Elechonic Networking &Data  Management. The LTER
Nenvork  Support System, developed and maintained at
the LTER Nenvork Office,  provides direct Network
access to on-line databases, information bulletin boards,
and the national Internet. As collaboration with other
individual researchers and research  groups continues t

4grow, the LTERnet  system will be expanded to indude
additional users and capabilities.

Publications. The Network Office publishes an annual
personnel directory, a site directory, and an intema-
tionally distributed biannual newsletter, the LTER
Network News, as well as periodic research reports and
workshop and conference proceedings. Recent LTER
publications indude a catalog of stream research at
LTER sites, a report on technology development in the
LTER Network, guidelines for sampling forest gaps, and
a survey of climate variabiity and ecosystem response
across the LTER sites.

Remote  Sensing  & GIS Ialxmoy
The LTER Remote Sensing and GIS Laboratory, established
by the LTER Network Office in cooperation with other
research programs at the University of Washington, provides
the LTER Network with the capability ro initiate synthesis
activities involving large-xale spatial analysis, using satellite
data and geographic information systems (GIS). Acquisition,
archiving, and analysis of satellite and GIS data for the
LTER sires is a major activity of the LTER Network Office
that will develop fiuther as new partner&ps  with NSF
synthesis centers and federal agencies such as the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration evolve.



9200 & 9201

No longer do you need to dedicate a vehicle to your
heavy-duty soil sampler. Concord’s new series, the Model
9200 and 9201 Soil Sampler! has the capability of either
pickup or trailer mounting with the convenience of being
able to roll the self-contained model in and out of any
standard pickup box in just minutes.
The 9200 Series is capable of sampling or augering down
to 75’ or deeper in some conditions, and can be used on
your projects such as uncontaminated soil sampling,
hazardous waste coring, installation of shallow water well



MASTER
CONTROLLER:

The electric over
hydraulic master
controller
enables the
operator to have
precise fingertip
control over all
operational
functions.

Contacts:

General Manager:
Virg Mahlum

Sales Representative:
Curt Elke

Engineering:
Mike Smette

Parts:
Gary Zeeb

Receptionist:
Kathy Lindgren

Shipping:
Pat Oksendahl

Marketing:
Sue Pinkney

THE
CONCORD
SOIL
SAMPLER
9200
SERIES

Features:

*Built-in parking stands

Capabilities:
The Exclusive Concord Chuck . . . . . . . It’s versatility will adapt to square,

octagon, round and/or hectagon
shapes. It can even accept a
continuous probe 2” in diameter and up

Outriggers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

to 30’ long.
Standard Equipment. Electronically
controlled hydraulic outriggers allow
greater stability and infinite leveling
adjustments.

Strong Down Force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Adjustable from 700 to 14,000 Ibs.
second down and 11 second up cycle
time on 60” cylinder.

for

1

Fast Drill Head Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Adjustable from 0 to 75 RPMs  at 6,050
inch/lb.

Power Unit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Standard Equipment. Electric start
Vanguard 16-hp. Briggs and Stratton
engine operated from the master
controller allowing the engine RPM to
vary electronically and change upon
demand.

Tools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . It may be equipped with a variety of
tools including Concord, Inc.‘s,  probes,
augers or any tools you may presently
own.

Manufactured by:

concord.
2800 7th Avenue North
Fargo, North Dakota 58102
(701) 280-1260











Who to contact at Concord for your Soil Sampling needs:

USA

Virg Mahlum - General Manager Specialty Products
Gary Zeeb - Parts
Jack Oberlander - Service
Pat Oksendahl - Traffic Coordinator
Kathy Lindgren - Receptionist

Concord, Inc.
2800 7th Ave North
Fargo, ND 58102
701-280-1260
701-280-0706 (fax)

Dr. Wayne Surrey
Weed Systems Inc.
260 Commercial Circle
Keystone Heights, FL 32656
904-473-0404
904-473-0406 (fax)

David Prochaska
R & D Sprayers
790 East Natchez Blvd.
Opelousas, LA 70570
318-942-1001
318-942-7841 (fax)

CANADA

Linda Pearson and Gary Tyhy
Rancan Fertilizer Systems
209 DeBaets- Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2J 4A8
204-666-1474
204-661-5338 (fax)

Bill Smith _
International Fertilizer
3110 80th Ave S.E.
Calgary, Alberta T2C 1~3
403-279-4413
403-279-8594 (fax)

ENGLAND

Ivor Seabrook
Tythe Farms
Colmworth Bedfordshire
ME 442 JZ United Kingdom
44 234 376 375
44 234 376 599 (fax)

AUSTRALIA

Luise Mock
Hege Australia
Patchewollock Road
Walpeup Vie. 3507
Australia
61 050 941 387

ITALY

Vincenzo Fortunati
F.A.S.T. Canovai
Via Comano 95
00139 Rome Italy
39 6 886 2246
39 6 886 0379 (fax)

GERMANY

Werner Wend1
Firma
Oslerbrunnen 10 West 845
Hanhnbach Germany
49-9664 1400
49 9664 590 (fax) L



J u n e  16. 1992

nr. Virqil  Hahlum
concord Inc.
2800 Saventh  AV5. North
Fargo,  KD 56102

Da&Z Virg,

on behalf of nyself  ad all of the staff here at Rancan Pertiliru.
I would vary ouch Like to take this opportuaity  to thank you and
all of your staff at Concord for the succas5ful business
relationsnip that We have all shared togsthar. I have cartainiy
l n-]oyed working closalY  with you over the last 4 yaara that we have
been imponing and ~stWx=ing your soil saaplers across canaoa.

I am also especially grareful for your personal aff0rt.v that
clearly have helped ua greatly expand our tustommr  has+  in the aorl
sampling markat. To date va have sold in axcass of JI units to a
wide rang5  of indwmwnt  ad major bland frrtilirer daaisra. All
indications point to significant =PanSiOn  ia the number of units
sold and tha rang8 or daalars.

onthis lattarpoint. IuoUdlika tothankyou forum opportunity
that your l fforts have afforded Us to becoB* actively involved in
uecing the soil suPlfng  r@guaremnts of caaadiaa ruurchers  and
cbsmical coapaniu- As Ye win our smcond ymr as a distributor
to these  qroupa, isa mtfciwta a grcatu nuabmr of orders  from  this
particular markat.  an increase that can h diractly attributable to
your sitoru.

0~x4 again, thank you all very much. Wa look forward to a
continuang  succ555ful business rclatfonship with you and Concord
WR~L  in+0 tia future.

Sincaraly,  ,

GARY&Y  y fl
President

Or. UaLcmr K. Ukmr. Jr.
&8ibru Program  .Xuqar

SatiafiaI  vith the amcDR0  SoXl saaUp1ars.

aad-bave  Lxx&ted your sa~iers  over this area. NIII~ new
dealer5  uAU or&r one or two soil 5amp~~ra  at the same time
thy riqa au contract. An -la of this is Knob L Co.

I ham alaa takea 011 ths sales a5thod of Vompletc  satisfaCtiOn
or tbq ti't bave to buy. I vi11 give a sampierxorany-of:Oor
dealem cm the i&a that thcv trv it for 30 dava. If they are n
satisfied. I vi11 pick it up: I iavc not been  Aked to pick UP
say aaqler  that hu been  on this 30 day trial.
Just keep up the  good work aad especially keep up the qurck
service yaz have given on getting these mats  out.

S & G SOIL SERVICES
TtieFarm
s&WI  Lane
cof_NwoKm
Bedfordshire
MK44U.Z
Tel: 023L 376375
Fax 0234 376599

Concord Inc
2800 7th Aren North
Fargo. SD 58102
USA

Dear Virgil

Ue hare IIOY been dealing with CONCORD since 1989. Having
rtr, different soil candicions to the U.S.A. this initial0
required sotie  Reseercb  and Development. Virh the backup of
COHCORD staff YC bare successful17 developed probes suitable
for Europeln use.

At all times YC hare found the service at Concord especially
promp+ and friend17 and hare in fact found it just as easy
to deal with Fargo BS S~J London. distance has been no abject.

We wish CONCORD continued success and keep up the exce
good work.

nscmhu  ls. 1990

CC: John FmmalL
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SOIL SAMPLERS

THREE STAGE PROBES, HAND PROBES & LYSIMEI’ER EQUIPMENT

en

*

research projects demand unique equipmtarnl  Camxrd  delivers . . . with a variety  of spe&&&Ws for standing wafer sampling, zero contamina-
soil sampling and hand probing. A// Concord qu@ent  has been developed and improved wifh  ikpi f?om  researchers around the world, resulting  in

001s  fhat  perform specialized tasks under the tou@es&  most diverse soil and field conditions. Form@?  requirements, Concord engineers have proven
their abi/@ fo work with research engineers and ti&is in developjng  custom equipment thai  me& +cific objectives.

TifBEE STAGE PROBE (left )
k%fhm  sampling protocols require a
Q-B kcb sample, then 6-48 inch
cose.s, simply attach this probe unit
to PM Concord power sampler and
caaa  Ibe hole while retrieving a 6
sampIe,  at the same time removing
tba Potential for contamination from
slarawndng  soils.

THBEE STAGE PROBE
CMiPONENTS
Cl&irk  tube 2.75” x 6
&de tube’OD 2.50” x 7
III!&?tllbeID 2.40”
S&We 2.36

UMtXldl” 314
coracord  l-114 718
Wuxfd l-112 l-318
QWxd2 1.810
ccnlmrd

3 Stage Probe 2-W x 8
GilMii-igS 1.750”
For  p&s  on these and 17 other liners for
othqmbes, contact Concord or your
Camd  dealer.

HAND PROBES {above)  - Manufactured in standard lengths of
12”; diameters of 1.25”,1.5”  or 2”. Can be ordered in any length.

LYSIMETER  EQUIPMENT (below) - For sar@ng  ground water solution at
predetermined depths from 2 to 6 feet. The system works well when combined with
standard soil dissipation trials and can help determine the movement of pesticides
and other agricultural products.

LYSIMETER COMPONENTS (above) - A. Pressurization & vacuum cap, B. Ground
water infiltration tip, C. Ventilation cap, D. Lysimeter tube, E. Infiltration restrictor, F.
Concord top plate for swing-away probe, G. Lysimeter tube adapter plate. (Infiltration
tip hold 75 millimeters of soil solution; 2” tubes come in I’$‘,4 or custom lengths.)
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SOIL SAMPLERS

GENERAL INFORMATION
With years of experience, Concord, Inc. of Fargo, ND has developed and modified soil samplers  &at have  earned a reputation of delivering .&e maxi
benefits to *research organizations for the most affordable price. Concord’s Speedy Sol Sampbs  are available in a variety of configurations  for moun
on full-sized fracfors, ufi/ify tractors, A n/s, pickup trucks and other vehicles. Speedy Samplers  a~ cqab/e  of retrieving a 24-inch  samp/e  in on/y 12
seconds. They are constructed of heavy dufy  cumponenfs  with many ctifical  parts manufacfuw  #bm  sfainless  steel for /ong  life and durability  under
extreme conditions while he/ping prevent contamination. Depending on the model, Concord sairs~~@?rs  can probe as deep as 72: using a variefy of
tip sizes. Many research customers use fhe “Research Special” with Concord’s exclusive swingara)rprobe  and acetate sleeves for zero contamination
sampling. All Concord soil samplers are folly warranted and fhe company prides ifseif on fasf ~~~XIXZ  time to specia/  requests. Concord service has
earned the /oya/fy of research firms a// over North America and Concord has become  the /arge9&bBufor  of acetate sleeves in fhe u&d.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Description:
1” x 24” Probe, Round-Tip
1” x 24” Probe, Square-Tip
1” x 24” x 6” Dual Probe
1” x 48” Square-Tip
1” x 48” Round-Tip
1” x 48” x 12” Dual Probe
2” x 48” Square Probe
1” x 24” Self-Lube Probe
1” x 48” Self-Lube Probe
1” x 48” Round, Swing-A-Way Probe
1.25”  x 48” Round, Swing-A-Way Probe
1.5” x 48” Round, Swing-A-Way Probe (sand. or std.)
2” x 48” Round, Swing-A-Way Probe (sand. or std.)
1” Tips #I ,#2, #3, #4, #5
1.25” Tips #I ,#3, #5
1.5” Tips #l , #5, #7 (sand. or std.)
2” Tips #I ,#5, #7 (sand. or std.)
Hand-Held Swing-A-Way Probe

1” x 18” Light Duty
1.25”, 1.50”, 2” (12” or 18”  length) Heavy Duty

3Stage  Probe for casing the hole, 2.25 or 4.5” I.D.
Side Swing Attachment for 4804

18” (standard) or 36” (optional)
Parking Stand for 4804 :

Note: Probe prices do not include tips.

MODEL 4804

The Model 4804 Research Special is a tractor-mounted soil sampler that
uses the tractor’s Me-point hitch  for fast, powerful and accurate probes
down to 43”  (120 cm.). Constructed of the same high-quality materials as
Concords other soil samplers, the 4300 Series accepts the full range of 15
different  probes offered @ the company with a variety of probe tips to
accommodate any soil condition. Other equipment designed and priced for
researchers includes the pickup-mounted 4302 and 2401 soil samplers as
well as the Model 5OOfl  Zero Contamination Unit. The exclusive swing-aw
probe permits the operator to change sleeves in just seconds without @
removing the probe from the hydraulic ram. Using the tractors hydraulics to
power the ram, the Research Special can be mounted on any Category I,2
or 3 three-point hitch tractor. When equipped with a side swing attachment,
the unit allows an operator to retrieve several cores without moving the
tractor forward.



CONCORD MODEL 600
12 VOLT H_AND HELD POWER S0IL SAMPLER

MODEL 600
* Light weight, only 30 pounds
* Sample in frozen ground down to 12 inches
* Sample anywhere, oniy 12 volt power required
* Spring loaded for fast return
* Stainless steeI
contamination
* Low cost,

components to eliminate the worry of sample



Concord e
SPEEDY SOIL SAMPLERS

Low cost - Fast - Accurate

Model 2403 0=24yy Model 4803 0-481y

Multiple Samples for Composite Sampling or
Single Samples for profile analysis

Universal 3 point mount for CAT. I or I/

l YOU can now choose from 11 models priced from $950.00

l Call us for all your soil sampling needs. Hand Probes, Power Samplers, r

Swing-Away Probes, Acetate Sleeves, Caps, Aqua Probes
_~__



PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT
Concord announces several new items for 2993.

A 3 stage probe for casing the hole,,  4-l/2’  ID.

4803 and 4804 Parking Stand. It is now very simple to store your
soil sampler when it is not being used.c Simply back up to the
oncord  Parking Stand, lower the 3-point hitch, pull the pins and
rive away.

, I . . . . . . . _.._._, ..,........_ . . . . . . . . . ., /. . ...,...,, I_ uI~. . . . . . . . . . . . “. “’ ‘Y ‘,
:

ii

Model 9200 Series offers the latest design in heavy duty
sampling. The 9200 is a pickup model and its partner, the 9201
is a self-contained trailer model. Both units are capable of
auguring, probing or handling a continuous probe.

36-inch  side swing attachment for those protocols requiring that
you sample on both sides of the row. This attachment allows you
to swing the soil sampler from side-to-side and sample on both
sides of a 36-inch row.



COKorfdetectspray TML zoning in on
SELECTIVE PLANT CONTROL

Plant Sensors (TOP)
Triggers spray nozzle
when “seeing” green.
Master Controller
(ABOVE)Communicates
operating mode and
sensitivity level to plant
sensors.
Spray No&e  Assembly
(RIGHT) Delivers precise

The d&w~rq%ystern
mounts on any boom-
type spray rig up to
l20’ &de. It selectively
applies chemical only
where plants exist in
the field. detectspray TM
actually SEES green.

0 Reduced volume of spray lowers your herbicide costs.
0 Fewer stops to refill; spray at speeds up to 15 mph.
0 Perfect for conservation tillage and zero till agriculture,
0 Better control of tolerant weeds with “spot” spraying.
0 Less non-target spraying reduces environmental risks.

quantity of spray on
command. I

detectspray:.. concord, Inc. l 2800 7th Ave. N. -
sensing the future Fargo, ND 58102 l 701-280-1260 c0ncO~d
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NATIONAL WORKSHOP

FOR-

STATE SOIL SCIENTISTS

LINCOLN HILTON, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

M O N D A Y ,  O C T O B E R  1 7 ,  1 9 8 8  - Steve  Holzhey,  Chaitman

1o:oo - 1:oo

1:oo - 1:15

I:15 - 1:45

I:45 - 2:15

2:15 - 2:45

2:45 - 3:15

3:15 - 3:35

3:35 - 3:55

.
3 .55- 4 15

4:15 - 4:35

4:35 - 5:oo

R e g i s t r a t i o n

We 1 come

N a t i o n a l  P e r s p e c t i v e
o n  S o i l  S u r v e y

P r a c t i c i n g  I n s i g h t f u l
Thlnklng

RatIonale f o r  N a t i o n a l
S o i l  S u r v e y  C e n t e r

B R E A K

S o i l  I n f o r m a t i o n  U s e d
In W E P P ,  USLE, e t c .

Soi 1 Geography

S o i l  Classification

S o i l  I n v e s t l g a t l o n

D i s c u s s i o n

T u e s d a y ,  O c t o b e r  1 8 ,  1 9 8 8  -

A u g u s t  J . D o r n b u s c h ,  J r .
D i r e c t o r ,  M N T C

M a n l y  S .  W i l d e r
A s s o c i a t e  C h i e f

Chat-l es R. Adams
S t a t e  C o n s e r v a t i o n i s t
A r i z o n a

R i c h a r d  W .  A r n o l d
D i  rector, Sol 1 Survey
D i v i s i o n
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MNTC

W i l l i a m  U. Reybold
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L e a d e r , S o i l  C l a s s i f i -
c a t i o n  S p e c i a l i s t

E l l i s  G .  K n o x ,  N a t l o n a l
L e a d e r , S o i l  Investlga-
t Ions

Morning  S e s s i o n  - G e r a l d  J. P o s t ,  C h a l r m a n

8ZOO - 8:30 R o l e  o f  S o i l  S u r v e y R o b e r t  R .  Shaw, D e p u t y
i n  T e c h n i c a l  A d v a n c e s C h i e f  f o r  T e c h n o l o g y

8 :30- 8

in SCS
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L U N C H- -

A f t e r n o o n  S e s s i o n  - ~~illlam R o t h ,  C h a i r m a n

12:45  - 12:50 W o r k  G r o u p  A s s i g n m e n t s W i l l i a m  R o t h
::See  L a s t  P a g e S o i l  Scientist

12:50 - 2:30 1st  Work  Group S e s s i o n

2:30 - 3 : 0 0 B R E A K

3 : o o  - 4:30 2 n d  W o r k  G r o u p  S e s s i o n

W e d n e s d a y ,  O c t o b e r  1 9 ,  1 9 8 8  -
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N a t i o n a l  C a r t o g r a p h i c
C e n t e r

8:30 - 9:oo D e s k t o p  Publlshlng S t a n  A n d e r s o n
S u p e r v i s o r y  E d  1 tor

9 : o o  - 9:30 Qua1 i t y  A s s u r a n c e R o d n e y  F .  H a r n e r
P r o c e d u r e s N a t i o n a l  L e a d e r

Qua1 I t y  A s s u r a n c e

9:30 - 9:45 D I scuss I on
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9:45 - 10:15

10:15 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:15

11:15 - 11:45

B R E A K

E n g r g  & Soil S u r v e y D o n  B a s i n g e t - ,  D i r e c t o r
E n g i n e e r i n g  Dlvislon

Landscape Model

U p d a t i n g  N e b r a s k a
Soi 1 Survey

11:45 - 12:45 L U N C H

G a r y  W e l l s
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Ron E. H e n d r i c k s
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A f t e r n o o n  Session  - B e r m a n  H u d s o n ,  C h a i r m a n

12:45  - 1: 15 Budgets L a r r y  MI
Financia

11s
1 Manager

1:15 - 1:45 W a t e r  Qua1 1 ty Thomas A .  Dumper
E n v i r o n m e n t a l  S p e c i a l i s t

1:45 - 2:15 Sol1 P r o p e r t i e s  f o r Don Goss
W a t e r  Q u a l i t y Soil S c i e n t i s t

2:15 - 2:45 D i s c u s s i o n

2:45 - 3:15 B R E A K

3:15 - 5 : o o T o u r  o f  Natlonal  Sol1 S u r v e y  C e n t e r

Thursday,  O c t o b e r  2 0 ,  1 9 8 8  - J o e  Nichols, C h a i r m a n

s:oo - a:30

8:30 - 9 : o o

9:oo  - 9:30

9:30 - l o : o o

l o : o o  - 10:30

10:30 - 11:oo

R e s o u r c e  Conservation
a n d  Soil S u r v e y

C a r t o g r a p h i c  S u p p o r t
f o r  S o l  1  S u r v e y

SMSS

B R E A K

R o l e  o f  N T C  S o i l s
S t a f f

R h o d e  I s l a n d  Sol1
S u r v e y

K a r l  Re inhart
C o n s e r v a t i o n  P l a n n i n g  G
A p p l i c a t i o n  L e a d e r

R i c h a r d  Folsche,  H e a d
N a t i o n a l  Cartographic
C e n t e r

R i c h a r d  W .  A r n o l d
DI r e c t o r , Sol 1 Survey
Divlslon

G a r y  Muckel, H e a d
S o l  1  I n t e r p r e t a t  i o n s
S t a f f ,  W e s t  N T C

R o b e r t  J. K l u m p e
S t a t e  C o n s e r v a t i o n i s t
Rhode Is1 and



l l : o o  - 11:15 FSA Mapping Status William Roth
Sol1 Scientist

11:15 - 11:45 DlSClJsSion

11:45 - 12:45 L U N C H

12:45 - 2:30 3rd Work Group Session

2:30 - 3:00 B R E A K

3:oo - 4:30 4th Work Group Session

Friday, October 21, 1988 - Wllllam  Roth, Chairman- -

8:00 - IO:00 Work Group Reports

lo:oo - 10:30 B R E A K

10:30 - 11:oo Wrap Up Richard W. Arnold
Director, Sol1 Survey
Division
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::The  S t a t e  S o i l  S c i e n t i s t s , H e a d s  o f  N T C  Sol1 S t a f f s ,  N a t i o n a l
L e a d e r s , a n d  d e s i g n a t e d  s t a f f , will b e  a s s i g n e d  t o  4  w o r k
g r o u p s . T h e  f o l l o w i n g  4  t o p i c s  will b e  d l s c u s s e d  b y  e a c h  g r o u p .

1 . G I S  - w h e r e  w e  a r e ; w h e r e  d o  w e  w a n t  t o  go; h o w  d o  w e  g e t
t h e r e ?

C h a i r m a n  - R i c h a r d  Folschej  R e c o r d e r s  - Cht-Is S m i t h ,  L e s
Brockmann

2 . P r o g r e s s  r e p o r t i n g  I t e m s  f o r  b a s i c  soil services  a n d  o t h e r
m a n a g e m e n t  i t e m s .

C h a i r m a n  - H o r a c e  S m i t h ; R e c o r d e r s  - H e n r y  M o u n t ,  R o b e r t  Engel

3 . M a n u s c r i p t  c o n t e n t ; p r i n t e d  o r  e l e c t r o n i c  f o r m a t ;
d o c u m e n t a t i o n  o f  m a p  u n i t s ; a d d i t i o n a l  I n t e r p r e t a t i o n s ,  e t c .

C h a i r m a n  - L a r r y  B r o w n ; R e c o r d e r s  - T o m  R e i n s c h ,  R i c h a r d
Mayhugh

4 . N e x t  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  s o i l  s u r v e y s  u p d a t i n g ;  f u t u r e  d a t a  n e e d s ;
new USeSj h o w  w e  I n t e r f a c e  w i t h  u s e r s ,  p r e s e n t  a n d  n e w

Chalrman - L a r r y  R a t l i f f ;  R e c o r d e r s  - L o y a l  Q u a n d t ,  T e r r y
Sobecki

C h a i r m a n  a n d  r e c o r d e r s  w i l l  s t a y  i n  a s s i g n e d  r o o m s  w h i l e  t h e
w o r k  g r o u p s  r o t a t e .
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. .

PRAClXCING INSI- TEINKING

TO MY CO-WORKERS AND FELLOW COMPETITORS WHO NARROWED THEIR COMPETITION BY

EXPELLING MB FROM THE SOILS PROGRAM IN OCTOBER 3, 1973, I BRING GREETINGS FROM

ALL OF THE SCS EMPLOYEES IN ARIZONA. I FEEL HONORED HAVING RECEIVED AN

INVITATION TO SPEAK BEFORE YOU. YOU REPRESENT THE BEST THAT WE HAVE TO OFFER

IN THB SOILS PROGRAM--THE CREAM OF THE CROP, SO TO SPEAK.

I HAVE AN INNATE FONDNESS FOR THE SOILS PROGRAM, AFTER HAVING FORMAL TRAINING

IN SOIL SCIENCE AND HAVING BEEN A SOIL SCIENTIST. I HAVE CHOSEN THE SUBJECT

"PRACTICING INSIGHTFUL THINKING", NOT BECAUSE THERE IS AN ABUNDANCE OF

PRACTITIONERS AMONG THE RANKS OF SOIL SCIENTISTS, RATHER A PITIFUL HANDFUL. I

HOPE THAT BY THE TIME I COMPLETE MY PRESENTATION THIS AFTERNOON, YOU WILL HAVE

GONE THROUGH SEVERAL MENTAL CHANGES. FIRST, YOU WILL HAVE A DEEP-SEEDED

REGRET THAT I WAS INVITED. SECONDLY, YOU WILL QUESTION YOURSELF AND REPEAT IN

HONEST AS THE DISCIPLES ASKED OF THEMSELVES WHEN CHRIST DECLARED THAT ONE OF

THEM WOULD BETRAY HIM, "LORD, IS IT I?" THEN, THIRDLY, YOU WILL COMMIT WITHIN

YOUR HEART AND TO YOUR EMPLOYEES THAT YOU WILL MAKE AN IMPACT ON THE

"INSIGHTFUL THINKING" OF SOIL SCIENTISTS WITHIN THE SOIL CONSERVATION

SERVICE. OKAY-LET'S TURN UP THE THERMOSTAT.

HOW MANY OF YOU RECOGNIZE THIS FORM? FOR THOSE OF YOU IN THE BACK OF THE

ROOM, IT IS AN SF-52. IF I WERE A RELATIVELY NEW EMPLOYEE IN SCS AND A SOIL

SCIENTIST, I WOULD SIGN THIS FORM TODAY UNDER PART IV-EMPLOYEE RESIGNATION.

____________________~~~~__-~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--______-~_~_~_~_~__

Remarks by Charles R. Adams, State Conservationist, Arizona, at the National
Workshop for State Soil Scientists. October 17, 1988, Lincoln, Nebraska.
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::The  S t a t e  S o i l  S c i e n t i s t s , H e a d s  o f  N T C  Sol1 S t a f f s ,  N a t i o n a l
L e a d e r s , a n d  d e s i g n a t e d  s t a f f , will b e  a s s i g n e d  t o  4  w o r k
g r o u p s . T h e  f o l l o w i n g  4  t o p i c s  w i l l  b e  d i s c u s s e d  b y  e a c h  g r o u p .

1 . GIS - w h e r e  w e  a r e ; where  do  we  want  to  go;  how do  we get
t h e r e ?

C h a i r m a n  - R i c h a r d  FolSchej R e c o r d e r s  - C h r i s  S m i t h ,  L e s
Brockmann

2. P r o g r e s s  r e p o r t i n g  i t e m s  f o r  b a s i c  soil s e r v i c e s  a n d  o t h e r
m a n a g e m e n t  i t e m s .

C h a i r m a n  - H o r a c e  Smith; R e c o r d e r s  - H e n r y  M o u n t ,  R o b e r t  Engel

3 . M a n u s c r i p t  c o n t e n t ; p r l n t e d  o r  e l e c t r o n i c  f o r m a t ;
d o c u m e n t a t i o n  o f  m a p  u n i t s ; a d d i t i o n a l  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s ,  e t c .

C h a i r m a n  - L a r r y  B r o w n ; R e c o r d e r s  - T o m  R e i n s c h ,  Richard
Mayhugh

4 . N e x t  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  soil s u r v e y s  u p d a t i n g ;  f u t u r e  d a t a  n e e d s ;
new LlSe*j h o w  w e  I n t e r f a c e  w i t h  u s e r s ,  p r e s e n t  a n d  n e w

Chalrman  - L a r r y  Ratltff; R e c o r d e r s  - L o y a l  Q u a n d t ,  T e r r y
Sobeckl

C h a i r m a n  a n d  r e c o r d e r s  w i l l  s t a y  I n  a s s i g n e d  r o o m s  w h i l e  t h e
w o r k  g r o u p s  r o t a t e .
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National Perspective on Soil Survey
Manly S. Wilder, Associate Chief, SCS

The Soil Conservation Service has always had challenges and priorities.
Today we face some of the biggest challenges that we've faced in a long,
long time. This past year has certainly been one of change. Right now
we're literally up to our ears in the FSA and you all are in the throes
of it too. We need to remember that we have a farm bill. But we also
have to recognize the nonfarmer, the city, and rural people we work with,
environmental groups, lobbyists, the conservation districts, and all the
interested groups that it takes to come together to form the soil conser-
vation coalition. My past experiences make me have a deep appreciation
for the soil, which is, after all, the first name of our organization and
is the basis for everything that we do. I'm very pleased with some of the
things I see happening in soils and the National Soil Survey Laboratory.
The National Soils Lab is a real plus for the SCS. The SCS ought to have
world leadership in soils. Make sure we do all we should to attain that
leadership.

During the past few months, I have had the opportunity to travel to
Thailand and Israel to look at some of their work. When you do that, it
makes you appreciate the soil conservation work that we have here and tend
to take for granted. You come back home to the United States and realize
that conservation in this country excels anywhere else in the world. It
makes me realize how strong conservation education is in educating our
people, and how strong our conservation technology and our delivery systems
are. Our delivery system is probably unsurpassed in the world and is the
envy of many. It's also the envy of many other governmental organizations
right here in the United States. We do have a commitment in this nation
to soil conservation tbat we can be proud of. The politics of conservation
are often as important as the technical aspects.

There are four or five issues facing us in the next few years. The first
is FSA implementation. I think we'll get the conservation planning done by
1990. It all has to be implemented by 1995. The latest progress report
shows that we have made 84 percent of HEL determinations, 54 percent of
the planning is done, and about 15 percent of the planning is applied,
which does put us on target. Our goal is to have about 98 to 100 percent
of HEL determinations and 65 percent of the planning done by the end of
1989. It's going to take a lot of cooperation between us, state agencies,
other federal agencies, and conservation districts. By strengthening our
cooperative relationships, we can go a long way to help get this job done.
State soil scientists need to develop a very effective working relationship
with their state conservationist. Be sure that you tell him what he needs
to hear from the standpoint of managing the soil survey program. In other
words, just do complete staff work and manage the soil survey program in
cooperation with other agencies.

Let me say a word or two about water quality. Already at the Washington
level, we're seeing a lot of activity in terms of interagency decisions
and working groups, tasks forces, and in terms of the USDA budget. There
is a lot of interest in both the technical arena and the political arena.
We have liaisons in most all EPA regional offices. Water quality is going
to impact us in terms of training, in terms of technology, in terms of
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technical assistance. The technology impact is immediate. Just take the
issues of pesticides and low input agriculture. You all will pay a role
as soil scientists. We have a lot to learn about the transport of
agriculture chemicals and their effect on groundwater.

Let me say a few words about a couple of other issues. One is in regard
to training. None of us on the national training committee are completely
satisfied with where our training has gone. We all feel there is a need
for better long-term strategy in the SCS for where we ought to be going.
Today's training emphasis varies a lot from state to state. Many of the
young people that we are bringing into our organization today come from
backgrounds that ware not agricultural, were not farm related, or farm
axiented. They may be more environmentally oriented. I think that for
some of our young people to hit the ground running and get into a journey-
man level job, we have to do a better job of training than what we've been
doing. And certainly we need to devote time for training in soils.

Let me also say a few words about equal employment and civil rights. The
SCS has a good record because we work hard at it. We are going to continue
to. It's important that we deliver our services to the minority land-
owners. The USDA is establishing liaisons with the 1890 ,universities.
This is a first for the USDA and we will be very actively involved as an
agency. The Workforce 2000 conference in Arizona is an e,Efort  to move
forward in a way to strengthen women in our workforce. You can see from
the Workforce 2000 material that by the turn of the centu:ry, we're going
to have an entirely different face to our workforce. The number of women
will be greatly increased.

Technology is changing rapidly and we've got to change wi,th it or we've
got to adapt to it. We have to look forward to such things as GIS,
automation, computers, and CAMPS. They each strengthen our technology.

A few words about local leadership. The Soil Conservation Service is led
by local leadership. That's a fact of life. It's been difficult for the
SCS as an agency to adjust to that. But as an agency, the SC5 perhaps
needs to do an even better job of understanding and adapting to a political
leader. It makes good communication essential for not only our day-to-day
operations but also trying to understand where our priorities are and in
looking ahead. Political chiefs set priorities which may differ from the
past. They expect a very high degree of responsiveness. We are coming up
to the national election, so we are going to have a political transition.
Political transition is a part of the democratic process. So as career
employees we need to respond in a very objective and professional manner,
because whoever is elected will no doubt bring a mandate for change.

I'll close out my remarks by saying that I think the future of our
organization is good. The FSA is giving us an opportunity we haven't had
in almost 50 years. We have more challenges and more opportunities than
we know what to do with. I'm very proud of our agency. Working together,
there is very little we can't accomplish.



. .

I'RACTICING INSIGETFUL WINKING

TO MY CO-WORKERS AND FELLOW COMPETITORS WHO NARROWED THEIR COMPETITION BY

EXPELLING MB FROM THE SOILS PROGRAM IN OCTOBER 3, 1973, I BRING GREETINGS

ALL OF THE SCS EMPLOYEES IN ARIZONA. I FEEL HONORED HAVING RECEIVED AN

FROM

INVITATION TO SPEAK BEFORE YOU. YOU REPRESENT THE BEST THAT WB HAVE TO OFFER

IN THE SOILS PROGRAM--THE CREAM OF THE CROP, SO TO SPEAK.

I HAVE AN INNATE FONDNESS FOR THE SOILS PROGRAM, AFTER HAVING FORMAL TRAINING

IN SOIL SCIENCE AND HAVING BEEN A SOIL SCIENTIST. I HAVE CHOSEN THE SUBJECT

"PRACTICING INSIGHTFUL THINKING", NOT BECAUSE THERE IS AN ABUNDANCE OF

PRACTITIONERS AMONG THE RANKS OF SOIL SCIENTISTS, RATHER A PITIFUL HANDFUL. I

HOPE THAT BY THE TIME I COMPLETE MY PRESENTATION THIS AFTERNOON, YOU WILL HAVE

GONE THROUGH SEVERAL MENTAL CHANGES. FIRST, YOU WILL HAVE A DEEP-SEEDED

REGRET THAT I WAS INVITED. SECONDLY, YOU WILL QUESTION YOURSELF AND REPEAT IN

HONEST AS THE DISCIPLES ASKED OF THEMSELVES WHEN CHRIST DECLARED THAT ONE OF

THEM WOULD BETRAY HIM, "LORD, IS IT I?" THEN, THIRDLY, YOU WILL COMMIT WITHIN

YOUR HEART AND TO YOUR RMPLOYEES THAT YOU WILL MAKF, AN IMPACT ON THE

"INSIGHTFUL THINKING" OF SOIL SCIENTISTS WITHIN

SERVICE. OKAY-LET'S TURN UP THE THERMOSTAT.

HOW MANY OF YOU RECOGNIZE THIS FORM? FOR THOSE

THE SOIL CONSERVATION

OF YOU IN THE BACK OF THE

ROOM, IT IS AN SF-52. IF I WERE A RELATIVELY NEW EMPLOYEE IN SCS AND A SOIL

SCIENTIST, I WOULD SIGN 1XIS FORM TODAY UNDER PART IV-EMPLOYEE RESIGNATION.

________________________I_______________~_~~~_~~~~~~~-~~_--______-__~________

Remarks by Charles R. Adams, State Conservationist, Arizona, at the National
Workshop for State Soil Scientists. October 17, 1988, Lincoln, Nebraska.
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UNDER PART A WHICH ASKS FOR "REASON FOR RESIGNATION--AVOID GENERALIZED

REASONS", I WOULD GET BUSY INDICTING MY SUPERVISOR WHO NO DOUBT WOULD BE A

SOIL '3JRVF.Y  PARTY LEADER. THEN I WOULD TAKE MY CASE TO THE MSPB. I WOULD

ACCUSE HIM OR HER OF NOT PRACTICING INSIGHTFUL THINKING. YOU

MONTHS ON THE JOB THE AVFRAGE EMPLOYEE STARTS TO TAKE NOTE OF

AROUND THEM. THEY NOTICE THAT EVERY DISCIPLINE UNDER THE SUN

SEE, AFTER A FEW

THE ENVIRONMENT

IS AFFORDED

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES; OTHERS RECEIVE THE LION'S SHARE OF INCENTIVF,  AWARDS;

OTHERS ARE COUNSELED ON HOW TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS AND OFTEN GARNISH KEY

POSITIONS ON STANDING COMMITTEES. OTHERS ARE ASKED EARLY DN IN THEIR CAREERS

WHAT THEIR GOALS ARE AND DEFINITIVE TRAINING PLANS ARE DEVELOPED AND MONITORED

TO ASSURE THEM OF SUCCESS. OTHERS ARE PRIVY TO STAFF CONFERENCES AND ALL OF

THE OTHER NICE FUNCTIONS THAT KEEPS ONE ABREAST OF WHAT IS AVAILABLE IN THE

ORGANIZATIONS. NOW, THE SOIL SCIENTIST, HAVING OBVIOUSLY BEEN BORN UNDER A

BAD SIGN, IS RELEGATED TO A LESSER ROLE FROM DAY ONE. NO ONE TALKS DRESS

CODE.- - AFTER A FIRST DAY IN THE FIELD DIGGING PITS, THROUGH LOGICAL DEDUCTION,

THE

THE

THE

POOR SOUL FIGURES IT OUT; THAT THEY NEED TO HEAR WORK CLOTHES BEFITTING

ASSIGNMENT. THE SOIL SCIENTISTS ARE NEVER TOLD THAT THEY SHOULD DRESS FOR

OCCASION--THAT THOSE DENIM BLUE JEANS ARE INAPPROPRIATE FOR AN SWCS

MEETING. THE YOUNG PERSON STARTING TO WORK, BEING OBSERVANT, PROBABLY NOTED

ON THE FIRST TRIP TO THE OFFICE THAT ONE VEHICLE IN THE PARKING LOT WAS OF

WORLD WAR II VINTAGE. WITH FADED PAINT AND OTHER DILAPIDATED CONDITIONS, IT

NEVER DAWNS ON THE NEW RECRUIT THAT "THIS IS YOUR VEHICLE".

YOU WILL TRAVEL ISOLATED BACK ROADS WITH INFREQUENT SIGHTINGS OF HUMAN AND

ANIMAL LIFE, BUT YOU WILL HAVE TO DEPEND ON THIS PIECE OF JUNK TO GET YOU BACK

TO THE DINNER TABLE WITH YOUR WIFE AND ATTENTION STARVED CHTLD THIS EVENING.

THERE IS WORST TO COME.- THE NEW EMPLOYEE WALKS THROUGH THE OFFICE

9
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WHERE THE soIL C~NSBRVATIONIST  AND RANGE CONSERVATIONIST ARE SEATED AT THEIR

DESK WITH BOOKS AND PAPERS NEATLY STACKED. IN A CORNER OF THE ROOM THAT DOES

NOT APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN ORGANIZED SINCE THE OFFICE OPENED FOR BUSINESS, SETS A

CHAIR WITH SPRINGS PROTRUDING OUT AND A DESK WITH SEVERAL COATS OF DIFFERENT

COLORED PAINT. (ALL HAND BRUSHED). NOW THE ONLY POSITIVE THING ABOUT THIS

"ALL TOO TRUE" AND "ALL TOO FREQUENTLY" OCCURRING SITUATION IS THE FACT THAT

WE HIRE SOIL SCIENTISTS FROM MANY OF THE BETTER SCHOOLS SUCH AS CORNELL

UNIVERSITY, SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY AND PURDUE UNIVERSITY, ETC. IT DOESN'T TAKE

TOO LONG FOR THESE BRIGHT UPSTARTS TO REALIZE THAT ALTHOUGH FROM THE SAME

SCHOOL, THE SOIL CONSERVATIONIST, RANGE CONSERVATIONIST, AGRONOMIST, ETC., ARE

ON A DIFFERENT TRACK. THIS RINGS HOME CLEARLY WHEN THE YOUNG SOIL SCIENTIST

IS USHERED TO THE FIELD AT THE SAME HOUR THAT A FIELD OFFICE STAFF CONFERENCE

STARTS. THE SOIL SCIENTIST IS TOLD THAT THEY ARE DIFFERENT; THEREFORE THEY

BEGIN TO BELIEVE THAT THE TREATMENT THEY RECEIVE IS JUSTIFIABLE. "I AM

DIFFERENT, THEREFORB  I SHOULD EXPECT TO BE TREATED DIFFERENTLY. IT IS OKAY TO

DISCRIMINATE AGAINST ME EECAUSE I HAVE BEEN PROGRAMMED FOR SUCH." OTHER

RECRUITS ARE SOON CHANNELED TOWARD A TRAINING MODEL THAT WILL ALLOW THEM TO

BECOME DISTRICT CONSERVATIONISTS, AND SO ON. ISN'T IT OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO

LET NEW SOIL SCIENTISTS KNOW THAT WITH THE PROPER TRAINING AND EXPOSURE, ANY

EMPLOYEE CAN ASCEND THROUGH THE RANKS TO KEY LINK POSITIONS? I RECENTLY READ

AN ARTICLE THAT STATED THAT THE DOD0 BIRD DIDN'T HAVE A PLAN. HE STAYED ON- -

THE ENDANGERED LIST TOO LONG AND SOON BECAME EXTINCT.

MY MESSAGE TO YOU IS THAT IF THE SOIL SCIENTIST STAYS ON THE ENDANGERED LIST

MUCH LONGER, THEY TOO WIJ,L BECOME EXTINCT. UNLESS YOU START TO PRACTICE

INSIGHTFUL THINKING AND DROP THE ANALOGY THAT THE VIRTUES OF THE PROFESSION I

WILL BE PAST AND GONE WHEN WE FINISH THE ONCE OVER SURVEY, WE ARE GOING TO BE- -

LIKE THE DOD0 BIRD. LET'S BE POSITIVE, FOLKS.

f
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IF THE CONSERVATION PROVISIONS OF THE FOOD SECURITY ACT OF 1985 DID NOTHING

ELSE, IT SHOULD HAVE REINFORCED OUR FAITH IN THE SOIL SCIENCE DISCIPLINE. I

AH REMINDED OF THE PITCHER WHO THREW A BALL TO THE BATTER. THE UMPIRE

HESITATED TO MAKE A CALL. THE CATCHER TURNED AND ASKED HIM, "IS IT A BALL OR

A STRIKE"? THB UMPIRE CLEARED HIS THROAT, OBVIOUSLY OFFENDED THAT THE CATCHER

HAD VENTURED INTO UNSOLICITED TERRITORY AND REPLIED, "IT AIN'T NOTHNG UNTIL I

CALL IT." THE FSA AND IT'S CONSERVATION PROVISIONS WOULD NRVER HAVE GOTTEN

OFF THE GROUND HAD IT NOT BEEN FOR THE SOIL SCIENTIST. SO YOU SEE, EACH

EMFLOYEE THAT OCCUPIES THE 470 SERIES SHOULD RESPOND WHEN TOLD THAT THEY ARE

DIFFERENT,"YRS, I AM DIFFERENT--I  AM IMPORTANT AND SOME~DAY I MAY BE YOUR

DISTRICT CONSERVATIONIST, AREA CONSERVATIONIST, STATE SOIL SCIENTIST OR STATE

CONSERVATIONIST.

FOR SOME OF YOU WHO HAVE BEEN AROUND THIS ORGANIZATION FOR 20 OR MORE YEARS,

YOU MAY ALREADY RAVE NOTED A NEED FOR CHANGE IN THE SOILS PROGRAM. THE

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL SOILS SURVEY CENTER WAS A SHOCKING CHANGE FOR

MANY OF YOU. SOME OF YOU WERE NOT READY FOR IT BECAUSE YOU WERE NOT IN THE

HABIT OF PRACTICING INSIGHTFUL THINKING AND SOMEONE ELSE HAD THE NERVE TO MOVE

OUT WITH A NEW THOUGHT.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WE HAVE A GROUP OF NEW ACHIEVERS AT OUR DISPOSAL-READY

TO BE RECRUITED AND TRAINED. WE MUST NO LONGER LEAVE RECRUITMENT OF SOIL

SCIENTISTS UF TO THE PERSONNELIST. HOW MANY OF YOU WHO ARE STATE SOIL

SCIENTISTS CAN ADEQUATELY AND ACCURATELY GO OUT AND RECRUIT A COLLEGE

GRADUATE? HOW MANY OF YOU DID SOME RECRUITING IN FY 1988? IF YOU DIDN'T--YOU

SHOULD HAVE. IT'S YOUR PROGRAM. YOU WOULDN'T SEND ME OUT 'TO RECRUIT A WIFE

FOR YOU-WOULD YOU? IT'S NOT A WHOLE LOT OF DIFFERENCE WITR YOUR EMPLOYEES.
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AFTER ALL, YOU ARE MAKING A 30-YEAR COMMITMENT EACH TIME YOU BRING ON A NEW

EMPLOYEE. BE INSIGHTFUL. ENVISION WHAT THIS NEW RECRUIT WILL OFFER THE

DISCIPLINE OVER A 30-YEAR CAREER, THEN SET OUT TO HAVE SOME LASTING, POSITIVE

IMPACT ON THAT CAREER. LET YOUR EMPLOYEES KNOW WHAT IT TAKES TO BE

PROMOTABLE.

IN UNCHARTERED TERRITORIES AND LITTLE TRODDEN PATHWAYS SUCH AS OUR WATER

QUALITY INITIATIVE, IT WILL TAKE STRONG AND DETERMINED MEN AND WOMEN TO CLEAR

THE PATHS FOR OTHERS. YOU ARE THOSE DETERMINED MEN AND WOMEN. NEW RECRUITS

WILL ENTER OUR WORKFORCE WITH NEW TECHNOLOGICAL IDEAS, .NO MATTER WHAT THEIR

FIELD OF STUDY IS, RAVING BEEN LED TO BELIEVR THAT THE WORLD AWAITS THEIR

EXPERTISE. THEY WILL BE RUDELY AWAKENED TO THE REALITY THAT THIS AGENCY TENDS

TO RESIST CHANGE AND HOLDS ON TO EXISTING WAYS OF DOING THINGS. IT WILL BE

IMPERATIVE THAT YOU PRACTICE INSIGHTFUL THINKING. HELP THEM TO UNDERSTAND THE

GOALS AND MISSION OF OUR AGENCY AND TO BECOME PRODUCTIVE AND LOYAL MEMBERS OF

A GREAT TEAM.

THANK YOU.
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A Rationale for the National

Soil Survey Center

“Useless Unless Used”

Richard W. Arnold 11

1. What do you feel deep down inside? Beautiful, far away,

restful clear smooth water, untarnished wilderness. A dream

environment, a place of peace and quiet, a blessed retreat.

But unobtainable because as always I’m far too busy with my

work. Such a place is always there someplace in our mind

isn’t i t ?

2. More and more we sense the frustration of being in a

world so complicated and so complex without adequate

instructions or preparations that we want to reach in with

our teeth because we don’t have enough hands to quickly and

easily solve the Cats Cradle riddle? Each of us from time

to time reverts back to the solutions that we perhaps tried,

or at least wanted to try, when we were younger.

3. All of our lives have dealt with the constant ebb and

flow of transformations. We love it, we hate it, we are

afraid of it, we

without change -

are excited by it. Our lives cannot exist

thus it is mostly a matter of coping with

l_/ Slide presentation at State Soil Scientists Workshop in
Lincoln, Nebraska - 17 October 1988
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cycles of change and the randomness of events that

consti tute the blend and the mix of our world. B e a u t i f u l ,

sad , c o m m o n ,  q u i c k ,  c o n s t a n t ,  i r r e v e r s i b l e .  T h e  t r a n s f e r  o f

technology is  but a part  of a larger scheme of things.

Aren’t  we fortunate?

li . Somedays  I get up in the morning and know, yes

absolutely know, that we’re on a one way track. That the

thermodynamic laws of the universe are fixed, immutable and

that I’m simply a bit  of f lotsam being wafted through life

accord ing  to  predes t ined  forces . And when I feel this way I

want to run,  to rebel ,  to f ind another way. Oh how I want

to  have  jus t  a  l i t t l e  b i t  o f  choice  in  my des t iny . I  r e a l l y

do want to matter. Have you ever fel t  this  way, yourself?

Of course you have - if not, you may not quite be taking an

ac t ive  ro le  in  the  wonder fu l  t ransformat ions  a l l  a round us .

5. Y O U  can take the simplest of hand made bricks and do all

s o r t s  o f  i n n o v a t i v e  t h i n g s . C r e a t i v i t y  i s  t h e  t h i n k i n g ,  t h e

conjuring up of new ideas, of new ways. The world is  full

of  c rea t ive  ind iv idua ls  such  as  yourse lves . You have no

shor tage  of  ideas . When we brainstorm together we can fill

pages and pages with good ideas - some of which might even

work. But  i t  i s  the  innovators - those people who implement

new ideas; those people who have the know how, Lhe energy,

and the doing and staying power to implement ideas - who are

15



s c a r c e . I t  i s  t h i s  i n n o v a t i o n  o f  c r e a t i v i t y  t h a t  t h e

Nat iona l  Soi l  Survey  Center  i s  a l l  about  - and  ye t ,  be l ieve

i t  o r  n o t , tha t  i s  exac t ly  what  the National Cooperative

Soi l  Survey  of  the  Uni ted  Sta tes  i s a l l  a b o u t . Innovat ion

o f  C r e a t i v i t y . Wor ld  c lass  leaders of Pedology.

6. I t  a l l  s t a r t s  r a t h e r  s i m p l y . The seeing and feeling of

small  samples of Mother Earth. That  s imple ,  pure ,  d i rec t

communication with soil . Tha t  par t icu la r  contac t  d raws  on

the accumulated knowledge and experience of “hardball

s c i e n c e ”  t h a t  c a r e f u l l y  p e r m i t s  i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  p r e c i s i o n

landscape modeling, appl ica t ion  of  s tandards  of  descr ip t ion

and terminology, t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  s e l e c t i v e  s a m p l i n g  a n d

re levant  loca t ion ,  and  f ina l ly  the  cascade  of  phys ics ,

chemistry,  geology, climatology, agronomy - and perhaps even

some metaphysics .- tha t  f low through the  f inger  t ips  as  the

in te rac t ion  of  man and  na ture  takes  p lace .

7. T h e  t r a i n i n g ,  t h e  s k i l l ,  t h e  a r t , and the science blend

in to  one  as  the  pedologis t  t ransforms  h is  percept ions  of

r e a l i t y  i n t o  t h e  a b s t r a c t i o n s  o f  t h e  s o i l  m a p . The

culminat ion  of years  occurs  in  the  subt le  adeptness ,  o f  the

p e n c i l  l i n e  a s i t  encompasses and captures thousands of

ideas  in to  one d e l i n e a t i o n . The power,  the f inali ty of a

decision whose to ta l  foundat ion  l ies  in  the  computer  rap id

a n a l y s i s  o f  m u l t i p l e  j o i n t  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  a n d  t h e  s e l e c t i o n
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of those whose chances of success are the most sat isfactory

for the objectives and demands of the day.

0. The common place stereotype of a modern soil survey. A

p l a i n ,  s i m p l e , organized,  presence whose unobtrusiveness

be l ies  the  fan tas t ic  combina t ions of knowledge that bring to

life the “soil m a p  u n i t s 1’ in an array of concepts unmatched

in the geographic world of natural  resources. It Is One hell

of a legacy, my friends!

9. I t  a l l  f i t s  t o g e t h e r  a n d  t h e  h e a r t  b e a t s  a  l i t t l e  f a s t e r

when you see what man can really do in the worlds’

environments. I  th ink  I  l ike  “humanized  landscapes”  l ike

this one so much, because  I  sense  wi th  pr ide  the  po ten t ia l

that  exists  to help people understand and wisely use the

ava i lab le  so i l  resources  in  the i r  ques t  to  main ta in  and

improve  the i r  qua l i ty  of  l i fe . There is not a day when you

cannot observe a renewed spark of hope that  the mission of

so i l  survey  i s  re levant ,  i s  meaningfu l ,  and  i s  ob ta inable .

10. But man does not l ive by agriculture alone. Economic

development and cultural  growth rise above the foundation of

agr icu l ture  reaching  toward  the  goa ls  of  mankind  i t se l f .

Us ing  resources  wise ly  means  d i f fe ren t  th ings  to  d i f fe ren t

u s e r s . In this we can rejoice!
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11. The speed and skill and success of development relies a

great deal on transferring technological information to

appropriate places at the right time and to the right

people. Soil survey information is useful in locating the

right kinds of places so that the power of simularities  may

be tapped to gain efficiency and effectiveness. Challenges?

Of course! And rewards? Most certainly!

12. You are the best when you have the sure strength of

up-to-date current scientific knowledge girding up your day

to day operations. You are the best when an understanding

and partnership exists with the users of soils information.

You are the best when you know the reliability of your

statements and the interpretations you offer to the users.

You. You. You. But being the best carries a commitment to

continuing the search, the desire, the creativeness, the

innovations ; yes continuing those actions that let us be

who we are, the champions, the best pedologists the world

has ever known.

13. We can be at the edge - capturing the highlights -

providing the critical components in just the right way so

that the transformations are for the better. When you

develop and test and implement innovative transfers of

relevant information - the whole team looks good and has the

appearance of integrated, competent interactions. Listen to

the story of the leaves and they will reveal the dynamic
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o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  t r e e . L i s t e n  t o  t h e  s o i l  s c i e n t i s t s  a n d

learn  the  or ien ta t ion  of  the  so i l  survey .

14. Our world of Pedology is  buil t  on the shoulders of

o t h e r  s c i e n t i s t s . Men and women who had visions far beyond

t h e i r  s p h e r e s  o f  i n f l u e n c e . They had a collective wisdom

and a dream for a better world in which Pedology was global

and  omnipoten t .  Dr .  Fr id land , an  outs tanding  Sovie t  so i l

c l a s s i f i e r , has passed on. Professor Tavernier of Ghent has

re t i red  and  has  loosened  the  re ins ; K l a u s  Flach  re t i red

several weeks ago from Soil  Conservation Service. Professor

Schlicting of Germany passed away this past summer, and

Jamagne of France is  deeply involved in national affairs.

Just  as there is  now a new group of players,  the saga,  the

t ransformat ions ,  the  t ransfer  of  technology wi l l  go  on  and

on and on.

15. S o i l  i s  t o o  v a l u a b l e  t o  t r e a t  i t  l i k e  d i r t . A healthy

respec t  for  the  h i s tory  of  man as  recorded  in  so i l  i s

j u s t i f i e d . Our science is rich and wonderful and worthy of

the  pra i se  i t  i s  accorded . High  qua l i ty  so i l  descr ip t ions

done  to  the  h ighes t  s tandards  i s  a  t r ibu te  to  the

contribution that  they make to knowledge and understanding

and improved use of the worlds’ soil  resources.

16. A soil  profile is  l ike a signature on the Magna Carta

of human relat ions. The testament that man can and must
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yet learned. There are questions, there are doubts, there

are principles yet to be discovered. The search for truth -

for knowledge - for understanding - it is a part of man and

it will  continue to motivate us even when the possibil ity of

immediate technology is remote. We crave to know.

29. But new technologies/let us see our pieces of the world

in new fascinating ways. GIS carries us along new pathways

and into hidden crevices of understanding. Patterns -

re lat ionships  - causes - effects - the human mind scans the

scene rapidly - cataloging and c lass i fy ing  data .

30. Combinations - new answers to yet unasked questions.

The thril l  of  color fades into the gray tones of  other

r e l a t i o n s h i p s . Is there a connectivity? Are they parts of

the same but only viewed differently? On one fine day in

October this was the pattern observed on an Eucalyptus tree.

We look for commonality - for explanation - in almost

everything.

31. A so i l  p i t  and a  l i t t le  i so lated  pedon s i t t ing  in  the

water - a pedestal for a passing bird. Creat iv i ty  conjures

up the concept of measurement - the laser beam, the radio

waves, the metor burst of *lSnotelv, ground penetrat ing

radar, a yardstick of  reference. Innovation puts new ideas

into practice - remember - an idea is U3 - useless unless

used. The little pedestal is the visual measure of where

1
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the land surface was previously and the volume of soil

removed can easily be calculated. It permits the payment of

honest wages for honest work. Simple, creative, innovative.

There is much that can be done, isn’t there?

32. Soi 1 surveys  and  the i r  in te rpre ta t ions  have  a lways  been

highly visual. Information to assist users is commonly

provided in colored map form. Similarities, differences,

locations, and patterns are woven into a tapestry of nature.

And we are a part of t h i s .

33. When your stand with you feet spread and ti It back your

head, and look up - it seems to go on aILmost forever. If

you put things off - if you procrastinate - it is usually

because the completed project might not be acceptable. This

sense of possible failure leading to procrastination can now

be thrown away. Look again - You won’t get the whole job

done - you can only begin - you can only be a partner in the

team effort. If we fail, we will fail together - but in the

meantime let’s get started.

34. Reflections are a way of feedback. They measure the

progress of a morning shave or the placement of l ipstick.

Nature looking at  nature is  almost always a pleasure to

behold.
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35. A painting is the reflection of man looking at nature.

It varies with the artist and his perceptions of reality.

You are an artist - You are perceptive - you reflect your

perceptions in many ways.

36. Direct contact - visual stimulus -order -symmetry -

color  - Nature and Man - a confrontation. Perceptions and

actions. Stimuli and reactions. People and their

environment - goals - time frames - hunger - posterity -

abuse - use - Yes, a confrontation. A lesson of values.

37. The people of the soil survey - whether in the field,

at an area or state office, at a Technical Service Center,

at the National Soil Survey Center, or at the National

Headquarters - have a mission. That mission is to provide

the best information possible to help people understand

soils and to use them/wisely in their pursuit of a quality

l i f e . We are all proud to be a part of the team.

38. America - the “humanizedv  landscapes - the beauty, the

charm, the warm feeling of things being right. Man wisely

using the available soil resources. Yes, the rationale for

a National Soil Survey Center is simple - ideas are useless

unless used and we are here to use ideas.

Thank you.
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orientation of the tree. Listen to the soil scientists and

learn the orientation of the soil survey.

14. Our world of Pedology is built on the shoulders of

o t h e r  s c i e n t i s t s . Men and women who had visions far beyond

their spheres of  influence. They had a collective wisdom

and a dream for a better world in which Pedology was global

and omnipotent.  Dr.  Fridland, an outstanding Soviet soil

c l a s s i f i e r , has passed on. Professor Tavernier of Ghent has

retired and has loosened the reins;  Klaus Flach retired

several weeks ago from Soil Conservation Service. Professor

Schlicting of Germany passed away this past summer, and

Jamagne of France is deeply involved in national affairs.

Just as there is now a new group of players, the saga, the

transformations, the transfer of technology will go on and

on and on.

15. Soi l  i s  too  valuable  to  treat  i t  l ike  d ir t . A healthy

respect for the history of  man as recorded in soil  is

j u s t i f i e d . Our science is rich and wonderful and worthy of

the praise it  is  accorded. High quality soil  descriptions

done to the highest standards is a tribute to the

contribution that they make to knowledge and understanding

and improved use of the worlds ’ so i l  resources .

is like a signature on the Magna Carta

The testament that man can and must

16. A  s o i l  p r o f i l e

of human relations.
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make to the environment. A sys tem of  so i l  c lass i f ica t ion  i s

a powerful  tool of communication. Soil  Taxonomy is’the best

known language of Pedology. But languages must be used, and

thought , and learned, and improved if they are to make a

c o n t i n u i n g  d i f f e r e n c e .

17. There are few places that man has not been on this

e a r t h . He invariably seems to want to change it from one

s t a t e  t o  a n o t h e r . From wilderness to domestic, from marsh

to  c ropland ,  f rom deser t  to  oas i s . In many places the

transformation indicates that  man can l ive in harmony with

the environment. The matching of resources can be a

wonderful  thing to behold.

18. Innovat ion  i s  the  implementa t ion ,  the  doing ,  the

completion of the ideas of creative minds. The concept of a

monument to the Love of a man for his beautiful wife

transformed into one of the wonders of the world - the

Taj  Mahal. Exce l lence  a t  i t s  very  bes t . Achievable.

Remember, an idea may be a 3 U- “useless unless used”,

“Useless  unless  used”.

19. The Soil  Survey is a major staff  in Technology.

Ed Nelson, Associate Deputy Chief for Technology

(on the left), and Bob Shaw, the Deputy Chief for Technology

very  sk i l l fu l ly  guide  the  seven  d iv is ions  wi th in  Technology.

Bob is  a man of vision and deals in holist ic terms about
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where to go. He has an uncanny sense of timing that permits

each of the staffs to cooperate in ways not previously

possible.

20. A common complaint about many organizations is that

they have become more complex than is necessary. Good

companies and institutions are not transfixed with

organization charts, or job descriptions, or that authority

exactly matches responsibility. Excellent companies believe

that if you’ve got a major problem, bring the right people

together and expect them to solve it.

Ready, Aim, Fire, Learn from your tries. That ‘5 enough

for the top performers, the winners. Technology is learning

to behave in this way. Ready, aim, fire, and learn from

your tries. Ready, aim, fire . . . . . .

21. This map illustrates the marginal lands far agriculture

throughout the world. Mountains, different degrees of

dryness, cold temperatures - and their combinations. These

constraints limit the availability of suitable soil

resources. The white area5 have serious physical and

chemical limitations for agricultural production. It is

estimated that only 3% of the world’s soil resources are

what we consider as prime farmland. I believe the

challenges and opportunities for soil scientists to help are

so great that it is irresponsible to talk about what we will

do after the “once over”. It should be evident.
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yet learned. There are questions, there are doubts, there

are principles yet to be discovered. The search for truth -

for knowledge - for understanding - it is a part of man and

it will continue to motivate us even when the possibility of

immediate technology is remote. We crave to know.

29. But new technologies/let us see our pieces of the world

in new fascinating ways. GIS carries us along new pathways

and into hidden crevices of understanding. Patterns -

relationships - causes - effects - the human mind scans the

scene rapidly - cataloging and classifying data.

30. Combinations - new answers to yet unasked questions.

The thrill of color fades into the gray tones of other

relationships. Is there a connectivity? Are they parts of

the same but only viewed differently? On one fine day in

October this was the pattern observed on an Eucalyptus tree.

We look for commonality - for explanation - in almost

everything.

31. A soil pit and a little isolated pedon sitting in the

water - a pedestal for a passing bird. Creativity conjures

up the concept of measurement - the laser beam, the radio

waves, the metor bllrSt of “Snotel”, ground penetrating

radar, a yardstick of reference. Innovation puts new ideas

into practice - remember - an idea is U3 - useless unless

used. The little pedestal is the visual measure of where
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where to go. He has an uncanny sense of timing that permits

each of the staffs to cooperate in ways not previously

possible.

20. A common complaint about many organizations is that

they have become more complex than is necessary. Good

companies and institutions are not transfixed with

organization charts, or job descriptions, or that authority

exactly matches responsibility. Excellent companies believe

that if you’ve got a major problem, bring the right people

together and expect them to solve it.

Ready, Aim, Fire, Learn from your tries. That 1s enough

for the top performers, the winners. Technology is learning

to behave in this way. Ready, aim, fire, and learn from

your tries. Ready, aim, fire . . . . . .

21. This map illustrates the marginal lands for agriculture

throughout the world. Mountains, different degrees of

dryness, cold temperatures - and their combinations. These

constraints limit the availability of suitable soil

resources. The white areas have serious physical and

chemical limitations for agricultural production. It is

estimated that only 3% of the world’s soil resources are

what we consider as prime farmland. I believe the

challenges and opportunities for soil scientists to help are

so great that it is irresponsible to talk about what we will

do after the “once overll. It should be evident.
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22. Aluminum toxicity is severe limitation to root growth.

It can be corrected with lime but in many parts of the world

where the problem soils/ exist there are no sources of lime

and almost no resources to purchase lime even if you can get

it there. Are there alternatives? What does soil science

say?

23. Many of the workers at the Red Soil Research Institute

in south central China are women. The old grandmother is

absolutely delighted with her one granddaughter. Population

control reduces the number of people but creates new and

different social and cultural stresses. Her daughter on the

left has her quota of children. Are we prepared to cope

with these user clients? Or with those who work with

similar users?

24. Over 80% of the limited resource farmers in the United

States are black females. They raise children, they create

a home environment, they manage and work the land. Does

your fancy computer provide the right information at the

right time in the right format? Transformations usually

start slowly - but eventually all the parts of a system are

modified. There is a role for soil scientists. There are

many unfulfilled potential users.

25. Illiterate, hard working, barely healthy, chewers of

betel nut, smokers of opium. Farmers behind barbed wire -

22
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the prisons of the mind are fr ightening to behold. Surely

such  bar r ie rs  a re  as  d i f f icu l t  to  change  as  the  rea l

r e s t r a i n t  o f  w i r e . Cul tura l  s t igma and  t rad i t ion  in

agr icu l ture  in  deve loping  count r ies  (and  in  par t s  of  the

U.S.)  are keeping us from producing and providing the best

products  and  serv ices  tha t  we  s t r ive  to  achieve . Well, so

what? T h e  s:? what is  our personal response to moral  issues.

26. The crowning beauty of the protea  plant takes many

shapes and colors and forms. I t  i s  u n f e t t e r e d  - i t  i s  f ree

to sway in the breeze -i t  soaks up the soothing sun’s rays.

Freedom,  d igni ty ,  g race ,  se l f  es teem,  wor th  and  t rue  va lue .

Sure ly  i t  i s  par t  o f  our  miss ion  to  t ransform ideas  in to

innovations ; to help reduce the abuse and the hurt .

27. It does  take  p lace , and  wi l l  t ake  p lace ,  th rough

people . Tra ined  and  sk i l led  so i l  sc ien t i s t  who are  fa r

b e y o n d  t e c h n i c i a n s  - the workers,  the rote laborers. Men

and women whose abilities to produce quality products and

services are “tuned in” and turned on” to the society in

which they live. They are winners - t h e y  a r e  p r o f e s s i o n a l s .

They are the life blood that surges throughout the soil

survey. They are an important reason for our National Soil

Survey Center to exist.

28. There are phantoms lurking in this shrouded karst

topography. There are mysterious and myths and lessons not
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yet learned. There are questions, there are doubts, there

are principles yet to be discovered. The search for truth -

for knowledge - for understanding - it is a part of man and t

it will continue to motivate us even when the possibility of

immediate technology is remote. We crave to know. 1

29. But new technologies/let us see our pieces of the world

in new fascinating ways. GIS carries us along new pathways

and into hidden crevices of understanding. Patterns -

relationships - causes - effects - the human mind scans the

scene rapidly - cataloging and classifying data.

30. Combinations - new answers to yet unasked questions.

The thrill of color fades into the gray tones of other

relationships. Is there a connectivity? Are they parts of

the same but only viewed differently? On one fine day in

October this was the pattern observed on an Eucalyptus tree.

We look for commonality - for explanation - in almost

everything.

31. A soil pit and a little isolated pedon sitting in the

water - a pedestal for a passing bird. Creativity conjures

up the concept of measurement - the laser beam, the radio

waves, the metor burst of t1Snote181, ground penetrating

radar, a yardstick of reference. Innovation puts new ideas

into practice - remember - an idea is U3 - useless unless

used. The little pedestal is the visual measure of where
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the land surface was previously and the volume of soil

removed can easily be calculated. It  permits the payment of

honest wages for honest work. Simple, c r e a t i v e , i n n o v a t i v e .

There is  much that  can be done,  isn’t  there?

32. Soi l  surveys  and  the i r  in te rpre ta t ions  have  a lways  been

h i g h l y  v i s u a l . Information to assist  users is  commonly

provided in colored map form. S i m i l a r i t i e s ,  d i f f e r e n c e s ,

l o c a t i o n s , and patterns are woven into a tapestry of nature.

,And w e  a r e  a  p a r t  o f  t h i s .

3 3 .W h e n  y o u r  s t a n d  w i t h  y o u  f e e t  s p r e a d  a n d  t,ilf  back your

h e a d ,a n d  l o o k  u p-

because the completed project might not be acceptable. This

sense of possible failure leading to procrastination can now

be thrown away. Look again - You won’t get the whole job

done - you can only begin - you can only be a partner in the

team effort. If we fail, we will fail together - but in the

meantime let’s get started.

3’1. Reflections are a way of feedback. They measure the

progress of a morning shave or the placement of lipstick.

Nature looking at nature is almost always a pleasure to

behold.
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35. A painting is the reflection of man looking at nature.

It varies with the artist and his perceptions of reality.

You are an artist - You are perceptive - you reflect your

perceptions in many ways.

36. Direct contact - visual stimulus -order -symmetry -

color - Nature and Man - a confrontation. Perceptions and

actions. Stimuli and reactions. People and their

environment - goals - time frames - hunger - posterity -

abuse - use - Yes, a confrontation. A lesson of values.

37. The people of the soil survey - whether in the field,

at an area or state office, at a Technical Service Center,

at the National Soil Survey Center, or at the National

Headquarters - have a mission. That mission is to provide

the best information possible to help people understand

soils and to use them/wisely in their pursuit of a quality

l i f e . We are all proud to be a part of the team.

38. America - the “humanized” landscapes - the beauty, the

charm, the warm feeling of things being right. Man wisely

using the available soil resources. Yes, the rationale for

a National Soil Survey Center is simple - ideas are useless

unless used and we are here to use ideas.

Thank you.
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SOILS INFORMATION USED FOR EROSION PREDICTION
Melvin S. Argabright, Head, Ecological, Sciences Section and Agronomist, MNTC

I will assume the privilege of changing the topic slightly to
"Soils Information USl?d for Erosion Prediction". I hope to
discuss soils information from the perspective of field
application of soils and erosion prediction technology.

-- can the principles be understood by a technician or new
soil conservationist and applied with a minimum time
requirement and with information and observations available
at the site?

MY remarks will apply to a family of erosion prediction models
including USLE, WEQ, WEPP, WERM, and EGEM. Similar technology is
involved in components of EPIC, CREAMS, and others. My specific
comments will be in the context of the technology I am most
familiar with -- IJSLE and WEQ.

Some have asked why we continue to work with new adaptations of
USLE and WEQ when new improved models are already being
developed? Put another way, why not put _aa3 our available
resources into perfecting WEPP and WERM, instead of diverting
effort to improving obsolete technology? The answer is that we
need to do the erosion prediction job t_o_dcy, and we need to use
the best tools we are able to come up with _tpd.y.

We have experienced the most difficulty with applying this
equation to the variety of field conditions across the
country. Some of the key problems are soil-related.

A. Understanding and appreciating the definition of "I", and how
this affects use of I in the equation.

1. Controversy over what "I" is, and how to measure it.

bay
"I" is expressed as expected averag'e annual erosion
wind pp_d_ey a g$y_ep ~_et _o_f conditionp.------ Seiving to

determine " I " must account for the effect of these
conditions.

b. The conditions of "I" include:

(1) no influence of erosion from offsite
(isolation),

(21 no topographic effects (level),

(3) no influence of surface ridges oriented
crosswind (smooth),
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(4) no protection by shelter-belts or other wind
barriers (unsheltered),

(5) no protection by living or dead vegetative
cover (bare),

(6) on a field large enough to permit an
avalanching effect to occur (wide),

(7) clods and crusts broken down by the abrading
-imnac.t of eroding soil particles (loose and
noncrusted), and -

(6) a dry windy climate similar
(C = 100).

2. Relationship of soil textural class
correlation.

to western Kansas

to I ---. a poor

a. Resistance to abrasion -- "I" expresses the percent
of non-erodible fraction remaining after abrasion has
occurred.

b. Respons'e to surface moisture, and geographic
variability in available moisture, including
irrigat,ion.

- This is presently expressed in the climatic
factor "C", which captures moisture availability
as rainfall, but poorly expresses soil drying
rates,
form of

3. Two national
and NSH) are not
resolved.

and does not account for moisture in the
snowfall and/or irrigation.

references for interpretation of "I" (NAM
in complete agreement --- this needs to be

a. NSH provides basis for interpretation b_y SLJ
&._e&isJs of Wind Erodibility Groups, which becomes
Part of the Soils 5 data, and Section II of FOTG.

b. NAM is the USLlZll source of WEQ guidance and
procedures developed by agronomists in Sec. I-C of FOTG.

c. There is not a great difference, except NSH Puts
non-arable land in WEG 8, whereas NAM interpretations
apply to all land uses, and WEG 8 includes soils that
are non-erodible.

B. Adjustments of the "I" value:

1. Currently used adjustments:

a. Knoll erodibility

28
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b. Clod-forming tillage (limited use).

Ghe
Crusts (not generally used, but available in NAM.
effect is temporal, hence can only be used when

erosion is estimated by cropstages or management
periods -- a relatively new adaptation). Important
properties are:

(1) Strength

- (2) Resistance to abrasion

2. Proposed or needed adjustments:

a. Coarse fragments

b. Temporal changes in response to various influences
-- a time-variant "I"?

C . Standard rotary seiving as a basis for "I"

1. Comparison to use of flat seives in the field -- can "I"
be accurately determined on site?

2. Seiving at Big Spring indicates a wide range of
temporal change in response to tillage, moisture, crops,
etc. These measurements are not the "I" of WEQ, but are
indicators 0 f erodibility of the surface under present
management and at the time of measurement, whether or not
in an actively eroding state. Again, "I" seems to express a
condition where s!Gl conditions tending to dampen the
erosion process are absent.

3. How to handle rock fragments, which tend to act as
abraders in the seive, but remain in place and provide
protective cover (armor) in the -field.

D. Knowledge gaps

1. Behavior and fragility of organic soils

USLE K" and WEPP.---_ -- -_- -___.

A. Surface rock fragments -- treat as a soil property or
management effect ("C" or "K" of USLE)? There are expressions of
both. A soil mapped as a stony phase will have the same "K" as
the non-stony phase, but "C" will be adjusted.

B. Recently or continuously tilled sur.faces, versus untilled or
not recently tilled surfaces -- a function of soil bulk density,
accounted for in the C factor of USLE.
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C . The process model being developed (WEPP) needs to simulate
soil detachment, transport, and deposition by raindrop impact,
overland surface flow, and channel flow (r-ill and interrill
erosion). Important properties are:

1. soil texture

2. organic matter

3. aggregate size and stability

4. soil structure

5. bulk density

6. soil surface shear strength

7. crust thickness and resistance to penetration

8. water retention

9. clay mineralogy

-- and others

D. Water erodibility concepts being developed include:

1. Two erodibility parameters for two erosion processes.

2. Time varient erodibility (proposed for current USLE).

Returning to wind erosion prediction and looking to the
future (WERM).

A. Increasing concern about wind erosion in states east of the
Great Plains has resulted in some SCS/ARS cooperative erosion
studies in areas outside the region where the original WEQW WZIS

based.

1. Being planned: a cooperative study on the sandy soils of
northwest Indiana.

2. Already in operation: a similar study in southeast
Missouri.

3. There are other similar studies around the country.
Proposed studies by the Universities of Wisconsin and
Michigan are examples. In addition to providing validation
for the new wind erosion model, we also hope to gain
information useful for the present WEQ.
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B. In some of these areas, there is serious ~erosional history
where the climatic index of WEQ indicates little problem with
wind erosion, due to high annual precipitation.

1. The problem is apparently related to the behavior of
cllppghty soils, such that the assumptions built into the WEQ
climatic index about surface soil moisture don't hold true.

2. As a result, we have experienced some problems with
determinationhighly erodibleo;an;;igibility  for CRP, identification of

, etc.

C. Important to WERM are the effects of management and climate
On intrinsic soil properties, resulting in temporal changes in
characteristics of the soil sur.face.

1. Management actions include the residue management,
tillage, and cropping history.

2. Climatic influences include windspeed, precipitation,
freezing and thawing, evaporation, etc.

3. Intrinsic soil properties include texture, organic
matter, calcium carbonate equivalent, pH, CEC, etc.

4. Temporal changes in soil surface properties, resulting
from these influences, include:

a. Microrelief (whereas WEQ accounts only for rk!g_e
roughness, this research will account for both random
and oriented roughness).

b. Bulk density

c. Aggregate size distribution

d. Dry aggregate stability

e. Stability of ridges, clods, and crusts

f. Soil moisture

5. Note: these are all temporal properties. Data bases
will be needed that enable models to simulate changes in
these parameters over time.

GENERAL _CONCERNS:

A. Handling variability

1. Spatial variability -- with soils this means handling
variability in soil erodibility properties along the
direction of erosion.
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2. Temporal variability -- problem: dealing with temporal
changes in soil properties which influence erosion.

3. "K" of USLE and "1" of WEQ are treated as constants
(average values).

4. This issue is more manageable (but requires more data)
with process models which may work on short time steps such
as daily, hourly, etc.

a. Challenge to modelers sn_d data gatherers -- need to
model the real world where variability over both space
and time is the normal condition.------

b. Models that can handle variability.

c. Data to support these models -- something more than
average values.

B. Integration -- handling the interaction of all erosion
processes occurring on the same site.

C. Consistency in soil manuscripts.

1. "Crops & Pasture" consistent with map units.

D. Involvement of agronomists in soil interpretations

E. Future role of soil scientists in soil interpretations and
planning.

1. Shift from m_appjn_g soils to developing interpretations
and data bases on soil properties.
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SOIL GEOGRAPHY

SOIL SURVEY DIVISION I

__

__

MISSION

FUNCTIONS

STAFF

-- PLANS FY89

USDA, SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
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SOIL GEOGRAPHY
MXSSION,  FUNCTION, STAFF

MISSION

To formulate and recommend  policy; develop plans, standards and
procedures; and provide national leadership for a program of soil
geography to serve national and international interests.

FUNCTIONS

1. Coordinate tie development of new and improved methods of soil
mapping.

2. Develop, improve and coordinate the maintenance and use of soil
geographic databases.

3. Collect and maintain international soil maps and related data. -
4. Maintain and improve procedures for making small-scale soil maps of
the U.S. and other countries.

5. Enter into cooperative arrangements with State, Federal and
international agencies to prepare small-scale maps, develop attribute
databases, integrate with other data and train personnel in their
preparation and use.

6. Determine new methods and techniques for analyzing and presenting
soil geographic data alone or in combination with other spatial data.

7. Identify land related issue of importance to the U.S. or to other
countries, determine soil attributes having a direct relationship to the
issues and propose data sets and formats that will provide the
appropriate soil-geographic information.

8. Generate thematic small-scale soil maps.

9. Provide basic soil services to Federal and internatitnal  agencies
and others. .

10. Coordinate soil-geography activities with geographic information
activities of other SCS disciplines and of State, Federal and
international agencies to ensure information can be integrated and
shared.
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STAFF

Title

National Leader, Soil Geography
Secretary
Tech. Assistant Specialist, Soil

Management Support Services
World Soil Data Specialist
SoilKIS Development Specialist
Soib’GIS  Application Spec  ‘.ali: t
Small-scale Soil Map Specialist
Data Processing Clerk

Grade Name- - Phone
‘YTS-

GM-15 Bill Reybold 382-1825
GS-6 Lorraine Jam&on 382-1819

GM-14 Terry Ccmk
GM-13 Dave Yost El:-;;:;
GM-13 Fred Minzenmayer 59416035
GM-13 Lawson Spivey 447-6371
GM-13 Ben Smallwood 382-1813
GS-4 Vacant

c
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SOIL GEOGRAPHY
PLAN OF OPERATIONS FY-89

mat Who-

Complete evaluation of digitizing Chimnery,  Reybold
hardware/software as part of soil
survey process and issue guidelines
to state offices

Issue DEM Handbook to
all soil scientist

Reybold

Prepare and distribute technical Reybold, Stelling
note describing Montana’s mapping
base technique

Develop methodology for use
of remotely sensed/soil data
for resource management

Minzenmayer

Prepare and distribute
NATSGO thematic map examples
to state office staffs

Spivey

When

Install NATSGO in NHQ ARC/INFO Minzenmayer, Bliss,
and develop procedures for Spivey, Schafer
generating thematic maps

Develop GIS procedures to assist Spivey , Harner
soil survey quality assurance staff

Write and distribute STATSGO
user guide for mini ARC/INFO

Write and distribute STAT.SGO
user guide for GRASS

Bliss, Minzenmayer,
Reybold

Minzenmayer

Initiate procedure to
provide STATSGO  attribute
data in Prelude DBMS in 5SD

Terpstra, Anderson, c
Reybold

Coordinate international
Correlation Workshop - cold

Cook, Kimble
Witty, Eswaran

Aridisols

Coordinate international correla- Cook, Kimble
tion Workshop - Wetland Witty, Eswaran

Prepare soil degradation
map of U.S. (GLASOD) at
1:7.5M for UNEP

Smallwood

Prepare pilot SOTER  map of Yost
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Jan 1989

May 1989

Sep 1989

Jun 1989

Jun 1989

Mar 1989

Aug 1989

Get 1990

Jan 1989
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northcentral North America at l:lM
in cooperation with Canadians

Prepare small scale soil map
of the Sahille  using AVHRR and
other recent data sources

Smallwcod,  Yost May 1989

Prepare l:lM MLRA map of Uganda,
complete soil survey reports for
Uganda experiment stations

Yost Qst 1988

Develop MLRA mapping guide Cook, Reybld
for international use Yost
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Scientific Papers

-Soil Geographic Databases-Journal
of S&WC

Rebyold, TeSelle Ott 1 9 8 8

-Using Small-scale Digital Soil
Maps for Interpreting Resources
Journal of S&WC

Bliss, Reybold

-Soil Geographic Databases-LIS/
GIS Conference, San Antonio

Aeybold

-Use of Geographic D!3S in Less
Developed Countries -Nairobi, Kenya

Reybold

-Use of Color Triangle for Map
of Three Classes on Maps with
Multi-component units-American
Cartographer

Bliss,
Minzenmayer

-Small scale National Maps for
Illustrating Spatial Distribution
of Soil Characteristics - ASA Annual
Meeting and Journal of S&WC

Spivey

-State Soil Geographic Maps and
Their Interpretation - ASA Annual
Meeting

Minzenmayer

-Soil Degradation Map of U.S. as
Part of Global Initiative - ASA
Annual Meeting

Smallwood,
Reybold

-A Global Soil/Terrain Databases Yost, Reybold

Dee 1988

Nov 1988

Mar 1989

Jan 1989

Ott 1989

Ott 1989

Oct. 1989

Ott 1989
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STATE SOIL SCIENTISTS' MEETING
October 17-21, 1988
Lincoln, Nebraska

Soil Classi'fication

Most soil classification activities will not change due to the
establiabment  and staffing of the National Soil Survey Center. HOWWr,

due to the centralization of staff, we plan to have increased activity
with more interaction with the states.

We will work with the NTC's and the state offices to improve Soil Taxonomy
through the preparation of proposals to amend Soil Taxoncoy ard work to
keep taxonomy in an up-to-date usable form. We will provide the necessary
training to carry out these objectives.

As outlined in the PIP report, the soils staff develops and recommends
policy; develops plans, standards, and procedures; and provides staff
leadership for a national program of soil classification in support of a
field soil survey program. Specific functions are to:

1. Maintain and improve the national system of soil classification (Soil
Taxonomy) and cooperate with international efforts.

2. Coordinate efforts to expand the United States system of soil
classification (Soil Taxonomy) to accommodate the soils of areas outside
the United States; and to assist in developing and evaluating proposals to
modify the classification system as needed.

3. Maintain the Soil Survey Manual and National Soils Handbook
information relating to soil classification and its application.

4. Promote or initiate continuing studies where necessary for the
classification, definition, description, and nomenclature of soils.

5. Review the National Cooperative Soil Survey program to ensure proper
use and application of Soil Taxonomy.

6. Assist in developing and maintaining an international soil
classification reference system.

7. Provide current soil classification information for the soil
classification file.

0. Advise and assist field staffs in soil classification activities and
in training and development programs.

9. Maintain working relations with other United States agencies, other
SC8 staffs, and international organizations in connection with soil survey
and soil classification activities.

10. Assist in evaluating NC88 and international soil survey programs as
requested.
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Some major jobs to be accomplished this year are:

1. Finish the Soil Survey Manual so that it can go to the printers in
1990.

2. Update and oversee the printing of keys to Soil Taxonomy.

3. Prepare the Andisol amendment to issue as part of the National Soil
Taxonomy Handbook.

4. Change the format of subgroups in the Keys to Soil Taxonomy.

5. Work on the ICOMS to have three studtes and field trips.

a. Spodosols--19E8

b. Cold aridisolc--1989

c. Wet soils--1990

6. Revise and update Soil Taxonomy--starting with the diagnostic
horizons.

7. Attend field reviews.--We will need the state soil scientists input
as to where there are taxonomy problems. However, we do not want to focus
only on problems, but also include opportunities for the continued improve-_ _
ment of Soil Taxonomy.

8. Assemble and disseminate pertinent information
publications.

including technical

9. Advise and assist field staffs and in training
programs.

and development

Some continuing jobs that are to be accomplished in the future are:

1. Make photo collection of soils by subgroup, diagnostic horizons, etc.

2. Systematically revise definitions of diagnostic horizons.

3. Actively work with states to propose changes in Soil Taxonomy.

a. Make study tr:ips as needed to study in field and to gather
additional documentation as needed.

b. Review SSSA Journal papers that contain recommended changes for
Soil Taxonomy. Test proposals and follow-up on basis of test results.

c. Route proposa:ls  through Regional Soil Taxonomy Committees,
SSSA Soil Taxonomy Committee , and others as appropriate.

d. Work closely with correlation staff to test proposals and
identify problems. _

e. Provide training
concerning Soil Taxonomy.

to states, correlation staff, and others
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4 . Maintain computerized copy of Soil Taxonomy.

5. Oversee updating and printing of Keys to Soil Taxonomy every
two years.

h. Provide necessary guidance to International Soil Classification
Conmrittees to ensure that assigned mandates are completed.

7. Systematically improve Soil Taxonomy 80 it can readily put in final
form for republishing in about 1995.

a. Follow through to publication of the Soil Survey Manual.

9. Revise appropriate sections in National Soils Handbook.

.:rr
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Soil Conservation Service
National Workshop for State Soil Scientists

17-21 October 1988

Soil Survey Investigations

Welcome to the National Soil Survey Center. Because Soil
Survey Investigations incorporates and somewhat expands upon
the National Soil Survey Laboratory (which has been here for
many years),
and,

I think that we can claim to be the original
I hope, essential core of the Center. Of course that

may also mean that we are the ones to blame for your airline
schedule problems. Now that you have managed to get here, I
hope that you will enjoy your time in Lincoln.

You have received a brief statement of our functions. A
more detailed statement is as follows:

The Soil Survey Investigations staff is responsible for
providing reliable,
about soils,

new information and understanding
soil relationships, and soil survey

methods. More specifically, its functions are:

1. To supplement the basic information of the soil
survey (soil and
with data on the

map unit descriptions and soil maps)
properties and behavior of identified

kinds of soils: to develop and test new soil
characterization methods; and to store characterization
data and make it readily available.

2. To provide new concepts, methods, understanding,
predictions, and information in support of soil survey
interpretations, modelling, and other SCS activities.

3. To provide information and develop theories and
understanding about processes of soil formation,
formation of specific kinds of soil, relationships of
soils to genetic factors, and landscape relationships
in support of soil mapping, soil classification, and
soil correlation.
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Soil Survey Investigations:
--provides assistance in response to requests from SCS
state offices, other SCS National Soil Survey Center
staffs, and other branches of the SCS.
--initiates investigations, basic research, and other
activities in anticipation of need for information to
advance the National Cooperative Soil Survey program.
--cooperates with state agricultural experiment
stations, other participants in the National
Cooperative Soil Survey, and other organizations to
carry out joint investigations, to coordinate and
support research, and to exchange research facilities
and personnel.

Many NSSL activities will continue as before. These include
(1) laboratory characterization of soils (help with site
selection and sampling, laboratory analyses, interpretation
of results), (2) other technical assistance to the states,
(3) support of interpretations work of the NTCs, (4)
training, and (5) support of modelling work.

We will return to assigning liaisons by NTC areas. Each
area will have one or two liaisons with one person
responsible for working with the NTC staff and with regional
committees and conferences.

We have filled the new soils-geomorphology position. Dr.
Carolyn Olson will report in early December. We will
continue and perhaps expand geomorphic and GPR consultation
and assistance. We hope to work with and support ongoing
projects in your states and to initiate some new landscape
studies. The Palouse, the Delmarva Peninsula, and the
Southern High Plains have been nominated so far as study
areas.

We will work with Jim Culver of the MNTC, the Nebraska state
office, and other staffs of the NSSC on special studies in
Saunders County, NE, during the update of the soil survey.
We hope to develop, test, and demonstrate new :procedures for
such things as making and recording observations and
measurements of soil characteristics in the field,
determining the composition and variability of map units,
relating laboratory data to land areas rather than a single
pedon, using geomorphic and stratigraphic information in
mapping, and recording the criteria and models used in
mapping.
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A National Soil Characterization Data Base Committee started
work in July on development of an integrated NCSS laboratory
data base. The group includes four regional agricultural
experiment station representatives (namely Bill Allardice,
Tom Fenton, Wayne Hudnall, and Ed Ciolkosz), the NSSC Data
Bases staff, consultants, as well as the NSSL.

Water Quality Action Plan and other water quality activities
can be expected to continue and increase.

ARS, Texas A&M, and other disciplines in SCS want help at
Temple, TX, with EPIC and other models. If funds permit, we
probably will fill that position again.

We recognize the need for more emphasis on work in support
of interpretations and look forward to greater efforts in
this area and to close cooperation with the NSSC and the NTC
soil interpretations staffs.

Cur staff organization is shown on the attached sheet. We
are all here in Lincoln except for Jim Doolittle in Chester,
Reese Berdanier in Fort Worth, and Milt Meyer in Washington.
John Kimble's duties are primarily in support of the
international Soil Management Support Services project.
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Supervisory
Soil Scientist
Brown

Supervisory
Soil Scientist
Vacant

Kaisaki Baumer
Klameth Brasher
(Maw) Goss
Pullman Grossman
Reinsch (Holmgren)
Smith Lynn
Sobecki Nettleton
Vacant
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TRAINING

6 $F$

TECHNOLOGY
s c s

Cultur& Resources
Dam Safety
Hydrology
Remote Sensing
Geocjraphic  lnf6rmatidn  Systems
Social Science
Soil Mechanics
Soil Properties and Interprtitation
Water Quality
NRI User Access
Plant Materials



TECHNUlOGY DEVELOPMENT

l Improve Performance
- Coordinated Plan
- NHQ GIS
- Integrated Staff Assignments
- Budget for Software and Database Development

f
l Expedite Water Quality Tools

- W Q A P  F o l l o w - u p
- Update Technical Guide’
- Develop Comprehensive Evaluation System
- Nutrient and Pesticide Management
-Training

6
7EC##OLOGY
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TECHNOLOGY MlSSlON

l The Office of the Deputy Chief for Technology
supports the SCS mission by leading the
development and application of science and
technology..

l Activities include developing policy and procedures,
assuring quality of technical work, idebtifying
research needs, training of technical pekonnel,
and leading overall technology developmerit and
transfer for SW.



TECHNOLOGY PRIORITIES

l Technology Leadership

l Technology Development

l Technology Transfer

l Management and Organizational Effectiveness

l Affirmative Employment

6 --- -_- TECHNOLOGY
scs



MANAGEMENT AND
ORGANllZATlONAL  EFFECTIVENESS

l Improve Performance of Programs/Activities
Productivity lmprovem e n t

.i Cartography
Engineering
Resource Inventory

Snow
Soils

Surveys

l Assess Quality of Technology Development and Transfer
- Technology Reviews
- Management Control Systems

&
ECHNOLOGY

scs



TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP
.

Improved Communications
Networking
Improved Relations
Publish Professional/Technical Papers
Team Building
Coordinated Plans of Operations
World Class Leadership



AFFlRMATlVE  EMPLOYMENT

Bridge Positions
Wider Advertising
Upward Mobility
Executive Development Training
Mentors
Committee Assignments .

Special Studies
Limited Resource Farming
Exposure
Opportunity to Perform
1890 Activities

db -- 77XHNOi.OGY
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TECHNOLOGY MINDSET

l Think Spatially
l Think Integration/Connectivity
l Think Systems

,:_ .
l Think UNIX

l Think of Better Ways
l Think Professionally
l Think Together - Network
* Think Globally

l Be a World Class Leader

-
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SCS AUTOMATION MODEL

licalinn  Sollware

AT&T 332 and 6336 Computers and Peripherals

T E C H N O L O G Y

s c s



SPATIAL DATABASES

a _-_-.- TECHNOLOGY
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TECHNOLOGY
NON-SPATIAL DATABASES

6
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TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS/SERVICES
IN FY-1989

l Computer Software

l Policy, Procedures, and Standards

0 Training

& -- -- TECHlVOLOGY
s c s



COMPUTER SOFIVVARE

l CAMPS
- Conservation Effects Display
- Grassed Waterway Design

- I’NFORM Forestry Module
- WINDSPEC Windbreak Specification Writer
- VEGSPEC Vegetative Plantings Specification Guide
- AGROSPEC Agronomic Practice Specification Writer
- Range Modules (4) Alpha Test

Range Inventory
R a n g e  S i t e  D a t a b a s e
L ivestock/Forage Ba lance

6
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SOFTWARE
(Continued)

l Practice Application Programs
- Reinforced Concrete Channel Design
- S.A.F. Stilling Basin Structural Design
: GAMES
- Ephemeral Gully Erosion Model
- WSPZ for Microcomputers
- DAMS2 for Microcomputers
- EFM Peak Discharge Program

4%
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE

(CAMPS Continued)

- Wind Erosion Equation

l GRASS -‘-
3B2 Version
6386 Version
GRASS/CAMPS Inferfake
Imagery Subsystem

43 - TECHNOLOGY
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POLICY,

l ASTM Standards (12)

l Engineering Field Manual (4 new or revised chapters)
- Hydrology
- Soil Mechanics
- Drainage
- Bio-engineering

l NRI Data Users Guide

l Practice Standards
- Nutrient Management

43
- Pesticide Management
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POLICY, PROCEDURES, AND STANDARDS

l

l

l

l

4

(Continued)

Geographic Information Systems Handbook

Remote Sensing Handbook

Water Quality Indicators Guide

Soil Survey Manual

Revised USLE

6
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NATIONAL SOIL SURVEY DATABASE STAFF
SOIL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The Role For The Future

10100

This year the Soil Conservation Service, and the Soils
Division have taken a bold step to implement %he
recommendations of the PIP study. This study called for the
establishment of the National Soil Survey Center as a center
of excellence for soil science. Also as a part of the PIP
recommendations., was the establishment of the Soil Survey
Database staff.

Service and to our nation a s  w e l l .  T h i s  c o m m i t m e n t
recognizes the fact that these databases must be cared for,
and managed as an integrated resource, not as individual
files on widely dispersed systems.

ROLE OF THE NATIONAL SOIL SURVEY DATABASE STAFF:

The National Soil Survey Database staff is committed to the
design, development, maintenance and support of automated
applications and databases. Specifically, to provide:

- system analysis, design h implementation
(life cycle management)

- national database standards
- training
- user support
- documentation
- management & maintenance

HAJOR ANALYSIS b DESIGN EFFORTS:

An intensive effort will be made during FYS9 to restructures
some of our main soil survey databases and streamline our
information processing systems. The resulting design will
integrate databases, data collection and validation
processes at the field, state, and national levels. This
design will take advantage of the new hardware and software
in the field and state offices. It will utilize current
data management technology to improve our ability to manag.e
and provide soil information in an efficient and effective
manner.

There are three major analysis and design efforts that will
be undertaken this year.
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I. NATIONAL SOIL SERIES STANDARD DATABASE.

The National Soil Series Standard Database (NSSSDB) will be
created by integrating the Official Soil Series, the Soil
Interpretations Record (SOI-51,  and the Soil Classification
File into a single,coordinated  system. By integrating these
files the estimated properties on the SOI- record will
become an integral part of the series, and in concept an
extension of the ranges in characteristics. This integrated
file will  define the allowable ranges for the soil series.

Development of then National Soil Series Standard will allow
us to use the computer for many of the correlation checks
that are currently done manually. In the future we will be
able to run a validation program against the field soil
survey database to verify that the data is within the
allowable ranges for the series. It will  also be possible to
have the computer compare a pedon description with all
series of the family and tell us which series the pedon
fits. It will also tell us which properties are outside the
range for the series.

NSSSDB will be managed using current database management
technology. .Using this technology will eliminate many of
the restrictions that we now have with the SDI-5. F o r
example, we will b,e able to store any number of layers,
crops, plant communities, and class determining phases. This
should eli’minate  the need for multiple SOI-5s we are now
creating solely because of space limitations on the current
record. The infoimation  on the Official Series Description
will be stored es’single data values, as opposed to the
current narrative format. The narrative will be generated
from the tabular record set. Storing the information as
discrete values wi.11 allow us to use this record to verify
data in field databases.

Following are some of the important aspects of the Soil
Series Standard that are currently being discussed:

subsurface characteristic data would be stored as major
soil horizons instead of layers as it is currently on
the 501-S

The restrictions on the number of surface or subsurface
horizons would be removed.

Each surface,terture would be stored as a separate row.
We would not combine surface textures into layers as is
done now,

Other series criteria (IE., color) would be added to
the data record in the same format as the 501-5.
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The  comments  that  fo l low are somewhat speculat ive.  Future
ana lys i s  may  change  these  cons iderab ly .

We must evaluate how we manage the performance
in format ion  and  s i t e  data  current ly  on  the  back  o f  the
SOI-5. T h i s  i n f o r m a t i o n  (IE., c rop ,  range ,  wood land )
may not  be  a  part  of  the NSSSDS  but may exist  in the
State  So i l  Survey  Database  (SSSD). A  nat i ona l  database
cou ld  be  c rea ted  by  up load ing  the  data  f r om s ta te
s y s t e m s  t o  a  n a t i o n a l  f i l e . This  idea has some
advantages. F i r s t , the performance data is  the most
v o l a t i l e  d a t a  o n  t h e  SOI-5. About BO percent  of  the
c h a n g e s  t o  t h e  SOI- record  are  a  resu l t  o f  changes  t o
t h i s  i n f o r m a t i o n .  S e c o n d l y , The yield data on the SDI-5
i s  u s u a l l y  n o t  s p e c i f i c  e n o u g h  f o r  l o c a l  n e e d s .  T h i s
i n f o r m a t i o n  is o f t en  changed  on ly  on  manuscr ip t  tab les .
Under the current  s ituation when a new soi l  survey area
ue.es and  ed i t s  a  ex i s t ing  SOI- t h e  c h a n g e s  t h a t  a r e
made  o f t en  con f l i c t  w i th  in fo rmat ion  f o r  the  o lder
areas. Th is  resu l t s  in  the  current  SOI- r e p r e s e n t i n g
the  la tes t  survey  area , and in some instances no l o n g e r
r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  s e r i e s  8s a  whole .  The design of  the new
system MUST correct  this  problem.

W e  w i l l  l o o k  a t  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  l i n k i n g  t h e  s o i l s
record  w i th  a  range  database  that  i s  c o l l e c ted  and
managed  by  the  range  s c i ent i s t s . This  might al low us
the  oppor tun i ty  t o  c h a n g e  the concept  o f  the  p l a n t
in fo rmat i on  that  we  now s to re  t o  r e f l e c t  the  current
vege ta t i on  and  l e t  the  range  peop le  dea l  w i th  c l imax
v e g e t a t i o n . FIfter  a l l , the  current  vege ta t i on  i s  what
we ue.e to map and characterize the map unit anyway.

The  concept  o f  the  501-5  is now a b o u t  1 3  y e a r s  o ld .  I t  has
s e r v e d  us very  we l l . I t  w a s  o r i g i n a l l y  d e s i g n e d  t o  g e n e r a t e
manuscr ip t  tab les ,  however , we have been able  to  use this
impor tant  da tabase  fa r  beyond  its or ig ina l  in tent  and
p u r p o s e . I t  i s  t ime  now to  re th ink  the  purpose  and  func t i on
o f  t h i s  c r i t i c a l  d a t a  s e t , and  t o  in tegra te  i t  w i th  o ther
databases ,  both our own, a n d  t h o s e  o f  o t h e r  d i v i s i o n s .

II. FIELD SOIL SURVEY DATNWSE:

The  second  area  o f  emphas i s  f o r  ana lys i s  i s  the  des ign  o f  ,
the Field S o i l  S u r v e y  D a t a b a s e . The term “Field  S o i l  S u r v e y
Database” is  an interim term. I  am sure we wil l  f ind a
better  name for  i t  as design gets  u n d e r  w a y . T h e  i n t e n t  is
to  deve l op  a  da tabase , o p e r a t i o n a l  a t  t h e  f i e l d  l e v e l ,  t h a t
wi l l  meet  fu ture  c l i ent  n e e d s . The  needs  o f  our  c l i ents
(and  we  do  have  c l i ents )  are  chang ing  rap id ly .  The
a u t o m a t i o n  o f  t h e  SC5 f i e ld  and  s ta te  o f f i c es ,  and  the
i n c r e a s i n g  use o f  mode l s  t o  s imula te  processes  are  combin ing
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to create demands for our data that were not imagined a few
years  ago . Models such are Gleams, WERM and the new WEPP
model, and the intdnse effort  being made by our Agency in
the  water  qua l i ty  a rea , are creating intense demands on our
d a t a , and our current del ivery systems. WE MUST TAKE THE
T I M E  T O  M E N T A L L Y  P R O J E C T  O U R S E L V E S  I N T O  T H E  F U T U R E  T O

DETERMINE WHAT THESE NEW DEMAND WILL BE, AND PROVIDE THE
TOOLS, TECHNIQUES AND DELIVERY SYSTEMS TO MEET THESE NEEDS.
(When I  speak of  delivery systems, I  include the people as a
part of  the system. More  on  th i s  l a te r . )

We must  look at new methods for delivering the data and
integrating our databases with expert  systems.  We m u s t
invest igate  m e t h o d s  for providing what Bob Grossman cal ls
“temporal  data,” that data which is  use dependant,  or
changes with the seasons. This database must have m u l t i p l e
Assess paths and Al low the user to specify which path is
more appropriate, If we Are goina to have the database that

deve lopw i l l  meet the needs o f  the  f;tur&, w e  m u s t  s t a r t  t o
them now!

In the most simple terms, t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e  f i e l d  soi 1 survey
database  is  to  pl-ovide the  most  spec i f ic ,  v a l i d  a n d r e l i a b l e
d a t a b a s e  p o s s i b l e  t o  t h e  SCS f i e ld  o f f i ce .  The  datar a n g e s
that are currently on the SOI- Are too  broad  for  some o f
the detai led interpretations needed At the farm level ,  a n d
the range of  values do not lend them selves to use in
models. Mpdelers  usual ly need A single number.  I f  we don‘t
give them one, they simply compute one,  usual ly by
calculating A Average of  the range given on the SDI-5. When
this process is  Applied to a survey Area data set it  may
askew the data in An unintended direction.

O n e  p o s s i b l e  solrution to this problem is  the creation o f  a
n e w  data  e,lement ca l l ed  A  Representat ive  Va lue  (RV). T h e
concept  o f  the  RV i s  a  s ing le  va lue  deve loped  s ta t ica l ly
f r o m  pedon  descr ipt ions ,  t ransects  or  notes . S o i l
sc ient i s ts  cou ld  ed i t  the  R V  i f  needed  to  prov ide  intu i t ive
i n f o r m a t i o n  n o t  veiified  by field dats. Each date element
t h a t  w e  c u r r e n t l y  store  AS A r a n g e  Will have An RV ~5 w e l l .
The  RVs would be stored in the C A M P S  soils dAtAbAse  AS the
value used to d r i v e  m o d e l s , a n d  t o  make interpretAtiOnS.

Q u a l i t y  AssurAnce  of the R V  VAlUes  could be a simple task of
running A program that compares the RV in the field d a t a b a s e
to the ranges in the NSSSDB. This would veri fy that the R V
is  within the al lowable range for  the series.  The R V  concbpt
w i l l  A l l o w  u s  t o  bye more exnact  i n  s p e c i f y i n g  dAtA. I t  Wi l l
a l l ow  us  to  in te rpret  A  so i l  w i th  RV’s near t h e  l i m i t s  o f
the  se r ies  w i thout  hav ing  to  dea l  w i th  over lapp ing  ranges .
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III. NATIONAL SOIL CHARACTERIZATION DATABASE:

The third area of emphasis is the design of a National Soil
Characterization Databases. There is a recognized need
within the National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) to
develop a database as a common storehouse for coil
characterization data. This database will provide a
standardized format, structure and environment for aoil
pedon descriptions and accompanying soil characterization
data. The common format will create a medium ,For exchanging
information among members of the NCSS and other users and
collectors of soil characterization information

A committee (NSCDB Committee) has been established to
oversee the development and implementation of ,the NXDB, and
to provide continuing management authority. The committee
is composed of a representative from each region of the
Agricultural Experiment Stations and Soil Conservation
Service.

ANALYSIS METHODS:

To carry out the task of designing these systems, a "think
tank" (consisting of "insightful0 thinkers1 will be
established to serve as user analysts. This group will
develop the conceptual design for the new system and
describe i&detail the functions and requirements. We will
use established structured analysis techniques to document
data flows, processes and data stores. The STRADIS system
life cycle development methodology will be used to assure
that detailed analysis and design steps are followed.

For efficiency the analyst team must be as small as
possible, but broad enough in geographic representation,
experience and philosophies to adequately represent the user
community. Two levels of group involvement have been
identified for conducting analysis and design, a steering
body group and application analyst teams.

The National Leaders will make up the steering body. The
role of the steering body is to define organizational
objectives, provide project direction, develop and implement
policy, and provide reaourcea for the project.

The application analysts are persons who have a deep
knowledge of how soils information is collected, processed,
managed and used at all levels. Their main function is to
specify and document system requirements.
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For efficiency, and to accommodate travel and time
constraints, the #application analyst will be divided into
two groups; a corle team, who will develop much of the
d e t a i l , and an advisory group to provide depth of
experience.

CI training session for all members of the above teams will
be held the week of Dec. 12-16 at Lincoln, Nebraska. This
session will be conducted by a consultant from McDonnald
Douglas Corporation who has had extensive experience with
the SCS. The subject area will be structured systems
analysis techniques and data modeling. Examples and content
of this session wil.1 be tailored specifically to clur needs.

Starting in January, there will be periodic team meetings to
document the system. Most of these sessions will be
informal where parts of the design are detailed by
individuals or small groups. When the group has interim
products developed,, these will be reviewed by the advisors
and the steering committee.

TIMING:
liming for the design and implementation of our new soils
information system .is critical. The Computer Assisted
Management and Planning System (CQMP2.) development effort
has many modules either being developed or planned. Many of
these modules use information from the soil database. The
Engineers are heavily involved in the dndlysie and design of
Field Office Engineering Software (FOES). The total FOES
effort is expected to cost dbOUt 52 million dollars, CAMPS
modules dnother 10 million next year. You can see that our
agency is serious about automation. Many of the design
modules in FOES will use soils information. These, and many
other software development efforts are going on now. We
simply Can not wait two or three years to design d new soils
information system, By then all this development work will
be Well underway. Once this happens,  dny major changes to
our field databases will hdVe a major impact  on the other
applications that use them.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORSr

One of the most critical factors to the successful
implementation of our automated systems is the state soils'
data set manager,. Where this position has been adequately
staffed dnd supported the implementation of SSSD has been a
success. This is a new role for soil scientists. And it is a
real opportunity. The need for those individuals that can
use computer tonls to solve real problems can only escalate.

I
I
I
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CLOSING THOUGHT:

I like the term “ i n s i g h t f u l  t h i n k e r s . ” In the future we
soil  scientists must be insightful thinkers. we must see
our product, not solely a5 the published survey report,  but
as a dynamic, living body of people and in format ion ,  a
database that lives on after the survey party is gone. That
changes ae. needs change or as our understanding increases. A
database that can be related to other databases to address
complex issues that natural resource planners must deal with
in the future. And we must grow the skilled people to make
it work!

This is  excifeful, and I am glad to be a part of it.

David L. Anderson
National Leader, 5011 Survey Databases
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SOIL ,SUFKFY  OPERATICNS
‘IHIm E. (JUxxlN,  ASSISTAWlJ DIRECKR

SOIL RRVEY DIVISICX

I. Functions - Plan5

a. I%I@ Soil Survey Program Management (See Handout)
b. Staff

1. Assistant Director
a. Internal Operations
b. Coordinates Soil Survey Program
C. Provides leadership and direction
d. Forrrulates  policy, guidelines, and standard5
e. Assists and acts for director
f . Has responsibility for allowance5

2. Program Development  Specialist
a. Formulates budget elanents (proposals)
b. Prepares proposals for development  and isplemsntation  of

policy, procedures, standards, and guidelines concerning
Soil Survey Operations, and evaluates the program
effecti:veness

C. Determines needs and priorities for appraisals and
reviews

d. Responds to inquiries on Soil Survey Operations
e. Assists in developing, delivering, snd evaluating

training, and career development  opportunities

3. Program Inplementation  Specialist
a. Develop5 allowances
b. Provides information on status and progress of

survey projects
C. Provides appropriate state and national status^^.

soi 1

report5
(funding, staffing, progress)

d. Makes operations and functional reviews to assess program
effectiveness

e. Forrnllates  standards, policies, and procedures
concerning participation of cooperator5

f . Assists in training snd career developnant
opportunities

4. Liaison and,Coordination Specialist
a. Represents Soil Survey Division on special assignments

and on ccnmittees
b. Serves as representative in formulation of interagency

agreements on soil survey and soil resource information
applications

c. Serves .a5 liaison with National Staffs of other agencies
in NC%

d. Provides information on capabilities of Soils Staff to
respond to special initiatives
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II. Leadership and Direction - Grace Ckmission, S.S. Prog. Eval., PIP
Nunber  1 priority Fi’-89 - Mapping Cropland
1. Provided 6 million dollars for that purpose

A.

B.

C.

_ .
2. Had 61,097,235  to do
3. Projected 88 figures shcrun 22.5 million raining
4. m-88 acccnplish = 20 million
5. 82 detaileea for this winter
6. 107 requested for this past sunrer
I. loo-125 needed next 8-r
8. Expect FSA funds to be removed FY-90

Ehsnber 2 priority FY-89 - Project Soil Surveys
1. Still need to map previously mxnapped  acres
2. Need to inprove  efficiency (See handout)

Maintenance of Soil Surveys
1. Update --

a. Transect data
b. MLPA or natural landscape basis
C. Prepare for digitizing budget initiative for FY-90

2. Technical Soil Services

III. Allowances FY-90
a. Cropland  Mapping Carplete - Shift Priorities

1. Analyze
a. Project mapping needs

1. staff
2. equipment
3. imagery

map finishing
b. &date - needs (same as above)
C. Technical Soil Service needs
d. State office needs
e. EIe reasonable and realistic

IV. Career Development
a. NHJ staff - needs

1. Liaison
2. Program implgnentation

b. State Soil Scientists
Encourage people to apply for jobs
Take advantage of opportunity when it can%
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APPENDIX G

I

.
MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES

The following list provides opportunities to increase efficiency and

improve effectiveness of the soil survey program. (Implementation of

of these items in every state would increase the mapping dutput  by an

estimated 5 percent to 10 percent. State allowances should not be

aLI

increased significantly until these initiatives have all been implemented:.

1. Adjust the number of,on-going  surveys in the states to a number that

can be completed in a 3- to 5-year period with the available staff. Many

of the soil surveys are understaffed.

2. Increase the use of less intensive soil surveys for areas of less

intensive land use. Design map units so that the amount of detail mapped

will be adequate to meet the needs of the users, but not more detail than

they need. Soil surveys should be adequate for making the intended land

use and management decisions, no more, no less.

3. Get mapping rates in line with the detail mapped. Higher mapping rates

should be expected on lower intensity surveys.

4. Adjust state staff numbers to be able to hantiie LII~ workload in a

timely manner. States with more than 12 to 15 surveys consistently in

progress need at least four state staff members.

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
1
I
i

I
I
I
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I
I
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5. Do not’start  soil surveys until cartographic materials are available to

send to the field. Transferring mapping from one set of maps to another is

ine f f i c i ent . Mapping should be done on-the photos it is to be published

OXl.

6. Do progressive correlation as soil survey progresses, Complete each

area of the survey as you go, so you don’t have to go back to that area

later . This savea a great deal of time if the project leader happens to

get transferred before the survey is completed.

7. Keep map compilation current with progressive correlation. Eliminates

delay at end.

a. Do all map compilation with field soil scientists. One of our biggest

p,roblems  in map finishing has been because of poor compilation. This

causes delays and frustrations. A good map compilation job eliminates most

of the map finishing problems.

9. Complete the first draft of the manuscript by the time of the

comprehensive review. If the manuscript is not complete by the time the

,mapping  is completed it cannot be published timely.

10. Use vord processing equipment for processing the manuscript. We cannot

afford the time or expense of keying manuscripts more than once. Word

p’rocessing also will help the project leader use existing information and

reduce the need to redo material that has already been done,

.
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il. Hake certain any needed laboratory data’is obtained well ahead of final

correlation. If it is determined at the time of final correlation that

laboratory data is needed, unnecessary delays will occur.

12. Make full use of mapping aids such as, color infra-red

terrain vehicles, power probes, backhoes, and other needed

f ie ld  soi l  sc ientists  should have access to color IR If it

This is a very cost effective tool.  .

( IX) ,  al l

equipment. Al l

has been flown.

13. Make sure vehicle fleet is adequate. -It should be in good condition

and appropriate for map,ping conditions. -

14. Increase use of flexible work schedules and overtime. Overtime has

been demonstrated to be very cost effective.

15. Increase use of crthophotography  for mapping and publishing wherever it

is available. Use of orthophotography provides many more options for

electronic processing of ~data  including digitizing maps instead of doing

man finishing. We need to get away from a 1:15,840 scale for ortho. We

cannot produce satisfactory quality of orthophotos at that scale using the

N&Q negatives. Other negatives are not available at this time.

16. Make certain that project leaders are adequately trained to do their

j obs . The job of the project leader is the most critical In the whole soil

survey process. This is where correlation begins, interpretation begins,

and the soil survey report begins. The project leaders either sees or

fails to see how to properly design map units to fit the landscapes and.
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:I! ’
provide information that will answer users questions. If the project

leader does a poorcjob, no amount of fixing by people in the state, NTC, or
4

NIIQ offices can turn it into a good publishable soil survey.

P
I
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MISSION OF SOIL SURVEY PROGRAM

To assist mankind in understanding and wisely using soil resources to achieve
and sustain a desirable quality of life by--

' maintaining a strong scientific basis for defining and describing soil
relationships important to decisions about the use and management of soils.

' providing scientific expertise to identify, classify, map, and inter-
pret soils.

' making field and laboratory information and its interpretation readily
available through texts, maps, and other forms of data bases and assisting
people L se the information.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

FUNCTIONS
Develop policy and provide national leadership for a comprehensive soil
y_surve
technical center, and field office staffs in soil survey activities and
collaborate with other 'staffs.

Develop, test, and improve soil survey information; evaluate soils and
predict their response to management: make soil survey information
available and train others in its use.

Develop and use methods and procedures in the National Cooperative Soil
Survey that ensure effective and efficient preparation and delivery of
high quality products and services.

Provide management initiatives and resources to maintain an effective
national program of soil survey activities consistent with approved
plans and available res'ources in concert with State Agricultural Experiment
Stations and other Federal and state agencies of the National Cooperative
Soil Survey.

Maintain and improve a comprehensive system of soil classification as
basis for transferring soil technology worldwide; provide technical
assistance and training in its application.
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National Headquarters
E'UNCTIONS

The Soils staff in the National Headquarteis (NHQ) is organized to provide
leadership and standards for technical direction of principal functions as
follows:

(a) Soil survey p:ogram management. The Soils staff develops and
recommends  policy; develops plans, standards, and procedures; and provides
staff leadership for a national program of soil survey operations.in
support of a field soil survey program. The functions of the Soils staff
in support of NCSS are to--

(1) Plan, organize, and coordinate NCSS work throughout the United
States in cooperation with state agricultu?al  experiment stations and other
cooperating agencies; provide leadership for national soil survey
conferences;

(2) Prepare policy statements and issue papers relating to the NCSS;

(3) Schedule NCSS activities and coordinate priorities to ensure that
the goals of the program are achieved;

(4) Record, analyze, and summarize soil survey accomplishments;

(5) Develop programs and formulate budgets

(6) Give guidance to the soil survey program and recommend
allowances;

(7) Supervise and participate in program evaluation of NCSS
operations;

(8) Develop standards and procedures for the NSH, the Computer Aided
Scheduling of Published Soil Surveys (CASPUSS) and Soil Operations Data
(SOD) files; and

(9) Maintain working relations with other SCS staffs and with other
agencies, groups, and organizations in connection with these activities.
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National Soil Survey Quality Assurance (NSSQA)
Rodney F. Harrier,  National Leader

Responsibilities

Technical quality assurance is the function of working with the state
conservationists to assure that the state conservationists and their
staffs have the knowledge, technology, information, standards, procedures,
and processes necessary to perform technical functions and technical
quality control, which are the responsibilities of each state
conservationist. (General Manual 404.95 Functions)

The NSSQA staff has the following responsibilities.

- Provides technical leadership and has responsibiljty  for maintaining
uniformity nationwide in soil classification, soil mapping, map unit
interpretations, soil correlation, and application of Soil Taxonomy.

- Provides technical leadership for assuring that adequate quality
control is being carried out by the states for soil mapping, soil
c lassi f icat ion, soi’l interpretations, soil survey manuscripts, and
so i l  c o r re la t i ons .

- Provides guidance in scheduling soil surveys, developing memorandum
of understanding for soil survey areas , preparing soil handbooks,
conducting field reviews, and soil correlation.

- Provides guidance in the preparation of soil survey manuscripts and
the technical revier  procedures for manuscripts.

- Edits, keys and pro:ofreads  soil survey manuscripts and prepares
camera ready copy of text and tables.

- Provides training in soil classification, soil correlation, soil
interpretation, and preparation of soil survey manuscripts.

Ornanization and Staffing

Soil scientists have been assigned responsibility by Major Land Resource
Areas (KLRA’s). Within:their assigned wea the soil scientists will have
responsibility for all quality assurance and technical assistance. They
are to become the “experts” in their assigned area. Three supervisory
soil scientists on the staff have responsibility divided by Land Resource
Regions. It is the responsibility of the supervisory soil scientists to
maintain uniformity and consistence within their assigned area and with
the other supervisory soil scientists. The supervisory soil scientists
have full responsibility for workload analysis, staff assignments,
scheduling, and quality assurance.

The staffing plan specifies that each supervisor have a staff of six so i l
sc ientists ; five soil classification and mapping specialists and one manu-
script review specialist. Two soil classification and mapping positions
and one manuscript review position are vacant. In the immediate future,
Robert Turner and Robert Engel from the Soil Classification staff are
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going to give part time assistance to the NSSQA staff. Although each soil
scientist has major responsibility by MLRA there will be some assignments
in other MLRA’s  in order to balance the workload. Assignments will be
changed periodically in order to broaden the experience of individuals.

All of the soil scientists are located in Lincoln except for Richard
Mayhugh,  headquartered in the South NTC and Loyal Quandt, headquartered in
the Northeast NTC.

The national soil survey editorial staff is under the supervision of Stan
Anderson. Stan manages and directs the editing, keying, proofreading and
preparation of camera ready text and tables for manuscripts from throughout
the U.S. In addition to Stan the staffing plan includes 13 editors, four
editorial assistants, one of which is an upward mobility positicn,  and I>ne
c lerk-typist . Two of the editor positions are vacant. Two editors are
headquartered in the West NTC with Ken Thomas in charge; two editors are
headquartered in the Northeast NTC with Jim Giuliano in charge; and four
editors and two editorial assistants are headquartered in the South NTC
with Marjorie Christie in charge. In addition, four stay-in-school
employees assist with proof-reading and keying of manuscripts.

Accomolishments

Fiscal year 1988 has been a formative year for the National Soil Survey
Quality Assurance staff. Operational procedures and assignments have
shifted throughout the year as the transition was made to a national
s ta f f . During fiscal year 1988 the staff accomplished the following:

Prepared correlations for 20 soil survey areas.

Made quality assurance reviews of 35 correlations prepared by the
states.

Made technical review of 79 soil survey manuscripts.

Gave training in manuscript preparation to seven states.

Edited 60 soil survey manuscripts.

Reviewed GPO page proofs of 80 manuscripts.

Provided technical assistance and quality assurance by participation
in about 25 initial and progress field reviews and about 60
comprehensive and final field reviews.

Reviewed 2036 soil series and entered them into the official series
descr ip t i on  (OSED) file.

Participated in two soil correlation training courses and two basic
soil survey courses attended by approximately 120 soil scientists
from 28 states.

Provided assistance to states by participation in about  a dczen I;TC
or state soil survey workshops.

Made ground penetrating radar studies in 16 states.
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- Provided soil-geomorphology  assistance in eight states, including a
seven county area in southwest Kansas.

- Provided quality assurance review of memoranda of understanding and
progress reviews submitted by states.

- Maintained the soil classification fiLe.

Priorit ies

Major priorities of th’e NSSQA staff for fiscal year 1989:

Assist states with initiating and perfecting progressive soil
correlation.

Provide training in soil survey concepts and procedures.

Assist states with entering series into the OSED file.

Provide training in preparation of and attaining consistency in soil
survey manuscripts.

Update National Soil Handbook Part 602, Soil Classification.

I
I
P
I
1
1
1
I

Coordinate update of soil surveys on a multicounty or regional basis,
such as an MLRA.
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Soi l  Interpretat ions
Prepared for National Workshop for State Soil Scientists

October 17-21, 1988
bY

Maurice J. Mausbach

This has been a year of change for the Soil Survey Division a n d
especia l ly  for  the soi l  interpretat ions staf f . We have organized and
staffed the National Soil Survey Center (NSSC) according to guidelines
and recommendations of the Productivity Improvement Study of the Soil
Survey Program. Soil Technology has again become Soil Interpretations
and the whole staff of one at National Headquarters was realigned to
the NSSC. We have just added the following staff to our section: H.
Raymond Sinclair, Jr., as Supervisory Soil Scientist, my assistant;
Wi l l iam Broderson as soil scientist for agronomic interpretations, R o n
Bauer as soil scientist for woodland interpretations (Ron comes to us
from the Forest Service in Denver, Colorado.) ,  and M. DeWayne  Plays as
soil  scientist for engineering and urban interpretations. George
Staid1 is also a member of our staff  as part of the soil -range team in
Reno , Nevada. This is mor,e staff than we have had in many years in
soil interpretations and we are looking forward to working with you on
the present and next generation of soil interpretations. Today, I
will  briefly describe our staff functions and plans.

STAFF FUNCTIONS

The Mission of the Soil Survey Program is --

10 assist mankind in understanding and wisely using so i l
resources in achieving a sustainable and desirable quality of
l i fe  by:
- Maintaining a strong scientific basis for defining a n d
describing soil relationships important to decisions about the
formation, use, and management of soils.
- Providing scienti,fic  expertise to identify, classify, map, and
interpret  soi ls .
- Making field and laboratory information readily available
through text, maps, and other forms of databases, and helping
people use the information.

Our part of the overall mission is to maintain the scientific basis
for soil interpretations and to interface with users to provide up-to-
date, user-friendly soil  information. Our functions are:

- Develop concepts ,  cr i ter ia , and methods for interpreting dnd
using soil survey information. This includes interpretations for
limitations/suitability of soil for land uses and classifications
of soil such as prime.farmland,  hydric soil ,  and fragile land.

- Provide leadership for the use of soil survey information in
making wise land use decisions. This includes working with SCS
disciplines in resource planning activities and with interagency
groups in development of interpretative models.
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- Provide training and guidance on developing soil
interpretations and procedures for collection of needed attribute
data for interpretative models.

- Establish guidelines and procedures for technology transfer.
This includes the presentation and dissemination of information
via technical publications, electronic informa’tion  systems, and
technical guides.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

This is an exciting time for all of us in SCS. With the formation of
the NSSC, the soil  interpretations, soil database, and soil
classification staffs have the opportunity to coord,inate  activities
and to work more closely with and to obtain the expertise of
scientists in the quality assurance and soil investigation staffs.
Organizational charts are like Soil Taxonomy in tha,t our staffs are
broken into discrete boxes. However, as with soils, I look at our
NSSC staffs and their functions as a continuum and look forward to the
synergistic relationships of the staffs. We also lnok forward to a
close working relationship with the interpretations staffs at the
National Technical Centers. We look to them as extensions of our
staff and will seek, among other things, their assistance in the
revi@w  and development of soil interpretations.

One of our most important tasks is to maintain an open line of
communication5 among all of us. In addition to planned workshops, we
plan to have monthly teleconferences between the center
interpretations staff and the NTC interpretations staffs. The NTC
interpretations staffs will also be looking to extend the
communications to you the users of soil information. If you have
concerns, suggestions, or proposals for additional interpretations,
please contact your respective NTC soil interpretations staffs.

The FY89 priorities in SCS/Soil Survey include Food Security FIct
(FSA), Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP),  Water Quality and
Quantity, completion of the Soil Interpretation Training Modules,
Geographic Information Systems, Wind Erosion Research Model (WERM),
and the next generation (electronic) soil survey databases. These
act iv it ies  wi l l  involve a l l  o f  our  staf fs , especially at the state and
field off ices.

WEPP, WERM, GIS, Water Quality all are based on an electronic soil
database. We have the opportunity and challenge to provide sound
user-friendly information to these activities. This means a more
active program for data collection and verification and a general
restructuring of our databases to the field office CAMPS system. The
restructured databases must also support and automate our soil survey
operations including the quality control/quality assurance functions.
The data collection activities include new data elements necessary to
drive the models, map unit description/characterization to support
application of models and interpretations, and the necessary delivery
systc?ms for the data.
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Databases/data elements

Under the direction of  the National Soil  Survey Database staff ,  the
restructuring of  our databases will  be a joint effort among staffs at
the NSSC, NTCs and states. A top priority for our staff  is  the
development of the National Soil Series Standard (merging of the
estimated properties of  the Soil  Interpretations Record with the
Official  Soil  Series data) and identif ication of  data elements needed
to drive the new models, those needed to serve soils  scientist  in
basic  soi 1 services, and those needed in the proposed field level
interpretat ive  database . Inc luded in  th is  e f fort  i s  the  deve lopment
of  a process/procedure to gether and store the temporal data that are
important in the wind and water erosion models. In addition George
Staid1 (National Soil Range Team) will continue on the expansion  o f
the site description database to inc lude riparian areas.

Map Unit Description/Characterization

As we continue to develop models and our GIS capabilities, the demand
for more quantitative d,ata on the composition and character of the map
unit  (po lygon)  wil l  increase. Fortunately or unfortunately, GISs

demand quantitative data to function most eff iciently. The soil
geography staff  is  looking at ways to best display attribute data
within the GIS environment. One issue is how to display l imitations
for a land use such as Septic Tank Filter Fields for a map unit
(polygon) that has more than one soil component. Do we pick the major
component, do we averege,:or  do we develop a procedure to display
information based, on probabilities or possibilities, ie display all
areas in green that have a 70 percent likelihood of a slight
limitation, etc? Others have suggested a striped pattern for such
cases with the width of  stripes indicating relative composition of  the
map unit with respect to the degree of limitation.

If we accept a 1ikelihood:or probabi l i ty  approach,  ~then the
statistical  representation of  map unit composition has increased
importance. This composition must include composition of landforms as
w e l l  a s  s o i l s . Our staff will be working on a method to standardize
landform  descriptions in a hierarchial  s cheme. This scheme will
provide a format for consistency in describing landforms within a
physiographic region. Sylsdding  landform composition to a map unit,
we have the opportunity to tie the soil components of the map unit to
landform position and quantitatively sdescribe  the relationship
(sociology) of component soils in a map unit.

Again this may mean additional data collection for some survey areas.
We have the challenge to develop a statistically valid procedures to
characterize map unit composition (variability). These procedures
must be within our means to collect the data but also must provide the
necessary probability statistics whether the use be predictive models
or map unit interpretations.

Data delivery systems
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Implicit in the restructuring and design of our databases is the
development of a delivery system of the data to the field office or
user. The delivery system will involve both resource soil scientists
and computer technology. The data will need scrutiny and review by
so i l  ec i ent i a t s . Our field staff will also need to co l l ec t  add i t iona l
support dataneeded  to drive new interpretations and models. Because
of this expanding need for additional data for map units and map unit
components, we no longer will be ableto  relax once a survey is
pub I i shed. In fact in many cases our pork has only begun. Some of us
call this the maintenance.function  of a soil su rvey . We are striving
to facilitate these functions throilgh the use of computers and soil
information  systems.

We anticipate phasing in new data elements for WEPP over the’next 2-3
years. These new data elements will be introduced at the field office
level within the present structure of the CRMPS  sof,tware.

Continuing functions

We will continue to support and update the present database at FImes

while working on the National Soil Series Standard. In the past year
we have consolidated and integrated the Official Series Description,
Soi l  Classi f icat ion, and Soil Interpretation Record at f+mes. This
year processes will be added to provide an electronic review process
for 801-5  updates, to input/edit SOI- data on the FDCAS computers,
and to accommodate the new data elements proposed at the Ft. Collins
Work Planning Conference. We also plan to further expand the access
to the SOI- data by placing it.into the ORFICLE  relational database on
the ISU computer. The MUUF database is already in ORACLE.

Our staff will begin to review section 603 of the National Soils
Handbook with the goals of developing computer models or checks for
the estimated properties section of the SOI-5,  of evaluating the
interpretative guides, and of developing algorithms to generate the
interpretat ions us ing 3sd or field office systems. We will also
continue to work with Don Goss on water quality interpretations.
George Staid1 will continue his work with site descriptions
concentrating on eoil and vegetation use interpretations and expanding
the site description to include riparian areas. .

We continue to have hydric eoiIs/wetiand  activities. The National
Committee for Hydric Soils will meet this winter to consider proposals
on fine tuning the hydric soil criteria.

We have many opportunities and challenges in soil interpretations and
look forward to working with you in developing soil interpretation
systems that work for all us. Again we can only accomplish the goals
through cooperation and communication. If you have concerns or
suggestions please cantact  either my staff or the NTC soil
interpretat ions staf f .
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Local governments are realizing more every day that the land
records and maps they must maintain are quite valuable to many
different people. Especially as counties, cities and utilities
move to automate records and maps, local officials must begin to
realize also that there is only one geography, one set of
streets, one set of property addresses, etc. It no longer makes
a lot of sense for each agency, or unit of government having a
separate set of maps, using different scales, different
symbology, and with these maps often being poorly maintained.

With county officials in many areas of the country at least
examining the need to modernize, it is likely that SCS
representatives will more and more be required to work with local
governments using automated maps and land records or at least in
the process of conversion to these systems. Indeed, the soil
scientist may often be asked for advice in the process.

The education and experience the professional soil scientist
brings to the table is very important to local officials. Even
more important is the perspective that the soil scientist will
have about the appropriate use of data and models using soils
information. Using the new technologies indeed produces
beautiful, effective displays; however, inaccurate data and poor
models may appear to be just as appealing as accurate, sensible
models. It's going to be easier to make mistakes.

That's why cooperative agreements with counties automating the
soil surveys is so critically important. Establishing good
communication with local soil scientists at the outset will help
alleviate the tendency to "shoot from the'hip" when officials are
asked to use soils survey data, or produce analytical mapping of
soils related phenomena.

Wyandotte County, Kansas, is one county that has taken
advantage of the cooperative agreement program to automate its
soils survey. Most of the presentation and overheads included
serve to illustrate what counties with modern, land records
systems are going to be doing in the future. Although the
specific details may be different between counties, the common
themes will be consistent. Technology will continue to change
rapidly, and institutions will continue to resist adopting a more
comprehensive approach.

Progress is being made and as is illustrated by Milwaukee's
study of existing multiple uses of maps, a coordinated approach
between departments and agencies appears desirable. Furthermore
by these groups working together, the future for the use of soils
surveys and other natural resource data should see ever wider and
more effective application in solving some of our more pressing
environmental problems.



DIGITAL MAPPING ACTIVITY l/V KANSAS
1 l/01/88

DIGITAL DATA DIGITAL DATA AVAILABLE, BUT NO
IN USE NOW MEANS FOR IMMEDIATE ACCESS

PROSPECTIVE
SYSTEMS
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LANDS
A Multi-Purpose Land Records System

- Base Maps
Scale I1200
2’ Contours
Unique 6-digit Parcel Number
Property Address(s)

- Rata Base
Parcel Number and Address from Maps
Alternate Keys

Owner Name
Property Address
Property Description

Comprehensive Property Characteristics

- Automated Mapping and Graphics
Parcel Boundaries
DIME street file
Voter Precincts
Tax Districts
Sewer Network (x,y,z)
Census Tracts/Blocks (1970,198O)
Service Districts
Soils (recompiled to 1:6000)
Agricultural Use Boundaries



SAMPLE
ASSESSMENT PARCEL SECTION MAP

1” = 200’

This ASSESSMENT PARCEL SECTION MAP Is a ccmposlle  cl
W
In ended  lo lhow (11 acouralely  ea poctlble the relsllon~hlp  clr

andotta  Counly  Brar Mspplng’s  114  Secllon  Mapa. Pwccln tire

nrlghbcrlng ownwrhlp parcels bul iwe nol lnlendsd  lo bs construed
a1 WveY accur~lr  In any msnnsr. The lcpcgraphlc  and plsnlinslrlc
laalUreS  aI*  for  refarenCe  only wllh renpecl  lo parcel boundarles.

Assessment Parcel
Section Map

REVISIONS
~~f~~~~~h  Llah rrgardlng REVISIONS of lhls map ~erlea.~re
malnwned  by Iha Bake MappIng Program  of Ihe Wyandouo  County
Surveyor’s OIlIce.

COPY DATE
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l

l Map Maintenance
-interactive digitizing from updated source
-feature rectification to improved source data

. Map Analysis
-overlay map features and summarize results
-relate features to each other
-relate disparate data thru geographic linkage

l Map Production

1
1
1
1
I
I.
I ..__

AUTOMATED MAPPING
General Functions/Operations

Map Construction
-pain t/line/area digitizing
-parametric data en try
-conversion/rectification of existing maps

Map inquiry
-queries about features; name,ID,size,e tc
-access to data bases about features
-mixed graphical & data base queries

-consis tent cartographic quality
-flexible con tent/feature selection
-plot preview/in terac five plot editing

IAAO Mapping Seminar 9188
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WYANDOTTE COUNTY, KANSAS
Conversion to ARC/INFO

- Existing Digitized Data Converted to Arc\lnfo
Parcel Boundaries
DIME street file
Voter Precincts
Tax Levy Districts
Census Tracts/Blocks (1970,1980)

,’ Prototype Map (Plan,Relief,Utilities)

- New Digitizing~  Completed 1988
Soils (Cooperative Project with USDA SCSI
Agricultural Use Parcels (reappraisal)
Auto-Assignment of Kansas Parcel IDS
1989 Precinct Boundaries (Reapportionment)
Reappraisal Neighborhoods

- Planned Projects 1989
Utility Service Districts
1990 Census Boundaries
Sub-Parcel Zoning Boundaries
Dimensioned Maps (Auto Annotation)
Convert Dist’ricts to Cadastral Features
Sewer Network--Conversion (x,y,z)
NAD27 to NAD83 Coordinate Adjustment
Remonument:ation  Adjustments from GPS Proj
Audit Admini:strative District Assignments
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Wyandotte County, Kansas
MAJOR MAPPING PROJECTS 1988

REAPPRAISAL SUPPORT
(Appraisal Date l/l/89)

VOTER PRECINCT REVISION/REAPPORTIONMENT
(Effective Date l/1/89)

UPDATE VIDEO PICTURE INVENTORY OF PARCELS
(Completion date %1(1/8?)

REMONUMENTATION/CONTROL PROJECT - GPS
(Cooperative Agreement with NGS 11/88)

INTEGRATED TERRAIN UNIT MAPPING
(9 square mile pilot project)

SOILS SURVEY RECOMPILATION AND AUTOMATION
(1:20000 to 1:6000 Completed Q/88)



City of Milwaukee’s Policy Development Information System (I’DIS)

Milwaukee is similar to most American cities in that it is faced with a major issue: how to allocate limited resources to meet growing or clang-
ing city needs. To help resolve complex policy issues  as well as manage day-to-day functions, the city has developed and implemented a multipor.
pose automated land records system, the Policy  Development Information System (PDIS).  The boundaries of over 160,wO individual ownership
parcels were digitized and assigned a parcel identifier, so that data from many types of records can be readily displayed for any one parcel. The
diagram below illustrates which user organizations might contribute to l’DIS, and potential applications available to each.

An analytical application of PDIS is illustrated on the opposite side of this insert, which shows the distribution of property tax delinquencies
by aldermanic district as of March 1986. These delmquencies  represent about 6.8 percent of the total real  estate  tax base. or about 1.8 milhon  in
delinquent taxes. Gmphic  portrayal of the delinquencies allows an alderman to see their drstribution,  and analysis indicates that three districts
contain the majority of delinquencies. Closer  examinadon  of those three districts using overlays of other maps allows the alderman to v&v indi-
vidual parcels, to investigate various factors that might account for the delinquencies, such 86 owner occupancy vs. absentee ownership. wxant
vs. built-up land. and identical ownership of a group of parcels.

The ability to access. integrate and analyze existing records-to transform data into information with the as&lance  of modern information
concepts and technology-has been essential to PDlS’s  success  in helping to resolve a wide variety of city management and policy problems.

For more information about PDIS, contact Mr. William Huxhold,  Project Director, Policy Development Information System, City of Milwaukee.
741 N. Milwaukee St., Suite 202, Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53202; (414) 278.3877

Cross Reference of Existing Organizational Use of Maps
and Potential Use of a Multipurpose Land Records Information System
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Wisconsin Land Records CommIttee:  RnalReport

Key

.ra Cc~llecX and use data

Use data collected by others,

M91
DOT

DILHR

W A

DATCP

DOR

DOD

RPC’S

GNHSI
UWEX

Dept. of Natural Resources
Dept. of Transporiation
Dept.  of Induslry.  Labar,and

Humar~Rolntions

Dept. of Adminislration

Dept. of Agricullurs.Trade. and
Consumer Praleciion

Dept. of Revenue

Dept.  of Dwelopment

Regional Planning Commissions

Geological & Natural History
Survey  (within University 01
Wisconsin-Exlsnsion)

Examples of Land Information Collection and Use in Wisconsin
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SELECTING A SYSTEM
INAPPROPRIATE METHODS

THE FIRST ONE YOU SEE

BELIEVING ONE SALESMAN OVER ANOTHER
Attractive Salesperson Syndrome

THE ONE THAT THE ‘PILOT PROJECT’
WAS DONE: ON

BASED ON WHAT THEY CLAIM WILL BE
THERE AT SOME FUTURE DATE
‘Oh sure’ Syndrome

VENDOR L.OYALTY
Computers as Religion

THE HARDWARE THAT IT RUNS ON
You won’t have to buy another computer
(The Eleventh Great Lie)

OBSERVATIONS AT AD HOC, UNPLANNED MAP
REGURGITATION DEMONSTRATIONS

Vendor-Sponsored Seminars

STANDARDRFP PROCEDURES
Low Bids
Based on Specifications Provided
by a Vendor

BENCHMARKS USING THEIR DATA

Source: D. Friedley
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I Good data is the
;,“““,vcu aIra*

2 Bcld data drives
QJfyood.

The data you
have for the
present crisis
was collected
to relate to
the previous
one.

4
The respectability
of existin data
grows wiii:
elapsed time
and distance
from the data
source to the
investigator.

5273&F
one office to

6 If ~OJ have the
right data you
have the wrong
problem; and
vice versa.

The important
thing is not what
youdobuthow
yw measure it.

8 In complex
systems there is
170 relationship
between infcf-
mation gathered
and the deci-
sion made.

Acquisition of
knchvledge from
exp3ience is an
exception

at which
academic
courses pro-
life&e



All I

By Robert F&hum

Ever Really
I Learned in

Needed to Know
Kindergarten

Most of what I really need to know  about howto  Ilve. and what to do, and how to
be, I learned In kindergarten. Wisdom  was not at the top of the graduate school
mcuntaln,  but there In the  Jatidbox  at nursery school.

These  are the things  J learned: Share everythlng.  Play fair. Don’t hlt people. Put
thlngs back where you found them. Clean up your own mess. Don’t take things
that arrn’t  yours. Say you’re sorry when you hurt somebody. Wash your hands
before you eat. flush. Warm cockles and cold milk are good for you. Uve a
balanced Ilfe. Learn some and think some and draw and paint and slng and dance
and play and work every day soine.

Take a nap every afternoon. When you go out Into the world.  watch for traffic,  hold
hands and stick together. Be aware of wonder. Remember the llttle seed In the
plastic  cup. The roots go down and the plant goes up and nobody really knows
how or why, but we are all like that.

Goldflsh and hamsters and, white mice and even fhe iltffe  seed In the plastic
cup-they all dle. So do we.

knd then remember the book about Dick and Jane and the first word you learned,
the biggest  word of all: LOOK. Everything you need to know Is In there
somewhere. The Golden Rule and love and basic sanltatlon.  Ecology and politics
and sane Ilvlng.

Think  of what a better worid  It would be If we ail-the whole world-had cookies  and
milk about 3 o’clock every aiternoon  and then. lay down with our blankets for a nap.
Or If we had a basic  policy  In our natlon and other natlons  to always put thlngs
back where we found them and cleaned Up our own messes. And It Is stlll  true. no
matter how old you are, when you go out Into the world, It Is best to hold hands and
stick together.



IMPLEMENTING A GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) IN SCS

by

Gale TeSelle

Introduction

I am very pleased to be here. I enjoy interacting
w.itb soil scientists perhaps more than any other SCS
technical discipline. I'm happy you asked me to be part of
this program.

Times have been and continue to be exciting for the
Cartography ii GIS Division. The times are also
revolutio"ary, in the fields of cartography, remote sensing,
and wherever there is analysis of spatial data; and GIS is
causing this revolution. The acronym GIS is becoming so
common that you almost don't have to say what it is. This
technology is starting to have a" effect in SCS, in project
planning, conservation planning, resource inventory,
engineering, ecological sciences, and perhaps most in Soil
Survey. Soil survey is in the thick of the GIS revolution.

I want to spend most of my time talking about GIS. But
before I get too heavy into the GIS aspects, let me talk
about recent issuances of SCS policy and some of our plans
for National Handbooks. Also I want to talk a little about
the National Aerial Photography Program (NAPP) and its
related large scale orthophoto quarterquads products.

Policy- -

Recently the chief signed a new National policy on
cartography, remote sensing, h GIS as a general manual
edition. It was a major update and rewrite of the National
Carto Manual. I brought a few copies along for your review
a't the workshop and have placed them on the exhibit table.
Ynu should be receiving them very soon in the mail. Please
take the time to read it as the whole document is only 15
pages. 1'11 ask you to take a look particularly at the GIS
section which is a totally new policy.

Prepared and presented by Gale W. TeSelle at the National
State Soil Scientist Workshop at Lincoln, Nebraska, October
1988. Mr. TeSelle is the Director of the Cartography and
GIS Division, SCS, Washington, D.C.
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The general manual policy has very few technical
details and is intended for all offices. We plan to develop
and issue national technical policy and guidance in National
Handbooks. Those of interest to you folks in soils are the
Soil Map Digitizing Handbook, GIS Handbook, Remote Sensing
Handbook, and the National Cartographic Center Operations
Handbook. You should also all be aware of a policy that we
issued back in June 1988 that pertained to soil map
digitizing which described and set the SCS specifications
for soil map digitizing. If you are not familiar with this
please talk to me at the break.

NAPP and O-thophotoquads

The NAPP program is now in its second full year and it
is an excellent multi-agency program. Unfortunately it is
still underfunded for flying the country in 5 years, so its
more like a 5 year/lO,year program. It isn't a perfect
program for SCS because compromises have to be made in the
multi-agency environment. But if we went off on our own, it
would cost a lot more. We still need you working to get
state cost share dollars. State cost share money guarantees
your state will get flown the year it is scheduled. If no
state dollars are available, make sure you talk to the NHQ
Soil Survey Division about your needs for imagery so it can
be properly prioritized from a soil survey perspective.

One of the great products you can make from NAPP is
large scale 1:12,000 scale orthophotoquads. These are
outstanding looking orthos formatted as a quarter of a 7 l/2
quad. USGS is quite willing to produce these for us as part
of the SCS-USGS 50/50 cost share program. We recently
reached an agreement with USGS on the cost of
orthophotoquads from NAPP which is $300 per 1:12,000
quarterquad, $1200 for 1:24,000 full quad. This includes
preparation and application of a collar plate and image
overedge. You may order the 1:12,000 scale quarterquads
from NCC just as you have ordered the 1:24,000 scale in the
past.

As a pilot project, we have a cooperative project with
USGS to produce 140 orthophotoquads at the 1:12,000 scale
with 36 of these quads being produced digitally. It's an
exciting project in which NAPP is computer scanned,
digitally rectified, and output on a high resolution film
recorder. It provides excellent quality imagery. This
digital orthophoto process is currently more expensive than
the conventional method but USGS is going to purchase an
operational system which should reduce the cost of
production. The primary big benefit of this digital
orthophoto quad imagery is that it can be used as a data
layer in the GRASS GIS. Imagery can be displayed on the
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graphics monitor for orientation just like conventional
aerial photos have been used and then digitized soil
boundaries and farm field boundaries superimposed. Hard
copy output would result in a conservation plan map or soil
interpretation map with an imagery background.

G e o g r a p h i c

N o ” , let me talk specifically about GIS. GIS is in its

infancy. It's only been around seriously for about 10
years. We in SCS just took a critical step forward. We
selected one GIS E>ftware package to support, and to develop
nationally on the AT&T UNIX based equipment. That software
package is called GRASS. GRASS stands for Geographic
Resources Analysis Support System and it was developed by
the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
at Champaign, Illinois.

We recently issued a National bulletin announcing this
decision, National bulletin 170-8-6 dated Sept. 28, 1988.
The bulletin describes the results of the pilot testing of
GRASS, and for all of you who have helped in pilot testing
GRASS, I thank you. The test team recommended that GRASS be
released in SCS as soon as possible and we have now made it
available as of Oct. 24, 1988. We view this as a major
accomplishment and step forward for the agency.

GRASS is UNIX based. It supports the 5 basic functions
of a GIS which are; input, manage, manipulate, analyze, and
display geographic data. It's public domain software, we
have the source code. We can tailor and help develop it the
way we want.

To help announce and publicize this decision about
GRASS, we developed the GRASS folder being handed out at
this time. We also demonstrated GRASS at the National State
Conservationist Meeting in Myrtle Beach, S.C. two weeks ago.
We want to get the word out on GRASS and to a degree,
promote GRASS. But, we don't want anybody to have GRASS
unless they really want it and are ready for the commitment
that it takes to implement GIS technology. Our intent is to
make the GRASS digitizing software efficient enough so that
digitizing can be a" integral part of the soil mapping and
pulication process.

Let's take the remaining time going through the GRASS
folder. The folder itself describes many aspects of GRASS
and the potential SCS objectives supported by GRASS. The
contents of the folder include: GRASS Questions and
Answers, GIS Fact Sheet, Pilot Test Overview, SCS-GRASS
Development Plans, Implementation Guidelines, Staff
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Responsibilities and User Support Roles, Duties and
Responsibilities of a State GIS Specialist, State GIS Plan
Outline, Developing Spatial Databases, and the AT&T 3B2,
6386, and 6386 Hardware Configurations.

Please take the time to read these inserts in the GRASS
folder and pay close attention particularly to the
Implementation Guidelines paper. It spells out a 5 step
process for implementing GRASS, which is 1) acquire a GIS
specialist, 2) develop a state GIS plan 3) access your data
requirements and availability of existing databases, 4)
acquire the necessary hardware, and 5) get the GRASS
training and the GRASS so=tware.

Thank yowvery much for letting me share this'information
with you. I'm looking forward to joining you in the GIS
break-out discussion sessions. I invite you all to come to
our GIS/Carto/R/S Workshop in Ft. Worth, TX on March 6,
1989.
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T h e  N a t i o n a l  C a r t o g r a p h i c  C e n t e r  ( a t t a c h e d  o r g a n i z a t i o n  c h a r t )  i s
m o v i n g  i n t o  s o m e  e x c i t i n g  n e w  t e c h n o l o g y  nitches  w h i c h  w i l l  b e t t e r
d i s p l a y  y o u r  w o r k  a n d  p r o d u c t s .

A. C o l o r  C o p i e r  - N C C  h a s  a  c o l o r  c o p i e r  w h i c h  c a n  t a k e  u p  t o
11X17 c o l o r  m a p s ,  p i c t u r e s ,  p r i n t s ,  a n d  r e p r o d u c e  o u t p u t
s i z e s  o f  11X17 a n d  8-1/2x11. T h e  s i z e  c a n  b e  i n c r e a s e d  u p  t o
4 0 0  p e r c e n t  ( r e m e m b e r i n g  t h e  11X17 m a p s )  o r  r e d u c e d  5 0  p e r c e n t .
P r i n t s  c.an b e  m a d e  f r o m  s l i d e s  a n d  c o l o r  v u g r a p h s  ( e x a m p l e
s h o w n )  c a n  b e  m a d e  o f  s l i d e s ,  p i c t u r e s ,  o r  m a p s .

B. A t l a s  G r a p h i c s  - NCC has  been  u s ing  A t l a s  Graph ic s  (a pc
m a p p i n g  pckage) to complete certain m a p  r e q u e s t s . The new 6386
c h i p  t e c h n o l o g y  i s  n o w  i n  u s e  ( t h r e e  e x a m p l e s  a r e  a t t a c h e d ) .
T h e  e x a m p l e s  a r e  a l l  i n  b l a c k  a n d  w h i t e  b u t  c o l o r  c a n  a l s o  b e
u s e d . Any  coun ty  da t a  can  be  u sed  t o  co lo r  a  coun ty  by  using
the  F IPS  codes  and  t he  LOTUS l -2 -3  sp r eadshee t . T h i s  s o f t w a r e
r u n s  i n  t h e  D O S  e n v i r o n m e n t  a n d  o n  FOCAS e q u i p m e n t . O u t p u t  h a s
b e e n  o n  a  H o u s t o n  p e n  p l o t t e r  a n d  o n  a n  VEv s i z e  C a l c o m p  p e n
p l o t t e r . W h a t  t h i s  m e a n s  t o  y o u ,  t h e  u s e r ,  i s  t h a t  a l l  y o u r
maps  made  t h i s  way  can  be  made  i n  a  sho r t e r  t ime  pe r iod .

C. T e c h n i c a l  P u b l i s h i n g  - N C C  m o v e d  b a c k  i n t o  t h e  t e c h n i c a l  p u b -
l i s h i n g  b u s i n e s s  l a s t  s p r i n g . T h e  Macintosh  e n v i r o n m e n t  i s  i n
u s e  a n d  t u r n s  o u t  s o m e  e x t r e m e l y  n i c e  p r o d u c t s . You may have
s e e n  a  n u m b e r  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  s h e e t s  o n  r e m o t e  s e n s i n g  a n d  t h e
W a t e r  Q u a l i t y  W o r k s h o p  h a n d b o o k  (all done  in  the  Technica l
P u b l i s h i n g  S e c t i o n ) . I n  a d d i t i o n , g r a p h i c s  c a n  b e  d o n e
( e x a m p l e s  f r o m  A r k a n s a s )  o r ,  i f  y o u  w a n t ,  a  c o m p l e t e  b r o c h u r e
l a y o u t . You s t i l l  h a v e  t o  g e t  t h e  c l e a r a n c e s  r e q u i r e d  i n  N H Q .

D. GIS - NCC i s  o f f e r ing  cou r se s  i n  GIS a n d  G R A S S  (a GIS  sof t -
w a r e  p a c k a g e ) . T h i s  y e a r  G I S  i s  o f f e r e d  t h e  w e e k s  o f
O c t o b e r  24-28, 1 9 8 8 ;  D e c e m b e r  5 - 9 ,  1 9 8 8 ;  F e b r u a r y  1 3 - 1 7 ,  1 9 8 9 ;
M a r c h  20-24, 1 9 8 8 ;  A p r i l  2 4 - 2 8 ,  1 9 8 9 ;  M a y  2 2 - 2 6 ,  1 9 8 9 ;
J u n e  26-30,  1969; J u l y  2 4 - 2 8 ,  1 9 8 9 ;  A u g u s t  28-September  1 ,
1989; a n d  S e p t e m b e r  2 5 - 2 9 ,  1 9 8 9 . T h e  G I S  c o u r s e  i s  a  p r e -
r e q u i s i t e  f o r  t h e  G R A S S  c o u r s e . GRASS t r a in ing  i s  t o  be
g i v e n  O c t o b e r  31-November  4, 1 9 8 8 ;  J a n u a r y  9 - 1 3 .  1 9 8 9 ;
F e b r u a r y  6 - 1 0 , 1 9 8 9 ;  M a r c h  6 - 1 0 , 1 9 8 9 ;  A p r i l  10-14. 1 9 8 9 ;
M a y  1 5 - 1 9 ,  1 9 8 9 :  J u n e  1 2 - 1 6 ,  1 9 8 9 ;  J u l y  1 0 - 1 4 ,  1 9 8 9 ;
A u g u s t  U - 1 8 ,  1 9 8 9 ; a n d  S e p t e m b e r  1 1 - 1 5 ,  1 9 8 9 . GRASS is the
GIS f o r  f i e l d  o f f i c e s  a n d  t h e  s o f t w a r e  p a c k a g e  f o r  d i g i t i z i n g
c a l l e d  M a p  D e v  i s  w h a t  i s  r e c o m m e n d e d  f o r  f i e l d  d i g i t i z i n g .
T h e  NCCprovides  d i r e c t  a s s i s t a n c e  a n d  h o t l i n e  a s s i s t a n c e
f o r  G R A S S  s y s t e m s  a f t e r  t h e  u s e r  h a s  t a k e n  G R A S S  t r a i n i n g .  W e
w o u l d  p r e f e r  t h a t  a l l  u s e r s  t a k e  t h e  G R A S S  t r a i n i n g  b e f o r e  w e
g i v e  e i t h e r  t y p e  a s s i s t a n c e . A t  p r e s e n t , w e  h a v e  a  s t a f f  o f
f o u r  p e o p l e  t o  p r o v i d e  t h i s  a s s i s t a n c e .
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Zone 1
rd ;nc

0-8cm SYR3/3;pPebbly silk loam; very bioturbated with fKfhmottles of AS h B
horizon soils. Sod layer.

Zone
pd ;*e

8-12~~ Sm4/4-3/4 pebbly silt loam with chunks of fAfASABK in a bioturlated
matrix.

12-2Scm 2SYE3/6 SiCL wfupper 8cm very mottled w/zone 2 inclusions. Eme/SAX
w/common disruptioixs from bioturbation  and small rootlets.

SABK - Subangular Blocky Structure
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3lMN369

.L . Test Unit A - North W@l

Elevation
218.24 I

217.98

Zone 1
O-8 cm

Zone 2
a-1 2 cm

Zone 3
12-25 cm

Zone 4
2544 cm

5YR3/3; pebbly silt loam; very bioturbated with few fine mottles of A6 & 6 horizon
soils. Sod layer.

SYR4/4-3/4 pebbly silt loam with chunks of few fine SABK in a bioturbated matrix.

2.5 YR3/6 SiCL Gith upper 8cm very mottled with zone 2 inclusions. Fine SABK  with
common disruptions from bioturbation and small rootlets.

2.SYR4/8, massive SiC with pockets of fine SABK  with few fine rootlets
and slickensides.

Sic Silty clay
SiCL Silty clay loam .
ABK Subangular blocky structure

.” Figure 5. Proi3e of test unit A
.I archeological site 3MN369

SOUTH FORK
WATERSHED PROJECT

Multiple Purpose Structure Site No. 1
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D e s k t o p  T y p e s e t t i n g  o f  Sol1 S u r v e y  T e x t s

by Stan Anderson, SUpervisOry  Editor

A s  o f  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t  fiscal y e a r ,  a l l  s o i l

s u r v e y  m a n u s c r i p t s  w i l l  b e  t y p e s e t  o n  a  d e s k t o p  p u b l i c a t i o n

s y s t e m  o p e r a t e d  by’the Soil S u r v e y  Q u a l i t y  A s s u r a n c e  S t a f f

In Lincoln, N e b r a s k a . T h i s  s y s t e m  w i l l  m a k e  c a m e r a - r e a d y

c o p i e s  o f  t h e  t e x t s , whtch w i l l  b e  s e n t  t o  G P O  f o r  p r i n t i n g

a n d  b i n d i n g , a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  t a b l e s  a n d  t h e  m a p s . The new

s y s t e m  w i l l  b e  a b l e  t o  h a n d l e  a l l  o f  t h e  t e x t s  t h a t  w i l l  b e

r e a d y  f o r  t y p e s e t t i n g  d u r i n g  t h e  c u r r e n t  f i s c a l  y e a r . The

n u m b e r  o f  s u c h  t e x t s  I s  l i k e l y  t o  b e  b e t w e e n  6 0  a n d  7 0 .

T h e  d e s k t o p  s y s t e m ,  w h i c h  conststs o f  M a g n a  t y p e s e t t l n g

s o f t w a r e  a n d  a  P r i n t w a r e  l a s e r  p r i n t e r ,  s e t s  p r l n t  n e a r l y  a s

h l g h  i n  q u a l i t y  a s  t h a t  s e t  b y  t h e  p h o t o c o m p o s i t l o n  p r o c e s s

at  GPO. F o r  e a c h  s u r v e y , I t  s a v e s  a b o u t  $ 1 , 9 0 0  i n  G P O

c o s t s . I t  a l s o  s a v e s  a b o u t  3  m o n t h s  i n  t h e  a m o u n t  o f  t i m e

n e e d e d  t o  prepare~a  p a g e  p r o o f  f o r  publication. T h e  s y s t e m

a l l o w s  f o r  g r e a t e r  flexibility i n  m a k l n g  c h a n g e s  i n  p a g e

p r o o f s . Al so, I t  g i v e s  SC5 e d i t o r s  g r e a t e r  c o n t r o l  o v e r  t h e

p r o c e s s  o f  m a k i n g  a n d  p r o o f r e a d i n g  t h e  p a g e  p r o o f s . I f  SC5

r u n s  o u t  o f  publI,cation m o n e y  d u r i n g  t h i s  f i s c a l  y e a r ,  f o r

e x a m p l e , t h e  e d i t o r s  w i l l  b e  a b l e  t o  c o n t i n u e  m a k l n g  a n d

p r o o f r e a d i n g  p a g e  p r o o f s , t h u s  e l i m i n a t i n g  t h e  b u i l d u p  o f  a

l a r g e  b a c k l o g  of.unread p r o o f s .

T h e  n e w  s y s t e m  w i l l  n o t  c h a n g e  t h e  p r o c e d u r e s  c u r r e n t l y  u s e d

w h e n  s o i l  s u r v e y  m a n u s c r i p t s  a r e  r e v l e w e d  a n d  e d i t e d ,  u n l e s s
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t h e  s t a t e  p l a n s  t o  u s e  a  s e m i t a b u l a r  f o r m a t  f o r  t h e  d e t a i l e d

s o i l  m a p  u n i t s ,  s e r i e s ,  o r  b o t h . T h e  t e x t  w i l l  c o n t i n u e  t o

b e  c o d e d  with d o l l a r  s i g n  c o d e s . T h e  editors o n  t h e

N a t i o n a l  S o i l  S u r v e y  Q u a l i t y  A s s u r a n c e  S t a f f  h a v e  w r i t t e n

s e a r c h  a n d  r e p l a c e  r o u t i n e s  t h a t  will c h a n g e  ,these  c o d e s  t o

typesettlng c o m m a n d s  i n  t h e  M a g n a  s y s t e m . T h e  c o n v e r s i o n

p r o g r a m  I s  c a l l e d  B l u e b e r r y . T h e  c o n v e r s i o n  r o u t i n e s  I n  t h e

B l u e b e r r y  s o f t w a r e  a r e  c a l l e d  “ t o t a l  .swp” ( t o t a l  s w a p ) ,

w h i c h  m a k e s  c h a n g e s  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  e n t l r e  t e x t ;  “front.swp”

Cf r o n t  swap), w h i c h  m a k e s  c h a n g e s  I n  t h e  f r o n t  m a t t e r ;  a n d

“back.swp”  ( b a c k  s w a p ) , w h i c h  m a k e s  c h a n g e s  I n  t h e  p a r t  o f

t h e  t e x t  a f t e r  t h e  f r o n t  m a t t e r .

T h e  N a t i o n a l  S o i l  S u r v e y  Q u a l i t y  A s s u r a n c e  S t a f f ,  with t h e

h e l p  o f  t h e  m a n u s c r i p t  r e v i e w e r  o n  t h e  M i n n e s o t a  S t a t e  S o i l s

S t a f f , h a s  d e v e l o p e d  a  s e m i t a b u l a r  f o r m a t  f o r  b o t h  s e r i e s

a n d  d e t a i l e d  sol1 m a p  u n i t  descriptions. N e w  d o l l a r  s i g n

c o d e s  w e r e  r e q u i r e d  f o r  this f o r m a t . ‘ T h e  B l u e b e r r y  r o u t i n e

t h a t  c o n v e r t s  t h e s e  c o d e s  t o  M a g n a  t y p e s e t t i n g  c o m m a n d s  i s

c a l l e d  “ s e m i  .swp” (semiswap). S t a t e s  w i s h i n g  t o  u s e  t h i s

f o r m a t  w i l l  b e  r e q u i r e d  t o  e n t e r  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  d o l l a r  s i g n

c o d e s  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  s o i l  d e s c r i p t i o n s . A l s o , t h e i r

m a n u s c r i p t  r e v l e w e r s  m u s t  g e t  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  e d i t o r s  o n  t h e

N a t i o n a l  S o i l  S u r v e y  Q u a l i t y  A s s u r a n c e  S t a f f  f o r  t h e  p u r p o s e

o f  h a m m e r i n g  o u t  a  f o r m a t  t h a t  m e e t s  t h e i r  n e e d s . A t  l e a s t

o n e  e x a m p l e  o f  e a c h  d i f f e r e n t  k i n d  o f  f o r m a t  s h o u l d  b e

t y p e s e t  a n d  a s s i g n e d  d o l l a r  s i g n  c o d e s  f o r  u s e  b y  b o t h  s o i l

s c i e n t i s t s  a n d  e d i t o r s . T h e  f o r m a t  f o r  a  c o m p l e x  i s  l i k e l y

t o  differ s o m e w h a t  f r o m  t h e  f o r m a t  f o r  a  l’conslciation.”
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Quality Assurance Procedures
Rodney F. Harrier,  National Leader, NSSQA

Progressive soil correlation is one of the keys to publishing soil surveys
in a reasonable time after completion of mapping. Progressive correlation
means that during each field review the taxonomic units and map units
recognized since the last review are reviewed and approved. Soil survey
interpretations are developed and updated , soil investigations are com-
pleted, and the soil sl
maDPing. A preliminary correlation memorandum is prepared by the state at
the final field review, tihich is held about one year before the completion
of mapping. The preliminary correlation is circulated for review by coop-
erators and the NSSQA staff after the final field review. Upon completion
of mapping the correlation is finalized and approved by the state soil
scientist. The first draft of the manuscript is available for the final
field review. After the correlation is finalized the manuscript is
updated and submitted for editing.

Quality assurance for progressive correlation will be provided by assigning
a soil scientist to a survey at its initiation. This soil scientist will
carry out quality assurtince  through the following functions:

- Review memorandum of understanding
- Participate in initial or early progress field review
- Review field review reports
- Review new and revised series descriptions
- Participate in final field review
- Review draft of final correlation
- Review draft of soil survey manuscript

The memorandum of understanding will be given a complete review because of
its importance in establishing the groundwork for the survey. Emphasis
items will be purpose of the survey, cooperating agencies and their respon-
sibility, guidance on soil survey procedures, average size of management
unit, maximum size of contrasting inclusions, publication plans, and
completion schedule.

The assigned soil scientist will participate in the initial field revie<
or early progress review to become familiar with the soil survey area and
provide assistance and coordination in the early stages. The NSSQA staff
needs input from the state soil scientists as to when staff input would be
most effective. At least 30 days prior to the review the assigned soil
scientist needs to have a descriptive legend that describes all of the
approved taxonomic units and map units. If the descriptive legend is not
received by this time the state soil scientist will be contacted to
consider delaying the review until the descriptive legend is available.

The assigned soil scientist will review and comment on field review reports
as they are submitted by the state. Emphasis will be on quality control
procedures, staffing and management, Ilegend control, classification of the
s o i l s , and naming of map units. New and revised series descriptions will
be reviewed and transmitted into the OSED file as they are submitted.
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A draft of the soil survey manuscript,including  tables, must be received
by the NSSQA staff at least 30 days prior to the final ,field review. At
this time the assigned soil scientist will review at least a minimum number
of series and map unit descriptions based on the following:

Number of series/mar, units Review
Less than 50 20 percent
50-100 15 percent
More than 100 10 percent

In any case, all of the map units will be reviewed that contain the names
of the reviewed series. The series and map units will also be checked
throughout the tables and other manuscript sections in order to ensure
consistency. I want to emphasize that it is essential to have a draft of
the manuscript at least 30 days prior to the review for the NSSQA staff to
make a meaningful input. If the manuscript is not available it is obvious
that the state staff also has not had an opportunity to make a review. If
the manuscript is not received the state soil scientist will be contacted
about rescheduling the review. Also, it would be very helpful if we
received a list of the problems to be addressed during the review.

After the final field review the state will prepare a draft of the final
correlation and circulate it for review to cooperators and the NSSQA
sta f f . The soil scientist assigned to the survey area will make this
review. After completion of mapping the state finalizes and distributes
the correlation. When the final correlation is received the NSSQA staff
will check only the changes and additions made since the final field
review.

The soil survey scheduling module specifies that the manuscript will be
submitted to the HSSQA  staff for technical review within 15 months after
the final field review. Again, this check will be on a sample basis to
ensure consistency and accuracy.

Figure 1 shows the percent of NSSQA soil scientist time by major activities
according to the workload analysis for fiscal year 1989. The analysis
shows almost 20 percent of the staffs input prior to the final field re-
view. Thirty-two percent is input at the final field review and beyond.
I feel that this is still too much input near the end of the survey and not
enough early. More emphasis will be put on review of MOU’s,  input into
initial and progress reviews, and review of field review reports. If we
do a good job of quality assurance in the early stages the time spent on
final field reviews and review of final correlations will come down. About
7.6 percent of staff time is on formal training and workshops. Increased
emphasis on training will decrease the amount of time required for
technical review of manuscripts.

Accurate, complete scheduling is essential for the states to keep soil
surveys on schedule and for the NSSQA staff and other National Soil Surve::
Center (NSSC)  staffs to function. The national soil survey schedule which
is a part of 3SD, will provide a management tool for scheduling key dates
and tracking the progress of soil surveys. The NSSQA staff will be able
to anticipate workloads from the schedule; however, specific dates for
activities will have to be confirmed with the states. About May 15 of
each year the states are asked for the input needed from the NSSC for the
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following fiscal year. It is very important to do a thorough job of
scheduling at this time,. The state’s requests for assistance are a major
part of our workload analysis and budget development for the coming year.
We adjust schedules as needed throughout the year but after the initial
schedule is made it becomes increasingly difficult to accommodate the
states requests. Also, there is a chance of running short of travel funds
if we are under scheduIed  at the beginning of the year.

Summary

A soil scientist from the NSSQA  staff will be assigned to a survey at its
beginning.

The emphasis on quality asswance will be on the early part cf the survey.

Progressive soil correlation will be emphasized.

Development of the soil survey manuscript must be concurrent with mapping.

Accurate, complete scheduling is essential to the operation of the soil
survey.
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FIGURE 1

Percent of NSSQA Soil Scj~entist Time by Major Activities
(Fiscal Year 1989 Workload Analysis)
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'ENGIMEERING  AND SOIL SURVEY*
PRESENTATION TO THE NATIONAL WORKSHOP FOR STATE SOIL SCIENTISTS

Lincoln NB, October 19, 1988
James R. Talbot

National Soil Engineer

History of Engineering Involvement with Soil Survey

Early involvement of SCS engineers in the soil survey process was not
always as it should be. There has been policy for engineers involvement
in soil survey for many years. This policy was revised and strengthened
in 1980, giving more specific direction. A copy of the 1980 policy was
distributed at the meeting.

We consider it very important to have engineering input into the soil
survey process. We are not only users of the soil survey manuscript,
but we can also encourage its use by others including developers,
planners and engineering groups.

Prior to about 15 years ago, a large portion of the engineering input
was at the NTC level. Engineers made reviews of the engineering
sections checking estimated soil properties tables, classifications,
ratings, and test data against the series descriptions. We also checked
the narrative written for the engineering section and other appropriate
information in the manuscripts. Other work has included helping with a
"canned"  narrative to be used as a guide for engineering sections,
rating guide criteria for, Section 603 of the National Soils Handbook and
soil potential ratings procedures.

Interdisciplinary input at the State, Area and Field Levels

I had the privilege of serving on the PIP study task force that reviewed
Soil Surveys. An innovative concept that came out of the PIP study is.

that of keeping the respqnsibility for quality control at the lowest
level possible. In the past, reviews were to have been made in the
State office, the NTC office and finally in NHQ. I believe that it is
the soil survey project leader or party leader that knows the most about
the soils that his or her team has mapped. If the coordination is done
with other disciplines at the area and state level, the inconsistencies
found can best be corrected at that level, rather than at the NTC or NRQ
levels where the least is known about the specific soils in question.

The concept now is that quality control and interdisciplinary input will
be accomplished at the state office level and below. The area engineer
is to work with the pr~oject or party leader to assist and review as the
mapping is done, the estimated properties tables are formulated and the
ratings are made. As soil surveys are reviewed in the state office, the
State Conservation Engineer (SCE) or some of his staff should be
involved in this process. Generally, as we have conducted engineering
appraisals, we have found that the SCE has been fairly well involved.
However, in many areas, there was a lack of involvement at the Area
Engineer level. When the engineers are involved, they understand better
what information the soil survey provides and are better able to use it
themselves and promote its use by others.
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National Soils Handbook review

Over the years, I have worked with the NHQ Soils Staff in review of
National Soils Handbook proposals, particularly those dealing with
engineering interpretations or other items in the engineering sections.
I still want this involvement. With the main staff of Soil Survey now
located in Lincoln, it may not be as convenient to drop by my office and
discuss some item or to leave something for me to review. I hope the
extra effort to send items through the mail and to have me work with
your liaison in NHQ will be made so that I can still have my input. I
am also available to discuss items by phone. I am particularly
interested in any proposed changes to the ra:;ing tailes and to soil
potential rating procedures or other items I have worked on in the past.

Cooperative efforts for input into research and modeling

Cur engineering laboratories are presently cooperating along with the
National Soil Survey Laboratory on testing for and counseling with the
ARS on the Water Erosion Prediction Project, (WEPP). Together with soil
scientists, we are counseling with the WEPP core team at their meetings
and with the ARS scientists on the use of test data and on determining
the near surface shear strength of the soil and its correlation with
erosion.

We are aggressively pursuing the engineering aspects of soil erosion.
We have found a new test that determines the boundary shear produced by
flowing water where erosion starts. We have modified our pinhole test
used to identify dispersive clay soils to measure this critical boundary
shear of flowing water where erosion starts. These tests are being used
in connection with the WEPP project.

We havIe become involved with the Israelies on a study of the effects of
soil and water chemistry on erosion and chemical treatments that can
reduce erosion. This information is also helping us in the WEPP effort.
Since .the field rainfall simulation tests are made using water other
than rain water, we need to determine the effects of electrolytes in the
water on particle detachment and on retarding crust formation which
effects infiltration, runoff and erosion. We have also been working
with the WEPP core team in this effort. To do this, we must know the
concentrations of soluble compounds in the water and in the soil, the
NSSL is providing this information and the engineering soil mechanics
laboratory is providing additional evidence of the effects of water
chemistry with the pinhole test modified to determine critical boundary
shear,

Summary

The Engineering Division is vitally interested in Soi:L Surveys and
particularly in having adequate engineering interpretations. We want to
cooperate in the effort to provide a usable product for the public and
to also be able to use the information ourselves. We want to cooperate
with you in any way we can to accomplish this. We want our state and
field engineers involved in the process in a helpful manner.
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The ability to communicate is essential to be effective. Whether
you are trying to communicate conservation alternatives or
explaining soil limitations, it is important to be able to express
your ideas. Now with the help of a micro-computer visual images
can be used to assist in this communication effort. Image
processing software quickly edits still video pictures creating
realistic graphic images.

Image processing is widely used in todays media, from 'Star Wars'
to the daily weather forecast. The public has come to expect
flashy graphics. With the use of image processing the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) can now produce sophisticated graphics.

Systems vary widely in ease of operation, quality of output and
cost. Prices range from $1,500 to $50,000. SCS is using the
Truevision Image Processing Software. The Midwest National
Technical Center (MNTC) has invested $4,000 in upgrading an AT&T
6300 into an image processing station.

The MNTC originally acquired the technology to assist in the
visualization of engineering activities. It soon became apparent
that this technology had a tremendous potential throughout SCS.
Although its full potential is not yet known it seems to only be
limited by your imagination. The MNTC has used it to:

assess visual impacts
visualize planning/design alternatives
produce graphics for workshops/briefing
assist in training
transfer technology
produce public meeting videos
produce public information products

The Midwest National Technical Center (MNTC) has been using the
Truevision Image Processing Software since January 1987. The
software was originally distributed by AT&T, but early this year it
was sold to employees of the Truevision branch. It is now sold
under the name of Truevision and is based in Indianapolis, Indiana.

The software allows you to edit a still video image. A special
graphics board enables ~the computer to read a video image by
grabbing a frame from a, video camera, VCR, video scanner or video
slide input device. Once the image is grabbed by the computer it
displays the image on an analog monitor. A mouse or stylus is then
used to edit the image,either freehand or by overlaying images from
other files.
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There are several choices when designing an image processing
station. The software can be loaded on any IBM compatible PC with
at least 512KB RAM. The image storage requirements range from
102KB for ICB images to 409X for TARGA 16 images. With this kind
of storage requirements it is highly recommended that the computer
have a large hard disk. The MNTC has a 20MB hard disk and a
Bernoulli Box with a removable 20MB disk. The advantage of the
removable hard disk system is that it allows for quick access to an
infinite library. An alternative to this system would be to use a
tape backup to download the hard disk when it is full. With this
system the largest hard disk would be recommended.

The next decision is what graphic board to tuy. There are sever,1
truevision boards available. For SCS type work there are two basic
choi_ces, the Image Capture Board (ICB) or the Truevision Advanced
Raster Graphics Adapter (TARGA). There are 5 TARGA boards
available, but the TARGA-16 is recommended for landscape simulation
work.

The basic difference between the ICB and TARGA-16 is in the
resolution. The ICB displays 256 pixels by 200 lines while the
TARGA-16 displays 512 pixels by 400 lines. The price difference is
$1295 for the ICB and $1995 for the TARGA-16 (prices as of
6/14/88).

Once the graphic board is selected then software can then be
purchased. The basic software is called Truevision Image
Processing Software (TIPS). This software allows you to store,
retrieve, manipulate, transmit and present still video images. The
ICB version is $695 and the TARGA-16 version is $750. If the
TARGA-16 board is going to be used I would recommend your computer
have at least IMB of RAM. This extra RAM allows for an option
called undo that is not available without the extra FtAM.

Another software package called PC Carousel Presentation Software,
allows for your images to be arranged and played back as a slide
show. This software is $150.

To use any TRUEVISION board an analog monitor is required. An
analog monitor is similar to a television. The software is loaded
using a digital monitor and then a menu is shown on the analog
monitor. A Microsoft (or compatible) Mouse or Summagraphics 961 or
1201 series graphics tablet is used to access the menu.
To load a picture it must be in a video signal. There are several
methods that can be used. A VCR or video camera can be connected
to the computer. The live images are previewed on the analog
monitor and then grabbed at 1160th of a second. Slides can be
loaded either by projecting them and then taking a video picture or
by use a special slide input device. These devices connect
directly to the computer and allow for color and contrast
adjustments. There are also hard copy scanners available.

There are several output devices that can be used by the software.
A VCR can be connected to the computer to video tape a
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presentation. A film printer can also be used to make photographs
and slides. The software will also drive a few color printers.

IMAGE PROCESSING WORK STATION

COMPUTER
IBM comoatible PC
Hard Disk (20MB min. the bigger the better)
512 K RAM min.(2MB recommended for TARGA-16)
DOS 2.0 or later
Monochrome monitor

or (desirable for TARGA-16)

386-16Mhz Computer, 5.25" 1.2MB Floppy,
40+MB Hard Disk, 3.OMB RAM
Monochrome monitor

ANALOG MONITOR
(you need one of the following)

Analog RGB Monitor
Long-Persistence RGB Monitor
Composite Video Color Monitor
Color Television w/RF modulator
VCR connected to standard Television

POINTING DEVICE
(you need one of

Mouse-serial port

the following)

IMAGE PROCESSING GRAPHICS BOARD
(you need one of the following)

Truevision Image Capture Board (ICB)
(256x200 lines oftresolution)

Truevision Advanced Raster Graphics Adaptor
w/overscan (TARGA-16)
(512x400 lines of resolution)
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EXAMPLE / COST*
ATT 6300
IBM AT,XT

ATT 6386
NEC Powermate $3850

Sony CPD-1302 $650
$925

Microsoft mouse $110
Graphics tablet
Summagraphics 961
Bit Pad One

$1150

$1695



SOFTWARE
(basictart-up software)

Truevision Image Processing Software (TIPS)
Truevision Slide Presentation Software

(for improved title slides option)

Resolution Independent Object Software (RIO)

INPUT DEVICES
Tneed at least one of the following)

Video Camera (NTSC OR RGE)
(S-VHS needs encoder)

VCR
Slide Input Device
Color Scanner

OUTPUT DEVICE
(neetl at least one of the following)

VCR
Film Recorder
Color Printer

MASS STORAGE DEVICE
(external storage recommended)

Removeable Disk Drive

Back-up Tape System equal to hard disk
Large Hard Disk

both for $595

$1150

Howtek Photomaster $2250
Howtek Scanmaster $7900

Montage FRI $4900

Bernoulli Box20/20 $1950
20MB cartridges are $65

PLUS 40MB $1300
cartridges are $700

* Costs from national distributor as of 10/l/88
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UPDATING NEBRASKA SOIL SURVEY

I appreciate the opportunity to be with you today.

There are some of you that had a very valuable part in some very early training
in my career. One of those:individuals  present today was Bruce McCullough.

There are a number of others who have put forth a more recent effort, such as
Joe Nichols, Garland Lipscomb, Dick Babcock, Jim Culver, Bill Hatfield, Fred
Gilbert, and most recently Norm Helzer. I thank you and don't give up trying.

I feel very humble coming before
experience and talent present.

Think about it, there is nowhere
room could be duplicated today.

this group as I 'look around this room at the

in the world the talent and capability in this

I feel humble and I also feel a concern. A concern for a need or a need to be
met.

Dick Arnold showed us a picture of the world soil limitations on Monday. Then
I think of the future demands for food and fiber production.

- I also look at what is happening to our soil resource in much of the third
world countries and ask myself if we are duplicating the demise of the Roman
and similar empires only on a global basis.

I feel we have gone beyond~that point in this nation, but only to the point of
sustaining the resource base.

I have concern for the potential to meet today's and tomorrow's needs of this
nation and its landusers.

I believe our capacity and potential is much greater than we can envision
today.

And I believe you (this group) holds many of the keys to realizing that
potential capacity.

With those thoughts in mind, I become very optimistic because I believe with
the talent this agency has, we will continue to lead world technology.

- But, just as importantly we must demonstrate it on the landscape and on the
dinner tables of this nation.

Let me shift gears on you for a moment and talk about change.

- Change is continual
- Change is inevitable
- Change does not have to be bad
- Our challenge is how to deal with it is a positive manner

Ron t. Hendricks, State Conservationist, SCS, Lincoln, Nebraska
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I'd like to provide you with some food far thought.

- FORMULA FOR SUCCESS -

InMnC3IU = SUCCESS

INNOVATION MOTIVATION, CREATIVITY, COMMUNICATION,

COORDINATION, INVOLVEMENT, UNDERSTANDING

Please keep in mind I’m not coming to you with the answer, but only a
consideration. Only you can find the answer within yoursel,F.

You heard a number of speakers talk about innovation and motivation.

I could not agree more.

However, I would go a step further and suggest that we need to continually work
toward creating and maintaining an environment for innovation and motivation.

- Do we need to publish manuscripts?
- Are there other ways in todays automated society?
- What information are we able to display?
- How about giving some consideration to what-if's

* What if energy costs doubled?
* What if we had a national drought?
* What if we wanted to or certain types of

commodities?
* How do we update surveys?
* What tools do we use?
* How do we display it?
* Who else needs to have an input outside SCS?

The third area deals with creativity.

- We need to continually challenge ourselves to reevaluate why and how we do
things.

- Are there other ways?
- What would be our gain or loss?

The next three areas are communication, coordination, and involvement.

- What are we doing?
- Why are we doing it?
- How are we doing it?
- Who are we doing it for?
- Is there another way?

I would like to touch on these from the management aspect,
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Take time to sit down with your STC and talk through your program.

- Where are we at?
- Where are we going?
- How are we going to get there?

Once that is done, it also needs to be done with other organizational
disciplines including those you are dependent upon including B&F, Personnel,
and Adm'inistration.

This needs to be done annually or more often in some cases as the need
dictates.

Finally, - Understanding.

- Is is easily understood by the user?
- Does It meet the external needs?
- Does it meet the internal needs?

One of the toughest jobs we have it to step back and objectively take a look at
ourselves,

We have heard many times, 'the old adage, "If it ain't broke don't fix it."

However, I would challenge you that if we are to:

- Meet our agency responsibilities
- Maintain technical leadership

We need to reevaluate o&effectiveness every time we meet the challenge of
change.

Get others involved when evaluating or reevaluating.

You have an opportunity for a tremendous resource input.

In addition, you have a real opportunity for assistance in telling the story or
carry the word.

Another way to put it 'is ,commitment.

Are we committed as an organization and are supporters and users committed that
this is the right way and the right product.

As I have indicated, you hold a lot of the keys, but to make the program more
effective you need to work with management and to a better job of "selling your
product."

In sumnary:

Create an environment for creativity and innovation - use it.

Communication and coordination - internally and externally.

Involvement - use it.
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Now, let me take a few minutes to talk about the soil survey program in
Nebraska. I will attempt to just overview our program more from a direction
standpoint. After I leave, Norm Helzer can straighten it out and get it back
on track for you.

There are two broad areas we are addressing:

Updating - first generation (cropland completed)

Interpretation

Take

1.

2.

updating first:

Why are we updating?

This question needs to be addre,ssed very intensely. If we adequately
address this question, it will give us a better insight into priorities as
well as interpretations.

How do we determine the need and degree of updating?

Does the whole survey area need to be remapped, or does it just need to be
recorrelated?

(Saunders-Dundy)

Tillage zone characteristics:

Aggregate Stability
Bulk Density
Crust Resistance
Compaction Zone5
Chemical, Physical, and Biological

Studies through UN-L:

(I Soil Map Statistical Data
c Remote Sensing
0 Crop Yields

Next is interpretations:

::
What needs to be displayed?
Why does it need to be displayed?

3. How can it be displayed?

In this age of technology, the flexibility or ability to manipulate data is
unlimited if we can:

O Get the data in that we need
Cl And in a format that can be manipulated

In summary:

The potential use of our soils data is only limited by quality, innovation, and
flexibility.
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I.

National Workshop for State Soil Scientist6
Plan of Operations and Offset Budget Execution

Wednesday, October 19, 1988, 1:15 p.m.

Program Budgeting and Accountability

A. Background

1. October 1, 1966 Soil Conservation Service (SCS) changed basis
for charging expenses.

2. Integrated the Plan of Operations and new fund charging
methods.

3. Objectives are to improve program management and reduce
paperwork.

4. We are making a contract with our people, paying for it up
front, and then monitoring progress and cost to ensure that
we are getting what we paid for.

B. Internal Accounting and Administrative Controls shall provide
reasonable assurance that:

1. obligations and costs are in compliance with applicable law;

2. funds, property, and other assets are safeguarded against
waste. lass. unauthorized use. or misappropriation; and

3. revenues and expenditures applicable to agency operations
are properly recorded and accounted for to permit the
preparation of accounts and reliable financial and
statistical reports and to maintain accountability over the
assets.

C. Policy

I.

2.

3.

Workload described in the Plan of Operations and represented
by staff-years will be the basis for the integrity of
charges made to program funds.

The state is the lowest  organizational level in SCS where
financial performance will be measured.

A state’s Plan of Operations and related documents must be
integrated with operating budgets and support the state’6 ’
program charges at all times.
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D. Fund

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Fund charges for technical assistance may be made using the
following methods: direct, modified offset or base offset.

Financial assistance charges must be made on a direct basis.

Charges.

Each type of expense in the budget must be assessed to
determine which method (direct, base offset, modified
offset) of charging expenses during t’le year will be used.

Using the base offset method (percentage of staff-years tn
one program to all staff-years in a state), salaries and
most technical assistance expenses can be predetermined on
one time bssis for charge purposes. The objective is one
fund per transaction.

a

No further fund charge determinations are necessary unless
the workload in the Plan of Operations is revised or an
obvious error has been made.

The staff years used to predetermine expense distribution
must always relate to the staff years shown on management
matrices.

Expense distributions are npproximations.  Offsetting on a
one fund per transaction basis should get close to the target
amount in a given fund. but it vi11 rarely be precise.

11. Plan of Operations

A. Introduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Plan of Operations is the basic management tool to
direct the use of resources to achieve the SCS mission and
objectives.

The planning process is criticalto all SCS operations. It
ia setting a course of action to effectively and efficiently
use resources.

The Plan of Operations is the means of showing what the
priorities are and in essence showing “what counts.”

The Plan of Operations provides the basis for the
performance plan.

It is strongly recommended the narrative Plan of Operations
be approved by the next level supervisor.
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B. Policy

1. All SCS organizational units at all levels will prepare and
use a Plan of operations.

2. The Plan of Operations is to be reviewed quarterly, progress
documented and needed changes made.

3. The Plan of Operations is to contain the following:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f .

g.

h.

i.

Narrative Plan of Operations that includes objectives,
goals am specific action items.

Schedule of activities.

Sumary  of applicable goals.

Accountability of all staff time.

Operating budget (state level).

Systemof scheduling and documenting activity and time.

System of monitoring progress and adjusting the Plan of
Operations and fund charges as needed.

Staffing plan.

Appendices.

4. The Plan of Operations at the field, area and state office
levels will~be the basis for the management matrix.

C. Working documents and change.

1. The components of the Plan of Operations are dynamic, working
documents. They are the means by which program and fund
accountability are maintained.

2. It Is essential that changes be communicated to area and
field offices. Adjustments in Plan of Operations activities
may be needed to reflect the changes.

3. It is crieical  that changes in the Plan of Operations be .
reflected in the management matrices.
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III. Management Matrix

A. Policy

1. Each program is to have a management matrix for use in
monitoring and demonstrating program and fund accountability.

2. The management matrix is to contain.

a. Total staff years.

b. Gross salary costs

c. Total gross budget.

d. Kork products, planned accomplishments by quarter.

e. Work products, actual accomplishments by quarter.

3. It is the responsibility of the program managers to maintain
the management matrices.

4. Explanations, comments  and adjustments are to be made on the
management matrix when significant changes have occurred.
This is an essential part of the management matrix.

B. Working documents and change.

1. The management matrices are dynamic, working documents.
They are the means by which program and fund accountability
is demonstrated.

2. It is essential that explanations, notations and adjustments
be shown on the matrix. This Is critical to demonstrating
program and fund accountability.

3. Changes on the management matrix must be coordinated with
changes in the Plan of Operations.

Swsmary

1. The planning process is improving. Priorities are clearly identified
and communicated.

2. The narrative Plans of Operations have significantly improved. There
is much evidence that communications and coordination In the
development of the narrative Plan of Operations at the state level has
improved.
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3. The flrst year of the management matrix concept (FY 1987) brought
mixed reviews. The management matrices for FY 1988 are much improved I

in showing work products, staff years and budget information.

4. The management matrix concept is a realistic and an excellent means I
for deronstrating  program and fund accountability. A key part of this
is explaining, documenting and making changes as needed. I

5. Reviews of state operations indicate that overall we have program and
fund integrity everi  if there are some isolated problem areas. There
is a need for ii better understanding of the processes and people’s
ro les . The remaj.nder  of today’s session  is designed to provide that 1
understanding.
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Water Quality Probleme of the  United Staten
and the SCS Soil Scienti8t

Prepared by

Thomas A. Dumper
Midwest National Technical Center

Water
P

uality problems are in the news; newepapere,  trade journals and the scout
manua . Information dealing with water
drivers advartieementa  to state  water qu

uality ia found everywhere from local well
3&y management plane  to federal law. We know

that there ia a problem but ita perception, described in the newz,  seems  either locally
overwhehning  or nationally abstract. The citizen a&: Where a rd why is water quality a
problem? How bad ie it? The SCS aoil scientist  find8 themaelvee in a new role; improving,
maintaiuing  and protecting water quality.

Alruming articles in the popular, urban press call attention to an agriculture role in water
llution but the production of food and fiber is a necessity and cannot be the only eource.

%-riculture is certainly ready to admit ita share of the problem and to work on a solution
but it i8 not the only villain. How much of the problem belonge  to agriculture?

BASIC CONCEPTS FOR UNDERSTANDING WATER QUAIJTY  PROBLEMS

Two concepta  must be applied to under&and  water quality problems. These concepts are:

I.. There is only water resource problem8 and not ground water problem8 and em-face
water problems.

2. Water quality problem8 exist where water uses, designated by state law, are impaired.

These concepts form the bases to define water quality problems.

All atmospheric water stem8  from
and where it goes when it etrikes

recipitation  (ignoring ‘uvenile  water from vuleanism)
tfJle earth, determine8 wi

surface water. Water that doe8 not
ether it become8 ground or

evaporated or run8 off to become zur?
o into the soil to be used by plants, is either
ace flow. Tbia water be considered a

war& from an agricultural production standpoint. Soil water, that
ie a driver of agricultural reduction.
recharge ground water.

Soil water that percolatea  paot
IPthe water movement picks up polluting substances and

transports  them in runoff or recharge, that become8 a potential source of a water quality
problem.

The eecond  concept to define water qualit
rivers and stream8  by state law and

problem8 is based on the classification of our
etanBards that are designated by their potential uee.

ical designated uses are agriculture, industry,  drinkiug water, recreation and fish and
%&life. These des$n ated ueee reflect the water’s natural and potential quality in light of
the economic u8e8 o the area. Substance8 from any Bource  may enter Stream8  and impair
their quality until the water can no longer support the designated uaee.
water quality ie based upon its ability to support the deeignated uee.

Satisfactory
Quality ia

determmed  upon the basis of the physical and chemical conetituente  of the water as well
aa the biological communities that it eu
states  by uze and ground water quality P

ports. Aquifer ueee are also being designated by
aws ore increasing.

Sub8tanCe8  that enter and impair the u8e of water cau8e water
8Ub8tanCe8  may come f?om point discharges euch as from the en

uality problems. These

’
of a

w~8t.e  to a stream. Substances may also come from nonpoint  *ourcee
ipe that carries

&at are diffuse and
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“7 in discharge over time and space. These substances are produced by human activity
sue as land use and management. Activities that can become non oint sources that
;;;~&te~;di&Hroblerns  include ar . 8,

8, urban hvmg an
‘culture, construction, hy ologic modification,
mming.  It is estimated that 66 percent of the

nonsupported water uses in our rivers and streams are caused  by non oint sources,
27 rcent from point sources and 8 percent either from natural or
(I&PA,  1987).

xl&own 8ource8
1

LOCATION OF WATER RESOURCE PROBLEMS IN THE UNITED STATES

Nonpoint  sources  of water quality llution occur in eve atate in the nation and 47

zzzxlegrted  aY
‘culture as the argest  category (USE A, 1987). Runoff from urbanp” Y

e next argest  Source and it ia reported by about 36 states. This ia followed by
construction and mining activities with about 20 states reporting each cate8n-y.

Nonpoint  sources provided 76 percent of water use impairment of lakes and 45 percent of
estuaries  of the nation.
de

Municipal and industrial point sources  were reported to a lesser

%r
ee KJSEPA,  1987). Relative contributions by nourco vary with the type of land uBe

an terrain. For example, nonpoint  sources were estimated  to be the cause of 97 percent
of the impaired water urea in Iowa while Alaska estimated that 86 percent of the
impaired uBes caused by industry,

Water uee impairments are extensive but moat water body uses are not impaired.
Nationally, about three-fourths of the desi
estuaries are sup orted  (USEPA,  1987 anl!n

ated uses  of our rivers, streams, lakes and

about 7 percent oP
ASIWPCA,  1986). It is anticipated that only

supported.
these water bodies have unsupported  uses; the balance are partially

States reporting impaired water uses (ASIWPCA,  1986 and USDA, 1987) indicate that
agriculture is a large Bource  activit with 34 percent of the states reporting severe
pollution, 43 percent reporting mo erately aevere  pollution and 17 percent reportingB
minor pollution. Other significant e.ources  of NPS pollution problema,  reported by states,
are urban activities with 23 percent severe, 43 percent moderately severe and 26 percent
minor. Land-based water disposal is reported to cause  32 percent severe pollution,
21 ercent moderately severe and 28 percent minor. Agriculture is a sign&cent  Bource of
NP!& pollution on a national basis; but not the only significant source.

waters are turbo
arameters, most widely reported by the states as im

nutrients, bacteria, tomes and concentrations of
airing surface

gissolved  oxygen or
All of these parameters may be caused by an agricultural source.

They are the parameters that describe the principal agricultural polluting subetancee  of
eediment,  animal waste, salinity, nutrienta  and pesticides (Soil Conservation Service,
19831.

The effects of pollutants on river and stream fiaher,y concern moat Americans. Surface
water quality problems that adversely affect  fisheries  were re orted for 66
our nation’s streams and 66 percent of perennial streams (JuB g

ercent of all
y, et. al, 198 and USDA?

were estimated to degrade 38.4 percent of perennial
streams. Agricultural nonpoint  sources  were estimated to

HTfor comparison TT
perennial streams and 37.6 percent of all streams.

oaes, natural sourcea were estimated to affect 22.2 percent
of renmal streams and 2. percent of all etreama  (Judy, et. al, 1984 and USDA, 1987).
In ustrial  point sources were estimated to affect 4.6 percent of perennial streams and
6.9 percent of all streams.

Turbidity, frequently resulting from sediment, wa8 estimated to be the
pollutant and affected 42 percent of perennial streams; 34 percent of al?

rit.igJ fishery
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(.Judy,  et al., 1984 and USDA, 1987). Many of the substances that adversely affect atream
fishery have an agricultural source and cropland  contributes 42 percent of the sediment,
93 percent of the esticides,  and 31 ercent  of the phos horous and 42 percent of the BOD
concentrations ( Go?mnessi,  et al, 198f?and ASIWPCA,  1f84). For contraat, on a national
basis, point sources are estimate to contribute 16 percent of total phosphorus and
10 percent of the BOD.

Areas of the United States that potentially contribute the greatest amount of a
NPS substances that may pollute surface water quality were appraised by the @?uhural
Department of Agriculture (USDA, 1987). ffenerally,  m agreement with other reporting
sourcea,  the distribution of agricultural NPS pollution sources were found to be wide
spread nationslly.  However, there is a high otential for degraded water

%
uality where

cropland  agriculture is dominant  such as m e Cornbelt, humid regions t%at have
extensive runoff, concentrations of livestock and poultry, and where pesticides and
nutrients are frequently used. Salinity problems were found where natural salts from
geologic sources were readily available and irrigation is commonly practiced.

otential may be widespread nationally or regionally, the
local incidence is Local combinations of land use, management, soil

geologic materials cluster pollution problems in some watersheds
while other drainages in the same geographic area may be relatively free. Clusters within
watersheds result from the combination of market driven land use and management
activities intersecting with soil, water and geologic resources.

Ground water impairment has a somewhat different signature although there is a strong
relationship to land use, management and natural resources. It is necessary to have an
aquifer to have a

18:
ound  water problem and they do not occur everywhere. Although

common nationa y large volume aquifers are usuall
unconsolidated geologic materials; especially glacial 2

found most in areas underlain by
eposits. Aquifers with lower ground

water yields are more common.

Demand for drinking water from ground water sources is population dependent. Areas
where ground water supplies  a high percentage of the drinkmg water are frequently
located where populations and precipitation are low ( USEPA, 1987). Costs for ground
water development are frequently less than for surface water and wells are typically used
in rural settings. Ground water also serves man large urban centers. Ground water is
the principal supply for 60 million people; 31 m&on with publicly operated wells and
19 million from private wells (Lee and Nielsen, 1987). Rural populations served by

-ound water total 43 million peo
Ee on farms (Hostetler, 1988). ?

le but onl
r

about 6.3 million of these people actually

universally shared.
onsequent y, concerns for ground water quality are

Ground water contamination, reported by states enerally is generally found where an
aquifer is tierable  to surface contamination. !#eseareaaappeartoclusterasa
function of the economic activity and geologic setting. Sources of ground water
contamination, most commonly reported by states (USEP,A,  1987), are septic tanks and
under ound storage tanks in urban areas and were 89 and 83 percent respectively.
A8ri% a l  d”tcu ur a iv1 ies were reported by about 79 percent of the states as being a source of
ground water contamination. Concentration of agriculturally related ground water

roblems is noted in the Corn Belt, Great Plains, Lake States and portions of the
Kortheast and Southwest where agricultural activities are common (Lee and Nielsen,
1988). Other pollution sources are surface impoundments, road salting and mining.
Ground water contamination may potentially occur to half of the counties in the
conterminous United States.
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FACTORS AFFECTING SURFACE OR GROUND WATER QUALITY

The location of surface and ground water quality problems is related to the interaction of
human activity and natural rasources. The first requirement is to have a sign&ant
water body or aquifer. This water resource must then be characterized by some
component of the water budget that would affect its management such as direct
precipitation, ground water recharge or surface water runoff. Precipitation, except when
m short supply or m cases of local atmospheric deposition, may
agricultural concern. Connection with human activity creates

enerally  not be an
tlf

because people  use the land, peo le use the water and
e pollution concern

economic purposes. The type an$ intensity of land use
ple want to use more water for

rcomes a dominant llution
factor because the waste products produced by the human activity becomes spe water
degrading substance. If human produced substances do not enter the water resource in
axcaes qualitiee,  there is no water quality problem.

The human factor also determines the impaired water quality. Water ualit is defined
on the basis of human use through legal statute; usually state standar1 fand aw. The
water quality for the designated use is a sensory perception of the user.

determiner of the re
dominant economic

CONSERVATION PLANNING FOR WATER QUALITY  AND THE SOIL SCIENTIST

Water resource plannin g in the SCS, whether project related or by individual conservation
plans, considers these general steps.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Water resource problem is~defined

Inventory and analysis of human and natural resources is made.

Alternative waya to solve the resource problem are made and evaluated.

A choice is made of the best alternative for the client baaed upon their social and
econonuc  resource.3.

The SCS employee must have the best tools available to define and interpret the client’s
reeources  to evaluate these resources. The soil scientist, along with the geologist,
hydrologist, engineer, plant scientist and other tecbnieal  specialists all have important
roles. A review of some of these contributions to conservation
concerns, now and in the future, will show the importance of tl!

lanning for water quality
e soil scientist role.

The definition of a resource problem on an agricultural enterpriee  ma use all of the SCS
soil identification and interpretation tools. However, what we must aYs o now consider is
how the
analysis oaY

‘cultural activity interfaces with components of the water budget. This
the water budget may be the new hydrologic basis for conservation planning.

Geologic and hydrologic components of the farm or ranch must be known. Familiarization
of the planner with the soil water parameters are an important part of this activity. The
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definition of the water resources for planning must be made as a function of the time
distribution  of water budget components. This is especially important in determining
their ground and surface water pollution hazard.

A new tool, developed to evaluate the ground water quality hazard, is a model called
SEEPPAGE which uses several soil parameters. Data bases, must be constructed to help
our field planners to use this model as part of their normal field office routine.

New soil chemical related parametera and inte
aid the SCS planner respond to problems relate‘tE

ret&ion  have been developed that will
to pesticides and nutrients. These

include the potential for leaching and runoff as well as the relation of the water budget
components to agricultural management and the use of conservation practices.

Water management, in addition to the normal concerna  for irrigation and dramage, must
be em

.g
loyed in most future conservation plans. Soil scientist are already malring their

contn ution to analyses of drainage and irrigation. They must now develop the soil water
data bases to support these other conservation activities.

Nutrient and pesticide management are important new activities that will soon become
widely used SCS conservation
these practices will be requireB

ractices. Soil water parameters to aid in the application of
. Nutrient management will need realistic estimates of

crop or forage yields, by mappin
develo ment of the models and %

unit, to allow for adequate chemical management. The

the hePp of the soil scientist.
ata bases which will support these activities will require

Including surface and ground water quantity and
planning requires interdisciplinary inputs  to the p

uality as part of the conservation
?!anning process. This inclusion is not

only the result of a federal law, NEPA, which actually demands such interdisciplina
interaction but also the realization of the local environment throu
soil scientist is a critical part of the team that will improve the de

h the total year.
i

?iie
nition and use of these

concepts in SCS planning.
challenge for the 90’8.

In that way me may have a quality efforb  for the new SCS
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IMPLEMENTING WATER QUALITY

Don Goss

Backmound

The top priority resource goals defined in the U.S. De
Program for Soil and Water Conservation from 1988 tg

artment of Agriculture National
rough 1997 are:

(I) “Reduce the damage caused by excessive soil erosion on crop, pasture, range, forest,
and other rural lands.”

(2) “Protect the quality of ground and surface water against harmful contamination by non-
point sources.”

The authority for the water quality effort includes:

(1) The Water Quality Act of 1987, which includes non-point source of pollution,

(;!) USDA policy, which states that “non-point sources can be a significant pollution
problem, and agriculture is a major source in some locations.”

(3) SCS water quality policy, which states that “the Soil Conservation Service will integrate
water quality concepts, consideration and management techniques into appropriate
programs.”

I
4) SCS policy for technical guides, which states that “the guides will provide information
or interdisciplinary planning for the conservation of soil, water, and related resources!’

The SCS assembled a grou
engineers in early 1988. Tl?

of soil scientist, geologist, economist, environmentalist, and
IS team was assrgned  the responsibility of developing the Water

Quality Action Plan. The team completed this assignment between February and
September, 1988. Three Water Quality Workshops were held during October and
November, 1988. Participants in these workshops were SCS, EPA, SES,, TVA and
Geological Survey. A few states had personnel from the state organizatton responsible for
water quality.

Water Oualitv Action Plan

Several products and techniques were developed by the Water Quality Action Plan. The
plan was designed to provide:

(1) General Resource References
a
b

USDA and SCS water quality
Water Resource Data and INP

olicies
ormation

c) The effects of land use and management on water resources
d Conservation Practices and Effects on Water Resources
e Pesticide Data Base

(2) Soil and Site Information
Soil pesticide interaction ratings
Soil ratings for phosphorus (not completed)
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(c) Rating for nitrate and soluble nutrients (LI)

(c) Nutrient and pesticide mana
(5) Economic tools to facilitate the pf

ement practice standards
arming process and evaluate conservation options.

Most of the products developed in this section will be applicable to the FOTG directly with
little modification.

The Pesticide Data Base was provided to the Water Quality Workshop participants.
Included in the Pesticide Data Base are ratings for each pesticide relative to run-off or
leaching potential. These values were developed at the NSSL. A separate section in this
publication, “Pesticide-Soil Interaction, Potentials For Loss” outlines the development of
these values.

The Soil rating potentials for pesticide loss by runoff or leaching are available from
interpretations of the SOIL5 data set at Ames, Iowa. Dr. Arnold included instructions for
obtaming these ratings in National Bulletin Number 430-g-3,  November 14, 1988. Also
included in this bulletin was “Pesticide-Soil Interaction, Potentials For Loss.” The soil
ratings can be obtained for the state or for a survey area.

The soil scientist should review the potential pesticide loss ratings carefully. The scientist
in the field obviously has considerably more knowledge about a particular soil series or
map

P
ing unit than the author of this technique or the computer at Ames. The ratings

shou d be reviewed, if ap
adjacent to the rating. Tl?

arently inaccurate adjustments should be made according to flags
e flags are:

* Slopes > 15 percent I
# Organic soils and soils with organic surface layers
& Water table above 6 feet.

Another factor that may cause inaccurate ratings is the hydrologic group. Occasionally the
soil serves has been assigned a hydrologic group that may adequately express run-off
potentrals,  but do not reflect inftltratron as it relates to leachmg. This has most frequently
occurred for hydrologrc group B soils. The most frequent miss-classification is placmg a
hydrologic C soil in hydrologic group B.

Figure (1) is an example Pesticide Work Sheet for evaluating pesticide use in a specific
environment. The parameters needed are Soil Mapping Umt, Crop, Management, Target
Pest, and the Recommended Pesticide. The recommended pesticide is obtained from the
Extension Service or a
loss potential from surip

esticide  bulletin provided by the Extension Service. The pesticide
ace or leaching is obtained for a pesticide from the data base

provrded in the Water Quality Workshop Manual. The soil loss potential from surface or
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leaching is obtained from the soils tables obtained from Ames and adjusted, as needed, by
a soil scientist. The soil and pesticide rating are combined in a matrix to obtain the overall
pesticide loss potential. Figure (2) is a matrix for potential leaching loss and Figure (3) is a
matrix for potential surface loss.

The pesticide data base distributed at the work shops includes three parameters that were
used in estimating the potential pesticide loss. These
half life in soil and soil sorption mdex (KOC). Sever

arameters are solubility in water,
Jrticides have estimated or

guessed values for these parameters. The estimated va ues are flagged with an ‘E’. The
guessed values are flag
and runoff potentials. b

ed with a ‘G’. These flags should also be attached to the leaching
en obtaining a pesticide loss potential also observe the solubihty,

half life, and KOC values. If these parameters are flagged, also flag the surface loss or
leaching potential.

resource could be contaminated by leaching,

soil Ratingfor

Soil ratin s for phosphorus were not developed in time for inclusion in this set of
recomenfied additions to the FOTG. Scientist at the NSSL are currently developing
techniques for estimating the phosphorus loading capacity of soils. ,

I

Phos horus is commonly associated with sediment. Conservation practices that reduce
runoFf also reduce phos
carbonates may leach pg

horus loss. Some soils that are sandy and low in iron or

phosphorus loss.
osphors. Areas where animal waste are applied are suspect for

Soil Rating for Nitrate and Soluble Nutrients.

A set of Leaching Index (LI) values and map for your state is available from the state
office. The LI state map for a mountain state should be used with caution. The high
precipitation variation over short distances in the mountain states were not handled well by
the computer. In most mountain states the use of the station data and interpolating those
values to the desired location will produce more accurate LI estimates. !

The LI values were estimated from a method developed by J.R. Williams and D.E. Kissel.
Their article, “Water Percolation: An Indicator of N Leaching Potential” can be found in
the soon to be published Managing Nitrogen For Groundwater Quality and Fa
edited by R.F. Follet.

Profitability,
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Fioure 1

PESTICIDE WORK SHEET sheet 1 of 1 Owner G. W. Measurinq Water Resource Concern
(Surface) (Sub-sarfaec)

SOIL CROP

Barnes
4%

Salida
5%

Barnes
4%

Corn

Alfalfa

Corn

SUR = SURFACE
LEA = LEACHING

-

1

-

MANAGEMENT

Sprinkler Irrigation,
Continuous Corn,
Clean cultivation,,.Herbicide - Preplant

Incorporated

Second Year Stand,
Sprinkler Irrigation,

Continuous Corn,
Sprinkler Irrigation,
Clean Cultivation

-

(

1
I

-
PESTICIDE:
L=LARGE
M =MEZDIUM
s = SMALL
T = TOTAL USE

RECOMMENDED
PESTICIDE

Green and
Yellow and

Corn
Rootwrom

SOIL: OVERALL:
H = HIGH 1 = HIGH
I = INTERMEDIATE 2 =GRAY
N = NOMINAL 3 = LOW



'Figure 2. Potential pesticide loss to leaching matri:

Pesticide Leaching Potential

INTERMEDIATE Potential 1 Potential 2 Potential.3 PO'

NOMINAL Potential 2 Potential 3 Potential 3 PO

:Figure 3. Potential pesticide loss to surface runoff

Soil Surface Pesticide Surface loss Potential
loss

Potential LARGE MEDIUM SMALL

HIGH Potential 1 Potential 1 Potential 2

INTERMEDIATE Potential 1 Potential 2 Potential 3

NOMINAL Potential 2 Potential 3 Potential 3

CAL USE

sntial 3

zntial 3

zntial 3

natrix
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PESTICIDE - SOIL INTERACTION

Potentials For Loss

Don Goss

INTRODUCTION

This document describes a method used to evaluate the relative
from soils. Evaluation results are expressed as a relative potentr*aY

otential loss of pesticides

be lost when used on a soil series. The GLEAMS
losses form a large combination of hypothetica!

for a specific pesticide to
1) model was used to estimate pesticide
pesticides and soils. The estimated

pesticide losses were ranked according to the amount of pesticide lost. Al
soil properties were developed +o categorize soil series for leaching and sur!

orithms using
ace water loss

potential. Also, algorithms using pesticide properties were developed to categorize
pestrcrdes. for leaching and surface water loss potential. The soil and pesticide categories
are combmed in a matrix to give a pesticide loss to surface water potential and a pesticide
loss to leaching potential.

(1) GLEAMS: Ground Water Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems by R.
A. Leonard, W. G. Knisel, :D.,A. Still. Transactions of the ASAE Vol 30 No 5, pp1403-
1418,1987.

BOUNDARIES OF CONSIDERATION

A pesticide loss is assumed to have occurred if the pesticide is leached below the root zone,
or leaves the field boundary in solution or adsorbed on sediment suspended in runoff
waters. Thus, the boundaries are the bottom of the root zone and the edge of the field.

FACTORS AFFECTING RISK POTENTIAL

The potential of losing pesticides from a field by surface water runoff or leaching below the
root zone is a combined function of pesticide, soil, and climate factors. The pesticide loss
assessments listed in this section have been developed by using a combination of soil and
pesticide properties. The climatic factor has not been varied. The meteorological
components used in the rating process are for evaluating potentials independent of climate
and are not intended to represent any climatic zone. The primary goal was to determine
the capacity of a soil to retain a pesticide at the point of application, regardless of
management or climatic inputs,

FACTORS NOT INCLUDED IN PESTICIDE LOSS POTENTIAL

Climate was not a variable in the pesticide loss potential determination. Storm size and
frequency immediately after pesticrde application will impact the amount of pesticide lost
to surface runoff. This loss occurs as pesticide in solution and adsorbed on the sediment
suspended in runoff waters. Another climate related impact occurs when pesticides that
have a high leaching
pesticide will infiltrate Yl

otential are applied on soils wrth high infiltration rates. The
elow the root zone when a large or extended precipitation event

occurs immediately after application. Therefore, the fact that a pesticide has been applied
produces a potential for pesticide loss.
management practices that utilize pesticides.

Thus  potential for loss occurs regardless of
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Actual climatic data was not used in the GLEAMS model because of the several hundred
potential climates that would require evaluation. Over 24,000 iterations of, rhe GLBAMS
model was required to test the hypothetical soils and pesticides without varymg the climate.
The meteorological data used in the model to estimate pesticide losses &as artificially
generated to represent the most likely situations for pesticide loss mentioned above.

An indirect climatic influence not considered in this assessment is soil temperature and
moisture during the period the

P
esticide resides in the soil. The persistence o,r half-life of a

pesticide in a soil is partial y dependent on soil moisture and temperature. The
degradation of the pesticide is favored by warm and moist climates. The difference in half-
life rates of the pesticide due to soil moisture and temperature has not been considered.
The half-life for a given pesticide was assumed constant, regardless of climate or
geographic location.

The type of crop was not considered, ard the method of pesticid:  application was not
considered. ‘The soil was assumed fallow and the ap

P
lication was to the sol1 surface. To

consider each crop and method of application availab e for a pesticide is beyond the scope
of this guide.

Some soil parameters that are thought to influence pesticide half-life rat& or solubility
have not been considered. These factors include soil  pH, Aluminum conient, elements
toxic to microbes, and total soil surface area. I

EACIORS  CONSIDERED IN PESTICIDE LOSS POTENTIAL.

Soils have been categorized according to the relative potential for pesticidei  loss from the
surface (soil surface loss potential), or the relative potential for pesticide loss to leaching
(soil leaching potential). The pesticides have been categorized according to the same
potentials (pesticide surface loss potential or pesticide leaching potential).

Break points for each category were based on the percent of esticide applied lost to
surface runoff or leaching. Multiple simulations of the GLEARIS model:were used to
estimate pesticide leachin below the root zone, and pesticide losses in runoff. The
categories for soil potentia  s are:2

High
Intermediate
Nominal

The categories for pesticide potentials are:

Large

2%”
Total Use 1

The pesticide was a
before, and on the B

plied to the surface of a fallow soil sixteen, eight, fouri  and.two days
ay of the first major precipitation event. A 3.5 mch prect,pttatron event

was generated every second day for five  events, and then a 1.0 inch event every other day
for at least four times the half-life of the pesticide. The field was ten ac/res,  square m
shape, with a four percent slope. The rooting depth was set at 36 inches.
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The pesticide variables tested were:

partitioning coefficient (KOc).

The soil variables tested were:

surface horizon thickness,
organic matter content of the surface horizon,
surface texture,
subsurface texture, and
hydrologic soil group.

The estimated properties that vary with above inputs are:

(1) Effective saturated conductivity from texture and hydrologic group using Table A-6,

(2) %ulk d TV
g. A-8. J./ (Fallow)

ensi from texture by NSSL method. The NSSL method utilizes the Pedon
Data Base or predicting the most probable bulk density from texture.

(3) SCS curve number from Hydrologic soil group using Table A-4, page A-5. I/
(Fallow, straight row)
Porosity from [l - (bulk density)/2.65)]*100.
Field capacity from texture using Table A-3, pg.
Wilting point from texture using Table A-3, pg. A-4.1
Soil evaporation parameter using Table A-3, pg.
Percent sand, silt, and clay from texture using

(A/) CREAMS A Field Scale Model for Chemicals, Runoff, and Erosion from
Agricultural Management Systems. Conservation Research Re ort Number 26. USDA,
Suence and Education Admmistration. (which also applies to GLpEAMS)

The climatic constraints used for this method of ranking are somewhat rigid considering
the wide variety of climates where pesticides are used. The precipitation inputs into the
model are highly improbable in most climates. An additional constraint is methods of
pesticide application relative to true application methods of the esticide.  However, these
ranking of soils and pesticides are relative with no absolute efmition. The categoriesdp.
reflect a potential of how a soil and pesticide will interact. Pesticide losses from this model
reflect only the relative ability of the soil to retain the pesticide at the point of application.
The interplay of climate determines whether the leaching or surface loss potentials are
reached in a given area.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALGORITHMS

Soil and pesticide categories were developed by using the results of multiple simulations
using GLEAMS. An algorithm was developed to rank soils and pesticides for losses due to
infiltration and for losses due to surface runoff. These algorithms were developed by
ranking GLEAMS estimate,d pesticide losses for leaching or runoff into three groups. The
pesticide loss would occur if a large precipitation event occurs immediately after
application. The largest loss group has the potential for unacceptable losses regardless of
management. The lowest loss group has little potential for loss regardless of management.
The intermediate loss group has the potential for unacceptable losses, but may be reduced
to acceptable losses by management. Selection of soil and pesticide properties for the
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algorithms was based on Factorial Analysis or Stepwise Regression. Both me/:hods  selected
the properties that most influenced pesticide loss.

Leaching Algorithms

The soils algorithm for ranking soils for potential loss to leaching are:

-----~----------______-----------------~_--
SOIL LEACHING POTENTIAL ALGORITHM

If hydrologic group = A
and Organic Matter times horizon #l depth < = 30 or

If hydrologic group = B
and Organic Matter times horizon #l depth < = 5

If hydrologic group = A and
Organic Matter times horizon #1 depth > = 65 or

If hydrologic group = B and
Organic Matter times horizon #l depth > = 45 or

If hydrologic group = C or
If hydrologic group = D.

Intermediate:

Everything else

The method of D.I. Gustafson (unpublished) was adopted and modified to rank pesticides
(Groundwater Ubiquity Score: A Simple Method of Assessing Pesticide ,Leachability).
There are certain classes of pesticides that will probably never be leached. These pesticides
will have a small leaching potential regardless of the soil type the
of pesticides was ranked Total Use. Y

are apphe!d.  This group

potential loss to leaching are:
The pesticide algonthm or rankmg ‘pesticides for

---------------_---___---------------L-_
PESTICIDE LEACHING POTENTIAL ALGORITHM

Large:
If log(half-life)*(4  - log(KOc)) > = 2.8

Small:
If log(half-life)*(4  - log(KOc)) < = 1.8

Total Use:
If (solubility  < 1 or KOc > = 10000) and

half life < 10.

Medium:
Everything else

-_______-------_------_----------------(___
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The loss of pesticides in surface runoff occurs in two phases, in the soluble and adsorbed
phase. The current algorithm considers both phases combined. However, there is an
advantage in separating these phases. Thts advantage is evident in considering
management alternatives. Practices to manage water, the soluble phase, could be different
than practices to manage sediment, the adsorbed phase. The algorithms for surface losses
are not as definite as the algorithms for leaching. The number of factors corolla
surface losses are much greater than those to leaching losses. The algorithm for raZig
soils for potential loss to runoff are:

-------~------_~------___~----------~-------
SOIL SURFACE LOSS POTENTIAL ALGORITHM

High:
Iflog((soi1 k factor)*(hydrologic group)5*7)  z = 2.8

Nominal:
If log((soi1  k factor)*(hydrologic  group)5.7) < = 1.0

Intermediate:
E v e r y t h i n g  e l s e

-------_____-______---____------------------

The algorithm for ranking pesticides for potential loss to runoff are:

---_---_------__--_-----------------~-----
PESTICIDE SURFACE LOSS POTENTIAL ALGORITHM

Large:
If log(half-life)*(1.23  - log(KOc)) < = -2.4

Small:
If log(half-life)*(1.23 - log(KOc)) > = -0.4

Medium:
Everything else

----_---____--_-___--_____----------------

RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION

The maximum, minimum, and mean value with standard deviation from the Matrix for
Leaching Potential are presented in Figure 1. The values are relative, the larger the value
the greater the expected loss. The qualitative risk potentials listed in Figure 3 reflect this
relative loss. The mean is greater than 1000 for the Potential 1 Category,  and less than 100
for Potential 3 category. Mean values between 100 and 1000 fall m the Potential 2
Category.

The maximum, minimum, and mean value with the standard deviation from the Matrix for
Surface Loss Potential are presented in Figure 2. The values are again relative. The

a
ualitative risk potentials listed in Figure 4 reflect this relative loss. The mean is greater

t an 1500 for the Potential 1. Category, and less than 500 for the Potential 3 category.
148
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Mean values between 500 and 1500 fall in the Potential 2 Category. Slightly higher values
were used for surface loss since the potential for mixing and dilution is greater than in
losses below the root zone.

DEFINITION OF LOSS PO’I’EhTIAL

The potential pesticide loss is relative, and explains no more than a relative probability of
pesticide loss. A Potential 1 Category has a higher

*P Y
robabili of contaminating the

respective water source than the risk value of Potentra 2, and otential 2 has a higher
probability than Potential 3. The Potential 1 category estimates the probability for
contamination to occur to be very high. The Potential 3 category estimates the probability
for contamination to be very low. The Potential 2 category is in a fuzzy zone, the
probability of contamination is uncertain and additional on site investigations should be
made. Possibly the GLEAMS model should be run using the ,real pesticide-soil-crop-
climate combinations to develop better estimates of the pesticide loss pctentials.
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l’ext of rezarks by K(avi  li. Kzinhardt a t  t i r e  N a t i o n a l  mwting  o f  State  Soii
S c i e n t i s t s ,  L i n c o l n ,  Nebraska, ‘October  zti, 1988.

Kesowcr conserval.ion, a n d  s p e c i f i c a l l y  resource  consetvatiun  plannirlg,  in SCS
is now prinerily ained at impleza~ting  the Food Security Act of L985 (FSAI.
Soils infor,z~ation  ir; 85 cciticql in PSA as it  is ill a l l  o t h e r  a s p e c t s  o f  SC:.
work. WC  h a v e  ;r,adc extensiw  USE: o f  s o i l s  infowation  in  inplexnting  F’SII.
Soils iuformat.ion  i s  used  to  xak r l i s t s  o f  h i g h l y  e r o d i b l e  r;.ap units  t~‘u::.
which  h ighly  erodib le  iield dvlcvxiuations  are m a d e . i’hti  prutess  ui
i d e n t i f y i n g  a n d  listirlg highly exodible  s:ap units , non-highly  erod ib le  r:.ap
u n i t s , and potentially highly erodible aiap ulliCs has wor’kcd  w e l l . SCS  has
completed 84% of the highly erodible land (HEL)  determinations as of  Septei;,bec
30, 1988, and we have had only 10 appeals of  HtiL determinations  that have baa
made to the Chief of SCS. In each of  these appeals the Chief  has been able to
concur in the decision of  the Stale C o n s e r v a t i o n i s t .

Soils information has also been used to develop hydcic soils :ists that ace
used as a basis for making wetland determinations. llaly s tates  are  begillrii.[ig
wetland inventories to permit calxsistent  wet land determinat ions . Be sure that
the  hydr ic  so i l  l i s ts  are c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h Sect ion  512.12(d)  of  the National
F o o d  S e c u r i t y  Act l~~~~~ual, Second Editiorc, sv t h a t  t h e y  cn,, be ati accucatt
bas is  for  wet land inventor ies . A i l  h i g h l y  rrudihie  zap u n i t  l i s t s  aild hydl~ic
s o i l  l i s t s  shouid n o w  be ill ~place  in every  f i e l d  o f f i c e  ill t h e  U . S .

A f t e r  t h e  l i s t s  BTE devEloped,  .iL i s in,portaut that they be monitored a:ld
chaw~s  n:adc wherct  and eher, needed. Cl~aunes  should be r:ade  when d tfalulical
reason detcrmine:s  LlwL i cl-ail&e  i s  n e c e s s a r y , such 4~‘ a new soil survey,
change  in  c lass i f i cat ion  o f  a  rap unlit, 0~’ 2  challgc  in quantificdtion  o f
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . G;o s h o u i d  then use tl!E  new infornxtion  f o r  ali future
deterxirlatiorrs, but not go iack and chang? deterxinatiorrs that are based
the previous infocxtion, if the prior dcter?.inatlon is correctly omde.
the persou requests .a new detefmirmLior:  Lased UII the new informLion,  wc
should proceed to do this,  but at a lower priority than a persml who hec
had a prior determination. tieneed to colii;idrr  the consequences ot al1
changes before niakiug the::.

a
suii

Olr
I f

not.

bt_

T h e  p o l i c y  establisllrd  il: 1987 tar Sectioll 111 of  the Field Ofrice 'Yrxhnica;
Guide (FOlGj now uses six resoume c*nc.erns as the basis tar conservation
planning and for resource nanagexent syste2.6. These six resource concerns are
erosion control, water quality, watur managcaent, resource  n:amge:.;ent,  of fsite
effects, and agricultural chri,.icals  and animal waste. Edch oC Chew c~source
concerns is to tic treated to an acceptable level in order that a Ke~ource
kanagezent System (KhS) is established. Erosion control is the only remx~rce
concerr~  that has had a specific level of trratncnt  established. There are
many interrelationships in these resource concerm that are dependent w soil:;
and their characteristics, aspeci;llLy  with regard to water qu.aliL,.
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SacLlou lil of Chc VZlG is tu bu SEA up using guide sheets for soil n&p units
(SL' gruup,t; 01 soii ziap uliit,s. Each guide shrcL  is to provide a basis for the
conservationist Lo pcesenl and discuss conservation alternatives with the
farmer or rancher. ‘I’hc dcveiopxxlt of groups of soil map units for this
purpost~  needr. Lo be dws cart: Lully in the light of thr six C~SDU~CE COLICEI'IIS
listed above, so timt the soil groupings devclopcd will truly be able to be
treated and managed in a sixilar fanner ior aii of the six resource concerns
that art: involved and rlcet the criteria for each. IL nay be that meeting the
requirements of aIi six L-esource concerns will make groupings of soiis.
ieiyosribie, and require the use of single soil guide sheets. The soils data
base in CAMPS can be used Lo search for all soils that have specified
characteristics, and this method can be used to develop groups of soils for
the curLx?nt need. LW&ynt: 'viilliaxs  and Jim Culver are working on this and iL
will be discussed further at thE: Midwest NTC workshop that is Lu bs htild in
Lincoln the week of Novmber 26, lY88. Be sum that the right people ace
involved in the process of raking these soil groupings.

'Ihe Land Evaluation portion of the LESA effort should now be completet for all
counties. The policy for this is in the Land Use secLion of the Geneml
Manual, dated June, 1984.

ide are continuing to devriop and i:;.pleinent.  CAMPS. CAMPS requires a firid
office level soils daLabase to operate. The development of the field office
soils database is a tusk that should be very nearly done for each field offict
in every state.

Soil scientists need to continue to bc a pnrt of thr resource piarming Lcu,.
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NATIONAL WORKSHOP FOR STATE SOIL SCIENTISTS
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

OCTOBER 17-21, 1988

W. R. FOLSCHE
NATIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC CENTER

I. NCC ACTIVITIES FOR FY-88

A. Imagery Acquisition
1. Field Mapping Imagery

a. Number offorders  issued ..................... 66
b. Funds encumbered ............................ $173,000
C . Number of orders received ................... 93

2. Publication Imagery
a. Number of orders issued ..................... 90
b. Funds encumbered ............................ $577,000
C . Orthophotos ordered ......................... 1,222
d. Orthophotos received ........................ 1,153

3. Total imagery.acquisition ....................... $750,000

II. STATUS OF MAP FINISHING

A. Soil surveys sent,to  printer (includes one reprint) . . 65
B. Completed by Negative Prep Section .................. 66
C. Soil surveys with map negatives on hand waiting for

text before NCC sends to printer ....... .._ ......... 58
D. Soil surveys for which map finishing is complete but

negative prep is not complete. (Text is not ready) . . 135
E. Total soil surveys with map negatives at NCC ........ 193

~III.INTERIM MATERIAL FROM~ SOIL SURVEY MAP SHEETS ON HAND

IV.

A. States were notified in June 1988 they could submit
requests for interim soil survey map sheets.

B. Total requests for material received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
C. Orders in work or complete . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..........
D. Orders to be placed in work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :z

Cartographic encouraged states to submit requests so soil survey map
sheets could be placed in hands of field people for FSA and other
purposes.

PHOTOBASE PREPARATION

A. Field mapping annotation completed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
B. Photobase preparation completed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
C. Total map sheets prepared .a................*........ 6,196
D. Major concerns in NCC

1. Changes in soil survey boundaries.
2. Requests for newer imagery than previously requested.
3. Changing scale of publication.
4. Changing publication format.
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v. MAP

A.
B.

;:

E.

FINISHING CONTRACTING

Number of soil survey areas; compilation reviewed . . . 34
Number of soil survey areas contracted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Total funds encumbered s.............................  $196,448
Final edit and acceptance of map finishing (survey
areas) . . . . ..*..*........*...*...*...*.*.......*..... 15
Soil survey areas completed by states and sent to
NCC and reviewed by ten percent edit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

VI. STATUS OF FUNDING FOR MAP FINISHING AND DIGI’TIZING

A. NCC recently canvassed states
1. Number of survey areas identified for map

finishing .*...*...*............*......*.*.....*.
2. Estimated cost of FY-89 map finishing . . . . . . *, . . .
3.
4.

Number of survey areas identified for digitizing. 26
Estimated cost of FY-89 digitizing . . . . . . . . ..#... $735,000

5. State will need to fund both map finishing and
;;Endjgitizing in FY-89. (Bulletin may be issued

6. States need to make estimates and advise NCC again what they
plan to fund and date material will be sent to NCC. NCC
should receive in the first three quarters to be awarded in
FY-89.

VII.NATIONAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY PROGRAM (NAPP)

A. U.S. Status map shows FY-87 and FY-88 contracts.
B. NCC can provide reproductions from microfiche upon request.
C. Examples of NAPP reproductions.

1. CIR
2. Black and white

D. Orthophotography for publication from NAPP

::
1:12,000
1:24,000

3. States should send cartographic requisitions to NCC a minimum
of 24 months prior to date photobase material is needed in the
state.

4. NCC is funded for $500,000 in FY-89 for imagery acquisition.
5. Age of orthophotography at NCC is a growing concern to many

states.
6. Clarification needed on how old imagery can be before we

decide to reorder more current imagery.

VIII. STATSGO

A. Number of states received.
1. Digitizing completed ...........................
2. Contracted ..................................... :
3. At NCC ......................................... 5
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A. Determine whether the digitized data will be used for publication
or only for dfgital data base. The end products will determine

B.
the way data layers are structured.
iulture and Hydrography

Culture, hydrography and type are contracted by NCC at state
’ expense for FY-89.

C. Use SCS specifications for digitizing.
1. All digitizing performed by SCS should conform to SCS

guidelines and specifications.
2. Refer to Na,tional Instruction No. 170-303 (June 2, 1988).

0. Conversion of digital data
1. In many cases, conversion of digital data to DLG or SCS

Standard E,:change  Format can be time consuming if original
work is not planned or documented properly.

2. The NCC can be more effective if you ask for guidance BEFORE
you start digitizing.

E. Map compilation edit
1. Thoroughly edit the compilation manuscript (photobase sheets)

BEFORE you start digitizing.
2. Reconcile conflicts in source material BEFORE you start

digitizing.
a. Limits Iof soil surveys on field sheets may conflict with

administrative boundaries on quad maps.
b. Alignment of drainage on field sheets may not agree with
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IX. CONSIDERATIONS WHEN DIGITIZING IN STATES

quad maps or publication imagery.
c. Carefully match all map sheets.

F. Preliminary review
1. Digitize two adjoining map sheets and send
2. This will help avoid large amounts of data

rejected.

to NCC for review.
input being

3. Send data tapes for two map sheets so NCC can test plot.
G. Check plots

1. Check proof plots should be plotted, edited and corrected
BEFORE sending to NCC for review.

2. Film plot overlays should not be ordered to use for edit
p u r p o s e s .

H. Final check plots
1. Send a complete set of paper proof plots to NCC along with all

source material for final review.
2. NCC will return check plots to states for correction or

correct at the NCC.
I. Culture, hydrography and soils symbols and other type.

1. Provide NCC contract money for the culture, hydrography, soil
symbols and other type after the soils data layer is
completely edited.



The Soil Management Support Services

Richard W. Arnold 11-

1. The United States Agency for International Development

works with developing countries to improve their  management

of  na t iona l  resources  so  tha t  agr icu l tura l  deve lopment  and

economic development can p,-oceed  in an orderly way. Most of

the  deve loping  count r ies  occur  in  the  in te r t rop ica l  zone

w h e r e  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  p o l i t i c a l  a n d  s o c i a l  d i f f i c u l t i e s  t h e r e

are also serious soil  and water constraints  as shown here.

2. Adequate and appropriate agricultural  development is  the

same everywhere. I t  requi res  the  matching  and  in tegra t ion

of  resources . So i l - water - crops - people - economics -

p o l i c i e s .

3. If the match is poor and resources are pushed way beyond

t h e i r  c a p a b i l i t i e s  a n d  s u i t a b i l i t i e s  t h e  r e s u l t s  c a n  b e

d i s a s t r o u s . Somet imes  i t  appears  to  be  i r reparable  a t  l eas t

within the current economic framework.

4. The smal l  ho lders  the  l imi ted  resource  fa rmers  - the

l a n d l e s s  l a b o r e r s - are hard to help directly so much of

USAID’s e f f o r t s  a r e  r e l a t e d  t o  p o l i c i e s ,  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e s ,

and upgrading  or building insti tutions who then may be

be t te r  ab le  to  e f fec t  pos t ive  changes .

l-1 Slide presentation at State Soil Scientists Workshop in Lincoln, Nebraska
October 1988
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5. Farming systems, m u l t i p l e  c r o p p i n g  , and

introduction of new or improved crops are some of the

chal lenges  of  matching  resources . USAID Mission personnel

r e q u e s t a s s i s t a n c e , they want help, they want

d i f f e r e n c e . And the transfer of technology is

t h e i r  e f f o r t s .

to make a

v i t a l  t o

6. USAID saw a  un ique  oppor tuni ty  to  s t rengthen  the i r

agr icu l ture  work  i f  t echnology t ransfer  were  more  e f fec t ive

a n d  e f f i c i e n t . They  be l ieved/ tha t  so i l s  in format ion  had  a

grea t  po tent ia l  to  improve  the  f low and shar ing  of  re levant

i n f o r m a t i o n . They knew that experimentation is slow and

expensive and Soil Taxonomy might be of assistance.

7. Look what they’ve done to my song, Ma - look what

they’ve done to my song. A lot  of the world has access to

Soil Taxonomy - and i t  has al l  been because USAID w a n t e d  t o

improve the weakness a s / t h a t  e x i s t e d  f o r  s o i l s  o f  t h e

i n t e r t r o p i c s .

8. Recogni t ion  of  ‘ the  ro le  of  so i l  and  of  so i l  sc ien t i s t

was an important  step.  but  i t  didn’t  assure any success in

being able to help AID. SMSS was created in late 1979 to

of fer  technica l  ass i s tance ,  advice ,  and  counse l  to  AID

Missions and to improve Taxonomy for soils  in the tropics.
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9. A major  e f for t  was  the  ser ies  of  so i l  c lass i f ica t ion

workshops that  brought together specialists  from around the

world. Soils were sampled a year in advance, analyzed by

the National Soil Survey L a b , and a 2 week workshop held.

The purpose was to let  the International Committees examine

so i l s  and  prtnose  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  f o r  t e s t i n g . Fred Beinroth

of the Universi ty of Puerto Rico helped arrange for the 2

workshops prior to the formation of SMSS.

10. These were followed by soil  classif ication workshops/

in  Chi le ,  Ecuador ,  Ph i l ipp ines ,  Braz i l ,  and  Japan .

‘I 1 . From the work of ICOMLAC came the kandic horizon - a

fine textured subsurface horizon dominated by low activity

c l a y s . New Great Groups - Kardi and Kandhapli - were

e s t a b l i s h e d  i n  Ultisols  a n d  A l f i s o l s . This  i s  a  kandius tu l t

in Thailand. As the result of ICOMOX, the Oxisol order was

completely revised and in addition a new format was

es tab l i shed  for  keying  out  subgroups .

12. The  Ver t i so ls  a re  s t i l l  be ing  deba ted . Thei r  spec ia l

phys ica l  p roper t ies  of  shr ink-swel l  and  lack  of

morphological  features associated with wetness make them

d i f f i c u l t  t o  c l a s s i f y .
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13. When Guy Smith retired he spent the next few years

studying how to provi,de  an appropriate status to Andepts.

Under the able leadership of Mike Leamy  of New Zealand the

world now has a vastly improved database on Andisols.

I

1

I

14. Yesterday a fin?1 proposal was hammered out by

John Witty, John Kimble, Terry Cook and Ben Clayden

(New Zealand) and we can soon expect the final draft of the

new order Andisols. Every  f ie ld  t r ip  whether  a

c lass i f ica t ion  workshop or  a  so i l  cor re la t ion  conference

like the one in the Northwest - has added new members to the

Andiso ls .

15. S c i e n t i s t s  from,many  c o u n t r i e s  r u b  s h o u l d e r s ,  s h a r e

ideas  and  he lp  deve lop  cr i te r ia  for  tes t ing  modi f ica t ions  of

Soil Taxonomy. We would not be this far without the support

and encouragement of:USAID  through the SMSS program.

16. But Soil  Taxonomy is not the only activity nor is  i t

the major one these days. Tra in ing  forums tha t  d i scuss

cropping practices and farming systems are receiving more

a t t e n t i o n .

17. Helping do si te characterization and mapping of

experiment stat ions is  another way we can assist  developing

c o u n t r i e s . Here is  Arville Touchet  i n  B u r u n d i .
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18. Field morphology and physical - chemistry are examined

and re la ted  to  the  a t t r ibu tes  tha t  de te rmine  land

e v a l u a t i o n . Soi l  d iagnos t ic  fea tures  a re  expla ined  to

agronomists, so i l  and  p lan t  sc ien t i s t s ,  and  even

a d m i n i s t r a t o r s . A world soil  data base is  also being

accumulated that  will  permit  broader test ing of crop models

as well. as evaluating taxonomic changes.

19. There are many technologies that  are not appropriate

for the socio - economic and cultural  condit ions in some

c o u n t r i e s . But as we work together we learn more about the

needs of some user clients and which principles may be

,transferable. This man is  very rich because he has draft

power - a great advance over human power.

20. Another committee has been examining the moisture

regimes . They have suggested 3 sub-classes for each

regime. Another committee is examining the many problems of

the  Aqic  reg ime and  a  so i l  cor re le la t ion  conference  wi l l

be held in the South in 1990.

21. T h e  FAO/UNESCO Soi l  legend of  Afr ica  was  ,translated  to

Soi l  Taxonomy and  here  in te rpre ta t ions  of  so i l  cons t ra in ts

a re  presen ted .

22. Many soils with a kandic horizon and even some Oxisols,

Andisols and Spodosols have large amounts of exchangeable
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aluminum that inhibit  root growth. Liming experiments and

cropping systems are now being designed and evaluated to

r e d u c e  t h e  i m p a c t s .

23. Gelatinous,  amorphous,  short - range  order  imogol i te  -

a weathering component in Andisols and some Spodosols. Much

informat ion  has  been  ga ined  because  of  the  in i t ia t ives  in

s o i l  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n .

24. Tra in ing  mater ia l s  to  i l lus t ra te  concepts  and  models

have been prepared by and for SMSS. Sl ide  se t s ,  v ideos ,  and

films/of Soil  Taxonomy, naming soil  map units,  and audisols

have been  produced . Land eva lua t ion ,  so i l  keys ,  more  s l ide

sets and lecture notes are also being compiled to share with

o t h e r s .

25. The teaching of map unit  concepts and the field art  of

mapping are skil ls  that  the U-S, abounds in and slowly we

are making in roads with some foreign soil  surveys such as

tha t  o f  Indones ia .

26. We map soil landscapes and interpret them based on our

u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  s o i l  v a r i a b i l i t y . The concepts and

p r i n c i p l e s  o f  s o i l  s t r a t i g r a p h y ,  g e o g r a p h i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a n d

re l iab i l i ty  of  so i l  map uni t s  i s  impor tan t  everywhere  in  the

world.
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27. Our skil ls  and experiences with detailed soil  maps is

of interest  and value to many developing countries as they

struggle to reach a balance among the resources available to

them.

28 * T h e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  s o i l s  thezielves,  tb? i n t e r p r e t a t i o n

of  the i r  in f luence  on  so i l  behavior ,  and  the  suppor t ing

databases provide a framework of understanding that  has

g l o b a l  i m p l i c a t i o n s .

29. Teaching others the beauty and simplicity of the

nomenclature of Soil Taxonomy has a reward of its own as

eyes brighten and heads nod with the grasp of far  reaching

consequences  of  the  appl ica t ions  of  a  qua l i ty  so i l  survey .

30. There  i sn’ t  a  lo t  o f  h ighly  product ive  land  in  the

world. The  Udolls and Udalfs of the Corn Belt serve as

references of comparison and benchmarks of potential . High

input technologically advanced commercial  agriculture has a

special  role in the global economy.

31. The l imited resource farmers whose loyalt ies are always

divided between family and farm will be important components

in  the  wor ld’s  so lu t ions  to  hunger ,  pover ty ,  and  popula t ion .

32. SMSS has just  been granted a

new project  will  be developed/and
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redirected thrust  will  emphasize the same kinds of things we

are dealing with in the National Cooperative Soil  Survey.

33. I hope, and we expect, to  cont inue  the  a r ray  of

publications that  has afforded SMSS a very favorable status

w i t h  m o s t  USAID o f f i c i a l s . We are making a difference and

many of you in this room have been involved in one or more

of the projects and assignments that  have been made

avai lab le  through SMSS.

34. Let me summarize the philosophy behind SMSS. Mankind

needs food and fiber to survive and grow and develop

c i v i l i z a t i o n s . Our history is  full  of  the ways and beliefs

of  the  in f luences  of  sun  and  ra in ,  darkness  and  l igh t ,  and

mother  ear th . Some myths still abound - maybe even most of

what we believe as enlightened understanding here in 1988.

35. S h o r t  - c i rcu i t ing  expens ive  long  te rm research  i s  an

admirable  objec t ive . Soil  Survey in i ts  many aspects and

ramif ica t ions  i s  an  impor tan t  par t  o f  the  process .

36. We can predict where to go and what we might expect of

the  phys ica l  envi ronment  of  so i l s  and  the i r  l andscapes .

37. What  we  don’t do is the following. (pause) We have to

work  wi th  and  through o thers  to  br ing  about  ins t i tu t ions
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that  are relevant and provide meaningful experiences of

s u c c e s s f u l  t r a n s f e r .

38 . Soil maps, s o i l  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ,  s o i l  d a t a b a s e s  - n o n e

of them can socialize and implement ideas. Only people can.

Therefore the future must be in closer association with

those who can make a change.

39. When i t  al l  does get  together,  there are wonderful

changes that  occur. Pa t te rns  of  e f fec t ive  land  use  tha t  a re

s u s t a i n a b l e - for resource use and for man’s productive

e n t e r p r i s e s . B u t  i t  r e q u i r e s  c o n t a c t  a t t e n t i o n .

40. Truly Nature shows us the implementation,  the

innovat ion  of  a  myster ious  c rea t iv i ty . The power of

t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s - t h e  t a n t a l i z i n g , t r i c k e r y  o f  t e c h n o l o g i c a l

t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s  i s  a  c h a l l e n g e  - and SMSS i s  a l so  involved .
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T H E  ROLE OF THE NTC SOIL INTERPRETATIUN  S T A F F S

D u r i n g  t h i s  l a s t  y e a r  m a n y  t e c h n i c a l  f u n c t i o n s  uf t h e  soi 1s
pro3rarn  were cor15oI idated  f r o m  t h e  NTCs  arld NHQ to Lincolrt,
Nehra5k.a. Curre  I at: i on and manuscript ed i t i ng w e r e  m o v e d
f r o m  t h e  NTCs t o  L i n c o l n . S o i l  classification,
invest i gat i nrts, a n d  tec.hnulugy  w e r e  m o v e d  f r o m  h e a d q u a r t e r s
t o  L i n c o l n .  * T h e  NTC’  5oi Is s t a f f s  h a v e  c h a n g e d  t h e i r  r u l e
w i t h  thi 5 consul idation o f  f u n c t i o n s . I  w o u l d  I i k e  t o
e x p l a i n  t h i s  n e w  role f u r  t h e  NTCs.

T h e  SC5 soils p r o d u c t i v i t y  i m p r o v e m e n t  p l a n  UI- P I P  s t u d y
r e c o mm e rl d e d t h e c n rl s o ! i dat i orI o f  t h e s e  so i Is f u n c t i o n s  arid a .
c h a n g e  of a u t h o r - i  ty I eveI, in t h e  p r o d u c t  i o n  p a r t  uf soi I
s u r v e y s . T h e  plan d i d  rrot o u t l i n e  a  role fnr N T C  s o i l
staffs. T h e  F’IP s t u d y  w a s  only c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  t h e
p r o d u c t i o n  p a r t  of sDi I  s u r v e y .

S o m e  N T C  50 i  I  staff members previ  ou5 ly hand I i ng corre  I at i on5
became  p a r t  o f  t h e  5cii I i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  s t a f f s . Others
joirled t h e  Lincoln s t a f f . S o m e  vacant ies  have beer1 f i I l e d .

S t a f f  makeups  a t  t h e  NTC:s  v a r y . T h e  W e s t  N T C  h a s  foul- z.oi I
s c i e n t i s t , one (iIS i;pec i al i St a n d  o n e  s e c r e t a r y  pas i t i csn.
T h e  South N T C  has ‘cliree  so i I sc iertt i st, cone c o m p u t e r
a s s i s t a n t , a n d  or,e s e c r e t a r y  pas i t i  on. The  Nor theast  NTC:
h a s  t h r e e  50 i I 5c i @rot  i 5t, One GIS spec  i al i s t ,  o n e  c o m p u t e r
a s s i s t a n t , a n d  ctne  s e c r e t a r y  pas i t i ori. The  Midwest  NTC has
two 5oi I  s c i e n t i s t  pasitions assigrled  t o  t h e  Ecalogical
Scierlces  arid P l a n n i n g  s t a f f . T h e  other  50 i I i rlterpretati un
s t a f f  h e a d s  report to t h e  N T C  D i r e c t o r .

N T C  5cli I i n t e r p r e t a t  itirl s t a f f s  h a v e  n o w  beerl in  ex i  sterlce
one y e a r . T h i s  y e a r  h a s  b e e n  a  y e a r  i n  w h i c h  s t a f f s  h a v e
b e e n  a.85 i gried and t-o I es exp  I ured. iIf c o u r s e  t h e  r u l e  of t h e
N a t i o n a l  Sai I  S u r v e y  Cerlter h a s  also heen i n  a  process of
clarificatiun,. T h a t  p r o c e s s  can not be s e p a r a t e d  f r o m  t h e
NT!? t-ale determinatian. R e a l  ize t h a t  t h e  s t a f f  h e a d s  a n d
s t a f f  withirt t h e  Soi I i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s  arld D a t a  b a s e  s t a f f s
w e t - e  j u s t  r e c e n t l y  a s s i g n e d . NOW, i t  w o u l d  a p p e a r ,  that
some o f  t h e s e  fn Ik.5 ha.ve p l a n s  t o  u t  i  I  ize t h e  t a l e n t s  nf t h e
NTC staffs!

T h e  N T C  sui Is s t a f f  h e a d s  m e t  in Septemler  w i t h  t h e  h e a d s  o f
t h e  v a r i o u s  soi Is s t a f f s  a t  t h e  N a t  ianal Sc~i I  S u r v e y  C:erlter
a t  Lincoln t o  d i s c u s s  t h e  m a n y  a c t i v i t i e s  a n d  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l
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'The r-01 e of the NTC: sni I staffs is orle af f Iuctuation a n d
always  wi I I be, by t h e  n a t u r e  of t h e  regiorlal  cartcept  a n d  b y
w a y  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  tn a s s i s t  t h e  s t a t e s . T h e  i n t e n t  i s
t h a t  t h e  N T C  b e  a  respansive  u n i t  i n  a d d i t i o n  tee other m o r e
stable  functians. Ey respohs ive I  m e a n  a  u n i t  t h a t  not o n l y
r e s p o n d s  tu c h a n g e s  from the s t a t e s  b u t  i s  r e s p o n s i v e  tu
n e e d s  nf t h e  r e g i o n  a n d  i n i t i a t e s  c h a n g e . I n  p r i v a t e
irldustry  t h e  a d a g e  i s  t h a t  i f  y o u  r e a c t  tn c h a n g e  you a r e
tuo l a t e . A s  n e e d s  d i f f e r  b e t w e e n  t h e  r e g i o n s  t h e  rule of
t h e  NTC:s  i n  e a c h  re3iun v a r y  i n  role somewhat.

Kn p r e p a r i n g  th i 5 p r e s e n t a t  i an I tunk t h e  a c t i v i t y
s t a t e m e n t s  of t h e  d i f f e r e n t  N T C :  soil sta,ffs, t h e  p l a n s  for
FYSY) t h e  o u t  I ine p r e p a r e d  tn orgarbize t h e s e  u n i t 5  ar,d
any t l-1 i rig e I 5 e I c o !_I I d f i r~ d . Thert I  w a t e r e d  a l  I these  d o w n
w i t h my tk i a.5 and 0 p i n i 0 n r, . I  w a n t  you t o  r e a l  ize t h a t  a .
f i urn overal  I p I an has nctt tgee~l  l a i d  out f o r  t h e  N T C  5oi I
s t a f f s . E a c h  s t a f f  has been t r y i n g  ‘ccl e v a l u a t e  t h e  n e e d s
an d r e 5 p co r, d t I:, t h CI 5 e n e e d 5 . C o n s e q u e n t l y  e a c h  NTC: h a s  t a k e n
a  51 ightly differtlnt  d i r e c t i o n . Nntable  h o w e v e r  i s  t h e
s i r o i  larity nf t h e  n e e d s .

Irt c l a r i f y i n g  t h e  role o f  t h e  N T C  sl>ils s t a f f  i t  s h o u l d
f i r s t  b e  s a i d “WE ARE NOT THE PRODUCTION PART OF
PUI3LISHINS SOIL SlJFiVEYS.” NTC: soi I SC ient i sts wi I I nat toe
irlvalved ira d i r e c t  a c t i v i t i e s  r e l a t e d  to mappin3,
correlatiun, marauscr  i pt preparat i on br pub I i cat i or,. --
A I t l-1 c* u g h , - .- I ike FIORD  50 i I di SC i pl ines we st i I I have a strong
i rl t e r e 5 t i n t h e pub I i 5 h E d 5 0 i I s u r v e y  b e c a u s e  i t  i 5  the
i n p u t  t o  t h e  scti Is d a t a  base  a n d  a  5 i  gnif i  carlt p a r t  af t h e
t e c h n i c a l  3uide, t h e  mairi r o u t e s  w i t h  w h i c h  w e  p r o v i d e
i nterpretat  i ve i nf ormat i or,.

W e  h a v e  b e e n  f r e e d  af correlat  !con d u t i e s  t o  c o n c e n t r a t e  nn
t h e  u s e  arbd imprc~veroent  o f  SD~  I s u r v e y  infc~rmation.

I n  e x p l a i n i n g  t h e  role af t h e  WTCs  l e t  m e  t a l k  ahaut  t h e
uveral I  p u r p o s e  nf 5oi I survey a n d  a s k  y o u  t o  t h i n k  about
how  y o u r  s t a t e  cnperat  ior~s m a y  f i t  i n t o  t h e  addi t i  a n a l
a s p e c t s  r e q u i r e d  ta p r o v i d e  5oi I5 i n f o r m a t i o n  t o  user5
w i t h i n  SCS a n d  w i t h i n  t h e  p u b l i c .

THE M I S S I O N  OF THE WIL  SUFiVEY  HAS NOT SEEN TO PUBLISH SOIL
SIJHVEYS BUT TCI F’LJT S O I L  INFl~RMATION  TO USE FOR T H E
BETTERMENT IX MANKIND.

T h a t  ‘5 a  r a t h e r  ttraad s t a t e m e n t  but probably descri toes out
3 0 a I .

A SrJIL SURVEY ON THE SHELF SERVES NC1 ONE.
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SL.IDES
___________--_______--___---_--_________

TO EMPHASIZE THE AFTER FUELICATION  ASPECTS OF SBILS WORK,
ALLSIW ME TO PRESENT THE FULLUWINS  SLIDES;

SCtIc.  IS A VALUABLE RESOURCE
I KNOW WE SHARE THIS FEELINS! AND I WANT
US TCI  SHARE THE FEELING’S ON PUTTING
A SUIL SURVEY TO USE.

TrJ  ILLUSTRATE MY FEELINGS LET ME COMPARE A
SrlIL SURVEY

TCI  THE PRODUCTION UF AN AGRICULTURAL
PHODUCT

A SlOIL S U R V E Y  BEGINS WITH PREMAF’F’ING. A
STEREO V 1Ehl C:ClMBI  NED WITH VARI Cl!JS  FiESrJURCE
DATA AND TOPO. M A P S  PHJOVIDE THE SOIL SC:NT.
WXTH  THE PRELIMINARY MAF

A CHOF  MAY BEGIN WITH THE FIRST
CULTIVATION

AS A SOIL SURVEY PROCEEDS TtiRBUGH
TRANSEC:TS

TRAVERSES

DESC:HIPTIONS

INVkSTIGATIUNS

OBSERVATIONS

SLBPE DETERMINATIONS

AND PFiOSFiESS  REVIEWS! ! ! !

A CRrJF’ PROCEEDS THROUGH PLANTING,
FEHTILIZATION

CULTIVATION

IRKICiATIClN

HARVESTING

THE SOIL SURVEY PRilDUC:ES SrJIL  MAPS

A S  F’ART  O F  T H E  SOILS  HANDBOOK

THE AGRICULTURAL
F’RCIDUC:T  AS WELL.
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AND KAW AS F'KDDUCT AKE USEABLE FOR THE
FRESH MAKb::ET BUT THEY ARE NOT READY FDK
THE FINAL MAKbXT.

THE SOILS HANDBOUK PKClCEEDS WITH
TECHNICAL REVIEW AND EDITING,

COMPILATION,

DIGITIZING,

AND MAP F'KINTINGi.

THE HARVESTED CROP PROCEEDS DOWN THE ROAD

FClK PKOCESSING AND PACKAGING.

THE F'KODUCT OF THE 5OIL 5UKVEY F'KOCZSSING-
IS A F'UELISHED SOIL SURVEY.

THE PKrJDUC:T BF THE FIXiD PKNCESSING IS A
PKDDUC:T SIMILAK, IN THAT IT IS READY FUR
FUBLIC: CONSUMPTION.

FROM HEKE THE FOOD INDUSTRY DEVIATES AND
DClES NOT LEAVE THEIR PKODUC:T ON THE SHELF.

THEY ADVERTISE

AND PKClMClTE THEIK F'KODIJC:T.

THEY WOKt::: WITH USER SPECIALISTS IN
DEVELIX'ING AND DISTKIBUTING  HClW TO MANUALS
LIt~:E C.ClOt:  lXiClt:S,

TO T E L L  YrJLl  HOW  TO--  F R Y  I T ’ ?

IN A VAKIETY ClF W A Y S ?

OR MIC:KCklAVE IT, I-CI USE AN EXAMPLE CIF
A D A P T I N G  TO CHANGES IN HClME  TECHNClLlIGY.

THEY WCiKt.::  ON PRODUC:T  AND PACKAGING
IMF’RCIVEMENT  TO PRDVIDE THE USEK WITH EASY
ACCESS.

-E%F’ANSION  INTO NEW MARt::ETS AND USEK
GKCIUF’S IS A CClNSTANT  E F F O R T .

E:EC:AUSE  THRCIUGH  EXPANDED USE:

C:OMES THE MOTIVE AND THE HEAL PKClD!JC:l-  FOK
PKIVATE  INDUSTRY ” %%$%%‘b  ” .
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THROUGH EXPANDED USE OF THE SUIL SURVEY,
THE MClTIVES OF THE SUIL CONSERVATION
SERyIC:E IS  REAL IZED

IT IS FOR THESE C:ONSERVATION  MOTIVES THAT
THE APPLICATION, IMPRUVEMENT AND EXPANSION
CIF SOIL INFORMATIUN  B E C A M E  T H E  FIXUS  CIF
THE ‘SOIL INTERPRETATION STAFF.

IT  IS  THE GOAL DF T H E  N T C  SOIL S T A F F S  TO
ASSIST YOU IN TAKING

THE SOIL SLJHVEYS  OFF THE SHELF AND MAKING
THEM MClRE  ACCESSIELE  AND ADJUSTABLE

THROUGH EXPANDED USE CIF THE DATA BASE.

C:OMi.!JTERS  HAVE GIVEN US WAYS TO LUCK AT

AND RETRIEVE PILES ClF DATA PRODUCED BY THE
SOI!&  SURVEY.

S O I L S  INFURMATION  WILL BE IMPHOVED B Y
GATHE!=iING  AND KECOHDING  ADDITIONAL DATA.

BY ~AKINS  A  EKNADEH  PERSPECTIVE  W E  CAN
HOPE  TO IMPROVE CONSISTENCY.

PERHAPS NEW TClOLS  SLlC:H  AS
REMCITE SENSING WILL HELF’.

1MF’F;OVEMENT  WILL ALSCl  COME THRDUGH  T H E
GATHEKLNG  A N D  DISCUSSIi3N  OF S O I L .
SCIENTISTS AT REGIONAL,  NATICINAL  AND
I NTEHNAT I ONAL WORKSHClPS  . +

EY WORk.ING  TOGETHER WE CAN IMPROVE OUR
CLASSIFICATION AND INTERPRETATION
STANDAHDS.

A FUNCTION OF THE NTC S3IL STAFFS WILL BE
TO WORK  CLOSER W I T H  O T H E R  D I S C I P L I N E S  TCI
FULLY INTEGRATE SOILS INTrJ  THOSE AREAS.

R A N G E  L A N D  I N  T H E  U  S CIR --

IN  DRIER PARTS CiF THE WORLD

CAN BENEFIT  FROM UNDERSTANDING THE
SCl.TL  RESOURCE.

RECREATIUNAL  A C T I V I T I E S  T H A T  A F F E C T  OUR
FAMIL.IES
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OFi  OURSELVES CAN BENEFIT,

W I L D L I F E  - -

FROM OUR WETLANDS NEED HABITAT
IDENTIFICATION AND PROTECTION.

ClUR CFirJPLAND-  -

NEED5 PKCITECTION.

FOREST I.AND--

MAY BE M’JHE FRAGILE THAN WE TkIINK.

WATER QUANTITY -. -

AND WATER QUALITY--

MAY BENEFIT  FROM A CLOSE CONSIDERATICIN  OF
THE SOIL HESClUHCE.

WE HAVE CCIME A LONG  WAYS DH 311 IT  SEEMS
SOME DAYS.

BUT WE HAVE ONLY  BEGUN A LONG JCllJHNEY  ONCE
T H E  5OIL SIJHVEY IS CDMF’LETE.

THE ROAD WILL HAVE A FEW HUMPS, DUT AS WE
APF’RClACH  A N Y  RESCIUHCE  CClNCEHN

L E T S  HEMEM~EH T O  ~*C:ONSIDEH  T H E  s01L F I R S T ”

N o w  t h a t  w e ’ v e  had an introductinn t o  t h e  a c t i v i t i e s  and
r o l e  o f  50 i I survey I et’ 5 surnmari  ze t h e  s p e c i f i c  r-0 I e of t h e
NTCs as t h e y  a r e  s h a p i n g  u p  t o  b e .

T h e  F o o d  S e c u r i t y  A c t  p u t  mare i n  s e r v i c e  e m p h a s i s  o n  t h e
sni I survey than  arty l e g i s l a t i o n  b e f o r e  i t . I t  f  ii:ed t h e
5ui I survey into use by t h e  SCS. I t  a l s o  p r o v i d e d  a  major
t e s t  of it5 s t r e n g t h s . I t ha 5 5 l-5 own t h e i mp 0 r t an c e 0 f
a d e q u a t e l y  a d d r e s s  irlg t h e  pur-poses of a 5-oi I survey and
p o i n t e d  out w h e r e  w e  n e e d  some i m p r o v e m e n t s . It has a l s o
stressed  t h e  n e e d  t o  coordirtate  b e t w e e n  d i s c  i  pl i rler,. We
w i l l  tte warkirlg  thru mul%idiscipl irle groups c1rl many uf t h e
f o l l o w i n g  ~ole5. I  d o n ’ t  b e l i e v e  army  group or d i s c i p l i n e
can b e  e f f e c t i v e  w h e n  o p e r a t i n g  i n  a  v a c u u m . Th i 5
d i s c i p l i n e  cuardination e f f o r t  i s  a n  emphasis i t e m  f o r  t h e
N T C  soil s t a f f s . T h i s  jr, t h e  first Yale. Through tt% i 6 ro I e
tl-le e f f e c t i v e  use of soil s u r v e y  c a n  b e  e x p a n d e d  w i t h i n  nuk
a g e n c y . E:y  coot-dinat  ir,g c l o s e l y  w e  can b e  resporssive  tn
Bcni  I n e e d s  frarn other  d i SC i pl i r#es  arsd e n s u r e  t h a t  soi Is
i n f IO I- II) at i IO n i c use d p r Q p e r I y . W e  must alscc h e l p  t h e s e  4other
d i s c  i p  I  irres g e t  u p  t o  s p e e d  i n  irlputtirlg arld maintaini n3
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t h e i r  clwrl  d a t a  5ets. 'COORDINATION MITH UTHEH DISCIF'LINES
A N D  USEHS IS THE FIKST ROLE.

Of course  w i t h  irlcreased  u s e  ccornes  t h e  respunsibi I i  t y  tu
maintairl t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  a n d  b e  s u r e  i t  i s  t e c h n i c a l l y
a c c u r a t e . T h e  rlat i ona I t-esuut-ce  i nverltary  i r r e v e r s i b l y
c i-1 an 3 ed t i-j e s Q i I s f urr” 5 a rr d 6 information  t o  a  d a t a  b a s e .
N o  l o n g e r  cart for-m 5 8nd 6  i n f o r m a t i o n  o n l y  b e  f o r  t h e
p r i n t i n g  o f  t a b l e s  f o r  5cai  I yubl i c a t i o n s . A l t h o u g h  t h i s
t a b u l a r  d a t a  b a s e  came t o  u s  thrnugh  t h e  b a c k  door, t h e
g e o g r a p h i c  d a t a  b a s e  wi I I n e e d  y o u r  planniog  arld e f f o r t s  to
bui Ifi. So f a r -  t w o  of t h e  NTCs tlave GIS s p e c i a l  i  s t s  to
p r o v i d e  a s s i s t a n c e  an$l al I NTCE. w i  I I be prnvidirlg  d a t a  b a s e
management ass i stancei Ma i nta i n i n3 and i ncreas  i n3 out-
c o n s i s t e n c y  w i  I  I  h a v e .  g r e a t e r  i m p o r t a n c e  a s  w e  f u l l y  u t i  I  i z e
o u r  s t a t e  d a t a  Ibases.  T h e  second role i s  N T C  t e c h n i c a l
asai starlce and qua1 i  ‘c -y  assurance. T t- a i rl i n 3 t h t- D u 3 h
wnr-kshups  a n d  uro sites i s  p a r t  uf b o t h  assistartce  a n d  qual i  t y
a s s u r a n c e . S t a t e  d a t a  s e t s  are ttre foundat  i o n  o f  t h e  F i e l d
O f f  ice T e c h n i c a l  G’uidks  t h r o u g h  GAMF’S. These now
l e g i s l a t i v e  establ ished dncurnents d e s e r v e  our closest
atterlt i ar8. T h e  l a t e s t  most t e c h n i c a l  l y  a c c u r a t e  infarmation
n e e d s  t o  b e  irl them. The i  nfarmat  i an must al so b e
corlsistent  witI- natiorlal  g u i d e s . T h e  soi I s  d a t a  s e t s  must
f i l l  t h e s e  n e e d s . N T C :  soi I s t a f f s  w i  I I be p a r t  of t h e
q u a l i t y  a s s u r a n c e  r e v i e w  t e a m s  f o r  t h e  Food S e c u r i t y  A c t .
T h e  F i e l d  Clff i c e  T e c h n i c a l  G u i d e  w i  I I m o s t  I ikely b e  p a r t  o f
t h e s e  r e v i e w s . TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
IS THE SECOND  FKILE  .

N e w  t e c h n i q u e s  f u r  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n uf su i Is i nforrnat i or1 a r e
rleeded. A  s t a f f  w i t h  c l o s e  carltact  w i t h  t h e  s t a t e s  w i  I I he
more  respurlsive  tn state and regior~al  n e e d s  f u r  s o i l
i rl t e r p r et at i 0 n . As s i s t a rs c e o rl w Q o d I and s cl i I potent i a I B a r! cl
c o m p u t e r  a d o p t  ior, tn sui I p”tent ials i n  t h e  N o r t h e a s t  i s  an
exarnp I e. Estab  I i shment af a dernonstrat  i or, so i  I  s u r v e y  f o r
soi I  t e c h n i q u e s  i n  t h e  M i d w e s t  i s  a n o t h e r . our c u r r e n t
i nterpretat  ions n e e d  a  c I use r e v i e w . T h e  sui Is  f a r m  5 i s
n e a. r e Y, l-8 au 5 t i D n . Int~erpretations  a r e  n e e d e d  or, a  m a t - e
spec if  i  c Las i s fror” more spec if i c so i I propert  i ~5. We must
l e a r n  tu i n t e r p r e t  soi I  r e s p o n s e s  a t  s p e c i f i c  t i m e s  nf t h e
y e a r . W e  m u s t  recogrlize  t h a t  scxi  I  p r o p e r t i e s  chan3e d u r i n g
t h e  y e a r  arid i n c o r p o r a t e  t h e  c h a n g e s  irrto t h e  w a y  w e
i n t e r p r e t  soi I  r e s p o n s e  t o  u s e . A  t h i r d  role o f  t h e  NTC:s 1s
tee hnu I ogy deve  I oprnent . R e g i o n a l  soi I i nterpt-etat i on
c o m m i t t e e s  m a d e  up of c o o p e r a t o r s  w i  I  I  p l a y  a  rlew role.
T h i s  r o l e  wil I  b e  m u c h  l i k e  t h e  soil taxonomy  c o m m i t t e e s .
N e w  prOpOsed  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s  wi I I be r e v i e w e d  a n d  t e s t e d .
T h e  NTC:s tz’i  I I corltinue t o c 0 0 r d i n a t e t h e r e 3 i on a I war k
pIannin3 confet”ences  ‘and t h e i r  cornrnittees. 0 f c n a v- 5 e we
W i l l  c o n t i n u e  t o  p l a y  a  part irl r e v i e w  a n d  f o r m u l a t i o n  o f
rlational  techrlical  s t a n d a r d s  w i t h i n  ttle N S H  irt c l o s e
cunrdination w i t h  t h e  Cerlter s t a f f . TECHNW_CGY  DEVELOPMENT
I S  A  TH I R D  ~WLE 0~ T H E  N T C S .
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!Str-on3  pub I ic support c o n t i n u e 5  f o r  t h e  soi I survey. I ’ 1”
!sure  that i 9 a  ref I ection of t h e  s t r u n g  pub I i c  emphas i 5 yau
ial I p r o j e c t . But I also b e l i e v e  i t  i s  b e c a u s e  we in t h e
service h a v e  b e e n  a b l e  t o  p r o v i d e  p e o p l e  w i t h  toa5ic arld
t e c h n i c a l  i n f o r m a t i o n . A S  techno  logy chanses w e  n e e d  ta
keep irt s t e p  OI- better y e t  a  s t e p  a h e a d , T e c h n cm ‘I o 3 y
t r a n s f e r  is a  f o u r t h  k e y  rnle nf t h e  N T C . T h e  t r a n s f e r  of
rlew 5oi 15 t e c h n i q u e s  a n d  i n f o r m a t i o n  i  S rieeded f o r  SCS 5oi IS
staffs, hut better t e c h n o l o g y  t r a n s f e r  i  S n e e d e d  t,a o u r
c 1 i ente I e a5 we I I . T h e  F i e l d  Clffice  T e c h n i c a l  Guilde  h a s
beeri t h e  rnai 7 irlfnrmat i ora d e l  ivery mecharl i Sm of  soi I  s u r v e y
infarmatiun  w i t h i n  X5. A r e  t h e  most c u r r e n t  F;urvl?yS  u s e d
or a r e  ald i n t e r i m  s u r v e y s  Sti I I  b e i n g  u s e d ? Haw ‘more
S p e c i f i c  s u r v e y s ’  a t  a  s m a l l e r  scale  heen c o m p l e t e d ? A r e
t h e s e  s u r v e y s  a p p r o v e d  f o r  u s e  a n d  d o c u m e n t e d  t o  t h e  leve I
w e  r e q u i r e  uf t h e  pub1 ished reports  ‘? How d a  w e  mai rltai rf
s u r v e y  a n d  Su i I i  nforrnat i or, t o  tour  users?
I trel ieve T H E  BEST O P P O R T U N I T Y  T O  BET  SOILS INFCIHMATI~ON  CUT
TO THE USERS MAY RE THFKlUGH  T H E FZlTU! R I G H T  NOW  t h r o u g h
C A M P S  arld t h e  :.oi I data  set, S 0 i I I nterpretat  i conr;
currerltly  are I i m i t e d  t o  soi I  m a p  u n i t  c o m p o n e n t s . We d o
n o t  i n t e r p r e t  sai Is b y  m a p  urlit arid c e r t a i n l y  not by Soi I
6er ie5 a.5 some g:sf  our u s e r s  b e  I  ieve. We have I  imi ted
ourse Ives to m a p  ur, i  t  c o m p o n e n t s  a n d  I eft our  user : ;  to
i n t e r p r e t  t h e  maps by themse I v e s . I n t e r p r e t a t  ior f o r  map
u n i t s  a n d  b y  a r t i f i c i a l l y  hou~~ded areas s u c h  a5 f i e l d
ttoundar i es ar-e b e i n g  r e q u e s t e d . W i t h  t h e s e  n e w  r e q u e s t s ,  r10
longer cart s i n g l e  map u n i t s  startd alccne. T h e  reiatiar~ship
af map u n i t  companent5 t o  e a c h  o t h e r  a n d  t o  adjcrin in3 map
urn i ts a r e  n e e d e d . C o m p u t e r  m o d e l  S w i t h  t h r e e  d i m e n s i o n a l
larldscape  c o m p o n e n t ! ;  aS p a r t  of a GIS may b e  tools f a r  t h e s e
c urnp I ei: interpretationS. Techna  I co3y t r a n s f e r  t o  m e  m e a n s
p r o p e r  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  501 I S  i n f o r m a t i o n . W e rn u 5 t t r an 5 f e r
o ‘t he r t e c h rl tl I o 3 i e E- i r, t o o u I- m i Q S i o r, an d t r a rf S f e f cq u r
t e c h r~ 0 I 0 3 y i rl t 10 0 t h e r c i t- c I e 5 . TEC:HNOLOGY  TRANSFER IS THE
FClURTH  RULE UF THE NTC:  SSIIL  S T A F F S .

I n  d e s c r i b i n g  this last role I  d o n ’ t  h a v e  t o  t e l l  y o u  a5
sai I sc ierlt i St5 t h a t  t h e  exe i t in3 t i m e  o f  So i  I  S u r v e y  i s
Where  t h e  m a i n  e m p h a s i s  or! mapping iS p a s t . T h a t  time i s
h e r e  f a r  rnarly s t a t e s . W e  a r e  a t  l e a s t  ta t h e  p a i n t  t h a t  W E

c a n  s t a r t  puttin  the  5c0i  I  S u r v e y s  t o g e t h e r  t o  h a v e  t h e m
work taBether  a t  t h e  s a m e  t i m e . Pr i a r t 0 the c I’ e a t i 0 T, 0 f a
d a t a  base t h i s  w a s n ’ t  as f e a s i b l e . I hel ieve t h e  N T C :  c a n
help irl t h i s  a s p e c t . Carrelati orb h a s  taker,  nn a  n e w
rn e an i rj 3 . Maybe t h e  I  ong i rlterlded  meaning. S u r v e y s  c a n  n o
l o n g e r  a c t  a l o n e  as i n d i v i d u a l s . T h e  N T C  s a i l  StafFS w i l l
w o r k  w i t h  t h e  qual i ty  a65urance  s t a f f  ta c o o r d i n a t e  Soi I
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s  ir6 cnnjunctlon w i t h  c o r r e l a t i o n s . ‘Tee hrb i ca I
coordination  is t h e  f i f t h  role o f  t h e  N T C : . STATSGO h a s
he I p e d i rl t h i S process of t r u e  carrc I a t  i o n . The uli e of 5 n i I
55 t h a t  da not m a t c h  t h e  SerieS  rlarne  puiwts  n u t  t h e  n e e d  f u r
a d d i t i o n a l  c o r r e l a t i o n . 50 i I mu i Sture/ternperature  maps c a n
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he Ip attairl  total cart-:elati  or, rleeded  to trarlsfer
interpretative information. The South NTC is already
working an cl imate models  to improve  interpretation
consistency. The mat-e we dig inta range  sites and other
soil assignmerlts  arld jump into techrlical guides the move we
will rlote  the need for better technical caordination.
Viewirlg one survey at .a time wilt  not bring  us together.
Coardinatian  arhd correlation by MLHAs may do it if these are
well defined. TECHNICAL CCUHDINATICIN  IS THE FIFTH AND FINAL
ROLE OF THE NTCS.

It is withirl  the above direction I see the NTC s.)iI staffs
moving. But to truly t-rave sail survey remain ac,tive  and
viable these rr~les are rleeded  at each operational level.
They are especially important in the state.

I n  conclusinn, the mission af the soil survey is ta put the
informat  i or, to work,. Making the soup and putting it in the
can i5 only part cof the jetz. The fo I I ow-up work i rlvcl  Ives
identifying our clientele  arid poterltial clierltele  and
e:: p an d i n g the mar I: e t . Provide product quality assurarsci?  and
make sure it's what the user wants. Improve the product
within the can through  technology development. Sell and
distribute the product; make the product mare assessable fnr
the users. The final step is tn make sut-e production and
distribution work together in producing the same product.
All of these are I-ales  in which the NTC and you play a part.

1
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STATE SOIL SCIENTISTS CONFERENCE

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

OCTOBER 17-21, 1988

"FOCUS ON TRE FUTURE"

ROBERT J. KLUMPE
STATE CONSERVATIONIST

RBODE ISLAND

My comments to this group of technical SCS people will not be
"technical" It will be practical and directed to the future. It
will focus on the "User" of the Soil Survey, not the maker of the
survey.

I challenge each of you scientists to break out of the
traditional line of thinking, that is, the intricacies of
mapping, classifying, compiling, and recording soil survey
information, and begin thinking about how this invaluable data
fits into the overall SC8 program deliver,y system in your state.
Escape from that "tunnel" vision that soil survey stands out here
alone somewhere, a separate entity to be nurtured. massaged, and
most of all, guarded from those would-be intruders ,who just never
will understand "our" discipline.

We desperately need to get this most important data set into the
hands of the user. I recently spoke to a Rhode Island legislator
who successfully managed a far reaching land use bill through
last year's legislature. The bill calls for every town in Rhode
Island to have a comprehensive land use plan completed and ready
for operation by July 1990. He said, Bob, the most important
data we need to get to the town planners is soils information.
Moat planning decisions are rooted in the soils data...its the
common denominator. This is not a revelation to you people...you
have been telling us that for years.

We cannot focus on the future without concentrating on the "User"
of the Soil Survey. I urge every State Conservationist to
convene a Soil Survey 'Users" Conference as soon as possible.
The conference needs to be structured to feature the User. It
should be a "listening" exercise for SCS managers and soils
staffs. We need to invite representatives from every conceivable
user group out there and prompt them to tell us what they need
and want from the Soil Survey. I mean listen, nor. just hear
words. Don't scoff at what you may hear. These folks will not
talk "technical“. They will talk practical and what they need in
everyday situations. They are not interested in pedons, and?
podsols, and porosity. They more-than-likely want to know what
relative degree of success or failure can be expected from a
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certain soil under certain situations. How reliable is this soil
for this purpose or that purpose1

This leads me to my basic pitch today. That is User Applications
of soils information and what is being bantered about as
"confidence levels" of soils.

I see this concept as User directed and the next platsau in the
evolution of the Soil Survey. I heartily invite your best effort
and energy into this practical and exciting arena. One'that can
attract attention to our agency concurrently with meeting the
demands of the user.

Confidence levels, or’a8 Dick Arnold recently called it, "Soil
Reliability", can ba put into jargon and terms that "Users" can
apply every day to on-site aituatic>s. Consider developing a
Soi. survey User's Manual in your state that features this
description of Confidence Levels for every soil mapping unit.

We live in an age of numbers and statistics. The general public
relates to them and mbkes choices based on numbers and
percentages. I can tell you as a person with a weak stomach, I
pay attention to the Weather Forcasts in Rhode Island,
particularly the wind velocities, vhen I'm thinking about a ferry
ride out to Block Island, 15 miles offshore. The fish are always
hungry and I don't care to feed them. The point is, if the
forcast indicates a 70% chance of winds exceeding 10 to 15 MPH,
I may make a different choice that day.

We are talking about the interpretive uses of soils here.
Heretofore, our best shot has been giving out soils
interpretation information centered in limitations or more
recently, "soil potentialw. This soil has slight, moderate, or
severe limitation for "X" use. Folks, this approach doesn't
meesure up anymore. Likewise, users struggle with the term
"potential" because it is to ambiguous, leaving little to grab
onto when seeking a feeling of confidence in making a decision.

I like the concept of confidence levels or soil reliability
because it can be described or published in numerical
format...percentages  of success or failure that can be expected
from "X11 soil for "X" use. I know it is not an easy matter to
transform current inf,ormation  into such a format but I submit the
result can come closer to expectations from a soil survey by the
User in the 1990's and beyond. It is not a safe place to be
either. There is risk associated with assigning numbers and
percentages or degree with soil interpretive uses but we have
great minds sitting in this audience who collectively can reduce
the degree of risk to an acceptable level.

,
I recently heard Bob'Shaw, our Deputy Chief for Technology, say
to a gathering of people discussing the future of the soil
survey, "You need to look for clues out there", as to future
program direction. Well the clues... the subtle signals are
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there if we watch closely. In my state the soil survey is
published and is a hot item. This is a clue to me as a manager
that people are vitally interested in this information,
particularly when I see who is coming into our offices and asking
for it. Land Use legislation placing deadlines on towns that is
heavily dependant on soils data tells me we better organize and
come up with a game plan to meet the demand. We are doing just
that and a lot of it relates to our Rhode Island GIS system and
the soils data base that is critical to that. 'But that is
another subject but one that totally intrigues me.

I challenged all of you earlier to take off the wraps of secrecy
about soil surveys and get the information integrated into the
mainstream of management thinking in your state. Relate the
informatic.n  to issues of state and local concern. Determine how
soil information effects every component of those priority
issues.

In Rhode Island I have real life issues that are directly
impacted by soils. How does the Scituate Reservoir, which
delivers drinking water to about 60% of the state's population,
get the protection from pollution it must have? The soils in the
contributing watershed are of critical importance.

Then too, much of the remainder of the state depends on high
yielding groundwater aquifers for drinking water. A major
concern is protecting those aquifers, and what do :you
know...soils lay over the top of those precious aq,uifersl!

You have all heard of the Chesapeake Bay program. Of equal
importance to Rhode Islander's is Narragansett Bay. The single
biggest water resource we have that impacts the economic and
social fabric of the state like no other resource. We have been
successful in gaining a commitment from the state to include a
non-point source pollution control element in the state water
quality implementation plan. They see the linkage between water
quality in the Bay and how the soils and lands in the Bay's
watershed are being abused.

These are but a few examples in Rhode Island of how soils
information is being integrated into issues of statewide

i importance. We have been successful in elevating the importance
of soils to the point where soils are considered an indispensable
ingredient to major environmental resource decisions in the
state. We are proud of that1

My comments have been necessarily long on 8ubjec.t and not nearly
as long on detail because I am not a soil scientist and the work
of detail must rest with the pro's in the field ,and that is you.

Remember the soil survey is one program, among a few, that SCS
has ownership to. People are getting to know that and
understandably come to us for all the reasons alluded to in my

I
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comments. This brings attention to our agency and that's a
bonus.

In closing, let me say there is life in the 8011 survey after
the "last acre" ceremony. iiowever, it will take a new line of
thinking...much  more contemporary than traditional, if the
expectations of the present, and future, soil survey user is to
be realized. The ball is in our court, let u8 not dribble it
around so lonc~ that the clock runs out and an opportunity is
lost. Take a shot at the basket... in this case the User of the
soil survey1 Thanks for the opportunity to spread my wings a bit
today. I hope I have given you some food thought.

t
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FSA m4PPING sm

WILLIAM mm

Nearly every state exceeded their mapping goal for m-88.

Tbe chart on the back shows the acres remining  and the n-r of winter and
smr details needed to cqlete the mapping of all the croplsnd  by
Septef&er  30, 1989.

We will need the cooperation of all states, especially those ‘who have
cmpleted  their cropland mapping, if we are going to have enough soil
scientists available for detail in the smner of 1989.
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Summary GIS, Work Group 1
Soil Scientist Workshop

October 1988

Chairman: W. R. Folsche

States are at various stages in GIS activities. Some stated that they are
highly involved and some stated they had just begun. Major concerns
surfaced are:

1. Need for a state plan and define goals

2. Funding sources and the use of different SCS funds

3. Staff needs - state level

4. Leadership - SCS at state level

5. costs

6. Priorities - timing

7. Methods of input - digitizing - scanning

8. Training need6

9. Coordination with other agencies

10. Support - NCC

11. Map finishing - direct from digitizing

12. Software options - GRASS-others

13. Proper base - Ortho photo - 7 l/2 min. quad.

14. Quality control - SCS must control

15. Databases from others - quality considerations - documents

16. Data security - house different places, State, NCC, EROS

17. Joining GIS and attribute data

State plan.--Most important - required by policy - can answer most questions
- need to address major concern issues - NHQ has provided an outline - plans
should be updated yearly - multiyear plan each year.

Funding.--Through normal SCS funding process - develop plan .- show use in
06, 09, 11, 12, 01, etc. Through cooperation with other agencies and
private companies--power company’s.

Staff needs.--Technical person from resource group be in charge. Size of
staff depends on state involvement with GIS and the use of other agencies.
May use students or other WAE type people for digitizing.
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Leadership - SCS at state level .--Policy recommends deputy or assistant
state conservationist be coordinator - SCS should take the leadership in
developing the soils digital database.

Costs.--Plan should spell'out costs - equipment from NRQ worksheets -
people, grade, and speciality.

Priorities - Timing.--Must be addressed in plan - do you put efforts into
new surveys or old surveys - old surveys were the most important because
that's why they were first!

Methods of input - digitizing - scanning.--SCS must control digitizing - SC5
@ survey level, SCS @ state office, SCS @ NCC contracting, SCS @ state
office contracting, SCS providing quality control to others (public agencies
and pvt. companies. Scanning - scanning is not here yet to be most
effective - must be on separates.

Training needs.--Training courses are being provided at NCC - GIS course
once a month and GRASS course once a month - UNIX is required for GRASS
course.

Coordination with other agencies.--Must cooperate with other agencies
because of cost of databases. Interact with coordinating group with
state,- take lead on soil databases.

support. --NCC supports GRASS - training (above), hot line and direct
assistance (onsite)  - contact NCC before starting jobs! NTC's will support
GIS.

Map finishing. --Can be accomplished by digitizing - should be digitized in
Gerber format or DLG optional - contact NCC if different from Gerber.

Software options.--GRASS is the official SCS GIS for FOCAS equipment - other
software packages must be approved by NHQ. Can go from Arc Info files to
GRASS.

Proper base - Orthophoto '- 7 l/2 min. quad.--Are proper bases - all others
should be adjusted to the 7 l/2 min. quad. Don't order orthophoto's too far
ahead. Quad and quarter quad. will be the scales of the future for GIS.

Quality control .--SCS must control quality - cooperative agreements - pass
state laws - whatever <t takes!

Databases from others.--Must  consider quality - document source base, scale,
quality, etc. Good sources - other federal agencies especially USGS Water
Resource Groups.

Security.--House databases in different places - State, NCC, EROS - only one
place can change data 'that is at the state level.

Joint GIS and attribute data.--CAMPS - GRASS interface - interps are mainly
tabular - technical people get the most out of interacting with a GIS
(includes special and ,attrihute  date)

t
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GROUP 2-PROGRESS REPORTING ITEMS FOR TECHNICAL SOIL SERVICES AND OTHER
MANAGEMENT ITRMS

Chairman: Horace Smith

Recorders: Henry Mount, Rex Mapes, and Robert Engel

Discussion Items: (1) Progress reporting items for technical soil
services, (2) plan of operations, (3) long range plans, (4) area and field
off;;~m;;;r~;~~;;;s~" image of soil scientists as managers, and (6) other

1. -ess Reporting Items for Technical Soil Services

(a) Are progress reporting items needed?
(b) If needed, what activities should be reportable?

During the past few years it has been a national trend to get away from
detailed reporting. Only a few states have developed progress codes for
reporting technical soil services. It was the consansus of the group that
national progress codes for technical soil services should not be developed
unless mandated by Congress. It was agreed that when performing technical
soil services, the soil scientist is a member of the field office technical
support staff like the area engineer, agronomist, range consenrationist,
and other specialists. The soil scientist should not be singled out with a
formal reporting system, but rather should use the same reporting system
used by the other specialists on the team.

There are several ways in which states can assure accountability and track
progress relating to technical soil services. These include, but are not
limited to the following:

"Trip reports;

"Monthly narratives;

'Plan of operations;

'Management matrix;

'Individual state reporting codes; and

"Code 190 from the national system.

2. Plan of Operation.

(a) Is there a need for an APO for Soil Survey separate from the
statewide APO?

(b) When should the APO planning process start?

(c) What should be included in the Soil Survey APO?

The State APO contains a summary of major activities for all program5
.sdministered by the Soil Conservation Service. Soil survey activities
included in the State APO are usually brief and not very comprehensive.
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Soil Survey is the only.program  administered by the Soil CQnSSrVStiOn
Service that is a part of the National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS). A
separate APO for Soil Survey is needed so special items which may be of
interest to NCSS Cooperators can be included. Also, a separate APO for I
Soil Survey will allow for a comprehensive accounting of all activities of'
the Soil Survey Program.

Several items were discussed as possibilities for inclusion in the Soil
1

Survey APO. These include, but are not limited to the following:

"Schedules for field reviews, field correlations, and 1
'investigations;

'Schedules for workshops, meetings, and conferences; I

"Schedule for technical soil services activities;

'Plans for soil scientists activities in support of the
Food Security Act;

OManagement matrix;

1
I

'Schedule of manuscripts to be reviewed;

"Schedule for map compilation and map finishing;
t

"Schedule of soil surveys to be started, completed, and
published; I

- 'Soil su13ey activities relating to IKM;
I

'GIS activities;

"List of SCS and NCSS soil scientists and personnel involved
in the program;

I

'List of soil survey parties;

'Federal, state, and local funds that make up soil survey
budget;

'Soil survey status map;

'Priority listing of areas needing mapping;

'Agenda for Soil Survey Conference;

'Minutes of: Soil Survey Conference; I

'List of participants at the Soil Survey Conference.

Planning soil survey activities for the fiscal year is an ongoing process
1

that never really starts or stops. As soon as the Plan of Operations is
completed for one fAsca1 year the process starts all over again for the
next year.
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3. Long Range Plans.

States need to have a good idea of the type of Soil Survey Program that
will be in the state 5, 10, or 15 years down the road,. The group felt
that one way to get a handle on this is to have a good Long Range or
Multi-Year Plan. The Long Range Plan is also needed by National
Headquarters for use in developing funding and staffing strategies.
After 1990, as FSA funding for soil surveys ends, the group felt the
Long Range Plan will become a vital management tool. in helping NHQ
determine funding allocations for states. Items discussed for possible
inclusion in the Long Range Plan were:

%affing;

'Plans for recorrelating old survey areas by MI,RA or
Physiographic Provinces;

"Budgets;

'Plans for digitizing soil survey areas;

'Plans for GIS activities;

"Soil Survey databases; and

'Other appropriate items.

4. Area and Field Office Appraisals.

The group agreed that state soil scientists should participate in area
program appraisals. All state soil scientists indicatlsd that they are
currently serving as members of state office area appraisal teams and
area soil scientists (or equivalents) are serving on field office
appraisal teams. The state or area soil scientist, while serving on
the appraisal team, is looking at the total SCS program with special
emphasis on the Technical Guide and how the Soil Survey Program
interacts with other programs.

5. Image of Soil Scientists as Managers.

A very spirited discussion developed within the group concerning the
image of soil scientists as managers. The discussion was actually a
follow up to remarks made on the first day of the workshop by keynote
speaker, Charles Admas. Most in the group felt that soil scientists
have been frozen out of top management (deputy state consenrationist
and above) within SCS. It was pointed out that only one soil
scientist is in the Senior Executive Service (SES) and none are deputy
or state conservationists, or NTC directors. This is in contrast to
the numerous SES and state conservationists positions held by
engineers.

The group felt that the negative stereotype image that soil scientists
have within SCS is a factor in keeping them out of top management
positions. It appears that soil scientists have never really
assimilated into SCS since the old Bureau of Plant Industry was
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merged with SCS around 1953. Many in the group felt that soil
scientists are their own worst enemies. They tend to shy away from
management and tend to be more comfortable in the technical arena.
The soil scientists who are proven strong managers, with a genuine
interest in top level management , tend not to apply for these
positions for fear of rejection.

The group felt that soil scientists should be able to move into top
level management positions without having to switch over to soil
conservationist positions early in their careers. Engineers and other
specialists have been allowed to do this all along. The group listed
several avenues in which soil scientists can take to improve their
images and hopefully enhance their chances for top level management
positions. Some of these are:

OConvene a task force of soil scientists to meet with the
Chief and his top staff to discuss the lack of management
opportunities for soil scientists;

'Soil scientists need to be visible in all programs;

"Need special management courses for GS-11 soil scientists;

"Need a training module for area soil scientists;

'Young soi:L scientists need to be counseled early on about
career opportunities; and

'Soil scientists need to start applyipg for positions in
management.

6. Other Management Concerns.

The group felt that the state soil scientist should be involved with
the area conservationist in the preparation of performance elements for
supervisory soil scientists at the field and area levels. The state
soil scientist should also concur in the performance ratings of
supervisory soil scientists.
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#3 Manuscript Content and Publication

Chairman: Brown Recorders: Reinsch, Mayhugh

Ranking of discussion topics (Tue pm):
General Format
Printed or electric format
Documentation
Interpretation Tables
Diagrams
Base Maps
Manuscript tracking
Publishing responsibility

Ranking of best manuscript ideas (Thur pm):
Choice of manuscript formats
Addition interpretations such as pesticides
More photographs including color photos
More information on map unit composition
No interpretations in published report. Tables available
electronically.
More correlation of interpretation between areas.
Block diagram.
Statistical information on map unit composition.
Manuscripts published within the state.
Soil potential ratings for manuscripts.
More lab data with faster delivery service.
Leave everything as is.
Publish information on temporal properties.

Ranking of worst manuscript ideas (Thur pm):
Manuscripts published within the state.
Leave everything as is.
No interpretations in published report. Tables available
electronically.
Block diagram.
Soil potential ratings for manuscripts.
More information on map unit composition
Choice of manuscript formats
Addition interpretations such as pesticides
Statistical information on map unit composition.
Publish information on temporal properties.
More photographs including color photos
More correlation of interpretation between areas.
More lab data with faster delivery service.

General Formats

--Increase flexibility, give states more options.

--Which states have the best formats? What are the
different formats being used?
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Survey of Formats: :
Conventional (full narrative) 23
Semi-tabular 23
Tabular 0

--Value of rigidity - users can find information because of
consistency of format.

--Rigidity goes beyond standards and specifications.

--Only four tables are required other tables are included to
meet user's needs.

--Allow surveys to present map units in different formats to
try to meet objectives of survey.

--We should do our verv best to orovide the basic data to
the public. The public can rewrite the data for
uses.

--We should address the needs of the end users.

--County steering committee is used to determine content of

specific

the soil survey. Each county soil survey then contains the
interpretations suited to the needs of the public.

--Semitabular fonnat works well (Faulk commission report).
The interpretive ,tables seem to change through the life of
the soil survey. Perhaps interpretations should be
electronic where ,they can be edited.

--Additional interpretations after publication of the soil
survey suggests interpretations could be published
separately. They could then be updated more easily.

--We are required by law to publish interpretations.

--Field office technical guide is becoming the standard for
many programs. The interpretations in the technical guide
has to be current.

--SCS is our principle client. Soil survey has to support
technical guide. Published interpretations are dated but
documentation of derivation of interpretation is lacking.

--MOU contains lists of interpretation tables to include in
each published soil survey.

--CAMPS is designed to provide interpretations.

--Money saved by deleting interpretation tables could pay
for CAMPS database manager.
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--However, our clientele still expect interpretative tables.

--We should publish a monogram explaining the ufse of CAMPS
as the electronic technical guides.

--Storage of interpretative data could exceed hardware
storage capacity.

--Publish soil maps on paper and changing data in an
electronic format.

--How can we protect or maintain the excellent quality
mapping done in the past and still update the interpretative
and descrip?ive part of soil surveys that have outlived the
expected life span.

--Interpretive single phase supplements are very useful to
extend the life of the soil survey by including potentials
and new interpretations.

--Most of the soil scientists prefer the semi-tabular format
and pictures of the soil profiles. (Each state could write
a document of the principal state soils including
photographs, block diagrams, and other illustrations.)

--In Florida, the users prefer the interim reports which
include maps, interpretations, legend, and a brief soil
description.

--CAMPS will provide for diverse public use. Law requires
documentation of map units which is an essential part of the
soil survey.

--How much should be published? Should the survey be
printed, electronic, or both?

--Publish hard data. Model the interpretations, store all
descriptions and transect data for future manipulation.

--Weed to coordinate interpretations between states.

--Yield data - Illinois and Indiana land grant colleges
control crop yields. Should SCS have another set?
Capability units are different in adjacent states.

--We could develop a family of publications

--MOU should determine format. We should publish in formats
acceptable to other agencies. We need several model
formats. Develop blank, formated table for additional
information to include in surveys.
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--General format should not have all data in one
publication. Should have at least 2. Prepared loose-leaf
maps, 2 or more publications.

--Limited numbers (250 copies) of full data reports for
libraries and universities. Remainder published in separate
document.

--Plea for flexible format. Discussed maverick tables in
P.S. surveys.

--Do we need 100 percent flexibility?

-- Put the whole survey on elec ronic media.

--Insure that all information is available to the public

--Include rating guides used to develop interpretation
tables.

--Place all the soil survey data into a relational database

Documentation of the Soil Survey

--Should the transect data and other field notes be
included? Some think the data should be included, others
would omit the data.

--Prior to transecting, MOU should state the purpose of
gathering transect data and whether it will be used for
interpretive or taxonomic purposes.

--Standard methods for collecting transect data need to be
used.

--Time budgets should be considered before committing to
statisically oriented transecting.

--We are publishing the data of transect statistics in
tabular form to include in updates.

--We are doing a good job, why include statistics?

--Order 3 soil d'elineation  transect data helps describe the
map unit composi,tion.

--Published transect data verifies the quality of work we
are doing.

--We should fully document the soil in the field in order to
meet future interpretative demands.

--Transect data and pedon data should be entered in
electronic form.
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--Map unit descriptions and landscape documentation should
be included. Figures and diagrams are extremely useful.

-1s STATSCO format a trend that will be used in the future?

--Use of photos in published soil survey increase
publication costs. Trend is toward computer graphics. lo-
15 photos add 5 percent to printing cost, but is less than 1
percent of the total cost.

--Conflict between maverick tables and too many
interpretation tables. Should we publish support data?

--Additional information available if user wants it
(statistical data).

--Way of providing reliable of data.

--Way of manipulate data, depends on interpreter.

--Maybe we don't want to publish data, but do need to save
in some other way, e.g. calcareous surface.

--Some states microfilm field notes, others enter all field
notes into electronic media.

--Are we documenting map units or delineations? Will
statistics hold for all delineations? What are the
inclusions? Are they similar or disimilar?

--Need to know how to use statistical interpretations. All
right for correlation, but not for interpretation,.

--Chances to find an area that would be suitable for septic
tank in an area. Can we provide this information?

--Use of statistic in published soil surveys must be
accurate (population vs. individuals in the population).

--Why not show raw transect data?

--Table will be used to show this data.

--Must work with cooperators if some data is to be left out.

--Should this be decided and recorded in M.O.U. before
survey starts?

Desktop Publishing

--Who should publish the soil survey? Should the state be
given responsibility to publish the soil survey?
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--Law: All federal printing must be done by GPO between GPO
contracts with local printers.

--We should go through GPO but use local printers.

--How many interim reports can we generate from the desktop
publishing?

--Can Conservation Districts publish to supplement soil
survey publication?

--Consider the diversity of users.

--Scribing should be eliminated in favor of disitising all
soil surveys.

--I would favor using the "newq' desktop publishing
technology, setting,up manuscripts following SCS standards,
and printing some advanced copies (if needed) before GPO
printing is completed.
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Work Group Session No. 4 Summary
National Workshop for State Soil Scientists

Lincoln, Nebraska
October 17-21, 1988

Topic:
Next generation of soil surveys; update; new uses; data needs; user;
interface.

Chairperson: Larry F. Ratliff
Recorders: Loyal A. Quandt and Terry Sobecki

The four work sessions evolved to a general discussion of wh,y an uRlate  is
needed, special planning and management considerations, r,ath’er  general data
needs and a vision of the next generation of soil surveys.

The main reasons for updating were to bring outdated soil su:rveys  up to
current NCSS standards and to better meet user needs. This :included
providing soil descriptions adequate for classification, imp:rove  outdated or
inaccurate interpretations and to provide more accurate maps on a quality
photo base at a scale meeting user needs.

The consensus of the groups was that updating required as much planning as
new surveys. There should be a thorough evaluation of the existing survey.
Existing guidelines were deemed adequate for the evaluation process. The
update should result in a marked improvement with the poiut being that the
older survey should not be casually discounted. .fJ_exability  is the key.
Remap, recorrelate or republish only what is needed. S.!&lJ&u bring
people together to determine user needs. Be user oriented, generate
financial support, and take advantage of new technology. Most participants
favored maintaining county geographic boundaries for publication but felt
that updates should be done by major land resource area (MLRA)  for
consistency in naming map units, data gathering, and interpretation. The
main obstacle to this concept was in handling surveys with several MLRA’s,
one or more of which might not be updated concurrently. It was suggested
that any one MLRA within a county or group of counties could be updated and
documented with the publication being delayed until all MLRA’s  within a
particular county had been updated.

It was generally agreed that the update process is a refinement of existing
data in conjunction with the gathering of new data to fill gaps and meet
user needs. An inventory of all existing data must be made and their
integration as data layers considered. The input of other disciplines and
agencies should be solicited. Many participants felt there was a need to
better address agricultural concerns in the update. Specific areas
identified were waste management, herbicides, insecticides, tillage, and
soil properties related to water quality. The need for uniform landscape
description terminology, surficial geology information, digit,al  terrain
data, and model specific data bases were mentioned.

All groups agreed that it will be impossible to anticipate anli provide
interpretations for all user needs. The major effort should be on
identifying, measuring, and describing soil properties and landscapes,
including spatial and temporal variability, by map unit in such detail that
users can make interpretations as needed. The “benchmark soil” program
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should be revived and maintained to provide physical and chemical data on
extensive kinds of soils.

The vision of the next generation of soil surveys is an electronic
relational data base with the capacity to generate user specific reports.
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WORK GROUP SESSION NO. 4
STATE SOIL SCIENTIST NATIONAL WORKSHOP

Lincoln, Nebraska
October 17-21, 1988

Next generation of soil surveys updating; future data needs; new uses; how
we interface with users, present, and new.

Chairperson: Larry F. Ratliff

Recorders: Loyal A. Quandt and Terry Sobacki

The update of soil surveys is a continuing process to improvt! and expand the
technical knowledge in these surveys to need the quality standards for
National Cooperative Soil Surveys.

REASONS FOR UPDATING

IMPROVE CLASSIFICATION
Many of the older soil surveys are pre-taxonomy and the pedon descriptions
are inadequate to determine the correct classification of soils.

IMPROVE INTERPRETATIONS
Most of the soil interpretations are outdated or inaccurate. There is also
a need for new information for the many technical advances in agriculture
and urban users of soil surveys. There have been changes in land use which
also requires additional soil interpretations.

INADEQUATE MAPS
The detailed soil maps in the older soil surveys are outdated and in some
cases inaccurate. The photo base is often of poor quality anld not to the
scale of standards of the Geographic Information Systems and (other
Electronic Data Base Systems requested by users for soil interpretations.

USERS NEEDS
Ths increasing demand from users of soils information has made it necessary
to update the older surveys to meet the needs for additional soil
interpretations.

STANDARDS OF NATIONAL COOPERATIVE SOIL SURVEYS
Many of the older soil surveys do not meet the present standards of the
National Cooperative Soil Survey Program. The Food Security Act and Water
Quality initiatives have placed new emphasis for more specific soil
information and related resource data.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

TROROUGR EVALUATION OF WISTING SOIL SURVEYS
1. Major land use changes
2. Soil erosion and other soil problems in survey area
3. Users needs information
4. Cooperators for soil survey
5. Adequacy of existing soil survey - maps, laboratory data
6. Taxonomic  unit and map unit descriptions
7. Soil Interpretations
8. Specific items to meet the needs for technical advances

IJPDATE  MUST BE AN IMPROVEMENT
To justify the expenditures for the update, there must be an improvement
over the existing mapping.

SKILLFULLY BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER TO DETERMINE USER NBEDS
The people responsible for updating the soil survey should bring together
the persons who can best determine the future needs for soil information in
the aelected  areas.

FLFXIBILITY
1. Remap only where needed
2. Reclassify, recorrelate  and revised interpretations as needed
3. Storage of date in electronic data base systems
4. Be oriented to users needs

SCOPE OF UPDATE
1. County of multi-county area with common legend
2. Major Land Resource Area(s) - problems when several in a county
3. State or multi-state
4. Other select areas

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
The intensity scale for updating the soil survey should be based on the
users needs and the financial support by local, state, federal, or other
agencies towards the survey.

QUALITY CONTROL AND ASSURANCE
The quality control and assurance for the update of the soil survey should
continue to be a function of Soil Conservation Service.
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MANAGEMENT OF UPDATE

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING
A Memorandum of Understanding should be prepared for the update to ensure
that a high quality soil survey be made for the lowest poseible cost. The
information for the update should also be included in the State Annual Plan
of Operations.

EXISTING RESOURCE DATA
Existing resource data should be reviewed and incorporated in the update.
Specific elements mentioned were:

1. Soil laboratory data
2. Field notes and transact data
3. Geology and terrain data, to include field work if necessary

1:NTEGRATION  OF OTHER DATA SOURCES
The soils data should be only a part of the data base system.

MULTI-DISCIPLINE
The update of the soil surveys should be a cooperative effort of all
agencies and disciplines involved in natural resource management and
development.

PROVIDE FOR QUALITY CONTROL AND ASSURANCE
The quality control and assurance for the update should be a coordinated
effort of the survey party, state office, and National Soil Survey Center
Staffs. The revisions and changes should be documented to ensure
statistical reliability, continuity, and consistency.

PERSONNEL
Training on the techniques and procedures for updating soil aiurveys should
be provided to those involved in the update of soil surveys.
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DATA NEEDS

REFINE EXISTING DATA
The existing data should be reviewed very thoroughly and revisions made
where needed to meet the standards of the National Cooperative Soil Survey.
The degree of update will vary based on age of the survey, quality of
existing survey, and users needs for updated survey.

FILL GAPS OF EXISTING DATA
The user8 need for the updated survey may require collecting additional
laboratory data, transact data, special soil investigations and studies to
improve the quality of thesurvey. Suggest use of "benchmark soil" concept.

VARIABILITY DETERMINATIONS
The spatial and temporal properties of soils should be determined in the
survey area and be made a part of the data base system.

RECOGNIZE AGRICULTURAL CONCERNS
The persons involved in the update should recognize the soil properties
relating to tillage operations , applications of herbicides, pesticides, and
waste materials to the Land and their affects on Water Quality.

MODELS
The collection of soil resource data used in prediction models should be a
integral part of the update process.

UNIFORMITY IN UNDSCAPE  TERMINOLOGY
There is a etrong need to~be more consistent in the we of landscape
terminology by soil scientists involved in updating soil surveys with that
of other disciplines in the natural resource field.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY AND GEtiORPAOLOGY
The surficial geology maps and information from geomorphic studies should be
a part of the resource data for the update of the survey.

SPECIFIC DATA SOURCES
The persons involved in the update of the survey should constantly be alert
to additional resource data which becomes available and make this data a
part of the electronic data base system.
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INSIGHTFUL BUT REALISTIC

It is impossible to anticipate all the users needs and the data to
effectively update a soil survey area. We should concentrate on
identifying, measuring, and describing soil properties, including the
variability of soils on the landscape for the map unit. Additional
information can be stored in the data base system a8 it becomes available.

There is a concern that we place additional emphasis on maintaining and
reviving the benchmark soil program as part of the update for the soil
surveys.

Our vision for updating soil surveys is to establish a electronic relational
data base eyatem which has tile capacity to generate user specific reports.
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State Soil Scientists Meeting

Purpose and Objectives

Some of you are meeting each other for the first 'time--others have crossed

paths more than once. Let's introduce ourselves:--who are you, what is your

position and where are you located.

By the end of the week introductions will no longer be needed--and we hope

that maybe it won't be so long before our next gathering.

Purposes of this meeting include

0 To get acquainted with each other--because we make up an important

network of people. The National Cooperative Soil Survey depends on

us, the Soil Conservation Service relies on us, and we need to be aware

of state and regional differences as well as similarities.

0 To provide an awareness of what is happening in the soil survey--what

drives us, how do we respond to initiatives, what strategies are being

envisioned? This is not a one way exercise--we need desperately to

listen to each other--to share ideas and to work together.
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0 To create an atmosphere in which each of you has an opportunity to

contribute, to say your piece, but most important, a chance to help

each other and assist in planning for our future. You are the leaders;

you make things happen; and you need to be sensitive to what others are

saying.

Some objectives we hope to accomplish this week:

0 Review of plans of the soil survey to give us a broader perspective of

the program.

0 Guidance on directions, activities, and opportunities that will help

all of us in the years ahead.

0 Concerns and suggestions about technical aspects that need attention.

What needs to be done, how might we address the issues, how better can

we pool and share our knowledge.

0 Ways and means to maintain our professionalism, to strengthen our

scientists, to improve our career opportunities, to maintain our

leadership, our ability to serve, and our espirit-de-corps.
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We can meet these objectives and purposes only if we gather here in

openness, with frankness, with desire and hope, and with a vision that

motivates us to be the very best we can possibly be. This is your

meeting--we are here to serve you--to hear you--and to build a strong

pcmitive  future together.
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Goals and Objectives of the NCSS

Dick Arnold, February 27, 1984

When soil surveys were first authorized in 1896, it was to inventory and

characterize soils in important crop areas. The intent was to obtain

information that would permit relationships between crop behavior and soil

properties to be examined and lead to sharing of knowledge. This is what we

now call "argotechnology transfer."

When soil surveys started in SCS they were to assist in planning and imple-

menting conservation plans on individual farms and ranches.

Soil surveys by the Bureau were for larger survey areas -. usually counties.

When combined in 1951 the soil survey was already beginning to provide both

activities--individual farm maps and progressive soil surveys.

Today we look at how much of the whole United States is mapped and published,

how well we service the needs for soils information, and strive for ways to

improve the working of the National Cooperative Soil Survey.

Some goals of NCSS can be stated as follows:

0 To provide high quality soils information through mapping, description,

analysis, and publications.
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0 To assist people in using the information in ways that support wise

resource decisions--there, are many pathways and opportunities.

0 To ensure that fundamental or basic information is observed, recorded,

packaged, interpreted, and made readily available. Without the skills

and knowledge of soil landscapes, how they form, how they occur, how

properties are related to different behavior and so forth--there will

not be a strong basis for scientific soils work in the future. It is a

major responsibility that we have.

0 To maintain and improve the operational aspects of a soil survey

program. Management of resources is, and always will be, of vital

importance. Training people to handle their own designated responsi-

bilities is essential. This includes not only the technical aspects of

soil survey and soil science in general but also the management of

funds, of people, of a program, and of all the interrelated aspects.

0 To remain flexible and adaptive to new advances of technology and the

innovative and creative ideas of individuals, of groups, of agencies,

and of our society. We have always responded to change--and there are

more changes daily than we imagined. Personnel ceilings, budget

reductions, improved standards, changing priorities, new hardware and

software, and requests for more qualitative as well as quantitative

information are just examples of what we respond to.

0 To fulfill, to the best of our abilities, the leadership in inter-

national soil survey concepts, design, implementation of programs,
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training in the application of Soil Taxonomy, soil interpretations, and

promoting expertise in soil surveys throughout the world.

I hope you'll take a few moments in your discussion groups to comment on, or

reflect about what you consider to be the goals and objectives of the NCSS.

I have avoided specifics about completing the so-called once-over or the

numerous activities of basic soil services because those will be major items

of discuss-ion by your groups on Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning.

To help you recall the goals I've mentioned and start your own discussions,

consider:

QA - IO - FL

They stand for:

Quality

AasiStaIlCa

Investigations

Operations

Flexibility

Leadership
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comments Presented at

State Soil Scientists' Meeting

February 1984 by

Kenneth C. Hinkley

Assistant Director, Soil Survey Division

New Initiatives and Directions

1. Emphasis will be placed on obtaining a better balance of the soil

survey program (see attached sheet).

2. States will be asked and trained to accept more responsibilities.

3. We will be looking to the NTC soil staffs to spend more time providing

guidance and assistance and less time on doing activities that can and

should be done by the states.

4. There has been a change of correlation responsibilities. The respon-

sibility for soil correlations now rest with the NTC soil staffs.

5. We will be changing the editing responsibilities to the NTCs during FY

84.

6. There will be a deemphasis on rules and regulations and an emphasis on

standards with guidelines for meeting them.



7. More emphasis needs to be put on developing and producing interpreta-

tive data. In addition to helping people use soil surveys we must

constantly ask and seek answers to the question of how they can be

made more useful. This is a tremendous challenge facing us today

because there is so much demand for soil information, so many users

and so few soil scientists. We must meet this challenge.

8. The soil survey program will assist the targeting efforts of the soil

conservation service. There will be redirections of funds and persnn-

nel to meet this objective.

9. We will be looking at multi-year planning and budgeting for each

state.

10. We be looking at ways to improve our track record on map compilation

and map finishing. Several recommendations will be presented to the

Chief's staff for alternative ways of solving the ,problens of getting

map finishing and map compilation done.

11. We will be developing a critical path management system for managing

project soil surveys. This new system will take the place of CASPUSS.

12. There is a growing and unmet need for updating older soil surveys so

that they provide adequate information to meet users needs.

Staffing

We will be looking at staffing needs to provide Basic Soil Services and

maintain project napping activities. Difficult decisions will need to be
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made on staffing priorities. The present trend is a declining number of

people with a level or slightly increasing number of dollars.

Basic Soil Services provides the opportunity for a new role for soil

scientists. In addition to traditional soil scientist activities, this new

role needs to emphasize the ability to provide training, promote soil

surveys, and be a communicator. Some of the requirements of a Basic Soil

Services position will be communications, teamwork, self-development, and

development of others.

There is a need to some way indicate the importance of Basic Soil Services

rather than to talk about the time it rewires.

Training and career development will be important in effectively carrying

out the increasing responsibilities of soil scientists. State soil scien-

tists need to be sure that soil scientists in their states are receiving

adequate training and career development.

,State Soil Scientists and Managers

With reduced staffing and funds efficiency needs to be emphasized. We need

to get better balanced more efficient programs in the states.

We have a reputation for doing things right, doing a good job judged by

quality and quantity. We also need to be concerned about doing the right

things, getting the right things done, efficiency judged by effectiveness.

Don't be occupied with efforts rather than results. We need to emphasize
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results. To do this we need to identify and put priority on work activ-

ities that must be completed to achieve progress.

The most detailed precise soil map has limited usefulness if you don't need

a detailed precise soil map. Watch for efficient failures. No matter how

efficiently we did a job, if it wasn't needed we had a failure on our part.

Let's take a look at what we are doing. Get rid of yesterday's activities

that cease to prom&e results. Be careful of yesterday's successes. They

will probably linger beyond their usefulness. Be careful of activities

that should do well but for some reason don't. These to be tend to become

investments in ego. To be effective, we need to review all activities and

all tasks and ask is this still worth doing. Decide what you can quit

doing. Don't start a new activity without getting rid of an old one.

Make a plan for getting the right things done. If pressures make the

decisions, the important things may not get done. If we try to do a little

bit of everything, its easier to make everyone happy. The problem is not

much gets done.

Let's focus on opportunities rather problems. We need to develop standards

and principles to handle problems so they don't take so much of our time.

We have been doing a good job, but we can be better.
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A Balanced Soils Program

Although we are many years short of completing the soil survey once-over,

we have reached the point where equal consideration must be given to other

parts of the soils program and we must seek a proper emphasis among the

program components if we are to maintain a viable well balanced program.

The emphasis to cost share with local and state government and other

federal agencies primarily for the purpose of conducting soil mapping has

caused a significant shift of attention away from the need and effort to

carry out a complete soil survey program. While this may have been expedi-

ent and desirable during the past decade, it is now beginning to cause

significant inefficiencies and impacts upon carrying out a balance program.

,We need to establish and maintain a balanced soils program within the

states and with the nation.

Areas needing increased emphasis in order to achieve a proper balance

include:

1. There is an unmet and increasing need for soil science expertise to

help people use existing soil maps and associated descriptive and

interpretive data as a'basis for their decisions concerning the use and

management of soils.

2. Updating older published soil surveys to better meet the current needs

of users has been neglected.



3. There is a need to develop soil interpretations and to carry out kinds

of activities to improve the quality of soil interpretations.

4. Many of the soil survey parties are understaffed, causing inefficient

time spans for completion. There is optimum time frame for completing

a soil survey. Many are not adequately staffed at this time.

5. Cartographic needs are not being met. The number of survey areas being

mapped exceeds the capabilities of NCC to provide needed materials on a

timely basis. This results in delays, poor quality unrectified photos

for mapping, necessity to transfer lines and frequently the need for

ratioed transparencies. It is estimated that these problems reduce the

soil scientists

6. Training needs

being met.

efficiencies by 15 to 20 percent.

particularly for users of soils information are not

Regardless of the funding level requested or received, a well balanced

program should be designed for the use of those funds. Attention needs to

be given to reducing the number of project soil surveys nationwide, increas-

ing the available soil science expertise to provide needed ~_~ser assistance,

updating older inadequate published soil surveys, increasing training

efforts and developing soil interpretations to better address critical soil

resource problems.
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TUESDAY MORNING DISCUSSION GROUP 1
Horace Smith - Leader

Billy Wagner - Rapporteur

GOAL OF THE SOIL SURVEY: The goals of each state vary because the
1

status of the soil survey is so different from state-to-state. Some

. states have a lot of mapping remaining to be done, but also have some

old soil surveys that may need to be updated before the state is completed

once-over. That is, our priorities for once-over may not be the same

priority as that of the local people in a highly urbanizing area with an

old soil survey. Also, funding often sets priorities for a state.

UPDATING OLDER SOIL SURVEYS: Some soil surveys completed before Taxonomy

may have soils well delineated but need investigation, better description,

recorrelation, and modern interpretations prepared. The new evaluation

sheets are proving to be very helpful in evaluating older soil surveys.

Some soil surveys can be updated by transferring the survey to new

photography and preparing modern interpretations. Soil surveys made

during the 1940's and 1950's have to be looked at closely, especially in

regard to map unit design. Land use at that time ma,y have been very

different from present land use, and today's land use requires different

kinds of soil investigations. It was suggested, where two or three

nearby soil surveys need updating and they occur in the same MLRA, we

need to look at designing a legend for the broad area, rather than doing

a lot of repetition description in each county. Dne typical pedon could

be sufficient for the entire area.
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QUALITY CONTROL - BALANCED PROGRAM: A question from one of the state

conservationists, "What does the National Office Staff see as the real

priority or goal for the NCSS?" We need a balance between basic soil

services and state mapping completion. Priority number 1 is to provide

soil surveys on private cropland. In some areas we may need to talk

less about the "completion of the soil survey." Because of changing

land uses and intensified land use, we will need to be making soil

surveys for a long time. We also need to cut down on the number of soil

surveys in order to complete the surveys in a timely manner.

Question: This one probably needs to be given some thought and then

guidance provided. "Where does the Soil Survey Division think we should

be ten years from now?"

BASIC SOIL SERVICES: It was suggested that the area soil scientist or

area soil specialist should have party leader experience. There is some

concern among field soil scientists about whether the area soil scientist

position will be a "dead end" position. Because of the great variation

of responsibilities of the area soil scientist, this position should be

filled with a highly qualified, highly motivated individual who works

well with people and is good at training others in the uses of soil

surveys.

PUBLISHED SOIL SURVEYS: Policy is still to order a 25 to 30 year supply

of soil surveys.

Computerized soils information is being looked at in several states.

Digitizing soil data is so costly that most states are moving slowly in

this area.
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There continue to be concerns about the length of time between the

completion of soil mapping and when the survey is published. We need to

put a high priority on setting and meeting publication schedules. The

new emphasis in this area should get soil surveys from field correlation

to publication in 18 months. The Critical Path Management System will

be a good management tool in meeting schedules. All soil surveys should

be completed in three to five years. With proper staffing five years

should be the maximum time required to complete a survey.

The Grace Report indicated that our published soil surveys are over-

edited. We can permit a few errors in the text and still have a good

survey. More editing and a better job will have to be done at the state

leve'l and the field party level. We must have progressive correlation

as the soil survey is being progressed.

There is concern among some states about loss of quality map finishing

staff. Others are concerned about the proposed shi,ft to contracting out

all map finishing work.
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DISCUSSION GROUP 2
Tuesday 2-28-84: 9 - 12 a.m.

SOIL SURVEY MAP COMPILATION AND MAP FINISHING

Soil survey map compilation will be done by the soil survey party on
matte half-tone positives under the supervision of the soil survey
party leader. Some surveys are using the matte half-tone positives
as the field sheet thus eliminating the need for soil map compilation.

Soil Survey map finishing has alternative ways of being done:

1. Contracting to an outside jobber.
2. Setting up a map finishing group that would do work for more

than one state.
3. A combination of 1 and 2.
4. The state does all its own map finishing. A number of states

finish enough soil surveys to maintain a full time staff to
do their map finishing. These staffs are funded by nonfederal
funds.

5. Use digitizing.

The group agreed all five alternatives are acceptable methods of
doing map finishing. The state should be allowed to select the procedure
that best fits its mode of operation.

LAND EVALUATION AND SITE ASSESSMENT

The land evaluation and site assessment (LESA) uses soils data in its
development. The table indicating prima farmland by soil map unit can
be generated using the Soil Interpretation Records. There seems to be
concern because the generated data needs additional work before it can
be used. This is probably correct since the Records are not for a specific
soil survey but are usually for more than one soil survey. The work to bring
the table into agreement with a specific soil survey takes an insignificant
amount of time in some states. In other states it would take less time
to develop the same information without using the computer program to
develop the table indicating prime farmland by soil survey map unit. Also,
the table for the soils portion of LESA is a working document and will
probably be modified by the land evaluation committee to meet the local
situation. Recommendations are:

1. Review the Soil Interpretation Record and correct any errors.
2. The states need to decide the method by which the soils data

is developed for the land evaluation committee.
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SOIL INVESTIGATIONS

Soils data are not available for older soil surveys being furnished basic
soil services. This information is needed so accurate soils information
can be given to land use decision makers. Soil scientists assigned
to basic soil services will need to spend part qf their time collecting
soils data to build these data bases.

Numerous soil studies are done or in progress. The data and kinds of
studies usually are not known by other scientists. A procedure is
needed to keep interested persons knowledgeable of research in progress
and data available from studies, research, etc. Additional data collected
in the field on soil morphological properties will help decision makers
in their deliberations. An example is the correlation of mottling and
depth to seasonal soil water table.

A large volume of soils data is generated annually but is not readily
available. A system needs to be made operative to store and retrieve
the soils data at all levels both in the public and private sectors.

Information on the Index to Soil Laboratory Data (Form SCS-SOILS-S)
and Engineering Test Data for Soil Samples from One Pedon (SCS-SOILS-IO)
can be part of the system outlined in the three preceding paragraphs.
More attention is needed in making the information on forms SCS-SOILS-8
and 10 available to users of soil surveys.

The soils data seem to differ between soil laboratories. The question
raised was - What, if anything, needs to be done to standardize the
methods, procedures, techniques, etc.?

Models using soils need the best soils data to assure credibility of the
conclusion(s) reached. This goal can be achieved if soil scientists
are involved during the modeling procedure.

FUNDING

An inventory of soil resources on lands that are not privately owned
is needed. Some of these lands are under the supervision of members of
the National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS). An arrangement between some
level within (SCS) and the member of NCSS needs to be developed so these
lands can be soil surveyed. Soil Conservation Service

QUALITY CONTROL OF SOIL SURVEY

Quality control of soil surveys is a constant concern. It takes the
cooperation of everyone in the NCSS. Joining soil maps and coordinating
interpretative materials between soil surveys promotes a high quality soil
survey and the best soil survey for our users. Close working relationships
with members of the NCSS promote high quality soil surveys. If there is
a quality control problem in soil survey, let us solve each problem as it
arises. Quality control of soil survey needs to be at the lowest level
within the NCSS. Guidelines need to be explicit and show who is
responsible for different phases of the soil survey.
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Design of soil map units is important in making a soil survey meet the
needs of its users. Many Major Land Resource Areas (MLRA) are 80 percent or
more soil surveyed. The design of soil map units within these MLRA was
determined by the users a number of years ago. What should be our approach to
the redesign of these units? Those MLRA mostly soil mapped should finish with
the design being used at the present time. For soil surveys being updated in
MLRA that are nearly or completely soil surveyed, a meeting is needed with
the users to determine the design of the soil map units that they will need
in planning and making land use decisions.

BASIC SOIL SERVICES

Basic soil services will help people use soil maps and their descriptive and
interpretative data as a basis for decisions concerning use and management
of soils. SCS is one of the largest users of soils data. Thus, an inventory
needs to be made to determine the training needs of SCS personnel. After
the inventory, the training should be tailor-made to the needs of the person
or field office receiving the training.

OPERATIONS

Soil surveys need to be considered in any decisions concerning use and
management of soils. The state conservationist looks to the state soil
scientist to advocate the use of soil surveys.
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MEMBERS OF DESCUSSION GROUP 2
Tuesday 2-28-84: 9 - 12 a.m.

Joe Nichols-Leader
Ray Sinclair-Rapporteur

Ed Spencer
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Report of Discussion Group No. 3
State Soil Scientists Meeting
February 27"March 2, 1984
Washington, D.C.
Group Leader: Rod Harrier,  Head, Soils, MTSC
Reporter: Tom Priest, State Soil Scientist, Colorado

The folLowing statements, observations , comments, or questions wese noted
for each of the general heading subjects listed.

1. Quality of Surveys:

What is being done about quality control, at the national, state, and
field office levels?

a. Verification of quality should be by use of, and based upon a
statistical analysis and evaluation.

Mississippi and Alabama have had experience on this. The State Soil
Scientists may be contacted for detailed information. Also Carter
Stears.

Many members of the group indicated they would appreciate receiving
more detailed information on random sampling and transects. Data
should include numbers needed, how to carry out the sampling and
transects, and how to document findings.

b. It was generally agreed that verification takes time, and Lots of
it. Also that it is needed and well worth the time.

c. Milt Meyers mentioned a positive verification of soil surveys during
the coarse of the Cd-Pb study.

d. Lab data on soil samples which have ken accurately selected to
represent the mapped soils is a very important aid in verifying the
quality of surveys.

e. Parameters checked on transects usually relate to soil series
identification ot verification. Perhaps other sets of perameters
should be noted for characteristics relating to specific
interpretations. Transects in some  areas will be used to evaluate
and update completed or older surveys. In other areas they are used
to assist in quality control or verification of surveys in progress.

f. Alt-ernative  methods of quality control and/or verification of soil
surveys should be available for individual cages rather than
restrictive sets of specifications or directions.
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2 . Assistance:

Provide information and help people use soils information in the
decision process. Ways to get information out: publications,
geographic information system (GLS), digitizing, computerized data
bases.

a. Should all digitizing, GLS's , etc., be at a scale of 1:24,000?
Whenever possible, a SC& of 1:24,000 should be used!

b. SCS is presently investigating and attempting to evaluate and
determine favorable methods to cover the majority of cases: GIS's,
digitizing,,data  bases and data base management systems (DBMS).

c. A transition period will be needed as SC5 move3 from the present
publication procedures to computerized data storage and delivery
systems.

d. Other questions or items needing additional consideration: What
kinds and amounts of staffing are needed , now and in the future?
What should SC5 do, and what should be left to consultants? What
training and information should be provided to consultants? Will
professional soil scientist associations be one avenue to
dissimentate  information? Should criteria for interpretations be
included in publications? If so, should interpretive tables be
printed?

3. Availability of Basic Information:

a. With decreases in staff, more emphasis will be needed on making
soils information available.

b. Laboratory and Engineering test data are generally not included in
publications. Should they be included?

C* Soil investigations needs to be encouraged, especially by AR5 and
Universities.

4. Operations:

a. CASPUSS - Critical Path; Are both zeded?

b. What are the deficiencies of CASPUSS? Has it developed to a record
of changes or delays in schedules paralleling a reduced program?
Should CASPUSS be updated annually, semi-annually, or near the
beginning of the fiscal year along with annual planning?

c. What is the role and effect of state conservationist, personnel,
budget?
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a. Relations with other agencies has seen continued improvement in
recent years. National Memoranda of Understanding with other
agencies at the national level (BLM, FS) and those agencies
commitments to make, complete and use soil surveys has helped
greatly.

e. National and state SC.5  offices should continue cooperative efforts
with other agencies (as Forest Service, BLM, Bureau of Reclamation,
BIA, Department of Defense, National Park Service).

5. Creative Ideas and Flexibility of Operations:

This  must be developed and persued, in spite of, or because of
restrictions (as in budget or personnel ceilings).

Most of the discussion of this group centered on "m
Finishing":

a. A state representative is needed , whether on SCS or Department of
Natural Resources or comparable staff.

b. Of 14 in the groups, 2 were in favor of contracting.

c* Both good and bad experiences have occurred with contracting.

d. Contracting requires good map preparation and compilation,
contracting agreements, specifications, and procedures.

e. It is possible that CART0 could handle all contracts with less
personnel time than if each state did their own contracting.

f. Digitizing or contracting by a singLe Unit for several states is a
viable alternative.

g. Present delays in map finishing is due to many factors, including
availability of suitable photographic materials, shortage of
personnel, other priorities , and difficulties with contractors.

6. Leadership in International Field:

The priority may be more political than technical in mture.

Details of soil scientists benefit both the individual and the Serivce.

7. Additional Items Discussed:

Consideration also needs  to be given to changes in leadership and
program direction from emphasis on soil mapping to providing basic soil
services.
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Other unanswered questions included: What should be the national role
(Soil Survey Division) in developing guidelines for training for basic
soil. services, and how to handle and what are the career alternatives as
soil scientists a&the program moves from making soil surveys to
providing basic soil services.

What is a "Balanced Program"? An outline for and a summary of a
balanced program can be obtained by a completed critical path
development, from determination of the needs for a survey through
completion and providing basic soil services, developed for each survey
area and compiled for the state.

The SCS should continue to investigate, develop and impliment new
technology in digitizing, geographic information display systems, data
bases, and data base management systems.
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SUMMARY
OF

GROUP 4 DISCUSSION/RECOMMENDATIONS

Tuesday, February 28, 1954

Group Leader: Dick Kover
Rapporteur : Keith Huffman

Seven topics were discussed. The topics, highlights of background discus-
sion, and recommendations are as follows:

Topic I - Goals and Objectives

Highlights - Field soil scientists are concerned for their
future and the future of the soil survey program.

- There is a general feeling among administrators
(STC's) that when an area has a modern soil sur-
vey for every countv in an area or state, one
soil scientist can handle all the needs for 20 or
more counties.

Recommendations - NH@ and NTC's provide guidance to states during
the transition from once over maoping to the
basic soil services workload; training, assis-
tance to programs, working with user groups, and
modernization programs.

Topic II - Soil Map Compilation and Soil Mao Finishing

Highlights -

Recommendations -

Our grouo had success with in-house soil map
finishing, some states were contracting succes-
sively (NC), some states had failure with
contracting, and some states were unable to keep
up the workload on their own.

NH4 should select a national approach to permit
states options of selecting the best approach to
their situation, i.e. -

a. do in-house
b. use multi-state map finishing shops
c. use contracting

States with successful soil mao finishing pro-
grams (OH) could be contacted to see if they
would be able to help other states.
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Topic III - Text Editing_

Highlights - Discussed use of word processors, computers, and
compatibility of different systems.

- Nevada has experience in using computers for soil
surveys.

- There are portable, handheld computers costing
51,000 to 53,000 that are being used/tested for
use in the field that can be electronically used
to transfer data into PC's once back in the
office.

Recommendations - When purchasing word processing equipment, plan
to purchase asynchronous and bi-sequence communi-
cations package which will enable equipment to be
compatible with Harris as well as PC's.

Topic: IV - Correlation Quality Control

Highlights -

Hecommendations -

Topic V - Investigations

Need to encode the SS-6 form after the initial
field review to begin the MUUF file for that
county.

Participation of NTC personnel during the field
work.

Require computer storage of 5%6 forms after each
field review and a computer printout of correla-
tion materials before holding the correlation
conference.

Place responsibility in the state to summarize
correlation documentation used in final correla-
tions. Use this management technique to reduce
NTC work and speed up the correlation process.

NTC's should regularly (every 2-3 years) hold
training for state correlators.

Highlights - Encourage a coordinated and successful data base
program which will enable states to encode and
recall data for characterization, engineering
test, and mineralogy data. This is particularly
important across state and regional lines.

One state (LA) uses soil fertility profile data
program for up to 6 feet of soil. This fertility
profile data is used in construction and engin-
eering design.
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Topic V - Investigations (cont'd.)

Recommendations - Encourage NSSL to accelerate the work to make JCL
for soil characterization data available to all
states.

- State and national laboratories are to work
together in developing compatible data base pro-
grams.

Topic VI - National Coordination/Direction

Nighlights - There is a lack of coordination and direction to
NTC's and states for use of manuals, handbooks,
and policy. Specifically, National Forestry
Manual.

Recommendations - NHQ to provide leadership and program direction
to NTC's and states on the coordinated implemen-
tation of manuals, handbooks, and technical
standards.

Topic VII - Budgeting

Highlights -

Recommendations -

State soil scientists should be involved in use
of 02 funds in their states.

NTC director and head, soils staff should also he
more involved in 02 budgeting for their states.

Head, soils staff, state soil scientist, and
state conservationist should meet on a regular
basis to discuss annual and long range planning
of the soil survey program.

Assistant chiefs should be supoortive of the need
for NTC participation with state soil scientists
and state conservationists.
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NATIONAL STATE SOIL SCIENTIST MEETING

DISCUSS~ION  GROUP 5 (Z/28/84)

O b j e c t i v e : For t h e d i s c u s s i o n  g r o u p  t o  e x p r e s s t h e m s e l v e s

a b o u t  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  o f  t h e  s o i l  s u r v e y . CHANGES - OBJECTIVES -

DIRECTION

T h e  b u d g e t  f o r m u l a t i o n  p r o c e s s  i n  i n d i v i d u a l  s t a t e s  i s  b e c o m i n g

b e t t e r  w i t h  m u c h  m o r e  S t a t e  S o i l  S c i e n t i s t  i n v o l v e m e n t  t h a n  i n

p a s t  y e a r s  *

T h e  c o m p l e t i o n  o f  p a r t s  o f  s u r v e y  a r e a s  b y  n o n - S C S  s o i l  s c i e n -

t i s t s  a n d  d o l l a r s , h a s  m a d e  a  l a r g e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o w a r d  m a p p i n g

c o m p l e t i o n , Yet i t  h a s c r e a t e d  s o m e  p r o b l e m s . M a n y  areas  o f

t h e  c o u n t y  n o w  h a v e  s u r v e y  a r e a s  w i t h  p a r t s  n o t  c o m p l e t e d  a n d

w i t h  i n s u f f i c i e n t  s t a f f s  t o  f i n i s h  t h e  j o b s .

G i v i n g  e m p h a s i s  t o  p a y i n g  p e o p l e , a s  a  f i r s t  p r i o r i t y  i n  b u d g e t

f o r m u l a t i o n ,  causes a  s t a t e t o  f a l l  b e h i n d  i n  m o n i t o r i n g  a n d

u p d a t i n g  e q u i p m e n t .

T h e  a c c o u n t a b i l i t y  o f  S o i l  S c i e n t i s t ’ s t i m e and o u t p u t  f r o m

b a s i c  soi s e r v i c e  a c t i v i t i e s  n e e d s  t o  b e  a  s u b j e c t  t h a t  g e t s

a t t e n t i o n . B e f o r e  w e  h a v e  t h e  a c t i v i t i e s  c a t e g o r i z e d ,  p e o p l e

n e e d  t o  k e e p  a  g o o d  r e c o r d  ( i . e . ,  d a i l y  d i a r i e s ) .

T h e r e  i s  a  c o n t i n u i n g  n e e d  t o  h a v e  t h e  s o i l  s c i e n t i s t  w r i t e  a n d

p u b l i s h  w h a t  h e  i s  d o i n g . S o i l  S u r v e y  H o r i z o n s  i s  a  g o o d  m e d i a

f o r  t h i s  k i n d  o f  c o m m u n i c a t i o n . S p e c i a l  w o r k  b e i n g  d o n e  u n d e r

b a s i c  s o i l  s e r v i c e s  a r e  b e s t  r e p o r t e d  w i t h  a  c l e a r ,  c o n c i s e

n a r r a t i v e  ( B i l l  Reybold  u r g e d  u s  t o  p r o m o t e  n e w  s u b s c r i p t i o n s ) .

T h e  w r i t i n g  o f  a n  a r t i c l e  t h a t  i s  t e c h n i c a l  i n  n a t u r e  s h o u l d  b e

a  p a r t  a  s o i l  s c i e n t i s t ’ s  t r a i n i n g  p l a n .
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T h e  q u e s t i o n  o f  N C S S  o r g a n i z a t i o n  w a s  d i s c u s s e d . T h e  n e e d  f o r

w o r k  d o n e  b y  a  g r o u p  s e r v i n g  m a n y  s t a t e s  w a s  c o n s i d e r e d . The

better way to do the map c o m p i l a t i o n  a n d  f i n i s h i n g  j o b  w a s

d i s c u s s e d  a s  a n  e x a m p l e  o f  m u l t i - s t a t e  c o o p e r a t i o n .

T h e r e  i s  a  n e e d  t o  h a v e  a  p e r s o n  a s s i g n e d  t o  t a r g e t e d  a r e a s  n o t

r e g a r d i n g  s t a t e  l i n e s , s o  a s  t o  p r o m o t e  c o n s i s t e n t  s o i l  s u r v e y

i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s  a n d  t o  m i n i m i z e  p o l i t i c a l  c o m p e t i t i o n  b e t w e e n

s t a t e s . S o m e  a s s i s t a n c e  w o u l d  b e  u s e f u l  i n  s e t t i n g  u p  i n t e r -

s t a t e  d e t a i l s  i n  o r d e r  t o  a s s i s t  s t a t e s  t h a t  h a v e  b u d g e t  s h o r t -

ages, to use t h i s o p p o r t u n i t y  t o get r e l i e f f r o m t h a t

s i t u a t i o n .

G r o u p  5  w a s  m a d e  u p  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p e o p l e :

S t e v e  Holzhey  - L e a d e r
F r e d  G i l b e r t  - R a p p o r t e u r

H o r a c e  S m i t h
S h e l b y  B r o w n f i e l d
Tom Calhoun
Talbert  G e r a l d
D a v e  Y o s t
C h a r l e s  T h o m p s o n
E d  Naphan
J i m  Carley
C h a r l e s  Fultz
Ben Smal lwood
Phillip  C h a v e z
B i l l  R e y b o l d
D i c k  A r n o l d
George  A n d e r s o n
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UISCUSSION  GROUP I

Steve Holzhey - Leader
Doug Pease - Rapporteur

Tom Priest
Sid Pilgrim
Arville Touchet
Gerald Latshaw
Ferris Allgood
Ken Hinkley
John Brubacher
J. Clatie Powell
Gilbert0 Acevedo Ramos
Bill Koos
Bill Hatfield
Philip Chavez
Dick Gilbert
Bobby Birdwell
Eugene Andreuccetti

BASIC SOIL SERVICES

The handout provided by Ken Hinkley was revised to incorporate ideas by the
group (Attachment 1).

Three items have been helpful in making the shift to basic soil services. They
are an area staffing plan, a state staffing plan, and the briefing papers
presented at the state conservationists conference.

Soil scientist, or the implication, needs to be a part of the job title. Some
suggestions were:

1. Area soil scientist

2. Soil specialist

3. Soil services specialist

4. Soil scientist specialist

The group recommended that the job requirements provide for sufficient
flexibility or latitude to meet the needs of of the area. As an example -- In
New England SCS soil scientists doing basic soil services would not do more
intensive soil surveys within published areas because it would be competing
within the local soil consultants It is desirable that the person have party
leader experience to be competitive for other career opportunities. They
should have the ability to communicate and meet the public. It is important
that persons selected to serve in basic soil services posi,tions be kept current
on the soil survey program so they be competitive for advancement within the
soil scientist discipline. The individuals need to be able to pursue the
career ladder they choose. Suggestions were to:
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Group I -2-

1. Keep them on the maling list for all material sent to soil scientists.

2. Include them in all soil scientist workshops.

3. Provide training to maintain or improve their technical skills.

4. Provide training in communication and instruction skills.

5. Provide training in Information Resources Management.

6. Keep area, state, and NTC offices aware that these individuals are a
part of the soil survey program.

Currently states represented in the discussion group have been involved in
basic soil services in these areas.

1. Update and maintain technical guides.

2. Train SCS personnel -- soil scientists and other disciplines.

3. Feed expert soils information to the district conservationist.

4. Collect and disseminate soils data within targeted areas.

5. Work with party leaders, serve as an extension of the state office
staff.

6. Provide soil information for NRI.

7. Prepare and revise Forms SCS-SOI- and soil series descriptions.

8. Make on-site investigations for various uses.

PROJECT SOIL MAPPING

The group briefly reviewed the paper on project soil mapping presented by Rod
Harner. The factors that prevent soil surveys for qualifying for project
management are:

--Base imagery used for field work is also used for publication. Timely
delivery of quality imagery continues to be the biggest problem.

--Funding and staffing (FTE) makes it difficult to complete soil surveys
in 6 years or less.

--Coordination of other mapping agencies or constant flow of reimbursable
funds makes it difficult to staff a survey party with enough members to
complete the survey within the designated time.
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Attachment 1

Rev. March 1984

BASIC SOIL SERVICES

The purpose of Basic Soil Services is to help people use existing soil maps and

associated descriptive and interpretive data as a basis for their decisions

concerning the use and management of soils. The intent is to strengthen this

activity in SCS and make it an important component of the National Cooperative

Soil Survey program. Following is a list of tasks included in Basic Soil

Services:

Training - There is a need to provide training on all aspects of soil survey-

with emphasis on interpretative uses and how to make effective uses of data

during the planning process.

- Train SCS peopleon a one-to-one basis and through formal presentations.

- Train non-SCS people, including district people, to use soil survey data

or to improve their skills in use of soil information.

- Provide training to other federal and state agencies.

- Instruct soil mapping courses at university level.

- Provide soil training to students of various school ages, school

teachers, public library staff.
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- Assist in conducting workshops on minimum tillage, range, windbreaks,

nonfarm uses.

- Provide International assistance in selected areas.

.

.
Maintain Technical Guides - Section II and other sections of the technical-

guide related to interdiscipline use of basic soil survey data need to be

maintained at a high quality level. This includes items, such as capability

grouping, hydrologic groups, range sites, pasture groups, windbreak groups,

woodland suitability, T&K values, conservation tillage systems, soil

productivity and erosion, economical evaluations.

- Technical guides need to reflect changes in technology, in land

treatment and suitability of soils for specific uses.

- Participate in area technical guide committee, plant materials

committee.

- Maintain current Forms SCS-SOI- for all field locations.

- Prepare and update soil interpretations for selected uses by MLRA's.

- Review use of soils information used in Great Plains, LTA and watershed

contracts.

- Assist in use and evaluation of soils information in resource planning

for cropland and rangeland.
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Att. 1 p.3

- Assist in providing soils assistance on new programs, such as CRES.

Soil Interpretations - There is a need to develop soil interpretations and to-

carry out kinds of activities to improve the quality of soil interpretations.

This involves working closely with other disciplines and other agencies.

- Develop soil potentials.

- Collect crop yield data, i.e., eroded vs. noneroded soils.

- Collect range site yield data.

- Collect soil-woodland site index data.

- Windbreak and pasture evaluation.

- Studies on water table, i.e., piezometers, and field observations to

measure fluctuating levels of seasonal high water table throughout the

year.

- Prepare soil monoliths.

- Prepare soil interpretative thematic maps using family of maps concept.

- Water quality studies, i.e., soil properties as it pertains to nitrate

movement.
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Att. 1 p.4

- Guides on interpreting the interraction  of soil properties, such as

organic matter content, texture and acidity as related to rate of

herbicide application.

- Prepare or update Forms SCS-SOI-5.

- Site selection and soil evaluation on unique uses.

- Prepare special

- LESA - units of

interpretative maps, i.e., depth to water table.

government.

l&lating Soil Surveys

- Provide supplemental data for published soil surveys where it is not

necessary to prepare a memorandum of understanding.

- Evaluate the need for updating soil interpretations, correlation, and

soil mapping.

Assistance-

- Provide assistance in targeted areas. Assist with irrigation

evaluation, i.e., evaluation of results, length of run, intake rate. Work

closely with irrigation specialists and distict conservationists on

interdisciplinary evaluation and interpretation of data.
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Att. 1 p. 5

- Provide soil interpretative data, evaluation and technical guide

planning and application of conservation measures with priority given to

targeted critical erosion areas.

- Evaluation of sites for ponds, terraces, sewage lagoons, tile drainage,

etc.

- Provide on-site assistance on suitability for various uses, irrigation,

septic tank absorption fields, landfills, homesites, etc.

- Prepare more detailed soil maps for more intensive uses, i.e.,

irrigation, research studies, urban uses.

- Assist in soil related land use regulations.

- Assist in conservation field days, career days.

- Assist land judging contests.

- Soil-Geology field studies related to watershed and RCD projects.

- Use of soils data in setting priorities for other USDA, state or local

cost-sharing programs.

- Provide soils information requested by FmHA,  USGS, state agencies, etc.
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Att. 1 p. ,6

.

I .

- Review of proposed projects in evaluating the impact of prime farmland.

- Explain use of soil survey to local units of government, County Board of

Equalization Appraisers, etc.
I

- Work with county assessors and commissioners on use of soils in land

equalization process.

- Review and prepare soils data for watershed plans, RCD measures, Special

State Studies.

- Assist agencies, such as Extension Service, in presenting soils

information at formal and informal training sessions.

- Provide soils training at tech schools.

- Assist in conducting area program appraisal of field office operations.

- Assist with special studies related to preparing resource data, i.e.,

wetland studies.

*cial Studies

- Special reports

- Natural Resources Inventories
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Att. 1 p. 7

- Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator (EPIC)

- Wind Erosion - I Values

- Soil moisture and temperature

- ADP

- Water Erosion - K values, Tons soil loss

- Research needs

Soil Investigations

- Collection of soil samples for soil characterization studies,

engineering test data and soil fertility.

- Make interpretative analysis of soils data and develop techniques to

make this data more useable.

- Special studies to evaluate the composition and reliability of selected

soil map units.

- Make or assist with soil percolation and infiltration studies.
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REPORT OF TUESDAY PM DISCUSSION - GROUP 3

Dick Kover - Group Leader

Bill Roth - Rapporteur

Basic Soil Services and Project Soil Elapping were the topics discussed.

The group discussed the many aspects of Basic Soil Services and exchanged
ideas from the states represented. Providing soil training to SCS personnel
was the first priority for most states. Where the soil surveys are completed,
we must now help SCS and others to use the soil information we have recorded.
We feel soil scientists should remain a part of the title of the person
providing Basic Soil Services. Titles suggested were Area Soil Scientist,
Soil Specialist, or Soil Resource Specialist. The NTC's should provide
technology transfer between states in Basic Soil Services. They should a1s.o
make plans to provide direct assistance in Basic Soil Services in the near
future.

How we report and evaluate the items soil scientists provide with Basic
Soil Services ware identified as two problems. We offer the following
recommendations:

1. Not have a reporting system, but have the soil scientist act as a
support to other programs. This would be similar to the system used
by other specialists.

2. If a reporting system is needed, the National Headquarters would
appoint a task force to prepare a broad national list of
possible reportable items, but each state would have the option to
use what they need.

Four states have mostly project soil surveys. The group identified three
major factors that prevent soil surveys from qualifying for protect management.

1. Staffing. Three states have limited funds that prevent adequate staffing
to meet the six year time frame. Local or state cost share agreements
prevent management's ability to reduce the number of active surveys.
It was felt that when substantial local or state funds are committed
to a survey, we are obligated to start a soil survey in that county.

2. Base maps or material needed for map finishing not available when
needed. Two major reasons were cited. NHAP not available and local
and state cost share funds require survey be started before material

is available.

3. Unable to meet six year time frame. The two factors discussed above
keep most surveys from meeting this requirement.

Recommendation-

We strongly support digitizing, but recommend we redirect those funds to
cartographic to accelerate the availability of base maps and map finishing
material.
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State Soil Scientists Workshop

Group No. 4 Discussion Report

February 28-29, 1984

~ I Group Leader- Joe Nichols
Rapporteur- Glenn Kelley

* Project Soil Surveys

Advantages or good points

::
Most agree with the conceptual approach of the project soil survey.
Gives more control of soil survey operation.

3. More energy devoted to soil survey operation with an upfront
connnittment.

4. Generally works better than non-project surveys.
5. Is easier to justify and fill positons.
6. Is easier to get specialized and needed equipment.

Disadvantages or bad points

::
Problem with getting imagery on time.
Problem with providing party leader with sufficient lead time to
prepare for initial field review.

3. A four-year time span for surveys puts considerable pressure on the
party leader to complete all phases from initial through final field
review in this period of time.

Some states are scheduling the comprehensive review two years before
the end of the survey to provide more time to finish up loose ends.
Another state is scheduling a description review during the winter
prior to the comprehensive field review. Soil Mapping details are
also used to help speed up project surveys.

4. Separate office space is good but may cause a problem in working
closely with the conservation district particularly in training new
soil scientists and soil conservationists.

5. The question was raised--Does one item missing from the requirements
for a project survey such as "imagery not available" take the survey
out of a project status?

Other 'Discussion Concerning Project Soil Surveys

1. One state has quit using the terms "Soils Handbook" and "Descriptive
Legend" and refers to these terms as "Text Manuscript." The committee
recommends that the National Soils Handbook be revised accordingly.

2. Party leaders should be encouraged to order interpretation tables for
their surveys frequently if not annually on project surveys.
Arrangements are being made to obtain final tables from the Harris
Terminal and transmit a tape of these tables directly to the NTC.
Pat Looper will discuss later in the program.
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3. A problem was expressed with the time delay in getting new Soils Form
5's into storage due to delays at NTC and at Ames. NTC and
Washington offices should check on this problem.

4, Can we reduce some of the quality control on Soils Form 5's now being
-done at NTC?

I
ManuscrSpts

1./ It was pointed out that dates on project surveys are not necessarily
met, if in fact the work, such as a manuscript, is submitted
incomplete or inaccurate.

2. It is important to start a manuscript with keyed and edited
descriptions.

3. One state reported that it is submitting manuscri.pts  between the
comprehensive and final field reviews.

4. Although streamlining mapping unit descriptions is important, we
also need to get important and needed information into the mapping
units.

5. The concept of splitting the manuscript into technical and
non-technical reports was discussed. The primary disadvantage was
the cost in preparing two reports, however, the ease and cost of
'updating and reprinting the survey later may offset the cost of
printing these sections separately.

6. We are trying to satisfy two types of users--(l) those limited to
information on a single tract of land and need soils information
tailored for this tract and (2) those needing a library file for
consultation.

7. Some surveys are becoming voluminous due to either a large land
area or to the scale and size of photographs and are very expensive
to hand out to users interested in a small area.

Word Processors and Personal Computers

We need to train our people on using new equipment and working with
computer programmers to develop the potential of this equipment.

Certification for Quality Control

I. . The NTC will be signing off with a minimum of review on selected
correlations.

2. The pros and cons of certification statements were discussed. Some
states may option to use certification statements more frequently
for joins, manuscript quality and so forth by the party leader up
through the state soil scientist.

3. A concern was expressed that we may be putting too much pressure on
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party leaders and could affect the quality 0.f work.

Basic Soil Services

1. Most items on Ken Hinkley's list of basic services are 01 activities
that are not getting done without soil scierrtists.  Activity code 30

_ now allows us to do these activities under 02.

2. An additional item to add to the list of basic soil services is to
serve as a liason with universities, research stations, ARS, and so
forth. We need to develop expertise such that interpretations can be
developed in chemicals for no-till farming, municipal sludge
applications, toxic waste disposal, etc.

3. Need to include a section in the state and soils annual plan of
operations devoted to basic soil services.

S u r v e y sUpdating

1. Many surveys are adequate as far as line work, but need
recorrelation. We need to put our most skilled and capable soil
scientists on surveys that need to be updated. Quality control should
also be carefully maintained from the state office level.

2. The pros and cons of standardized slope breaks were discussed. It was
pointed out that it is difficult to establish slope groups that fit
both the users needs and also fits the appropriate landscape breaks.



SUMMARY OF GRUUP  DISCUSSION ON
BASIC SOIL SERVICES AND PROJECT SOIL MAPPING

GROUP #5

Group Leader: Oliver Rice Rapporteur: Ronald Hoppes

Two issues were discussed by this group - Basic Soil Services and Project Soil
Surveys.

Basic Soil Services--__

While most administrators feel basic soil services are needed, a few State
Soil Scientists noted that some have the opinion that once soils information
is published in a soil survey report, soil scientists are no longer needed.
Use of soil scientists to provide basic soil services has proved to be
successful in many states to both SCS personnel in their planning efforts as
well as to others outside the SCS.

The National Office has provided direction to states in the use of soil
scientists to perform basic soil services. State Soil Scientists should also
play an active role in each state in the promotion of basic soil services.
Information programs should be initiated to make the public more aware of
soils information. As pointed out by Ken Hinkley, from the National Office,
"that once we wet the whistle of the DC and others in the use of soils
information, that only then will they see the need for additional assistance
from soil scientists." Only then will the administrative staff.see the need
for soil scientists in roles other than soil mapping. It would also be
helpful if the State Soil Scientists would provide a list to Area Conser-
vationists of the types of basic soil services that could be performed to make
the resource planning process more efficient and technically sound. Examnles
of job descriptions for basic soil science positions should also be developed
jointly between the Area Conservationist and the State Soil Scientist.

Reporting accomplishments should be handled in much the same way as range
conservationists, engineers, and agronomists. Sufficient documentation for
reporting activities can be handled through APO's and the Personnel Aopraisal
Worksheets.

When selecting Soil Scientists for basic soil services positions, the selecting
officer should consider a soil scientist with the following types of qualities.

1) The person should be a good salesperson with the ability to work with
others, both within SCS and with planners or other groups.

2) The person should have a wide range of experience in the uses of soils and
how various soil characteristics affect each use.

3) The person should be both innovative and creative.
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4) The person should have the ability to work with data base systems
and computers to assure that the Service has qualified soil scientists
to meet the demands required for basic soil services. Training courses
should be established to fill these needs. Courses should be made
available in such fields as salesmanship, resource planning and develop-
ment and various technical fields, such as in waste disposal, soil
engineering and slope stability. To meet these training needs, the
educational branch should work with both the soils and planning sections
from each of the NTC's to formulate the necessary courses. Some of these
courses may better be handled through universities or p,rivate enterprises.
Soil scientists interested in filling basic soil services positions
can also prep themselves by attending various professional society
meetings, such as the Soil Conservation Society of America, American
Society of Agronomy and Soil Science Society along with professional
societies with sanitarians, city planners, etc. Two books recommended
as being helpful in salesmanship are "The Magic of Thinking Big" and
"How to !Jin Friends and Influence People."

Other questions or concerns related to basic soil services include:

1. How far can we go into basic soil services before we infringe on private
consultants work? Most felt that there is more work to be done than all
of us can accomplish and at least for the foreseable future this will not
be a problem. One of the main functions of an SCS soil scientist
performing basic soil services should be to assist the private consultants
in making better use of soil survey reports. Hith our declining resources,
we need to take advantage of outside resources to get the job done.

2. Many State Soil Scientists emphasized the need for additional soils
information in River Basin and Watershed studies. Soil scientists working
with basic soil services could provide good input into these reports.
Since the River Basin and Watershed staffs normally include economists,
the use of soil potential ratings would possibly be useful in their studies.

3. Soil data bases are being developed in many states as part of geographical
information systems. There is urgent need for guidance from the National
Office to assist states in maintaining information in a form that is
usable throughout the country by many agencies. There is also need
to coordinate the application of the data. A system analyist is needed
to assist in designing a GIS but technical staff should be included in
the development staqes to assure that information olaced in data bases
can be retrieved appropriately.

Prolect Soil Surveys-t_-

The question was raised as to how many project soil surveys each State Soil
Scientist has in his state. No one in the group indicated that all their
surveys fully met the requirements for project soil surveys; however, each
were attempting to meet them.

All felt that they were meeting the five basic requirements shown on the
attached sheet for project soil mapping. The additional requirements, however
were not being met in several cases.
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The major reasons for not meeting the additional requirements are shown below.
They are in order of importance to preventing soil surveys from qualifying for
project soil surveys.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Staffing With a current trend in declining funding and current restrictions
in FTE, it is difficult to maintain sufficient staff on soil survey
parties to complete surveys within a six year time frame.

Changing Priorities - National and state priorities other than soil mapping
such as NRI, Heavy Metal Study, County Resource Inventories made within
states, general soil maps and other activities require time by soil scientists.
These activities are often not programed into staffing plans and result
in extended dates for completion of soil surveys.

Political Pressures - Political pressures often dictate opening new
surveys without having sufficient personnel to staff a survey part,y
to complete in a six year period.

Photography - Securing base photography at the proper time is a problem
for a few states but normally does not hold up the progress of a survey
for extended periods. Some concern was made, however, that if map finishing
activities are contracted or centralized that this could slow up the
progress of the survey. This is based on past experiences with both
contracting and centralizing of work.

Conclusion - All states are striving to use project mapping, however, with
present staffing problems and other problems as related above, it may be
impossible to have all soil surveys under project management.
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ATTACHMENT

State Soil Scientists Workshop

February 2?-March 2, 1984

RROJECT SOIL MAPPING

In order for'a soil survey to meet the standards for project management it must
meet the requirements for a progressive soil survey. These requirements are:

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

An approved current memorandum of understanding (work plan)
for the soil survey area exists;

A party leader has been assigned to the area;

A soil handbook for the survey area with a current descriptive
legend has been approved by the state soil scientist,

Mapping is underway and is being completed in contiguous blocks,
or mapping has been completed and the survey is in the publication
process; or

A date for completion has been established and there is a plan
for publication. All progressive soil surveys are to be made using- - -
project managementT  converted tomjectmana$%ent as soon as
pOSSlble. ProJect  Siiil surveys TPe tnose progressive ?ZiTYIrmys
using project management where--

In addition Lhe survey must meet the following requirements:

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

All field work, including the final manuscript draft, for the
survey will be completed in 6 years or less from the date of the
initial field review;

The survey party consists of enough members to complete the
survey within the designated time, or future staffing is planned to
accomplish completion within the designated time;

Base imagery used for field work Is also to be used for publication;

Field correlation is made on each progress review, and progress
on all survey activities is concurrent; and

A current draft of the soil survey manuscript is available
at the comprehensive field review.
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SOIL INTERPRETATIONS COMMITTEE
State Soil Scientists Meeting

March 1, 1984

Chairman - Tom Calhoun
Rapporteur - Don McCormack

.Attending - Gilbert0 Acevedo Ramos, Dick Babcock, Don Bailey, Tom Calhoun
Jim Carley, Jack Chugg, Charles Fisher, Louis Fletcher
Charles Pultz, Talbot Gerald, Dick Googins, Dick Hall
Rod Harney, George Hartman, Ron Hoppes, Wendell Kirkham
Gil Landtiser, Gerry Latshaw, Garland Lipscomb, Don McCormack
LeForrest Miller, Doug Pease, Sid Pilgrim, Clatie Powell
Harry Seto, Bill Shelton, Miles Smalley, David van Houten
Billy Wagner, Keith Young

The chairman mentioned three pos6ibl.e areas for consideration:

(1) Present interpretations,

(2) New interpretations that may be needed to assist users in the future,

(3) New methods of presenting interpretations.

Discussion was mainly on present interpretations.

1. Wildlife interpretations.

In some Western States the ratings of habitats are being dropped
in favor of rating only habitat elements.

Ratings of additional habitat elements are needed.

This system is being used on a trial basis in California and other States.

Oregon staff thinks the present wildlife table does not meet
current needs. They plan to omit the table and put wildlife
interpretations in narrative form in the description of the General
Soil Map Units.

Several people expressed a preference for interpreting wildlife for
general soil map units only.

Important wildlife data cannot be obtained from SOI-5's.

Strategy has not been established for coordination of
interpretations for habitat elements.

It was proposed that the approach being used for wildlife
interpretations in the West be tried elsewhere.

The Western approach is outlined in the new Biology Handbook.

2. Soil-Crop Yield Data Base.

Data is to be keyed through the Harris terminal.
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The manual for handling the data is being developed by the IRM
staff at Fort Worth and will be sent out soon.

Virginia Experiment Station farms will submit data.

In Georgia the Agricultural Experiment Station and ARS will obtain
data.

In Maine and New York, ASCS is assisting in obtaining data for
their yield program. All party leaders in Maine were asked to do 5
plots and Dick Babcock says it should be an ongoing activity for
all survey parties.

Several good proposals for revision of the form have been received.
Revisions will be made after another year of testing.

3. Land Capability Classification.

Northeast is testing a criteria table and use of the computer to
test the capability classification. The program is available
through the Washington Computer Center.

Work is needed in all parts of the country on criteria for
capability classification.

States in the West have criteria tables on a State basis.

Use of the "c" subclass was discussed. Several disagree with limiting
the use of c subclass to soils which would be class I if irrigated.

4. T Factor.

The concensus was that there should not be a different T value for
different land uses. A proposal has been made to have a 2 ton
maximum limit for rangeland. The group felt that it would not be
appropriate to have a 2 ton limit when a soil is used for rangeland
and a limit of 3 tons or more when the same soil is used for
cropland.

Concern was expressed that the range of 1 to 5 in T value is not
wide enough.

Off-site damages are no longer considered a part of T. The
receiving waters or area could determine the level of erosion that
might be permitted on a watershed by watershed basis.

The problem of T values of more than 10 tons was discussed. There
was some feeling that maximum T could be more than 5 tons.

The PSU data on K and T is inconsistent. There is a need for
better coordination. The group concensus was to instruct the
computer to use K and T from SOI-5's.

The question of how to show the T value of en eroded phase was
raised. Instructions are given in item 17, page 603-199 of NSH.
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.5 . Forestry interpretations.

Michigan is doing some new work with understory habitat schemes from
the standpoint that they are indicators of production. Washington
State is collecting data on understory. Oklahoma sees a need for
better understory classification for range management.

Several pointed out that woodland sections are widely used by
foresters.

Big timber companies use order 2 and 3 surveys - mostly 1:24000,
scale with a minimum delineation of 10 acres.

6. Soil Range Team (SCS-BLM Coordination)

Working to achieve a correlation of plant community and soils.

Testing USLE on rangeland.

Working on present potential productivity of plant communities.

7, Urban Interpretations.

There is disagreement between States on drainage classes. One
State has dropped drainage classes from interpretive rating guides.
Strong sentiment was expressed for keeping drainage classes in all
soil descriptions.

Slope criteria - dwellings. In the West most choice sites are on
slopes but many people did not think that this is a problem.

It was emphasized that a rating of severe does not mean the soil can-
not be used. The intent is to warn the users that there are soil
properties or site features that are unfavorable or difficult to
overcome.

There was discussion as to whether the lower slope limit should be
greater than 15 percent for a severe rating. Oregon prefers to
keep 15 percent. Several others agreed.

An improved defiriition of soil limitation is being completed. This
will be put in the prewritten material.

8. Engineering Test Data.

Arizona has no agreement with the Highway Department Soils Laboratory.
They had some questions as to whether the engineering laboratory was
supplying valuable data. In response, there were positive statements
from many State staffs about the value of the data they were receiving.

The concensus of the group was that developing new and improved interpretations
will be an important part of basic soil services. It was concluded that we need
to talk more with people who use the land to learn what they know about soils.

There was not much discussion on new methods for presenting soil
interpretations but the general concensus was that now is the time that we
should give more thought to developing new methods.
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liarch  13, lYP4

National State Soil Scientist Viorkshop
Washington, CC
March 1, 1984

neport of Committee on Publication Format
%arles M. ihompson, Chairman
Patricia Looper, Rapporteur

The Committee displayea a lively interest in the subject of
Publication Format, discussing a wide variety of topics, and
agreeing on a series of recommendations.

The main thrust of the discussion was on utilizinK new, automatpa
technol.ogy  to proviae  soi ls  information  and  interpretations  to
users. Cther main topics were identifyinE  user needs more
precisely and reducing arowinp;  pub1 ication costs .

Coneensus was reached in five major areas of concern, as follows:

1. F’PFSEVT FORVAT. l’ne p r e s e n t  formaL is acceptable  to t’ulfill
ttie intended purpose, with few exceptions. T h e  Proup aereed that
the present format is a vast improvement  over that of older soil
surveys. AlSO, flexibility is adequate under present policies
for tailoring the survey to meet differing user needs.

A comprehensive list or ~IJ comments and suggestions from users
both within and outside the, NCSS,  compllea  by Chairman Chat-Lie
Thompson, was discussed (see attachment 1). NHQ policy on many
of these suggestions was clarifies by referring ‘to a memo
prepared t)y Clatle  Powell in April 1982 (see attachment 2). Ey
and large, the group agreed that:

. Tables are preferable grouped at the back of
the text, which is iess expensive than placing
them in the text.

* The format presently contains sufficient
information about climate, transportation,
water resources, etc.

. A Z-volume format would initially be more
costly, but would save money in the long run
since interpretations could he updated without
republishinp the entire survey. Because of the
added initial. cost, and attendent riifficulties,
however, Ken Pinkley  asked that the Wfl be
nueried for permission )?efcre decidinrr on this
option.

. On the proposal to combine map units and series
descriptions, the group preferred to follow our

current  f ormat .
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. ‘The use of the full quad format for maps has
some advantages, sinde maps can be pulied out
and used in the field. Tnis format is, nowever,
more expensive.

. We felt that furnishing single phase
interpretation sheets or Soils-5 forms to users
is not as useful as furnishing tables. Single
phase interpretations for map units are useful
in providing information to d .c.‘s, however.
It was pointed out that State Offices can order
individual interpretation sheets on Soils-F! forms.

. The use of color on the cover is presentlv
against  lISPA  p o l i c y .

. I! preference for alphabetic  symbols on the soil
legend was expressed. Sorre states use hoth alpbaba’tic
and numeric legends concurrently, publishing botr
in the same survey.

. The use of tabular and semi-tabular map units
is a current option. It was recommended that
the NHQ and NTCs furnish further information
and samples of these to State Offices.

2. TECHNOLOGY TKANSFER. The rapid advent of computer technology
in preparing soil surveys makes it important that we improve our
communications between State Offices, NTCs,  and the NHQ. by
sharing information on new methodology, we can both take
advantage of new technology and achieve the benefits of
standarization.

The committee recommended that information on the Computer
Assisted Writing (CAW) system, now used extensively in the WFTTC,
be provided to State Offices interested in using it.

It was also recommended that the NTCs and Erl-r@  improve methods for
information transfer to State Offices.

1_. . l!SE!?  PACKPGFS. Alt’rouoh most counties have heen furnishirp
information sf=Jectiveiy  to users for years the committee apreed
that computerization offers new opportunities to service local
users, particularly as field offices acauire  persona! computers.

Fuch of the information in the publication is obsolete the day it
is published, it was agreed, particularly soil interpretations.
The published report, therefore, should be considered only as the
"aflchor"  for updated supplemental information. A primary purpose
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of the publication is to lead, users into the field office.
Caution was advised, however, on giving differing interpretations
to different users, since some standardization is necessary for
needs such as tax assessment, for example.

Ideally, local SC,’ staffs should be able to access computerized
data for users--a text-map-table package for example, designed to
meet selective needs. State-wide soils data bases, such as those
being developed in Colorado and in Indiana, will eventual1.y  he
available to provide State-specific information. At present?
updated interpretations car be ordered from the Ames Statistical
Laboratory in a matter of davs. Vaps digitized to show specific
interpretations are not widely available yet, but printed maps
can be furnished to users until further digitization is
accomplished.

Maps are not suitable for microfishe storage, according to Dennis
Darling, National Cartographic Unit, but photostat copies can be
made if only 1 or 2 are needed. Fred Gilbert, bl. Y., mentioned
that he had used the Touchet Corporation in East Syracuse to
microfishe  soil surveys that were in short supply, at reasonable
cos t .

4. COST REDUCTION. Ken Hinkley, Assistant Director, Soil
Survev, stressed the need to reduce oublicatlon  costs. noting tne
pressing need to explore alternatives that will allow’us to -
reduce costs and still meet user n e e d s .

The new ceiling on the number of publications ordered was
acceptable to most committee members. Rising storage costs are a
factor in large orders.

Large, multi-County surveys with full-auad maps are particular-l y
expensive to print, larpely because of the high cost of the
.iackets. A cost comparison of full-auad versus third-auad map
nrintirr  is being completed by the r!tif’.

Althcuph  a  p r o p o s a l  f o r  sellinr  puhlisheu soil survevs hrs oeen
studied 2nd rejected ov tne )IFJCI, the Committee commented on tn.2
apparent willingness of many users to pay for the publication ard
recommended tnat this proposal ne investigated furtner.

5. ll+PLEMEWTATION  OF TECHNOLOGY Ah!D  COST  RECIJCTIOH. clene
Andreuccetti, S’TC, Cali fornia, proposed tnat the anticinated  cost
s a v i n g s  from.printing  fewer pibiic>tlons be applied to:&ra  the
cost  o f  furnishing  personal  computers  to  f ie ld  offlce p e r s o n n e l .
He proposed that sr;ar;e  Conservationists and legislators be
appraised of new means of distributing information as tney become
availaDle. Since the  publ icat ion  is  leg is latea ,  we  woula n e e d
the  cooperation  o f  Congressmen to  reduce  the ir  orders .  Ee
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prooosed that our goal should he to work toward automated
technioues for user packapes, to Du'clish once-over information
mainly for libraries, etc., and to provide maps to users from a
dirritized base.

The Rroup aqreed that it was only a matter of time.
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4.

AI'I'ALHMEN'I  1

Summary of Comments on
Publication Format

Prepared for Discussion
National State Soil Scientists Workshop

Washington, D.C.
March 1, 1984

Omit the detailed descriptions given under the General Soil Map Units.

This is often just a repeat of what is said under the Detailed Soil

Map Units.

Place tables immediately after their discussion in ,the text rather

than at the end of the manuscript.

I

It would help the user if the section with mapping unit descriptions

and the section with series descriptions were combined so that all

the information (except tables) for a mapp:ing unit would be in the

same location. AII explanation in the introduction  cad differentiate

between a mapping unit and the series typifying pedon description.

USE THE TAXONOKiC NAME!! When the series name is used add the taxonomic

classification in parenthesis (at least to the subgroup level) as is

coxm~n with other taxonomies. What is the purpose of the SCS developing

the Taxonomy and us teaching it if YOU won't use it? On pages 56-57 of

the Nacogdoches County Survey there is a discussion of the Classification

System but there is no further mention until the table on page 146. Also,-

the series Is of little importance outside of Agriculture. The important

soil behavior and land use interpretation information. is contained in the

pedon description and at the family and higher levels. We are trying

to get people to use and interpret the taxonomic terminology bllt received

little help from the SCS itself. I suspect that the non-soil scientist

employees of the SCS are unfamilar with the system and unable Co use it.
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5. Most criticisms I have heard have been directed toward photograph

quality, failure to ink cultural features (mainly roads and streams),

the use of numeric symbols for mapping units, and the use of "broadly

defined" map units.

Based on this experience I would be reluctant to recommend mass changes

in the format. However, I personally prefer the aid method of having

the detailed series description and range of characteristics immediately

preceding the mapping unit descriptions that are named in terms of the

series. In addition, I feel that available characterization and engineer-

ing test data should be referenced after the range,of  characteristics

paragraph. This could be done as follows: Tables 19 and 20 show the

selected physical, chemical and engineering properties of a pedon repre-

sentative of this soil series.

6. I think it would be appropriate for the committe to address the recent

trend to publish the soil maps in the quad sheet format. It is my

opinion that failure to bind both the narrative and maps portion under

a common cover will not be well received by the user.

7. Do not throw away the present model.

a. Work within the framework of the present model and make the

additions and deletions necessary to meet the needs of the users

in the survey area.

b. Before accepting a completely new mdel (or format) require

something similar to an environmental impact statement detailing

the affect on overall operations from the field level to the

national office to printing and binding.
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C.

d.

Test some innovative type changes in the format, such as moving

the general soil map from the back of the publication to follow

the text of the general soil map section.

If radical changes are made in the format then phase them in

gradually, rather than requiring immediate change.

8. Some sections are not given the

to gain stifficient  information.

attention that would allow the user

i.e. climate, transportation and water

resources. Other sections overlap or contain the same information. i.e.

general soil map units, detailed soil map units, soil series, and to
.

a certain extent, use and management of the soils. Also, the format

varies from state to state.

9. The surface geology and landform section and the formation of the

soils could be placed before the discussion of the soils and their

mapping units.

10. It would be nice to have the tables follow the discussion rather than

have them all in one location. Some of the tables seem to be either

out-of-date or are not consistent with the present knowledge of the

soils. i.e. potential sand limitations of the soils, recreational

development, construction materials, and engineering properties and

classification.
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11. The terms that are used to define the soil properties are ambigious.

i.e. what does slight, moderate and severe or poor, fair and good

mean?

12. There are not enough explanations as to how the survey can and

should be used. We should tell the user that the survey is order,

1, 2, or 3 etc. and exp$ain what this means. There should be a

statement as to the accuracy of the surrey and where and who the

user should contact to obtain additional information.

13. We should do a

we use symbols

group A, B, C,

better job of relating to the user what we mean when
.

and letters. i.e. we place a soil in hydrological

and D and we tell the user to see the description of

the map unit for the composition and behavior characteristics. now-

ever, in the map unit there is abosolutely nothing said about A, B,

C, or D, not even anything that mentions hydrological group. This is

only one example. There are many others in the report.

14. We give the report to a potential user and say "Here, this will

solve all your soil problem." Actually, we have just started his

problems because we do an extremely poor job in helping him use the

survey. Part of this is a format problem and the rest is the lack

of information on its use. A'potential user will not visit his

district conservationist 5 to 10 times to find out how to use the

survey, expecially when some conservationists do not know what the

terms mean either.
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15. There is much repetition in some parts of the report. i.e. General

Soil Map Units vs. detailed Soil ?lap Units vs. Soil Series and their

morphology. Although it would require considerable work initially to

revise these sections, I believe they could be combined (totally or

in part) and meet the needs of the different target groups - perhaps

even better than the present format.

16. Grouping the tables together has some advantages. I believe the

disadvantages outweigh the.advantages. i.e. difficult to locate,

\/ segregated from applicable written material, less likely to be

studied by readers.
.

17. Many of the 'General Nature of the Parish' subsections should either

be deleted or expanded to adequately treat the subject. This is

especially true of the 'climate' section. Typical subsections now

range from about 60 to 400 words. Very little definitive information

about either climate, agriculture, transportation, or history, for

example, can be transmitted in such brief statements.

18. In many reports there is a discussion of the individual soil map

units x and Y as well as a discussion of an X-Y complex. The X-Y

complex discussion essentially repeats information given in the

individual X and Y map unit discussions. In the X-Y complex

discussion, why not reference the other material and give more

detailed information about those things that differ because of the

complex occurrence? i.e. Drainage, fertility, irrigation, tillage,

etc.
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19. We have added a section 'Soil Fertility Levels' which includes a dis-

cussion and data showing profile fertility level of a representative

pedon of each soil mapped in the parish. Response from users has been

very positive. Likewise, we've revised the Geology section to 'Landforms

and Surface Geology' and write the section based on field studies and

oriented toward soil-geomorphology-parent material relationships. We

have also revised both subsections of "Formation of the Soils' and

oriented them to actual factors and processes influencing soils in the

survey area. These revisions too have been well received by users.

20. I think we need to take a close look at the information that goes
I

into some of our tables such as 'Yields Per Acre of Crops and Pasture',

'Engineering Index Properties' and 'Physical and Chemical Properties

of Soils.' These are important tables and large amounts of supporting

data are required if they are to have maximum value.

21. For a long time we have talked about making more generalized, non-

agricultural interpretations in areas used mainly for rangeland, wood-

land or cropland, especially where map units are largely associations

or other broadly defined units. I feel like we need flexibility to do

this in some areas. Presently, I'm not sure how much support this

would have.

22. Something that does bother me, concerns the way we package Soil Surveys

with folded full-quad maps. What we do to save a few dollars is a

disgrace to SCS and certainly does

have fought this battle before and

would give support for a change if

damage to our creditability. We

lost. I suspect the western states

given the chance.
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23. I think we will see the general soil map moved to the grant of the

text where -it should be.

24. If we could get some colored photographs accepted at least for the

cover -- this would be a great improvement. We have fought this

battle -- and lost.

25. I'd like to see more characterization data to document the properties

of at least the more extensive soils.

26. The accuracy of soil survey mapping

probabilities. The user too often,

that mapping units are Upure" or at

units should be expressed in

regardless of disclaimers, assumesI

least nearly so.

27. The increased use of soil potentials would enhance most soil surveys.

28. The woodlands section is too brief, especially in counties where

forestry is the dominate land use. The survey report needs more in-

terpretations if foresters are to use the survey.

Specific interpretations suggested are:

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Better productivity ratings.

Limitations of site for commercial forestry,.such  as steep slopes,

rugged topography, high sodium, shallow soils, etc.

Recommended type of site preparation (herbicides, chopping,

shearing, bedding, etc.).

Type and amount of fertilizer most likely to give economic returns.

Hazard ratings for insects and pathogens Cdiseases) that are site

related such as southern pine beetle, annosus root rot, littleleaf.
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29. My first Idea on publication format

sections of the reports as changing

30.

is to have a way of up-dating

needs dictate.

For example, many survey areas are correlated without much laboratory

analysis. Later, when data is available, some soil series names need

changing. I would like to be able to do this. As yields and manage-

ment change, these sections need to be updated too.

An ever present problem with soil survey publications is that we try

to make it cover all things for all potential users. Consequently,

it often falls short in accomplishing that goal, desirable though it
I

may be.

I admit that I am not computer literate, but a detailed soil survey

data base and detailed sections in a computer memory could be used to

generate specific reports for specific desires.

manipulations of the field sheets could also be

wants.

In addition, special

tailored to specific

31. I believe that my main overall concern has been that in trying to serve

such a wide variety of user groups with their increasingly specialized

requirements and demand for soil data, we may not be serving any one

user as well as we could. If we combine this problem (if it is one)

with our continuing and grossly unsatisfied need to educate users on

what the survey is and how it can be used I think we have the basis for

a radical change in format.
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Rather than try to satisfy everyone in the report should we first

produce a readily understandable detailed soil. resource inventory

without interpretation? This would allow us to retain, document

and communicate some of the soils knowledge that leaves the county

in the heads of the survey party. This Nould permit a rigorous

assessment of soil conditions, properties, landscape distribution,

spatiaL variability, enc. etc.

To serve individual user needs with a more in-depth treatment we then

could prepare supplements dealing only with particular groups of

interpretations. A much more thorough, tailored evaluation is
.

accomplished. Furthermore this could be designed so as to provide

examples and illustrative information to teach the use and applica-

tion of soil. survey data for the particular use. These user focused

supplements could be localized to adapt to local needs. Such an

approach could be much more "user friendly" and would have the

potential for more of a self-teaching concept of soil survey data.

32. Certainly the future of many of our scientists as consultants

rather than map makers is heavily dependent on a demand for soil

services. If that demand hasn't been established by the time the

mapping is completed then I am concerned whether grass roots support

for soil scientists and their services can be generated. zlt is my

feeling that development of a strong public demand and support for

soil survey information should now be given top priority. Perhaps

a change in format that would more strongly satisfy and stimulate

users would be a major step in this direction.
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33. Need more cuLtural details on the maps including roads, power

lines, gas lines, cemetaries, schools, etc. to aid the user in

locating parcels. Several indicated that is a major deficiency.

34. Place the Table of Contents on the first page so the user sees it

immediately upon opening the report.

35. More emphasis is needed on soil occurrence on landscape units

including percentage occurrence.

36. More information is needed on vegetation occurrence, what are

dominant vegetation types and what are minor species, and understory.

37. Need more site specific data for each county.

38. Need more individual input from the survey party on what they saw

and observed in the survey area. Many feel the pre-written material

detracts from the maximum usefulness that could be made of surveys

with more local data base.

39. Some users feel it is a detraction to have the pedon descriptions

J separated from the detailed map units.

40. Some users feel it is very confusing to have different order surveys

on the same map.

41. Need for more detail was expressed in wooded and non-wooded areas.
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42. I would like to see the general soil maps overlay an ultra-small

scale orthophoto image or even a satellite image, to indicate

the types of land use/land cover overlying the particular general

soils delineations.

43. To get maximum use of scarce resources in inventory and management

of resources, our one driving need is to produce similar format

products from diverse federal, state, local and private sources.

There is no other way to obtain the data we need to manage resources

optimally. The SCS should produce county soil survey data which

is additive to data obtained from various other s9urces.

44. Improve detail of mapping unit descriptions and make this section

more visible in the report.

45. Need to include L.S. factors for mapping units.

46. Need to allow more flexibility in manuscript format from one location

to another. Example: Need more woodland management detail in forested

area.

47. Consider tabular

/\ easy comparison.

type presentation mapping unit descriptions to allow

48. Allow more detail in the report (or an accessory publication).

49. Describe inclusions in more detail (to maintain creditability).

50. Consider including statical data from transects particularly regarding

mapping unit purity (confidence).
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51. Get better yield data.

52. Use color photography were possible.

53. Consider hiring an out-side firm to write reports.

54. Strive to shorten the publication process.

55. Consider publishing interpretive information in one publication

and maps and technical data in.another.

56. Develope better cooperation with Extension in selling "Soil Survey

information." .

57. Expand discussions of limiting and nonlimiting inclusions.

58. Where possible, describe erosion producttvity relationship and

variation of soil surface thickness.
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Summary of Recent Suggestions
Regarding Changes Needed in Content and Format

of
Published Soil Surveys

The suggestions that we received recently from the private and public sectors
regarding the changes needed in content and format of published soil surveys
have been grouped according to these seven general kinds:

1. _Suggestions that States already have the flexibility to incorporate.

Many of the suggestions ware in this group. No changes in policy or
authority are needed. States and NTC's are being notified.

Examples of this kind of suggestion follow:

- Write one or two pages on Soil Taxonomy as it applies to the survey
area.

- Include in each series description a paragraph on the associated
soils.- Not only list the other soils that border or are intermingled with the
soils being described but elaborate on the landscape pattern, and the major
morphological properties of the associates.

NHQ response: This is permissible and commonly done.

2. Suggestions that already have been implemented or implementation is under
*-

Some examples follow:

- Add a column to Tables B and Bl (Yields per acre of crops and pasture)
showing the land capability class and subclass.

NHQ response: A draft of a NSH revision providing procedures for
showiag land capability was sent in January 1982 for review by NTC's, States,
and NCSS cooperators (see NRA Bulletin No. 430-2-8).

- Provide better disclaimers where appropriate.

AZ an example, we are proposing that a statement be added to the headnote
for Tables H, L, M, N, and P pointing out that the information in these tables
indicates the dominant soil condition but does not e:Liminate ,the need for
onsite investigation for design purposes.

- Use a better quality paper to provide more durable covers. The present
covers won't stand field use.

NHQ response: We recently upgraded our cover stock. The weight of
the paper is defined in our current printing contract. We suggest that State
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. offices and soil scientists purchase protective covers for surveys for field

USS.
- Make better use of bold letterhead and other methods to emphasize

special points.

NHQ response: We have already done this. See Exhibits 1 and 2.

- Show the date of imagery on the index to map sheets.

NHQ response: There are no objections to this suggestion. A note
giving the date (year or years) and the source of imagery would appear to be
appropriate. We are recommending to Cartographic that this be done
nationwide. The note will be located so that it is visible after the index
map has been bound in the publication. This information already is on each
map sheet but in binding the publication the information is obscured.

3. Suggestions that 'definitely have merit and which the Soils Staff has plans
to develop.

some examples follow:

- Give more and better information on how to use the soil maps and text in
published soil surveys. This should be,in addition to the statements and
illustrations on how to reach the maps and use the tables.

WHQ response: We propose to develop a brochure on how to use the
published soil survey that could be handed out with copies of the
publication. We would want to give examples of some of the uses such as how
to make a "flood-prone" map or a prime farmland map for a specific tract of
land from the information in the'published  soil survey.

'- Need more information on applying waste water, solid wastes, and sludge
on different soils.

NHQ response: We note that the NTC's proposed high priority be given
to studying and determinLng  whether helpful data and information can be
pubLished. Guidelines for these interpretations will be included in Section
603.03 of the forthcoming update of NSH. We agree to increased emphasis on
this point.

.- Place the introductory and explanatory material for tables with the
tables.- -

NHQ response: This option is possible if requested. There are two
options: tables could be placed in the text, or explanatory material could be
placed in the back of the publication with the tables. In either case,
additional programing and format revision would be required. This must remain
optional because some users commented on how useful it is to have the tables
together to facilitate referring to two or more tables at the same time.

-- Tailor the survey to the area and for the purpose it is to be made. All
of the available interpretations are not needed in some surveys. For example,
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where a survey area contains large blocks of government or corporately owned
land, there is a relatively small. number of potential users and an especially
good opportunity to tailor the publication to their needs.

‘- Pocus or emphasize the main land issues in the area. The lack of this
is one of the greatest deficiencies in pubished soil surveys. The format has
become so standard that it is difficult to tell whether the survey is in a
highly urbanized area, an important agricultural area, an extensively mined
area:, or an area of predominantly woodland or range. For example, if the

* extent of surface mined soils is increasing rapidly, tell the user that many
acres shown on the soil,map as unmined soils are now mined. Also summarize
the total acres mined as of the date of publication. The choice as to which
issues need highlighting is strictly local.

*

4. +ggestions that need to be called to the attention of another discipline.

This has been done. Some examples follow:

-. Include bearing capacity in engineering tablea_.

NHQ response: We discussed this suggestion with James Talbott
(National Soil Engineer). Jim pointed out that "bearing capacity," like
"shear strength," depends on the weakest layer of the soil (like the weakest
link of a chain) and requires a site specific evaluation. For this reason,
the accuracy of broad interpretations of the bearing capacity of soils
generalLy is questioned (how determined, what method was used, how accurate,
etc.). Results available from standard tests on individual soils under stated
moisture conditions may be given in published soil surveys, but the methods
used and validity of results must be fully explained.

-' Develop a list of prima forestland soils comparable to the prime
farmland soils.

WHQ response: We will pass this suggestion on to Bob Hartung (the
national forester).

- Make it possible to use color covers on selected soil surveys,
especially where the conservation district or others are willing to provide
the extra funds.

WHQ response: The question of color covers isbeing presented to
Mr. Myers for consideration. When a decision is made, a bulletin will be
issue,d.

- Give high priority to investigate whether quality of base maps can be
improved.-

NHQ response: This was a repetitive suggestion. Contrast and
resolution can probably be increased over time, but what is already in the
pipel:Lne  is probably locked in because of the film and flying specifications
that have been used in the past. Soils staffs in States will need to work
closely with their cartographic liaison and NTC soils staffs if we try to
increase contrast and resolution, to be sure that we don't overcorrect  and
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that contrast and resolution are really the problem. We also suggest that
State Conservationists consider providing soil surveyors with reversal type
color infrared photographs for field mapping when such source materials are
available.

- Place grid ticks showing UTM coordinates on atlas sheets.

NHQ response: We are not in favor of putting UTM coordinates on the
atlas sheets. It can be done, but we believe it would add clutter to the
borders of the map sheets. The Cartographic Staff does not have the manpower
to add this additional set of grid ticks on the map sheets in the preliminary
drafting stage. If the State desires that these be shown on the final
publication, the Cartographic staff would work with the States in developing
proper procedures in portraying this information. We recognize the fact that
many of the States served by the South National Technical Center are using UTM
coordinates as part of their MIAUS encoding process. We, however, recommend
that UTM coordinates be added to the soil survey maps after publication for
only those surveys encoded using the MIADS procedure.

5. Suggestions that warrant further consideration.

We will use on a trial basis some of the following:

- Study feasibility of publishing the soil survey in two volumes -- one
bound (technical material and soil maps) and one unbound as a loose-leaf type
(soil interpretations) with both volumes put in a jacket. Update the
interpretations periodically.

NHQ response: This proposal warrants further study. While it is not
cost effective, the ease of updating interpretations and possibility of
printing fewer copies may reduce cost.

- Eliminate from map unit descriptions those conservation practices that
tend to apply to most of the map units and develop a table or text to relate
themost appropriate practices to given slope and erosion phases.-

NHQ response: We need to see samples before making a decision. This
format offers the opportunity to emphasize management statements that are unique
to a particular map unit and to shorten map unit descriptions by eliminating
those statements that apply to nearly all of the soils. On the other hand, it
conflicts with the Vaught Committee's recommendation to accommodate the users by
giving this information for the map unit in one place.

- Place the general soil map and text together (or place text on the back
of map).

study.
NHQ response: The feasibility of this proposal needs further

Maps are easier to handle in the publication if they are grouped
together. If the text is placed on the back of the map, it may be difficult
for the reader to refer to both map and text together. Also, if the text is
moved to be adjacent to the map in the back, there are formating problems.
Either way, coordination with Cartographic would be required to effect the
process.
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6. suggestions that were not approved or approval was qualified.

Examples follow:

- Design the published soil survey to be more like a technical guide.

NHQ response: There is no intent for the published soil survey to
replace or compete with the technical guide. The published soil survey
records as a permanent record a map that shows the location of the different
kinds of soil in the area and text that describes each and gives some
interpretive information on suitabilities and limitations of soils for
selected uses. In some cases, corrective measures also are given for
overcoming the soil limitation for selected uses. On the other hand, the
tech,nical guide contains much more detailed and specific information such as
spacings between drains or slope gradients of certain soil structures tied to
kinds of soil. The information in the technical guide is much too detailed
and voluminous to publish for each survey area. Past experience has shown
that it is highly desirable to have an experienced person working with the
potential user to help interpret the technical guide information.

- Extend soil descriptions to a greater depth, estimate depth to bedrock
where the soil is thicker than 60 inches, and interpret the soil material
between the bottom of the solum and bedrock.

NHQ response: The concensus of replies from the NTC's was that this
generally is not feasible. We especially do not want to encourage interpreting
soil material below a depth of 60 inches for each soil in the tables of
engineering interpretations. On the other hand, we see no particular problem in
including for map units or taxonomic units the description of a profile of a
particular soil described to a depth of more than 60 inches if the party leader
is confident about the properties of that part of the profile.

We see merit in recording some of the survey party's observations about the
soil material below a depth of 60 inches if the party leader feels that these
observations are useful. The underlying material. for some soils is reasonably
uniform and the party leader can give some useful information not available
elsewhere. These observations may be summarized in the discussion of parent
material or in a special section written by a geologist and soil scientist and
tied to individual soils. Where appropriate, such a special section should
describe bedrock characteristics for map units or groups of map units.

- Include in the published soil survey, as a foldout, an important
farmland map at a scale of about 1:100,000.

NHQ response: We agree with the NTC that submitted this suggestion
that the disadvantages outweigh the advantages. Prime farmland or other
important farmland maps should not be included in published soil surveys as
there is a tendency to use this kind of map to the exclusion of the detailed
soil map sheets.

- Publish aJ.1 soil surveys at a scale of 1:24,000.

NHQ response: This should continue to be optional to the States
based on their program needs.
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-' Rate specific soil horizons as substitute material for topsoil for use
in areas where there is surface mining of coal and oil shale.

NHQ response: This should not be done in published soil surveys.
There is the possibility that we might conflict with existing surface mining
laws.

-. Give States the option of using SOILS-~'S in lieu of the interpretive
tables in published soil surveys.

NHQ response: We recognize the SOILS-5Ls have been helpful in getting
advanced soil interpretations in the hands of some users before a survey is
published, but we do not want to substitute them in lieu of the interpretive
tables in published soil surveys. We generally have followed the Vaught
Coumtlttee's  recommendation that published soil surveys contain technical
information presented for both the nontechnical and technical users. The
computer-generated tables, from information stored with SOILS-~'S,  are easier
for many nontechnical users and they make it much easier for any user to compare
soils for a specific use or soil feature.

-. Restore the old guide to map units.

NRQ response: It is not feasible to return to this guide. Most of
the requests that we have received for this were for the purpose of having one
place in the publication that gives the land capability for each map unit. We
agree with Joe Nichols that since land capability is being added to Tables B
and Rl, it is not necessary to restore the old guide to map units. Mike Stout
also pointed out that our format has changed considerably from what was used
when we had the guide to map units. The best that we could do now would be to
list the map units and the major interpretive groups to which they are
assigned. It is not possible to refer to pages where capability units, range
sites, or other groups are discussed because management is not given by
interpretive groups in the current format.

-* Place publication date on cover and on spine.

NRQ response: This procedure was dropped in response to the Vaught
Committee's recommendation. The Committee's thinking was to try not to "date"
the information in such obvious places because wxh of the contents of the
publication (such as soil descriptions, test data, and some interpretations)
do not become outdated for many years.

-. Do not publish a survey without some sort of picture or cover graphics.

NHQ response: We make every effort to publish soil surveys with a
photograph on the cover, provided the State office oubmits one that is
suitable. On the other hand, if the survey is ready to send for publication,
we would not want to delay it just because there is no cover photograph or
cover graphic.

-- Wake and publish soil potential studies where applicabl.

NRQ response: The concensus of opinion from the NTC's was that these
studies are definitely needed, but they should not be included in published
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soil surveya. The soil potential ratings developed from these studies, of
course, are appropriate and may be included in the published soil survey if
desired by the State.

.- Eliminate such standard statements as "runoff is rapid and the hazard of
erosion is high" from map unit descriptions, There are other soil qualities
just as important 80 there is no reason to list those two and none of the
others. .

NHQ response: .There is flexibility to cover the soil properties
significant to use and management of the soils in the area. Soil qualities
other than those giving runoff and erosion hazard may be listed. In many
survey areas, however, erosion is a concern even in wooded areas in
constructing and maintaining roads, logging trails, etc. Erosion control is a
primary responsibility of the SCS and aB such should be emphasized.

-- Flag soils that have toxic elements.

NEQ response: Toxic elements should be discussed in map unit
descriptions but map units should not be flagged in a legend or list or on the
soil map. If for some reason we fzd to flag a soil that is toxic and some
user was affected by the toxic condition, someone might try to fault SCS.

-. Add terms such as argillic, chroma, euic, hue, and mesic to the
glossary.

NHQ response: These terms should not be added to the glossary for
two reasons. First, they are used only in the most technical parts of the
publication and these parts supposedly will be used only by technical people
who will know what the terms mean or where to find a meaning. Secondly, most
of these terms would require a lengthy explanation, if added, much longer than
the others in the glossary.

-. Address land use and management in more precise and practical terms in
published soil survey for areas dominated by public land. For example,
include: logging and yarding systems, cutbank stability, sidecast stability,
seeding potential for disturbed areas, fertilization responses, effects of
burning slash, effects of controlled burns, effects of wild fires, brush
control practices, road location and construction practices, reservoir and
watering pond location and design, surface runoff disposal on disturbed areas,
competition effects of grasses and shrubs, and ORV effects.

NHQ response: It is permissible to discuss the soil related aspects of
the preceding items in use and management interpretations of soils in map unit
descriptions and management sections. The published soil survey, however, should
not cover such items as specification of design for specific engineering
structures. Professional help (engineer, district conservationist, technical
.&de, etc.) generally is advisable for special design information.

7. Suggestions that need continued emphasis at all levels of SCS, dealing
with-an effective public information and education program. An effective
public information and education program is essential to achieving full use of
the soil survey.
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NHQ response: The following two suggestions that we received relate
to the preceding statement and we consider them of vital importance:

I- Develop better training procedure for users. Several replies pointed
out that most of the commonly requested information is already in the
published soil survey.

I- Conduct an effective continuous effort informing the public about
bene,fits of a soil survey. The increasing pressures of population growth will
make soil surveys even more needed in the future.
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,nottled sandy clay toam:  Betow that is strongly
cemented sandstone.

Permeability is moderate, and available water capacity
is very tow, !%rface runoff is slow. The surface layer is
crusty and become5 hard and massive when lhe soil is
dry. The hazard of soil blowing is slight. The hazard of
water erosion is severe. The root zone is shallow over
sandstone.

included with this soil in mapping are small areas of
stony Bonti and Vashli soils. The tse closely similar soil5
are in area5 of 2 to 15 acres and make up IO to 30
percent of most areas. A few spots of very stony
Shavash soils that are less than 3 acres are also
included.

This Shavash soil is used as rangeland and is
moderately well suited to this use. The potential plant
community is a post oak savannah with an understory of
tall and mid masses. The oredominant slants are-

/ :.
.

little biuestem-30 percent
big bluestem  and indiangrass- percent
sand lovegrass- percant
forbs. such as trailing wildbean, partridge pea,
dayflower. dalea.  catclaw  sensitivebrier, dotted
gayfeather. senna,  croton, and western
ragweed-5 percent

woody plants, such as post oak-15 percent
greenbrier,  bumelia, pricklyash, blackjack oak,
western sozpberry,  plums, grapes, and sumac-5
percent.

L Other important plants are sand dropseed, tall
dropseed. purplelop tridens, silver bluestem, and Texas
bluegrass.

Big bluestem, indiangrass, sand lovegrass, and
palatable forbs are preferred by livestock; therefore, they
are grazed out first if grazing is not controlled. They are
replaced by silver bluestem. tall dropseed. Texas
wintergrass, and woody plants. Continued overgrazing
causes a decline of these plants, except for post oak
and wcody  plants which continue to increase along with
an invasion of fall witchgrass; hooded windmillgrass; red,
tumble, and gummy lovegrasses; fumblegrass; threeawn;
mesquite; juniper; and catctaw. The plant community can
degenerate to a thick stand of trees and brush.

Potential for wildlife habitat is fair; Dear, turkeys,
squirrels, quail, and dove inhabit this area. They feed
extensively on acorns and other mast. Other small
animal5 and birds feed and raise their young on this site.
Birds also nest ,here.  If brush is dense, habitat fcr most

wildlife species declines, although deer use the brush for
escape and resting cover.

This Shavash soil is poorly suited to use as cropland
and pastureland and is poorly cuitcd to urban uses. .
Shallow soil depth and large stones on the surface are
the main limitations. The soil is also poorly sui:ed !o
most  recreation uses.

This soil is in capability subclass VI5 and the Loamy
Sand range sito.

4%Thurber  clay loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes. Th
deep, moderately well drained. nearly level soil is on
broad upland valleys. Areas are irregular to oval in sha
and range from 5 to 150 acres.’

Typically, the surface layer is brown clay loam about
inches thick. From a depth of 6 to 45 inches is clay tha
is dark grayish brown in the upper part and tight
brownish gray in the lower part. At a depth of 45 to 60

inches is very pale brown clay loam that has many soft
masses of calcium carbonate. Reaction is neutral in the
upper part of this soil and moderately alkaline in the
lower part.

Permeability is very slow, and available water capacir:
is high. Tilth is poor. The surface iaycr is very hard and
massive when Ihe soil is dry. Runoff is slow. The
hazards of water erosioh and soil b!owing are slight. Th!
soil can he worked easily in a very narrow range of
moisture content. The root zone is deep, but root
penetration is restricted by the dense, clayey lower
iayers.

Included with this soil in mapping are small areas of
Hassee  and Leerav soils: Hassee  soils are as much as 5
acres and are occasiona!ly ponded.  Leeray  soils are in
positions similar to the Thurber soil but have deep
cracks when dry. The included soils are less than IO
acres and together make up about 10 percent of most
mapped areas.

This Thurber soil is dominantly used as rangeland and
is moderately well suited to this use. The polential  plnnt
community is a mid and short grass prairie. The
predominant plants are-

/

l sideoats grama-  percent
l vine-mesquite-20 percent
l Arizona cottontop-  percent ,

\
“7

l forbs, such as sage,wort, heath aster, verbena,
greenthread, and Maximilian sunflower-5

/ p e r c e n t
, .. Y, l woody plants. such as loiebush and mesquite-58.

oerc&t
l blue grama. silver bluestem, Texas wintergrass,

tall dropseed. butfalograss.  curlymesquite, and
white tridens make uo ihe rest.

Sideoats grama. vine-mesquite, blue grama, Arizona
cottontop, and the perennial forbs are preferred by
livestock; therefore, they are grazed oul first if grazing is
not controlled. These plants are rep&cd by an increase
of silver bluestem, buffalograss, Texas wintcrgrass, lall
dropseed, and perenniai threeawn. Continued
overgrazing causes a decline in most of these plants and
a continued increase of lotebush along with an invasion
Of mesquite, pricklypear. tasajillo, annual lovegrasses,
hair/ tridens, and tumble lovegrass.

Potential for wildlife habitat is fair. This area is
inhabited by dove, quail, rabbits, and deer. Ampla  food
for birds is produced. Oeer  use this area for
suppiemenfal grazing along major drainageways, where
adjacent Protective cover is abundant.

This soit is moderately well suited to use as cropland.
Small grain and grain and forage sorghums arc grown.



carnty;  Oregon  . .

,pty)ng  capacity is 10 to 22’inches. Effective rooting .
,th is limited by a seasonal high water table that is at
lepth 01’12 to 36 inches in winter and spring. Runoff is
w: and the hazard of water erosion is slight. .
&st areas of this unit are used for irrigaled hay and
;ture and as homesites. A few areas are used for
.r+,ation  and dryland  pasture.
+ay sndpzrsture.---This  unit is suited to irrigated hay
j pasture, It-is limiied mainly. by wetness. Crainage is

edad for maximum production of crops. Trle drainage
r be used to layer the waler table if a suitable  outlet
available. ’
n summe;,  irrigation is also needed for maximum
rduction  of most err”+s. Sprink!er irritation is the most
table method~of  af?plying  water. Ap&ca!ions of
@ion witer shoul13  5s adjusted to the available waler
Jacity,  the water intake rate, and the crop needs to
>id overirrigating and leaching 01 plant nutrients.
.teling  helps to msure the uniform application of water.
;uc~essful~e’st~b~~.sh.ment  and proper distribution of
$d!ings  can b’s in&red  by driifing the seed. Using _
nagement  that  main!ains  oplimum vigor and quality of
age p!ants  is a good pradice. Fertilizer is needed to
urc optimum grovfih  of grasses and leoumes. Grasses
.pond  lo nitrogen, and legumes responld  to sulfur and-.-

. . . .
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2.500 feet. The average annual precipitalion is about 30
to 40 inches. the average annual air temperature is 52 to
54 degrees F. and the average frost-free period is 140 to

170 days.
Typically. the surface layer is dark grayish brown

coarse sandy loam about 9 inches thick. The subsoil is
light olive brown coarse sandy loam about 25 inches
thick. The substratum to a depth of 60 inches or mors is
light olive brown coarse sandy loam. It is underlain by
bedrock.

Included in this unit are about IO percent Clawson ,’
soils in depressional areas, 5 percent Jerome soi!s  in
drainageways,  and 5 percent Holland soils. Also included
are small areas 01 Siekiyou solls. The percentage 01
included soils varies from one area IO another.

Permeability 01 this Sarron  soil is moderately rapid.
Available water capacity is abou: 4 to 7 inches. LVater
supplying capacity is IO to 14 inches. Eiiectrve  rooting
depth is 60 inches or more. Runoff is slow, and tha
hazard of water erosion is moderate.

This unit is used mainly for irrigated hay and pasture
and as homesites. It is also used for rec:eation,  dryland
pasture, other adapted cultivated crops, and timber
production (fig. 4). -.

xphorus.
‘roper Gocking rates, pasture rotation, and restricted

/ Hay andpesrure-This  unit is we!1 suited lo irriaated

zing during wet pariojs halp !o keep the pasture in
hay and pasture. The main limitations are drought%ess

ad condition and to FrOkC? the soil from erosion.
zing when the soil is wet results in compaction of the
~face  layer, poor filth.  and runoff. Periodic mowing and
Jping  promote uniform gro~ttt. discourage selective
zing, and reduce clumpy growth.

.rhis unit has few limitations for pond reservoir .
Jelopment (iig. 3).
_lome;iles.-ll.this  unit is used for homesite
,etopmant.  the main liin’:tations  are wetness and
,deralely slow pern:eability.  Eecause of these
ilations.  septic tank absorption tie!ds can be expected
function poorfy.

and the hazard of erosion. Crops that are tolerant of
drought are best suiled because the availabfa moisture is
not adequale for good growth of other crops.

In summer, irrigation is needed for maximum
production of most crops. Sprinkler irrigalion is the most
suitable melhqd of applying water. Use of this m&hod
permits ihe even. controlled application of water.
reduces runoff.  and minimizes the risk of erosion.
Applications of irrigation waler should be adjusted 10 the
available water capacity, the water intake rate, and the
crop needs to avoid overirrigating and leaching of plant
nutrients.

)rainage is needed if roads and building foundations
: constructed. Wetness can be reduced by installing
tin tile  around foobngs.  Buildings and roads should be
signed to offs& the limited ability of lhe soil in this unit
support a load.
?ecrearicn.-If this unit is used for recreational

’vetopment. the main timitalion is welness. Providing
linagc  helps to overcome this limilalion.
f’his map unit is in capability subclass Ilw. irrigated and
nirrigated. .

. . _ .: “- -

5B--Barron  coarse sandy foam. 2 to 7 percent
,pes. This dcsp. s.xmewhat  excessively drained soil is
toe s:opes  and alluvial f.-.ns.  It formed in colluvium

d alluvicm  d.?;ived  don:nantly from granitic rock. The
gclalion  in areas noi c&xaIcd is main!y Doq!as-fir.
ndcrosa  pin”, f;x5c madrone.  Californ:a  black oak,_~

waterways help to control erosion. Piping is a concern.
however, if the unil is used for the conslruction of

. terraces, diversions, embankments, dikes, and IEWSS.

i%e 0rSaf-k nMtsr  contenl  can be maintained by.~_:__  _..
usIn all crop restdue, plowing under cover crops, and
using a suitable cropprng  sys;am.  Fcturnin9  crop residue
t0 the soil or regularly addirg other organic ma:ter

lit&al rcan7;n;la. and G;:,7SSZS.  ElCvatiOn  rS uOO to 7~ improves lertilihr.  Cm.0 residue leit on cr near the surface

Seedbed preparation should be on the contour or
across the slope where practical. Successful
establishment and proper distribution of seedlings can
be insured by drilling the seed. Using management that
maintains optimum vfgor  and quality 01 forage plants is a
good practice. Fertilizer is needed to insure optimum
growth of grasses and legumes. Grasses respond to
nilrogen.  and legumes respond to sulfur and phosphoms.

Seeding early in fall. stubble-mulch Wage, and
construction of terraces. diversions, and grassad



Understanding Soil Taxonomy: some comments
Richard W. Arnold

INTRODUCTION

At a meeting of SCS State Soil Scientists in February 1984, we discussed what
was happening or not happening with Soil Taxonomy. I expressed a concern
that many ideas and suggestions had not received adequate attention because
there was a general lack of understanding of the abstract definitions and
underlying genetic concepts that guide the development, application, and
eventual modification of our soil classification system. After some dis-
cussion, I agreed to develop a draft set of definitions for review and
comment by members of the National Cooperative Soil Survey. It was thought
that a well stated set of definitions would be of benefit to all of us. I
have taken the liberty to provide additional comments which may assist you in
developing stronger and more consistent definitions. Remember, we aren't
building a new system; we are trying to better understand our current one and
to better guide our future activities in soil classification.

SOME BACKGROUND

As we observe soils we note that most of the properties we measure are
physical ones which have developed over a relatively long pedologic time
span. These are patterns of structure, consistence, texture, coarse frag-
ments, color and sometimes specific chemical compounds, like carbonates and
salts. These are like historical markers and need to be interpreted as such.

We also observe and record temporal properties that are generally charac-
terized by systematic patterns. Included are moisture contents, temper-
atures, pH, and compounds related to moisture conditions such as nutrients
and organic matter. These are dynamic, changing features that are associated
with and respond to current events.

An interesting observation was made recently by Dr. A. Sokolov, an outstand-
ing pedologic philosopher. He pointed out that soil classification might
advance more if a double scheme were developed. One scheme would deal with
the static-historical-genetic development of soil properties and the other
would be concerned with the dynamic-temporal-genetic features responsive to
the processes that are active in soils. If both schemes were developed and
then merged, the resulting system might be very effective in'resolving
conflicts in classification and also be useful in identifying components in
landscapes.

Soil Taxonomy, like all systems currently in use, combines both schemes with
little attempt to explain the differences between historical and dynamic
approaches. The orders emphasize historical concepts and associated prop-
erties with the exception of the Aridisols which relate more to dynamics.
The suborders emphasize the dynamics of current processes, however, some
properties selected may be static-historical ones. The great groups
emphasize subordinate dynamic conditions, but again some of the properties
selected are static-historical ones. The subgroups permit both static and
dynamic properties to indicate blending of processes or other conditions that
contribute to the homogeneity of a class. The families use both static- -
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(particle size) and dynamic (temperature) soil properties. The series rely
more on subdivisions of static-historical properties, such as horizon
thickness or type of material, than on the dynamic, changing features.

DEFINITIONS OF CATEGORIES

The hierarchy of Soil Taxonomy requires that appropriately abstract defini-
tions be used for the higher categories. The order is the most abstract and
its <classes  the most inclusive ; the series in the least abstract and its
classes the most exclusive. The definitions of the categories guide the
sele8ction of soil properties to be used at each categorical level.

Order:- - Soils whose properties are the result of major processes of sol1
formation.

Neither the genetic processes nor the soil forming factors are precisely
known but the accepted concepts influence the selection of properties. Many
of the features are thought to have taken a reasonably long time to develop
and are stable in a pedologic sense. Soil properties selected are mainly
static-historical ones.

Suborder. Soils whose properties (in addition to those of the order) are
major controls, or reflect such controls, on the current set of soil.forming
processes.

Often the properties selected are dynamic, such as the moisture
others may relate to materials or processes that retard horizon
entiation.

regimes;
differ-

Great Grou---e Soils whose properties (in addition to those of the order and
subor er) are subordinate or additional controls, or reflect such controls,
on the current set of soil forming processes.

Subgroup. Soils whose properties (in addition to those of the order, sub-
order and great group) are the result of either (a) a blending or overlapping
of sets of processes in space or time that cause one kind of soil to develop
from or toward another kind of soil that has been recognized at the great
group, suborder or order level, or (b) sets of processes or conditions that
have not been recognized as criteria for any taxon at a higher level.

Those properties of blending are intergrade properties, and those not previ-
ously recognized in the system are extragrades.

FamilJ. Soils whose additional properties reflect the potential for further
change.

Particle size and mineralogy are mainly capacity factors and soil temperature
is an intensity factor.

Series. Soils whose properties reflect relatively narrow ranges of factors
of soil formation and of processes that transform parent materials into
soils.
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As can be noted in the above definitions , the properties that have been
selected in Soil Taxonomy can be thought of as “marks” or “evidence” that we
believe are highly correlated with abstract processes of soil formation, with
controls of current processes, with potentials for change, and with limits of
variability.

SOME REFLECTIONS

Some people have asked why the phrases “or reflects such controls” is added
to a definition. Is it not sufficient to state that the properties “are the
result of?”

The dryness of soil with an aridic moisture regime (most of the Aridisols)
can be thought of as the result of an absence, or a very low degree of
expression, of soil forming processes. It may be a near-zero degree of a
process, or it may itself be a dominant process depending on one’s viewpoint.

Many properties of Orthids and Argids are not the ,cesult  of current processes
but they do control current alterations that can and do take place. Someday
we need to deciee if Aridisol is an appropriate order.

It ,is not known how or why an umbric epipedon in an Umbrept or the organic
carbon in a Rumox  exert a major control of current process. Instead we think
of these properties as reflecting processes that are controlling organic
carbon production and destruction in these soils. It appears that we use
these properties as surrogates for the controlling features.

At the order level in Soil Taxonomy the sets of soil forming processes have
been broadly grouped into 10 classes. The proposed Andisols would represent
an 11th class. In very general terms the sets of processes are those that
favor:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

the production and accumulation of organic materials over those of
deterioration and destruction (Histosols)

the production and illuvial accumulation of Al-humus and associated
compounds (Spodosols)

the presence of low charge, mainly pH dependent, constituents
(0xis01s)

a limited capability to form horizons due to significant amount of
high shrink-well components (usually smectites)  (Vertlsols)

a very low capability to undergo transformations due to the lack of
soil moisture (Aridisols)

the presence and/or illuvial accumulation of crystalline clays and a
relatively high base reserve in the substratum (Alfisols)

the production and maintehance  of a base-rich, organic enriched
surficial horizon and a high base reserve (Mollisols)
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8. the presence and/or illuvial accumulation of crystalline clays and a
relatively low base reserve in the substratum (Ultisols)

9. The alteration of parent materials and initiation of horizon
differentiation (Inceptisols)

10. The presence of materials that may be altered to form horizons with
the advent of more pedologic time (Entisols) and

11. The transformation of parent materials (mainly volcaniclastics)  and
the presence of extractable Al (Andisols).

In a similar way the properties used at each categorical level can be evalu-
ated for their appropriateness of providing evidence that supports the
category definition and for rheir priority use relative to other properties
that also satisfy the definition.
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The National Soils Handbook--How to Use It"
Richard W. Arnold, DireCtOr, Soil Survey Division

The National Soils Handbook (NSH) is intended to guide various soil
activities of the National Cooperative Soil Survey and not only those
within the Soil Conservation Service.

Major Soil Conservation Service policy is in the SCS General Manual.
There you expect, to find concepts, principles and goals of SCS
activities and programs. Although it may not be complete in all
sections, the General Manual is our primary source of policy
information.

Often SCS policy has been repeated in the NSH, however, it is intended
only for ease of reference or perhaps for clarification. The NSH is not
the proper place to look for changes of agency policy.

What is policy? In large part, it seems  to depend on your vantage
point. At the national headquarters (NHQ) level policy is thought of as
general guidance about the goals of SCS, general guidelines on kinds of
activities, and guidance on how we, as an agency, operate to achieve the
mission, role, and goals of the Soil Conservation Service.

However, provided with such policy statements, the divisional staffs
quickly translate the policies into rules and regulations. some are
designed to ensure adherence to legal rulings for operating our govern-
ment and complying with their interpretations. Other rules are designed
to help us implement regulation or respond to several kinds of ac-.
countability.

It has been stated in the Federal Register, and informally by most of
us, that NCSS has standards contained in the Soil Survey Manual, Soil
Taxonomy, and the National Soils Handbook.

The Soil Survey Manual provides us with principles, describes
concepts, and defines classes that are useful in soil surveys.

The Soil Taxonomy outlines the framework and defines the classes
of soil classification that we use to identify and name soils.

The National Soils Handbook contains instructions and suggests
procedures that are guidelines. They are not meant to be
regulations and rules.

&/ Comments presented at a meeting of SCS State Soil Scientists,
March 1, 1984, in Washington, DC.



In regional, state, and field offices, many of the statements in the NSH
have been considered to be "policy" and this translates to regulations
and into fairly rigid rules that must be followed. This situation is
rather sad1

In the National Cooperative Soil Survey we want to obtain and provide
soils information that has scientific integrity. we do agree that it is
important to use standards for describing and defining soils, their
properties, and their nature of occurrence in landscapes.

In all aspects of our scientific endeavors we work with models. Science
is not precise; it is characterized by variability. That is how we must
accept and deal with soils. we can only hope to develop, describe, and
improve information about relationships. All of our interpretations are
founded on relationships; some of these correlations are better than
others. Thus our work is never done, never finished; it exists only in
different stages of improvement.

What then is the National Soils Handbook? It is not regulations, nor is
it a collection of rules. It is much more important than these. It is
a set of guidelines and suggested procedures that work, that make us
effective. They help us improve efficiency and assist in answering to
accountability. The NSH guidelines are provided to help you get your
job done; to give you the flexibility needed to produce good results; to
let others be a part of the whole process.

Please, please, do not try to hide behind the NSH! It is intended for
guidance, not for control.

You are managers, you are soil scientists, you are trainers, you are
trainees, you are cooperators. Be all of these. Make good use of
standards, be wise and prudent in the ways of applying our skills to
achieve our objectives and to reach our goals.

Tell us how we may help you more, how to improve the National Soils
Handbook as a document that can better guide our actions and decisions
in the future.
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Closing Remarks$z State Soil Scientists' Meeting

Richard W. Arnold, Director, Soil Survey Division

The equation, SS#ss, is to remind us that soil. survey is not a secret

society. The openness with which we operate is one of our greatest

assests.

A few days ago I mentioned that one of the purposes of our meeting was

to let us get together and discuss items of mutual interest and concern.

We wanted you to have the opportunity to know each other better, and we

wanted to share some of our ideas with you.

The main objective of the meeting was to have a two-way dialogue to

provide ideas and guidance on the future direction and activities of the

soil eurvey. Soil survey had a lot of help this week; a deputy chief,

several state conservationists, a center director, division directors,

and specialists from several staffs. Each one of you made this a better

meeting by your presence and participation. Thank you.

I feel good. You have given freely to us; you have not been critical

without also offering positive suggestions. I like that, and I think

you do too.

We are a better team, a stronger group. We are ready to reach out and

touch others because we ourselves are better prepared and more under-

standing.
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Here at NRQ we will assemble and distribute remarks, comments, and

reports from this meeting as soon as we can. Please be patient.

As a closing comment let me offer S'. This is S to the power of s.

Please stare into space or close your eyes and we will sense these

thoughts together.

SOIL

subsoil

subtraction

sandy

saline

sticky

sustenance

scientific

SOIL SCIENTIST

special

stimulating

sincere
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STATE SOIL SCIENTIST

supportive

sensitive

searching

soaring

satisfaction

solidarity

soil @rvey Staff Salutes state &oil _S_cientists.
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~ .
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.
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I
11:30 - l:oo pm SllUEX+ry
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*
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STATE SOIL SCIENTIST WORKSHOP
Chicago, Illinois
March 6-8, 1978

This is the first national workshop of State soil scientists~  and I would not have missed it
personally had it not been for the 1979 budget hearings. We value the interest in the National
Cooperative Soil Survey by the Forest Service, Agricultural Experiment Stations, and Bureau of
Land Management, and appreciate their cooperation and participation. We have called this work-
shop in the face of serious budgetary constraints because we believe that the soil survey of
the United States has entered a crucial phase. The two main areas of concern are the extensive
new demands for soil surveys and the planning that will be required to complete the remaining
l/3 of the soil survey of the Nation.

The new demands for soil surveys go back to the national concern for the preservation of OUT
natural resources. At the Federal level, SCS needs soil surveys not only for an increased
emphasis on conservation planning, but also for implementing the Soil and Water Resources
Conservation Act of 1977, certain provisions of the Surface Mining Act, and the Rural Clean
Water Act. Our sister agency, the Forest Service, is engaged in the second phase of the
Resources Planning Act. The Fish and Wildlife Service is conducting a wetland inventory
and the Bureau of Land Management is under obligation to develop environmentally sound man-
agement practices for many million8 of acre8 of public land. At the State and local levels,
many agencies have programs Chat supplement the Federal efforts and require soil surveys.

We have completed mapping of roughly 213 of the land area of the Nation. Four States, Delaware,
wryland, Rhode Island, and Hawaii, 88 well a8 Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia are com-
pleted; three States, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Oklahoma, are more than 90% completed. In
conwast, in some States, less than 30% of the land area has been mapped. Aa States ate cam-
pleted, we have to shift manpower and money from those States to Stares with the greatest need.
At the same time, we have to retain the technical capabilities for providing soil expertise for
SCS and other soil related programs, capability for onsite investigations, and capabilities to
update soil surveys aa necessary. In allocating manpower and funds, we have Co weigh priori-
ties on a national basis, within our Service and also our principal cooperating agencies, and
balance the need far new soil surveys in some parts of the Nation to the need for updating and
resurveying in others.

It has long been the goal of the Soil Conservation Service and our cooperators in the National
Cooperative Soil Survey to provide a soil survey of the Nation that is complete and current.
As we approach completion of mapping we have to define more precisely what we mean by "complete
and current survey." Do we mean that we expect to serve our users with a medley of soil sur-
veys of many vintages that cannot be related to one another, or do we mean that we have a
nationally correlated soil survey, well documented with computerized interpretations and digit-
ized maps that will enable us to answer any questions concerning the national soil resources
rapidly and accurately? The first alternative is obviously not adequate, but we msy have to be
satisfied, for the foreseeable future, with a product that falls short of the second alterna-
tive. As in any soil survey of a country, we will have to work closely with o8ers inside and
outside government to arrive at a product that meets current needs.

In order to perfect soil survey planning, we have to improve our documentation of what has been
done and what remains to be done. We have to incorpora,te in our CASPUSS system the data that
will aid in the setting of priorities, for evaluating State by State and survey area by survey
area the acreage of private land for which SCS has the primary responsibility and of Federal
lands that are primarily the responsibility of other agencies. We alao have to be able to
project workloads at the State, regional, and national levels. At the same time, we have to
pay increased attention to our responsibilities to provide quality control for other agencies
within the framework of the National Cooperative Soil Survey.

mtrator'e speech presented by Klaus W. Flach, Assistant Adminis!xator  for Soil Survey,
at tl:e State Soil Scientists Workshop, Chicago, Illinois, March 6-8, 1978
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I" order to get the job done, we have to improve productivity while at the same time maintnin-
ing and improving quality. 'There are large differences in productivity among survey areas in
individual States end "mtmong States. We believe that if all soil surveys were managed like the
best 25% of our current soil surveys, national production could be increased by 50%. Although 0
soil survey enjoys continuing strong support by the Administration and Congress, it is not
likely that funding will increase greatly in the future. Hence, we will have to do with what
we have and manage better.

1"creased  producrivity is "oe achieved by putting pressure on soil scientists to work harder .

but by helping them t" work m"re efficiently. We have made much progress in the designing
of soil surveya for the need of individual areas. Yet, in many parts of the country, we are
still mapping excessive detail that will not be useful for planning at the foreseeable inten-
sity af lnnd use. I" many areas, a low intensity of mapping will be adequate for the major

2

parts of a survey area if WC maintain the capability for onsite investigations to provide the
necessary detailed soils infaz'motio". Dnt in order to make onsite investigations effectively,
we need better documentation of the composition of mapping units.

To increase productivity, we ale" have to provide better 'training  for soil scientists to
enable them to work more effectively in all phases of soil surveys. We h"ve to teach how
to design soil surveys, how to sat up map units that relate t" the natural soil landscape,
how to develop skills in reading the landscape, and how to use air photo interpretation
and modern ram"te sensing technology to best advantage.

With al.1 the emphasis on praductivity we must not forget quality. We hove to be certain
that all lines are in the right place and that our documentation of mapping units is accurate.
We have t" strive continuously 60 improve our documentation of soil behavior thst serves as
the basis of soil survey interpretations. More than in the past, We have to work closely
with specinlists  in all disciplines to bring their knowledge to bear on the application of
soil survey information. We must also improve our communications with those who will be
using soil survey information to insure that we know their needs and make soil surveys to
meet these needs.

These are some of the major challenges currently facing the National Cooperative Soil Survey.
The task ahead is complex and difficult. New skills may have to be acquired. Effective plans
of operations need to be developed and managed efficiently in accordance with national priori-
ties. We will need to improve cooperation with other participants in the soil survey, for "UT
objective carnot be achieved without their assistance. Soil survey information is essential
for the effective and orderly development and conservation of the Nation's soil, water, and
related resources. We nust be responsive to this need and be ready and willing to give our
best effort.

0
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SOIL SLJRVEYS: OUR BASIC TOOL

Welcome to the Great Midwest, the Nation's foodbasket! We like to boast
about having the highest percentage of our total land in crops, but we admit
this may also mean we have a higher erosion rate. It also means we have a

. greater need for accurate soil surveys to help protect these valuable acres.

Then let me congratulate you. Last year you and your cooperating people
II turned in the best year yet in acres of soil surveys--57 l/2 million! And your

record of completing and publishing the surveys is equally as good--91 last
year, only slightly below the all-time record of a year before. You have now
mapped 1.4 billion of the country's 2.4 billion acres. You have published 1,100
surveys, sbont one third of the potential survey areas. If you publish the 128
proposed for fiscal year 1978 you. will top your own record. I hope you do.

Significant as these accomplishments are, however, it may be the supporting
facts, the fringe benefits--the "spin-off, (( if you will-- that may be even more
meaningful. Let's take a look at them.

To beginwith, 7 l/2 million of the 57 1/2 million acres mapped were done by
non-SCS soil scientists, an increase of 40 percent in the last year. This has
some very savory conotations. It means that cooperating agencies are putting
more into the soil surveys, and logically expecting to get  more out of them. We
hear a great deal about public involvement in the conservation program, and in-
volvement in soil surveys justmightbe public involvement at its finest. It is
one thing to gather moral or verbal support, but quite another to gain dollar
support as soil surveys are doing. The more dollars local governments  or other

l
entities put into any venture, the deeper their interest. It isn't unreasonable
to expect this deeper interest in soil surveys to spill over into other phases
of our work--erosion control, flood prevention, etc. Just a little followup  by
the rest of us can make it happen where it

How much money do local governments
wherlr we stand.

hasn't already.

contribute to soil surveys? Let's see

(overhead)

First, note that SCS appropriations for soil surveya have nearly doubled in
the last 5 years. So have state and local contributions--the money that is
channeled through SCS for soil s'urveys. State and local appropriations include
funds used directly by local agencies to make soil surveys themselves.

-
Remarks by Marion E. Strong, Administrator's Representative and Director,

Midwest Technical Service Center, Lincoln, Nebraska, before the meeting of SCS
Soil Scientists, March 6, l978, in Chicago, Illinois.
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The bottom line is the important item. The total NCSS effort ha's increased
nearly 100 percent since 1972. 0

This is another enviable recor& when contzasted to a few short years ago
when we were paying most of the bill ourselves. Is the local contribution
enough? Is it too much? Or is it about right? I

We still have a billion acres left to map. At 60 million acres a year, it
will take about 18 years to finish the first round of mapping. Is that soon
enough? By 1996, the demands for soil survey information will be overwhelming 1
US, according to some predictions.

Having enough local dollar involvement in soil s~lrvcys to get the job done
as quickly as we'd like is a good thing to dream about, but it brings with it a
residue of responsibility we need to be sure we can handle. We in SCS have the
primary responsibility for soil survey work of USDA, and with the responsibility
goes such things as quality control, training of non-SCS soil scientists,
correlation across boundary lines, writing and editing the manuscripts, and the
biggest job of all, interpretations. Dollar contributions from outside SCS
cannot be translated directly into acres of final surveys without a
corresponding extra cost we bear from our own operating funds. As the amount of
outside money goes up, it does not mean SCS amounts can come down by a
Corresponding figure.

In fact it means exactly opposite. You in the states need more SC5 funds to
maintain your oversight. We in the TSC need more SCS dollars to carry out our
responsibilities in quality control and correlation. The National Soil Survey
Lab needs additional resources to keep the research and investigation apace with
field surveys. These things have not been happening. Our CO-02 appropriations
have not been keeping up with the needs, 0

Last year our CO,-02  appropriation was, in round figures, about 40 million
dollars. We used nearly 47 million in the CO-02 program. Where did the
additional funds come from? They came from CO-01, the technical assistance
program. Some states went as high as 30 percent over their CO-02 allocations.
Such a diversion of funds cannot be defended before the Congress in the face of
sharp questions about why SCS technical assistance has been reduced in field
offices.

We have two choices: Get a CO-02 appropriations up to the level needed, or
reduce the program to the level we can handle with the funds available. This
year the administrator has taken the latter step. No more than 2 percent can be
transferred from CO-01 to CO-02. If this course is not acceptable to you then
you have the opportunity to help your state conservationist build a climate
where the soil survey needs are recognized and those needs transmitted through
the political process to the people who approve budgets and act on
appropriations. That support must come from the local level; from the users Of
soil surveys and interpretations. Neither Mel Davis, Bill Johnson, nor Klaus
Flach can generate that kind of political support. It does no good for you to
ask your state conservationist or for him to ask Mel Davis for more money if it
is not in the budget approved by the Department and the OHB, or appropriated by
the congress.
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I believe there are areas in the National Cooperative Soil Survey in which
we can make some improvements NOW. These things will take your support.

It grieves me to see us keyboarding soil survey manuscripts twice. The
equipment is available to make it possible to do this job only once. Several
midwestern states are already equipped with IBM Mag Card II typewriters which
are compatible with the equipment we have in the Records and Communications
Cente,r  at the MTSC. We can run mag cards through a computer system to convert
the material on them to 9 track tapes. I suspect there is a way to go frommag
cards to the Linotron  which will set the type in the Government Printing Office.
I know there are optical scanners that can be used to set type for the printing
preZ3s. I hope you will explore the equipment question in discussion group #5.

But equipment is not the only answer. Stan Anderson, Editor at the Midwest
TSC, tells me that there are so many editorial changes and errors in manuscripts
that are received from the states that it is just as efficient to rekeyboard on
the Linolex as to try to correct the text. If that is the case, and I have no
valid reason to disbelieve it, something else needs to be done. I'm not sure
what .that something else is, but if we cannot get better quality under our
current policies and procedures, let's change the policies aod procedures.

Rither the standards are too high or unclear to the writers or the writers
can't write. I guess from my own background and experience, I would conclude
generally people responsible for writing soil survey manuscripts can't write and
maybe we shouldn't expect them to. The party leader must be the technical
expert in soil mapping zind they should be good supervisors and managers of the
resources made available to them, so why should we expect them to be writers
too. Maybe we ought to try to free the party leaders from the writing
responsibilities and turn’ that over to an individual skilled in putting
technical words on paper--a technical writer--and I don't imply the writer
should not also be a soil scientist or have such a background.

Again, a challenge to you in your discussion groups this week to solve this
very large problem so we don't have to waste so many resources on writing and
rewriting, and typing and retyping.

As a beginning point, each state soil scientist and each state
conservationist can insist 011 higher quality from the people assigned to carry
out the writing assignment.

But let me get away from my challenges to you and return to one further
point on money and people: I hope the day is past when, as the soil survey
program phases down in a state and the field mapping is finally complete, those
positions occupied by soil scientists are converted to other purposes such as
conservation technicians, soil conservationists, or engineers and the ceiling
for that state maintained at the same level.

As a soil survey program in a state phases down the soil scientists, the
positions under the ceiling, and the soil su&ey funds (CO-02) will go to
another state where soil surveys are not complete. You, as advocates of your
program, must support this posture. Too often, in the past, the state
conservationist has converted these positions when the program was completed.
Sure, he has been willing to give up the soil scientists, but not the positions
(ceiling) or the money.



Admitting, however, that the acceleration of soil surveys has brought some
strain on the range conservationists, biologists, agronomists, and other
scientists who are supporting you in mapping "nit design and interpretation. 0
These people must work shoulder-to-shoulder with you and I hope you can avoid
outrunning the hounds in this hunt.

These are some of the exciting challenges that lie ahead of you. The .
greatest of these maybe in accelerating the uses for soil surveys. I believe we
have not reached the peak of achievement in this area.

These challenges begin at home. It is a continuing job to train new D

employees, specifically new soil conservationists, to understand and use soil
surveys as a basis in planning assistance. And there are still a lot of o"r
older employees who could "se additional training. I see this as one of the
priority responsibilities of state soil scientists.

You need to keep a close watch on Section II of the technical guides in your
state, to make sure they contain up-to-date, useful, and complete information
about the soils in that working area. As land use changes and new demands for
soil data arise, these guides need to be equal to their assigned task.
Likewise, you may need to delete from xhe guides any information about soils not
found in that area, as a step toward making the guides more meaningful and
useful.

Even though we in SCS are, by tradition and practice, the primary users of
soil surveys, we are finding new uses every day right at home, right in our
ranks.

For example, our engineers need more identification of the kinds of soils
that are causing clogging in subsurface drains. As the price of land goes up and
the cost of drainage continues to rise, our evaluation of the drainability of 0
certain soils needs to be more comprehensive  if we keep up with'modern
tech"o1ogy.

There is still something lost in the translation of soil textures into
irrigation intake rates. Ue in SCS may be able to bridge the gap, but can the
reasonably intelligent irrigator do it for himself? There is opportunity here
for an extra interpretation.

The field of agricultural wast-p disposal opens up a whole new set of
demands for specific soils information. Strip mine reclawtion  technology will
also lodge more demand. And who knows what interpretations may be needed before
the printed survey becomes obsolete: Speculation on that one will boggle the
mind.

Perhaps we should stick to the refinements, improvements, and expansion we
can control today.

.

We've come a itong  way in making published surveys clearer to the reader *
with the "se of language he can understand. But we still have a long way to go.
Descriptive legends still ".w a lot of SCS jargon and abstract terms. There is a
need for more positive statements.
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There is room for more useable  interpretations of soil data into potential

yields of specific crops related to specific management practices. There are
those who feel the estimated yield tables for various levels of management may
be too general. The problem may be more in the definitionof  management level
than in the yield estimates, but it is something we need to think about. I think
you will agree that as farming has become more a science and industry than a

" vocation, the need for exacting data has accelerated.

The use of soil surveys, as a basis for tax structure, zoning, land

1
appraisal, community development, and the other nonfarm  uses has barely
scratched the surface of the potential. There is a problem in some areas with
misuse and overuse of the data for these purposes, which should make us more
cautious with the interpretations, and perhaps make it necessary for us to show
what the soil survey will not do as well as what itwill  do.-

Which brings us to a point we need to face up to sooner or later: Soil
surveys may soon be as restrictive in nature as they are expansive. When the
soil survey is a basis for denying people what they consider their rights, it
immediately becomes controversial. We will need to be equipped to handle
situations where the "buck stops here" if it involves soil survey data. Your
work may have to stand the test not only of problem solving and ,decision making,
but also of litigation.

I challenge you to keep looking positively and judiciously at some of these
opportunities for refinement. Seek ways to make the soil survey more meaningful
and useful to your fellow workers and to the user public.

0

.

a

When you go looking for challenges, and I hope you will, I think one of the
g:reatestwillbe in the area of water quality improvement.

To start your thought processes, take a look at an average rain falling on
am acre. Five million drops per second strike an acre. Each drop exerts a force
o,f 2 pounds per square inch. At the end of an hour, the land has been subjected
tso 3 quadrillion, 763 trillion pounds of bombardment. An inch of rain weighs
133 tons on each acre.

What size particles will be dislodged by the force? How far will they
move? What percent of them will be suspended in runoff and go into the river
system? How much organic matter , plant food, and chemicals will go along?
S,hould these measurements be a part of soil survey interpretations?

To go a step further, will this same inch of rain react the same on a
disturbed soil at a construction site as it does on fallowed wheat land?

My only hope is that ;OIJ are as good at supplying answers as I am at posing
questions.

And I'm sure you have questions of your own. One of these may concern the
future of the soil survey program in SCS. I don't promise to answer fully, but
let's speculate together.

We've already admitted we have at least 18 more years of soil mapping at a
rapid pace if we get the job done. Our best plan at this point is to concentrate
on that challenge.
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But we've also accepted a warning that new interpretations, expanded
interpretations, of present surveys is going to be a concurrent demand. We will
need to meet that need while we continue with the mapping and publishing phases.

Some time out in the future we ‘will have to face the problem of what to do
with the old surveys--those made on nonphotographic bases; those done prior to
1960 and in some form other than detailed surveys we are doing today; and the
constant need for updating land use changes even on some later surveys.

Technological changes in the future may require more detailed onsite
surveys for special uses. How far we will be able to go in meeting that demand
depends to a large extent on the time and manpower resources we have available
at the time.

I certainly see no prospect of a decrease in soil survey activities in the
near future in SCS. I can think of no situation that would warrant any such
change.

There has been some speculation about other agencies and organizations
getting into soil surveys, perhaps to the extent of employing their own soil
scientists. No doubt local governments and other state or federal agencies are
going to need intensified interpretation of soil data for their purposes, but
whether these people will be classified as professional soil scientists or serve
as inspectors, planning specialists, sanitarians, or some other capacity
remains to be seen. Hay such types are already at work. They have helped to
add to our burden of production capacity, and the end is not in sight.

By way of sumnarizing,  let's go back over the points I think I have made:

I 1. We have a high level of public involvement in soil surveys, but it
helps us accelerate production rather than lighten our load of
responsibility.

! 2.

3.

I
4.

5.

We still have a big training job to do; training our own people and
those in our cooperating agencies and organizations.

There is a continuing job of watchfulness and quality control; quality
of uses and interpretations as well as quality production.

There is an open field of new uses for soil surveys; new programs
involving SCS, new challenges in the contemporary technology of our
way of Life. The burden of sound and adequate interpretations for
these new uses is ours.

Our soil survey program in SCS has, in my opinion, a bright future.

My closing challenge to you is not in the field of classification, mapping,
or interpretation, but in the art of selling. There are a lot of potential
customers who don't know we do soil surveys or how they can be used. Enlist the
aid of others on SCS staffs, especially your public information officer, in
contriving ways to "sell" soil surveys to those~who need them.
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I. Some time ago, our South Dakota State Office came up with a graphic
illustration of a portion of the uses made of soil surveys, and it might be
useful  to you.

(overhead)

.
There is room enough for a few more circles, and you're welcome to add your

own.

Attachments:
Trends in Soil Survey Funding
Uses Made of Soil Surveys
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Trends In SQII Survey FundInn - <Thousands1

Fiscal Years

1972 1973 1974 I975 I976 I977 1970 I979

SCS
Ai)prOpr‘iaLiOllS 23,300 23, a00 24,205 31, IO0 36,400 40,600 42,400 43,901

(Requesb)

SI.i_l”C & 1.ocaI
ContrIhrLIons 1,876 2,077 2,500 2,043 2,076 3,047 3,536

s.tah? 6 Local
Appropr I al: i ons 4,084 4,2?8 4,820 5,641

;j Olhtir ContrihLlons 279 671 2,212 1,527

3,620 3,741 Hot 5,300 6,940 6,487 8,606
Available

Tcllal IICSS 28,004 29,610 31,000 43,606 51,165 57,165 61,710
‘E,“fost (Eotlnlata)

Sol1 Survey
Operations Division
February 2, 1978
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NATIONAL STATE SOIL SCIENTIST WORKSHOP

Chicago, Illinois
March 6-6, 1978

FOREST SERVICE ACTIVITIES
IN THE

NATIONAL COOPERATIVE SOIL SURVEY

by

Kermit N. Larson
U.S. Forest Service

Washington, DC

The Porest Service welcomes the opportunity to participate in this first ever State Soil
Scientist National Workshop, and report to you on our soil sul-vey activities.

The E'orest  Service Soils Program muse be responsive to several agency goals. A primary
goal of the Forest Service is to manage the National Forests for multiple purposes at a
high level of sustained periodic output  of goods and services "without impairment of the
productivity of the land." This goal is further amplified in the Forest and Rangeland
Renewable Resourcea  Planning Act. This Act directs the Secretary of Agriculture co develop
an as~essmene  and long-range program for the Nation's renewable resources that will assure
an adequate supply of forest: and range resource  while maintaining the integrity and quality
of the environment. As part of the asses~mene, the Secrerary is directed to provide, on a
continuing basis, a comprehensive  and appropriately detailed inventory of all National
Forest System lands and renewable res~1~rce.s. This includes an assessment  of the present
and potential productivity of the land.

Other goals of fhe Forest Service to which the soils program must respond are:

"Promote and achieve a pattern of natural resource uses thaf will best meet the needs
of people now and in the future."

- promote high quality multiple use management on National Forests and other
ownerships, where applicable.

- Share expertise in specialties where the Forest Service constitutes the
prime source of experience and skills; nature , properties and management
of forest sails.

- Cooperate with other Federal, regional, State, multicounty  and county
agencies in resource management, and in pinning and economic develop-
ment programs.

":Procece and improve the quality of air, water,  sail, and natural beauty."

- Promote practices to protect and enhance environmental quality in
management of all forest ownerships.

- Encourage prevention and abatement of air, water and soil pollution
from operations of forestry-related enterprises.

"Develop and make available a firm scientific base for the advancement of forestry."

. The Forest Service soil management program is a primary contribution to this data base. It
is designed to provide knowledge about the sail resource including an assessment of soil capa-
bilit:ies  and suitabilities for use in land and resource  planning and decisionmaking, for re-
source development, and the protection of forest, range and related lands.
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While the soil resource inventory is a major part of the soils program, a great deal of effort
is expended on non-survey activities. At least 50 percent of our staff capability in the soil
area is for land management planning, other support am-vices activities such as on-the-ground
advice and counsel regarding timber sales, reforestation projects, range improvement projects,

0

and constructive activities.

A principal goal for soil inventory with the Forest Service for the past 10 years bss been to
keep pace with soil requirements for reooorce  and land managemenr planning. We have been able
to keep pace with this need by primarily conducting order 3 and 4 surveys. Presently, we have
completed about 75 percent of the total acreage of Nationnl Forest System lands. Most of these
surveys are order 3 or 4. Our goal is to complete  soil resource inventories suitable for land
management planning an all National Forest System lands by 1985. AL the present rate of accom- .
plishment, we should achieve this goal.

The National Cooperative Soil Survay.

Questions have been rnised concerning the relationship of the Forest Service soil resource
inventories and the Notional Cooperative Soil Survey. During the joint Soil Conservation
Service - Forest Service coordination meeting in Jnnuary 1976, it was mutually agreed to
review this relationship. AE a result, a joint task force was designated with the charge
to review the goals of each agency  with respect to the procurement and use of soil information.
A document was to be prrpnrcd that could be distributed to field offices in order to enhance
mutual understmding and cooperation in this area of effort. This document has been completed,
and has been approved by the Chief of the Forest Service, and the Administrator for the Soil
Conservation Service.

Most of you are familiar with this report, but it basically teafirmed the viability of the
Memorandum of Understanding between the Forest Service and Soil Conservntion  Service regarding
soil surveys. IC also indicated that recent changes in procedures to accelerate correlation
and publication within the framework of the NCSS offers the opportunity to attain a greater
degree of overall coordination. Both agencies have taken nction  regarding the recomendations
of this task force. Doe of the actions the Forest Service has taken in response to Recomenda-
eion No. 1, ia to develop quality control standards for soil resource inventories. The follow-
ing standards are now applicable to all soil inventories in The Forest Service.

Soil resource inventories, including In-Service soil resowxe  inventories, will meet as a 0

minimum, the following standards:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

An approved work plm will be required for each soil resource inventory.

A field soil notebook will be assembled and kept current for each soil resource
inventory.

All soils will be classified according to "Soil Taxonumy," United States
Department  of Agriculture, December 1975.

Intensities (orders) of soil resource inventories will conform to those orders
described in "Kinds of Soil Surveys" Comittee Report No. 7 of the National Soil
Survey Tecbnicsl  Work Planning Conference.

A minimum of two field reviews, one of which will be a final review, will be
performed for each origoing soil resource  inventory.

An In-Service soil resource inventory report will be prepared following the
completion of each soil resource inventory.

.
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Soil msmrce inventories that arc made within the framework of an integrated inventory, such
as land systems inventory, ecoclass  and ocher ecosystem inventories, will also conform Lo the
above standards.

"tat's Ahead.- -

Presently, about 30 percent of the soil inventories in the Forest Service have been accom-
plished within the NCSS. The percentage has increased considerably in the past 2 years.

. I believe it will continue to increase in the years ahead.

Recent legislation such as WA and the National Forest Management  Act, require the Forest
Service secure detailed soils information on much of our land. This mans we will have to*
convert many of order 3 and 4 surveys to order 2 and 3. This effort will allow us the
opportunity to incorpornre  more of our In-Service Soil invencoriea  into the NCSS.

The objectives of the National Cooperative Soil Survey are consistent with Forest Service
objectives regarding soil survey; that is securing reliable and useful soils information
for ucte and management.
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NATIONAL STATE SOIL SCIENTZST  WOBXSHOP
Chicago, Illinois
March 6-8, 1978

A NEW SOIL NORIZON  IS FOUND ON PUBLIC LANDS

Ronald 1. Kuhlman
B"reao of Land Management

U.S. Department of the Interior
Wa$hingeon, DC

Concern for soil husbandry within the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has been growing for the
last 10 years. This concern was Siven a tremendous boost with the passage of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)  in 1969, which was a national expression of environmental con-
cern. One of the results of thie legislation  was the awakening of environmental organizations
within the general public. These groups, in turn, became iniluential  in the determination of
how NEPA  was to be implemented within the Federal establishment. Of particular importance to
BLM, was the Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC). There is little doubt chat NRDC, through
its concern for the public laeda, has been successful in gaining the recognition of the impor-
tance for natural resources by the Judicisl and Executive Branches of the Cavernmane. It is
partly because of their efforts that BLM was required to prepare environmental impact statementa
(EIS’s)  on all grazing lands under our administration. The NRDC's continued concern far proper
recognition of basic resources, (euch ds soils) that are addressed in the EIS, has generated
support within the Department of the Interior, OMB, and the Congress..

Increase8 in appropriation and major internal shifts of funding and manpower crirhin BLM have
resulted. We are now looking at an organization that has a new recognition of the importance
of soil resource  management, a recognition through commitment.

During the lifetime of BLM, spproximately 40 million acres were subjected to soil surveye,
between 1946 and 1975, on the 175,000,OOO  acres of public lands in the contiguous States.
This has since increased to 55,000,OOO  acrea,  in 1978. Soil scientists have been placed
within the Bureau.  There were but 5 soil scientists on board in 1970. This was increaeed
to 75 by PY '78. By 1980, we expect to exceed a total of 100 soil scientists on the perms-
nent roll, plus perhaps another 100 on the temporary roll. This, by no means, suggests the
creation of a self-sustaining soils capability. We are committed  to a very close working
relationship with the Soil Conservation Service (SCS). It is through SCS  that our technical
procedures originate. We recognize SCS as the authority in soil surveys. As such, we have
and will continue to have their direct input to attaining soil8 data on approximately 171
million acres of public lands over the next 10 years.

The 133’s soil needs are now recognized. We have identified data intensil;ies appropriate
to our needs. We have the capability to work 4s a partner in field mapping and interpre-
tations. We have the will to work together.

Table,1 shows the general magnitude of the job ahead and the comaitmenr  that we must make
ova the next several years. This table must be refined fbr each State a6 specific geographic
areas are identified through the combined efforts of SLM and SCS. There is flexibility in
geographic location (that should be explored by the two organizations) that will assist both
of us in meeting our own goals. Soil survey areas will be identified to meet the scheduled
Environmental Statement from BLM's point of view. On the other hand, SCS is more concerned
that survey areas are large enough to allow the survey party to be physically located for
2 or 3 years without a major move. Experience in personnel management suggests more frequent
moves created an excessive personnel turnover problem. The SCS has the goal of a nationwide
soil survey by 1998. The BLM has a Western States goal of 171 million acres by 1990.
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One might ask, how such a tremendous job can be done? Considerable thought has been given to
this question. Obviously, it will take the combined efforts of BLM, SCS, contracts  with other
agencies such as the Forest Service, private contracts, and universities. This, in turn, will
create a need for quality control, training, cooperative agreements, multi-agency soil survey
parties, and many other coordinnted  actions. We should start now to look at this effort in
the broad perspective that it must receive. We cannot accomplish the job if we leak at it
Stare-by-State alone. Yet, rue must start with a recognition of each State's needs as they
hold the key to completion a5 a program capable of meeting tbe needs of bath BLM and SCS.

For instance, how many soil scientists will be involved? Experience has taught us that a
soil survey party leader should be on board far about 2 months evaluating ebe objectives of
soils data users,  the interpretation needed, avnilahility  of equipment, transportation network, l

and several other items before actually assuming the reaponeibility of supervising a soil survey
party. We have also learned that a well organized party may consist of four soil wientisc
mappers, with possibly a student trainee in soils. These, in turn, should work very closely
with a Range Conservationist, Porester,  and Biologiae, aa needed. Such a team approach can be
expected to map at an average rate of 1,500 acres per day on a 150-day field year with the rest
of the year devoted to nonfield  work. At this T-ate, 900,000 acres per year can be properly
surveyed by the 5 soil scientists. With these assumptions, it follows that sail scientists will
be needed, as shown in Table 2.

Discussions have been held at the Washington level regarding the possibility of having SCS soil
survey party leaders  work with BLM soils mappers. As the mappers gain the experience to assume
the responsibility of the party leader they should be promoted, and BLM would then assume ehia
responsibility. We have aloo discussed the probability that training would be required  to
obtain the as8urancc  that there would be 100 soil scientist mappers available far the mapping
teama. Recognizing that many of these would be individuals on eleven-and-a-half-month assign-
ments, with the possibility of overtime during the field season, heavy use of helicopters far
field transportation, and frequent travel, we see a continuing training need. Therefore,
thought should be given to the establishment of training facilities.

Knowing that BLEl's commitment to this effort is demonstrated  by the commitment of over
$6,000,000  per year for the next 10 years. We should initiate a coordinated effort at the
national level to address such subjects as position descriptions, the roles of SCS and BLM
in training, quality control, correlation, laboratory support, aerial photography and its
suitability for field operation, map preparation, publications, field review, and special 0
field investigations, report writing, use of temporary employees, overtime pay, per diem
rates, travel and transfer regulations, and other considerations not recognized at this time.

Some additional questions that need answers are:

1. Is it mandatory to obtain 10 pedon descriptiona to identify each soil series? Or ia this
practical on the public lands? The SLM has been obtainins one to three and SCS has done the
rest if it is dEemed necessary. Perhaps thie ought to be put in a cooperative agreement on a
gtste-by-State  basis. At the same time, we have concern that we do not inadvertently wexken
the National Cooperative Soil Survey.

2. How should the soil correlator's  role bc handled within BLM and SCS?

3. Can the SCS laboratories handle the increased load or whould BLM plan on using State
experiment stations and private labs as well as SC57 How long should it take for full
analysis to correlate soils, 1 or 2 years? How about grab samples, 4 months? If BLM needs
the reports in 6 months, how,can the lab time be reduced?
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4. Xn-house reports will be needed by BLH within 6 month8 of the completion of B field survey.
Will this report be sufficient to meet the needs of SCS in counties having very few private, if
any, Soil and Water Conservation District cooperators? At what stage will the reports become
a responsibility of SCS?

5. Since BLM has adopted the SCS Range Site System there will be a major increase for transfer
of existing information. Can SCS handle the request for: copies o!E field sheets, published
soil surveys, unpubliehed manuscripts, preliminary range site correlations where they are not
now in final stages,  interpretative data, range site descriptions, 'range information from ADP
cystems?

* These requests will impact both the Soils and

The primary purpose of this paper is to bring

Range staffs starting this month.

this effort into perspective at a national level.
A secondary purpose is to generate sufficient interest in our field offices to initiate a joint
planning system SC8 and BLM for soils needs at the State level. When the State planning has
been completed to meet the schedules already finalized, they must then be summarized into a
national program.

NOW is the time to complete our mutual planning.
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TABLE 1

SOIL SURVEY NEEDS
1,000 acres

: 1978 : 1979 i 1980 i 1981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 i 1986 i 1987

Arizona : 1,397; - : - : 1,207: - : 1,409: - : 1,358i 1,321i 2,559

California : 1.804: 331: 739:: 336: 520: 20: 55; ; :

Colorado : 260: 971:
Idaho :

Montana :

Nevada :

New Mexico :

1,628:
1,431i
1,220;

l,G80i

1,657i
972:

3,776:

Oregon  :

Utah

Wyoming  :

P&ii
2,927:1,496;

1,682:
- :

2,455:
1,470:

1,0*4i

2,330i
791:

5,096:

524:
2.705:

3,046:
2,928i

539:

1,84.3i 671:

50: 97;

6,732i 6,482:

476; 215:

4,654: 2,174:

2,827: 2,h73:

2,874: 2,245:

350: 317:
750:

131i
5,617:

207:

515:

2,015:

3,120:

G93i
131:

3,asi 2,182i :

193: 67: GO : 50

177:

900: 322:

Total : 12,598: 15,414:: 19,163: 21,488: 15,427: 14,& 5,967: 3,929: i
:_: --L
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SOIL SURVEY PARTIES

* -

STATES i 1978 i 1979 i 1980 : 1981 : 1982 : 1983 i 1984 :
- L-

l

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

4

1

3

3

2

1

1

1

2

1

6

1

3

3

2

1 :

4 :

I :

1985 i 1986 : 1987

Arizona :

California :

Colorado  :

Idaho :

Montana  :

Nevada :

New Mexico :

clregon  :

Utah :

Wyoming  :

: 1 :

:1 :

:7 :

:1 :

:2 :

:2 :

:3 :

.:
1:l:l

2 :

0 Total : 16 : 19 : 21 : 24 : 17 :I3 :6 : 3 : 1 : 1
-
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REPORTOFACIMTIES  F'KIMTHE NOEi'K3ASTCOOPERATlXX SOILSIJFGVJJY

Richard W. Arnold

Cornell UniversiQ
Agricultural Experiment  Station

To meaJ@.rs ancl friends of the National Cooperative Soil Survey, I want to repx-t
that all is well and active in the Northeast. Instmd of outlining what every-
one is doing and hay many people we have, I would like to highlight sane activi-
ties that are being done with soil survey information after it has been produced
as part of the cmp3x&_ive soil survey.

1.

2.

Using Conservation Needs ;nventixy Dati

One of the uses of CNI data has been to determine the average elevation for
each CNI plot. Ey lmming the soil series that occm in these plots and
developing frequency distributions of soil series by elevation, it permits
us to spDt problems of correlation if we .see hi-x.&l or ex'mme~y skewed
distributions. Thishas enabled us topredictwherewe need topaya little
nwz'e attention to some of OUT series criteria, or their interpretation.

Another use has been to help us estimate tfmperatures  by elevations. For
exanple, the CNI plot data gives us series ky elevations and then by cal-
culating a theoretical tmpemtwe gradient from north to south and from
high elevations to low elevations, we were able to develop a tentative mp
of the frigid&sic  areas in New York State. Suchinfom&i.onis currently
in use in the recent Soil Association Bulletin written by Dr. Mxclin Cline
and Ray Marshall. This activityhasprc@xdus to increase themeasurenent
of soil temperatures in the field. TheexperimentstEltionprovties the
thennistas andremrdms  andthesoil survey fieldparties locatethesites
andtake thereadings.

A spin-off has been thatwe feelthatitmay  be necessary to describe and  pro-
pxe a rumlxxc of new series for areas t&&likely will be frigid whereas  in
the past we have considered these to be music soils.

Methods to Preserve Agricultural Land.

In Ntw York State we have a law that establishes agricultural districts and
camercial fame my ask for special assessmat on the laxl if it will be
kept in agricultural production. The agricultural districts have been based
on the mncept of econmic viability of faming tbatwas develop& by a land
ecmmist looking at lard resources. Toassistin further evalu&ionand
remsal. of agricultural districts we have attmpted  to provide additional soil
data suchas estimted.rcotinqdepth,  availablewater, lime status, nitrogen,
potassim and phosphorus levels, parent materials and draimge for each of
theseries thatoccurinmanyof  the aqricultumldistricts. Thisinfomtion
is stored in a ccnputer and therefore lets us cmpai-e the concept of ecor3m.i~
viability and various soil properties. It is believed that in the reviews
tlmtwill start in 1980 soil surveys my play an jx&ortmt  role in helpirzg
evaluate the continuation, the expansion, or the decline of various agriml-
tuml districts.
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3. Soil Indices for Ranking Soils

Because mch of ths Northeast is primarily dairy rather than cash grain
farming it is not readily pxsible to base a prcductivity index on corn yields
soybean Yields. or sm ccmbination fif those cmps. We have pro~ssd the use
of total diqestible nutrients for corn silage and hay as used in rotations
on a dairy farm. We calculate a TDN per acre per year for each mp unit
which my be then ranked as a productivity index. At the present time, each
of our survey areas is a universe of its mm; consequently the indices are
developed on a county basis. These indices will be examinsd as park of farm
real property taxes. This will be a new approach for us in New York where
OUT current taxation is based on market value of fsxms.

4. Soil Survey Expamion

Tight budgets and persmnel  ceilings have affected all of us very qreatlv.
We ham follaved part of the national ~rcuram in reducing part of our mpping
uhase but are try&g tc increase our backstop capability of ths cooperative
soil survey. This his being done in tm ways: first, we have developed a
mdest soil characterization lab that currently has lay funding &t very high
enthusiasm. We ~Eeel that we can do mst of the analyses needed for the 0~
eratioml aspects of soil survey and also combine it with a training pro-
gram for Soil Conservation Service soil scientists. After thev have been
through a l&mmtm-y training program and a field samling program, we as-
sign so mnv points to each field party or survey area specialist that he
my use for whatsver analysis he chmses. This man.5 we assign points for
each kind of analysis, such as particle size, iron determination and so
forth, so that the field mn has the option of selecting the analysis he
prefers on ths soils of his choice, This appears to be vmrking ?m.y well.
Anothe~rmve  tc expsndour soi1surv.a~ activities has bssntc adda new
position that will ?m an assistant at the experiment station, bpefullv to
mke us nrxe effective cmperat~rs in the soil survey prcgrm.

5. Improved Soil Test Programs

Soil test analysis and data handling have m keen cmputerized. We see it
as a 'cc01 for getting people re-aa~inted  with soil survsya and soil ms
ontheir faxms. within the prcgram we have developed what we call the
"guess routine" for areas that do not have detailed maps or have very old
soil  maps. By indicating the township, physicgraphic  position, sxmethiog
about their concept of textme and stoniness, we feel that we can probably
make a judgment of three or four soils that will likely be very close to his
conditicms. Tnis also permits us to develop an edmational  program  to get
away from the guessing routine and to have more active m&i&&ion of
individuals in indicating what soils they actually have on their farms. For
example, when the program first started, less than ten percent of the rs-
turns had soilnamas on their forms,andwithinonsyear  thsrehas beenan
increase tc sliqhtly over 50%.

6. Research Fostsred by Soil Suweys

I'll p&?c out s- areas of research thatwe have undertaken because of the
soil surveys. I am sure you note the same thread of research qoing on at
experiment stations throughout the country because of the need to strengthen,
backstop, support and train people for soil suwey activities.

0

.
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b.

0

c.

A model for Stating the Probabilities of ~nents of Fap Units

This typ2ofresearch  is acmmnpractue ~nscmeareas of the
UnitedStates. I refer to transecting and calculating the composi-
tion or purity of mp units. We have tested a ~LX&XXC  of soil -*so-
ciations in nine areas of the UniteU States using the detailed soil
survey as the ground truth for the soil association map that is pro-
duced. We have tested areas in California, Id&o, Arizona, Arkansas,
Kansas,  Nebraska, We&Virginia  and Delaware. We evaluatezl units
by using point transects  of dxfferent intervals, line transects, and
pilot areas. For each transect the estimatedmr$msitionof the
area is calculaJced and the approxirrate mount of effort and man
hours tido theparticularwxkis  est.in?ati. Consequentlyweare
able to develop qraphs or tables to match the anmnt of effort with
the accuracy tha'_n!ay be expected in those particular physicgraphic
areas. We will JLL glad ti share our results with anyone wbz is in-
terested or, if you are patient, hopefully they will be publishsd in
a ye52 or so.

A S&me for Transecting and Detmning I4ap Unit Cceoposition  in tie
Cmpxative Soil Smvey in Nsw York State.

We nvrently are using a cluster sarrpling  analysis that is an aqua-
tin developed for use with b&&al distributions. We believe
this will permit us to provide probability statements ahout the
v&ability of nature, and the probsbilities  of our interpret&Lxx
of that variability. For example, my remits throughout the United
St&m indicate  that'camxmic  mopositionofmpmitdelineatiom
is rmt as high as we perhaps would hope. Hayever, when one lcoks at
the interpretations for my uses we find the probability of ac
ceptsble perfomance  is up to standards that we believe are very
satisfactory for mstmp uses. A report of this sysixm will be
provided for consideration by Ccmmittee 3 on Quality control,  by
Fred Gilbert. It is contained in the proceedings of our recentNew
York State meting onmap quality.

research on OUT Lack of UndeLstaMing  of Soil Maps B~~~~e.lves

(1) What an exciting challenge: It seems that we currently
kmwmre about soils, their classification at2d how to
analyze psdons than we do about maps, their patterns and
their us&~1 interpretation. We have unrlertaen  research
or analysis in this area i9rcmgh  a grant frcm U.S. AID.
Earlier this yearwehadaworltsh~onsoilresource  in-
ventories end this report is available to you if you wish
far a $1.00 mailing charge. In the report we have de-
veloped some methcds for soil mp classification based
on scale changes, minimm size delineations, cmqmsition
of mp units an9 so for%, and are in the process of try-
ing to prepare a handbook  that will pmnitpeople, p&m?-
ily inother countries, to evaluate their own soil survey
infomationas to its quality or sdzquacy  for theirpar-
ticular purposes. Aswe developed the har&mk, we also
lmkedatthe accuracyofbasemps  ancl the in@icat.ions
this has on the accuxacy  of delineations on field sheets
as well as boundary location problms and. classification
problems. It f3m-s outtobea  fairlyixm@i.cated
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!ps that

4)
process, hcwwer we have broken  itdmm into s.t~
are smw&at artificial, but permit one to go through the
process of evallJation. 1

In evaluating  lANcGpLT  imqq, we have one project looking
at the southwestern part of Puerto Rico, txyixq to sort
out lard use, physiography,  soils and geology. An in-
teresti~ sidelight is that  we have found that we cm gen- '
crate about 15% of cm-reqxxdiq lines by a rar&m pmc-

Consequently, the 0th~ 85% is where we had bettzc
E.&y be gooa because  anybody  likely  CXJI_I~~  generate  15%
of ovx liner;.

%nother feature of soil maps is related to the pattern of
the same kind of soil delineations. For exmple, we are
looking at the number, size, shape and pattern of delinea-
tions of a single map unit as it may affect altxxrwtive
land use decisions. Althougl2 thismysowd fairly
straightforward, we have had to measure some 1500 delinea-
tions and then we found that there is 110 readily accept-
able size or shape classification that adequately handles
mapunitdelineations. We think it is an intriguing prob-
lan and that many more of us could give attention to it.

A final point about soil pattzns that may be of interest
to you is thequestionof%ilether  thelocationofnBpunit
delineaixons  of the samekind everhaveadistribution
patterntbatcanbegeneratedby  scmeramlcmprocess.  'IYE
~lication  might be that if it were true that there is
sanedqreeof  rsndcmness  ingeolcqicalpatterns that
'exist on the earth's surface. We have examined a few soil
patterns. We take a square grid and sqe.r~se it on a 0
soil survey map, locate the centers of delineations or if
it is a large one two centers, and then s&divide  these
squares a& counthow-y  are empty,hay~haveone
point, hcwmanyhavetw~  and so forth, Webavebeenable
to subdividescmemaps  umtilweobtainaveryclosema~
with arandanlygentzcatedd~stribwtion.  It is thenega-
tive bincmial  distribution. This really scared me at
firsthecauseIthoqhtitmeanl3.that  thatdistributin
patternitselfmightbe&letobe generatedby scxnerartr
dam process. Hc?&ver,a  negativebitialdistrtitio~~
is one that characte&zes  what you would call clusters or
contagious patterns similar ta thecluster* onacul-
turedplateof  bacteria. Takingthesamesoilpattern
butanal.yzuxj ztwxthmethcds usednwrebyplantecolo-
gists whereby distances, angles to neighbors, and the
m_&er of neighbors  aroUna each point axe meas~rsd, we
havelzeensble todenxxwtrate that theseparameters  are
notr2ln&n. It suggests tit there is scmeord=ixg or f
scn~~  pattexn that is not able to be generated directly
by a randan process. lhis latter result is mDre satisfy-
ing beca*xse  it pelmits  us tD reaffirm that the Sinple So&l
forming factor equation is still one of our rwJ,st  pzwXful
tcxils.
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0 Gentlemen,  I timk you for the opportunity  to share with you scm of the thirgs
that are going on that take soil s-ey infolnation that extra step both into
the acadanic realm and into the practical applied world. We knox that each of
the regions amdoing similar kinds ofworkandmt.4  ~rreaffimthatitis
an i.rqmmt  part of OUT function in the cooperative soil survey. ?ha.n!x you.

.
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State Soil Scientist National Workshop
Chicago, Illinois
March 6-8, 1978

Summary of State Agency Soil Mapping Program Support in Southern Region*

The following sunmary  is for 12 states in the Southern Region, exclusive of Virginia
and Puerto Rico, as of 1 March 1978.

Each state has an experiment station representative for soil survey. This person may
devote  as little as l/4 time equivalent (FTE)  or up to full tims on the work. Most etatea
have other personnel working with him in such work as map compilation, laboratory procedures,
and correlation activities. Over 32 PTE's were so reported, in total, for this category.

No state reported actual soil mappexs  as experiment station employees, but rwo states
(FL, NC) reported state funding for the cost of SCS mappers. Florida reported some $360,000
funded and North Carolina reported funda (amount unspecified) for six SCS mappers on winter
assignment.

Six states  (KY,  LA, NC, OK, SC, TN) reported that orher state agencies employ soil
mapp,ers. The agencies can be generally described as related to conservation and natural
Tesou~ce  type organizations. Forty-seven, plus, FTE's were so reported plus at least one
PTE tn a supervisory position (KY).

All but one Btate repored cooperative work with their highway departments in providing
laboratory support in processing engineering samples. This estimates to a total of about
four FTE's  for the reporting states.

In summary, the several Southern Region Agricultural Experiment Stations tend to put
more aphasia  on providing correlation and laborarory  support rather than on actual soil
mapping operations. However, a significant numbers of soil mappers are provided by other
state agencies in over half of the states. 5tar.e highway department laboratories are active
in processing engineering samples provided by the cooperative soil survey. In total, by
conservative estimate, over 85 FTE’s are provided from non-SCS sources in support of the
National Cooperative Soil Survey program In the Southern Region, exclusive of the dollar
fundinzs  in Florida and North Carolina. This equates to OVBT seven FTE's average, for each
of the-12 reporting states.

H. Il. Bailey, University of Kentucky
Representing the Southern Region

*
Data verified at 1978 Southern Regional
Cooperative Soil Survey, Jekyll Island,

Technical Work-Planning Conference of the National
Georgia. March U-17, 1978.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION INVOLVEMENT IN SOIL SURVEY IN THE WESTERN UNITED
STATES

LeRoy  A. Daugherty
New Mexico State University

The Western United States has a .coordinating  committee on soil survey made up of

representatives of most of the Agricultural Experiment Stations. The purpose of this

comri.ttee  is to allow representation at both regional and national work planning con-

ferences. The decisions from work conference committees on guidelines for mapping,

soil investigations, classification and interpretations have significant impact on the

flexibility of the soil survey programs for meeting state and local needs. The pri-

mary objectives of the Western Regional Coordinating Committee (WRCC-30) on Soil

Survey are three fold: a) provide a mechanism for maintaining the capability of the

Experiment Station for direct input into the National Cooperative Soil Survey; 2)

allow the university researchers an opportunity to meet jointly with other agencies

involved in the National Cooperative Soil Survey for the purpose of assessing the

research needs of the survey program and coordinating research activities for meeting

those needs; and c) allow for representation of all Agricultural Experiment Stations,

through scientists designated by the respective Experiment Stations for fulfilling

the cotiuitments  and responsibilities of the Experiment Stations to the cooperative

survey program, at regional and national soil survey work planning conferences, for

the purpose of insuring that the sol1  survey program is meeting  the soil survey needs

of each state--primarily as related to the nature of soil mapping, classification and

interpretive programs; and to allow for research inputs into decisions made with res-

pect to the above programs.

Most states have interagency committees for the coordination of soil survey. The

most active state in this regard is California with as many as four meetings per year.

Most of the state Agricultural Experiment Stations have limited involvement in field

soil survey activities. The input is predominantly limited to work planning confer-

ences, field reviews, manuscript reviews, and supportive research. Utah is the only

state reporting experiment station personnel actively involved in soil mapping (2).
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Several statm  have graduate students involved in soil survey as summer trainees with

the Soil Conservation Service,

Many of the western states have completed general mate  soil maps at a. scale of

1:1,000,000  through interagency cooperation involving the Agricultural Experiment .

Station and the Soil Conservation Service. Through similar cooperation, several

states have county general soil maps at or near scales of 1:250,000. .

The western region has a regional research committee (W-125) entitled: "Soil

Interpretations and Socio-Economic Criteria for Land-Use Planning." The results of

the varying projects aid the soil survey activities in the region. The objectives of

the regional project are three fold: a) to determine biophysical and socio-economic

factors thar:  influence non-urban land use; b) tc~ organize and deliver existing bio-

physical and socio-economic land related data needed for land-use policy making and

planning; and c) to identify and develop critically needed data and interpretations

for land-use policy making and planning; develop and evaluate  alternatives to over-

come soil limitations affecting land-use and env'lronmental  degradation.

Most of the western st,ates  provide supportive service to the National Coopera-
0

tive Soil Survey in terms of soil characterization. This ranges from a few special-

I ized  samples to complete characterization of as many as 50 pedons per year.

I Montana State University operates an Automated Data Processing System and Data

I Bank for soil inventories. Several thousand pedon descriptions are processed each

year.

I
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State Soil Scientist National Workshop

Chicago, Illinois, March 6, 1978

Budget Process By Westal W. Fuchs

Assistant Director, Soil Survey Operations Division

There is more money in the sail survey budget ehan any time in history, yet the budget is of
greater concern to most of you here than at any time in the past. My objective is to better
acquaint you with the reason for rhis paradox by discussing some of the budgetary processes,
the changing demands and shifting priorities fur the soil wnvey dollar, and some of the
constraints in this phase oE our work.

Most of us are much more involved in the budget phase of our work than just a few years ago and
do not yet feel comfortable wearing this new hat. We of course must continue to proudly wear
our quality control hgt every day, and at the same time become proficient enough with the
budgeting processes that we can don our new hat with confidence when needed to effectively
guide our soil survey program.



Soil Conservation Service appropriations for soil surveys have increased significantly over the
last seven years, but not at a uniform rate.

The distinct changes in 1975, 1976, dnd 1977 were related to congressional support for soil
surveys for the Fort Union Coal, strip mine reclamation, prime farmland, and other environ-

0

mental issues. Public supporr for soil surveys was aIm reflected by increasing amounts uf
State and local appropriations. Contributions and reimbursables earned by SCS has steadily
increased, as wrll as State and county funded permnnel working in the National Cooperative
Soil Survey. In addition, atate canservstionists  redirected significant amounts of funds from I
conservation operationa.

The number of SCS people in soil surtiey remained fairly constant because the increasing dollar
had a declining value; however, r,atal personnel dropped in conservaeiun  operations. The total .

number of people involved in soil surveys increased became of the growth in numbers of state
and local soil scientists. These national trends show that soil survey in quite popular and
continues to receive strong support.~ Then why do we feel such B pinch this year?

Let's review the budget process first, then we will look in more detail at the allotment
process. The budget far a given fiscal year extends over three years, and three fiscal year
budgets are in process at all times.

HOIC of our re~rnc concerns were in the allotment process, which in mose instances did not
provide as much as we indicated a8 a need in tbe planning budget. The appropriations were not
sufficient to cover planning budget requests. The amount of appropriations was net in motion
nearly two years before. This overall budget timetable and schematic has been in effect for
several years; however, signifi,:ant  additions have been made within the last year which will
involve States throughout the planning process. To supplement Zero Based Budgeting (ZBB), SCS
has adopted multiyear planning as the vehicle to provide State level input into the national
issues and weds. You will recoil from the previous chart where soil mrvey funding increased
significantly when coupled with issues of national concern. Them needs are translated into
the agency estimates in consultation wick, and constraints imposed by the Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture. A possible constraint could be no agency increase in funding or personnel,
thus increasing one program would have to be at the expense of another.
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The agency estimnte  may be altered by the Department or by the Office of Managemene  and budget
COMB). While congressional hearings and compromises are proceeding, States prepare their
planning budgets fcr the me of anticipated funds. After appropriations, allotments are made
conaidering  the planning budget requests. Supplemental sllotmants are lmdr when later appro-
priations cover pay act cmts. Redirection from OT to conservation operations is used to
balance accounte at the end of the year.

The allotment process should provide for an equitable distribution of funds in order to
.

accomplish the maximum toward our national objectives. Existing staffing patterns need to
be sufficiently  funded Co bring about an orderly restructuring. Existing staffing pattarns
evolved over several years by building upon the soil survey base allotment, which was some-

. what related to the base allotment for conservation operations. The base increased each year
by applying adjustments such as pay act c osts. Approval of requests for additional recurring
funds also increased the base. The shifting of workloads and priorities to, from, and between
States and other allotees dictates a new approach to the allotmnt process of sail survey funds.

IO

Distribution of sail survey funds between allotees for 1978 fiscal yea was very similar to
the old procedures. The fallowing were the major considerations:

1. Appropriations were 6 million more than last years base, and 2 million more than total
alloted lase year.

2. Appropriations were 1 million less than lest years we.

3. Appropriations were S million less than the planning budget requests, or about 83% of
expressed need.
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4. Ths bssr allotment for 1977 as well as a calculated  base for 1978.

5. The shifting of functions through times between allotear.

a. Compilation and map finishing.
b. Corralarionv  and manuscripts.
C. Imagery and base map acquisition.
d. Effcctfi of computerization. .

6. The presenr.  and long-range workload of allotees.

The shifting functions ad declining workload had only a limited effect on the 1978 allotmcnea, a
but will need  stronger consideration in future allotments. The increasing workload generated
both by reimbursables  and 98 financial project will need  to be considered in future allotments..

New  budget procedures will~involvc  u6 all much more  than in the past, and will change some of
the ways we express our needs. We already have many of the tools we need to be effective.
Our soil survey plan of operations is a multiyear  plan of this soil survey program in a State.
GASPUSS  is D very effective  Cool in budget considerations and will be even  better as we sharpen
up our scheduling procedures. Funds for operating our soil survey program in the future will
be alloted based upon how effectively we convey  our needs.
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United States Department of Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service

State soil. scientist wxksbop
Arlington Heights, Illinois

March G-g, 1978

CASPUSS
By Richard A. Dierking

Soil Survey Closaificstion  and Correlation Division
Chief, Soil Classification and Mapping Branch

I. The @mputar Aided Lcheduling  of Published Loi1 _Surveys  (CASPUSS)  system is designed to
compile schedules that aid in the coordination of sail survey activities. The program uses
inputs from all levels of soil survey to output activity schedules. It standardizes the zdminis-
trative  data necessary for coordinating a national soil survey program.

The CASPUSS system furnishes data in a number of formats. The various  formats are suitable and
used for:

1. Scheduling and monitoring completion of important steps in each progressive soil survey.

2. Preparing the soil survey budget.

3. Answering congressional inquiries and those from the general public.

4. Determining  long-range workloads and associated manpower and financial neede.

5. Determining those step8 in a soil survey that consistently cause bottlenecks.

6. Providing status of work in all soil survey areas.

Instructions for completing the schedules are given in National Soils Handbook, Section 205.4(a).

The CASPUSS system “as started around January 1975 and the first input program was run in March
1975. The system has been developing for three years and is still being modified. Approximately
50 different programs have been developed to display different formats of the basic input data.
Some of the programs are simple and display chronologically a single function and other prap;rams
are more complex, i.e., the operations schedule. Four programs are stored onlinr,  and about ten
are stored on private disk packs and can be recalled, and about 35 are kept as punch-card decks,
which can be inserted into our terminal facilities.

Since the acquisition of EASYTRIWE (Pansophic Co., Oak Brook, Tllinois), it has been easier to
dcvelap programs far many of the formats chat are useful for sail survey management. This saft-
ware package has allowed us to provide special formats. The special formats requested by the TSCs
for example, are all different. The NE and M use one each and the S and W each UB~S four. Only R
few States have requested special formats. Refer to attached Distribution List for the kinds of
formats.

The ADP costs for CASPUSS are about 17 percent of the total combined computer and tennlnal costs
allotted to us. The Soil Classification and Mapping Branch spends about $2100 of $15,000 allotted
for computer time and $1200 of $4800 allotted for the terminal. We do have a limited budget for
these kind of activities. We also have limited personnel to reproduce, collate, and distribute
printouts of these formats.

II. How can CASPUSS aid in pour State's soil survey management program?

1. ICASPUSS  provides the status of each soil survey area in yaur State each 4 months,

.- You can determine if there are holdups in processing maps and text for publication.
These can be investigated, through the Head, Soils Staff, TO determine cause and
possible ways to expedite.
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- You can determine more nearly the actual time of publication which should help in
planning and scheduling introductory infonoation  activities.

0
2. CASPUSS can be a tool that illustrates the overall State soil survey program to area and

district office staffs,

- By making field stiffs  "ware  of the overall effort, and by

- Showing the impdrtance  of scheduling and meeting schedules.

3. CASPUSS can be e tool for your State's long-range soil survey planning. *

- You can identify all major steps in a concise format, and it can

- Serve  as a remi"der  to prepare work plans and order imagery prior to initial field
reviews.

- The Mississippi ten-year soil survey program plan uses similar kinds of data that is
distributed to the public.

4. CASPUSS provides a means to coordinate plans and actions by State, TSC, and Wsshington
offices with their cart", editorial, and operations staffs.

- It ensures that the same ""me and.spelli"g  is used throughout.

- It e"s"rea  that all staffs are aware of scheduling changes at all levels.

- It ensures that funds are adequately budgeted for printing and binding.

- It ensures the prdper  listing of priorities so that text and maps are ready for
printing and binding at the same time.

5. CASPUSS  printout format  is easily changed to show data arranged in various ways to
assist in management. 0

- The TSCs receive a printout after each update listing critical dates from the oper-
ations, manuscript, and cartographic schedules. All pertinent data are "11 one
printout instead of 3 printo"ts--and  therefore is more  easily hsndled  and referenced.
Perhaps State conservationists  and Stare staff could use a similar printout to carry
with them.

- A single-page printout format was developed by Bob Johnson, Florida State Soil
Scientist, that leaves blank columns so that they can be filled in for steps pertinent
to state operationa. The attached Mississippi example is very similar. (Critical
scheduling dates for State's soil survey staffs.)

6. CASPUSS is used by Washington office staff who participate in program inspections, State
appraisals, and inspections to help evaluate your sol1 survey program.

III. Some of the recent changes to the CASPUSS program are:

- The colnm"  "FINAL-MS-REVIEW, HYATT TECH" has bee" replaced with "FINAL-MS-RFIIIEW,
"EDIT DENT" which will give initials identifying the soil scientist o" the soil
survey publications staff and the editor responsible for final manuscript review.

Technical Reviewer

CP Clatie Powell
GE Guy Earl"
JT John Trach
WS Bill Shelton

Editor

JB Jim Benson
JG Jim Giuliano
JO John Owen
JR John Ryan
KT Ken Thomas
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PC Phil Chavez
RF Ruth Fog&
SA Stan Anderson
SF Steve F&and
TF Thelma Finlay

- The column "HAP-COMPILATION-AND-FINISHING,  PC'2 PIN" will be dropped.

- Standard intervals have been developed for scheduling purposes between steps on the
manuscript schedule. Dates for individual surveys may change  because of such thinas
as work priorities of the editorial staff, problems with editorial cont:~acts,
and status of maps--changes in dates will show on updated schedules.

IV. Past reviews and evaluations of CASPUSS printouts suggest the following actions:

1. The preparation of the soil survey work plan should be scheduled.

2. The sol1 survey area number must agree with the number assigned the area in the Time-
keeping & Progress Systems Codes.

3. The difference between a progressive survey and a project survey is nor clearly under-
stood, thus surveys axe not always recorded propwly. Definitions are given in Advisory
SOILS-12, June 24, 1977.

4. WC believe that progressive soil surveys should be scheduled by the State through to
"Initial MS Review, State Complete" and column "Mew Base Imagery, Daze Ordered" plus
column  '%p Compilation and Finishing, Due TX."

5. Initial review dates should reflect those reviews that have followed many of the proce-
dures in the National Soils Handbook.

6. All overdue dates  (*) should he rescheduled.

7. The soil survey status map Sncluded  with APOs should agree with data on the CASPUSS
schedules.

l'bis brief discussion completes our review of the CASPUSS system. We have mentioned a little
background information, how CASPUSS may aid your State's soil survey management program, and home
rrcent developments and evaluations.
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M&%year  Planning z+~d  the Soil Sm

President Carter issued a memorandum dated January 12, 1977, calling for budget requests
to be prepared within the context of a 3 year budget plan. OMB has since issued
instructions to implement this multiyear  budget planning concept.

AL the I976 State Conservationists' Meeting, the AdministraLor  asked  his policy committee
for 1977 to examine the multiyear  planning approach. That committee upon completing
its work, recommended that a multiyear planning and budgeting concept be adopted and
that the necessary procedures be developed. The Administrator appointed on implementation
committee that is now preparing those procedures. Hopefully, the results will be of
maximum value to the States and to the Washington Office.

Budgets exist for one primary reason. That is to support work plans. Therefore, a
sound budget reyuires  a sound plan of work. If you are going to prepare a budget for
several years ahead, the,!  you must have a clear idea of the work to be done in those
years and the expected results. You mast communicate that idea to others involved in
the work planniq  and budgeting process to arrive at a coordinated approach. And you
mr~st give those who will do the actual. work an opportunity to make an input to the
plan.

In addition, the Soil and Water Resource Conservation Act of 1977 (RCA) presents a
situation in which soil survey will provide soils information for multiyear planning
of other SCS oraecams.  Wowever.  RCA will also rewire  a nn~ltiyear  plan or strategy

c.

d.

e.

the soil survey program.

are we concerned about multiyear  planning in soil survey?

Must plan carefully if to meet 1998 target.

Must assure meeting soil survey needs of other programs as they change over the
years.

Must be able to meet user demands.

Must assure adequate workforce in right locations.

Must identify the remaining job to be done, the resources needed, output expected,
and provide this information for State, TX, and national decisionmaking.  This
means in soil survey we need a plan  for more  than 3-4 years.

The multiyear plan for soil survey must necessarily cover the period from now until
the survey is completed. Some key elements need to be identified:

- A proposed starting date for each survey area and an estimated completion date
should be included.

- The staff of soil scientists expected to be available for working in each area
should be known.

- The estimated costs of moving people out of and into survey areas as surveys are
completed and begun must be identified along with the cost of equipment, office
spare, specialist support, etc.

- Other discipline leaders must know what is expected of them and when.

The following work planning steps should help in developing a multiyear plan:

a. Assess and evaluate the situation.

What remains to be done?
What are the priorities?

Talk  given by Wwne F. Msresch,  Directa",  Management-%luation  Division, USDA,
Soil Conservation Service, a% the National State Soil scientis~t  Meeting, Chic%@,
Illinois, March 6-8, 1978.
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h. Identify sliernative courses  of action.

Wow are we now doing the job?
Wbot other ways can it be done?

c. Analyze workload.

What are the jobs to br? done?
What resources  do we have to carry them out'?
Are they the re~ourccs  we will nerd 2 or 3 years from now?

d. Develop long-term objectives and plans.

Changes in the mix of resources  cannot he made overnight.

e. Break long-term objectives and plans into manual  increments.

f.. Schedule work.

g. Evaluate progress and adjust as needed. The plan should  never be final, it is
intended to bc a point of departure. Change  it to accommodate changes in the
situation.

One probl.em  we have encountered is in how we measure success  in the soil survey.

What does acres mapped mean to those outside SCS and agencies  and universities
associated with soil survey?

What if we did not complete the survey?
What if we did oat publish it even though the mapping has been done?
What is the tax payer  getting for his money?
Uoes he or she really  need surveys of that intcnsiLy  published in that form?

We need to be able to answer those questions.

why do we soncern  o~awlvcs  with multiyear planning for the soil survey?

- With ow limited resowces we must concentrate them on the jobs that wiXl produce
results.

- With the emphasis on completing the survey we must avoid encouraging efficient
failures. Effectiveness is doing the right thing while efficiency is doing the
thing sight. With our limited resources  we cannot afford inefficiencies or
ineffectiveness.

- We must involve the field.

- We need to forget the past. Our life in SCS ins in the future. Our plan must meet
tomorrow needs not just reflect yesterdays performance.

These call into question se?crsl  things:

a. Do we have the right people in the right places?

b. Do they fully understand their joh and its contribution to the total effort?

c. Are they adequately trained?

d. Do they have the equipment, maps, etc., needed?

e. Do they have sufficient management and technical  support?

f. Do they have enough time to do the jab?
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g. At the current rate of progress, will the survey he completed by 1998’?

h. What staff adjustments need to hc made as we approach the completion of tfle survey?
GIhat adjustments in other resourcrs?

i. What  make tip of staff should WC bwe after the survey is completed?

We have  made mistakes in the past, I do not need to reiterate them here. We need to
learn from our mistakes and develop plans that wi.11 help us avoid making those mistakes
as wel’l as to avoid making new ones.

Soil scientisLs  need to be involved in the multiyear  plan development for all programs
to be aware  of the resulting demands on soil survey of those program activities.
Other program leaders need to be involved in the soil survey multiyear plan development..
You need to consider the entire soil survey multiyear plan and budget, UOL ,jnst  the
personneJ.  portion. Soil survey is a team  effort .
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CARTOGKAPHIC  DIVISION

PRmENT*TIclN  A T  S T A T E  SOIL SCIENTZST  ErEETING

CHICACO,  [I.LINOIS

March  6, 1978

TMnCERY  FOR NATIONAL COOPEm.  SOIL S”R”EV

UY

Jerome  A .  Cockowski, Direcror

The Soil Conservation Service used ASCS Qhutog:mpbs exclusively from the period 1935 to 1968,
Our sister agency was responsible for imagery acquisition for the Dopnctment of Agriculture.
However, ASCS imagery is flown for the ASCS  mission--that 16, with  wget;ltive cover--which ia
contrary to the soil scientist's needa in most instances.

Major changes have evolved iu the NCSS iuaeary  program. Since 1968, SCS has brcn flying for
the specific SCS mission of soil survcyo in areas of low relief. Cartographic provides
photobase sheets for saLI mapping. Using this imagery has several advantages: (a) it may be
obtainud with optimum cover condition, (b) more area is mapped per photobase sheet thus
requiring less msrchin~  from sheet to sheet, (c) 3 better qunliry of imagery results From
first generation pr:ntr, (d) mapping nt this publication scale gives the soil scientist better
control of density rf mapping far publication, and (e) eliminates mosnicking  of Low relief
areas in cartographic, thus reducing personnel requirements. Since 1'968, we have contracted
for high altieudc  imagery far 818,317 square miles or 1,070 areas et a cost approaching
$2-314 million.

Another change was the use of orthophotogrnphy commencing in 1973 when R cost-share program
was developed with USGS. The use of this product precludes mosaicking in area of excessive
relief. It is a planimetrically correct base, that is, every point on the image is in its
correct  locarian respective TV all othu points on that image. Tha primary benefit ia that it
reduces SCS cartographic pcrsonncl requiramenr.s  for laying mosaics and fits other agencies
nap bases. Since 1973, we have contracted far 8,563 quads covering:  470,965 square miles at n
cost of $2,793,500.

Another important change was the nev procedure for soil surveys approved in &y 1974. This
change resulted in the States Funding the entire cost of imagery acquisition. NO longer are
the States waiting for the NCSS publication program to finance the cost oi imagery and then
waiting one to two yaurs for imagrry before map finishing can cormoence. This cbz~nge  did more
to provide imagery on time for publication than any other single step.

Another change that is vital to keeping the SCS soil survey publication program on schedule  is
the agrremnt  that SCS entered into on June 4, 1976, with ASCS and PS, Department of

. Agriculture. This agreement, effective Ocroher 1, lY77, centrsliaes scquisltion of all aerial
photo uterial for the Department in ASCS. Thu benefits &,uld be fourfold, This egrcemrnt
will result in: (1) one set nf standsrdn fur all USDA agencies, (2) larger contests  covering

* contiguous areas with resultzine  cost reduction, (3) better c~ntracfor performance since sll
flying will be for USDA and (4) better coordination of acquisition activities in the Depart-
ment. The Administrator neated in R letter to TSC Directura  in*July 1977, that SCS must give
this USDA agreement For aerial pboeo acquisition a fair trial period of about two years
before we consider other alternatives.

On October 5, 1977, fbe Adminisrrntor  approved decentralization of imagery acquisition fruar
Hyatesville to each 'WC Cartographic facility. Your *SC Cartographic Staff is nvx* responsible
for the ordering of aerial phorograpby  for your State. This should resuli In better and mure

0

direct communication between the State stafEs and TSC Cartographic &ads and it should also
result in better contractor ceaponrivonesr. Purchns~ orders bill be submitted through  the
TSC to ASCS for aerial photography or to USGS for orthophotograplry.
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SCS has used black and white pnncbrumati~c  photography for the past 43 years. I aIll awal-e that
studies are presently underway in three Stntor to compare using color IR imagery with black
and white imagery. Stati! staffs i,rci  comparing  msolucion, photointerpretation,  and oehor
qualities of both films while mapling. In Hou.ston  County, Minnesotn, pbotobasc sheets for
mapping and publication have her" prepared in black and white from the color IK negativea.
Color transparencies  have been mlargcd to the publication scale and are used for photo-
interpretation. In Harmon County, Oklahoma, the black ;md white negatives  from color IR are
used for photobase  preparnrion  and color IR paper prints have hrrn obtained for compxrativr
photointerpretive  purposes. ASCS has flown Dallas County, Lowa, i&th color TR and black and
wbiLr pwclrromatic at the same time. Cartographic hiis already prepared tire photobase sheets
for conducting this project survey. Iowa staff shall obtain a few color IR positives or prints
to be nerd for pbntointarprerivr  purposes to determine whether color TR would add to the
rfficicncy of mapping. n‘hey sl~,al:L also USC hl.ack and white infrared prints for interpretation.
Thcs studies arc hoing conducted to determine whether by using n slightly more costly photo-
base proliuct, appreciable Roil scientist muppini:  time mi&t be reducnd resulting in a tofal
cost reduction in the soil survey  program.

LANDSAT  imagery has been used for low intewity soil survey activities primarily in foreign
countries;. It does present sood data for State gmersl soil maps; however, brcauoe of thr
resolution we recommend enlnrgmcnts  of the reconstituted images to scales no Inrg,rr than
1:250,6X20  or 4 milts to the inch.

In one 01: two pil.ot *xens, SCS is using clnssiii.ed imagery as a s*urcu ol data for conducting
wil surveys.  The primary henrfir of using classified imagery ii; the immediate avnilahiliry
of current imagery over the majority of the country.

Dr. Flach has sugfiested  that, where nrcas will be published at a scale smaller than 31:680,
B line map shuuld be considered. WCS quads with topography could be used as x hnse with
soil linen and symbols over printed in red.

On avenge, you and ceutograpbic are doing well in ima,<ery ocqnisition for the publication
prugran. Rowever, if you an one of,the States where you are waiting for one or two areas,
you are not lrnppy. 'The nttscllrd  table spcciiirs the summary of imagery acquisicinn from
CASI'USS RB of February IZ, 1978.

From the table we have a 981: SUCC~BS ratio for imagery acquisition for FY 78 puhlicaeions;
92% for Pi 79; and 80X for FY 80 Far an average of %9.25%. All prior years' survey areas
have the inxtgnry 100% flown. This includes imngery for orehpbatogvaphy  and mossaicking  nlno.
We rcalizo that urtbophotogrnpby i.s giving many of you problems. In our most recent mectiug
with WCS, Doyle Frederick, Cbiol, Pl.anning  and Program Development,  who is directly under
ebe Chief of the Topographic Division, indicated that USGS hse taken action to insure tbnt
1,300 additional qwds will be delivered to SCS during the period  early December 1977 through
March 197%. tlr stated emphatically that after March of 1978 the GS orthopbotoquad  production
prosran will remain rurcent with SCS rrqoiremments. We have finally gotten the attention of
fbe GS and particularly the attention of their Mapping Ccntsrs.

tiven though we have done R good job,in really getting the soil survey and imagery acquisition
proSram togc~hsr, there is still much room for improvement. Advance planning by the State
staffs for aerial  photography acquisition is of utmost importance. ?Inny times tbu State
staff indicntcs B priority need for imagery for the purpose: of mapping to nvuid transferring
data. However, in many instances. L~R area is already 40-50X mapped before the imagery is
ordered and the likelihood of mapping on new imagery is rather remote. We suggest that
imngary  ohould  bc ordered a minimum of three years prior to your need. This issue was
discussed at a recent Teclmi<ml  Serviccs/TSC Diwctors meeting in Washington. llr. Flacb
indicated to Cletc Cillman that when Clsre was the Indiana  Sratc Conservationist, they did
advanced planning and bad imagery when field mapping commenced. C,.ptr stated that they were
in good shape because they ordered imagery, not two, but three years prior to need to make
certain that they bad 3 prod&t when they required it.

Letting. the St:atr staffs award their own flying contracts is not the answer. All flying
contractors, large or small, are eligible to bid on aerinl survsy cont.ractti provided they meet
USDA requirements for equipmanl:  and file a satisfactory financial statement. You aL1 know
that R Cl.ying contractor, in order to stay in business, mns~; have a full schedule of contract
flying. Consequently,  even though the weather is clear in your area, he may be flying in
another area where the wcnther  is also clear. We believe that the decrnrralizstiml  of flying
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ATTACHNENT

SUXMARY  OP INACERP  ACQCTSTTION  FROM  CASPUSS (Z-12-78)

TSC FY 78 FY 79 FY 80 FP 81 FY 82 T"kd'

South High Altitude 31/31 33132 40129 104192
0ythn 515 413 514 X4/12
Mosaic 7.12 414 G/6

36136 39137 49137 124l110
____-

l”Jerr High Al tirade 616 1/l 717
Ortho 19117 14113 21l13 2/z 3/2 59147
M o s a i c 212 4l4 l/l 111 a/a

27125 18l17 23l15 3l3 312 74162

Eant High hit ~.tude 212 12112 6/6 2/2 22/22
Ortho 6/h 712 313 12l I.1
Mosaic loll0 613 914 l/l Xi/18

lall8 21117 1 8 1 1 3 z/2 l/1 6Ol51

_____

Midwest Hi& Altitude 24124 47144 48145 G/5 l/l 1261119
0rtho 414 414 615 14113
Mosaic

28/2% 51/48 54150 6/5 l/l 14Ol132

~~ -

TOTALS BY F Y 109/107 129l119 1441115 11110 514 3981355

TOTALS BY FY BY INAA(:E  TYPE

High Altitude 63163 92188 95/81 al7 L/l 259/240
Ortho ~34/32 25122 3.5125 212 312 99183
Mosaic 12112 u/9 14/9 l/l 111 40132

109/107 129/119 144l115 u/10 514 398l355

(98%) (92X) (8Oi:) (9x!, (80%) (89%)

1/ ’398l355
Number of wrvry  areas listed on l-5-78 CASPUSS PRINTOCZ

I Number of t;urvey area0  with imngrrjr flown

+
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State Soil Scientist Workshop
Chicago, Illinois - March 6-8,1978

w. J. Parker

Good to be here with you--it isn't often that the planner and soil scientist have an opportunity
to sit down together. I especially appreciate your invitation to be with you.

Purpose of presentation:

Bring you up-to-date on some current resource planning activities so that you have a better
understanding of resource planning as you hold group discussions tomorrow.

Today I am going to do three things:

z descrfbe  resource planning as that term is used in SC5 today.
explain  several resource planning activities and show how soils data are used.

a suggest some topics for you to explore in your groups tomorrow.

In the Objectives Statement for this workshop is this sentence:

"Soil survey information is now used for a greater variety of purposes than at any time in
the past."

Certainly a true statement--a bit later we will inventory these uses. The Objectives
Statement goes on to say that it is "the specific purpose of this workshop to review and
(evaluate current policies and procedures. . . .‘I Here is where the inventory of uses may
help you.

Let's look at rescdrce  planning:

It is what the words say it is--planning for our resources. Of course in SCS we don't own
the natural resources, so we can't really plan for them either.

What we do is assist the people who do own them (and have decisionmaking responsibility
for them).

And we also assist the people who have legal responsibility for public decisions that
affect private decisions.

Assist these people--what does this mean?

It means that SCS provides information about the natural resources, provides help to under-
stand the importance of the information.

So what are some of the activities included in resource planning?

' One you may be best acquainted with is prime lands.

' You identifv the land that is defined to be orime.
' Others use 'this information.
'Some use it in land use planning. If this land is prime, it should be reserved for
agricultural purposes. Prime land then becomes an issue involving a variety of
interests.

0 For the future, it may be more pertinent to identify prime lands for energy conservation
;;;;Fes. After all, our best lands would require less energy resource than our other
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Another activity included under resource planning is Coastal Zone Planning.

This is a program of NOAA - Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
It is a grant program to the States on the coasts and Great Lakes.
Each State defines "coastal zone" for itself, and then designs  a oronram  for managing the
natural and economic resources.
Soils are an imoortant  factor in this zone, which corresponds to an "edse" in an ecological
system.
Perhaps you know of the red clay study made by SCS for the Minnesota coastal zone planning
study.

activity of considerable dimension--208

This is another grant program--from EPA to State or local government for the purpose of
designing a program to handle water pollutants.
Some pollutants enter our rivers from pipes--these are point sources.
But many pollutants enter our rivers from diffused sources--these are nonpoint  sources.
Soil is one of these pollutants.
In planning to handle these pollutants, soil information is essential.
It is used by planners by must be understood by elected decisionmakers, who adopt plans,
and by citizens who have an interest in them.

So these are three important resource planning activities.

Recently a more minor activity--minor in terms of volume of SCS work--not in terms of sub-
stance--use of soil survey was described in a publication. This article told of using soil
surveys from SCS in historic preservation work.

All these illustrations show that soil survey data has moved far beyond its use for agri-
cultural decisionmaking. Soil scientists and specialists must be aware that there is a large
variety of professionals and nonprofessionals who use soil survey data. Their needs differ.
But they depend on you for this particular type of data.

Based on the resource planning activities described above, I'd like to suggest some items for
your discussion tomorrow:

' When you consider soil survey operations, would you discuss how you would involve resource
planners.

’ They are some of the users of your products.
' Consider how you will involve government officials and citizens and interest groups in

planning your surveys.
' Recall that AOM GEN-17. Re: Public Participation speaks of involving the public in all_

SCS programs.

When you discuss presenting soils data , recall the variety of data users. Consider publi-
cation formats that are designed for the non-soils technician.

When you talk about future needs, reflect on the fact that the resource planning programs
described here did not exist 10 years ago. We do not know precisely what is ahead. But
we know that we have information-handling capabilities that have not been exhausted. Be
ready to make use of them. Then when the new need for soils data arises, we may be ready
to meet them.

The future brings the challenge of the unknown.

We have met these in the past.

We will be ready to do so in the ,future  to the extent that we ready ourselves now.

Thank you for inviting me to be part of your discussion.
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NATIONAL STATE SOIL SCIENTIST WORKSHOP
Chicago, Illinois
March 6-8, 1978

MANUSCRIPT EDITING AND PROCESSING

bY

Patricia 0. MacPhfrson
Chief, Soil Survey Editorial Staff

Glenn Dale,  Maryland

I'm not going to talk specifically about manuscript editing and

processing. What I'm going to do is talk about communications systems-

and making better use of the technology we already have.

In the past few years, greater technological changes have occurred

in the publication area than any other But we don't need to stop there.

Right now, we have the capability of setting up systems that are more

flexible, selective, multi-use, and responsive to the user. Let's specu-

late on bow they might'work.

First, let's consider that every published soil survey and maps

is a base document containing as much information as we have at one point

in time. We're aware, however, that a soil survey is usually out-of

date the day it's published. One of ow challenges in the years ahead

will be to develop ways of upgrading interpretations and management

info- ation, and --most important-- getting it to the user.

To do this efficiently we need word processing capability in every

state  office. We already have several hundred survey areas stored on

g-track magnetic tape. If these are kept in the state office, they

can be accessed to add new interpretations, delere out-of-date material,

and selectively print out needed data.
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Within a year or so, we should have the technology to automatically

enter "old-style" published surveys on tape through an OCR system. Thus, 0

this data could also be updated, added to, manipulated, and selectively

retrieved. It's possible that maps could be stored on microfilm--for

retrieval on request.

What we would have is a pretty complete data base. It can be updated

easily. suppose teams of soil scientists were assigned to collect data

on soil potential, fertilization, 01‘ waste disposal interpretations--on a

county-by-county basis. This information could be keyed into the data

base--in a format suitable for future publication--but which is instantly

useful

This information system is also accessible. We already have the

capability to set up a key-word system for information retrieval. suppose,

for example, a county sanitary commission wanted across-the-board information

on locations suitable for sewage lagoons. Using the "search and retrieve"

program, wery paragraph with the word "sewage lagoon" would be printed out.

We can also selectively retrieve appropriate columns in one OT more tables.

In this way the u&r is furnished only the information he needs--

quickly, cheaply, and efficiently. Because the tape have been revised

to add the most up-to-date data, he is assured of getting the best we got!

The sanitary commission, for instance, would be given a copy of the print-

out--made for them in seconds--inserted in a binder with maps and in-

structions for using the material. Perhaps in the future, the information



could be transmitted automatically to the county via a tclephoto'system.

0

1

0

This information system can also be manipulated. Programs can be

developed to compile and print out data on any combination of interpre-

tations. What areas  of the state, for example, have high potential for

recreation development? Let's go a step further and interface this

system with AMS or MIAIDS systems for producing interpretive maps.

Last, when the time comes  to republish the base document--the soil

survey--the tape need only be edited, revised, and submitted to GPO for

publication. Thus, we've turned a soil survey into a living, viable

record--not a static, out-of-date publication gathering dust on a shelf.

This system--or any other--isn't going to be effected overnight.

We do need to plan and coordinate, however, and I guess that's why we're

here.

But what is new now? A lot of things, including:

1. Some states and TSCs are experimenting with a system

keystrokes on mag cards and converting them into linolex

editing and revision, the survey is ready for electronic

for capturing

discs. A:fter

typesetting.

The optimum procedure would be to capture edited keystrokes. Until

we can, this procedure isn't going to save us much time. Also, input

must be carefully controlled. Of couixe, the mag cards are useful for

series descriptions and perhaps other state office functions.
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2. We're hopeful that the program of assigning editors to TSCs has

been of help to you. The practice of pre-editing map units early in
a

the writing process seems to really be working out well--from OUT

point of view. Also, in the WTSC, a modular system for map units--

called computer-assisted writing(CAW)--seems to hold early promise.

3. In Glenn Dale (Hyattsville), we're doing a few new things. +

We're still negotiating for approval to purchase some new soft-

ware that would make it possible to typeset tables--and which may

eventually give us moi-e flexibility in format. We've worked out

programs to identify errors in the codes that signal changes in format

and type size. We've also worked out a new system for internal scheduling

on the linolex, so we can predict publication more accurately.

You're aware that more and mwe responsibilities are being given

to states. Some people have asked about the possibility of assigning

mope editors to TSCs or even state offices. For a lot of reasons  this

isn't very practical--but I have a compromise that may help us to be

more responsive to state needs. I'd like your reaction.

What I'd like to do is assign you an editor--to use 01‘ not to use

as you please. Thus, every SSES editor would have responsibility for

the soil survey publications of around two states--say Idaho and Iowa.

Hopefully, he would develop a commitment to you and your program. He

could speed up and monitor publication--according to your priorittes.

You could communicate directly with him on your editorial OP publication
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problems (photos, format, status, GPO rules--anything not of a technical

nature). Possibly, he could visit the state office to help with training

or to be trained. What do you think--the editors are enthusiastic.

One last point I'd like to make--where I think we can be helpful.

That's in the area of publicity and information activities for published

surveys. We're developing general guidelines for the NSH in this area;

we hope to work with TX information specialists in setting up information

kits. These kits will contain sample press releases, radio and TV spots,

agendas, even speeches. They should make this important job a lot easier.

Wow, just one 9 last point. In the past 2 years, I've

seen sane outstanding soil surveys submitted for publication. I've also

Seen SOme very poor one5. I'd like to propose a system for identifying

and recognizing those authors and state office people who'% done such

an outstanding job. Perhaps annual awards could be given by Mr. Davis.

I'll leave that up to Klaus.
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I SOIL POTENTIALS

0

A review draft of policy and procedures for preparation of soil poten-tial ratings was sent to
States and TSC's with Advisory SOILS-13, June 30, 1977. Your comments and suggestions for
improvement are sincerely appreciated. They were carefully evaluated and many have been incor-
porated in the latest draft. We have also included more examples and exhibits to illustrate
procedures. The latest draft is being edited and will soan be ready for distribution to the
field as Seclion  404, National Soils Handbook.

The basic policy and procedures remain the same as those in the review draft, State conserva-
tionists favored optional inclusion  of soil potential ratings in published soil surveys.
They expressed concern fhat the ra.fings would not be coordinat&d, but &It the advantages of
local ratings outnumbered the disadvantages. Relative cost of corrective measures, soil
pwformance (or yield) and relative cost (or effect) of limitations that continue after
feasible corrective measures have been applied was accepted as a suitable basis for prepara-
tion of soil potential ratings.

Deficiencies in many of our prasent soil intsrpretations have brought about this new approach
that we call soil potentials. The following are some of the needs that will  be fulfilled:

identification of corrective meawres  that are feasible and effective in overcoming or
minimizing the effects of soil limitations.

determination of soil performance (or yield) level after corrective measures have been
applied.

ranking of soils from best to poorest for a given use.

emphasis on use with proper treatment rather than avoidance of problems.

rating by one set of terms applicable to all land uses.

- consolidation of information on soil use and treatment from many sour-ces both inside and
outside SCS Including sanitarians,  engineers, builders, agricultural experts and others.

- preparation to meet local needs.

- strengthened planning and achievement of better land use by identifying suitable soil use
and treatment alternatives.

._A few of the significant features of the forthcoming policy and procedures for preparation of
soil potential ratings are a5 follows:

- soil potential ratings supplement soil limitation ratings, capability classitication,
woodland groups, and range site interpretations, but may be used in lieu of them under
certain circumstances.

- ratings are prepared for map units, however, map unit ratings may be supplemented by
ratings of component soils.

1 - ratings are prepared locally using locally developed rating criteria and locally feasible
and effective corrective measures.

- ratings a-e prepared with inputs from local experts in the use being rated.
.

- systematic procedures are followed.

- soil potential ratings are an optional form of soil interpretations, available for use to
meet local needs.

'- ratings may be included in published soil surveys at the option of the state conserva-
tionist.

- -
Presented by David F. Slusher, Assistant Director, Soil Survey Interpretations Division, at the
State Soil Scientist's Workshop, Arlington Heights, Illinois. March 6-8, 1978.
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Soil potentials provide an opportunity to extend the role  of SCS in resource planning. We must
go further than just  pointing our soils  with limitation s 50 people can avoid problems. Soil
potentials provide an overall ev;lluation  of soil resources .to help  people we opportunitice.
The comparative ratings of soils  and identification of corrective measures needed  to achieve
soil potential are features of this approach ftist will bt? extremely valuable to SCS personnel
who ore on the frorit  line of resource planr~iry.

.
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STATE SOIL SCIENTIST WORKSHOP
Arlington Heights, Illinois

March G-8, 1978

.

Report of Discuesion Group I
Soil survey Operationa

The objective of the workshop adequately defines the charge for Discussion Group I - Soil
survey operations. This objective was "Review the job remaining to complete the once-over soil
survey of the nation and evaluate key program elements affecting the completion by 1998 or
Booner."

The discueaion.group addressed the followi& key issues:

1. Objectives of National and State Long Rage Work Plans

2. Use of Non-SIX Reeources in Soil Surveys

3. Soil survey Work mane

4. Soil Survey Management

5. Financial Concerns

The contents of this report highlight significant discussion itema for each of the above key
issuea. This is followed by the recommendations of Discussion Group I, Soil Survey Operations,
and a listing of participants.

I. Objectives of National and State Long Range Work Plan

1.1 Workload analysis considerations other than mapping and publications - Soil scient-
ists in many areas are spending a significant amount of time doing activities not
related to mapping and publication. Examples of these activities include:

(1) On-site inveatigationa

(2) Development and revision of Technical Guides

(3) Special studies such as Environmental Impact Statements, River Basin studies,
etc.

(4) Soil Interpretations mandated by legislation, i.e. Surface mines, RCA, 208
activities, tax amemment, state sediment and erosion control regulations

(5) Working with city, county or local groups

(6) Prime farmland and other LIM acrivieics (National Erosion Inventory)

(7) Training non-X% users of soil surveys, SCS u8em of aoil mrmeys, and soil
scientists.

Preparation of workload analysis to complete the field mapping for the National
Cooperative Soil Survey by 1998, all Forest Service lands by 1985, and all Bureau of
Land Management areas by 1990 must consider what percent of the soil scientists time
is needed for activities not related to mapping. There are many excellent opportun-
ities for field eail scientists to become involved in providing soil interpretations.
We must determine at what level we wish acreage production to be, which 2s in part
continSent  on soil scientists involvement in other activities and also length of field
*eason.
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There was general consenms of State Soil Scientists that District Consenrationists,
Soil Consenrationists  and other SCS personnel need training in more effective "ee of
basic soil survey data. This would (1) provide mm relief on the request of field
soil scientists and provide more time for field mapping, and (2) enable the District
Conservationists, and Soil Conservationists to be more effective end better informed

0

on the uee of soils data.

The we of the home study course by "on-soil scientists o" Soil Survey Interpreta-
tions was strongly encouraged. There have been several suggestions for improvement L
of various sections of this course. All suggestions for improvement should be sent
to the Director of Soil Survey Interpretations.

1.2 Workload analysis - National end State. Various aspects of long ra"ge and multi-year c
plans were discussed. Emphasis  is needed to insure the State Conservationists, Asst.
State Conservationists for Operations, and Area Conservationists are involved in
preparation of these plans. The long range plans should identify the time and amount
of work required for mapping, publication end other "onmapping activities soil
scientists do. The long range plan eervee as a vehicle for how the soil survey field
work can be completed. The mtilti-year  plan provides realistic defined objectives and
goals. Often there are specific crises either in terms of monies or additional jobs
to do which influence use of soil scientists time. Through a multi-year and long
range plan, the State Soil Scientist can effectively provide the State Conservationist
priorities and the impact thar each situation will have on publication schedules end
other related activities. l'hia will enable the Stare Co"servatio"iets  to effectively
evaluate the total SCS program in setting priorities to making the needed adjuetments.
The soil survey  program is a part of the total intergraded SCS delivery system.

Worklosd  analysis is needed at all levels, i.e. (1) All field soil surveys, (2) area
level (3) State offices (4) TSC and (5) National. It was felt that the state long
range plans should eerve an a basis for preparation of a detailed national long range
plan to complete field mapping for all lands. Each state long range work plan should
clearly identify the assumptions and kinds of priorities used.

Wayne Maresch gave en excellent brief discussion on the budgeting process and how
CO-02 funds compete with other funds at the state level, in the allocation of CO-02
fonda to each state, the relation of CO-02 funds to other SCS monies and activities
at the Washington level, the competition of total SCS funds within the Department of

0

Agriculture, and the allocation of funds between USDA and other federal agencies.
CO-02 funds are a line item in the SCS allocation of funds from OMB and the Department.

II. Effect of Non-SCS Monies on Priorities

2.1 Overall the "se of "on-SCS monies has had a very positive effect o" the total soil.
survey program. Last fiscal year about 8.5 million dollars of non-SCS monies "exe
contributed to the National Cooperative Soil Survey program. I" most instances,
"on-SCS monies have ree"lt,ed in local acceleration of soil surveys. However, in some
cesee the additional non-SCS monies have enabled us to maintain e current level of
soil survey activity rather tha" a deescalatio" of soil surveys.

2.2 There wee considerable discussion on additional training demand o" SCS soil scientists.
The turnover of non-SCS soil scientists is reported to be the highest for those
employees hired by local counties rather than State agencies. Often new trained
"on-SCS soil scientists ere employed by other federal agencies. This, perhaps, is a
lose of personnel to the current SCS effort, but not a lose to the total National
cooperative soil survey program. The Bureau of Land Management and Forest Service are
providing en increased "umber of field soil scientists. This has and will continue
to require more training, and quality supervision on the part of SCS personnel. 1

2.3 Cooperative agreements for acceleration of aoil surveys are often directed toward
acreage production. The increase in acreage production has created a situation of
need for additional quality control and the demand for more monies in the area of
publication. several weetern  states stared the BLM and PS acceleration was causing
a" additional workload in correlation and interpretation responsibilities of the SCS.
If the local co"cern is only for field mapping, one probable ww~urse will be taking
what has bee" CO-02 moniee for state operations and using them at the national level
to handle the additional publication cost. The other recourse is to rece%ve addi-
tional CO-02 congressional appropriations to accomodate this need. Some situations

0
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have developed in an inability to carry over funds by fiscal years between federal
agencies having cooperative agreementa  to accelerate soil survey activities.

2.4 As would be expected, a large portion of the non-SCS monies are buying additional
ac*es. However, in many states, these monies are being used for a variety of
activities which significantly contribute to the total job. These include items such
as (1) aerial photography, (2) equipment including power probe truck@, (3) laboratory
data, (4) interim and interpretative reports, (5) map finishing, (6) providing
training, (7) office space, and (8) secretarial assistance.

III. Soil survey Work Plans

3.1 Section 201 on Soil Survey Work Plans of the National Soil Handbook is being prepared
for review and was routed along with some examples of soil survey work plans from
survey areas in California and New Mexico to members of the discussion group.
Basically the so11 survey work plan can be defined 88 the desim far the survey.

Early input is needed from the potential users of the soil survey on the kinds of
interpretations that will be required for present and projected use. This will
serve as a guide in determining the level of mapping and scaXe required.

3.2 An adequate soil survey work plan discusses the following items:

(a) the defined level of mapping for the survey area including minimum and maximum
size of soil delineation,

(b) the kinds of interpretative uses to be made of surveys,

(c) need or kinds of special studies, laboratory data, and who will have this
leadership,

(d) party leader and soil scientists by agencies involved with field mapping,

(e) when field work will begin and end along with amount of time required for doing
all phases of the sail survey, and

(f) publication responsibilities.

3.3 There was concern on the need to make amendments to soil survey work @lans for minor
adjustments in acreage changes, completion dates, etc. The discussion  group concluded
the amendments to soil survey work plans should only be those changes which are
significant to the conduct of the survey. Minor changes can be aclcnowledged  by a
letter from the State Conservationists to coricerned agencies.

IV. Soil Survey Operations

4.1 CASPUSS - There was a general feeling this is a valuable tool for scheduling at all
levels, providing dates are realistic.

There are s,,me problems in keeping completion dates realistic and current, particularly
on the completion dates for soil map finishing. It was felt that the states should
have the responsibility of maintaining the current dates for completion of field
mapping, soil map finiishing  and soil survey manuscripts. Also the column on proSresa
field reviews could be changed or expanded to include the comprehensive field review.
The projected dates for publication are often not realistic. This is a significant
date from the standpoint of planning educational meetings to introduce the survey to
the public. It was emphasized that states have the option to substitute counties or
to m~"e counties ahead on the publication schedule.

4.2 Interstate Detail of soil scientists. There was some goad discussion an the advantages
and disadvantages of these details. Overall, these assignments have a positive affect
on the program. Discussed advantages included:

(1) broader training for soil scientists,

(2) increased acreage production in off seasons, and

(3) increased number of field mapping days for soil scientists having a short or
adverse field season due to climatic condirione.
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Disadvantages includea:

(1) travel casts, and

(2) detail of soil scientists between states with similar mapping seasons.

It was emphasized that aoil scientists selected for interstate details should have
high potential for doing the job and more responsible positions. A national  roster
of sol1 scientists interested in interstate detail would be most helpful. Arra"ge-
ments for interstate details were encouraged to be worked out jointly between co"-
cerned State Consenrationists. It was thought that details should be at least two
months, a"2 preferably three months or longer if the soil scientist is to si@fi- L
cantly contribute to ac+eage production.

4.3 Interface of Principal Soil Correlator'a office. There was concern on the part of
sane state soil scientists using soil series and interpretations common to two TSCa
that a continued strong effort is needed to resolve differences in series concepts 01
interpretations which may arise. Field studies involving sails with paralithic
contact were aonducted quite nicely betwee" all four TSCs snd selected states d"uring
the past three years. This kind of cooprratia" a"2 coordination is essential to
maintain uniformity between and~within all states.

V. Financial Concerns

5.1

5.2

5.3

There was some general diecwsio" relative to transfer of soil scientists positions
from completed states to other states. Speakers during  the first day of the workshop
indicated this would be done as the field work for state soil survey programs is
completed.

Several factors influencing the allocation of funds to states were discusscd during
the session. The percent of the state mapped. has bee" used as one of the indicator
items far allocations to the state.

Congressional awareness on the need and usefulness of soil surveys was briefly
reviewed. Since soil survey monies are a budgeted line item, it is advantageous for
congressional people to be well informed on sail surveys and their multiple uses.

Recommendations

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

0

Increase  emphasis o" soil scie"tiex,p&i.di"g training to district conservationists, soil
conservationists, and other SCS personnel on effective use of basic soil survey data for
interpl-.&atiO".

Each state prepare  a derailed long-range plan and this data be utilized in development of
a National cooperative Long-Range Plan.

Considerarla" be give" in coopcrativa  acceleratsd  sail survey agreements to provide resources
for qual ity  control ,  cquipme"t,,photography,  publication, etc.

Soil Survey Work Plans for starting project soil surveys include basic data needed to design
the soil survey and an operation plan setting forth the specifics of carrying the survey to
completion.

CASPUSS dates for completion of field mapping, comprehensive reviews, soil map finishing,
and sail survey manuscripts be the responsibility of the State.

Encourage interstate detail of soil scientists to be arranged between State Conservationists.
Recommend a national listing of interested soil scientists available for detail to other
statera be maintained.

The four Principal Soil Corrclators Offices give high priority to achieve soil correlation
uniformity and coordination of interpretations acr~)s8 regional boundaries.
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Participants of Discussion Group  I

The discuseion  Leader wishes to ezqn-ess  appreciation for the excellent manner in which
participants contributed and,  in particular, to the input of the State  Conservationists.

J. Culver, SSS, NE, Leader
M. Stout, MWTSC, NE, Advisor
K. Hinkley, SSS, SD, Recorder
E. Sautter,  SSS, CT
R. Goagins,  SSS,  VA
J. Fewerda,  SSS, ME
D. Grim, SSS,  MA
T. Hutcbings,  SSS, UT
T. Priest, SSS, CO
J. Rasmussen, SSS,  WA
D. Pease,  sss, AZ
E. Voss,  SSS, IL
J. Lee, SSS, MCI
R. Guthrie, SSS, AL
G. Kelley,  SSS, KY

B. Birdwell,  SSS,  OK
C. McGrew,  SSS, AR
D. McComack,  SCS, DC
W. Fuchs, SCS,  DC
M. Meyer, SCS, DC
J. Rourkc,  NETSC,  PA
G. Post, MWTSC, NE
G. Latshm,  STSC,  TX
G. Marks, STC, TX
C. Right? STC, W
A. HamelNmm, WC, NM
R. Kuhlman,  ELM, DC
K. Flach, SCS, DC
W. Johnson, SCS,  DC
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FOLLOWUP TO RECOMMENDATIONS

STATE SOIL SCIENTIST NATIONAL

DISCUSSION GROUP ill

Recommendation

W0FxSR0P

1. Increase emphasis on soil scientists providing training to district
conservationists, soil conservationists, and other SCS personnel on
effective use of basic soil survey data for interpretation.

Action

The effective use of soil survey information is essential for meeting
the objective6  of the SCS. The responsibility for identifying the
need for and providing this training is primarily at the State and
local level. The SCS Training Handbook provides the guidelines.
Training needed should be scheduled in APO's.

Reconmrendation

2. Each state prepare a detailed long-range plan  and this data be utilized
in development of a National Cooperative 'Long-Range Plan.

Action

A State soil survey plan of operations consisting of long-range and
annual plan information is in agreement with SCS policy. These plans
should be based on the best estimates possible. The National Soils
Handbook is being revised to update the guidelines for preparing soil
survey plans of operation. A national soil sutvey  plan based on State
data is being developed.

Recommendation

3. Consideration be given in cooperative accelerated soil survey  agreements
to provide resources for quality control, equipment, photography, publi-
cation, etc.

Action

Cooperative agreements for accelerating the soil nurvey  program at the
State level are the responsibility of the State conservationist. Proposed
agreements should be carefully reviewed before they are formalized to
insure that provisions for adequate reimbursement are identified.

The conditions and requirements for all cooperative agreements are not
the same. Some agreements cover the exchange of relatively small funds
to accelerate.an  on-going SCS soil survey. Other agreements may be for
initiating and completing new surveys requiriq  large resource inputs
by the SCS. It is essential that all cooperative agreements be consistent
with SCS soil survey objectives and available resources for completing
surveys through publication.
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Recommendation

4. Soil Survey Work Plans for starting project soil surveys include basic
data needed to design the soil survey and an operation plan setting 0
forth the specifics of carrying the survey to completion.

Action

Soils Memorandum - 4 (Rev. 3) state6 SCS policy and procedures for
preparing soil survey work plans for soil survey areas in which
progressive soil surveys are planned. Soil survey work plans should
document the special purposes for making the survey and the standards

I

and specifications needed for making and publishing the survey. MOXt?
specific guidelines are being prepared and will be included in the
appropriate section of the National Soil8 Handbook.

Recommendation

5. CASPUSS dates for completion of field mapping, comprehensive reviews,
soil map finishing, and soil survey manuscripts be the responsibility
of the State.

Action

The National Soils Handbook places responsibilities for scheduling
these dates with States. The CASPUSS scheduling procedures will be
strengthened in a'revision  of the NSH that is in preparation.

Recommendation

6. Encourage interstate detail of soil scientists to be arranged between
State conservationists. Reconrmend  a national listing of interested
soil scientists available for detail to other States be maintained.

0

Action

The need for an effective program for interstate details of soil
scientists is recognized. Soil Survey Operations Division will
work with the PerSonnel  Division to develop procedural guidelines.

Recommendation

7. The four Principal Soil Correlators Offices give high priority to
achieve soil correlation uniformity and coordination of interpre-
tations across regional boundaries.

Action

Efforts will be made to strengthen coordination between Principal
Soil Correlators by encouraging more direct communication and emphasis
on resolving differences in the interpretation of procedural guidelines.
Where needed, present guidelines will be revised and strengthened.
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Discussion - Group 2
Field Procedures & Techniques

Group Leader: C. M. Thompson, Texas

Advisor: Joe Nichols,  STSC, Texas

Rtzcorders: Arville  Toucher, Louisiana
Ray Sinclair, Indiana

Groups: L. B. Rivera,  Puerto Rico 0. F. Bailey, New Mexico
W. C. Kirkham,  New Jersey H. R. Finney, Minnesota
B. G. Watson, Vermont C. W. McBee,  Kansas
A. D. Kuhl,  Penneylvania A. J. Klingelhoets,  Wisconsin
S. RieSor,  Alaska M. E. Shaffer,  Georgia
E. A. Naphan,  Nevada D. C. Hallbick,  South Carolina
.I. M. Allen, Oregon

%thode  of Field Transportation

A di&ussion on conventional transportation equipment included the l/2-ton  pickup, 4-wheel
drive pickup with electric winch, carry-all, 4-wheel  drive utility cargo, such as Scout or
Blazer, and vaus. Other, more specialized equipment now in "se in some places are the two
wheel motor tractor (Rokon), trail bike, 3-wheel flotation ATV (Honda), various multi-wheel
and track type ATV, 3-point hitch tractor, horseback, helicopter, and air or jet boat.

Before special purpose  equipment is placed into "ee,  a study should be given to cost-
effective information, safety requirements, and equipment storage.

Various Statee expressed  their experience with the "se of the helicoprer. Cost per hour
fi.g"res  varied from $160 to $325 per hour. Experience in Pennsylvania indicates that the
helicopter can speed eurvey work by as much as 10 fold. Tile  cost per acre to map remains
ahout the came but the quality of mapping is improved. Experience in Alaska indicates
that n 3 to 4 man party is the moot efficient, when using helicopter transportation.

A further diecussion  of conventional 4-wheel  drive pickups indicates good results in
certain work areas. Electric winches are dramatic time savers and can be installed for
about $600 on either Z-wheel or 4-wheel drive vehicles. Thie cost can be amortized over
the life of about 3 vehicles. Electric winches are also of exceptional value as a safety
feature.

Two wheel motet  tIxctor*  ate cost-effective in some areas, especially where wet or sandy
soils create access problems. These vehicles can be purchased for about $1200 each. The
expected life is probably 4 to 6 years, depending on "ee. Storage of the vehicles and
theft are problems associated with small, special purpose equipment.

@commendations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Further explore why SCS charges helicopter rental to "travel" while other agencies
charge rental to "transoortation  of thinw."

Explore the availability, cost and operation of the jet-pack one man transporter
similar to those in use by the military. Alao the "ee of the hovercraft should be
explored.

Consider the "se of vans for transporting and storage of small special  purpose
vehicles such as motor tractors or small ATV's.
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(4) +%r&ul ma"ageme"r  should be applied wh&"  considering  any special purpose vehicle.

Other Tools and Equipment for Field Operationa: a

Recommendatione:

(1) Explore the possibility of installing moisture  and temperature sensors  and monitor by
the same procedure as the Snotel  Program.

OR

SCS install moisture and temperature sensors and the National Weather Service
*

monitor and distribute data.

OR

Experiment Stations install  ~eneors  and SCS monitor the equipment.

OR

Experiment Station and Extension Service install equipment and work with local people
to monitor a report by the use of such equipment as the touch-tone telephone.

(2) Explore the possibility of tising radar or other electronic equipment to determIne  the
depth to rock. Are there other effective devices avai1abl.e  for quick determinations
of depth to bedrock and soil resistivity?

(3) Recommend more effective "se of backhoe or trenching equipment to e@.ore  sol1 pro-
files for detailed study and sampling. A few States are wing  SCS owned, pickup
mounted equipment to excellent advantage. Can small trenching machine be modified
to open soil pit6 quickly and economically?

A pickup mounted backhoe owned by New Mexico cost  about $4,100 and $1,160 for installa-
tion, plus the cost of the vehicle. This unit has a blade attachment for the backhoe
to speed covering the pit. ~The unit will operate satisfactorily on slopes up to about
15 percent.

(4) Explore the availability and cost of electronic automatic levels for use in the micro-
study of soil surfaces, .snd  the relationship of surface elevation to underlying hori-
zons or materials.

(5) Recommend that States liist their needs for field teat equipment in the annual request
for assistance from the National Soil Survey  Laboratory.

There is a need for rapid checks for soil salinity. The equipment should be small,
compact and accurate at field moisture range.

Other rapid test equipmwt may also be needed. Suggestions for rapid test equipment
include organic  matter and clay mineralogy indicator.

(6) Procedures for soil pH determination should be standardized.

Imagery Needs Related To Field Operations

The discussion of this topic can be summarized by listing some of the problems that were
recognized.

(1) Funding - Many States have not been able to catch up on aerial photography acquisition
and are, therefore, unable to have photography and materials on hand to initiate a new
survey on a timely basis. The management answer to this problem, assuming no signifi-
cant change in funding levels, is to reduce staffing. The other alternative is to
secure adequate funding for pereonnel,  equipment, and imagery.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

The problem of aerial contracts not being completed on a timely basis was discussed.
The possibility of penalty clauses and incentive clauses being used to assist in
timely acquisition was mentioned. These devices have been tried before, but wirh no
significant 8"cces~.

Is there a need for SCS observera  o" weather conditions for flying contracts? This
activity takes time from other duties and apparently is worth very little. We recom-
mend this assignment bo eliminated.

Recommend that we continue to pursue the "se of classified imagery, eve" if we are able
to obtain only 112 tone quality.

The potential of LANDSAT  imagery for base maps should be seriously considered, espe-
cially for area8 without photographic coverage  or area of high relief.

Recommend the "se of LANDSAT  and false color maps for identifying parent materials,
cropland  area, broad vegetative zones, etc. for regional or state general maps.

Recommend more involvement of the Nashington  staff in State renwte  sensing projects
to assure adequate technical guidance, coordination, and dissemination of information.
Other aseisrancc  that is needed is in funding of key projects.

Party leaders in remote sensing projects should be carefully selected and possibly
graded 8~ above the normal party leadar grade level. Perhaps a highly qualified
geophysical expert should assist in interpretations of LANJXAT.

Soil scientists working  on remote sensing projects need to be closely  involved with
B Scientific Program ATlalyst  in integrating ground truth i"formatio"with  the com-
puter program on +emote sensing.

Consider at leaet one SCS employee. to attend the remote sensing cow~e  offered in
Holland.

Several States have had s"cce88  in using color IR and black and white IR as tools in
mapping. Where several layers of photography or other imagery is available for an
area, we should consider a" imagery package for that survey area.

Training Needs Related to Field Operations:__

The impact of the accelerated BLM Program was diecussed. This acceleration will likely
generate a need for some 20 highly qualified party leaders. Some of these will probably
be coming from other States. This will create a need for excellent training programs,
especially in the area of field operations.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Training emphasio  is needed on how to start a new survey.

Training in the conduct of order 3 surveys.

Consider sending other then party leaders, (newer employees) to the Basic Soil Correla-
tion Cow%?  or upgrade the Soil Corralatio"  Course to include only high potential party
leaders. Possibly the cou~ae could ha conducted in a" academic atmosphere such as a
University Campus (2 weeks).

Stress the use of the Labwratory  Procedures $ourse  held by ths NSL as a tool in train-
ing field soil scientists.

Recorrrmend  copies of the New York symposium  on Soil Survey Quality be distributed to
states.

Utilize remote se"ai"g  training now available from Purdue or NASA: Schedule selected
personnel  for apptopriate  CDUIseB.
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(7) Consider the use of undergraduate and graduate students for summer employment such as
the Student Training Program or by other types of employment. This can be done by
using WAE employamenr, Work Study Program, or Cooperative Education Program.

(8) Recommend the use of College Professors for part-time employment, by the use of either
IPA, Contract, WAE or other.

(9) Recommend reevaluation and use of the Geomorphology study areas as training items.
Consider further training in aail-geomorphic  relationship at the Desert Project, North
Carolina Coastal Plain, and the Iowa Projaw.

Procedure for Field Technique for liesis;ning Soil Surveys (Mapping Units):

(1) Recommend that a gromorphologist be involved early in the survey to assist in the
design of mapping units. Tbls item could be high priority assistance from the TSC at
the initial LIP pre-initial field review. It may be equally aa important. as the assis-
tance on Soil Classification.

(2) Recommend, when practical, the we of IMDSAT and the statistical Analysis  Programs to
assist in the design of mapping units.



FOLLOWUP TO RECOMMENDATIONS

STATE SOIL SCIENTIST NATIONAL WORKSHOP

DISCUSSION GROUP # 2

Methods of Field Transportation_

Recommendations

1.

2.

3.

4.

Further explore why SCS charges helicopter rental to "travel" while
other agencies charge wantal  to "transportation of thinqs."

Response: FOX most government agencies, use of helicopters is charged
to travel. For agencies such as the BLM and Forest service the policy
differs because they have specific areas under their  jurisdiction.

E:xplore the availability, cost and operation of the jet-pack one man
transporter similar to those in use by the military. Also the use of
the hovercraft should be explored.

Fe‘esponse:  WO will follow up.

Consider the use of vans for transporting and storage of small special
purpose vehicles wch as motor tractors or small ATV's.

response:  Individual states should follow up and report to WC, whare use has
been beneficial so information can be publicized.

Careful management should be applied when considering any special purpose
vehicle.

RwaFJOnse: Responsibility of individual states.

Other Tools and cent for Field Operations

Recommendations

1. ~,xplore  the possibility of installing moisture and temperature sensors
a!?d monitor by the same procedure as the Snotel ~roqram

OR
SCS install moisture and temperature sensors and the National Weather
Service monitor and distribute data

OR
zxperiment  Stations install bensw~ and SCS monitor the equipment

OR
Experiment Station and Extension Service install equipment and work with
local people to monitor a report by the we of such equipment as the
touch-tone telephone.

Response: Add - Sampling with an auger or a power probe can provide
quick results. It is possible that if sites are selected near a weather
station as little as 3 sets of replicated samples repeated for no more
than 2 years would be sufficient to evaluate the relationship of actual
soil moisture to calculated values from weather records. Required
e@pment is minimal.
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2. Explore the possibility of using radar or other electronic equipment to
determine the depth to rock. we there other effective devices available
for quick determinations of depth to bedrock and soil resistivity?

0
Response: NASA doing research now. No suitable equipment now for
determining depth to bedrock ever large areas , although there is eqtiip-
ment available for determining depth at points. WO will continue tc
followup.

3. Recommend more effective we of backhoe or trenching equipment to explore
soil profiles for detailed study and sampling. A few Statee are using
SCS owned, pickup mounted equipment to excellent advantage. Can small
trenching machine be modified to open soil pits quickly and economically?

A pickup mounted backhoe owned by New Mexico cost about $4,100 and $1,160
for installation, plus the cost of the vehicle. This unit has a blade
attachment for the backhoe to speed covering the pit. The unit will
operate satisfactorily on slopes up to about 15 percent.

Response: Add - Where backhoes or trenching equipment are available
locally, contracting may be the most efficient way to obtain their
services. Provision for these should be made in the budget.

4. Explore the availablity  and cost of electronic automatic levels for use
in the microstudy of soil surfaces, and the relationship of surface
elevation to underlying horizons or materials.

RespcIlse: Equipment should be available in Engineering and Watershed
Divisions. Needs should be coordinated with Soil Survey Division. states
should consult with NSSL on test equipment to solve individual problems.

5. Recommend that States list their needs for field test equipment in the
0

annual request for assistance from the National Soil Survey Laboratory.

There is a need for rapid checks for soil salinity. The equipment should
be small, compact and accurate et field moisture range.

Other rapid teet equipment may also ,be needed. Suggestions for rapid test
equipment include organic matter and clay mineralogy indicator.

Response: Equipment needs should be discussed with NSSL.-.-
WO has ordered probes. Technical note on measuring salinity in field
being written.

6. Procedures for soil pN determination should be standardized.

Response: The standard of reference for pH is a glass electrode containing
0.l.M  Ca.Cl

z
. States should s'elect  and standardize a field method that

works bes for a given group of soils. The NSSL will provide assistance
when needed.
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Imagery Needs Related To Piel< $3perations

1.

2.

3.

I 4.

a
5.

6.

7.

I .

,3 .

Pending  - Many States have not. been able to catch up on aerial photography
acquisition and are, therefore, unable to have photography and materials
on hand to initiate a new survey on a timely basis. The management answer
to this problem, assuming no significant change in funding levels, is to
reduce staffing. The other alternative is to secure adequate funding for
personnel, equipment, and imagery.

l&33: Individual states have responsibility to identify needs.
ribera  provisions have been made by WO for acquisition of,imagery.

The problem of aerial contracts not being comple,ted  on a timely basis was
discussed. The possibility of penalty clauses and incentive clauses being
used to assist in timely acquisition was mentioned. The devices have
been tried before, but with no significant SUCC~SG.

Response: The Cartographic Division is aware of the problem and is
doing everything possible to resolve it. Penalty clauses have been
tried in the past but these
impossible to enforce.

increase th$ contract price and are almost

Is there a need fnr SCS observers on weather conditions for flying
contracts? This activity takes time from other duties and apparently is
north very little. We recommend this assignment be eliminated.

Response: Assignment no longer required. States should work with respective
Cartographic staffs to decide on best procedure to follow.

Recommend that we continue to pursue the use of classified imagery,
eve" if we are able to obtain only l/2 tone quality.

R.espo"se:  A pilot program has been initiated in Texas.

The potential of LANDSAT  imagery for base maps should be seriously
considered, especially for areas without photographic coverage or area.
of high relief.

Recommend the use of LANDSAT  and false color maps for identifying parent
materials, cropland  area, broad vegetative zones, etc. for regional or
state general maps.

Recommend more involvement of the Washington staff in State remote sensing
projects to assure adequate technical guidance, coordination, and
dissemination of information. Other assistance that is needed is in
funding of key projects.

Response: The Washington Office has established a position at LARS
to assist States  in utilizing LANDSAT  imagery. States should inform
the Washington Office of work in remote sensing.

Party leaders in remote sensing projects should be carefully selected and
possibly graded at above the normal party leader grade level. Perhaps
a highly qualified geophysical expert should assist in interpretations of
LANDSAT.



9. Soil scientists working on remote sensing projects need to be closely
involved with a Scientific Program Analyst in integrating ground truth
information with tho computer program on remote sensing. 0

10. Consider at least one 5CS employee to attend the remote sensing course
offered in Holland. :

11. Several States have hhd success  in using color IR and black and white IR
as tools in mapping. Wbora several layers of photography or other
imagery are available for an area, we should consider an imagery package
for that survey area. *

RfXpCUW~: w0 considering all possibilities of application of remotely
sensed data to soil surveys.
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Training Needs Related to Field eperations

'Topics. -

1. Training emphasis is needed on how to start a new survey.

2. Training in the conduct of order 3 surveys.

Responsibility of individual states. TSC and WO personnel available
to help.

3. Consider sending other than party leaders, (newer employees) to the Basic
Soil COrrolation  Course or upgrade the Soil Correlation Course to include
only hiyh potential party leaders. Possibly the course could be
conducted in an academic atmosphere such as a University Campus (2 weeks).

Being considered.

4. Stress the use of the Laboratory Procedures Course held by the NSSL as
a tool in training field soil scientists.

Response

Responsibility of individual states. Course is available.

5. Recommend  copies of the New York symposium on Soil Survey Quality be
distributed to States.

I .

I l

a

Response

Copies distributed.

6. Utilize remote sensing training now available from Purdue or NASA:
Schedule selected personnel for appropriate courses.

Responsibility of individual states. Training is available.

7. Consider the use of undergraduate and graduate students for summer
employment such as the Student Training Program or by other types of
employment. This can be done by using WAE employement, Work Study
Program, 0~ Cooperative Education Program.
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8. recommend the use of College Professors for part-time employment,
by the use of either IPA, Contract, WAE or other.

0

mve authority now. Justification for such employment must be
documented.

9. Recommend reevaluation and use of the Geomorphology study areas as
training items. Consider further training in soil-geomorphic relationship
at the Desert Project, North Carolina Coastal Plain, and the Iowa Project.

I

Rfsponse

Being done.

Procedure for Field Technique for Designing Soil +urveys (Mapping,Units)

Recommendations

1. Recommend that a geomorphologist be involved early in the survey to
assist in the dosign of mapping units. This item could be high priority
assistance from the TSC at the initial or pro-initial field review. It
may be equally as important as the assistance on Soil Classification.

Response

Responsibility of individual states. Some states already doing this.
TsC personnel available to assist.

2. recommend,  when practical, the use of LANDSAT and the statistical
.%nalys.is  Programs to assist in the design of mapping units.

0

Response

wo evaluating cost effectiveness through actual projects. FO"X
projects being funded this fiscal year.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Soil~Conservation  Service

STATE SOIL SCIENTIST NATIONAL WORKSHOP
Chicago, Illinois
March 6-8, 1978

Discussion Group Ii3 - Quality of Soil Surveys__-____I---

N d . . . . . R. L. Shields
W V . . . . . W. F. Hatfield
N Y . . . . . F. L. Gilbert
N H . . . . . S. A. Pilgrim LEADER: G. E. Otte
Wy . . . G. E. Otte
Mt..... J. W. Rogers ADVISOR: J. M. Williams
I d . . . . . S. H. Brownfield
Ca . R. W. Fenwick RECORDER: 5. H. Brownfield
la..... G. R. Landtiser
Mi . C. Fisher
ND . . . 5. C. Ekart
O h . . . . . K. K. Huffman
Fl . . . . . R. W. Johnson
Ms . . . . W. M. Koos
T n . . . . . D. E. Snyder
NC . . . . . H. J. Byrd

The following items were to be considered by this discussion group:

Field reviews and map reviews, frequency, procedures. report content.

Field operations and purposes of the survey, intensity of field observations,
cartographic detail, and kinds of soil interpretations.

Field notes and records.

Cooperative quality control responsibilities in the NCSS.

Quality control i5 an essential element of all soil surveys. Procedures are used
throughout the NCSS to ensure that standards and specifications are met 50 the pur-
poses of the survey are attained.

Quality control starts with the soil survey work plan. It set5  the base for determin-
ing quality as the soil survey progresses through to publication. In the past soil
survey work plans have generally been written up on the SCS-244. This form is not
adequate for developing work plans for most soil survey areas.

Recommendation: This discussion group recommends that a new format be developed in
order that as a minimum the soil survey work plan will address  the following:

1. Objectives of the soil survey.

2. Description of area.

3. Publication and mapping scales.

4. Listing of kinds of interpretations to be made.

5. Kind of general soil map to be produced.

6. Levels of mapping intensities and how they will be displayed in the legends.

7. Cooperating agencies and each of their responsibilities.

8. Estimated man/days to finish the survey.

9. Publication plans.
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The need for annual Field reviews has been challenged, primarily on the basis that
they generally contain mostly technical information, classification or pedon descrip-
tions with little information about status, needs, management evaluation, meaningful
agreed-to actions. and adequacy of mapping units for the purpose of the soil survey. 0

Either the field review reports do not contain the information line officers need or
it is buried 50 deep in technical material that it is too difficult to dig out.
Positive as well as negative items should be stated but often are not. Some surveys
have been completed or nearly completed before it has been discovered that mapping is
inadequate. Some states are conducting mapping reviews to check taxonomic consistence
with the series used to name mapping units. These reviews are often not part of Field
review reports; documentation of what is found in Field and what is to be done by whom
is inadequate. Mapping reviews are nwre informal and have no recognized procedure.
Often reviews do not check adequacy of unit to meet purposes of the survey. Field
reviews are an essential part of quality control. Present policy is that soil survey
material is to be correlated after each field review. This insures that the standards
of the NCSS and the objectives of the soil survey work plan are being met at each
stage in the progress of the soil survey.

The discussion group felt that field review reports should be Flexible but be centered
around the SCS-233. Additional narrative may be required and could include some or
all of the following:

I. Commendable items.

2. Agreed-to actions.

3. Notes on disposition of.each soil mapping unit as changes are made in the legend.

4. List of field stops. problems to be resolved. and decisions made at each stop.

5. Maps reviewed and comments on each of them.

The field reviews as identified in NSH- Part II, 303.2, should be scheduled as needed
instead of on a calendar basis. Line officers should participate in exit discussions
and entrance discussions if possible. 0

Problem solving and correction of deficiency reviews sbuld be scheduled as needed.
These may require both line and staff attendance.

Recommendation: This discussion group recommends that a packet of example forms and
narratives being used by the various states to supplement the SCS-233 be circulated
to each of the states for their review and guidance. Samples will be sent to rhe
discussion leader.

Documentation by Field notes and other related records is an essential part of quality
control in a soil survey area. They will also be a valuable source of information for
future supplemental mapping,  remapping, and reinterpretations.

The group  discussed the possible need to take notes on mapping units as well az. pedons
and soil interpretations. A form similar to the SCS-232 may be needed for mapping
units. Field parties should have the equipment needed to collect  data.

A way needs to be designed to preserve wtes and related records after the soil survey
area has been published. Storage of microfilm would be one method to consider.

Recommendation: This discussion group recommends that examples of Forms or systems
being used by the states for taking notes should be circulated to each of the states
for their review and guidance. Examples are to be sent to the discussion leader.

The SCS has primary leadership responsibilities For quality control in the NCSS.

Agencies such a5 the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, and state and county agencies have soil survey parties and/or private con-
sultants making soil surveys on their lands. This has created a variety of problems
for the SCS in quality control for these kinds of soil surveys. This discussion group
did not have time to explore this charge or develop any recommendations for the workshop.
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The following summarize5 the discussion lead by Dr. Klaus Flach following Group #3's
raport:

I. Examples of forms listed in the reDort recommendations should be submitted bv
April 1.

2. There is a need to make a new work plan when there is a material change in the old
work plan.

3. Field reviews should cover operations, mapping units, and classification.

4. Field reviews should be conducted primarily for quality control and not be a tour
for nonsoil scientists.

i. Field notes are needed on observations of what is working and not working.

6. Field  notes should emohaaize  data related to mnior components and inclusions
of mappins units that influence soil use.

7. There is a need to improve quantification af some  soil data during field
operations and quick-test field kits may be helpful for this purpose.
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FOLLOWLIP  TO RECOMMENDATIONS

STATE SOIL SCIENTIST NATIONAL WORKSHOP

DISCUSSION GROUP 113

Recommendation-

1. This discussion group recommends that a new format be developed in
order that as a minimum the soil survey work plan will address the
following:

a. Objectives of the soil survey.
b. Description of area.
c. Publication and mapping scales.
d. Listing of kinds of interpretations to be made.
e. Kind of general soil map to be produced.
f. Levels of mapping intensities and how they will be displayed

in the legends.
g. Cooperating agencies and each of their responsibilities.
h. Estimated men/days to finish the survey.
i. Publication plans.

Action- -

Policy and procedures for soil survey work plans will be revised and
incorporated into the National Soils Handbook in the near future.
More detailed guidelines than now contained in SOILS Memorandum-4
(Rev. 3) will be included. Present policy is that work plane establish
a clear understanding of the kind of survey to be made, the general
plans and specifications (also special purposes) for making and publishing
a survey, and for making special soil reports, and the responsibilities of
each agency. This policy should be carried out.

Recommendation-

2. This discussion group recommends that e packet of example forms and
narratives being used by the various States to supplement the SCS-233
be circulated to each of the States for their review and guidance.
Samplea  will be sent to the discussion leader.

Action- -

The discussion leader will circulate the examples received concerning
this recommendation. From comments received, he will prepare exhibit
material for inclusion in the National Soils Handbook for reference.

Recommendation-

3. This discussion group recommends that examples of forms or systems
'being used by the States for taking notee  should be circulated to
*each of the States for their review end guidance. Examples are to
'be sent to the discussion leader.

Act_ion  - Same as for Recommendation ii2.
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NATIONAL STATE SOIL SCIENTIST WORKSUOP
Chicago, Illinois
March 6-E, 1978

Report of Discussion Group 4

TOPIC: DATA TO MEET FUTURE OBJECTIVES- -

Chairman: R. L. Guthrie
Advisor: R. 8. Daniel8
Recorder: W. P. Hatfield

As more soil surveys are completed and the soil information is used for a greater variety of
purposes there is an increasing need for more efficient handling of present data and the
acquisition of additional data. With this statement as our charge, diswssion  group 4
addressed the following key issues:

1. Basic data to support interpretations

a. Mined lands
b. Waste disposal
c. RCA
d. Clean Water Act

Soil potentials
2. 2P

3. Retention of field records for future needs

This report is a summary of the discussion nnd a list of recommendations regarding the issues
discussed.

1. Basic data to support interpretations

a.

b.

Mined lands - The kind of data which appears to be most needed for interpretations
an mined land is erodibility estimates. If conservation measure6 are to be planned
and installed on mined land or on other disturbed areas, esrimates of soil 106s are
needed. Experimentally derived K-factors need to be determined for disturbed soila
so that the Universal Soil Loss Equation can be evaluated on these lands. Data on
potential acidity is needed. Others expressed a need for data to support the yield
predictions on soils before mining. Although there are some yield data available,
many of the soil8 which are likely to be mined have not been studied.

Waste disposal - Soil properties that ilre important in making soil survey inter-
pretations for waste disposal were listed. Cation exchange capacity, organic
matter content, clay content, infiltration, available water capacity, and hydraulic
conductivity wa-e considered to be important. The group concluded that the need
for these data is not unique to "aate disposal and furthermore much of this data
is already available. Where data are not available, reliable estimates are avail-
able in many cases.

EPA's need for data on background levels of heavy metals in representative "bench-
mark" soils was discussed. The group's recommendation favored inclusion of measure-
ment of heavy metals during future routine characterization studies on pedons of
benchmark soils.

c.d.e. RCA, Clean Water Act, and Soil Potentials - RCA, the Rural Clean Water Act, and
the soil potential program have needs for data which are overlapping. Crop yield
data by kind of sail was identified as the data needed most urgently. Comparisons
of crop yield need to be made on eroded vs. non-eroded Boils, drained vs. undrained
soils, a6 well as on different phases of the same soil series. These kinds of com-
parisons are needed to document the economics and effectiveness of Best Management
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Practices. Differences in potential for agricultural use cannot be documented
without data of thia kind. A need far data to support potential rntings far all
uses was discussed. We riced to encourage and provide a standardized mecha@m for
collecting performance'dats in project soil surveys. A system for recording,, star: 0
ing~, and publishing this data needs to be developed. Footnotes on farm SCS-5 could
be used to rcferenw this data. Notes in correlation documants could also provide
references to the data. The group agreed that data to support these interpretations
should be stored BD that they can be accessed  snd manipulated. 1/

2. ADP

The Pedon Data Subsystem was the major topic discussed under the key iesue ADP.
A progress report on the system indicated that it is about ready to accept data.
The mark sense system is being updated so that descriptions can be stored with
data. We need to determine if part or all of the existing data should be stored.
Can we store and use data from pedons classified at a level higher than the series
level? How do we classify pedans sampled under earlier concepts which are now
obsolete? The discussion group emphasized a need for statistical programs to
establish data relationships for use by field soil scientists in estimating soil
properties.

A small-scale project to test the PDS was suggested. Perbnps all the data available
for a MLRA could be stored with accompanying descriptions. The data could be manipu-
lated to demonstrate the usefulness of existing statistical programs or needs for
new ones.

3. Retention of field records for future needs

Several methods for retaining field records  were discussed. Mark sense forms may
be useful  in staring 6ome information, particularly pedon descriptions, aItbough
mark sense readers may not be universally availnble.  Private computer facilities
may have programs which could be used to store this information, but might be
expensive and the data might not be readily accessible. Microfilm and microfiche
appear to be practical methods of staring information. MS and Ph.D. theses at
most universities are stored on microfilm by a single private concern. Perhaps
a similar arrangement could be worked out for storage of soil survey field notes.

Recolmnendations

1.

2.

3.

4.

A national program to ~collect data to support interpretations for mined lands,
waste disposal, RCA, and the Rural Clean Water Act should be formulated. The
two most critical needs are for crop yield data by kind of soil and data to
support erodibility estimates (K-factors).

- - -

The Pedon Data Subsystem should be made operational. Specifically, statistical
programs should be developed that are capable of manipulating data 60 that it
can be used by soil xientiats to establish data rclationshipe.

A data management and retrieval system should be developed that can manipulate
various kinds of computer stored data.

A system to store field records for future use should be developed.
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The discussion leader appreciates the assistance of R. B. Daniels, advisor and W. F. Hatfield,
recorder and the contributions of all those who participated in the discussion. Only those
listed below were assigned to the group, but others made significant contributions.
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E. ". Sautter, CT S. Rieger, AK E. E. "as, IL

& W. 6. Kirkham, NJ S. H. Brownfield,  ID R. L. Shields, MD
W. F. Hatfield, WV N. R. Finney, MN D. C. Hallbick, SC
E. A. Naphan, NV J. H. Lee, MO C. A. McCr~w, AR.
G. F. otte, w C. w. &Bee, KS w. M. Km*, MS
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FOLLOWUP  TO RECOMMENDATIONS

STATE SOIL SCIENTIST NATIONAL WORKSHOP

DISCUSSION GKXIF #4

Reconrmendation

1. A national program  to collect data to support interpretations for mined
lands, waste dispxal, RCA, and the Rural Clean Water Act should be
formulated. The two mxt critical needs arc for crop yield data k kind__-__
(K f a c t o r s ) .of soil and data to support ercdibility  estink%es

Response

A national program to collect data to supwrt  interpretations is being wxked
on, but it may require 2 or mxe years to develop a satisfactory prcgram.
Dr. C. Nielsen, Montana,  is on temporary appointment to the SCS to complete
data on mined lands and develop a soil-perfommnce data  system.

Recorronendation

2. The Pedo"  iXta  Subi;ystem  should be made operational. Specifically,
statistical programs  should be developed that are capable of manipulating
data so that it can be used by soil scinetists to establish data
relationships.

The &don Data Subsystem will be implemented in early 1979. All National Soil
Survey Laboratory data and all Riverside Laboratory data will be on tape and in
the proper format. Additional money has been requested to put the pedon
descriptions on tape. Work is continuing on transferring the Lincoln and
Beltsville  laboratory data and p&on descriptions into the subsystem.

3. h data management an.5  retrieval system should be developed that can
mnipulate  various kinds of Mmputer  stared data.

The data management and retrieval system isking developed concurrently with the
pedon  data  subsystem.

Recamnendatio"

4. n system to store field records for future use shol?ld  be developed.

The cc&s ancl  feasibility of storing field records for future use is being
investigated. The results will be released as soon as the investigation
is completed.
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FROCEOIJRE  FOR NAP AND TEXT PREPARATION FOR PlJELICCTION

COMMITTEE 115 REPORT - NCSS STATE SOIL SCI#TISTS WORKSHOP

MARCH 6 - 8, 1978

J. A. Ferwerda,  SSS, ME
S. A. Pilgrim, SSS, NH
A. 0. Kuhl, SSS, PA
C. F. Bailey, SSS, NM
J. w. Rogers, SS:,  MT
T. W. Priest, 5SS, CO
J. M. Allen, SSS, OR
J. R. Culver, SSS, NE
C. Fisher, SSS, MI
A. J. Klingelhoets,  SSS,  !!I
S. C. Ekart, SSS, ND
H. E. Shaffer, SSS,  GA
C. M. Thompson, SSS,  TX
R. W. Johnson, SSS, FL
G. E. Kelley, SSS, KY
R. L. Googins, SSS, VP
Advisor: D. E. McCormack,  Qash., D.C.

Conmittee  d5 listed six

0

maps and map preparation for

I. AMS.
2. Procurement of base

involvement.
scale.3. General soil  maps -

4. Equipment for map compilation.

5. Outside involvement in map compilation and
finishing.

6. Quality control.

(61 areas of concern with regard to
publication.

maps with regard to state

capabiligies  with regard to kind and quantity of output.
Jerry Gockowski discussed the present status of AMS a;;l,,pes

was wide misunderstanding concerning the ultimate use of flMS.
Several state soil scientists thought that AMS would have map finishing
capabilities. Such is not presently intended according to Mr. Gokowski.
Another apparent misunderstanding concerned the cost of using AMS over
present methods of production of interpretive maps. There is apparently
little or no cost saving. Alternatives to AMS and related problems
concerning digitizing soils information were discussed. Me"Ue1
digitizing at the TSC level was discussed as was contracting with a
private firm having capabilities in this field. T. W. Priest noted
that Colorado and California both had contact with a firm in
California claiming to have the capability to produce digitized,
computerized maps suitable for publication.
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Committee 45 recumnended that Colorado and California be authorized
to negotiate with the California firm relative to production of naps for
publication. Costs, benefits, time frame, etc., should be made
available to all stales and Washington offices.

0

Base maws  and stat6  involvement in procurement - Tlhere  wss some
concern over the quality of base map imagery, both ortho and aerial
photographs, and lack of state involvement in determination of quality

I

prior to acceptance of ?he negatives. General concern over the quality
of orthophotos and length of time to receive them was noted. It was
noted that other aerials  photography may be locally available from 7
State Highway Departments, planning groups, etc. Ns a result of this
discussion, Conwaittee  ii5 reconwended that states should have the option
to procure imagery and map compilation materials from any source  that
can produce material suitable for publication purposes. The committee
felt that all states should explore all scwrce  possibilities.
Additionally, Cartographic is encouraged to coordinate acceptance of
base map imagery nwre closely with state soil scientists.

No problems were noted or discussed concerning general soil "BP
preparation. One itevl of concern expressed following the general
meeting is the lack of state office review of general soil maps
prepared by Cartograijhic just prior to final publishing.

The discussion concerning equipment for map compilation did not
address any specific problems. Of concern, however, was the ability
to consistently maintain line widths for soil boundaries and drainaue
lines. There &s some feeling that a two (2) pen size difference in
line weights should be used. There was no com&ttee  recommendation
concerning this item.

There was good discussion concerning in-house map compilation and
map finishinq YS outside contractinq.  The expanding Federal Prison
System capability in this field was noted. There was s general
consensus that states should be responsible for contract-map finishing
and compilation where needed in order to be able to adequately
control quality.

Quality control of map preparation was discussed in the preceding
discussion. It was noted that map scribing may be a better procedure
than inking where unskilled personnel are used.

Committee V5 listed six areas of concern with regard to text
preparation for manuscripts:

1. Soil handbooks and record retention.
2. SCS-Soils-5's.

2:
Standard tables vs non-standard tables.
Prewritten  material.

5. Modular writing.
6. Word processing equipment.

Soil handbooks should and do serve es the basis for the soil
survey manuscript to be published. Not all data and information
collected during a survey is published. There was some concern that
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some of this information is lost after publication. Is there need
for policy to safeguard unpublished data for future use? A question
arose concerning inclusion of technical descriptions and data with
non-technical descriptions and interpretations in one publication.
This resulted in the observation that we need to be flexible with
regard to our publications.

Com-nittee $5 then reconmended  that individual states should have
the option to publish in the regular US& series or in a two-volume
series; i.e., one volume technical, pedon descriptions and data; and
one volume non-technical, map unit descriptions and interpretations.

SCS-5's and time involved in preparation and revision was
discussed. Problem areas discussed included:

1. When to revise and circulate for review.
2. Differences in crop yields, range site, etc., over a

span of several states.

i3:
Heed to revise the SCS-5 format and content.
Indecision concerning latest revisions available.

TSC representatives noted that there is generally no revision of
information in the computer until several significant requests for
revision have been accumulated. This can cause a lag time between
requests for revision and such information appearing on printout
tables. Discussion of items 1 and 4 above resulted in a committee
recomnendation to request Ames, Iowa to forward a copy of each
revised SCS-5 to each state using the series. This revised copy
would then be reproduced at the state level for distribution to the
field.

Don McCormack noted the time and effort in developing the
computerized system now in use. He noted the presence of errors on
the SCS-5's and suggested that we need to spend more time coordinating
interpretations. This is in part due to some TSC's using criteria
that differs from current criteria for national use. One suggestion
brought before the conwittee concerned elimination of the columns for
percentage passing sieve sizes. There was no general consensus
regarding this proposal. Some of the committee members did not
approve this suggestion. Several members, however, agreed with
the suggestion.

Further discussion of the SCS-5 forms concerned the need to
include additional information and the need to find a way to make
the SCS-5's rwxe applicable to local use. Comnittee 155 then recommended
that a task force of state soil scientists be delegated to work with
Don McCormack to evaluate the KS-5 format and content. This
committee should investigate the possibility of having the computer
programned  to handle SCS-5 revisions.

There were no special problems noted with regard to the standard
tables presently used in manuscripts. The problems related to
non-standard tables were discussed, and their occasional use was
defended. The Midwest TSC representative noted that they did not
accept non-standard tables because of extra work involved in
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preparation, etc. Discussion then centered on the need for TX's
to cooperate with states to meet their needs and states' prodtiction
of camera-ready,copies of non-standard tables for publication.
Committee 75 reccmnended  close cooperation between TSC's and states 0

in exploring all w;tys to produce needed non-standard tables For
publication. It has been noted that modern electronic text pro-
cedures do not economically provide for inclusion of material from
other sources with text produced from Linolex tapes. I

Prewritten  materiel was discussed briefly without any general
recormiendations. It was noted, however, that there should be room
for critical 10121 editing to meet &al conditj_znz.

The discussion regarding format or Inodular writing centered on the
format for mappins unit discussions. Minor changes ic format from the
initial review through to publication was nailed to the wall and shot
at by the entire conmittce. Es a result, Committee 4'5 recommends
that there be a freeze on format after acceptance by the TX early in
the survey. The accepted format should be acceptable without change
through publication without nit-picking chanyjes.

The desirabili~ty of using word processing equipment at the state
level was discussed. Sevet-al  states noted the advantages of such
equipment. Also noted was the need for such equipment to interface
with TSC linolex equipment. Cormnttee 25 recorrwends  that TSC's
should formulate a plan to encourage use of word processing
equipment at the state level that is compatible with TX equipment.

Respectfully submitted,

:' .j &,,.,.A-

R. L. GoogCns
Discussion Leader
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FOLLOWIJP TO RECOMMENDATIONSe
,

STATE SOIL SCIENTIST NATIONAL WORKSHOP

DISCUSSION GROUP H5

@commendations:

I. Authorize Coloradb arld California to negotiate with the California firm
relative to production of maps for publication. Costs, benefits, time
frame, etc., should be made available to all states and WashingtorI offices.

Response

Such negotiations arc encouraged as are all efforts to make our
work more effective. Keep the WO informed of the most encouraging
opportunities and the details of their cost and benefit.

2. Give States the option to procure image-y and map compilation materials
from any scurce that can produce material suitable tor publication
purposes.

Response

we ugres. States should advise the TSC ot the availability of such
imagery and map compilation materials.

3. Give States the option to publish in the regular USDA series CJT in a
two-volume series, i.e., one volume technical and one non-technical.

Response

This is acceptable if the extra costs are provided from sources
outride SCS.

4. Request Ames, Iowa to forward a copy of each revised SCS-5 to each
State using the series.

Response

Updates are made by the State that has responsibility for the series.
After approval of an update, the HSS submits it to the Statistical
Laboratory. The Laboratory sends camera-ready copies to -phe HSS,
who distributes them (Section 407.1(e),  NSH).

5. Appoint a task force of state soil scientists to work with Don McCormack
to evaluate the SCS-5 format and content.

Response

We oncourage all States to submit recommendations for changes in
the format and content of the Soils-5 forms to the. HSS for coordination
and transmittal to the Soil Survey Interpretations Division.
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Recommendations:

6. Need close cooperation between TSC's and States in exploring ways to
produce the necessary non-standard tables for publication.

we agree. Some degree of standardization will be helpful to reduce
cost.

7. Place a freeze on format after acceptance by the TSC early in the survey.

KeipOnSe

we agree. At an early stage in the preparation of the manuscript the
State Conserw~tionist and TSC Director shwld agree on a format.

8. Encourage use of word processing equipmenl at the state level that is
compatible width TSC equipment.

The Mag card converter that converts mag cards to Linolcx tapes ihas
been obtained at Glenn Dale. It functions well and will reduce the.
extent of keying needed in the TSC's.
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NATIONAL STATE SOIL SCIENTIST WORKSHOP
Chicago, Illinois
March 6-8, 1978

Report of Discu6sion Group 6

TOPIC: PLANNING AND MEETING FUTURE KCSS NEEDS

Chairman: F. L. Gilbert
Advisor: J. D. Rourke
Recorder: R. W. Fenwick

The central theme that the group discussod concarned the change in the national and State
soil survey program that will come about a6 the field mapping is completed in some places.
The group concerned itself with the changing staffing pattern tbnr will logically occur
during this period and the new and ongoing soil survey interpretations program that we can
fSpect. This report will contain a brief summnry of some of the important items discussed
which will be followed by a list of recommendations that were agreed to.

I. FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL NEEDS FOR SOIL SURVEY AND RELATED INFORMATION:

PRESENT NEEDS vs. FUTURE NEEDS

There was some discussion of the probability of the increased use of sail surveys in
litigation. Professionalism will need to be stressed. The credentials of soil
scientiste will need to be made clear to the public.

Another specific area of concern is in the area of using soil surveys in relating to
soil erosion -- both past erosion and future erosion potentials. It was pointed out
by one member of the group thae we wax doing a more complete job of accounting for
paat erosion in our eoil surveys of twenty years ago than we are doing today.

Recommendation iI1

Each State should prepare a workload analysis of the availability of soil survey
information that is adequate for today’s needs in resource and conservation planning.
A11 of the soil survey work remaining (new mapping, updating interpretations and
correlations) would be incorporated inro tire States' multi-year plan.

II. PRIORITIES: NEW HAPPING, RE-MAPPING, RECORRELATION, AND UPDATING

The direction of this discussion was generally toward resolving the issue of giving
priority to gerting  over the entire country with some kind of a soil survey that meets
most user needs versus bringing all survey areas to a current level of accuracy and
ussbility. The general consensus was that surveys that were adequate for most planning
activities should not have a substantial amount of Federal resources expended on them
for revision until all areas had bean mapped once-over.

Recommendation ii2

Each State should prepare B workload analysis of the man-days and money needed to secure
the sail surveys needed for present and future needs for conservation and resource plan-
ning. The analysis should include the mapping of acre6 not presently surveyed and the
updating of published soil surveya that are judged to be inadequate. The anatysis should
include all supporting activity. The results of the workload analysis would then be
incorporated into the States' multi-year plan.

III. CURRENT PUBLISHED SOIL SURVEY AND NTURE NEEDS FOR PRESENTING SOIL SURVEY INFORMATION

There was general agreement that soil survey information becomes more useful when they
BE accompanied by interpretative maps. The need for interfacing with data-bank systems
was discuescd. There are a number of interpretations that will become more important.
Some of these are:
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1. Uses of the soil as a disposal or treatment body for various kinds of waste
material.

2. Retentive and/or transmittal capacity af soil for those possible (or probable)
surface end groundwater pollutant8.

3. Energy requiremants for tilling specific soils.

4. Woodland use8 -- sails that can produce wood for fuel.

5. More precise inerrpretations  far producing food and fiber.

Rccomendation 113

A national committee bc formed to assess whether our published soil surveys are
meeting user needs. Somu State soil scientists should bc on this committee.

Recommendation ii4

Important farmland interpretations should be included in soil mrvry reports at the
State's option.

I". TRAINING NEEDS - MAKERS AND USERS

Recommendation 115

A smmer camp, college-credited COURSE should be offered as a qualifying c.ourse for
soil scientists. This COU~SU would be similar to the range COUTGB offered in many
States.

A shoct (Z-weeks) cc~uecsc be offered for updating soil scientists. This courts
could be offered at local universities.

Recommendation 117 m

A course be offered to teach soil scientists to prepare, interpret, and USC Order 3
soil surveys.

D. G. Gricr -MA G. R. Lsndtisec - IA
B. G. Wscso" - VT S. C. misrt - SD
L. H. Kivera - PR K. K. H"ffl!m - OH
T. B. Nutchings - UT B. T. Birdwell - OK
.I. w. Roghrs - MT B. A. Touchet - LA
R. W. Fenwick - CA D. E. Snyder - TN
A. K. Sinclair - IN H .  J. Byrd - NC
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FOLLOWUP  TO RECOMMENDATIONS

STATJZ SOIL SCIENI’IST  NATIONAL WORKSHOP

DISCUSSION GROUP #6

Recomnendations:

1. Maintain a current analysis of the availability of soil survey information
that is adequate for today’s needs in resource and conservation planning.
All of the soil survey work remaining (new mapping, updating interpretations
and correlations) would be incorporated into the State’s multi-year plan.

Response

The basic guidelines for such analysis are given in Soils Memo-63.
Policy and procedu~s  for recorrelation  need to be developed.

7.. Have each state prepare a workload analysis of the man-days and money
needed to secure the soil surveys required for present and future
conservation and resource planning. Incluzle  in the analysis the acreage
not presently surveyed and the acreage that has been surveyed and
published but needs to be updated. The analysis should include all
supporting activities. Incorporate the results of the workload analysis
into the state’s rrmlti-year  plan.

We agree. fibst  of this is covered in Section 200 of the NSH, and
revisions to that section are underway to incorporate the part of the
recommendation  not covered.

0
3. Form a national committee  to assess whether our published soil surveys

are meeting the needs of users. Some state soil scientists should be
on this committee.

Response

Assessments of whether published soil surveys are meeting the needs
of users must be made at local levels rather ‘than at the national
level. States are responsible for this assessment. This should be
a continuing activity. We put forth a lot of effort to publish soil
surveys and need to put a lot of effort into assuring ourselves that
they meet the needs that they were intended to meet. We believe that
more flexibility is needed and will continue to try to provide for
optional foonats;  however, the effect that increasing flexibility
has on efficiency must be considered.

*
4. Include important farmland  interpretations in published soil surveys

at the State’s option.

Response

We agree.
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Recomnendations  :

5. Offer a course as a stmer camp for which college credit could be given
as a qualifying course for soil scientists. This course would be similar a
to the range course offered in many states.

Response
,

We concur in this recomendation  except that the course should not
be required aa a Civil Service qualification.

6. Offer a short (Z-week) course for updating the technical  ability of soil ,

scientists. Ihis czurae could be offered at local universities.

Response

For training in soil correlation see item 3, Discussion Group #2.
Other courses in updating the technical ability of soil scientists
are being offered in some  states and we encourage such courses.

7. Offer a course to teach soil scientists to prepare, interpret, and use
Order 3 surveys.

Response

such orientation is certainly needed, but it is the responsibility
of individual states. TX and WO personnel are available to help.
Our preference is that it should be performed as a field activity
under the leadership of the state soil scientist or Head, TSC Soils
Staff or a member of his staff. States and TSC’s where there are
numerous Order 3 surveys, should be making specific plans for such
orientation.

c
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